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Preface
DCABES 2014
The DCABES is a community working in the area of Distributed Computing and Applications in
Business, Engineering, and Sciences, and is responsible for organizing meetings and symposia related
to the field. DCABES intends to bring together researchers and developers in the academic field and
industry from around the world to share their research experience and to explore research
collaboration in the areas of distributed parallel processing and applications.
The 13th International Symposium on Distributed Computing and Applications to Business,
Engineering and Science (DCABES 2014) will be held on November 24~27, 2014 in a very famous
resort, the Xian Ning, Hu Bei province, China.
All papers accepted by DCABES 2014 Proceedings have been peer reviewed and carefully
modified. Since DCABES 2001, the first DCABES, each DCABES symposium has invited 4 to 5
world famous professors and experts in computer science and technology area to give keynote
speeches for the conference. Thirteen years passed and dozens VIPs in distributed parallel processing
have attended the DCABES conferences, among them there are Professor Jifeng He, a member of
Academia Sinica, Professor Albert Y. Zomaya, the Editor-in-Chief of IEEE Transactions on
Computers and Associate Editor-in-Chief of IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems,
Professor C.-H. Lai, Editor-in-Chief of JACT (Journal of Algorithms and Computational
Technology), Academia Sinica Professor Zhiwei Xu, Editor-in-Chief of Journal of Computer
Research and Development, Professor Craig Douglas, distinguished professor in MGNET, et al.
The DCABES series began as a summer short course held at Hong Kong Polytechnic University in
2000 with the support of the British Computer Society - Hong Kong Chapter. The two co-chairs of
DCABES, Professors GUO Qingping and LAI Choi-Hong, extended the short course into a series of
conferences that continues today and grows yearly.
In recent years, more and more attentions have been put to the distributed parallel computing. We
are confident that the distributed parallel computing will play an even greater role in the near future,
since distributed computing resources, once properly cooperated together, will achieve a great
computing power and get a high ratio of performance/price in parallel computing. In fact the grid
computing, cloud computing and the multi-core processor cluster are closely related to and evolved
from the distributed parallel computing.
All papers contained in the Proceedings give us a glimpse of what future technology and
applications are being studied in the distributed parallel computing area in the world. More papers
concerning the distributed parallel algorithms and applications, the intelligent transportation as well as
image processing have been selected and included in the DCABES 2014 Proceedings.
We would like to thank all members of the Program Committee, the local organizing committee,
and the external reviewers for selecting papers. We would also like to thank the WUT (Wuhan
University of Technology, China), CSIR (Center for Studies of Information Resources, Wuhan
University, Wuhan, China), the NPCS (National Parallel Computing Society of China), the I2C3
(Institute of Intelligent Computing, Communication and Control, Wuhan) for their supports as local
organizers of the conference.
Here thanks are also extended to Mr. Zhang Yuchao and Mr. Zhu Lin of Wuhan University of
Technology for their contributions in organizing the DCABES 2014 conference.
Guo Qingping, Wuhan University of Technology, China
DCABES Co-chair and I2C3 Chair
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Implementations and Interpretations of the Talbot-Ogden
Inﬁltration Model
Mookwon Seo
University of Wyoming
Mathematics Department
Laramie, WY 82081-1000, USA
Email: mseo@uwyo.edu

water content. Formally, we deﬁne

Abstract—The interaction between surface and subsurface hydrology
ﬂow systems is important for water supplies. Accurate, efﬁcient numerical
models are needed to estimate the movement of water through unsaturated soil. We investigate a water inﬁltration model and develop very
fast serial and parallel implementations that are suitable for a computer
with a graphical processing unit (GPU).
Index Terms—Parallel computing; GPU computing; Hydrology; Water
inﬁltration

Se

=

Krel

=

θ − θr
and
θs − θr
 Se
2
 1 1
1
Se1/2
dx
dx .
h(x)
0
0 h(x)

(1)

Two equivalent models (Brooks-Corey and van Genuchten [3])
describe the soil-water retention curve. Let α, n, and m be undetermined parameters and h be the absolute value of the pressure head.
Then

m
1
Se (h) =
.
(2)
1 + (αh)n

I. I NTRODUCTION
For more than a century groundwater has been used faster than it
has been replenished. The interaction between surface and subsurface
hydrology ﬂow systems is important for water supplies that are
the keys to the local ecosystem and to economic development.
Effective and efﬁcient numerical models are needed for estimating
the movement of water through unsaturated soil.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the
van Genuchten, Richards, and Green-Ampt models. In Section III,
the Talbot-Odgen model is introduced, which describes subsurface
ﬂows in a discretized water content domain. In Section IV, we
present a vertically discretized Talbot-Ogden implementation based
on matrix and vector models. In Section V, we provide timings from
a representative example to show how our implementations compare
to each other. In Section VI are some conclusions.

From (2),

1/n

1/m
Se
1
.
=α
1/m
h(Se )
1 − Se

(3)

Substituting (3) into (1),

f (Se )

=

Krel (Se )

=



x1/m
1 − x1/m
0

2
f (Se )
Se1/2
.
f (1)
Se

1/n
dx and

(4)
(5)

Substituting x = y m into (4),


II. BACKGROUND
f (Se )

In this section, we provide basic mathematical models for water
inﬁltration. In Section II-A, we describe van Genuchten’s model for
the conductivity and capillary pressure. In Section II-B, we describe
Richards’ model that is a mass-balanced version of Darcy’s law. In
Section II-C, we introduce the Green-Ampt model that is widely
used in estimating inﬁltration parameters and states, such as the ﬂux,
accumulative water content, and inﬁltration time.

=
=

1/m

Se
0



m



y
1−y

1/n

my m−1 dy

1/m

Se
0

y m−1+1/n (1 − y)−1/n dy,

(6)

which is a special form of an incomplete beta-function when
k = m − 1 + n−1 ∈ N. If k = 0, then m = 1−n−1 and 0 < m < 1.
Hence,

f (Se )

A. van Genuchten Model
The van Genuchten model is based on Mualem’s model [1], [2],
which describes the prediction of the hydraulic conductivity function
of unsaturated porous media.
Let Krel be the relative hydraulic conductivity, h be the absolute
value of the pressure head (i.e., the pressure divided by the ﬂuid
speciﬁc weight), Se be the relative water content, θ be the water
content, θs be the saturated water content, and θr be the residual
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.71
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=

m

1/m

Se
0

(1 − y)−1/n dy

=


m −

=

1 − (1 − Se1/m )m .

1
1 − 1/n

(1 − Se1/m )1−1/n − 1

Since f (1) = 1,
Krel (Se ) = Se1/2 (1 − (1 − Se1/m )m )2 .
13

(7)

Fig. 1.

Green-Ampt model

Let K be the hydraulic conductivity at a particular water content
θ, Ksat be the hydraulic conductivity at saturation, and ψ be the
capillary pressure head. The relative hydraulic conductivity is

Fig. 2.

K
.
Ksat
From (3), the capillary pressure head is
Krel =

C. Green-Ampt Model
The Green-Ampt equation is derived from Richards equation based
on the nonliear form of Darcy’s law for a partially saturated ﬂow, as
represented in Fig. 1. Let θf be the initial water content, ψw be the
capillary pressure of the wetting front at depth zw , and hsf be the
height of the water above the surface, as represented in Fig. 1.
Let h0 and hzw be hydraulic pressure heads corresponding to the
surface and depth zw , respectively. At the surface, the water pressure
head is same as the height of the water. Deﬁne F (t) as the water in
the area above the wetting front in Fig. 1:

h(Se ) =| ψ(Se ) |= α−1 (Se−1/m − 1)1/n .
The effective capillary pressure head ψe [4], [5] is computed using
(2), (7), and m = 1 − n−1 :
 ∞
 0
dh
Krel (h)dh =
Krel (Se )
dSe
ψe =
dSe
0
1
 0
=
Se1/2 (1 − (1 − Se1/m )m )2 (αn)−1 ·
1

=

F (t) = zw (θs − θf ).

(Se−1/m − 1)1/n−1 (−mSe−1/m−1 )dSe

1−m 1
(1 − (1 − Se1/m )m )2 ·
αm 0
(1 − Se−1/m )−m Se−1/m+1/2 dSe .

From Darcy’s law,
dF (t)
dh
h0 − hzw
hsf + zw + ψw
= Ksat
.
= Ksat
= Ksat
dt
dz
zw
zw

(8)

When hsf is sufﬁciently small, then the vertical inﬁltration rate is

(θs − θf )ψw
dF (t)
= Ksat
+1 .
(9)
dt
F (t)

We numerically integrate (8) using Gaussian quadrature with 256
Gauss points and ﬁt it by least squares with a rational function:
ψe ≈ α−1

Talbot-Ogden model

0.046m + 2.07m2 + 19.5m3
.
1 + 4.7m + 16m2

III. TALBOT-O GDEN MODEL

Example 1: For sand samples, α = 3.6kPa−1 , n = 1.56, m =
0.36, θr = 0.078, θs = 0.43, and Ksat = 2.889 × 10−6 m/s.

In this section we describe the Talbot-Ogden model. In Section III-A, we describe the wetting front velocity for the TalbotOgden model. In Section III-B, we describe the equation governing
the groundwater front. In Section III-C, we show the subsurface
slug equation. In Section III-D, we introduce the redistribution of
subsurface water.
The Talbot-Ogden model discretizes the water content domain into
segments that conduct ﬂows downward vertically in soils [8], as
represented in Fig. 2. Let θ be the moisture content variable. Deﬁne
a bin as a discretized segment from the residual water content θr to
the saturated water content θs . Let Δθ > 0 be the width of each
bin and θj be the midpoint of the j th bin. Deﬁne the subscript  as
the rightmost bin that has water attached to the surface and f as the
leftmost bin that is not fully saturated.
The relative water content Sj for the j th bin is

B. Richards Model
Richards provided a general description for the unsaturated subsurface ﬂows based on Darcy’s law [6],
q = −K∇h,
where q is the water discharge. Let z be the depth of water, hz be
the pressure head at depth z, and pz be the water pressure caused
by the weight of the water at depth z. For the 1D case, the water
discharge with depth z has to be balanced with a change in the soil
moisture [7]:

dθ
dq
dθ
d
dhz
+
= 0 or
=
K
.
dt
dz
dt
dz
dz
Note that pz = z since the weight of water is identical to the length
of water in the porous media. Hence, hz = ψ + z and

 
d(ψ + z)
d
d
dψ
dθ
=
K
=
K
+1
.
dt
dz
dz
dz
dz

Sj =

θj − θr
.
θs − θr

Let Kj be the conductivity from the 0th bin to the j th bin and
ψj be the capillary suction in the j th bin. Recall that Ksat is the
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hydraulic conductivity at saturation and n and m are experimental
values depending on the soil type: for n > 1 and m = 1 − n−1 from
the van Genuchten’s model and (7),
Kj
ψj

1/2

=

Ksat Sj

=

−1/m
α−1 (Sj

IV. I MPLEMENTATION
There are many ways to implement the Talbot-Ogden model. In
Section IV-A, we introduce the classical way to describe the TalbotOgden model. In Section IV-B, we describe a linked list based
implementation. In Section IV-C, we describe a vertically discretized
implementation using binary dense matrix. In Section IV-D, we
describe a vertically discretized implementation using just a vector.

1/m m 2

(1 − (1 − Sj
− 1)

1/n

) ) ,

.

Every subsurface ﬂow is governed by following:

A. Classic Talbot-Ogden model

Pressure factor
Conductivity factor
Subsurface ﬂow
×
(10)
=
velocity
Water content factor
Length factor

The hydrostatic equilibrium is the condition of the ﬂuid that is not
in motion. Groundwater is initially set to the hydrostatic equilibrium,

and

zg,j = zwt − ψj .

Pressure factor = Capillary head pressure + Pressure head.

Deﬁne BL as the leftmost bin that is not completely saturated and
BR as the rightmost bin that has surface front water:

A. Wetting front velocity
Let zsf,j be a depth of the water attched to the surface in j th bin.
For the inﬁltration rate in the j th bin,
· water content factor = θ − θf ,
· conductivity factor
= K  − Kf ,
· pressure factor
= ψj + zsf,j + hsf ,
· length factor
= zsf,j .
Using (10) the wetting front velocity (i.e., the inﬁltration rate) is

K − Kf hsf + ψj
dzsf,j
+1 .
(11)
=
dt
θ − θf
zsf,j

=

min{j ∈ N|zg,j = 0, 0 ≤ j < Nb } and

=

max{j ∈ N|zsf,j = 0, 0 ≤ j < Nb }.

Let zbot be the depth of the bottom of the Talbot-Ogden domain
and Nb be the number of bins. Before calculating the inﬁltration we
need to consider the amount of water Wd ﬂowing through the fully
saturated bins, which is given by
Wd = KBL −1 Δt.
Let Ws be the amount of water above the surface and Wr be the
amount of water going in or out of the groundwater. Therefore

B. Groundwater front velocity
Let zg,j be the groundwater front depth in j th bin and zwt be
be the depth of the water table where pressure head is equal to the
atmospheric pressure. For the groundwater front velocity in j th bin,
· water content factor = θj − θf ,
· conductivity factor
= K j − Kf ,
· pressure factor
= −ψj + zwt − zg,j ,
· length factor
= zwt − zg,j .
When the groundwater front is above the water table and using (10),
the groundwater front velocity is

−ψj
K j − Kf
dzg,j
+1 .
(12)
=
dt
θj − θf
zwt − zg,j

Ws

=

W s − Wd ,
0,

if Ws ≥ Wd ,
otherwise,

Wr

=

W r + Wd ,
Wr + W s ,

if Ws ≥ Wd ,
otherwise.

and

Deﬁne zj0 as the dry depth that is the smallest initial depth of
inﬁltration for the j th bin. From the Green-Ampt equation (9), let
θs = θj and θf = θj−1 . Then for the j th bin,

dF (t)
ψj Δθ
= Kj
+1 .
dt
F (t)

Groundwater can join the water table, which causes the latter to
change its location in the bin.

Using integration,


F = Kj Δt + ψj Δθ ln 1 +

C. Slug velocity
When the surface is completely dry, water detaches from the
surface and moves down in bins. A hanging water shape appears
(see Fig. 2, area pointed to by zsl ), which is a slug.
For the j th bin, let zsl,j be the bottom depth of a slug and lenj
be the slug length. Assume the velocities of the top and bottom of
the slug are the same.
· water content factor = θj − θj−1 ,
· conductivity factor
= Kj − Kj−1 ,
· pressure factor
= ψj (slug bottom) − ψj (slug top) + lenj
= lenj
· length factor
= lenj .
Using (10) the slug velocity is
Kj − Kj−1
dzsl,j
.
=
dt
θj − θj−1

BL
BR

Since F = zΔθ,
z = Kj


z
Δt
+ ψj ln 1 +
Δθ
ψj

F
ψj Δθ

.

.

There is a maximum bound of the dry depth that is given by

z
Δt
+ ψf ln 1 +
.
z = KNb −1
θf
ψf

(14)

(15)

Let x and y be the solutions of (14) and (15), respectively, using
Newton’s method. Therefore
zj0 = min{x, y}.

(13)

For each bin j, we calculate zsf,j and zg,j , respectively, using
a fourth order Runge-Kutta method for (11) and (12). We then
compute the falling distances for the wetting front distsf,j and the
groundwater front distg,j .
When the surface is completely dry, the water from the surface is
detached and governed by (13). Since the distance only depends on
the conductivity and water content, but not time, we precompute the

D. Redistribution
For each time step, after subsurface velocities are calculated,
water is redistributed based on capillary pressure. Redistribution
instantly drags hanging water from right to left since subsurface water
movement in right bins is faster than in left bins.
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Blue, orange, and green represent water attached to the
groundwater, surface, and detached (a slug), respectively.
Fig. 4.

Each bin is its own linked list with the ﬁrst to third elements of
each list colored blue, orange, and green, repspectively.
Fig. 3.

Matrix and Vector models

to the left. This is easily accomplished by summing the row and
setting the correct number of matrix elements to 1. The algorithm
is embarrassingly parallel since in the inﬁltration phase each bin is
independent of every other bin. In the redistribution phase each row
is independent of every other row. This model lends itself well to
multicore CPUs and GPU systems.
The major disadvantage to the matrix model is the amount of data
that must be moved at each time step. Also, every element of the
domain must be touched twice in each time step.

Linked lists representation

slug falling distance distsl,j . We only need to recompute it if we
change the time interval.
After water moves vertically, redistribution of water from the right
bins to the leftmost bins completes the time step.
B. Linked list model
The oldest Talbot-Ogden implementations [8] used a single array
to represent the depth of water in each bin in the domain. This
method was both fast and memory efﬁcient. The redistribution phase
in this implementation unfortunately required sorting the array. Only
the maximum depth of water in each bin was approximated, which
means it could not model slugs in the domain.
The linked list implementation uses a set of linked lists, each
of which represents a single bin in the domain. Fig. 3 shows how
Fig. 2 is represented in this format. As the number of slugs changes,
elements can be added or removed from the lists. This method
provides a memory efﬁcient method for storing the domain.
This implementation is very effective in the inﬁltration phase, but
is very expensive in the redistribution phase. In order to compute the
redistribution, a comparison between each element of each linked list
and every element of each linked list to its left must be made. If an
opening is found in a bin to the left of the current element, the water
must be moved. Altering the domain requires altering the elements
of the source linked list and the destination linked list. This must be
done for every element of the linked list for every bin at every time
step. As the number of slugs grows, this becomes very expensive.
It is also impractical to make this implementation scale well on a
parallel computer.

D. Vector model
The Matrix model is a step in the right direction, but the required
data movement makes the method prohibitively expensive. The obvious next step is some type of sparse representation. Since in the
redistribution phase the water always moves to the left side of the
domain, the only required information to construct the matrix is the
number of non-zero cells in each row. This idea leads to what we
call the Vector model. In this model the entire domain is represented
by a single vector, as can be seen on the right in Fig. 4.
This representation of the data requires care in the inﬁltration step.
Since all of the bins are represented as a single number, the movement
by each bin is much more complex and more expensive than in the
Matrix model. However, the redistribution phase is automatic and is
actually free. As in the Matrix model, each row must be examined
at each time step.
Some of the parallelism of the Matrix model is lost in the Vector
model. By adding the assumption that all water moves like slugs, the
parallelism can be recovered and this method can be implemented
on a GPU. The ﬁnal implementation of this method on a GPU has
some interesting properties:
1) The run time per time step is almost constant, independent
of the water in the domain. Hence, in some cases the serial
implementations can skip empty regions of the domain, which
makes them faster than GPU implementations that do not skip
empty regions.
2) The complexity of the algorithm depends on the conductivity
of the soil and the size of the time step. Hence, the larger each
of these factors is, the more work that is required by the GPU
per time step.
Modiﬁcations to the data structures and computations were required to use the algorithm on a GPU. Lookup tables were created

C. Matrix model
The Matrix model is an implementation of the Talbot-Ogden
model that simpliﬁes the redistribution phase by using a different
data structure for the domain. This model uses a discretization in
the vertical direction as well as in the θ direction. This additional
discretization creates a collection of cells that can be represented as
a binary array, see Fig. 4. In each cell, a 1 represents the presence
of water, and a 0 indicates an empty cell.
The advantage of the matrix representation is the trivialization
of the redistribution phase. To redistribute water, cells are moved
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so that each row in the z-domain worked independently of all other
rows, thus allowing each thread on a GPU to process a single row.
These modiﬁcations speeded up the algorithm on a GPU over the
existing CPU algorithm.
Unfortunately, the lookup tables were too large to be in GPU
shared memory and had to be in GPU global memory. Between the
overhead for each kernel launch and the access time to the GPU’s
global memory, the expected speedup was not achieved. However,
the modiﬁed data structures and algorithms proved to be extremely
effective on the CPU by making more effective use of L1 and
L2 memory caching. The serial implementation was provided an
unexpected and signiﬁcant performance advance.

packed sand using the parameters in Table I. Each example simulates
a week of inﬁltration using two different rainfall patterns that are
listed in Table II. The timings and speedups for both examples are
in Table III.
The ﬁrst example has seven short, hard rainfalls. This example
creates multiple slugs that remain for most of the simulation time. The
linked list method suffers because it must track and sort linked lists
for each bin and each slug. The vector implementation is not slowed
by large numbers of slugs since each row is treated independently.
The second example has two very heavy rainfalls. In this case the
linked list implementation performs better than in the ﬁrst example
since there is almost never more than one slug at a time. The vector
code runs at almost the same rate as the ﬁrst example, illustrating
that the run time is almost independent of quantity and frequency of
water present in the simulation.

V. N UMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we provide timings from representative examples
to show how our implementations compare to each other.
The numerical examples were run on a 3.10 GHz quad core
Intel Core i7-4930MX CPU with 32 GB of RAM running Windows
7 Ultimate 64-bit. The examples were compiled using Microsoft
Visual Studio Professional 2013 Version 4.5.50938 in 64-bit mode. A
NVIDIA 780M GPU with 1536 CUDA cores and 3 GB of memory
was also used.
The simulations are for a 1 meter deep column of coarse, tightly

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated a water inﬁltration model and developed very fast implementations. In the Matrix model, we developed a
method that is embarrassingly parallel and appears suitable for GPUs.
In the Vector model, we ﬂattened the Matrix model and reduced its
memory requirements by a dimension. As a result, the Vector model
runs faster on a single CPU than either the Linked list model on a
CPU or the Matrix model on a GPU or CPU. We are investigating a
Matrix-Vector-free model that shows promise on a GPU, but is still
future work.
Our long term goals are to use the fastest implementation in basin
scale model of the upper Colorado River [9]. We will need to run
tens of thousands of cases in parallel using a domain decomposition
method.

TABLE I
C ONSTANTS USED IN EACH NUMERICAL EXAMPLE .
Variable
bins
number of rows
conductivity
porosity
van Genuchten α
van Genuchten n
residual saturation

Value
300
100
2.889e − 6
0.357
3.6
1.56
0.078

Units
meters per second
unitless fraction
per meter
unitless
unitless fraction
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Rainfall
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Times are

Example 1
Example 2
Start Stop Rate Start
Stop
Rate
0
0.5
10
0
8.0
4.0
12.0
12.1
10
96.0
106.0
2.0
26.0
26.1
1.0
37.0
37.1
1.0
49.0
49.2
1.0
62.0
62.1
1.0
70.0
70.1
1.0
in hours from the initial start time. Rates are in cm/hour.

TABLE III
N UMERICAL T IMINGS AND S PEEDUPS
Timings
Example 1 Example 2
Linked list
74.526
58.164
Matrix
13.820
20.415
Vector
0.089735
0.089465
Times are in seconds.
Speedups Example 1
Example 2
Matrix
5.39
2.85
Vector
830.51
650.13
Speedups assume the base time is for the Linked list model.
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performance of HPCG on Tianhe-2 by using the Intel
Xeon CPUs [3] and by using both the CPUs and the
Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors [4]. In this work, we focus
on tackling the challenges of the communication overhead
in HPCG from two different angles.
1) We ﬁrst identify that all neighboring communications occur only in sparse matrix kernels for halo updates. By dividing each subdomain into an outer part
and several inner parts, we are able to separate haloindependent computations in the inner parts from the
halo-dependent ones in the out part. In this way, the
cost neighboring communications can be reduced by
overlapping with inner part computations.
2) The other type of communication in HPCG is the
global reductions required by vector dot-products.
Two reformulated CG algorithms, namely the Gropp’s asynchronous CG and the pipelined CG, are
employed to replace the original one in HPCG. The
two variants of CG enjoy a same advantage that the
global reduction can be done asynchronously with
other sparse matrix kernels. Further optimizations
are done to decrease the extra overhead introduced
in the reformulated CG algorithms.
To examine the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms
and optimization techniques, we carry out experiments
on the world’s largest heterogeneous system, Tianhe-2,
By hiding the neighboring communication, a performance
increase of as large as 10% is achieved on 256 computing
nodes. Compared to the original CG and the Gropp’s
asynchronous CG, the pipelined CG successfully hide
the cost of global communication thus further increases
the overall performance. In summary, the optimized code
scales to 256 computing nodes on Tianhe-2 with a nearly
ideal weak-scaling efﬁciency of 90.4% and a aggregated
performance of 10.51 Tﬂops.

Abstract—The High Performance Conjugate Gradient (HPCG) benchmark, proposed recently in 2013, has drawn increasingly more attention from both academia and industry.
Unlike the High Performance Linpack (HPL) benchmark,
which has a very high computation-to-communication ratio,
HPCG contains both neighboring and global communication
that may severely degrade the parallel performance. To
reduce the communication overhead of neighboring communications, we overlap halo updates with halo-independent
computations. To hide the cost of the global reductions
in vector dot-products, we make use of two reformulated
CG algorithms, namely the Gropp’s asynchronous CG and
the pipelined CG. Some further optimizations are done to
decrease the extra overhead introduced in the reformulated
CG algorithms. We show by experiments on the world’s
largest heterogeneous system – Tianhe-2 that the optimized
HPCG code scales to 256 nodes (49,920 cores) with a
nearly ideal weak scalability of over 90% and an aggregate
performance of 10.51Tﬂops.
Keywords-HPCG; communication-computation overlap;
pipelined CG; asynchronous CG; Tianhe-2

I. I NTRODUCTION
As the de-facto standard to rank supercomputing systems on the TOP500 List, the High Performance Linpack
(HPL) benchmark has been serving the HPC community
for over 20 years. However, the gap between HPL and real
applications is becoming increasingly larger. It is therefore
of great importance, from both academic and industrial
points of view, to pay a closer attention to more synthetic
benchmarks that have a tighter bound to real applications.
Proposed in 2013, the High Performance Conjugate
Gradient (HPCG) benchmark [1], [2] aims to better correlate computation and data access patterns found in many
applications nowadays. Unlike HPL that has a very high
computation-to-communication ratio, HPCG contains both
neighboring and global communication that may severely
degrade the parallel performance. It is a demanding task
to optimize HPCG on a high computing throughput, yet
low data-moving bandwidth system often found on today’s
TOP500 List.
The challenges in HPCG are twofold. One is how to
fully exploit the local computational capacity of each
available processing units within a single computing node.
The other is how to reduce the communication cost among
different computing nodes. In our previous works, we
have carried out research on improving the intra-node
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.6

II. BASIC HPCG A LGORITHMS
HPCG is a benchmark program that solves a sparse
linear system arising from the ﬁnite difference solution
of the three-dimensional Poisson equation −Δu = f
with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. The
computational domain is a three-dimensional cube covered
with a semistructured mesh with equally distributed mesh
points along the x, y and z directions, respectively. Due to
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the regularity of the mesh, a second-order accurate ﬁnite
different scheme of 27-point stencil can be constructed.
The sparse linear system solved in HPCG is Ax = b,
where A is a sparse matrix obtained from the 27-point
stencil and b is the right-hand-side vector generated from
a constant exact solution. By using a three-dimensional
domain decomposition strategy, the computational domain
is divided into subdomains for distributed parallel computing. To achieve high performance, it is allowed to use any
data formats of both sparse matrices and dense vectors
in HPCG, but it is not allowed to take advantage of the
speciﬁc structure of the problem to avoid the indirect
memory access patterns in all sparse matrix kernels. We
use the latest version of HPCG, v2.4, in our research.
In HPCG, the linear system Ax = b is solved by using
a preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (CG) algorithm as
described in Algorithm 1, where M −1 is the multigrid
preconditioner to be discussed shortly. In the main loop of
Algorithm 1, the major cost consists of one sparse matrix
vector multiplication (SpMV) in line 7, one multigrid
preconditioner (MG) in line 3, three vector dot-products
in line 4, 7 and 10, and three vector updates (WAXPBY)
in line 6, 8 and 9.

and post-smoother as well. In SymGS(x,r), one symmetric
Gauss–Seidel step is applied concurrently on each subdomain, with right-hand-side r and initial guess x. On each
subdomain, SymGS(x,r) performs the following operation
⎛
⎞

x[i] = ⎝r[i] −
A[i][j] ∗ x[j]⎠ /A[i][i]
j=i

in a given order, and then doing the same calculation in
the reverse order. Here x[i], r[i] denote the i-th component
of vector x and r, and A[i][j] denotes the (i, j)-th entry
of matrix A.
III. P ROPOSED O PTIMIZATIONS OF C OMMUNICATION
In this section, we provide details on optimizing the
communication cost in HPCG. Our work is done based on
our recent implementation of a heterogeneous CPU-MIC
algorithm to fully exploit the computational capacity of
different processing units in each node of Tianhe-2. In the
heterogeneous algorithm, each subdomain is divided with
an adjustable inner-outer partitioning strategy, with each
inner part assigned to an MIC device and the only outer
part to the CPU. Consequently, the inner tasks are isolated
from each other to avoid inter-node MPI communication.
The details of the heterogeneous algorithm can be found
in [4].

Algorithm 1 CG for Ax = b
Input: A, b, x0 , itmax , ε
1: r0 ← b − Ax0
2: for i = 0, 1, ..., itmax do
3:
zi ← M −1 ri
4:
si ← (ri , zi )
5:
if (i = 0) pi ← zi
6:
else
pi ← zi + (si /si−1 )pi−1
7:
αi ← si /(pi , Api )
8:
xi+1 ← xi + αi pi
9:
ri+1 ← ri − αi Api
10:
if (||ri+1 ||2 /||r0 ||2 ≤ ε) break;
11: end for
Output: xi+1

A. Optimizing neighboring communication
Under the three-dimensional domain decomposition, the
computational domain is divided into subdomains with
each one assigned an MPI process. Correspondingly, the
sparse matrix A and input vector x are both divided by
rows, i.e., each processor owns a partial row of A and
x. Therefore, before doing computations in SpMV and
SymGS, halo data updated from neighboring subdomains
are required to be transfered by employing MPI neighboring communication. Because both SpMV and SymGS
are very basic kernels that are repeatedly used in HPCG,
reducing the cost of neighboring communication in them
is of great importance.
Before doing optimization of neighboring communication, we notice that the halo exchange can be safely
removed in all SymGS pre-smoothers and the SymGS
solver on the coarsest level, due to the reason that the
initial value of the input vector in these kernels is zero.
After removing the unnecessary neighboring communications, the remaining kernels with halo exchange are
SpMV operations and SymGS post-smoothers. In the
reference implementation of HPCG, the halo information
of each subdomain is predetermined and stored, and the
halo exchange is done by posting an MPI_Irecv ﬁrst
to establish a nonblocking receive, then an MPI_Send
to send the halo data to each neighbors one by one,
and ﬁnally an MPI_Wait to complete the point-to-point
communication. Only after all send’s and receive’s are
done, the computation is started.
In order to overlap the neighboring communication with
computation, we divide each subdomain into an outer part
in which computation can only be done after receiving

The preconditioner M −1 employed in HPCG is based
on a V-cycle geometric multigrid method, as shown in
Algorithm 2. In the algorithm, a same method, denoted
Algorithm 2 Geometric multigrid V-cycle: xh = MG(rh )
Input: r2
1: if on the coarse level then
2:
xh = SymGS(0, rh )
3: else
4:
xh = SymGS(0, rh )
5:
r2h = Ih2h (rh − Ah xh )
6:
x2h = MG(r2h )
h 2h
7:
xh = xh + I2h
x
h
8:
x = SymGS(xh , rh )
9: end if
Output: xh

 Coarse-level solver
 Pre-smoother
 Restriction
 Prolongation
 Post-smoother

as SymGS, serves as the coarse-level solver, and the pre-
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Algorithm 4 Pipelined CG for Ax = b
Input: A, b, x0 , itmax , ε
1: r0 ← b − Ax0 , u0 ← M −1 r0 , w0 ← Au0
2: for i = 0, 1, ..., itmax do
3:
γi ← (ri , ui )
4:
δi ← (wi , ui )
5:
mi ← M −1 wi
6:
ni ← Ami
7:
if (||ri ||2 /||r0 ||2 ≤ ε) break
8:
if (i = 0) βi ← 0,
αi ← γi /δ
9:
else
βi ← γi /γi−1 , αi ← γi /(δ−βi γi /αi−1 )
10:
si ← wi + βi si−1 , ri+1 ← ri − αi si
11:
pi ← ui + βi pi−1 , xi+1 ← xi + αi pi
12:
qi ← mi + βi qi−1 , ui+1 ← ui − αi qi
13:
zi ← ni + βi zi−1 , wi+1 ← wi − αi zi
14: end for
Output: xi

halo data, and an inner part that is halo-independent. The
outer part is processed by CPU, and the inner part can
be processed by either CPU or other computing resources
or both. In this way, when doing the halo exchange, the
computations in the inner part can be started without
waiting any halo data. This can be done by starting the
computation of the inner part immediately after posting MPI_Send. To further improve the communication
performance, MPI_Send is replaced by its nonblocking
variant MPI_Isend.
B. Optimizing global communication
As is well known, the time of global collective communication increases tremendously as more MPI processes
are used. In the standard CG algorithm, the global communication occurs when calculating the two vector dotproducts at line 4 and 7 and the norm of the residual
vector at line 10. The computing of a vector 2-norm can be
viewed as a vector dot-product with the two input vectors
being the same. Therefore, there are three vector dotproducts in each iteration of the CG algorithm, with each
one requiring a global communication. In addition, the
inputs of the three vector dot-products are only available
right before the dot-products, and the results of them are
immediately required right after. The observation made
above indicates that there is little opportunity to overlap
the global communication with computation due to the
reason that it is impossible to start the vector dot-products
earlier or end them later than shown in Algorithm 1.
Recent years, people have made some progresses in reformulating the CG algorithm in a mathematically equivalent way in order to increase the chance of communicationcomputation overlap. Among the works, we pay special
attention to the asynchronous CG proposed by W. Gropp
[5], and the pipelined CG proposed by P. Ghysels and W.
Vanroose [6]. The two algorithms are listed in Algorithm 3
and Algorithm 4, respectively.

As shown in the two algorithms, there are still three vector dot-products in each iteration of both the asynchronous
CG and the pipelined CG. Thanks to the rearranged order
of calculations, the strong data dependency is removed
so that all global communications in the two algorithms
can be overlapped with some computations. For example,
in Algorithm 3, the global reductions in the two vector
dot-products at line 3 and 5 can be merged to a single
one and the calculations of the two vector dot-products
can be started as early as at the beginning of line 5 and
the results are only needed at line 6. In this way, these
two global reductions can be overlapped with the MG
preconditioner at line 4. Similarly, the global reduction
at line 10 in Algorithm 3 can be overlapped with the
SpMV at line 11. In total, there left two global reductions
in the asynchronous CG, with one overlapped with MG
and another with SpMV. In an analogous way, the global
reductions in the three vector dot-products in the pipelined
CG can be merged into one and overlapped with MG and
SpMV at line 5-6 in Algorithm 4.
In implementation, the communication-computation
overlap in the two CG variants can be done by issuing a
nonblocking reduction MPI_Iallreduce at the earliest
possible place to start the global communication, then proceed the computation such as MG or SpMV or both, and
ﬁnally collect the reduction result by using MPI_Wait.
To improve the response time of communication, we insert
MPI_Test right after issuing the nonblocking reduction.
Compared to the asynchronous CG, the pipelined CG
enjoys two potential advantages. One is that the total
number of global reductions per pipelined CG iteration
is reduced to one instead of two in the asynchronous CG.
The other is that the global reduction in the pipelined CG
is overlapped with the successive application of MG and
SpMV, which ensures a larger space to hide the cost of
global communication. Instead, in the asynchronous CG,
the two global reductions are respectively overlapped with
MG and SpMV. The latter advantage of the pipelined CG
algorithm is of great value when thousands of MPI pro-

Algorithm 3 Gropp’s asynchronous CG for Ax = b
Input: A, b, x0 , itmax , ε
1: r0 ← b − Ax0 , u0 ← M −1 r0 , p0 ← u0 , s0 ← Ap0 ,
γ0 ← (r0 , u0 )
2: for i = 0, 1, ..., itmax do
3:
δ ← (pi , si )
4:
qi ← M −1 si
5:
if (||ri ||2 /||r0 ||2 ≤ ε) break
6:
αi ← γi /δ
7:
xi+1 ← xi + αi pi
8:
ri+1 ← ri − αi si
9:
ui+1 ← ui − αi qi
10:
γi+1 ← (ri+1 , ui+1 )
11:
wi+1 ← Aui+1
12:
βi+1 ← γi+1 /γi
13:
pi+1 ← ui+1 + βi+1 pi
14:
si+1 ← wi+1 + βi+1 si
15: end for
Output: xi
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cesses are used and the cost of SpMV is not comparable
to a single global reduction.
There are some extra cost in the asynchronous and
the pipelined CG. Compared to the standard CG, the
asynchronous CG requires to store two more vectors and
to perform two more WAXPBY’s, and the pipelined CG
requires to store ﬁve more vectors and to perform ﬁve
more WAXPBY’s. Fortunately, the extra cost of WAXPBY’s in the pipelined CG can be reduced by fusing the
input and output of related kernels. For example, each
two WAXPBY’s in a same line at line 10-13 can be fused
together. In this way, the cost of memory traverse in theses
kernels are greatly reduced.
Similar optimizations can be done when computing the
local results of the three dot-products in line 3, 4 and 7 in
the pipelined CG. Usually, the three dot-products require
to read six vectors, but here in the pipelined CG only
three vectors are needed. By fusing the local computation
in the three dot-products, it is expected that the memory
footprint is reduced by half.
We remark here that although in some cases the number
of iterations of the two reformulated CG algorithms may
be slightly larger than that of the standard CG due to numerical instability, no changes of the number of iterations
are observed in HPCG.

no-fused-opt
fused-opt

GFlops

10

1

WAXPBY
Figure 2.

dot-product

overall

The performance improvement by kernel fusion.

and 7 can be fused to avoid some unnecessary cost of
memory traverse. We test the effects of these two kernel
fusion techniques on a single node of Tianhe-2. The results
are shown in Figure 2. The performance improvement is
32% in WAXPBY, and 75% in dot-product. Overall, this
single technique increases the total performance by 2.5%.
B. Effects of optimizing neighboring communication
We then perform tests to examine the effects of optimizing neighboring communication. The tests are based
on the optimized hybrid code of the pipelined CG with
kernel fusions. Figure 3 shows the results, from which
we observe that as the number of nodes increases, more
performance improvement from optimizing neighboring
communication is obtained. Compared to the case without
optimizing neighboring communication, the speedup of
the optimized code is as high as 1.1 when using 256 nodes.

C. Putting all together
The workﬂow of the two CG variants, with optimizations on both neighboring communication in SpMV (the
optimizations on neighboring communication in SymGS
are not shown) and global communication in the vector dot-products are shown in Figure 1. Synchronization
points to wait the results of nonblocking communications
are also marked in the ﬁgures. It is clearly seen from the
ﬁgures that the two algorithms both are able to hide most
cost in the neighboring and global communications. The
tests done in the next section will conﬁrm it.

no-neighboring-comm-opt
neighboring-comm-opt

10000

GFlops

IV. P ERFORMANCE AND A NALYSIS
Experiments are conducted on the Tianhe-2 supercomputer. Each node of Tianhe-2 is comprised of two 12-core
Intel Xeon E5-2692 CPU processors and three 57-core
Intel Xeon Phi 31S1P MIC coprocessors. All computing
nodes are connected with a customized network named TH
Express-2. The bi-directional bandwidth of TH Express2 can achieve 20GB/s in theory, and ofﬂoaded collective
operations are supported.
The implementation is based on our hybrid implementation of HPCG v2.4, in which each computing node of
Tianhe-2 is assigned with an MPI process. Within each
node, all CPU cores and the three Intel Xeon Phi devices
are utilized to process a subdomain. In the tests, we ﬁx the
sub-domain size to be N Z ∗ N Y ∗ N X=128 ∗ 456 ∗ 400,
of which the inner block size are 120 ∗ 448 ∗ 128.
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Figure 3.
The performance improvement by optimizing neighbor
communication.

C. Effects of optimizing global communication
To investigate the effects of optimizing global communication, we count the time of global reductions in the
original CG algorithm and its two variants, and show
the results in Figure 4. Note that as long as there are
computation being done, the time of the nonblocking
communication is not counted. In this way, we are able
to examine if the communication-computation overlap is
successful. From the results we clearly see that both the

A. Effects of kernel fusion
In the pipelined CG, each two of the eight WAXPBY’s
at line 10-13 can be fused together. Similarly, the local
computation in the three vector dot-products at line 3,4
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(a) Gropp’s asynchronous CG.
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(b) Pipelined CG.
Figure 1. The workﬂow of the two reformulated CG algorithms. The optimizations done on global communication in vector dot-products and on
neighboring communication in SpMV are shown in the ﬁgures.

0.030

applied in latter two methods, but not in the hybrid
implementation of the original CG. Compared to the
reference HPCG implementation, the three hybrid versions
all achieve great performance boost. When 256 nodes are
used, with the help of communication optimizations, the
asynchronous CG outperforms the original CG by 10.6%,
and the pipelined CG provides another 4.1% performance
increase. For the pipelined CG, when increasing the number of nodes from 1 to 256, a nearly ideal weak scalability
of 90.4% is sustained, with an aggregate performance of
10.51 Tﬂops.
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The overhead of global communication per CG iteration.
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CG variants reduce the global communication time as
compared to the original CG. Between the two algorithms,
the pipelined CG is obviously the winner due to the
complete hiding of all the cost of global communication.

Pipelined CG+OPT

GFlops
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D. Overall performance
Figure 5 shows the ﬁnal overall performance of the reference HPCG implementation, the hybrid implementation
of the original CG algorithm, the hybrid implementation
of Gropp’s asynchronous CG, and the hybrid implementation of pipelined CG. For the purpose of performance
comparison, all optimizations mentioned in the paper are

1
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Figure 5.
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c ∈ R is the velocity of the medium, which is different in
space. In this work, we consider Dirichlet boundary conditions
along a part of Γ. Numerical experiments done on a set
of acoustic ﬁnite element matrices are exhibited and show
the performance, robustness and accuracy of linear algebra
operations and their uses within iterative Krylov methods for
solving acoustic problem modeled by Helmholtz equation.

Abstract—This paper deals with linear algebra operations on
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) with complex number arithmetic using double precision. An analysis of their uses within
iterative Krylov methods is presented to solve acoustic problems.
Numerical experiments performed on a set of acoustic matrices
arising from the modelisation of acoustic phenomena inside a
car compartment are collected, and outline the performance,
robustness and effectiveness of our algorithms, with a speed-up
up to 28x for dot product, 9.8x for sparse matrix-vector product
and solvers.

The plan of this paper is the following. Section II presents
the industrial test cases involved to analyze our algorithms.
Section III presents numerical results of linear algebra operations required to carry out iterative Krylov methods such
as addition of vectors, scale of vectors, sparse matrix-vector
multiplication (SpMV), etc. Section IV gives numerical tests
on iterative Krylov methods, and Section V gives conclusion.

Keywords—Linear algebra; Iterative Krylov methods; CSR matrix; GPU; CUDA; Acoustic; Helmholtz equation; Parallel computing;

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Linear algebra analysis has always been extremely useful
when solving partial differential equations arising from many
domains such as physics and biology models. Even though
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) were ﬁrst designed for
graphic applications, they also represent a high potential for
scientiﬁc computing and its applications to both physics and
engineering. General-Purpose GPUs allow the developers to
harness the high computational power of graphics cards to
accelerate general-purpose scientiﬁc and engineering computing. The peak performance of CPUs and GPUs is signiﬁcanlty
different, due to the inherently different architectures between
these processors. In this work we focus on Compute Uniﬁed
Device Architecture (CUDA) [45], proposed by NVIDIA in
2006, an appropriate and suitable language for NVIDIA graphics card. CUDA has offered a new vision in high performance
computing. In this paper, we analyse double precision complex
number arithmetics algorithms of Alinea [10], [11], our own
research group library, which proposes linear algebra operations and iterative Krylov on both CPU and GPU clusters
for real and complex number arithmetics in single and double
precision.

II.

This part of the paper gives the main features of the ﬁnite
element meshes used associated with the acoustic problems
arising from the automotive industry [34], namely car compartments: Audi (Audi3D) and Twingo (Twingo3D). The car
compartment problem is representative of acoustics cavity.
Fig. 1 illustrates respectively the Audi3D and Twingo3D mesh
for a given mesh size (h).

Fig. 1: Audi (Audi3D) and Twingo (Twingo3D)

The matrices used to analyze and evaluate our algorithms
are obtained from the ﬁnite element discretization of the
acoustic problem, governed by the Helmholtz equation. The
matrices are sparse large size, i.e., most values are zero. In
this way, Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) [6], is considered to
store these matrices. Table I reports the matrices associated
with the meshes of the car compartments. These features
and characteristics are given in the third column. The sparse
structure pattern and an histogramm of the distribution of
nonzero values are respectively given in the ﬁrst and second
column.

The acoustic problem is steered in the frequency domain
by the Helmholtz equation with suitable boundary conditions.
The matrix of the linear system arising from the ﬁnite element
discretization of the acoustic problem has a very huge size
on high frequency regime. Several discretization techniques
like inﬁnite element [1]–[3] or stabilized ﬁnite element [21]
allows to reduce the size of the matrix. The problem to solve
comes from the discretization of the Helmholtz equation in
a bounded domain Ω, with outside boundary Γ = ∂Ω. The
Helmholtz equation is formulated as: −∇2 u − k 2 u = g, where
k = 2πF
is the wavenumber of the frequency F ∈ R and
c
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.7

A PPLICATION : AUTOMOTIVE ACOUSTIC

The numerical experiments have been carried out on a
workstation based on an Intel Core i7 920 2.67Ghz, which
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TABLE I: Sketches of Audi, Twingo FE matrices

carried out on real number artihmetics with double precision
with a suitable implementation of the CUDA kernel presents
excellent speed-up for linear algebra operations and iterative
Krylov methods [11]. The ﬁnite element discretization of
the Helmholtz equation for acoustic problems conducts to
complex number arithmetics matrices. In this paper, we give an
extension of this analysis with acoustic problem. We develop
efﬁcient iterative Krylov methods for solving linear systems
with complex number arithmetics. As proved in [12] for real
number arithmetics, our template code gives effective results
compared to Cusp [7], CUBLAS [43], CUSPARSE [44]. But
performance for complex number arithmetics with double
precision remains a deﬁance, and dynamic auto-tuning of the
GPU grid should be considered considered [10].

Audi3D-1
h = size = 1,727
density = 0.550
bandwidth = 1,436
nonzero = 16,393
nonzero/h = 9.492
max row = 27
nonzero/h stddev = 10.205
3D acoustic FE matrix. Audi car (mesh size = 0.133425, length wave = 3.5).
Audi3D-2
h = size = 11,637
density = 0.139
bandwidth = 11,237
nonzero = 188,455
nonzero/h = 16.194
max row = 27
nonzero/h stddev = 11.223
3D acoustic FE matrix. Audi car (mesh size = 0.066604, length wave = 3.5).
Audi3D-3
h = size = 85,001
density = 0.025
bandwidth = 84,474
nonzero = 1,781,707
nonzero/h = 20.961
max row = 27
nonzero/h stddev = 9.832
3D acoustic FE matrix. Audi car (mesh size = 0.033289, length wave = 3.5).
Audi3D-4
h = size = 648,849
density = 0.004
bandwidth = 520,461
nonzero = 15,444,211
nonzero/h = 23.802
max row = 27
nonzero/h stddev = 7.720
3D acoustic FE matrix. Audi car (mesh size = 0.016643, length wave = 3.5).
Twingo3D-0
h = size = 8,439
density = 0.202
bandwidth = 6,268
nonzero = 143,889
nonzero/h = 17.050
max row = 27
nonzero/h stddev = 11.047
3D acoustic FE matrix. Twingo car (mesh size = 0.077866, length wave = 9.5).
Twingo3D-1
h = size = 62,357
density = 0.035
bandwidth = 53,935
nonzero = 1,351,521
nonzero/h = 21.674
max row = 33
nonzero/h stddev = 9.364
3D acoustic FE matrix. Twingo car (mesh size = 0.038791, length wave = 9.5).
Twingo3D-2
h = size = 479,169
density = 0.005
bandwidth = 470,625
nonzero = 11,616,477
nonzero/h = 24.243
max row = 39
nonzero/h stddev = 7.233
3D acoustic FE matrix. Twingo car (mesh size = 0.019379, length wave = 9.5).

The complex double precision running times in milliseconds (ms) of the assign operation are collected in Table II,
with h the size of the vector.
TABLE II: Assign of vector (ZASSIGN)
h
648,849
2,000,000
9,000,000
14,000,000

cpu
cpu
gpu#0 gpu#0 gpu#1 gpu#1 ratio#0 ratio#1
time (ms) Gﬂops time (ms) Gﬂops time (ms) Gﬂops cpu/#0 cpu/#1
1.10
4.00
18.33
27.50

0.59
0.50
0.49
0.51

0.16
0.41
1.79
2.63

4.06
4.92
5.04
5.32

0.20
0.46
1.69
2.86

3.27
4.36
5.31
4.90

6.88
9.84
10.27
10.45

5.54
8.72
10.82
9.63

In the following, all kernels compute the global index of
each thread as follows:
unsigned int x = blockIdx .x ∗ blockDim.x + threadIdx . x;
unsigned int y = threadIdx . y + blockIdx . y ∗ blockDim.y;
int pitch = blockDim.x ∗ gridDim.x;
int idx = x + y ∗ pitch ;

The scale scale operation kernel is described as follows
has 4 physical cores and 4 logical cores, 12GB RAM, and two
NVIDIA graphics card: a Tesla K20c (device #0) with 4799GB
memory and GeForce GTX 570 with 1279MB memory (device
#1). The cards are double precision compatible. In the following Tesla K20c and GTX 570 will be denoted respectively
gpu#0 and gpu#1. For the sake of accuracy, we perform each
operation 100 times, and the time indicated corresponds to the
average time.
III.

global
}

void Scal( stdmrg :: complex<double> alpha,
const stdmrg :: complex<double>∗ d x, int size) {
if ( idx < size ) d x[idx] = alpha ∗ d x[idx ];

In Table III, we collect the execution times of the scale scale
operation.
TABLE III: Scale of vectors (ZSCAL)

L INEAR A LGEBRA O PERATIONS

h

This section introduces linear algebra algorithms such as
assign of a vector, scale of vectors, element wise product,
addition of vectors, dot product and sparse matrix-vector products. CUDA was originally dedicated for integer arithmetics
and then for real numbers arithmetics, with a decreasing of
performance of computations. Since, a complex number is
a set of two real numbers composed of real and imaginary
part, implementation is feasible by designing a structure of
two real numbers. CUDA library includes a structure called
cuComplex, but for performance reasons, we specify our own
complex class template structure complex<T> that offers all
the operations given by the standard std::complex. As
a result, in order to get the most beneﬁts of GPU architecture, the elementary linear operation kernel requires to be
reimplemented [5], [6], [22]. In reference [10], an analysis

648,849
2,000,000
9,000,000
14,000,000

cpu
cpu
gpu#0 gpu#0 gpu#1 gpu#1 ratio#0 ratio#1
time (ms) Gﬂops time (ms) Gﬂops time (ms) Gﬂops cpu/#0 cpu/#1
5.56
15.71
80.00
120.00

0.70
0.76
0.68
0.70

0.20
0.46
1.92
2.94

19.47
26.04
28.08
28.56

0.21
0.53
2.33
3.57

18.34
22.56
23.22
23.52

27.78
34.10
41.60
40.80

26.17
29.54
34.40
33.60

Double-precision complex Alpha X Plus Y (Zaxpy), i.e., y[i] =
α × x[i] + y[i], is a level one (vector) operation between
two complex number arithmetics vectors in the Basic Linear
Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) package. The simple CUDA
kernel of Zaxpy is implemented as follows:
global

}
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void Daxpy(stdmrg::complex<double> alpha,
const stdmrg :: complex<double>∗ d x,
stdmrg :: complex<double>∗ d y, int size) {
if ( idx < size ) d y[idx] = alpha ∗ d x[idx] + d y[idx ];

140

In Table IV, we present the complex number arithmetics with
double precision execution times in milliseconds (ms) of Zaxpy
operation.
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cpu time (ms)
gpu#0 time (ms)
gpu#1 time (ms)
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TABLE IV: Addition of vectors (ZAXPY)

0
0

h
648,849
2,000,000
9,000,000
14,000,000

5.56
16.67
75.00
120.00

0.93
0.96
0.96
0.93

0.26
0.69
3.03
4.76

20.04
23.20
23.76
23.52

0.27
0.81
3.33
5.26

19.52
19.68
21.60
21.28

21.44
24.17
24.75
25.20

648,849
2,000,000
9,000,000
14,000,000

global void EWProduct( stdmrg::complex<double> alpha,
const stdmrg :: complex<double>∗ d x,stdmrg::complex<double>∗ d y, int size)
{
int idx = x + y ∗ pitch ;
if ( idx < size ) d y[idx] = d x[idx] ∗ d y[idx ];

TABLE V: Element wise product (ZAXMY)
cpu
cpu
gpu#0 gpu#0 gpu#1 gpu#1 ratio#0 ratio#1
time (ms) Gﬂops time (ms) Gﬂops time (ms) Gﬂops cpu/#0 cpu/#1
8.33
25.00
120.00
180.00

0.47
0.48
0.45
0.47

0.28
0.72
3.03
4.76

13.66
16.56
17.82
17.64

0.29
0.85
3.33
5.00

13.55
14.16
16.20
16.80

29.25
34.50
39.60
37.80

29.00
29.50
36.00
36.00

Dot product operation can be very costly for large size vectors.
Instead of performing a simple loop with simultaneous sums to
compute the dot product, which is not very effective on GPUs,
we perform it into two distinct tasks. The ﬁrst is the element
wise product of vectors and the second consists in summing all
the results obtained at the ﬁrst step. The reduction done at the
second step associates each element of the input data with a
thread, and at the end the partial sum of the nth ﬁrst elements
is stored in the ﬁrst thread of the current block. The ﬁnal dot
product result is then computed as the sum of all the partial
sums of the different blocks. The double precision execution
times of the dot product on both CPU and GPU are exposed
in Table VI and Fig. 2. Table VII gives the numerical results

problem
Audi3D-0
Audi3D-1
Audi3D-2
Audi3D-3
Audi3D-4
Twingo3D-0
Twingo3D-1
Twingo3D-2

0.93
0.96
0.90
0.86

0.33
0.83
3.23
4.76

15.83
19.20
22.32
23.52

0.33
0.76
3.23
4.55

15.94
20.96
22.32
24.64

16.94
20.00
24.80
27.30

1.4

1.6
·107

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

size

1.4

1.6
·107

11.11
33.33
150.00
230.00

0.29
0.30
0.30
0.30

0.31
0.73
3.13
5.00

10.54
13.70
14.40
14.00

0.26
0.57
2.27
3.70

12.65
17.60
19.80
18.90

36.11
45.67
48.00
46.00

43.33
58.67
66.00
62.10

cpu
cpu
gpu#0 gpu#0 gpu#1 gpu#1 ratio#0 ratio#1
time (ms) Gﬂops time (ms) Gﬂops time (ms) Gﬂops cpu/#0 cpu/#1
0.01
0.20
2.22
20.00
180.00
1.67
15.71
140.00

0.61
0.67
0.68
0.71
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.66

0.07
0.11
0.37
2.22
18.33
0.28
1.79
14.29

0.12
1.23
4.03
6.41
6.74
4.06
6.05
6.51

0.06
0.12
0.42
3.03
24.00
0.33
2.44
16.67

0.13
1.07
3.56
4.70
5.15
3.45
4.43
5.58

0.19
1.84
5.93
9.00
9.82
5.88
8.80
9.80

0.21
1.60
5.24
6.60
7.50
5.00
6.44
8.40

I TERATIVE K RYLOV METHODS

After the analysis of linear algebra operations for complex
number arithmetics with double precision, we now evaluate
and analyze their uses within iterative Krylov methods [4],
[24], [42], [52]. We have thus implemented a preconditionned
bi-conjugate gradient stabilized method (P-Bi-CGSTAB), a
preconditionned P-BiCGSTAB parametered (l) and a preconditionned transpose-free quasi-minimal residual method (PtfQMR) [48], with optimized CUDA and dynamic auto-tuning
on GPU. The data transfer between CPU and GPU consists of
an important part of optimization [9] for optimal performance
on GPGPU. In our Krylov methods codes, we take care
to send once all required input data from CPU to GPU

cpu
cpu
gpu#0 gpu#0 gpu#1 gpu#1 ratio#0 ratio#1
time (ms) Gﬂops time (ms) Gﬂops time (ms) Gﬂops cpu/#0 cpu/#1
5.56
16.67
80.00
130.00

1.2

cpu
cpu
gpu#0 gpu#0 gpu#1 gpu#1 ratio#0 ratio#1
time (ms) Gﬂops time (ms) Gﬂops time (ms) Gﬂops cpu/#0 cpu/#1

IV.

648,849
2,000,000
9,000,000
14,000,000

1

TABLE VIII: SpMV CSR

TABLE VI: Dot product (ZDOT)
h

0.8

double precision. Much more than the dot product, the SpMV
is probably the most time consuming operation in sparse matrix
computation. This is required on all Krylov iterative methods.
As proved in [10], the performance of SpMV strongly depends
on the properties of the matrix, particularly on the distribution
of nonzero values. The following results are obtained with
advanced auto-tuned techniques to organize threads on the
CUDA grid. References [16], [23], [42], [51], [52] clearly
showed the effectiveness of SpMV on GPU compared to
CPU for real number arithmetics. The running time and the
number of ﬂoating operations per second for SpMV with
complex number arithmetics with double precision are reported
in Table VIII.

Table V exhibits the double precision execution times of the
element by element product operation.

648,849
2,000,000
9,000,000
14,000,000

0.6

TABLE VII: NormL2 (ZNORM)
h

h

0.4

Fig. 2: ZDOT [left: time in ms, right: GFlops]

20.89
20.50
22.50
22.80

The element wise product or element by element product, i.e.,
y[i] = x[i] × y[i]. The CUDA kernel, is described simply as:

}

0.2

size

cpu
cpu
gpu#0 gpu#0 gpu#1 gpu#1 ratio#0 ratio#1
time (ms) Gﬂops time (ms) Gﬂops time (ms) Gﬂops cpu/#0 cpu/#1

cpu GFlop/s
gpu#0 GFlop/s
gpu#1 GFlop/s

0

17.06
21.83
24.80
28.60

of the norm operation.
As shown in Table VI and Table VII, GPUs clearly show
better results than CPU with complex number arithmetics in

23
21

too. In [13], [14], the authors describe how domain decomposition method is effectively implemented on GPU and proved
the robustness of Schwarz methods on a cluster of GPUs. The
extension to the complex number arithmetics double precision,
of the iterative Krylov methods, to solve the local subproblems
deﬁned in each subdomains, leads to similar speed-up. For the
Audi car compartment, a speed-up up to 9.2x is obtained for
eight subdomains.

before beginning the iterations. Even so, at each computed
dot product or norm, there is one copy back from GPU to
CPU. Both CPU and GPU codes are strictly the same, but
all linear algebra operations such as Zdot, Znorm, Zaxpy, or
SpMV are performed on device (GPU) for the GPU version.
The presented iterative Krylov methods are performed with a
residual tolerance threshold of 1 × 10−9 , an initial guess of
zero and 1000 maximum number of iterations. The numerical
experiments presented in the following give an analysis of
Krylov methods on CPU and GPU, with the same code,
for complex number arithmetics with double precision. The
CPU and GPU execution times and corresponding speed-up
of Audi3D and Twingo3D are collected in Table IX and
Table X. The results corroborate the effectiveness of GPU

V.

In this paper we give an analysis of linear algebra operations together with their uses within iterative Krylov methods
for solving acoustic problems on Graphics Processing Unit
(GPU) with complex number arithmetics with double precision. Numerical tests have been carried out on two different
system of accelerated generations of NVIDIA graphics card:
GTX570 and Tesla K20c. A set of industrial matrices coming
from the ﬁnite element discretization of acoustic problems
modeled by the Helmholtz equation inside a car compartment
are used to demonstrate the interest of using GPU device to
perform linear algebra operations, and outline the robustness,
performance and effectiveness of the proposed implementation.

TABLE IX: Speed-up of Audi3D
problem
#iter
P-BiCGSTAB
Audi3D-1
21
Audi3D-2
53
Audi3D-3
94
Audi3D-4
183
P-BiCGSTAB(8)
Audi3D-1
6
Audi3D-2
12
Audi3D-3
31
Audi3D-4
70
P-TFQMR
Audi3D-1
24
Audi3D-2
52
Audi3D-3
99
Audi3D-4
214

CPU time (s)

GPU time (s)

speed-up

0.01
0.24
4.01
85.70

0.030
0.106
0.703
9.209

0.33
2.26
5.71
9.31

0.03
0.52
12.47
266.26

0.110
0.286
2.162
30.100

0.27
1.82
5.77
8.85

0.02
0.27
4.71
102.17

0.040
0.113
0.755
10.786

0.50
2.40
6.24
9.47
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In the above example, each record consists four data
streams, corresponding to the four lines. The ﬁrst line,
starting with “@”, is the identiﬁer of the record. The
second line is the raw sequence letters comprised of the
four bases “A”, “T”, “C”, and “G”. The third line is the
identiﬁer indicating the end of the second line, and also
the beginning of the fourth line. The fourth line is the
quality score, with every value corresponding to a base
character in the second line.
Substantially large storage space is usually needed
to store data in the FASTQ format. There are several
software for compressing/decompressing FASTQ format
data. Examples include G-SQZ [17], Quip [6], and DSRC
[16]. Among them, G-SQZ employs a classic Huffman
algorithm [5] for the compression. Both Quip and DSRC
use different methods to process different lines of each
DNA record, the methods Quip utilizes are based on
more advanced statical models. Overall, DSRC enjoys
both comparable compression ratio to Quip and the highest
compression speed among the three. Therefore, we select
DSRC as the start point in our research.
The compression or decompression of DNA sequencing
data may be time consuming. For example, on a typical
x86 machine, compressing a FASTQ data of 1PB usually
takes more than 9712 hours [16]. Therefore it is necessary to speed up the process of data compression or
decompression by taking advantage of the computing capacity of modern parallel computers that may be equipped
with mutli-core multi-socket CPUs. The purpose of this
research is to parallelize DSRC software by employing
multi-threading techniques.
In this work we ﬁrst identify the serial compressing
or decompressing algorithm in DSRC to the combination
of three basic operations, namely read, work, and write.
Based upon this, a multi-threaded algorithm is presented
for DSRC on multi-core platforms. In the algorithm, a
read thread and a write thread processes the input and
the output ﬁles respectively. At the same time there
are several work threads in charge of compressing or
decompressing the data. Input and output lists are used
as buffer between different threads. The algorithm is then
extended to a multi-pipeline approach to further take better
advantage of the non-uniform memory access (NUMA)
nature of multi-sock platforms. Experiments indicate that
the parallel algorithm is able to accelerate the process of
DNA sequencing compression or decompression by over

Abstract—To face the rapid growth of DNA sequencing
data, it is of great importance to study high efﬁciency
compression techniques to reduce the cost of storing the
massive amount of sequencing data. In this paper, we propose a parallel DNA data compressor/decompressor, PLDSRC, based on the famous serial DSRC software. We ﬁrst
analyze the compression and decompression algorithm in
DSRC and identity three basic operations, namely read,
work, and write. Then a single pipeline parallel algorithm
is proposed to accelerate the compression/decompression
procedure. To further exploit today’s popular multi-core,
multi-socket systems based on the non-uniform memory
access (NUMA) architecture, we extend the single pipeline
approach to the multi-pipeline case. Experiments on two
different platforms are done and show that PLDSRC in both
single and multiple pipeline forms is able to speed up DNA
sequencing data compression/decompression greatly, while
maintaining the same compressing ratio. Examples indicate
that the maximum speedup of PLDSRC on compressing and
decompressing is respectively around 24.71x and 22.00x, as
compared to the serial DSRC software.
Keywords-DNA sequencing compression; DSRC; PLDSRC; Multi-pipeline; NUMA

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of next-generation sequencing technology, biological experiments generate massive
data for DNA sequence reads [12]. Although the cost
of magnetic disk has steadily declined over time, it has
been left far behind the explosive growth of sequencing
data. There is an urgent need to save storage space by
employing data compression techniques [4] to exploit
information redundancy.
Several storage formats are available to store DNA
sequencing data, such as FASTA[11], SAM/BAM [2] [13].
Among them, FASTQ [3] is one of the most widely
utilized formats. Originally proposed by the Wellcome
Trust Sanger Institute, the FASTQ format is used to bundle
a FASTA sequence and its quality data. It has become the
de facto standard for storing the output of high throughput
platforms such as the Illumina Genome Analyzer [10], the
SOLiD [15] and Roche 454 [14].
A FASTQ ﬁle usually contains four lines for each DNA
sequence. An example is show as follows.
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changing the rule of buffer usage. Instead of writing the
buffer to the output ﬁle every time the buffer is full, we
change the writing frequency to the unit of a superblock;
i.e., the compressed result in the buffer is appended to
the output ﬁle and the buffer is cleared up every after
compressing a superblock. Then, we may deﬁne three
types of operations: (1) read represents for reading data
from the input ﬁle; (2) work represents for compressing
or decompressing data; (3) write represents for writing
data to the output ﬁle. The three operations can be done
independently by different threads. Based upon this, a
multi-threaded algorithm can be designed by utilizing the
idea of pipeline [1] [7].
Shown in Algorithm 2 is the single pipeline multithreaded algorithm. In the algorithm, there are one thread

24.71x or 22.00x times, as compared to the serial DSRC
software.
II. A LGORITHMS AND I MPLEMENTATIONS
A. Serial DSRC algorithm
DSRC organizes data in superblocks. Each superblock
contains 512 data blocks. And each data block is
comprised of 32 sequencing records. In DSRC, each
superblock is compressed independently. The multiple
blocks in a same superblock share the same statistical
model in the compressing algorithm. When decompressing, DSRC ﬁrst locates and computes the addresses of all
blocks in each superblock, then decompress the blocks one
by one by reading the shared statistical information.
Algorithm 1 Serial compression in DSRC.
Input: ﬁle.fastq
Output: ﬁle.dsrc
1: clear(buffer)
2: sb id=0
 superblock id
3: while !EOF(ﬁle.fastq) do
4:
data ← read(ﬁle.fastq, sb id++)
5:
while buffer ⇐ compress(data) do
6:
if size(buffer)==1MB then
7:
ﬁle.dsrc ⇐ write(buffer)
8:
clear(buffer)
9:
end if
10:
end while
11: end while

Algorithm 2 Parallel compression in PLDSRC.
Read thread:
Input: ﬁle.fastq
Output: i list[0:w num-1]
1: w id ← 0;
2: while !EOF(ﬁle.fastq) do
3:
data ← read(ﬁle.fastq, sb id)
4:
i list[w id++] ← push(data, sb id++)
5:
if (w id ≥ w num) w id ← w id-w num end if
6: end while
Work threads:
Input: i list[0:w num-1]
Output: o list[0:w num-1]
7: for w id = 0:w num-1 do in parallel
8:
content ← pop(i list[w id])
9:
buffer ⇐ compress(content.data)
10:
o list[w id] ← push(buffer, content.sb id)
11: end for

The serial compression algorithm in DSRC is shown
in Algorithm 1, in which we use “←” to represent the
assignment operation and “⇐” to represent the appending
operation. In Algorithm 1, the input FASTQ data is processed by a reading operation (line 4) ﬁrst. After reading
one superblock, it begins to compress the FASTQ format
data into DSRC format data (line 5), with the output
appended to a buffer. During the compressing process, the
program checks if the size of the buffer is equal to 1MB
(line 6). If true, the compressed data is appended to the
output ﬁle and the buffer is cleared (line 7-8). If not, the
algorithm continues to compress the input data. When one
superblock is processed completely, the next one will be
processed until reaching the end of the input ﬁle.
During the compressing process in line 5, the algorithm
appends the compressed result to the buffer in a byte-wise
manner and constantly check if the buffer is full. Until
every time the buffer is full, the algorithm writes the buffer
to the output ﬁle and clears the buffer. Therefore, it is
possible that when the buffer is full the compression of a
superblock is not yet ﬁnished. The compressing process
and the writing process are intersected with each other in
the algorithm.
The decompressing procedure in DSRC is similar to the
compressing algorithm.

Write thread:
Input: o list[0:w num-1]
Output: ﬁle.dsrc
12: for sb id = 0:sb num-1 do
13:
for w id = 0:w num-1 do
14:
if (o list[w id].sb id == sb id) break end if
15:
ﬁle.dsrc ⇐ write(pop(o list[w id]))
16:
end for
17: end for
for read, one thread for write, and several (here,
w num) threads for work. Between the three types of
threads, input and output lists (i.e., i list and o list) are
used to ensure the independence of threads. The number of
input lists is equal to the number of work threads, so is the
number of output lists. The length of the input/output list
is set to a ﬁxed number. When popping from or pushing
into the list (as done with pop and push), thread lock is
set to avoid multi-thread I/O locking issues.
The single pipeline algorithm can be extended to the
multiple pipelines case, which is more suitable for multisocket computers. In the multi-pipeline algorithm, each
pipeline processes one section of the input ﬁle. The

B. Parallel algorithms
In order to parallelize the serial algorithm, we ﬁrst
separate the compressing and the writing operations by
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Figure 1. A demonstration of the multi-pipeline compression algorithm in PLDSRC. There are n pipelines, each of which consists of one read
thread, one write thread, and multiple work threads. The multiple pipelines are working independently.

same cache resources, resulting a substantially signiﬁcant
performance boost. However, standard Pthreads APIs do
not offer explicit thread binding mechanism. Therefore,
we use a non-standard subroutine, pthread setafﬁnity np
to bind threads to proper physical cores. For the multipipeline case, we alway try to bind all threads in each
pipeline to CPU cores that belong to a same socket.

multiple pipelines are independent with each other. As
shown in the Figure 1, a multi-pipeline compression
model is demonstrated. In the ﬁgure, the number of
pipelines is n, the input ﬁle are divided into n sections.
File Section0 represents the section 0 of the input ﬁle,
File Section1 represents the section 1 of the input ﬁle
and so on. Every ﬁle section is pointed by a ﬁle pointer;
for example, pipeline0 fp represents the ﬁle pointer that
points to File Section0. There is no relevance between
different records, multiple pipelines are used to read data
simultaneously. Inside each pipeline, there is one read
thread, one write thread, and multiple work threads.
The ideas of the single and multiple pipeline decompression algorithms are similar to the compression versions.
And we omit the details for brevity.
To implement the single and multiple pipeline parallel
DSRC algorithms for compression and decompression, we
employ the POSIX threads (Pthreads, [8] ) programing
API. Pthreads is ﬂexible to apply on any shared memory
CPU platform for establishing and managing threads. In
Pthreads, a set of data types, functions, and constants are
deﬁned for ease of utilization.
The input list serve as an interface between read and
work threads. There are one read thread and several
work threads inside each pipeline. Every work thread
and read thread share a same input list. Pthreads mutex
(mutual exclusion) is used to prevent racing conditions:
the read thread pushes the data block back to the input
list, and at the same time the corresponding work thread
pops the data block from the input list. Similarly Pthreads
mutex is also applied on the output list to avoid data racing
between work and write threads.
On a multi-socket platform with NUMA property,
thread afﬁnity may be an important to achieve high
performance. For the single-pipeline parallel compression
or decompression algorithm, it is expected that the work,
read and write threads are binded to cores in a same
socket. In this way, the threads in a same socket share the

III. P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
A. Experimental environment
Two platforms are employed for the performance tests.
The ﬁrst one, referred to as “Machine I” in the sequel,
is an Intel Xeon E5-2650 dual-socket×8-core platform
with with 32GB local memory. The second one, referred
to as “Machine II” in the sequel, is an Intel Xeon fatnode equipped with eight 8-core X7550 2.0GHz CPUs
and 512GB local memory. Although the CPU frequencies
of the two machines are the same, the second platform
has four times more sockets and 16 times more memory
capacity. In addition, the second platform supports hyperthreading automatically, which means that a maximum of
128 threads may be used to fully exploit the computing
power of the whole system. Two FASTQ format DNA
sequencing data ﬁles are used for the tests in our work,
namely SRR013.fastq and SRR741.fastq.
B. Results and analysis
We ﬁrst investigate the compressing ratio of PLDSRC
compared to DSRC. Except the two test ﬁles listed previously, we have also tried many others. Test results show
that the compression ratio of PLDSRC is exactly the same
as DSRC. Because DSRC compresses each superblock
independently, and we divide the superblocks in the same
way DSRC does, there is in fact no loss of compression
ratio when the parallel PLDSRC algorithm is employed.
We then examine the performance of the single pipeline
PLDSRC algorithm. Machine I is used in the test, with
the number of work threads varying from 1 to 14.
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tests in this work. The reason of using 2 instead of 1 is
to avoid potential I/O conﬂicts.

Figure 2. Time in seconds for compressing (left panel) and decompressing (right panel) ﬁle SRR013.fastq on Machine I, with respect to different
numbers of work threads and different lengths of the input/output lists.
Figure 4. Speedup of compressing (left panel) and decompressing (right
panel) ﬁle SRR013.fastq on Machine II, with respect to different numbers
of pipelines and different numbers of work threads per pipeline.

Figure 3. Time in seconds for compressing (left panel) and decompressing (right panel) ﬁle SRR741.fastq on Machine I, with respect to different
numbers of work threads and different lengths of the input/output lists.

Figure 5. Speedup of compressing (left panel) and decompressing (right
panel) ﬁle SRR741.fastq on Machine II, with respect to different numbers
of pipelines and different numbers of work threads per pipeline.

Three different lengths of the input/output list are utilized. The performance results for compressing and decompressing SRR013.fastq are shown in Figure 2, and
that for SRR741.fastq are presented in Figure 3. It is
evident from both ﬁgures that as the number of work
threads increases, the compressing/decompressing time for
both ﬁles decreases correspondingly. Considering the large
amount of I/O throughput, the overall parallel performance
of the single pipeline algorithm is satisfactory.
From Figure 2 and 3, there shows no obvious effect to
improve the compression/decompression performance by
changing the length of the input/output list. We analyze
that the above result indicates that processing a data block
by a read or write thread is much less costly than
processing the same data block by a work thread; i.e.,
the computation done by the work thread is the dominant
factor in the DSRC algorithm. To verify our analysis, we
examine the measured time consumed by different types
of threads in both the compressing and decompressing
algorithms; the results are shown in Table I. It is evident

Finally we carry out tests on the performance of compressing/decompressing ﬁles on Machine II, where much
more threads can be utilized. Both data ﬁles are used
in the tests. We examine the parallel speedup as both
the total number of pipelines (p num) and the number
of work threads (w num) per pipeline change. Figure 4
shows the speedup of compressing and decompressing ﬁle
SRR013.fastq on Machine II. From the ﬁgure we observe
that when the total number of pipelines is ﬁxed, in most
cases the speedup increases as more work threads are
used. For compression, the highest speedup is obtained
when p num=6 and w num=8. While for decompression,
p num=4 and w num=16 leads to the highest speedup.
Results on the speedup of compressing and decompressing
ﬁle SRR741.fastq on the same machine is presented in
Figure 5, which shows similar results to ﬁle SRR013.fastq.
For a given number of pipelines, in most cases the speedup
increases as we use more work threads. For compression, we obtain the highest speedup when p num=8 and
w num=8. While for decompression, the highest speedup
is achieved when p num=4 and w num=14. No matter in
which case, the multi-pipeline approach is superior to the
single pipeline case, and the optimal speedup is obtained
in the case that the total number of threads is around the
total number of physical core (64, for Machine II).

Table I
T IME COSTS PER DATA BLOCK FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF THREADS .

Machine I

Machine II

Comp.
Read

Time (us)
582

Decomp.
Read

Time (us)
285

Work

122484

Work

148511

Write

968

Write

3366

Read

1881

Read

489

Work

128337

Work

140254

Write

2473

Write

4328

We end this section by presenting a comparative result
on the highest speed of both DSRC and PLDSRC on
processing the two ﬁles on the two machines. The result
is shown in Table II. From the table we conclude that
PLDSRC is able to accelerate the serial DSRC algorithm
by taking better advantage of today’s multi-core, multisocket systems.

to see that the cost processing data by the work thread is
magnitudes larger than others. Based on the above facts,
we ﬁx the input/output list length to be 2 in all the other
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PLDSRC

DSRC

Table II
P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS

R EFERENCES

Compression/Decompression
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up ratio. So in the field of the parallel computation, the
parallel pipeline technology is widely applied, such as
Burton Smith has designed the Tera's level shared memory
super computer[3] to achieve a special parallel pipeline
algorithm, then makes all processors can access all data of
the storage system at the same time. In the executing
procedure of the parallel digital terrain analysis algorithm,
due to the limit of the intensive algorithm`s high access
and the complexity of the algorithm, based on the parallel
I/O [4,5,6] of assembly line technology, it can lessen the
effect, which is due to the congestion of network and the
disk I/O of computers, to the performance of parallel
algorithms. Therefore, in order to solve the problem of
data reading and writing latency in some existing parallel
digital terrain analysis algorithms, we can make some
schedule and optimization to the parallel data I/O. Through
the new data I/O method based on the parallel pipeline
method, the data reading and writing can be effectively
organized and controlled.
In this paper, by analyzing the input/output and the
communication efficiency between each node of the
cluster environment, as well as by combining with I/O
characteristics in the parallel digital terrain analysis
algorithm, we can put forward an optimized data I/O
strategy to the data I/O process in the algorithm of parallel
digital terrain analysis in cluster environment. Then the
strategy realizes the optimized management of the reading,
sending, recycling and writing process in the algorithm of
parallel digital terrain analysis in the cluster environment.

Abstract—In order to improve the analysis performance of
the algorithm of parallel digital terrain analysis, a series of
parallel tasks should be proceed by the appropriate partition
and scheduling strategy, but the algorithm of data I/O
strategy can also be optimized. Based on the conventional
data I/O model, the DEM data I/O strategy of the parallel
algorithm for digital terrain can be optimized by the parallel
pipeline method. Then it can further enhance the efficiency
of the parallel algorithm of digital terrain analysis. Take the
maximum slope algorithm for example, it was conducted
many experiments in the small-scale cluster environment.
The results show that the parallel algorithm based on the
optimized data I/O strategy can improve the analysis
efficiency of the previously conventional algorithm.
Keywords- the parallel pipeline; the asynchronous data
I/O;the parallel computation; the digital terrain analysis;

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of geography observation
and acquisition technology, the spatial data can be
obtained more and more efficient, and the data quantity is
also fleetly increasing [1]. So the digital terrain analysis
technology will be faced with a problem which is that the
calculation of spatial data and geographic problems is
more complicated and diverse than before. This current
situation will become a challenge to some existing digital
terrain analysis algorithms of single PC and technology.
Then the contradiction between the utilization of
computing source and the required analysis efficiency of
huge amounts data tends to deepen. Many researchers have
used the high performance computing to resolve the
mismatch problem between the load of calculation and the
computing power of the digital terrain analysis. Then they
put forward the concept of the parallel digital terrain
analysis [2].
At present, many optimized methods of the existing
algorithm of parallel digital terrain analysis mainly
concentrated on the division method of DEM data and the
scheduling method of many executive tasks in the
algorithm when they are executed in the cluster
environment. In the cluster environment, because of CPU's
competitive relation between access and storage and the
limitation of the synchronization lock, simply increasing
the number of processor and memory capacity is not
necessarily obtain the corresponding advance of the speed-
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II.

THE OPTIMIZED DEM DATA I/O STRATEGY IN A
CLUSTER ENVIRONMENT

At present many DEM data reading and writing
methods of the algorithm of parallel digital terrain analysis
in a cluster environment mainly include two kinds. One
kind is to set up the master node to read all DEM data,
then the DEM data are distributed, by some data
partitioning and task scheduling methods, to a certain
number of child nodes to process and the child node
returns the results to the master node. Then the master
node sort and output the results. Another kind is that each
node in cluster can read and write DEM data from the file
server to process through the Network File
System[7,8,9](NFS) . In this paper, we introduce the
technique of the parallel pipeline to the first kind. Through
the improvement of the first method we can improve the
36
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data reading and writing efficiency of the parallel digital
analysis algorithm, and then raise the speed-up ratio of the
algorithm.
In this paper, the basic principle of the parallel pipeline
is to set the time-consuming operations, like data reading,
data writing, data communication and data synchronization
lock, in the local data of independent operation. When
performing these operations, the CPU needs to wait for
and the CPU judges whether the later program block have
strong dependency with the current obstructed program
block. If there is no strong dependency between them,
CPU can tend to perform the later program in advance.
DEM data reading and writing process of the algorithm of
parallel digital terrain analysis can realize "process while
reading" after this introduction of the parallel pipeline
technology. As shown in figure 1 a), the main node needs
to read all of DEM data. Then it distributes data blocks
which are divided by the data partitioning strategy to the
sub-process. So when the main node is reading, it can not
process some other operations and the sub-process must
wait to the data block. But in figure 1 b) we can see that
the main node can start to read and write data without the
need for blocking that all of the DEM data is finished
reading while it is processing some operations, like
distributing data blocks and so on. Comparing a) with b),
we can see that the time consumption of b) is less than a)
due to eliminate the backup between the reading operation
and the distributing operation of the master node.
As shown in figure 1, we assume that the amount of
DEM data is G, the number of processes is n, the reading
speed of the node in the cluster is VR , the writing speed
is VW , the processing speed is VP and the communication
speed is VC . In the workstation cluster, the master node is
used for reading, writing and distributing DEM data, the
time spent on reading all of the DEM data is G in the
VR

(1)
In order to achieve DEM data "process while
reading" strategy of the master node, the master node need
to use the thread -level parallel technology. So "process
while reading" DEM data I/O algorithm can be seen like
that:
Step1: The master node start the same number of
threads with the number of data partition blocks
Step2: The master node limit that the reading
operation of data block can only be performed by a single
thread at the same time. So the number n thread can read
the number n data block after the number n-1 thread read
the number n-1 data block.
Step3: If the number n thread has read the number n
data block, it can send the data to the corresponding subprocess. Then it needs to wait for the result returned from
the sub-process.
Step4: The sub-process receives the data block and
processes
it.

master node and it’s time to write results is G . By the
VW

number of process, the amount of data which is
distributed to process by the master node is  G  . So the
 n 

communication time between master node and each subprocess is G , as while the time spent on returning the
nVC

Figure 1 conventional I/O and asynchronous I/O

results to the master node by sub-process is G . Assume

Step5: The sub-process returns processing results to
the corresponding thread.
Step6: Because the thread of the master node is
waiting for the result returned from the sub-process, it can
receive the result and write it to the DEM file in time. the
master node output the DEM file.
Because both threads and child nodes are in
receiving or sending state, this avoids the receiving or
sending jam. So each thread and child node forms to the
parallel pipeline. This strategy improves the efficiency of
data transmission and enhances the speed-up ratio of the
parallel digital terrain analysis algorithm. The specific
process is shown in figure 2.Compared to the previous
(the conventional data I/O) process execution sequence
diagram which is not improved in figure 1a), from the
improved (process while reading) process execution

nVC

that the calculation load of every node is equal, so the
computation time of each sub-process is G .
nVP

According to the previous process execution
sequence diagram which is not improved, the time
consumption of the entire process can be calculated as
follows：
T1 


G
G
2G
G
G
 1  2  3    n  1



VR
nVC nVC nVP VW

G (n  1)G 2G
G
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nVC nVP VW
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1 (n  1)
2
1
1




)
VR
2VC
nVC nVP VW
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to do strictly synchronous processing on the highly realtime requirements parallel computing environment. In
order to adapt to the hardware condition of the cluster
environment, in the small cluster environment this
experiment design an asynchronous I/O. When the master
node reads or writes the DEM data, it can open a new
thread to perform the reading and writing operation.

sequence diagram in figure 1b) the time consumption of
entire process execution can be calculated for:
T2 

G
2G
G
G


 n
nVR nVC nVP
nVW

 G(

1
2
1
1


 )
nVR nVC nVP VW

(2)
Thus the time which can be saved can be calculated

A. The experimental data and computing environment
The Cluster environment is 16 computers in a Cluster
structure and use the gigabit Ethernet to connect each node.
The processor of each computer is Intel (R) Xeon (R) CPU
E5645 @ 2.40 GHz. Its memory is 24 GB DDR3. The
operating system of Cluster is centos 5. The software
environment of the experiment is GDAL 1.6.1, openmpi
1.5.4 and GCC 4.4.7. The size of experimental data is the
6001 horizontal size , 6001 vertical size DEM data, as
shown in figure 3 a). The experiment uses the Maximum
Slope algorithm to compute the slope of this DEM data.
Using the above data, the experiment introduces the
optimized data I/O strategy to the parallel Maximum Slope
algorithm. Data blocks will be processed by the
asynchronous I/O processing strategy which are divided
based on the actual algorithm of the data partitioning
strategy. Its experimental results are shown in figure 3 b).

like:

T  T1  T2  (n  1)G  (

1
1

)
nVR 2VC

(3)

By the formula (1), (2) and (3) can be seen, T is
greater than 0 , so the strategy using the parallel pipelining
mode to realize asynchronous I/O can improve the
computation efficiency of parallel computing and save the
time of the data reading and the results writing. In
particular when the number of process is large (n
increases), data reading and writing time can be almost
implied in the computation time. The limitation of data I/O
time consumption on the calculation efficiency is gradually
weakening in the parallel processing function. Meanwhile
due to the efficiency will be greatly reduced if there are
many random, small or high frequency read operations in
the common mechanical disk, while designing the
asynchronous I/O, we should especially consider on this
restrictive factor.
.

a).original data

b).result data

Figure 3 the experimental data and calculated results

B. The analysis of the data I/O algorithm performance
First of all, we do not introduce the improved data I/O
algorithm into the parallel digital terrain analysis algorithm.
After that we only design a "distribute and reading"
algorithm, and test whether the optimized data I/O strategy
can accelerate the data reading and writing speed in the
cluster environment. Then we can analyze whether the
improved data reading and writing strategy can be used in
the subsequent algorithm of parallel digital terrain analysis
and realize "process while reading" operation. Table 1 is
the experiment processing time of "distribute and reading"
algorithm in different number of processes while not being
involved in the parallel digital terrain analysis algorithm.
Table 1 THE TIME OF "DISTRIBUTE AND READING"
EXPERIMENT

Figure 2 the flow chart of the improved DEM data I/O process

III.

EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

In many parallel digital terrain algorithms, they often
lack the parallel processing of the data reading/writing and
data sending/recycling, this is because that the data
reading/writing and sending/recycling process involved in
the complex hardware environment and it is very difficult
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The number of
processes

Conventional I/O
time (s)

" distribute and
reading
"time(s)

5
7
9
11
13

0.7308
0.8090
0.8145
0.7755
0.8294

0.6453
0.6456
0.6538
0.6725
0.6818

the time of consumption(s)

From table 1, it can be summarized that the time
consumption of the "distribute and reading" algorithm is
shorter than the consumption of conventional data I/O
strategy. This will provide a basis principle for the
subsequent application, such as the "process and reading"
data I/O strategy in the parallel digital terrain analysis
algorithm. Although with the increase of the number of
processes the time consumption is increasing both the
conventional I/O algorithm and the "distribute and
reading" algorithm, this is because the time consumption
of experiment in table 1 is mainly on the communication
consumption between different nodes.
Then we use the "process while reading" algorithm to
change data I/O mode of the parallel Maximum Slope
algorithm, the time consumption of the experiment can be
shown in figure 4. According to the chart, when the
number of processes increases to a certain number, the
main factor, restricting promoting the parallel speed-up
ratio, is the data I/O time consumption and the time
consumption of communication between different nodes.
In the experiment by optimizing data I/O strategy, we can
reduce the CPU waiting time in the entire parallel process
and improve the parallel efficiency. So in the figure 4 the
time consumption of the Maximum Slope algorithm
improved by the "process while reading" algorithm is
shorter than the conventional Maximum Slope algorithm.

certain number, the time consumption of parallel
computing does not continue to fall, but presents a balance
state. At the same time, the difference in height between
two curves shows that time consumption due to CPU
waiting. This suggests that the optimization of data I/O
strategy has very important significance in parallel digital
terrain analysis. So the "process while reading" data I/O
strategy which is put forward in this paper is necessary.
IV.

The conventional parallel data reading and writing
strategy is optimized in digital terrain analysis algorithm to
further enhance the operational efficiency of the parallel
digital terrain analysis algorithm. This paper has used the
"process while reading" algorithm to change data I/O mode
of the parallel Maximum Slope algorithm. Then we try to
improve the algorithm to verify this optimization data I/O
strategy. The result of the experiment show that the
"process while reading" optimized data I/O strategy can
further enhance the operational efficiency of the parallel
digital terrain analysis algorithm. In this article the next
step of work is experimented on the different size of DEM
data and the different digital terrain analysis algorithm to
further study the application of "process while reading"
optimized data I/O strategy in the parallel digital terrain
analysis algorithm.
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Abstract—Xeon Phi is a high performance co-processor
launched by Intel in 2012. Though Phi is specifically
designed for Exascale super computer, the task assignment
for Phi is yet to be studied. Based on the special needs of task
assignment for Phi, this paper presents an algorithm evolved
from graph bisection algorithm: a graph is formed based on
the memory dependence of tasks, by traversal the graph with
an assuming cut point, iteratively finds out the groups of
tasks with least dependence on tasks outside group, this
algorithm can provide a task assignment solution between
CPU and Phi aiming at memory optimization. Experiment
reveals that this algorithm can significantly reduce the total
memory usage of the job, also increase the efficiency of the
execution. By reducing the memory usage, this algorithm can
eliminates the memory bottleneck of Phi and expand the
using range of Phi.

computation cost is smaller; second, due to the lack of
memory of Phi, all tasks on Phi can only use less than 8GB
memory. The memory consumption must be taken into
consideration while assigning tasks, otherwise the tasks on
Phi may exceed the memory capacity; finally, the
granularity of task is remarkably finer than existing general
purposed task assignment. Hence, with the total calculation
amount gone down, limitation increased, general purposed
task assignment algorithm canÿt suit Phi perfectly.
While designing task assignment algorithm for Phi, the
following matters should be considered: the memory
consumption of task portion, the transfer overhead, etc.
Most existing algorithm fails to take memory or other
resource limitation into consideration, in some
circumstances the tasks can not be run due to resource
limit.
This paper is organized as follow: section two
introduces related works, section three introduces our
novel approach of task assignment aiming at reduce
memory usage, section four validates the effects of this
algorithm by porting and optimizing CG algorithm, last
section summarizes this paper.

Task Assignment; Phi; Memory Usage; CG Algorithm

I.

INTRODUCTION

Xeon Phi is a x86 structure co-processor brought out
by Intel, oriented towards HPC domain. By launching this,
Intel tries to lead the industry into Exascale area[1]. Phi
co-processor consists of around 60 (differs from products)
x86 cores, each core supports four hardware process with
32 512bits width vector processing unit. Phi comes from
P54C structure, which is a simple, short pipeline,
sequential execution structure[1]. The simplicity of Phi
causes great efficiency lose once the pipeline pauses,
hence single core sequential performance is not as good,
but lower both the complexity of the structure and power
consumption. This makes Phi core a good build block for
the MIC product. Phi can dramatically improve the
computational capability via massive parallelization. All
cores on Phi share one 8GB main memory. Each core has
two private cache, 64kb L1 cache among which 32kb
instrument cache and 32kb data cache; 512kb L2 cache.
Cores communicate through the core ring interface, which
connects core, memory controller and PCI-E interface.
Thereÿre three program models for Phi, those are:
CPU center model, CPU initiates main function, Phi do the
auxiliary calculation; MIC center model, Phi can do all the
computation or use CPU as secondary processor;
Symmetric model, both CPU and Phi cores are treated
equally, such as MPI. Among above models, CPU center
model is the most convenient and commonly used. Using
Phi only is the easiest model to porting existing programs
to Phi, but canÿ t fully utilize all computation power;
symmetric model can be optimized and modeled as
traditional cluster programs.
As discussed above, task assignment for Phi has its
own characteristics. First, tasks only need to be divided
into two portions, one on CPU, the other on Phi, the total
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.11

II.

RELATED WORKS

The commonly used definition of task assignment are
as follow:
• A set of N tasks, , is the ith task;
• A set of M processors, , is the ith processor;
• An matrix C[m,m]ˈC[i,j] is the delay of passing
data from to ;
• An matrix Et[m,m]ˈEt[i,j] is the estimated time
consumption when is running on ;
• A task dependence graph uses a DAG to represent
the task relationship.
The aim of the algorithm is to find a strategy of task
assignment, which assigns each task to each processor,
decides the order of tasks execution, trying to minimize the
job time consumption under the condition of task
dependence graph. This is considered an NPC problem,
canÿt be solved in polynomial time, a full traversal of the
entire solution space is needed to get an optimal solution.
The model is shown in Figure 1(a).
The solution for task assignment is shown in Figure 1.
(b). To get this solution, existing research on task
assignment are: reference [8] uses iterative graph bisection
algorithm, initiates two sets using two most separated
nodes. Separates other nodes based on the distance
between node
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(a)task dependence graph

(b)task assignment graph

Figure 1. Task dependence and assignment graph.

and set. Reference [9] uses greedy algorithm, first marks
the node with the smallest degree, using it as a center of a
set. After that iterates on the rest of the graph, each time
add the node nearest to center node into the center set,
when a size of a set achieved the preset threshold, a set of
tasks for a processor is produced. Reference [10][11][12]
uses K-L algorithm, in a load balanced bisection graph,
calculates the benefit of moving a node, and applies the
most benefiting move until the benefit becomes negative.
Reference [13] uses A* algorithm to find the best task
algorithm. Reference [7] parallels heuristic algorithm to
speed up the calculation. There are newer researches using
random algorithms, reference [3][4] uses harmony search,
reference [5][6] uses genetic algorithms.
We can conclude from above, the researches
generally divide into two categories: one is based on
classical graph algorithms, specifically designed for the
purpose of task assignment; the other is all sorts of
random or parallel algorithms aiming to deal with the
NPC characteristic of task assignment. All focus on
reducing the total time consumption, and bypassing the
complexity of the task assignment algorithm itself.
III.

Figure 2. Memory dependence graph in following experiment.

This algorithm does not pay much attention to the order
of tasks, dependency is not about time. Also the result of
this algorithm wonÿt be able to give users suggestions on
tasksÿ order, it can only provide two portions of tasks for
CPU and Phi. Balancing between time and memory
consumption.
The task assignment is essentially bisecting a graph
with the least total weight of edges between the two
subgraphs. This is similar to the algorithm of finding cut
points of a undirected connected graph, which is a node in
a graph, once is deleted the graph will be no longer
connected. But the graph in task assignment is a DAG, the
algorithm has to be modified to fit this.
This algorithm is an iterative algorithm, each iteration
selects a node as a centroid, and finds the task group with
least transfer cost with the other group using it, the group
found can be seen as a new task, and shrink into a node,
then one iteration is done.
One iteration is as follow: in graph G, initialize a set A
= {} using an assumed centroid, traverse on the edge set of
G, if all the head nodes of the edges ends with , add into
A, A = A {}, after one iteration A is a disconnected
subgraph when a is the cut point. Iterates until the A does
not change or exceed the memory limitation. This
algorithm is similar to the greedy algorithm in [9], but the
aim is to make the coupling inside a group higher than
tasks cross groups. This can provide a good group to be a
candidate for a shrink point.
The total weight of nodes inside A is the memory
usage, the total weight of edges across groups is the
transfer cost. The pseudo code of algorithm described
above is as follow:
def find_task_group(G, n):
A = Queue()
B = Set()
push(n)
memory = 0
while(A.not_empty()):
a = A.pop()
memory += a.weight()
if(memory exceeds the memory size of Phi):
memory -= a.weight()
break;
G -= a
B.add(a)

MEMORY USAGE BASED TASK ASSIGNMENT

This paper bring out an algorithm called
MUBTA(Memory Usage Based Task Assignment) which
mainly focuses on the memory usage rather than the time
usage. MUBTA uses a similar yet different description of
the problem. This paper ignores the information related
with time to reduce the complexity of the algorithm. In this
paper, a node represents a data in the program, the
dependency of data will be represented by arcs. Task
assignment can be seen as a bisection of the graph
described above. The formal definition is as follow:
• Memory dependence graph is a weighted DAG G,
G={n, e, nw, ew}.
•
ni is the ith node in the graph, each represents a
data during calculation, which is a portion of
memory used.
•
nw i is the weight of ni , representing the cost
storing and transferring data , this paper uses the
size of data in memory.
• eij is an edge from ni to n j , representing the
calculation of ni needs n j , meaning there is a
formula like ni = f (..., n j ,...) during calculation.
•

ewij is the weight of edge eij , which is when the
calculation ni and n j is on different device, the

transfer cost of n j , here ewij = nw j .
Using this model, the memory dependency graph from
experiment in section IVˊis shown as Figure 2.
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Remove all the edge with a as head
Find out nodes with out-degree equals 0
Add them to A
c = new node(weight = memory, origin = B)
G += c
for edge in G:
if(the head node of edge is in B):
edge.tail = c
Run this algorithm with each node, we can get a group
of nodes, the cost and benefit with this node as cut point.
This group is an optimal task group based on the
knowledge of memory usage. After parallelism analysis, a
good task group can be obtained. If task imbalance occurs,
these task groups can be shrink into a new node, after this
a new bigger task group can be obtained by running the
algorithm on the new graph to exploit the capability of Phi.
IV.

Figure 3. Memory usage comparison

The memory usage comparison diagram is shown in
Figure 3. . After the application of task assignment,
memory usage in class C reduces 81.8%, class B reduces
68.2%. With some portion of data is only needed on CPU,
the transfer overhead is also significantly reduced.
Meanwhile, the total computation time is also massively
improved. The time comparison diagram is shown in

OPTIMIZE CG ALGORITHM USING MUBTA

Conjugate gradient is a iterative method, designed to
calculate the numerical solution of linear equations, it
works especially well for sparse matrix. CG is used to
calculate the x in Ax=b, A must be symmetric and
positive-definite, theoretically the calculation can be done
in n(n is the rank of the matrix) steps. CG is considered
stable fast and parameter-free, is broadly used in
electronic, machine learning, geography and graphics etc.
CG is one of five NPB core programs as the
representative of random memory access program model.
After simply porting CG to Phi, our experiment reveals
that the random memory access behavior and the low
computational cost per byte makes CG not so efficient
when using MIC center model, the bottleneck is Phiÿs
lack of memory bandwidth.
This paper uses the implementation in NPB as a base
program to optimize. Before optimization, CG is ported to
C, and some minor logical modification is done, such as
using parallel memcpy, asynchronized transfer and nocopy
transfer, etc.
This paper uses MUBTA to optimize CG algorithm by
do task assignment between CPU and Phi. Formulas in CG
are as follows: Ap = A*p, pAp = p*Ap, alpha = rrk1/pAp,
x = x + alpha * p, r = r - alpha * Ap, rrk = r * r, beta = rrk /
rrk1, p = r + beta * p. Based on these, Ap depends on A
and p, in this way this paper builds up the memory model
and do the task assignment. After a full review, the
memory dependence model is shown in Figure 2. After
two iterations and load balancing analysis, the calculation
of Ap and pAp is put on CPU, achieving balanced
performance. Colidx, rowstr and A donÿ t need to be
transferred to Phi, the transfer cost is the size of Ap and p.
The experiment is carried out on a single workstation
with one Phi co-processor. CPU is Xeon E5-2609 at
2.4GHz, 32GB main memory, 64bit CentOS 6.4. Coprocessor is Xeon Phi coprocessor 5110P, MPSS is version
2.1.6720-13. Experiments are divided into two groups:
NPB version and optimized version, each group consists of
three scales: A, B and C, each runs in four parallelism: 60,
120, 180 and 240, or 1 to 4 threads each core. Each
experiment runs five times, the average time is used as the
final result.

Figure 4. Computation time comparison

With task assignment computation time is better than
MIC center model. In best case, optimized time is 19% of
original time, worst case is 65%.
V.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

This paper analyzes the characteristics of task
assignment between CPU and Phi, brings out a novel task
assignment algorithm, which is based on classical
algorithms yet simpler and still efficient. This algorithm
focuses on the memory usage in task execution, the
granularity of task is also finer, is more suitable for Phi.
The algorithm in this paper is still naive in several
ways: first, there is hardly one real number to evaluate the
task assignment result, the task assignment canÿt be done
automatically; meanwhile, this algorithm has not taken
time into consideration. This will be investigated
afterwards.
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Abstract—Serial estuarine hydrodynamic and sediment
transport model is parallelized by MPI method based on
domain decomposition techniques, the parallel model is
applied to a hydrodynamic example of tidal current and
sediment transport in the estuary and offshore area of
Zhejiang in China. The benchmark result shows that MPI
method has good parallel effect, whose speedup is accessible
to 41 by 80 processors. Simulations of the annual sediment
transport by tidal currents in local region have been reduced
to less than one day of compute time.

sediment transport model parallelization with a little
change to the original serial code and no change to the
framework and algorithm of model. In addition, the
integration of subroutine for parallel modules makes it
much more portable to be inserted into other modules.
Then a parallel model of tidal current and sediment
transport in the estuary and offshore area of Zhejiang is
established to simulate the annual seabed deformation and
analyze the parallel performance.
The paper is organized as follows. The hydrodynamic
and sediment transport model is described in Section II,
Section III which form the basis of this paper deal with
domain decomposition techniques and message passing
interface (MPI) protocols. An application and performance
measurements are presented in Section IV and the
conclusions in Section V.

Keywords-hydrodynamic and sediment transport model;
domain decomposition; Parallel computer technology; MPI;
Metis; estuaries

I.

INTRODUCTION

The estuarine hydrodynamic and sediment transport
model is a general term for the mathematical models
applied to simulate the processes of shallow water flow,
sediment transport and the resulting seabed deformation in
the estuary and offshore area, thus it is of great
significance to compute the model by numerical solution.
In the modern simulation of local shallow water flow,
there is a pressing demand for accurate computational
methods, and inevitably the grid scale is narrowed to a few
meters from a few kilometers, which results in the
geometry multiple growth of calculation amount.
Furthermore, the CPU manufacturers gradually shift their
research focus from simply raising single CPU frequency
to the integration of multiple computing cores within
single CPU. At present, though considerable progress has
been achieved in the computer technology, the
hydrodynamic and sediment transport mathematical
modeling is still facing an awkward situation of
insufficient computing capacity. Meanwhile, for the other
numerical calculation field such as fluid dynamics,
combined with the new computer technology, parallel
computing through multiple CPU has become increasingly
common to solve the problem of insufficient computing
power. In recent years, much more achievements have
been obtained in the shallow water dynamics and the
parallelization of hydrodynamic and sediment transport
model at home and abroad[1-5], while parallelization
method often is relatively single and closely associated
with the model algorithm, which means the lack of
commonality and difficulties in performance.
In this paper, based on MPI (Message Passing
Interface) and domain decomposition techniques, it is
possible to make the serial estuarine hydrodynamic and
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.12

II.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

The serial hydrodynamic and sediment transport
mathematic model in estuaries (called SW2D) is a
computational fluid dynamics with application to the study
of geophysical flows and seabed deformation in estuarine
and coastal regions[6]. SW2D computes the water surface
elevations, current and sediment concentration for twodimensional free surface flows, by solving the Reynolds
form of the Navier Stokes equations for turbulent flows.
The conservation form of the control equations include
the continuity equation and momentum conservation
equation, and the control equations of divergence form are
expressed as follows:
∂U ∂F ∂G
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=H
∂t ∂x ∂y
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2) The total length of the boundary between partitions
is to be minimized.

The first rule pertains to the concept of load balancing,
and with the second rule in the domain decomposition, the
communication volume is minimized. It is unrealistic and
not necessary to decompose the domain manually, many
open-source free software, such as Chao and METIS[8],
can be performed domain decomposition, which is
performed using the METIS in this work. METIS uses
multilevel graph partitioning techniques that first partition
a coarser graph. After the coarse partitioning is complete,
the graph is uncoarsened to obtain the partition for the full
graph. This technique leads to better quality partitions and
higher computational efficiency. The partitioning occurs
before the calculation and requires a negligible uptime
relative to the wole execution period.

Wy

ρm
ρs
ρm
H4 = E − D
Where, h=water depth; u, v = depth averaged velocities
in the x- and y-directions, respectively; Z0=riverbed
elevation; Cz=Chezy coefficient expressed by Manning
formula; n=Manning coefficient; s=depth-averaged
sediment concentration; E,D= sediment entrainment and
deposition fluxes across the bottom boundary of flow,
representing the sediment exchange between the water
column and bed; ρ m =density of water-sediment mixture;
ρ s =density of sediment.
In order to accurately fit the actual estuarine irregular
shore boundary, the irregular triangle element is selected
for the numerical control volume, and the calculated
variables are arranged in the triangle centre. The governing
equations are solved by an explicit finite-volume method
with good conservation. Control interface flux is
calculated based on the scheme of the approximate
Riemann solver. In order to achieve higher precision, a
stable second-order spatial precision numerical scheme is
obtained through the grid variables linear reconstruction
with variable slope limit. Limited by paper’s length, the
numerical calculation method could be seen in the
literature[6].
III.

C. Domain Mapping
After having partitioned the grid using the METIS,
each processor has been assigned a subdomain in which to
integrate SW2D. In the whole process, every grid in each
subdomain must establish a one-to-one connection with the
global grid, and vice versa.
At the conclusion of this domain mapping, each
processor has the correct initial and boundary conditions
with which to drive a full integration of its subdomain.
In addition, the variables output need be performed by
domain mapping to global flow field information.
D. Interprocessor Data Exchange
In a domain decomposition method, data must be
exchanged to preserve the correctness of the variables on
and near subdomain boundaries. Data exchange is based
on a mapping procedure where interior nodes along the
interprocessor boundaries in some processor are mapped
to the corresponding boundary nodes of the exchange
partner and vice versa. Interprocessor communication of
data is made using standard MPI (Message Passing
Interface) non-blocking sends and receives.

PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The serial SW2D code is parallelized by MPI method
based on domain decomposition techniques. The global
mesh is decomposed to as many subdomains as the
number of processors in the communicator. The
interprocessor communication is explicitly defined using
Message Passing Interface (MPI) calls[7]. The resulting
implementation is highly portable across all the parallel
machines and no modifications need to be done in codes.
Given a serial finite volume code, its parallel
framework can be broadly written as follows.
1) Domain Decomposition: Divide the global
computational domain into subdomains.
2) Domain Mapping: Assign each subdomain as the
local domain of a processor to set up an SW2D
integration.
3) Interprocessor Data Exchange: Each processor
communicates with its adjacent processors to ensure
correctness of the boundary fluxes, before marching to the
next time step.

IV.

ANALYSIS OF THE PARALLEL PROGRAM
PERFORMANCE AND APPLICATION

A. Experiment Environment
The hardware environment of experiment is based on a
PowerEdge M1000e enclosure with two 2.27-GHz Intel(R)
Xeon(R) E5520 processors and 24GB memory in each
blade. Each Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5520 includes four
processor cores. The blades use high-performance 20Gb/s
Infiniband card and switch to exchange data. In this work,
the high performance cluster contains 10 computing nodes.
Thus, there are 80 processor cores in total.
All experiments are executed in Red Hat Enterprise
Linux Server release 5.2 with the 2.6.18 Linux kernel. In
addition, MPICH2-1.2.1p1 and METIS are installed.

B. Domain Decomposition
For high efficient parallel computing, load balancing
and minimum interprocessor data communication are
crucial, which ask to assign elements to partitions under
the following rules:
1) Each partition will contain roughly the same
number of elements;

B. The Parallel Program Application
The performance of the parallelized SW2D(called
PARSW2D) model has been evaluated on the PowerEdge
M1000e cluster. The benchmark case was a real case,
which was run to simulate the tidal current and sediment
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accessible to 41 on 80 cores. The parallel model greatly
improve the computing speed, simulations of the annual
sediment transport by tidal currents in the estuarine and
coastal zone of Zhejiang have been reduced to less than
one day of compute time.

transport for the period of one year in the estuary and
offshore area of Zhejiang in China. The computational
mesh as shown in Fig. 1 contains 126351 triangular
elements and 68962 nodes, the number of control volumes
is equal to the number of triangular elements.
TABLE I.

V.

PERFORMANCE DATA FOR CUT DECOMPOSITION

Number
of cores

Uptime
˄secs/1000
steps˅

Total
uptime
˄Days˅

Speed
up

Acceleration
efficiency

1

162.51

39.54

1.0

1.00

2

82.91

20.18

2.0

0.98

3

56.43

13.73

2.9

0.96

4

42.77

10.41

3.8

0.95

5

34.58

8.41

4.7

0.94

6

29.44

7.16

5.5

0.92

7

25.80

6.28

6.3

0.90

8

23.08

5.62

7.0

0.88

16

12.24

2.98

13.3

0.83

24

8.57

2.09

19.0

0.79

32

6.86

1.67

23.7

0.74

40

5.97

1.45

27.2

0.68

48

5.29

1.29

30.7

0.64

56

4.84

1.18

33.6

0.60

64

4.30

1.05

37.8

0.59

72

4.10

1.00

39.6

0.55

80

3.98

0.97

40.8

0.51

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a good two-dimensional hydrodynamic
code, SW2D was ported onto parallel platform without
changing the structure and algorithm of the serial code.
The parallel code is based on domain decomposition
principles and uses MPI for all interprocessor
communication. The critical data exchange between
processors is programmed using non-blocking sends and
receives. All message passing is coded in the MPI standard
interface which is portable to a large variety of parallel
machines. The parallelized SW2D(PARSW2D)code can
be utilized for a study of flow and sediment movement on
decadal timescales in the estuarine and coastal zone of
Zhejiang.
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of these memories are recalled by the authors in [8]. A
hierarchy on the relative speeds to access memories is:
register memory < shared memory < constant memory ≪
global memory.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we describe in detail the proposed experimental protocol,
which allows measurement of the energy consumed by a
GPU. In Section III, the obtained numerical results are
presented on a benchmark with a set of different gravimetry
problems. Finally, Section IV concludes this paper.

Abstract—In this paper, we propose to investigate the compromise of the relative gains between the computation time
and the energy consumption on Graphics Processing Unit
(GPU). The energy consumed by GPU can not be neglected
anymore, even if code acceleration is the main target. We aim
to propose a prediction model of both time computation and
energy consumption of linear algebra operations. Numerical
experiments on a worstation equiped with two GPUs GTX275,
have been performed on a set of matrices arising from the
ﬁnite element discretization of the gravity equation with real
data issued from the Chicxulub crater. The results exhibit
performance, robustness and efﬁciency of Alinea library, our
research group library, compared to Cusp library in terms of
speed-up and energy consumption for double precision number
arithmetics.

II. E XPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
We propose an experimental protocol that enables to
measure the energy consumed during GPU computations. To
evaluate the protocol we compare different algorithms both
in terms of speed-up and energy consumption. The ideal
case consits in maximizing the speed-up and minimizing
the energy consumed. Most GPUs do not include sensor
capable to provide the characteristics of power consumption.
Reference [1] gives an analysis of power and performance
of GPU-Accelerated systems, and reference [20] proposes a
statistical model of energy consumption of GPUs based on
hardware performance counters. First, we have to connect an
amperometric clamp, on power supply wire of the GPU. An
amperometric clamp determines an intensity of the magnetic
ﬁeld generated from the ﬂowing current. The output physical
quantity is an electric tension that is measured by an
oscilloscope. We cannot plug directly a device on the PCI
Express slot, so we have to use an extension cable, a PCI
Express riser, to plug the clamp on it, as shown in Fig. 2(a).
We also have to measure the current circulating through
the cables that directly link the power supply unit and the
GPU. We easily compute the original intensity using the
linearity of the relation between the tension (voltage) and the
intensity. Fig. 1 presents the experimental protocol we have
designed. The riser consists of two types of power wires,
one whose voltage is +12V and another one whose voltage
is +3.3V . Object (1) in Fig. 2(a) shows the +12V wires.
These two types of wires are seperated in order to ﬁrst plug
the clamp around the wires, as shown in Fig. 2(b). We use
two clamps where the ﬁrst is plugged on the +3.3V wires
and the second is plugged on the +12V wires. We have two
measures of the power circulating through the riser, using
the following formula: Priser = 3.3 ∗ I3.3V + 12 ∗ I12V . The
intensity and the voltage given by the clamp are constant.

Keywords-Green computing; Energy consumption; GPU
computing; GPGPU; CUDA; Linear algebra; Iterative Krylov
methods; CSR format; Cusp

I. I NTRODUCTION
Since the past decade, parallel computing is largely used
to solve complex problems in a cost-effective way, so that
the work-load can be shared between different processors.
Compute Uniﬁed Device Architecture (CUDA) [21], was
proposed by NVIDIA in 2006, in order to exploit the
computational power of GPU architecture, which provides a
high level GPGPU-based programming language (GeneralPurpose computing on GPUs). The aim in this paper consists
in analysing the energy consumption of a GPU with a
compromise with the execution time. Actually, most of the
researches mainly focus on reducing the execution time
without taking care of the behaviour of the energy consumed
by the GPU. Over the past years, the community of HPC
has been concerned by green computing, as reﬂected in
the Green 500 toplist [10], which gives the top list of
green supercomputers. In this paper, we design an original
experimental protocol that allows to measure with a strong
accuracy the energy consumed by a GPU. To evaluate and
validate our protocol we use our research group linear algebra library, Alinea [5] [6] and compare it to Cusp [4]. Alinea
is a linear algebra library extended to CUDA, which also includes some advanced iterative methods for sparse matrices.
The optimized CUDA kernel used in this experiments are
those detailed by the authors in references [7] [8] [9]. A
speciﬁc feature of GPU compared to the CPU is the type
of memory used. CUDA devices have four main types of
memory: global, local, constant and shared. The properties
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.13
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(a) Screen of the oscilloscope
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Figure 3: Screen of the oscilloscope and program execution

Figure 1: Design of the protocol for experimentation

(a) Riser uncut

parameters: n axpy, number of Saxpy and n prod, number
of products to be performed, number of threads per block,
block load factor, are entered, (iv) the global GPU memory
are allocated, (v) the parameters: n copy, number of copies
to be performed, which allows to pause the execution and
look at the consumption of the memory allocation process,
are entered, (vi) n copy of the vector are done into the GPU
memory, (vii) the addition kernel is executed n axpy times
and then the total elapsed time is saved, (viii) the product
kernel is executed nprod times and then the total elapsed
time is saved, (ix) the results of all these computations are
copied back to the CPU. Fig. 3(a) clearly shows these six
different phases, which corresponds to the six phases of the
program: (1) the memory is allocated but nothing has been
copied inside, (2) the program is copying data from CPU
to GPU memory, (3) the program is performing the sum,
(4) the program is performing the element wise product, (5)
the program is copying data back, deallocating the memory
and ﬁnally (6) the GPU is back to stand-by. Let us remark
that after the last step and a little waiting time that depends
on the other GPU usages, the GPU will enter in an energy
saving mode and the consumption will decrease until it
reachs its default regime. The ﬁrst results show that there are
signiﬁcant changes in the consumption during the different
phases of the program execution. As a result, we are able
to follow the execution of a program on the oscilloscope. It
then validates our protocol to achieve our goal, i.e., carrying
out a benchmark of elementary operations. In the following
section we look into the realization of this benchmark. The
signal results from the oscilloscope have been collected via
LAN connection. The data of the ouput results are saved
into “Comma-Seperated Values” ﬁle format, which gives two
columns that respectively correspond to the times in seconds
and the measured tensions in volts.

(b) Riser cut

Figure 2: Protocol for experimentation

In Fig. 2(b), object (1) correponds to the riser cut and
object (2) to the amperometric clamp around the riser. The
foreground clamp is plugged into the power supply unit
whereas the background one is plugged into the riser. To
retrieve the measure we use a numerical oscilloscope, which
is connected to the local area network using an ethernet
cable. The computer we used has two NVIDIA GTX 275
GPUs. The experiments have been performed on the ﬁrst
GPU and the second one being mostly used for the video
output. The measures retreived are noisy due to a disturbance
caused by the other components of the machine, making
the results hard to analyze. To remove the noise of the
signal, we use weighted averaging ﬁlter or Gaussian ﬁlter
with a standard deviation σ corresponding to the distribution
of a Gaussian function. This ﬁlter consists in averaging
each point of the signal with a weight. To evaluate our
results and validate our experimental protocol we studied
qualitatively the response of the GPU for the elementary
operations such as memory allocation, addition of vectors
Daxpy (y = α × x + y), which is a level one (vector)
operation between two vectors in the Basic Linear Algebra
Subprograms (BLAS) and product of two vectors (element
wise product), and communication (memory copy) between
the GPU and the CPU. We have designed a program that
executes an operation to evaluate and to change the size
of the vectors. From the numerical oscilloscope we follow
the execution steps of the program, i.e., CPU instruction
and kernel launch. The execution steps are the following:
(i) n, the size of the vectors, is given, (ii) the random
vectors are generated on the CPU (RAM memory), (iii) the

III. N UMERICAL RESULTS
In this part, we collect the numerical results to examine
and corroborate the efﬁciency of our experimental protocol.
The workstation used for the experiments consists of an
Intel Core i7 920 2.67GHz with eight cores, 5.8 GB RAM
and two NVIDIA GTX275 GPU, double precision and
CUDA 4.0 compatible, equipped with 895MB memory. This
conﬁguration is adequate for performing all linear algebra
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operations. In order to better understand the behaviour of the
execution time and the energy consumption of the program,
we start to evaluate the correlation between the execution
time and the energy consumption of elementary operations
executed on a single GPU by changing the size of the vector.
The proposed benchmark consists in performing the same
operation among allocation, copy, sum and product several
times, i.e., with the same size of vectors, at least 50 times
corresponds to 50 measures. Fig. 4(a) shows an example
of a measure of the energy consumption for the different
phases of the execution obtained from the oscilloscope.
The ﬁgure represents the electrical power in Watt over
the time in second. The corresponding energy is computed
with the formula: Energy = Power × Time. As seen in
Fig. 4(a) the intensity reachs two positions: a position when
the GPU is not working and a position when the GPU
is working. The experimental results show that the GPU
consumes energy even when it is not working. We can see
in Fig. 4(a) four noisy phases. Each phase is associated
respectively with sleep, sum, product, or copy operation. To
compute the execution time and the energy consumed by the
GPU for each state, we implement a program that can ﬁnd
each state accurately. We approximate the energy consumed
during a phase by a constant. Indeed, our measures hint
that the theoretical curve follows a simple constant function
deﬁned on a subset of R. As a result the algorithm has
to determine the moment when the pertinent leaps happen,
which corresponds to a transition between two different
phases and then to compute a constant value that will best
approximate the function between jumps. The idea behind
the considered automate algorithm consists in setting the
value of the approximated function between two jumps as
the mean value of the measured curve during the phases.
The pertinent leaps are identiﬁed by iteratively computing
the mean of the ﬁrst values of the curve. We conclude
that the jump is relevant if the ten next values are too
far from the examined mean value. Taking into account
the variations of the standard deviation (σ) gives a more
accurate approximation. Fig. 4(b) provides an example of
an approximated function computed by the algorithm.
In this paper, Compressed-Sparse Row (CSR) format

available in both Alinea and Cusp libraries, is considered.
In Fig. 5, we report respectively the execution time in
seconds and the power consumption in Watt (W) for double
precision data transferring from CPU to GPU, the addition of
vectors (Daxpy) and the element-wise (Daxmy) operations.
According to the results, the linear prediction of the GPU
execution time in second and the electrical power in Watt
of the double precision data transfers between CPU and
GPU are respectively formulated as: 0.00007 + 10−8 x and
0.00002 + 10−7 x, where x is the size of the problem, and
where the coefﬁcient of determination 0.9922 and 0.9998
respectively. The coefﬁcient of determination, shows how
data are close to the ﬁtted regression model.
The linear prediction of the GPU execution time and
electrical power for Daxpy are expressed as follows, where x
is the size of the problem: Time (s): 4.905×10−6 +2.272×10−10 x
(0.999) and Power (W): 2.682 × 10−4 + 1.389 × 10−8 x (0.999). The
corresponding coefﬁcients of determination are given in
brackets. Thereafter, we will use the same convention as
previously, i.e., the coefﬁcients of determination will be in
brackets.
The linear prediction of the GPU execution time and electrical power for double precision element wise product are
expressed as follows: Time (s): −6.668 × 10−6 + 2.164 × 10−10 x
(0.9857) and Power (W): −1.417 × 10−4 + 3.131 × 10−8 x (0.9856).

Besides the execution time, the other phases illustrated
in Fig. 4(b) satisfy the following conditions: Pidle , power
(instantaneous) at rest: 47.4 W, Pactive , power when the card
is activated (memory allocated but not yet used): 58.43 W,
Pbreak , power during a break in the calculation: 60.77 W,
Pend , power at the end of the program, before the process
is completed: 59.14 W. The energy consumed is given in the
following formula (1):
Energy

=

Pidle × t1 + Pactive × t2 + Pbreak × t3 + Pend × t4
+PCP U ↔GP U (n) × TCP U ↔GP U ∗ n
(1)
+Pcompute (n) × Tcompute ∗ n

where t1 , the time during the program runs without using
the graphics card, t2 , the time during the memory is allocated
without being used, t3 , the time during the GPU is not
used in the middle of the calculations, e.g., computation is
done on the CPU and t4 , the time during the main program
continues to run and the GPU is not used.
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Table I: Patterns of the matrices

1,200

gravi 49,248
h = size = 49,248 density = 0.044
bandwidth = 3,779 nonzero = 1,067,632
nonzero/h = 21.678 max row = 27
nonzero/h stddev = 9.425
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Figure 8: Double precision CSR Conjugate Gradient
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vector multiplication for CSR format, the most time consuming operation [2], [3]. The linear prediction of the GPU
execution time and energy consumption for double precision
SpMV are expressed as follows: Alinea-Time(s): −3.552×10−5 +

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6
size
·106

(a) Time in seconds (s)

(b) Energy in Joule (J)

Figure 6: Double precision dot product

9.286 × 10−9 x (0.9996), Cusp-Time(s): 1.165 × 10−5 + 1.177 × 10−8 x
(1.000), Alinea-Energy(J): −1.223 × 10−3 + 1.371 × 10−6 x (0.9999),
Cusp-Energy(J): −6.667 × 10−4 + 1.834 × 10−6 x (1.000) As we can

In order to evaluate and consolidate our experimental
protocol, we consider a real engineering problem namely
the solution of the gravity equation in the Chicxulub crater
in the Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico. The discretized domain
consists of a parallelepiped 200 km × 200 km × 10 km. The
associated matrices vary from 49, 248 to 1, 325, 848 rows
and the numbers of nonzeros values vary from 2, 010, 320
to 33, 321, 792. They have the same struture pattern given
in the ﬁrst column of TABLE I. Fig. 6 gives the kernel
time in seconds and the energy consumed in Joule (J)
by the GPU for both Alinea and Cusp double precision
dot product. The linear prediction of the GPU execution
time and energy consumption for double precision dot
product are formulated as follows, where x is the size of
the problem: Alinea-Time(s): −2.216 × 10−4 + 4.002 × 10−8 x

see in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the dot product and the SpMV
exhibit better results for Alinea compared to Cusp in terms
of kernel execution time and energy. In Fig. 8 we report
the time in seconds of the GPU part of the Conjugate
Gradient (CG) solver and the energy consumed by the GPU
in Watt seconds for both Alinea and Cusp double precision
for CSR format. The CG benchmark ﬁx the residual tolerance threshold  = 10−6 . The results clearly conﬁrm the
effectiveness and the robustness of Alinea. As we can also
seen in Fig. 8 that the energy consumed increases when the
size of the problem increases. The prediction of the GPU
execution time and energy consumption for double precision
solver are expressed as follows: Alinea-Time(s): −6.637×10−1 +
6.138×10−6 x (0.9739), Cusp-Time(s): −7.440×10−1 +7.493×10−6 x
(0.9838), Alinea-Energy(J): −1.179 × 102 + 8.826 × 10−4 x (0.9704),
Cusp-Energy(J): −7.264 + 5.494 × 10−4 x (0.9986). In the previous

(0.9996), Cusp-Time(s): −6.325×10−4 +1.142×10−7 x (0.9996), AlineaEnergy(J): −1.897 × 10−2 + 2.241 × 10−6 x (0.9996), Cusp-Energy(J):
−5.477 × 10−2 + 6.514 × 10−6 x (0.9996),

analysis no preconditioner have been used for the CG, but
it is fundamental to mention that CG can be used very
efﬁciently on GPU with some preconditioning based on
domain decomposition methods [11], [15]. For this purpose,
interface conditions between the subdomains are tuned with
a continous approach like in the FETI method [12] or like in
the Schwarz method [13], [14]. These interface conditions
can also be tuned with a patch substructuring approach as
introduced in [16]–[19]. The associated problem, with the
Lagrange multipliers, condensed on the interface between
the subdomains, is then solved with an interative algorithm
on the CPU. At each iteration, each subproblem deﬁned in
each subdomain is solved with the CG method on a different
GPU. The proposed protocol is naturaly applied on each
GPU to estimate the energy consumption, upon the size of
the submatrix deﬁned in each subdomain. The results we
have obtained for multi-GPU conﬁrm the efﬁciency of our
protocol for Schwarz methods.

Fig. 7 represents the kernel time in seconds given by the
oscilloscope and the energy consumed by the GPU in Joule
(J) for both Alinea and Cusp double precision sparse matrix-
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Figure 7: Double precision CSR SpMV
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When the computation time increases the energy consumption becomes important. The GPU is effective for large
size problems in terms of computation time, but consumes
much more energy than the CPU.

[8] A.-K. Cheik Ahamed and F. Magoulès. Schwarz method with
two-sided transmission conditions for the gravity equations
on graphics processing unit. In IEEE 12th International
Symposium on Distributed Computing and Applications to
Business, Engineering Science (DCABES), pages 105–109.
IEEE Computer Society, 2013.

IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an original experimental
protocol for measuring the energy consumption of GPU
during computation. We have focused our analysis on investigating the compromise between the relative gains in
computation time and power consumption of GPU. We
proposed some mathematical models to predict the execution
time and energy consumption according to the properties
of the problem. The effectiveness and robustness of our
experimental protocol are evaluated and validated by numerical experiments performed on a machine with 2 GPUs
NVIDIA GTX275. The presented results, conducted on
a real engineering problem, highlight the robustness and
performance of Alinea, our research group library, compared
to Cusp and demonstrate the efﬁciency of our proposed
experimental protocol to measure the energy consumption
of GPU.

[9] A.-K. Cheik Ahamed and F. Magoulès. A stochastic-based
optimized Schwarz method for the gravimetry equations on
GPU clusters. In Domain Decomposition Methods in Science
and Engineering XXI. Springer, 2014.
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Yangtze river and the Hearl river, Huai river and
Heilongjiang river, in which the navigable mileages of
Yangtze river and Pearl river and the Huai river account
for 82.3% of national total navigable mileage. The
Yangtze river system with the best general conditions, 7
million kilometers mileage, accounts for 70% of the
navigation mileage, Yangtze river route has 3638.5 km
navigable mileage.

Abstract: Development of inland water transport
management is the major macroeconomic research of the
transport. Using grey theory method, GM (1,1) management
parallel calculation model is established. The model analysis
the growth rate of highway, waterway and railway, forecasts
the trend of the carrying capacity of water transportation,
inland waterways mileage and high-grade waterways
mileage in China.
Keywords: GM (1, 1) model; grey management; inland
river shipping.

II. Status of waterway transportation
This paper has studied various transportation modes

I. Introduction

for the carriage of goods, and general cargo transportation
Compared to highway and railway, inland waterway

ways

consist

of

highway

transportation,

railway

transport can make use of water resources, so that its

transportation and waterway transportation [5]. According

construction cost is low.
There are long inland waterways in Russia, China,
Brazil, and United States. Density of inland waterway
freight (freight turnover completed each kilometers
waterway ) in American and western European
countries ,especially in United States and Germany, are
higher than other countries. The United States has
developed a channel network whose route is the
Mississippi River. Its main and main tributaries has
realized the highly channelizing according to need, 2.74
m deep, 9700 km long in uniform standard, accounting
for approximately 50% of the total mileage, connected to
the north and the Great Lakes, east along the Saint
Lawrence Seaway to the Atlantic ,whose estuary connects
with gulf coast canal. Rhine in Western Europe [2]
Originates in Switzerland, by way of France, Germany,
flows into North Sea in the Netherlands, whose tributaries
are highly channelizing or governance, connected with
EIbe river and Weser. After construction in the decades
period, the Rhine - the United States -the Danube canal
engineering has been completed, and the Rhine and
Danube is connected, from east out the Black Sea. This
channel network navigation 1350 tons self-propelled
barge, channel network extends more than 20,000
kilometers. In China [3], there are more than 1500 rivers
and 900 lakes whose drainage area is over 1000 square
kilometers, in which navigable for ships of over 500 tons
takes up less than 10% of the total mileage of waterways,
most of which is navigable for ships of less than 100 tons.
China inland waterways are mainly distributed in the

to the statistical data from Ministry of Transport of the
People’s Republic of China and Ministry of Railways of
the People’s Republic of China (1999 ~ 2008), The main
modes of cargo transportation are increasing with
economic development of China. Especially waterway
transportation development speed (due to the influence of
the world financial crisis, growth rate reduced in 2008) is
growing rapidly.

growth rate

of various

Fig.1.The growth of vigorous transportation

The paper is financially supported by China national natural science
foundation (No.51139005),
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Annual

transportation ways are shown in Fig 1.

Based on analysis of figure 1, the annual growth rate
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of waterway transportation is higher than railway
transportation and highway transportation except 2001
and 2008, and it is more than 16% in 2004 and 2005.The
average growth rate from 2000 to 2008 is 11.15%, so
waterway transportation is increasing year by year.

establish the gray prediction model, and uses MATLAB
to solve it.

ª −0.1282 º
P=«
8»
¬9.1631×10 ¼

III. The grey prediction of waterway based on
GM(1,1)

So the prediction function expression is:

A. The statistical data of waterway transportation from
1999 to 2008

(0)
9.1631×10 0.1282 k
x (k + 1) = (1 − e −0.1282 )( x (0) (1) −
)e
−0.1282
8

According to the data from Ministry of
Communications [4], the water transport cargo volume
(1999~2008) may be obtained and used in the paper.

k = 1, 2,..., n
B. Data processing and Establishing GM (1, 1) model

C. Substituting for the variable to predict

Definition: The water transport cargo volume of year
n is

According to the model and original data, the water

x (0) (n) . x (1) is the ordinal accumulation of

transportation cargo volume from 2007 to 2019 can be
predicted, and shown in Fig.2.

x (0) (n) ,and z (1) is the mean of sequence of x (1) .

ª − z (1) (2)
ª x (0) (2) º
« (1)
« (0) »
x (3) »
− z (3)
ªa º
«
P = « » ,Y =
,B = «
« ...
« ... »
¬b ¼
« (1)
« (0) »
¬ − z ( n)
¬ x ( n) ¼

In 2007, the actual amount of water transport is

1º
»
1»
1»
»
1¼

2811990000 (ton), and the predicted value with GM(1,1)
model is 2782497680 (ton). The relative error is only 1%,
or the accuracy is higher than 99%. So the GM(1,1)
model can be used to predict water transport cargo. The
trend of water transport cargo (1999~2019) is shown in

Establishing GM (1, 1) model:

Fig.2.

The time response function:

b
b
x (1) (k + 1) = ( x (0) (1) − )e − ak +
a
a
k = 1, 2,..., n
The value restoring function:
(0)
(1)
(1)
b
x ( k + 1) = x ( k + 1) − x ( k ) = (1 − e a )( x (0) (1) − )e − ak
a

k = 1, 2,..., n

Fig.2.

Least squares estimate parameter vector P:

The water transport
volume (1999~2019)

cargo

IV. The prediction of inland waterways mileage
and high-grade waterways mileage

P = ( B ' B) −1 B 'Y

Similarly, the paper establishes GM (1,1) model to
The paper uses the data from 1999 to 2006 to

predict inland waterways mileage and high-grade
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waterways mileage. The inland waterways mileage and

river shipping cargo volume accounted for a proportion of

high-grade waterways mileage from 1999 to 2019 is

the water transport cargo volume will not reduce, so in the

shown in Fig.3, and Fig.4.

next few years the inland river shipping cargo volume
will increase substantially. But the inland waterways
mileage in the next few years increases slowly (from
Fig.3.). Especially, the construction of high-grade
waterways

mileage

Apparently

this

will

can

not

decrease
adapt

to

(from

Fig.4.).

the

growing

interrelatedness inland water transport.
For inadaptability between inland river shipping
transportation and channel development, the government
should pay more attention to the construction of inland
water transport. With its special advantages inland water
transport will play a very important role in future logistics
transport. In China, inland water transport has its natural
advantages, but at present insufficient of channel
development especially high-grade waterways severely is
restricting the development of inland water transport. Due
Fig.3. The trend of inland waterways

to construction of highway and railway in the future is

mileage(1999~2019)

gradually saturated, government should mainly take the
development of inland water transport into consideration
in the next economic plan and do our best to realize
various transportation ways optimal allocation and
maximum possible use.

VI. Conclusion
The parallel computer gray theoretic GM (1,1)
management model is discussed in this paper for the
inland water transport management. This model analysis
the growth rate of highway, waterway and railway,
forecasts the trend of the carrying capacity of water
transportation, inland waterways mileage and high-grade
waterways mileage in China.
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Abstract — In the industrial control area, WinCC is widely
applied in industrial production process of real-time
monitoring control and has become one of the important
configuration software. But it is still unable to realize
complex control algorithm with shortage of programming
language. While Matlab can deal with large amounts of data
with high efficiency with its toolbox and Simulink simulation
environment, complex control algorithm can be realized
through the research on the model and simulation of the
control system. Thus, in this paper, they are combined
organically under the background of level control of the
tank, and a real-time fuzzy control scheme based on OPC
communication technology is put forward. Finally intelligent
control of the tank level is realized and its effectiveness is
verified as well.

Figure 1. Control system structure

III.

A. Structure of Fuzzy Controller
Based on features of liquid level process control and its
requirements, fuzzy controller adopts a two-dimensional
structure shown in Fig 2. Fuzzy controller is composed of
input fuzzification, fuzzy inference and defuzzification. E
and Ec in Fig 2 are fuzzy variables of deviation e and
deviation change rate ec. u* is incremental output which is
then defuzzified. Ke, Kec is respectively fuzzy quantitative
factors E and EC and Ku is scale factor u*.

Keywords- OPC; WinCC; Matlab; Simulation

I.

INTRODUCTION

As a popular controlled object in process control
system, liquid level control system finds its typical
application in industrial manufacturing. Liquid level
controlled plants are characterized by nonlinearity, long
time delay and great inertia[1][2]. Conventional control
methods, therefore, cannot fulfill process control. The
application of traditional PID controller shows
unsatisfactory result and its system needs more regulation
time. Compared with conventional control approaches,
fuzzy control of nonlinear or time-delayed objects
performs better than PID and it is more adaptable in the
process of liquid level control because mathematical
modeling is not necessarily established and control quality
is less affected by features of controlled plants and
parameter changes. Focusing on tank systems, the present
paper adopts Matlab to conduct background control
strategy calculations and data processing. Simulation of
configuration is realized by linking and setting up
parameters in WinCC, which not only reduces dependence
on hardware but also runs better real-time monitoring of
controlled objects. The research has a promising
application prospect in experimental teaching[3].
II.

Figure 2. Fuzzy control block diagram of the level control system

B. Fuzzy Domain
The scope of the input and output variables are
determined based on experiment. The range of deviation of
the E level is [-15, +15], range deviation change rate Ec for
[-0.1, +0.1]. u* is the fuzzy controller output which
regulates valve, whose range is 0%̚100%.

STRUCTURE OF LIQUID LEVEL CONTROL SYSTEM

C. Variable Settings
Setting of variables level and rate include the value
range and distribution of fuzzy subsets and the type of
membership function. In order to simplify the computation
of the fuzzy controller, five equal span triangular
membership functions are employed for controller input
variables
and
output
variable.
They
are
NB,NS,ZE,ZO,PS,PB. The membership functions of these
fuzzy variables are shown in Fig 3.

Liquid levels of overhead water tank, middle water
tank and lower water tanks are objects controlled by tank
level system, which aims to control liquid level within the
session of a given level on a smaller scale. This paper
mainly studies the lower tank, the structure of whose
control system is shown in Fig 1.

978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.15

DESIGN OF FUZZY CONTROLLER
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the realization of animation, alarming module, reports
module, printing module, all of which are shown in Fig 4.

Figure 4. Configuration interface

Figure 3. Fuzzy input and output variables membership functions

D. Fuzzy Control Rules Table
The major components of a fuzzy controller are a set of
linguistic fuzzy control rules and an inference engine to
interpret these rules[4][5].
These fuzzy rules offer a transformation between the
linguistic control knowledge of an expert and the
automatic control strategies of an activator. Every fuzzy
control rule is composed of an antecedent and a
consequent. A general form of the rules can be expressed
as:
Ri: IF X is A1 and Y is A2, THEN U is C1
While Ri is the ith rule, X and Y are the states of the
controlled system inputs respectively and U is the control
output. A1,A2 and C1 are the corresponding fuzzy subsets
of the input and output universe of discourse respectively.
According to this theory, 25 fuzzy rules are
established. Those fuzzy rules are listed in Table I.
TABLE I.
E

FUZZY RULES TABLE FOR THE LIQUID LEVEL TYPE
Ec

NB

NS

ZE

PS

PB

close_fast

close_fast

close_slow

close_slow

no_change

NS

close_fast

close_slow

close_slow

no_change

open_slow

ZE

close_slow

close_slow

no_change

open_slow

open_slow

PS

close_slow

no_change

open_slow

open_slow

open_fast

PB

no_change

open_slow

open_slow

open_fast

open_fast

NB

B. Establishment of System Model
The Simulink is used to write a conventional PID and
fuzzy PID two control algorithms. The models of two
control algorithms are shown in Figure 5. The
implementation scheme is realized based on realization of
real-time communication between Simulink and WinCC
by the OPC technology[6]. A real-time control algorithm
in simulink is established to control tank level by direct
calling “OPC Read /Write” function in this paperˊA clear
and visual comparison of the advantages and
disadvantages of different control strategies are made by
the trend of different control algorithm[7].

Figure 5. The simulation model of the system

IV.

V.

SYSTEM SOFTWARE DESIGN

EXPERIMENTAL DATA ANALYSIS

At this point, real-time fuzzy control system for level
of tank has been designed based on Matlab and WinCC.
WinCC and Matlab are put into operation, the curve of the
actual level tracking the desired level is gained through
WinCC and Simulink simulation, as shown in Figure 6.
In the same conditions, the experiment results show
that the PID reaction speed is slow, but the dynamic
quality is better and can eliminate the static error. Fuzzy

A. Supervisory configuration Structure of Fuzzy
Controller
The present experiment adopted the industrial
configuration software of Siemens Company, and
completed a monitoring platform for the basic functions,
such as real-time curve, curve of history, historical data,
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configuration real time monitoring conveniently and
reflect the system control algorithm analysis and
calculation. At the same time, this technology can also
effectively eliminate the reliance of the configuration
software on hardware support. The experimental
transformation exerts a better demonstration effect.

control has no overshoot. Besides, both rising speed and
stable speed are the fastest in spite of the static error.
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establishes a knowledge query model based on neural
network, and discusses the composing of the model. The
design of the system model consists of two main
functional modules, i.e., data source and data processing,
keywords extraction and decision support operation. The
main modules consist of the submodules, respectively, as
shown in Figure 1. Each module and their function are
described in the following section.

Abstract— The knowledge repository of China polar

expedition is an open and authoritative online
information repository. It publishes information
entries relating to Chinese Arctic and Antarctic
expeditions’ activities. To better make use of the polar
resource, this paper designs a basic structure on
knowledge query, and presents an automatic query
system for data sharing. The system gives the function
module and its function description. This article states
investigations in related with data source, data process
and network structure, and proposes in the end the
extension and development of the knowledge
repository.

x2
data source and
data processing

y4

wnq

applications

Figure 1. System model of knowledge query

x denotes the first main module, and x1 ,
x2 is two submodules of x . The second main module is
the combination of the submodules y1 .. y4 denote four
subfunctions, respectively. Moreover, the submodule y4
consists of other three submodules. uhl , vlp and wnq are
In Figure 1,

the weight. The nine functional modules are discussed
respectively as follows.
III.

DATA SOURCE AND PROCESSING

In the data source and processing module layer, there
are three modules that are a data source module and two
data processing modules. By adjusting the weights from
the data source to the data processing, we can obtain the
varying data sources in a small period of time, and input
these different component sources to the data processing
modules.
As an open knowledge repository in polar expedition,
the creation of knowledge in CPEKDB is achieved
through allowing creation of new entries by anybody and
the edition of existing entries under the policy of editing
guide and centralized verification. Country-wide
knowledge producers enhance their production efficiency
and get the CPEKDB entries updated and developed in a
dynamic way through knowledge sharing.

MODELING TO AUTOMATIC QUERY SYSTEM
FOR DATA SHARING

According to the characteristics of knowledge query
and the neural network to information processing, this
paper designs a basic structure to knowledge query,
proposes a system model of the basic structure and is
mapping the system model to the neural network, thus
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.16

y3

keywords extraction and decision
support operations

INTRODUCTION

China polar expedition has accomplished 30 Antarctic
voyages and 5 Arctic voyages, and realized fully free data
sharing collected on expeditions. However, some basic
information and data about polar expeditions are stored
respectively in the Chinese Arctic and Antarctic
Administration, Polar Research Institute of China, Wuhan
University and several participating units in polar
expeditions, which causes the shortage, missing and
mismatch of the data, bringing to some extent negative
effect and losses to the state archives and on-the-spot
investigation. For example, information of expedition
team per voyage involves the starting off and returning
date & time, itinerary, projects, personnel and their
positions & roles. Without a comprehensive information
repository, the authenticity of the data, on one hand,
cannot be verified with overwhelming false information
in cyber age and, on the other hand, history data can be
found nowhere and therefore fails in guiding future
itinerary planning and the decision making in projects [1].
In view of history and current status, this article deals
with a China polar expedition knowledge repository
(CPEKDB) which is developed by dedicated people and
maintained collectively based on the ideas of Wikipedia.
II.

y1
y2

x

Keywords- Polar Region; Entry; Knowledge Repository;
Data Sharing

I.

x1 vlp

uhl
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A. Data source
Considering the particularity of the field of polar
knowledge, polar expedition organizations and their staffs
mainly maintain knowledge in CPEKDB. In the nearly 30
years’ history of China polar expeditions, 447
organizations and 3,200 people have participated in the
course of China polar expeditions. The development and
promotion of CPEKDB would undoubtedly be affected if
those organizations and individuals created all the entries.
Hence, in the starting period, the majority of the data in
the repository are provided and initialized by the Chinese
National Arctic and Antarctic Data Center, which means
the data source of entries are mainly acquired through
some major institutions and referential information in
polar expeditions. In choosing the organizations for data
collection, such organizations are picked out under the
guideline of “centralized and authoritative data” as Polar
Expedition Office of the State Oceanic Administration (in
charge of the organization and collaboration of polar
expedition team set-up), Polar Research Institute of China
(the executor of polar expedition), Wuhan University
(partial information development unit in polar expedition),
Scientific Committee of Antarctic Research (the highest
international academic and authoritative unit in Antarctic
science, in charge of the draft, launch, progression and
collaboration of international Antarctic research plan).
To support the creation of entries, apart from manual
collection, sorting and entry, CPEKDB accomplishes the
systematic programmed import of knowledge products
through Beautiful Soup web crawler [Figure 2].
Beautiful Soup is a Python library designed for quick
turnaround projects like screen-scraping. It creates a parse
tree for parsed pages that can be used to extract data from
HTML, so this library is useful for web scraping —
extracting data from websites [2]. Three features make it
powerful:

Figure 2. Flow chart of data collection
B. Data processing
Although CPEKDB is similar to Wikipedia and Baidu
encyclopedia which allow free creation and edition of
entries, CPEKDB is, in a sense, an authoritative and
comprehensive knowledge repository which provides
reference to scientists, polar information contributors and
investigators and therefore it is equipped with rigid data
verification process. The verification process is separated
in two segments: one is to have all the data verified by
system data specialists before its release; and the other is
to record and monitor the status of data renewal via
version number [figure 3].

1˅ Beautiful Soup provides a few simple methods and
Pythonic idioms for navigating, searching, and
modifying a parse tree: a toolkit for dissecting a
document and extracting what you need.
2˅ Beautiful Soup automatically converts incoming
documents to Unicode and outgoing documents to
UTF-8.
3˅ Beautiful Soup sits on top of popular Python parsers
like lxml and html5lib, allowing people to try out
different parsing strategies or trade speed for
flexibility.
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Term = [basic information]
Gazetteer = [basic information].
Observation system (exploration stations, exploration
vessels, loading platforms and sensors) = [basic
information].
B. Category tree
Unlike Wikipedia and Baidu encyclopedia, there are
only eight categories in CPEKDB. Based on formula (1),
we sort and get the figure of CPEKDB category tree
structure [figure 4]. Investigation on degree distribution is
the basic content of network study [3]. For any node i,
number of links pointing from other nodes is recorded as
Ki,in, which is named in-degree and the number of links
pointing from i to other nodes is recorded as K i,out, which
is named out-degree. Then the degree of node i which is
Ki = Ki,in+ Ki,out. From the analysis of figure 4, we get the
degree distribution status of each node in CPEKDB. The
study finds that 1) the distribution trend of K i is much
more affected by Ki,out. 2) Peak value mainly centralizes
among such nodes as personnel, expedition, article and
project, which shows that those knowledge plays an
important role in the whole Chinese polar expeditions. 3)
Through analysis of the relationship among the peak
value nodes, we get the rule of WHW (Who, How, What),
which can be expressed as the accomplishments (papers)
achieved by polar expedition staffs (personnel) through
polar expedition activities (expeditions) for certain
scientific research tasks (projects). WHW rule shows in
hint not only the emphasis government put on scientific
activities, but also their great concerns over the
significance and value of scientific research, which is
known as output. 4) WHW rule is limited within the
CPEKDB, only explaining the connectivity and
reciprocity among all entries. Due to the lack of
interaction and application analysis for polar basic data of
scientific research and the polar resource assessment,
WHW cannot explain all the scientific value of the whole
polar scientific research.

Figure 3. CPEKDB entry release process
As is shown in the dot-line box in figure 3, following
the completion of a creation or edition of an entry by any
user, the administrator will be prompted to do verification.
As a result, the entry can be released directly if it passes
the verification, otherwise feedback will be sent back to
its user for correction until it can be released. When an
entry is released, its user will get detailed information
such as its URL, etc.
IV.

KEYWORDS EXTRACTION AND DECISION SUPPORT
OPERATION

In the keywords extraction and decision support
operation module layer, the 4 modules are the
infrastructure of system, carry out the most important
function for data query and have the expert knowledge.
Based on the similarity of keywords and expert
knowledge, the important characteristics of data are
extracted to be from the data processing layer, and the
adjustment to the input weight vlp is: if the input
similarity is smaller, we reduce the value of vlp ,
otherwise increase the value of vlp , where l = 1, 2 ,

p = 1, 2,3, 4 are the number of modules in the data
processing layer and the keywords extraction and
decision support operation layer, respectively.
A.

Infrastructure of system

If each type of entry in CPEKDB is regarded as a
node and super links among entries as directed edges,
then CPEKDB can be described as a directed network
in which we can learn the internal interconnected
characteristics of its knowledge repository through
studying the character of the network.
CPEKDB is a directed network from inner point of
view and all columns are interconnected. [Formula 1]
Expedition = [basic information, personnels]
(1)
Personnel = [basic information, exploration information,
institutions, papers, projects, data, samples]
Paper = [basic information, personnel, projects]
Project = [basic information, personnel]
Institution = [basic information, URL, personnel]

Figure 4. The tree structure of the category
C.

Description of four function modules

CPEKDB is divided into four modules by function
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point of their release. Besides, permission distribution and
entry verification are very important functions.
Different permissions are set to achieve different
capabilities. The management of permission in CPEKDB
system adopts the method of access control based on
roles . Role-based access control method is recognized as
an effective way to solve the access control of unified
resource. Its two significant characteristics are:
i) Reducing the complexity of authorization management
and lowering maintenance cost;
ii) Flexibility in supporting system security strategy, and
high elasticity in the encapsulation of the components and
the change of the application.
According to the functions provided by permission
management system, two main sub-modules are included
as the authorization and access control sub-modules.
Their functions are:
Authorization sub-module: accomplishes permission
assignment. Authorization module is mainly used for the
management of roles, users and user groups including
basic information maintenance, maintenance of
relationship among roles, users and user groups, as well
as granting all types of permissions to roles, users and
user groups respectively.

characters, they are retrieval module, release module,
service module and interface module.
1) Retrieval module

The module is divided into login and retrieval
sub-modules.
a) Login sub-module

CPEKDB neither bears any user entity, nor does it
store any user information, and all users are from onestop login on polar expedition information portal
(www.polar.gov.cn). The portal adopts OAUTH as
access request protocol, which provides a safe, open
and simple standard for the request for authorization of
the user resources. It allows users to admit third-party
applications’ access to their private resources stored on
certain web site (such as photos, videos, contact lists)
without having to provide the user name and password
to the third party applications. OAUTH allows the user
to provide a token rather than a user name and
password to access their data stored at a specific
service provider. Each token authorizes a specific web
site in a specific period of time (for example, the next
2 hours) to access a particular resource (for example,
just may be a set of data). Therefore, OAUTH is safe
[4]
. There have been many famous OAUTH service
providers so far such as GOOGLE, FACEBOOK,
DROPBOX, Tencent QQ, Sina Weibo and Douban.
Considering a humanized design for login, polar
expedition information portal cooperates with Tencent
Company to allow users to access CPEKDB resources
via their Tencent QQ accounts.

Access control sub-module: realizes the verification
of authority. Access control module accomplishes
identity check for users logged in, and validates uses’
operation permission during system operation.
3)

Service module

The pattern of “from the shallower to the deeper ” is
introduced into the process of design of this module to
solve the problems in the usage of CPEKDB. The
underlying layer provides general overview of polar
knowledge base through system introduction. The
middle layer helps guiding the users in the creation,
edition and search of entries via detailed helping
documents. The top layer is designed for interactive
services, offering services based on online customer
service of Tencent QQ platform.

b) Retrieval sub-module
CPEKDB adopts three data retrieval methods which
are compound queries, Lucene full-text retrieval and
unified retrieval. Compound query, a professional query,
fits for structured data, while Lucene full-text retrieval
fits for unstructured data [5] such as documents, XML files,
Html files, etc. and unified query meets the need for
parallel and the integrated export of the query result.
In using compound query, sub-modules extract filter
conditions according to user-interested models and the
filtered conditions are arranged in reverse order in time
and quantity. In handling the query results, three
optimized methods are designed:
i) Create partition table for the scattered storage of
big data in order to shorten the data query time and
improve query efficiency. The establishment of the
partition table is based on models in which users are
interested.
ii) Set up caching mechanism for the query result in
order to avoid I/O bottleneck.

4) Interface module
In the keywords extraction and decision support
operation module layer, the fourth module consists of
three service interfaces. According to the degree of
benefit to data opening, the adjustment to the input
weight wnq is: if the degree of benefit is smaller, we
reduce the value of

wnq , otherwise increase the value of

wnq , where n = 1 , q = 1, 2,3 are the number of
submodules to connect the fourth modules in the
keywords extraction and decision support operation layer.
Three service interfaces of CPEKDB are WebService,
Web Widget and entry reference. The benefit of their
opening is:

iii) Make simple the sorting of the query results
through sorting in two benchmark parameters as ‘latest
edition time’ and ‘highest visitation.
2) Release module
Release module is designed to realize the process from
the point any registered users create and edit entries to the

z To avoid duplicate entry of polar expedition
basic data in each application system and
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Table 1 Comparisons among CPEKDB, Wikipedia and Baidu
Encyclopedia
Items
Pages quantity

Wikipedia

Baidu
Encyclopedia
≈6.27 million

Number of users

≈ 30
million
365 million

Release time
Language

2001
287 types

2006
Chinese, English

Commercial sites
Censorship
Field

No
No
All

Yes
Yes
All

VI.

3.462 million

CPEKDB
≈45
thousand
≈3
thousand
2013
Chinese,
English
Yes
Yes
Antarctic &
Arctic

CONCLUSION

In order to increase the openness of the polar
expedition data, CPEKDB also can be expanded in
categories and be added with more historical exploration
documents, archives, exploration reports, achievement
reports, etc., integrating into an aggregation of polar
exploration library and polar research knowledge base so
as to provide users with more comprehensive, objective
and timely information service.
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invalidation of cache instead of migrating load. It is worth
studying that how to narrow the scope of invalid cache and
reduce the time of cache reconstruction. In this paper, a
cache-invalidation-scope model based on the improved
consistent hash algorithm is put forward.

Abstract—Distributed key-value caching system has been
deployed in many kinds of clouds. The effect of load balancing
between each node is crucial in key-value caching system in
clouds. Invalidation is a feature of the data in the key-value
caching system, and making some cache invalid is efficient
instead of adjusting the load location when load balancing. It is
worth studying that how to utilize the feature reasonable to
reach maximum load balancing. Aiming at this point, a new
cache-invalidation-scope model in key-value caching system is
proposed. Combined with greedy algorithm, the scheme
provides a better load balancing algorithm for different load
cases (CLB). CLB algorithm utilizes entropy and the scope of
invalid cache invalid as the evaluation basis of load balancing
effect. Compared with existing algorithm, CLB load balancing
algorithm lifts up the performance of key-value caching system
more than one times.
Keywords-Cloud Computing,
balancing, Cache Invalidation

I.

key-value

system,

II.

In the research of elastic distributed key-value system,
much achievement has been made. Ala etc al. discussed the
impact of data migration on performance in key-value
database, and then they proposed an elastic load balancing
scheme based on multiple linear regression model and a
model to compute the time of transferring load [5]. Qin etc
al. advanced a kind of elastic feedback evaluation model of
Voldemort and did a thorough research to evaluation model
of elastic distributed key-value system [6]. Jose etc al.
proposed a scheme based on a variety of mixed data
communication for Memcache distributed key-value system
which can ensure the reliability of data communication in
case of large-scale nodes in the distributed environment [7].
Chiu etc al. proposed an elasticity key-value system based on
extended hash algorithm without compromising elasticity
[8].
As above mentioned, so many solutions has been
proposed to satisfy the requirement of elasticity, however,
there are still some shortcomings such as lacking of an
feedback controller that can intelligently acquire and release
resources. In this paper, the scheme for solving the problem
of load balance between nodes is designed.

Load

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a calculation and business mode
providing users with elastic scalable resources by
virtualizing them [1-2]. Cloud computing provides all kinds
of resources and information on the Internet. The flexibility
is the key requirement in these applications of cloud
computing. The distribution of cache data should be adjusted
according to the dynamic changes of network and
application in key-value caching system and the performance
of the system is affected by the load on the cache and
bandwidth of the system. How to adjust the cache data
dynamically to minimize the scope of invalid cache invalid
with minimal cost and make the smallest uniform of cache
load is crucial in the whole application system.
The static load distribution is used in many present cache
systems, such as Memcache and Voldemort which use
consistent hash distributed algorithm [3-4]. These algorithms
have resolved the problem of redistributing key values,
however, they are unable to adjust the distribution of key
values dynamically. In case of hot issues or uneven
bandwidth, static load distribution can't meet the requirement
of dynamic. So dynamical hash algorithm is proposed to
satisfy this requirement in the cache system. In the new
algorithm, hash values will be adapted for the appropriate
node and the cache will be reconstructed which lead to some

978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
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RELATED WORK

III.

PRELIMINARIES

This paper intends to build an elastic key-value caching
system in cloud environment. The key point to the system is
elasticity and cloud-based. Figure 1 shows the basic control
framework of our system. Control structure is the key which
is responsible for the elastic demand of the system.
CloudStack is used to satisfy the elastic and both database
and cache nodes are virtual machine of CloudStack [9]. The
tools adopted in each application of this system is selected in
consideration of open source and usability (list in table 1).
Our framework consists of the following six major
components.
CloudStack: An open source cloud computing platform
to provide virtual nodes, including the cache nodes and
database nodes.
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C. Improved Consistent Hash Algorithm
Data is distributed from the first node in consistent hash
algorithm, actually each node is the equal in a cloud
environment. As shown in figure 2, a cyclic group of nodes
is organized from the first virtual machine to the last of the
virtual machine, and hash value can be assigned from any
virtual machine. Table 2 shows that the controller keeps a
table of hash value of each node and the hash value of each
key can be changed in the system. The best load balancing
can be achieved through set an appropriate beginning
position.

Controller: It is a component that records the service
status of the whole system (CPU utilization, load size,
bandwidth utilization, etc.). The controller decides to get
data from which cache node according to the request. And
the controller executes load balancing in a section of interval
according to the load of each node.
YCSB: An open source framework which is called
benchmark tool and allows creating various load scenarios
[10].
Sensor: A component that detects database load
conditions and operation parameters (CPU utilization, load
size, bandwidth utilization, etc.).
Memcache: A distributed key caching system which
stores cache.
Mysql: A distributed relational database which stores
applications data.

Figure 2. consistent hash and improved consistent hash

TABLE I.

Figure 1. System Framework

IV.

MODEL AND ALGORITHM

A. Consistent Hash
Firstly, hash value is calculated for and each node
32
ranging from 0 to 2 , and the algorithm assigns them to the
correspond one. Finally, the algorithm searches the nearest
server in clockwise direction, then stores the data on the
32
server. If the hash value beyond 2 , then the value will be
stored on the first server. Consistency hash algorithm is static
load balancing algorithm and the range of hash value to each
node is fixed. Adding node is the only way to share the load
when the load is imbalance or the load of one node is too
heavy.

HASH VALUE OF EACH NODE

Node

Hash Value

0

key0——key1

1

Key1——key2

2

Key2——key3

ĂĂ

ĂĂ

n

keyn——key0

D. Load Entropy and Cache-invalidation-scope Model
Suppose there are n nodes and the load of each node is
li (i = 1, 2……n) . pi represents the ratio of load for each
node. The load entropy for the whole system is according to
the Shannon's information theory [11].
n

pi = li / ¦ li

(1)

i =1

n

H (P) = −¦ pi • log pi

B. Cache Invalidation and Cache Reconstruction
The cache ranging from A to B will be invalid if the hash
value of a node reduced from B to A. The controller will get
data from the node when there comes the request for the data
which is invalid. Then the node sends the request to database
and save the value in the node which is called cache
reconstruction. Cache reconstruction is costly and how to
make the range of invalid cache minimum is particularly
important.

(2)

i =1

The purpose of load balancing is to calculate a group of
solutions of li and to make the entropy of the system largest.
Suppose there are n nodes and the load of each node is
li (i = 1, 2……n) at beginning. After calculation the load of
each node is ti (i = 1, 2……n) . Suppose the beginning index
of each node is ai (i = 1, 2……n) and after calculation
beginning index of each node is bi (i = 1, 2……n) . Figure 3
shows the load balance of system before and after load
balancing if hash distribution of nodes is the consistent hash.
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Let x be the starting position of node 0 after load
balancing. Equation (5) shows how to calculate bi .
i −1

bi = x + ¦ t j (0 < i ≤ n)

(5)

j =0

Equation (6) can be obtained by equation (5) and
equation (3).
n

i −1

i

i=0

j =0

j =0

L = ¦(li − Len((ai ,ai + li ),(x + ¦t j , x + ¦t j )))(0 < i ≤ n)

So L is a piecewise linear function about x in (6). To
get the minimum scope of invalid cache, x should be solved
to make L minimum. x can not be achieved by traversal
because the scope of it is very big (0 ~ 232 − 1) . Then a
method combined with the characteristics of linear function
and greedy algorithm is presented to solve x .
The function about the invalid cache of node 0 can be
divided into 5 segments. As the same as node 0, the invalid
cache of the other node is also divided into 5 segments. At
last, L is a function with 5n segments and every function is
liner about x which cannot be solved if n is big. According
to the characteristics of linear function, the minimum value
of each section function is the minimum value of two
endpoints. Each endpoint can be solved by ai , bi , ti and the
total number of endpoints is 5* n . Let mi (0 <= i < 5 n) be
the coordinate of endpoints. Equation (7) shows the
minimum invalid scope.

Figure 3. the length of the load for every node before and after load
balancing

To node 1, cache data is valid. To node 2, the scope
occupied by node 1 is invalid. Obviously the scope of each
node occupied by other node is invalid. But the starting point
of the node 0 can't be changed. Figure 4 shows load balance
of system before and after load balancing if hash distribution
of nodes is the improved consistent hash. Notice that the
starting position of first node is changeable.

5 n −1

n

k =0

i=0

Lmin = min (¦ (li − Len)(0 < i ≤ n)
i −1

i

j =0

j =0

Len = Len((a i , a i + li ),(m k + ¦ t j , m k + ¦ t j )) .

Equation (3) shows how to calculate the scope of invalid
cache according to geometrical knowledge. Len () represents
the length of the overlap between two lines.
n

(3)

i= 0

0, ai > bi + ti or bi > ai + li
°
°li , bi + ti > ai + li and bi < ai
°
.
Len() = ®ti , ai + li > bi + ti and ai < bi
°b + t − a , a < b + t < a + l and b < a
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
° i i
°¯ai + li − bi , bi < ai + li < bi + ti and bi > ai

(7)

(8)

E. Load Balancing Algorithm
Let li (i = 1, 2……n) be the load of each node. The
starting position of node 0 is a . The goal of load balancing
is to get a set of load ti (i = 1, 2……n) and the starting
position of node 0 x which can make the scope of invalid
cache minimum. This is a multi-objective optimization
problem which is a NP problem. An algorithm with greedy
algorithm is presented to solve this problem below.
First step: Let threshold ε be the percentage of scope
which is invalid. Scope of cache (0 ~ 232 − 1) is divided into

Figure 4. the distribution of hash value for every node before and after
load balancing

L = ¦ (li − Len((a i , a i + li ), (bi , b i + t i )))

(6)

s segments and the length of every segment is 232 / s .
Second step: The biggest load of li is decreased by
232 / s and the smallest load of li is increased by 232 / s .

Third step: go back to second step if Lmin / 232 less than
ε , otherwise the iteration is over.
The core of the algorithm is to make the biggest load
share some load to the smallest load. According to the theory

(4)
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of entropy, the entropy of P will increase after the second
step and the cost of adjustment is smallest which meets the
requirement of load balancing.
V.

unbalanced load and the load entropy decrease over time.
Then the load entropy is increased after the first load
balancing. Finally, the system balances load in a section of
interval. CLS load balancing algorithm makes entropy of the
system in fluctuated state. The average entropy of CLS load
balancing algorithm is twice of the average entropy of
consistent hash algorithm and CARP algorithm.
In order to verify the validity of the CLB algorithm,
Figure 6 shows the time needed for each load balancing and
time intervals between load balancing.

EXPERIMENT

A. Setup
Table 3 shows the hardware and software of the system.
Twenty virtual nodes are be created in CloudStack platform.
TABLE II.

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

Processor
CPU Cores
Model name
Memory
Frequence
Physical system
Virtual system
Key-valu system
Database

hardware

software

4
4
I7
4*8G
3.2GHZ
Ubuntu10.04
Ubuntu10.04
Mencached1.4.17
Mysql

Table 4 shows the setup in YCSB in our system.
TABLE III.
Parameters
Number of records inserted in
warm-up
Write Percentage (%)
Read (%)

YCSB SETUP
Values
100000

Figure 6. The time for load balancing and the time interval between load
balancing

10%
90%

Showing Result Interval (Sec)

60(s)

Throughput (Ops/Sec)

4000(ops/s)

The time for load balancing is long and the time interval
between load balancing is short in the beginning of the
program. As the program runs, the time for load balancing
gradually become shorter and time interval between load
balancing become longer. Although the CLB algorithm will
make the system loss some performance at the beginning of
the program, dynamic load balancing losses reduced
gradually with the running of the program. It can be
concluded that the CLB algorithm.

B. First Experiment
In first experiment CLB algorithm is compared with
consistent hash algorithm and CARP algorithm to verify the
validation of the load balancing. Figure 5 shows the result of
the first experiment.

C. Second Experiment
In second experiment three thresholds are tested to verify
the effect of load balancing. Figure 6 shows the result of the
second experiment.

Figure 5. The entropy of system in different algorithm

Figure 5 illustrates the comparison of load entropy
between different algorithms. Compared with other two
algorithms, the effect of CLS algorithm is better in the same
load test. The load entropy of consistent hash algorithm and
CARP algorithm decreases over time without the effect of
elastic load balancing. Load will be balanced when the load
entropy of system is reduced to a certain point (threshold).
Initially, the system is running under the condition of

Figure 7. Load balancing of different threshold

Figure 7 shows the load entropy of system in different
threshold. Along with the augment of the threshold ε , the
tolerable of invalid scope turn bigger, meanwhile, the load
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new scheme of load balancing for keyvalue cache system in cloud environment is proposed in
consideration the effect of load balancing and the scope of
invalid cache. Cache-invalidation-scope model is established
to improve the effect of load balancing. The percentage of
invalid cache and load entropy are utilized to quantify the
effect of load balancing. The most contribution of this paper
is to improve the existing consistent hash algorithm and
make it suitable for load balancing, besides, a cacheinvalidation-scope model is proposed providing a favorable
load balancing scheme. The results of the experiment show
that the proposed algorithm lifts up the performance of keyvalue caching system more than one times.
In further research, we are planning to consider of addingdeleting node dedicating to improve the effect of load
balancing.
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Abstract—An efficient approach to task scheduling algorithm
remains a long-standing challenge in cloud computing. In spite
of the various scheduling algorithms proposed for cloud
environment, those are mostly improvements based on one
algorithm.And it’s easy to overlook limitations of the algorithm
itself. Aiming at characteristics of task scheduling in cloud
environment, this paper proposes a task scheduling algorithm
based on genetic-ant colony algorithm. We take the advantage
of strong positive feedback of ant colony optimization (ACO)
on convergence rate of the algorithm into account.But the
choice of the initial pheromone has a crucial impact on the
convergence rate. The algorithm makes use of the global
search ability of genetic algorithm to solve the optimal solution
quickly, and then converts it into the initial pheromone of
ACO. The simulation experiments show that under the same
conditions, this algorithm overweighs genetic algorithm and
ACO, even has efficiency advantage in large-scale
environments. It is an efficient task scheduling algorithm in the
cloud computing environment.
Keywords-cloud computing; task
algorithm; ant colony optimization

I.

scheduling;

computing environment ,which is on the basis of the
optimized allocation scheme[6]. the Jianfeng LI,Jian PENG
design a task scheduling algorithm based on double fitness
genetic algorithm. It improves the efficiency of cloud
computing, through setting two optimization goals. One is
total task completion time and the other one is average task
completion time[7]. Liangliang FENG, Tao Zhang, Zhenhong Jia, Xiao-yan Xia, Xi-zhong Qin propose a task
scheduling algorithm based on improved particle swarms,
considering the total task completion time and the total cost
to complete tasks[8].The pricing and peak aware scheduling
algorithm for cloud computing is proposed in 2012,which
demonstrated feasibility of interactions between distrebutors
and one of their heavy use customers in a smart grid
environment[9].Xia-yu Hua, Jun Zheng, Wen-xin Hu
introduce a cloud computing resource allocation method
based on ACO, which is fully taking inherent properties of
computing resources and the node’s load into account, in
order to predict the execution speed[10]. Jing-zhao
ZHANG,Tao JIANG propose an improved adaptive genetic
algorithm, to a certain extent, solve the traditional genetic
algorithm “premature” issue, and accelerate the convergence
rate[11].
Zong-bin
ZHU,Zhong-jun
DU
propose
improvements GA cloud computing task scheduling
algorithm, considering two elements, the time and cost of the
task scheduling[12]. Jian-ping LUO,Xia LI,Min-rong CHEN
address the problem of resource scheduling based on
shuffled frog leaping algorithm, combining with the tasks
and resources, and propose two types of network coding
structures on the basis of which make merits of individual
choice according to the value of Qos[13]. Ming-hai
XU,Yuan ZI propose a network selection based on ant
colony optimization, where the feedback mechanism is
introduced into the network selection algorithm to choose the
right path using pheromone concentration[14]. What’s
more,there has an improved differential evolution algorithm
based on the proposed cost and time models on cloud
computing environment ,and this algoruthm can optimize
task scheduling and resource allocation[15].Analyzing the
above task scheduling algorithms, we can find that it is easy
to overlook the inherent limitations of algorithm itself, as
optimization ability of genetic algorithm at late stage is poor
and prone to premature degradation, where colony
algorithm’s searching is inefficient. Combining the

genetic

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is an emerging technology where
information technology resources are provisioned to users in
a set of a unified computing resources on a pay per use
basis[1].Cloud computing using virtual technology parts the
huge computing task into a number of small tasks through
the network, which are next allocated into the huge system
consisting of multiple servers by some allocation methods,
then returning the results to the user after computing[2-5].
Thus, key points and difficulties of cloud computing are how
to reasonably carry out the task scheduling and resource
allocation. It is an important topic that designs an excellent
performance scheduling algorithm to improve quality of
service in cloud environment.
Task scheduling in cloud computing has attracted great
attentions. Many researchers have proposed different
scheduling algorithms which run under the cloud computing
environment. However, most task scheduling algorithms that
have been proposed are based on an improved algorithm.
Here, we review the most relevant research works done in
the literature for scheduling algorithm.A bandwidth-aware
algorithm is proposed for dicisible task scheduling in could
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.18
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there will output an intermediate file . In the reduce
stage ,results will be outputted after the treatment of the map
pooled analysis of the pre-result

advantages and disadvantages of various intelligent
algorithms and taking global search capability of genetic
algorithm and high accuracy of ACO into account, the paper
proposes a genetic-ant colony scheduling algorithm (GAACO algorithm) integrating the global search capability of
genetic algorithm and high accuracy of ACO, which shows
its good performance through simulation experiments.
II.

III.

This study aims at task scheduling problem in the
cloud computing.In order to get the best result of task
scheduling and takes less time,an integrate of the genetic
algorithm and ACO effectively can be made r,eferring the
MapReduce model.Accordingly, there proposes a GA-ACO
algorithm.

PROBLEM OF TASK SCHEDULING IN CLOUD
COMPUTING

In cloud computing, task scheduling policy directly
affects the efficiency of the user’s tasks and the efficient
usage of resources under the cloud environment. Hence, how
to achieve optimal allocation of user’s tasks is the key issue
of task scheduling in cloud computing. The process of task
scheduling under the cloud environment is as follows.Firstly,
tasks and resources will be mapped according to current task
and resource information in accordance with certain strategy.
Then follow the mapping between the resources allocated to
the implementation of the task to ensure the efficiency of the
task and the quality of service requirements of users. Finally
the summary of the results is excuted to the submitting user.
The current cloud computing environment is mostly built
according to MapReduce programming model, which is an
efficient task scheduling model especially for the generation
and processing of large data sets[16-20]. The specific
implementation process was shown in Fig.1.

task1

task2

worker

A. Design Ideas
The main idea of the GA-ACO algorithm are as follws.
In the early stage of task scheduling ,it takes advantage of
genetic algorithm’s global search ability, and forms
chromosome by indirect encoding.Then choose reciprocal of
task completion time as the fitness function.After selection,
crossover and mutation, generate the optimal solution and
convert this solution into ACO’s initial pheromone, and form
optimal solution of task scheduling through the feature of
positive feedback and efficiency.
B. Rules of Genetic Algorithm
1) Chromosome Encoding and Decoding
To solve the problem of the task scheduling under cloud
environment, we should encode scheduling scheme into
chromosomes where each chromosome represents a
particular scheduling scheme. This paper applies an indirect
encoding method. Specific operation is as follows: Each task
occupying the resource is encoded. The length of the
chromosome equals to the total number of sub-tasks. The
number of each bit position represents the gene sub-tasks’
number and the value of Gene-bit represents the number of
the occupied resource.
The amount of sub-tasks is calculated using (1):

Input

tasks

…

…

taskn

TASK SCHEDULING ALGORITHM BASED ON GENETICANT COLONY ALGORITHM IN CLOUD COMPUTING

Map
stage

m

subtaskNum = ¦ taskNum(t )

worker

t =1

intermediate

intermediate

worker

Where:
m = number of tasks
t = the order of task
taskNum(t) = the number of sub-tasks assigned to task t
For example, it assumes that there are 3 tasks ,then
m=3.And 3 resources means n=3 and 3 tasks are divided into
3,4,2 sub-tasks, meaning that taskNum(1)=3, taskNum(2)=4,
taskNum(3)=2,so subtaskNum=9.It means that the length of
the chromosome is 9. Setting the value scope of the gene to
be (1, 3). Applying method of indirect encoding to generate a
set of chromosomes: {2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 1, 1}. The first subtask is assigned to the second resource, the second sub-task
is assigned to the third resource, and so on. Then decode
these chromosomes, and obtain the distribution of various
resources on tasks, w1:{3,6,8,9} w2:{1,4,7} w3:{2,5}
2) The Objective Function and the Fitness Function
Calculate the execution time to perform tasks for each
resource using decoded sequence and ETC matrix. It follows

intermediate

worker

(1)

Reduce
stage

output file

Fig 1 Task scheduling in cloud enviroment

Fig.1 illustrates the proposed model for task
scheduling under cloud environment which consists of two
stages, namely, the map and the reduction. The core idea of
MapReduce is to divide a parallel processing task execution
stage into Map and Reduce stages. In the Map stage user’s
task is divided into smaller sub-M tasks by MapReduce
function, which allocates them to multiple workers, and then
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G
T i (0) = ρ S n

that the total time to complete the task of resource
scheduling,as in:
n

w

F ( x) = max ¦ work (r , i)
r =1 i =1

(5)
Where:
ρ = self set constant
S n = as the genetic algorithm optimization solution
Through the operation of genetic algorithm we can obtain
the distribution of pheromone. The initial value of resource
pheromone is set in (6):
 Ti (0) = ri + TiG (0) 
(6)
Where:
ri = processing capacity of the resource

(2)

Where:
Work(r, i) = the time spent by the resource r performing subtask i which is on this resource.
w= the quantity of the sub-tasks assigned to the resource.
Equation (2) is defined as objective function.
The fitness function is used to evaluate chromosomes’
pros and cons. The value of the function is bigger, then the
chromosomes’ survivability is stronger and the function’s
solution is better. Since the value of the fitness function is
the reciprocal of objective function, and the time is shorter,
and the fitness value is bigger, and the probability of being
selected is larger.
The fitness function is defined as:
f(x) = 1/F(x)
(3)
3) Genetic Manipulation
Genetic manipulation of genetic algorithm including
selection, crossover and mutation. And through these
operations it continues to generate new individuals so as to
search out the optimal solution.
a. selection
Probability of selection for each individual is calculated
based on the value of fitness function. Equation (4) illustrates
how the probability of selection is computed:
P(i ) =

f (i )
SCALE

TiG (0) =the pheromone value transformed from the optimal

solution when the current Genetic Algorithms is terminated.
2) Path Selection
Each ant determines the probability of the next resource
according to the information of the current resource.
[T j (t )]α [η j ]β
Pk , (i, j ) =
(7)
α
β
¦ ([Tu (t )] [ηu ] )
∈U

Where:
T j (t ) = the value of the pheromone in resource j at the
moment t
η j = processing capacity of the resource j
α or β = the importance of the pheromone
3) Update Pheromone
By comparing the performance of ACO, the method of
global updating the pheromone can improve the convergence
efficiency. That is, when an ant successfully completes a
resource selection , the pheromone will change. Pheromone
update rule is shown in (8):
T jnew = ρT jold + ΔT j
(8)
Where:
ρ = termination condition of ACO
When the cycle counter N reaches the maximum number
of iteration’s range, the current value is the optimal
scheduling scheme, and then the ACO terminates.

(4)

¦ f ( j)
j =1

b. crossover
This paper chooses adaptive crossover methods. Larger
crossover probability exchange some bit between
individuals, so that it can avoid the occurrence of premature.
In the latter part of the algorithm, as crossover probability
decreases, it is easier to generate new good individual and
accelerate the convergence rate.
c. mutation
This paper adopts single point mutation to change some
individual bits in groups for smaller probability, like “1”to
“0”,”0”to “1”.
In actual operation, it eliminates the new individuals
whose value of fitness function is less than the average value
after several recursive iterations, and gets the optimal
solution of certain groups as a basis for obtaining a
pheromone ACO.

IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of GAACO algorithm, we need to simulate it from the performance
of its task scheduling. Subsequently, experimental results are
compared to genetic algorithm and ACO under the same
environment.
A. Parameter Settings
For advantages of each searching and solving by genetic
algorithm and ACO with repeated experiments, various
numbers of scenarios with different parameters values are
taken into consideration during simulation. Table 1
summarizes the simulation parameters used in these
experiments.

C. Exact Solution based on ACO
1) Combining Genetic Algorithm and ACO
Evaluate the chromosome population according that
successive five generations’ evolutionary rates are
small.Then the genetic algorithm can be terminated and enter
the ACO.
When genetic algorithm is terminated, sort individuals in
the population according to the size of the fitness function
values, from which the top 10% of individuals are selected as
an optimization solution and converted to initial pheromone.
The specific initialization rule is shown in (5):
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THE PARAMETERS SETTINGS

Parameter
Number of population
Crossover rate
Mutation rate
Number of ants
α

GA

β

ACO

ρ
a
b

7DVNH[FXWLRQWLP H

TABLE I.

Value
100
0.6
0.1
100
1
1
0.3
1
0.8

2 SWLP DOVXFFHVV
UDWH
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Fig 3 Comparison of task execution time

As we can see from Figure 3, it illustrates the observation
of the execution time with the increasing number of tasks for
each algorithm. From the figure, it is clear that when the
number of tasks is smaller, the resources are more adequate
in cloud environment. As for the task execution time ,all
these three algorithms relatively cost little.And among the
three algorithms, GA-ACO algorithm is slightly better than
ACO and GA, though the gap is not obvious. With
increasing number of tasks, the increasing trend of the
execution time spent by CA-ACO is significantly less than
the other two algorithms. What’s more, the performance’s
improvement is obvious. This is main due to that the
increasing number of tasks results in a high load for each
algorithm which leads to extend the execution time.
However, at a larger number of tasks, GA-ACO algorithm
makes use of its own advantages, avoiding the defects of
GA’s local searching and ACO’s lacking initial pheromone.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper makes some researches on task scheduling
under cloud environment, aiming at solving the slow
convnergence problem caused by the lack of initial
pheromone of ACO .Then there introduces the GA-ACO(the
integration of genetic algorithm and ACO), which uses the
strong global search capability of GA to get better solution,
and then converts it into the initial pheromone of ACO, and
finally gets optimal scheduling through positive feedback of
ACO. Based on the simulation results, it shows that the
integration of GA and ACO is beneficial to be used in cloud
computing to solve the task scheduling, as it effectively
improves the searching efficiency of algorithm.
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B. Experimental Results and Analysis
All algorithms are implemented and tested on the
platform of clouds IM simulator. In the experiments carried
out in this study, Fig.2 depicts the results under the same
environment where the number of tasks are 50, and
compares the success rate of searching the optimal solution
and the number of iterations among GA-ACO algorithm, GA
and ACO.
From the Fig.2, it can be noted that success rate of
searching the optimal solution reaches up to 98% when the
number of iteration is 28 in GA-ACO algorithm experiment,
but when the number of iteration is 50, GA algorithm’s rate
reaches up to 63% and ACO algorithm’s rate reaches up to
95%.
From the Fig.2, it can also be concluded that GA-ACO
algorithm requires less iterations to find the optimal solution.
And it’s solving efficiency is better than GA and ACO
significantly. This is because the GA-ACO algorithm
converts several optimization solution generated by GA into
pheromone of ACO, greatly shortening the time to collect
pheromone.
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Fig.2 Comparison of optimal success rate

In another experiment, we used CA-ACO algorithm, GA
and ACO respectively to test the performance of schedule
tasks. It is sampled data once in each task number 50, 100,
200,300,400,500. The simulation effect diagram by the
three Algorithms is as follow.
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Abstract—Like Internet sweeping the world 20 years ago,
cloud gaming, today, is gaining in popularity with
unimaginable speed. However, many technical issues must
be solved through its exploring process. Among all of these
problems, bandwidth limitation and support for multi-client
concurrent access become the bottleneck for further
development of cloud gaming. Cloud gaming is based on
real-time audio and video stream, therefore, it will be a great
contribution to cloud gaming on research how to encode the
stream with minimum time and maximum compression
radio. So we are committed to improve the ways of encoding
and multi-client concurrent access in the server of cloud
gaming. In order to reduce the delay in limited bandwidth
and improve multi-client concurrent access efficiency, a
concurrent server is built up based on the integration of
NVIDIA GRID GPU and the open source cloud gaming
platform GamingAnywhere. As the results show, the latency
is reduced and the concurrency is improved in this system.

has recently expanded its market to mobile devices like
Andriod and IOS platforms [4].
However, those cloud-based video games still suffered
from the bandwidth-bottleneck. The bandwidth constraints
restrict the bit rate of gaming videos, while the jitter and
delay affect the quality of experience (QoE) for the players
[4]. In order to solve the bandwidth limitations, the
conventional method is to set up data centers in multiple
locations. When a game client accesses a game, it will
automatically connect to the game from the nearest cloud
data center in order to get the best gaming experience.
Although this method is to some extent alleviate the
bandwidth-delay problem, but the cost is too high.
Generally cloud gaming operations revenues cannot pay
the cost of maintaining so many data centers. Therefore,
efficiently encoding and transmitting real-time gaming
videos become the most critical issue in cloud-based video
gaming system.
NVIDIA introduced the NVIDIA GRID cloud gaming
technology in 2008, which makes video games transmitted
over the web in the form of streams like any other media.
At the same time NVIDIA GRID Toolkit provides a
complete development kit to perform efficient image
capture and remote processing for the NVIDIA GPU.
NVIDIA GRID series make full advantage of GPU
processing power to provide GPU accelerated applications
and games through the network to the user. NVIDIA
GRID is a series of products which includes GPU
virtualization, remote processing and session management
libraries, it allows multiple users to take advantage of GPU
while experiencing graphics-intensive desktop applications
and games. The CUDA (Computer Unified Device
Architecture) is an architecture that allows the execution of
parallel general purpose algorithms in the GPU, acting as a
co-processor to the CPU. With CUDA, there is no need to
deeply know the graphics pipeline to exploit the GPU
resources, since features are provided to facilitate access to
resource of the GPU [5].
GRID SDK provides two ways for the GPU rendering
content efficiently read-back, namely: NvFBC and NvIFR.
NvFBC is ideally suited to desktop capture and remoting.
The NVIDIA Framebuffer Capture(NvFBC) API captures
and optionally compress the entire Windows desktop or
full-screen applications running on the supported
Operating Systems. It provides essentially the same output
one would see on a monitor connected to the GPU: a full
desktop, with application windows, menu bar, composited
overlay and hardware cursor. NvFBC has many
advantages over existing method of framebuffer capture. It
is resilient to Aero DWM enable/disable and changes in
resolution, and operates asynchronously to graphics
rendering, using dedicated hardware compression and copy
engines in the GPU. It delivers frame data to system

Keywords-component; cloud gaming; NVIDIA GPU; low
latency; high concurrency

I.

INTRODUCTION

The so-called cloud gaming in fact is a service. It is
designed to separate the traditional game from game
machine and PC, subvert the close contact between game
development and hardware upgrades. Users do not need to
download and install games on their own computers, they
only need a simple client to play any games provided by
the gaming service. The game runs on the server which is
provided by the company of cloud gaming service, the
client is only responsible to transmit the player’s keyboard,
mouse and joystick input to the server, decompose and
play the compressed video and audio sent back from the
server in real-time. The concept of cloud gaming is almost
perfect for players who no longer need the high-end
configuration, the tedious installation process, and endless
upgrades; for the game developers, they no longer face the
problem of piracy; and for game operators, to maintain and
upgrade the game on the server side becomes a simple
thing [1].
CiiNOW[2], OnLive[3] is a relatively mature
commercial operation of cloud gaming company. CiiNOW
was the first to lead the trend of cloud gaming solution by
using AMD Radeon graphics, which provides a costeffective, terminal-to-terminal, turnkey solutions including
the necessary hardware and software components. When
OnLive was introduced at the Game Developer’s
Conference in 2009, it attracted a significant amount of
attention from the mass media and the public. The server is
well-known partly because of its high-profile investors and
partners. It was released in June 2010 and now offers more
than 120 games. OnLive’s client is available on Microsoft
Windows, Mac OS X, and as a TV set-top box. OnLive
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.19
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memory faster than any other display output or readback
mechanism, with minimal impact on rendering
performance. Unlike NvFBC, the out from NvIFR does not
include any window manager decoration, composited
overlay, cursor or taskbar; it provides solely the pixels
rendered into the render target, as soon as their rendering is
complete, ahead of any compositing that may be done by
the windows manager. In fact, NvIFR does not require that
the render target even be visible on the Windows desktop.
It is ideally suited to application capture and remoting,
where the output of a single application, rather than the
entire desktop environment, is captured [6].
GA is an open-source clouding gaming platform. In
addition to its openness, it also has high extensibility,
portability, and reconfigurability [7]. GA currently
supports Windows and Linux, and can be ported to other
OS’s including OS X and Android. The value of GA,
however, is from its openness that researchers, service
providers, and gamers may customize GA to meet their
needs. This is not possible in other closed and propriety
cloud gaming platforms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
The modification of the overall framework of GA with
NVIDIA GRID SDK is introduced in Section RELATED
WORK. The performance measurement results in the
processing delay, bandwidth and concurrent access of GA
platform with NVIDIA GPU is presented and the
correlation analysis is made in Section PERFORMANCE
MENSUREMENT. Finally, the concluding remarks are
presented in Section CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK.
II.

Figure 1: The architecture diagram of our cloud gaming framework

As shown above, the basic process of our cloud gaming
framework is that, the server starts and waits for
connecting requests from a gaming client, user A requests
for game A through the client and sends the game name as
parameter to a server, the server reads the specified
configuration file according to the game name, then the
game will be loaded from the server to the clients. At the
same time the server captures game audio and video
stream by using NVIDIA GPU and compresses to H.264
format, finally sends the data flow to the client. The client
will display the game screen after receiving audio and
video stream and performing decompression. All of the
gaming operation instructions about user A will be sent to
the server, the game running in the server sends back the
corresponding response according to the instructions. Then
the updated video will be sent to the client again after
capturing and compressing by GPU and the client updates
the display picture accordingly.

RELATED WORK

A. Modify The Capture Mode of GA Server Using
NVIDIA GPU SDK
The server of our cloud gaming framework is installed
on 64-bit Windows Server 2012 Datacenter Evaluation,
with 128G memory, Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2650 2.00GHZ,
and the NVIDIA GRID K2 card and its driver installed.
The kernel module of our cloud gaming framework
includes : game capture module, image format
conversation module, the H.264 data compression module
and the communication module, Among which, the
capturing of the game screen, the image format conversion
and data compression are processed by three separate
threads.

NVIDIA GRID series make full advantage of GPU
processing power to provide GPU accelerated applications
and games through the network to the user. NVIDIA
GRID SDK also provides a way to capture and compress
the render target called NvIFR, which uses on-chip
hardware video encoder to a H264 video stream and copies
the H264 encoded elementary bit stream to system
memory at host. GA is the first open source cloud gaming
system, which realizes game video capture, encoding and
transmission on GA server, and data flow receiving,
decoding and display on GA client. The purpose of this
study is to integrate GA with NVIDIA GPU to reimplement a more efficient cloud gaming system.
In this study we have archived the transformation of
GA by using NVIDIA GPU, and modified the overall
architecture of GA, the main work is as follows:
1) Modified the game video streaming capture mode
by using NVIDIA GRID SDK.
2) Improved the current access of GA, so that the user
can request to use different types of games in the
same gaming server.
After modification, the basic architecture diagram of
our cloud gaming framework as shown below:

Figure 2: The comparison of capture mode before and after using
NVIDIA GPU

As shown in figure 2 the comparison the capture mode
of GA and our cloud gaming framework with NVIDIA
GPU. The operating process about GA is as follows. First
it enters resource initialization and screen capture process
after the game window installs the hook [8]. Second in the
phase of resource initialization a raw data channel pipe
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image-0 is created, which maintains a circular linked list of
eight blocks of data. When the data of game screen is
captured, the data is stored in the original channel image-0.
After that, channel image-0 notifies the image format
conversion thread “filter_rgb2yuv” to perform image
format conversion. When the thread “filter_rgb2yuv” is in
initializing process, a channel pipe filter-0 is also created,
which composed by a circular linked list with eight blocks
of data. When “filter_rgb2yuv” thread receives a signal, it
fetches the data from pipe image-0 circularly, converts
them from RGB to YUV and then stores them into pipe
filter-0. Finally, “filter_rgb2yuv” thread notifies
“encode_video”
thread
to
encode
data.
The
“encode_video” thread fetches the data from pipe filter-0
to perform H.264 compression, and sends compressed data
to the clients.
The basic process of our cloud gaming system
framework is that, when the game starts, GPU begins to
receive the rendering commands from the game screen,
then performs 3D rendering and outputs image sequence.
Those data will also be stored in the Render Target cache.
What the server system needs to do is to read the cache
data from GPU back to the continuous memory of system.
Here we use the capture mode of NvIFRH264.
NvIFRH264 captures and compressed the render target,
using on-chip hardware video encoder to a H.264 video
stream and copies the H.264 encoded elementary bit
stream to system memory on the host.
As Figure 1 shown, the CPU is used to capture the
game video, convert image format and compress the data
in the architecture of GA. In our cloud gaming framework
using NVIDIA GPU, this part of the work is performed by
GPU. The most obvious difference is that, the complex
computing process is transferred from CPU to GPU when
using NVIDIA GPU to realize the capture process.

First, the server starts to listen on a port. When
multiple client connection requests arrived, the
server forks separate threads for each client to serve
and preserves the socket created for connection
with client. This socket will be used in subsequent
communication in RTSP. Each incoming client will
see the respective game screen due to the using of
the separate socket in communication. And there is
no interference in data transmission between the
individual connections.
2) Support ordering game on demand
The RTSP communication of GA client is
implemented by using Live555, performings the
RTSP stages one by one. The stages are, in order,
OPTION, DESCRIBE, SETUP, PLAY and
TEARDOWN. In RTSP communication process,
the OPTION phase is used to ask the server which
methods are available, then the server returns all of
the available methods. The implementation of GA
does not use the OPTION stage, which is added in
the client of our cloud gaming framework and used
to send the game name to the server. Finally the
game name will be parsed and the specified game
will be loaded in the server.
Figure 4 shows the game video capture of our cloud
gaming framework. The figure 4-A is the game screen
which is running on the server-side, and the figure 4-B is
the game screen received by the client. It has higher
resolution and runs more smoothly without any experience
of delay.

B. Modification of Concurrent Access
The GA does not support concurrent connection. The
server starts a particular game according to specified
configuration file, and then waits for the client to connect.
When a client is connected, the game screen is captured
and compressed by H.264. Then compressed data will be
sent to the client using RTP and RTSP. When multiple
clients are connected, they will see the same video, which
comes from the same port.
The structure of concurrent access modification is
shown below:

Figure 4: The game video capture of our cloud gaming framework

III.

PERFORMANCE MENSUREMENT

In our experiments, processing delay, bandwidth and
concurrency are measured in our cloud gaming framework
which integrate with NVIDIA GPU. The measurement of
this study is carried out in a local area network.
The response delays of a cloud gaming system consist
of three parts: network delay, processing delay and playout delay. Network delay is the time required to deliver a
player’s command to the server and the time of sending
back a game screen to the client. It is usually referred to as
the network round-trip time. Processing delay is the
difference between the time the server receives a player’s
command and the time it responds with a corresponding
frame after processing the command. Play-out delay is the
difference between the time that a client receives the
encoded form of a frame and the time the frame is decoded
and presented on the screen [9]. The processing delay, a
way of measuring the performance of our solution, will be
reduced by using NVIDIA GPU to capture and encode the
cloud gaming stream in the server.
The purpose of the concurrent access is to achieve the
largest number of games running in one gaming server.

Figure 3: Concurrency transform of our cloud gaming framework

As shown above, we implement the following
functions:
1) Support concurrent connections of multiple clients.
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C. Concurrent Access
The GA platform does not support multi-user
concurrent requests, and it supports in our cloud gaming
framework. The server of our cloud gaming framework is
installed on Windows Server 2012 Datacenter Evaluation
with 128G memory and NVIDIA GRID K2 graphics,
which can support 15 concurrent connection requests of
users under better transmission quality.

A. Processing delay

IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we proposed a solution to reduce the
response latency and improve concurrent access for cloud
gaming system integration with NVIDIA GPU. But the
study also has some deficiencies that need improvements
in further work:
• Optimizing the concurrency to support more client
connection;
• Optimizing the capture mechanism to support
more types of games;
• Optimizing the data transfer to make the transfer
process more stable;
Cloud gaming has broad prospects, although it will take
a long period of time for overall ascension of the basic
network environment, yet when the wind coms, a single
spark can start a prairie fire.

Figure 5: The comparison of processing delay

As shown above, it takes about 61ms to capture the
game screen, convert the data format and compress the
data, all stages processed by CPU. Using the NVIDIA
GPU, data format conversion and data compression H.264
is completed in about 4ms. There are two reasons to cause
the processing delay reduced: 1) The GPU completes the
image format conversion and H264 compression through
hardware acceleration. 2) The system does not need to
spend a large cost on create, maintain and destroy the
circular linked list.
B. Bandwidth
Iperf tool is used to measure the bandwidth between the
server and client. Iperf is a network performance testing
tool, which can test the maximum TCP and UDP
bandwidth performance, Iperf can report bandwidth, delay
jitter and packet loss. Because it is in the local area
network environment and network transmission is good,
the data loss factor need not to be considered. Figure 6-A
show the network load generated by GA system and Figure
6-B show the network load generated by our cloud gaming
framework. Figure 6-A shows that the bandwidth
fluctuates between 5.5 and 6.5MBps without GPU. Figure
6-B shows that the bandwidth is fluctuate up and down in
3.25MBps using the GPU, because of the GPU using
hardware compression. Due to its higher compression
efficiency, when the same data is input, it will produce the
less output, so that the network load will be produced
accordingly.
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randomly rang is not very large, the cost of changing
kernel file pointer is the main reason for the poor
performance of random read. Therefore, we have improved
the glibc I/O mechanism to minimize the cost of changing
the kernel file pointer. We redesigned the fgetc, fseek,
flush, fclose function and implement them into glibc. Our
test result show that the improved I/O mechanism for glibc
can greatly improve the performance of random read when
the random range is not too big, for some cases, the
performance can almost equival to sequential read.
The set of the paper is organized as follows. In section
II, we descripts the glibc standard I/O mechanism. Section
III focuses on the performance test of random read using
the glibc interface and analyzing the cause of the
performance degradation. In section IV we illustrate our
modification to the glibc I/O mechanism and presents our
experiment result about random read with the improved
glibc I/O mechanism. Our conclusion and future work is in
section V.
Our optimization work for random read mainly based
on linux, so in the below, the standard C library represent
the glibc, and the standard I/O mechanism refers to the
linux I/O mechanism.

Abstract—The Cloud data services, specifically, key/value
stores and NoSQL database that require a large number of
index lookups that fetch small amount of data. Random I/O
becomes the critical performance factor. However,
compared with sequential read, the efficiency of random
read is very low. Our experiment will explain this. File I/O
operation is closely associated with the implementation of
I/O mechanism both in kernel space and user space. In this
paper, we aims at analyzing the standard I/O mechanism,
improving the standard I/O mechanism in user space for
random read and implement into the glibc. Our experiment
test result proves that our improved I/O mechanism will
greatly improve the performance of random read.
Keywords-glibc; standard I/O; random read; I/O buffer;
kernel file pointer

I.

INTRODUCTION

Current leadership-class machines, such as the Tianhe-2
and Titan systems, consist of tens to hundreds of millions
of cores [2]. While the computational power of
supercomputers increases, the I/O system for these
machines is often less powerful. Data access rates to hard
disks are not improving as quickly as multicore processor
computation rates, and the increasing number of
processing elements in the systems can generate an
overwhelming volume of I/O requests. I/O has become a
critical bottleneck for data-intensive scientific applications
on HPC systems and leadership-class machines. And the
same time, cloud data services, specifically, key/value
stores and NoSQL databases that require a large number of
index lookups that fetch small amounts of data. Random
I/O becomes the critical performance factor [1].
File I/O operation involves device driver, I/O scheduler
layer, generic block layer, I/O forwarding layer, kernel
page cache layer, the VFS abstraction layer, and user space
buffer layer, etc. There are many I/O optimization research
works from each layer [3] [4] [5]. Kazuki Ohta’s work [3]
presented two optimization techniques at the I/O
forwarding layer to further reduce I/O bottlenecks on
leadership-class computing systems. [4] presents a setassociative page cache for scalable parallelism of IOPS in
multicore systems. [5] proposes an I/O buffer cache
(kernel space) mechanism based on the frequency of file
usage. Some I/O optimization works base on using the I/O
analysis tools to collect a lot of trace information about
I/O calls and leave it for programmers to understand [6] [7]
[8].
In this paper our main optimization work is at the user
space buffer layer. Through experiment and analysis, we
found that the cost of switch to the kernel space to change
the kernel file pointer is very high, when the read
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.20

II.

STANDARD LINUX FILE I/O MECHANISM

A. Accessing a Regular File
Accessing a regular file is a complex activity that
involves the VFS abstraction, the handling of block
devices, and the use of disk caches and so on, as showed in
figure 1.
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III.

Figure 1. The hierachical of accessing a regular file

RANDOM READ

The so-called sequential read to a file refers to reading
data from a file without intermediate seeks, and the
random read is a reading pattern of seek-read-seek-read,
etc. For example, a file consists of many records, the data
an application needs is a part of data of each record, in this
case, the application must do random read to cross the
width of a record.

The linux kernel uses the page cache as the disk cache
to buffer the disk file data in the kernel space to improve
system performances by reducing disk accesses as much as
possible, all access to regular files made by read, write,
and mmap system calls is done through the page cache
[11]. For the similarly reason, in order to reduce the cost of
switching form user model into the kernel model, the
standard I/O library usually set up a buffer area in user
space for every opened file of the user program to
minimizing the number read or write system calls.
Therefore, for the standard file input operation, the file
data will get from disk devices to the kernel buffer space,
and them copy to the user space buffer, and finally
assigned to the application’s user space variables. For
standard file output, it performs the opposite operation.

A. Experimental Data of random read Performance
There are two methods we can use to do random read
with the glibc library function [9]. One method we called
fseek_read is that call the lseek or fseek function to adjust
the kernel file pointer before calling the function about
reading each time, and the another method is to call the
pread function to make the operation of adjusting the
kernel file pointer and reading at one go.
The picture below (figure 2) shows our test results
about bandwidth of reading 10MB data from a text file
using three different methods. The version of glibc we
used is 2.19, which is the latest version. We use the fgetc
function (each time read a char) to read data, and use the
fseek function to adjust the kernel file pointer. The
sequential_read means do sequential read (just calls the
fgetc function without fseek or lseek function), while the
main code of fseek_read is like this:

B. User Space Buffer
The goal of the buffering provided by the standard I/O
library in the user space (always be called user space
buffer) is to use the minimum number of read and write
calls. Also, it tries to do its buffering automatically for
each I/O stream, obviating the need for the application to
worry about it. Three types of buffering mode provided by
the glibc standard I/O library: unbuffered, line buffered
and fully buffered.
Unbuffered means the standard I/O library does not
buffer the characters. When we write some characters with
the standard I/O fputs function to an unbuffered stream, it
probably be handled with the write system call. The
standard error stream, for example, is normally unbuffered.
This is so that any error messages are displayed as quickly
as possible, regardless of whether they contain a newline.
For Line buffered, the standard I/O library performs I/O
when a newline character is encountered on input or
output. Line buffering is typically used on a stream when it
refers to a terminal: standard input and standard output, for
example [12].
In case of fully buffered mode, actual I/O takes place
when the standard I/O buffer is filled. Files residing on
disk are normally fully buffered by the standard I/O
library. Some pointers in the struct of FILE in glibc
standard I/O library are used mainly to control the buffer
for reading and writing, in which the _IO_buf_base and
_IO_buf_end are used to point to the bottom and top of the
buffer respectively, _IO_read_base and _IO_read_end
points to the start and end of the input buffered area, and
_IO_write_base and _IO_write_end points to the start and
the end of output area, the last two are the current read
pointer and current write (or put) pointer named
_IO_read_ptr and _IO_write_ptr.
The buffer used is usually obtained by one of the
standard I/O functions calling malloc the first time I/O is
performed on a stream, so if the file is opened with
O_RDONLY mode, then the first time I/O operation will
be reading operation and all the buffer assigned for
buffering reading data. Otherwise, if the file is opened
with O_WDONLY mode, the buffer will be assigned for
buffering putting data, also means the _IO_write_end
equals to _IO_buf_end. In the final case, the file is opened
with O_RDWR mode, the buffer (default size is 4KB) is
shared by reading and writing.

Before each time of reading, there is an fseek function to
adjust the kernel file pointer.
The pread function is used to read from a file
descriptor at a given offset. We need to pass an offset
parameter to the function each time we call it. There is
only one statement (call the pread function) in the loop of
for as well as the sequential_read.

Figure 2. The bandwidth of Random Read and Sequential Read
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B. Analysis
As we can see from the figure 2, the bandwidth of
sequential_read is much bigger than the random read (both
fseek_read and pread method). The bandwidth is almost 16
times that of the fseek_read and is more than 27 times
compared with pread. This definitely demonstrates that the
cost of switching to kernel space to change the kernel file
pointer is very high. However, the bandwidth of pread
which adjust the kernel file pointer and read operation at
one go is almost half of the fseek_read which do this in
two steps. This is because when use the pread function to
read data from a file, the glibc provides unbuffered type
for it. We can print the value of _IO_read_base and
_IO_read_end to check it. It is unlike fseek_read with fully
buffered type. For fseek_read, the fseek operation will
change the kernel file pointer, and then adjust the
_IO_read_ptr to the right point. Therefore, when the kernel
file pointer after changed is within the scope of the buffer
(the range of file offset all the data in the buffer
corresponding to). The next read operation just need get
the data from the user space buffer directly rather than use
the read system call to get data from kernel space.
In fact, we have do similar test on Windows, the
problem of low efficiency about random read is more
serious.
IV.

variable and put off the change to the kernel file pointer
until the user space buffer need to be refreshed. In order to
reduce the large number of changes of the kernel file
pointer and improve the efficiency of random read.
B. Implementation into glibc
On one hand because most application on linux use the
glibc’s standard I/O library, changing the glibc is easy to
make the system crash, even the system can’t be restart ,
because some system initialization process also use the
glibc’s standard I/O library to deal with standard input and
err, etc. On the other hand, our improving work mainly on
random read, changing the source code of glibc I/O library
function we must consider the other read or write mode,
this will make our work very complex. Therefore, we
employ a simple and feasible method: we create a global
structure variable (named nfops) and an initial function.
The members of the structure include a random_read flag
which represents the application will do random read
operation if this flag is set, and a last_seek variable which
use to record the last value of the kernel file pointer
changed by fseek or lseek, and a buffer_size variable
which use to set up an appropriate size of buffer according
the range the kernel file pointer jumps, and some pointer of
function about file reading. The user application can call
the initial function to initialize the structure. If the
random_read is set, the initial function will initialize the
function pointers about file reading to new set of function
we designed for random read. Otherwise, this function
pointers will be initialized to the old file reading function
of the glibc. Therefore, we just add some file reading
function about random read into glibc and do not affect the
use of the original gibc standard I/O library function.
We have designed a set of file reading functions for
random read and rename them as nfseek, nfgetc, nfflush,
nfclose, etc. The main code of nfseek as follow:

IMPROVEMENT TO GLIBC’S I/O MECHANISM

A. New Mechanism and strategy for I/O
According to the analysis in the previous section, we
find that the cost of random read mainly in two aspects,
one is the cost of switching into kernel to change the
kernel file pointer, and the other aspect is about the
needed data can’t be buffered in the user space buffer,
especially the cost of changing kernel file pointer. As a
consequence, we improve the efficiency of random read
from these two aspects.
The buffer used is usually obtained by one of the
standard I/O functions calling malloc the first time I/O is
performed on a stream, considering the data the
application need can’t be buffered. We can set up an
appropriate size of buffer according the range the file
pointer jumps. For the cost of changing the kernel file
pointer, if we think carefully, we will find that the kernel
file pointer need be used for reading data from read-only
file just when the user space buffer need to be refreshed.
At that time the glibc I/O library need the kernel file
pointer in the kernel space’s file struct to get right data
from the kernel space cached page to the user space buffer.
That means if the kernel file pointer the nfseek or lseek
will change is in the range of file offset that the data in the
buffer corresponding to. It is not necessary to do really
changing of the kernel file pointer, it just need to change
the _IO_read_ptr to the right position so that the next read
operation can read the correct data, and then record the
last value of the kernel file pointer in user space.
Adjusting kernel file pointer according the last value of
the kernel file pointer recorded till the user space buffer
need to be refreshed.
In general, we can buffer the last position of the file
pointer changed by fseek or lseek function with a global

The offset is the position of kernel file pointer the
nfseek function set. If the offset is not beyond the scope of
the buffer, this function will just adjust the _IO_read_ptr to
the right position and record the last_seek. Otherwise, it
will set the IO_read_ptr equal to _IO_read_end to
invalidate the data in the buffer, so that the buffer will be
refreshed in next read operation.
We can see that the nfseek is unlike fseek, it just adjust
the _IO_read_ptr and record the last value of the kernel file
pointer. In the nfgetc function, each time user space buffer
need to be refreshed, it will call the lseek function to adjust
the kernel file pointer according to the value of last _seek,
showed as follow:
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equivalent to sequential_read, so the bandwidth is almost
equal to sequential_read, even a little bigger, this may
because the new fgetc function is more simple without too
many jumps of function pointer
and strict security
checks. Due to the reduced number of refreshing buffer
with the reduction of step, the growth of the bandwidth of
fseek_read grows slowly. However, because the pread
with unbuffered type, so the bandwidth of it is basically
unchanged.
From another point of view, when the random read
step is bigger than the one in four of the total buffer size,
it is better to use the pread method to do random read.

C. Results comparison
In this part, we show the efficiency of random read
using our improved method, and compared it with the
other two random read methods introduced in the part A
of section III. Because the default size of user space buffer
is 4KB in the standard file I/O mechanism of glibc, in the
improved random read method (marked with nread) we
also initialize the buffer size with 4KB. We use the fgetc
function to read a character each time just like the
fseek_read method. We designed a program which used to
write a specified number of random characters to a file
and use this program to create a text file with size of
80GB, we use this file as our random read file in our
experiments and read 10MB data in each experiment.
The result showed as figure 3, the vertical axis
represents the bandwidth of random read using three
different method, the unit is MB/s. The blue curve is the
trend of bandwidth using improved random read functions
with different random read step (the file offset distance of
the ordered two file read). The horizontal axis shows the
different random read step from 1 to 8192, the maximum
step is 8192 and read 10MB data in each experiment. That
is why we have created an 80GB file (8192*10MB).

V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduced the standard file I/O
mechanism briefly and specify the user space buffer, and
then we illustrated the problem of low efficiency about
random read through the experiments and our analysis.
With that we concluded that the cost of switching into
kernel model to change the kernel file pointer is very high
and that the data can’t be buffered also has certain
influence to the performance of rand read. In the next
section we presented our improvement of the standard file
I/O mechanism for random read and introduced how to
implement it into glibc. Finally, we showed the high
efficiency of our improved random read mechanism when
the jumping step of read is not too large.
In fact, there is another kind of file reading and writing
mode which causes a lot of buffer refreshing and changes
of the kernel file pointer. That is the interval reading and
writing with O_RDWR mode. Because the read and write
shares a buffer, this will make the read buffering data and
the write buffering data be covered by each other, and
each time read or write may need to change kernel file
pointer to return to their previous operating position. In
this case, we can designed a double buffer to isolate the
read and write buffer data and record respective kernel file
pointer in the user space. That is our future work.
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Abstract—Consolidation and overbooking are two important
methods to improve the resource utilization in cloud
computing. In overbooking cloud environment, the resources
occupied by virtual machine are restricted to guarantee
performance fairness between multi-tenants. However, the
interaction among co-host applications results in
performance degradation because of the resource sharing
and competition. Previous studies about performance
interference mainly focused on traditional virtual
environment and didn’t take the resource restriction into
account. In order to predict the effect of interference in
cloud environment, which can give suggestions for resource
scheduling in turn, we conduct comprehensive experiments
about CPU-intensive application in Cloud. Firstly, the
interfering factors of the performance are analyzed, and the
relationships between different factors and interference are
obtained by using the least squares method. Then, a
multivariable exponent interference (MVEI) model is
proposed to predict the interference in resource restricted
environment. Finally, the experimental results indicates the
MVEI model can predict interference more precisely than
linear and quadratic model.

sliced, it causes interaction among the co-host applications
and performance degradation, which is known as
performance interference. Performance interference means
that cloud users can’t obtain the quality of service (QoS)
corresponding to the resources they purchased.
In order to solve the problem of performance
interference, many researches have been focused on
quantitative analysis and modeling [8-11]. Most of them
are about the performance interference of data and I/O
intensive application in traditional virtual environment.
But few of them are concerned about performance
interference in cloud computing environment in which the
resources are restricted, and it’s different from traditional
environment.
In this paper, some experiments are performed in
resource restricted environment to analyze the interference
of CPU-intensive applications. A NAS Parallel benchmark
is selected as CPU-intensive application, which is
deployed on physical machine to collect the data of
performance degradation. After analyzing the reason of
performance degradation and the interfering factors, the
multivariable exponent interference (MVEI) model is
proposed to predict the performance interference. The
parameters of the model are calculated by the Newton
iterative. Compared with the linear and quadratic model,
the MVEI is more accurate.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
discusses related work. Section III presents the interference
statement and analyzes the performance interference
mechanism. Section IV proposes a performance
interference prediction model. In Section V, we compare
MVEI with linear and quadratic models. Section VI
presents the conclusion.

Keywords-Cloud computing; CPU-intensive application;
Interference predication; MVEI model.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud providers adopt overbooking and consolidation
strategies to increase resource utilization and revenues.
And they encapsulate applications in the virtual machines
(VMs) which is consolidated to the physical machines
(PMs) by using the virtualization technology. After
consolidation of VMs to smaller number of PMs, some
physical machines will be idle so that they can be turned
off or set to the low power mode [1-3]. Therefore, the
virtual machine consolidation can improve the energy
efficiency of data center. Overbooking refers to submitting
more resource requirement than the overall resources
available from cloud providers [4]. The cloud environment
usually employs CPU reservation and CPU utilization
restriction strategies to guarantee the CPU, network and
disk I/O performance for each application. Hence, the
cloud environment is quite different from traditional
virtual environment.
Virtualization technology provides strong isolation
measures to prevent a VM’s failure from influencing
others. But some researches show that virtualization
technology, which slices the memory, hard drives and
assigns them to different virtual machines, can’t provide
effective performance isolation [5-7]. As some shared
resources (e.g. memory bandwidth and cache) can’t be
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.21

II.

RELATED WORK

Since the virtualization technology was employed in
cloud computing, the interference among co-host virtual
machines has received widespread attention. The purpose
of researches about interference is to ensure the QoS of
applications. R. Nathuji et al. [5] proposed a MIMO
feedback model, and used Q-states to distinguish different
level of QoS. Q. Zhu et al. [12] considered the time
variances in resource usages, and proposed an interference
model to predict the application QoS. Compared with these
researches our proposed approach focuses on a specific
type of resources, instead of a holistic analysis of
interference caused by all the resources.
Some prior researchers analyzed the interference
according to the type of resources competed by the co-host
VMs, such as cache, I/O. Govindan et al. [13] analyzed the
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performance interference caused by the last level cache
contention and proposed a simulated cache, which was
leveraged to predict the interference among VMs. Yiduo
Mei et al. [14, 15] presented an in-depth performance
interference analysis focused on network I/O applications.
R. C. Chiang et al. [11] presented three interference
prediction models (the weighted average, linear and
nonlinear models) for data-intensive application on a pair
of VMs, and used machine learning method to determine
the parameters. Similarly we analyze the interference
among CPU-intensive applications, and establish the
interference prediction model. But our work differs in
three aspects. Firstly, we deeply analysis the key source of
interference about CPU-intensive applications. Secondly,
we establish the multivariable exponent interference model
(MVEI) according to the analysis. Finally, we study the
interference in the overbooking cloud environment which
is different from the traditional virtual environment.
III.

TABLE I.

THE RESOURCE USAGE OF NPB

Test

CPU (%)

BT

100

Mem (%)
18

EP

100

0.2

LU

100

15.7

CG

100

23.3

MG

10

89

FT

11.4

86.2

DC

100

50

IS

100

27.6

SP

100

19.4

UA

100

12.9

We use Sysstat and Oprofile [17] to monitor CPU
utilization and other parameters about CPU events.
Oprofile is a low-cost system management and global
monitoring tool, which samples the processor event. And it
can record the number of the cache line failure, hence we
adopt the tools to monitor the cache miss rate.

INTEFERENCE STATEMENT

A. Experimetal Setup

B. Interference analysis
We deploy the NPB applications on the VM, and take
the runtime in isolation environment as a baseline. The
isolation environment is that there is only one VM running
on the server. The interference is defined as follow:
tinf
I=
(1)
tiso
where tiso and tinf respectively represent the runtime of the
application in isolation and interference environment, and
I is the interference of application. Obviously, the
interference is greater than 1, and it increases with the
degree of interference.
1) Experimental results
We gradually add the virtual machines to the PM and
test the performance of applications. The interference
increases linearly with the number of virtual machine, as
shown in Fig. 1. In overbooking situation, the performance
degradation rate doesn’t change which indicates the cloud
environment can provide effective performance guarantee.
Since the virtual machine in KVM environment is a
process in PM, the VM scheduling is process scheduling.
In the PM, the CFS (Completely Fair Scheduler) is
adopted to schedule the process, so that the VM can be
fairly scheduled. Thus, the performance of applications
executed in the same PM simultaneously has slightly
differences, as shown in Fig. 2. It shows that the KVM
virtualization technology can basically achieve CPU
performance isolation and fair scheduling.

1) Hardware environment
All experiments are conducted on a server host
featuring two Intel Xeon series processor E5-2430 CPU,
with each features 6 cores running at the frequency of
2.2GHz. As the CPU enables hyper-thread technique, there
are 24 cores in total. The last cache is 15M, and the system
memory is 48G. The operating system of the host is kylin
server 3.2.4, and KVM is used to establish a virtual system.
The operating system used in virtual machines is same
with the host. Each virtual machine is configured with 4
virtual processers and a 4G memory.
KVM virtualization technology can realize binding
between CPU and VM by using cgroup. As VM is just a
process in KVM server, we can use cpulimit achieve the
control of CPU utilization. In cloud environment, CPU
utilization of VM is restricted by cpulimit. And the
physical machine reserves some CPU resources to ensure
the host running normally.
2) Benchmark
In the experiment, we select the NAS parallel
benchmark [16] as CPU-intensive applications. This
benchmark consists of eleven procedures, and each has
different sizes of test data sets. The data sets are divided
into several categories according to the data size. Usually,
the NAS parallel benchmark has three different versions:
sequential, OpenMP and MPI. Since the single-threaded
CPU-intensive applications can’t take full advantage of
several VCPU in VM and the MPI has many I/O
operations, the OpenMP version is chosen. Table I shows
the resource usage in isolated environment. For most
procedures, the VCPU utilization rate is very high, but
they are different in memory and I/O. Both FT and DC
contain many I/O operations. MG and FT take up more
memory resources. EP and LU need less memory resource,
but LU access cache more frequently. Compared with EP,
BT and CG occupy more memory but less I/O and cache
operations. To analyze CPU-intensive application, the
procedures should contain less memory and I/O operations.
Therefore, we choose EP and BT as the benchmark.

Figure 1. The performance interference in cloud environment
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Figure 2. The runtime of applications running on the same PM
simultaneously

Figure 4. The CPU utilization of PM

Figure 3. The interference in traditional virtual environment

Figure 5. VPU utilization

Fig. 3 shows the interference in the traditional virtual
environment. It is easy to see that the interference is almost
unchanged in non-overbooking situation (N<6, N is the
number of VMs). And when the number of VMs is seven,
the interference will increase by 50%. So the interference
in traditional virtual environment is totally different from
the interference in cloud computing environment shown in
Fig. 1.
IV.

PERFORMANCE INTERFERENCE MODEL

In this section, we analyze the reason of performance
interference for CPU-intensive applications. Based on this
analysis, we establish the multivariable exponent
interference (MVEI) model to predict the interference.

Figure 6. The cache miss

The CPU utilization of virtual machine is the ratio of
VCPU scheduled time to the total time. In Fig. 5, VCPU
utilization decreases with the number of virtual machine.
When multiple CPU-intensive applications are deployed
on the same PM simultaneously, the time VCPU scheduled
corresponding reduces and the waiting time becomes
longer due to the CPU time slice competition. So the
performance and the VCPU utilization related closely.
Another important factor of interference is the cache
miss rate. Since CPU-intensive application inevitably
fetches data from cache and multiple cores share last level
cache in SMP hardware structure, the cache competition
will be more intense. Fig. 6 shows the relationship between
the cache miss and the number of virtual machine. We can
see that the cache miss increases with the number of VMs.
In overbooking situation, the cache miss is almost
unchanged.
In a word, as sharing cache and CPU time slices, the
co-host CPU-intensive applications will affect each other.
In overbooking situation, the CPU time slices is a more
important factor. And in non-overbooking situation, the
cache miss is more important.

A. Interference mechanism analysis
The CPU-intensive applications have high processor
utilization, perhaps at 100% usage for many seconds or
minutes. This kind of application consumes more CPU
resources and less I/O resources. So the interference of cohost CPU-intensive applications is caused by sharing and
competing CPU, cache and memory resources.
To understand the competitive situation of resources,
the variations of the CPU utilization, VCPU utilization and
cache miss rate are recorded.
Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the CPU
utilization of PM and the number of VMs. It indicates that
the CPU utilization of PM increases nonlinearly. In nonoverbooking situation, the CPU utilization of PM increases
linearly. While in overbooking case (N<6), the CPU
utilization of PM exhibits a nonlinear growth, but the
increase rate is very small. The reason why the CPU
utilization can’t reach 100% is that cloud computing
provides CPU reservation measures to ensure the PM
running normally. In non-overbooking situation, the
applications don’t share the CPU time slices. In contrary
they compete for the CPU slices time in overbooking
situation. Therefore, CPU utilization is an important
interfering factor.

B. Interference model
In this section, a multivariable exponent model is
established according to the former analysis. In
overbooking cloud environment, when an application is
going to be deployed on the physical computing server, the
resource utilization of PM and resource usage of the
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application are always known. Our model is based on this
condition to predict performance interference.
1) MVEI model
We point out the existence of interference very clearly
in last section. When nine VMs are deployed on the PM,
the performance of application decreases three times more
than this in isolation environment. Therefore, forecasting
the CPU-intensive application interference is very
necessary.
In order to establish the performance interference
prediction mathematical model, we need to choose the
model variations. For CPU-intensive applications, the
major interference factor is the usage of CPU and cache
resources. So we chose the CPU utilization and cache miss
rate as variations of the model. In order to characterize the
relationship between the interference and resource
utilization, the linear regression method and the least
squares method are used to confirm whether they are linear
or non-linear relationship.
Fig. 7 shows the interference changes with the resource
utilization of virtual machines and server. As shown in Fig.
7(a), there is a non-linear relationship between the
performance interference and the utilization of PM. Then
we can assume there is an exponential relationship
between them. In order to verify the assumption, the least
squares method is used to obtain the exponential
expression. And the correlation coefficient of curve fitting
is 0.8989, which indicates the assumption is correct.
Meanwhile, there is a linear relationship between the
interference and VCPU utilization in Fig. 7 (b). By using
linear regression method, we determine the linear
relationship between them. And the correlation coefficient
is 0.8763, which indicates that the two parameters have a
strong linear correlation.
When an application deploys on a physical machine,
the resource usage in isolation environment can be known
according to the historical data or a special experiment. At
the same time, we can acquire the resources usage of the
VM deployed on the server and the resource utilization of
server. Through the above analysis, the MVEI model can
be expressed as follows:

I i = a + b ⋅ Rcache + c ⋅ N + e

N −1

d + f ⋅U host

+g⋅

¦U

(2)

vmj

j =1

where

I

i

indicates the interference of virtual machine i ;

Rcache is the cache miss rate of the application i in isolation

environment; N is the number of virtual machine; U
donates the current CPU utilization of PM; U is VCPU
utilization of the VM j deployed on a physical machine.
The rest are coefficients.
2) Newton iterative method
Since MVEI model is a multivariable nonlinear model,
the conventional method is very difficult or even
impossible to calculate coefficients. We test a large
number of data sets and substitute them into the equations
to calculate the coefficients. Afterward we get a set of
nonlinear equations. These nonlinear equations cannot be
calculated by using the formula of its numerical solution.
Therefore, we used the Newton iteration method to find
the optimal solution.
Newton iterative method is a method for finding
successively better approximations to the roots (or zeroes)
of a real-valued function. It can be summarized in
following steps:
˄i˅Chose a reasonable initial value;
˄ii˅Compute the Jacobian matrix;
˄iii˅Obtain the iteration step according to the
Jacobian matrix;
˄iv˅Judge whether the error meets the precision. If
it meets the requirement, finish the program.
˄v˅If not, judge whether the number of iterations
reaches the maximum. If not, turn to the step (ii). If it
meets the requirement, finish the program.
Needless to say, the selection of initial value is critical.
It is uneasy to convergence if an unreasonable initial value
is selected. Therefore, we chose the coefficients calculated
by linear regression as the initial value. After multiple
iterations, the optimal coefficients can be obtained.
host

vmj

V.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To verify the accuracy of MVEI model, we compare it
with other two models. According to previous researches
[11], most CPU-intensive applications interference
prediction model is linearly or quadratic. On the basis of
these theories, the linear and quadratic interference model
of CPU-intensive applications can be donated as follows:

y = 0.5928e1.53 x
R 2 = 0.8989

N −1

linear : I i = a + b ⋅ N + c ⋅ U host + d ⋅

¦U

(3)

vmj

j =1

quadratic : I i = a + b ⋅ N + c ⋅ U host
N −1

(a) Physical machine CPU utilization

+e⋅

¦U
j =1

y = 9.81x + 10.418

where

R 2 = 0.8763

I

i

+ d ⋅ U 2 host
N −1

vmj

+ f ⋅ ¦U

(4)

2
vmj

j =1

indicate the interference of virtual machine i ;

Rcache is the cache miss rate of the application i in isolation
environment; N is the number of virtual machine,
U donates the current CPU utilization of PM; U is the
VCPU utilization of the VM j deployed on a physical
machine. The rest are coefficients. We also use Newton
iteration method to calculate coefficients.
host

(b)VCPU utilization
Figure 7. The relationship between the resource utilization and the
interference
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parallel scientific computing standard and norms of the
representative [2, 3]. MPI is an open source project, has
been supported by Argonne national laboratories and
numerous universities in United States. It has good
scalability, efficiency and portability, since the low layer
of MPI is implemented with C language [4].
In scientific parallel computing, MPI with its high
efficiency has gained a lot of user recognition. In recent
years, for dealing with both data and computation intensive
problems, many scholars and experts consider a hybrid
model which combines MapReduce model with the MPI
[5], implementing the MapReduce programming model on
the MPI platform [4] to improve its performance and
efficiency, enabling it to support computation-intensive as
well as data-intensive distributed processing tasks.
However at present researches of the MPI based
MapReduce model only stay in proposal stage, some
experiment prototypes do not consider the lack of fault
tolerance ability in the MPI, but the disaster recovery is not
possible without complete fault-tolerant realization, that is
the basic requirement in the MapReduce model.

Abstract— With development of Multicore clusters the taskscheduling problem in heterogeneous cluster has become hot
point of research. The method to solve this problem in Cloud
computing is virtualization, which can make the
heterogeneous nodes being isomorphic and then using
MapReduce model for task scheduling in isomorphic nodes.
But the approach has some shortcomings: virtualization
itself will cause the loss of performance; and there are much
more disk IOs in the MapReduce model, which can also
cause performance degradation. Based on our earlier work
which successfully adds fault-tolerance functions in MPI,
this paper proposes a MPI based MapReduce approach
which implements internodes communication with efficient
MPI communication functions to achieve task scheduling on
heterogeneous nodes directly by improved work pool and
thread pool. By this way the load balancing can be achieved
efficiency. The proposed MPI based MapReduce model can
efficiently deal with a kind of data intensive as well as
computation intensive problems.
Keywords-MapReduce, MPI, task scheduling, load balancing

I.

II.

INTRODUCTION

Multi-core processors and multi-core cluster systems
[1] have become popular in recent year. Meanwhile
requirements for big data processing are explosive.
Generally speaking processing tasks can be classified as
three types: the data intensive, the computation intensive
and the data as well as computation both intensive
problems. Development of cloud computing has proposed
a new parallel programming model, the MapReduce
model. This model has good universality in dealing with
same type data. On the platform of Hadoop, application
developers only need to write their own Map function and
Reduce function. The Hadoop system can partition the task
automatically for parallel execution. But the traditional
MapReduce model is usually only applicable for data
intensive tasks. It focuses on data processing. There are
some shortcomings of solving problems of both data
intensive and computing intensive in MapReduce model.
The message passing of MapReduce model is realized
through the low layer of the distributed file system. The
strategy of file system is store-forward, that is loading data
firstly and reading out them to forward secondly. It stores
all information in disk, and then reads them from the disk
while required. When the intermediate data increase and
amount of them is big, the model is bound to create a
number of useless disk IO operations, that will cause the
disk I/O bottleneck definitely, and it is expensive for high
performance computing.
MPI (Message Passing Interface) is the most widely
used distributed parallel programming tools currently. It
has an open source library, and has been supported by a
large number of research institutions. MPI has become a
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.72

KEY TECHNOLOGIES IN TRADITIONAL MAPREDUCE
MODEL

The basic character of the MapReduce model is the
master-workers structure, by which the nodes are divided
into master and workers. Generally speaking there are
three key technologies in MapReduce data processing:
1) Data segmentation technology
2) The strategy of task allocation
3) Fault-tolerance and disaster-tolerance technology [6,
7]
The traditional MapReduce model for Worker node
fault tolerance is based on redundant backup. The strategy
to deal with a Worker node failure is if the Worker has not
finished a Reduce work, all works on this Worker must be
done again. So all the previous jobs of the worker node are
wasted. [8, 9, 10]
III.

MPI BASED MAPREDUCE MODEL

A. Three-level fault tolerant technology of MPI
In order to overcome the shortcomings of traditional
MapReduce model, this paper proposes a MPI based
MapReduce model. However the MPI cannot give a
satisfactory support to fault tolerance, which is the key
requirement of the MapReduce model, so the earlier work
of our team is focused on enhancing the MPI fault tolerant
ability. A three-level fault tolerance mechanism has been
implemented [8,11]:
1. Task rescheduling. If volume of computing task is
not large, then the mission elapsed time is relatively small.
In this case when a node fails, all other nodes and the
parallel processing task should be terminated immediately,
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and the parallel processing task is put into the end of the
task queue. Although the cost in termination of the whole
task is relatively large, but it is worth in comparison with
reschedule cost. The MPI itself has such function, without
modification. From the system design point of view this
strategy can be accept for the relatively small tasks.
2. Checkpoint and recovery. If real time requirement of
a processing task is not high, the MPI should do task state
check at periodic checkpoints. While a node is failure and
causes mission failure, the node can be restarted after
recovery, and then the interrupted task can be restated from
the nearest checkpoint, thereby reducing the loss.
3. Task migration. If a task has a big amount
calculation, and requires sensitive real-time characteristic,
when a node is failure and other nodes are not affected,
then the master node (Master) will do dynamic migration
of the unfinished task of the failure node to other nodes for
continue processing, thus greatly reducing the adverse
effects of MPI task failure.

task. In general, the task states of each worker node are:
one task is executing, another task is waiting for executing.

B. Monitoring Structure
In proposed model a monitoring mechanism is
required. The monitoring structure is shown in figure 1.

A. The system module structure
The main modules and the relationship of the system
are shown in figure 2. There are three major modules:
Job management module: managing the job
scheduling, monitoring the implementation of the job,
saving the job queue, providing the corresponding fault
tolerant ability, saving automatically the last unfinished
job, supporting the remote job submitting and result
returning.
Monitoring module: managing the available host list.
The available host list is the basis data structure of
assigning tasks. Monitoring procedures can find the "bad
node", and make the "bad node” excluded.
Task management module: the task division, the task
assignment, the task execution, getting the result, returning
the results.

D. The application of the thread pool technology
Using the thread pool technology has more advantage
when the nodes have much more logical processors. First,
the runtime cost of thread is much smaller than process.
Second, multiple MPI processes on one node are difficult
to control, but each node only containing one process is
more conducive to control. In the present model, a
combine of the improved work pool and thread pool is
adopted to distribute the tasks: A task is taken from task
queue and divided into first level slice which then assigned
to each node. The second division is taken place on each
node to produce second level slices, which then are
assigned to threads. This method can not only improving
efficiency but also can be conducive to load balancing.
IV.
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C. The work pool technology and implementation
Nodes in the cluster are divided into two categories: the
Master and the Slaver (worker). Master nodes distribute
tasks of Map and Reduce; Worker nodes execute the tasks
of Map and Reduce.
The work pool technology has some shortcomings [6]:
the main process can only send a task to a secondary
process, that is, after the initialization of the task pool, the
main process can only response to new task requests by
one at a time. Therefore, when the number of the
secondary process is big, there may be many secondary
processes which apply for tasks at the same time, the main
process can only respond to the request of one process, this
affects the efficiency of the task distribution. To overcome
this shortage a double cache structure is taken in our
scheme.
The improvement of the work pool scheduling method
is as follow: making each task node has two tasks at the
same time, and sending request to the main process soon
after the execution of a tasks is completed. The double
cache structure can reduce the waiting time of getting a
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Monitoring
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Monitoring
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start
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Mjob
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Mjob
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Send result

task management
module

Figure 2 System Block Diagram

B. The Two Level Slice Data Structure
The two level slice divisions of processed data are
illustrated in figure 3, 4 and 5.
In the figures the contents of each element in the tables
are 0, 1, and 2. The number 0 represents that the
corresponding division is not executed, 1 means the
corresponding division is executed, and 2 means the
corresponding division have executed.
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corresponding execution times (MPI / the Hadoop) are
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Figure 3 Job division diagram
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Figure 6 The performance comparison of Hadoop and MPI

The main reasons of the results are: (1) MPI itself has
been done some optimization in cluster communication;
communication efficiency in MPI is much higher than the
direct use of socket communication. (2) Our system adopts
a memory mapping strategy to deal with processed file;
whole job execution is in memory without frequent disk IO
operation; however the Hadoop job execution needs a lot
of disk IO: first reading disk file as an input of a Map,
writing the input of the Map to disk, then reading out the
Map results and taking them as Reduce input, and finally
writing the Reduce results to disk. (3) Intermediate results
generated in the test cases have relatively small size and
big number of multiple disk IOs, and then using a
distributed file system to transfer them; however by
directly using MPI for communication can achieve much
higher efficiency then Hadoop.
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VI.

The traditional MapReduce is not efficient. The MPI
based MapReduce model, developed in WUHT distributed
parallel processing laboratory, has a good Fault-Tolerance
ability, so it can deal with data intensive as well as
computation intensive problem in MPI Cluster. The
experimental results show that the efficiency of MPI
based MapReduce model is much higher than the
traditional MapReduce model.
At present, the size of first level slice and second level
slice of this project is a fixed value, which is a problem we
are trying to solve. That is how to adjust the size of the
slice automatically so as to improve the versatility of this
system. The slice size adjustments should consider cluster
size, topology and the size of data which to be processed.

Second level slice

Worker

Figure 5 Second level slice schedule

V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKR

THE PERFORMANCE TESTING

The test data are pairs of key/value set, that is the twotuples set. We take the Hadoop provided "wordcount" data
set as the test data set. The test data are divided by row,
each row is a Key, and the content of the row is Value. The
test case for the system is: finding a batch of numbers that
is closest to one number from several documents, the
contents of the document are the int type digitals. The Key
of the system is the position number of the digital; The
Value is digital value of this position, and finally the result
of top eight is returned.
The performance comparison of the model and Hadoop
is shown in figure 6.
It can be seen from the figure, that the efficiency of the
MPI based MapReduce model developed by our laboratory
is much higher than the Hadoop MapReduce model.
Especially, with bigger size of slice and smaller
intermediate data the higher efficiency is achieved. When
the sizes of slice are 64MB, 16MB and 4MB, the rates of
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Abstract—Task scheduling is one of the most important
issues in the cloud computing environments. In the cloud
systems, the main goal of the task scheduling algorithms is to
balance the workload among the computing nodes and
maximize the utilization while meeting the bound of the total
execution time. Concerning the delay of the associated tasks
scheduling in cloud computing, a hierarchical task model
was discussed and the associated task scheduling algorithm
based on delay-bound constraint (ATS-DB) was proposed.
The associated tasks and the task execution order were
represented by one directed acyclic graph (DAG). The
proposed hierarchical task model can improve the task
execution concurrency. The independent tasks in each layer
was grouped into the corresponding task set belonging to the
task layer. Through the calculation of the total tasks
execution time bound in each task layer, the associated task
was dispatched to the resources with the minimum execution
time. Extensive experimental results demonstrated that the
proposed ATS-DB algorithm can achieve better performance
than HEFT algorithm in the terms of the total execution time
and resource utilization.

Min-Min algorithm and Max-Min algorithm can achieve
good scheduling performance for non-associated tasks.
Concerning the delay of the associated tasks scheduling in
cloud computing, a hierarchical task model was discussed
and the associated task scheduling algorithm based on
delay-bound constraint (ATS-DB) was proposed.
The contribution of this paper are as follows:
1) At present, almost research on task scheduling in
cloud computing focus on the single and independent task
scheduling in order to reduce the complexity of scheduling
problem. In this paper, we proposed an associated task
model for the associated task scheduling considering the
real application requirements in cloud computing.
2) Based on the dependency of associated tasks, a
directed acyclic graph (DAG) was presented to describe
the execution order for the associated tasks. Also, we
proposed the hierarchical task graph to decompose the
associated tasks, which can improve the tasks execution
concurrency and reduce the execution time.
3) In order to execute all of the associated tasks in the
specific delay-bound, we proposed the concept of tasks
processing capacity and the corresponding calculation
method, and further established the mapping between the
task processing capacity and execution time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
addresses the existing task scheduling algorithms. In
section 3, the associated tasks scheduling model is defined.
The details of proposed associated tasks scheduling
algorithm is discussed in Section 4. Extensive experiments
results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the
paper and discussed some future work.

Keywords- Cloud computing; associated task scheduling;
hierarchical task model; delay-bound constraint

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is emerging as a new paradigm of
large-scale distributed computing, which support
convenient and on-demand network access to a shared
pool of computing resources. Cloud computing can many
advantages, including transparency of resources,
flexibility, location independence, reliability, and so on
[1]. To provide these facilities, the tasks should be
scheduled to the appropriate resources in order to achieve
maximum performance in minimum time.
Task scheduling is one of most important issues in the
cloud computing environments. In the cloud systems, the
goal of the scheduling algorithms is to spread the workload
among the computing nodes and maximize the utilization
while minimizing the total task execution time. The task
scheduling process is performed in two stages. In the first
stage, the scheduler allocates resources to the cloud as
requested by an application. In the second stage, the
incoming tasks are assigned to the appropriate virtual
nodes in an effort to balance loads within the virtual nodes
[2]. To minimize the total execution time of all incoming
tasks, the scheduling algorithm should reduce the amount
of transferred data and ensure the load balance [3].
At present, the existing task scheduling algorithms
have been proposed to meet the different goals considering
the different constraints. For example, First Come First
Served algorithm (FCFS), Round Robin algorithm (RR),
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.22

II.

RELATED WORK

Task scheduling algorithms can be categorized in two
main groups in cloud computing: Batch mode scheduling
algorithms, and online mode algorithms. For the first
group, tasks are queued and gathered into a set when
arriving in the cloud. The scheduling algorithm will
execute after a fixed period of time. The typical examples
of batch mode scheduling algorithms are First Come First
Served algorithm (FCFS), Round Robin algorithm (RR),
Min-Min algorithm and Max-Min algorithm, Genetic
Algorithm (GA)[8]. These scheduling algorithms can
achieve good performance for a group of independent
tasks. A group of independent tasks simplified the tasks
model for the real applications in the cloud. In fact, the real
application, there exist a large of number of associated
tasks. These tasks have dependency and the execution
order. If one of the associated tasks has delayed beyond the
execution time bound, the execution of its successors will
result in the delay affected by its predecessors. Thus, the
96
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τ i _ length represent the id and the length of task τ i ,

total execution time will beyond the required time-bound
without providing good QoS [4].
For online mode algorithms, tasks are scheduled when
arriving in the cloud. Because the cloud computing
environment is a heterogeneous system, and the computing
performance of each node are quite different, the online
scheduling algorithms are more appropriate for the cloud
computing. However, the existing research online mode
algorithms pay little attention on the associated tasks
scheduling. There has been some recent research on the
time-bound constraint for various scheduling strategies for
parallel tasks. This work fall in two categories. In
decomposition-based strategies, the parallel tasks is
decomposed into a set of sequential tasks and they are
scheduled using existing sequential scheduling algorithms.
In general, decomposition-based strategies require explicit
knowledge of the structure of the DAG off-line. In nondecomposition based strategies, the program can unfold
dynamically since no advent knowledge is required. Hariri
et al. proposed a heterogeneous earliest-finish-time
algorithm HEFT, to solve the scheduling delay problem in
the heterogeneous environments [5]. Du et al. adopted the
directed Acyclic Graph to represent the dependency among
the associated tasks, and applying cluster algorithm to
reduce the resource searching cost, and furthermore,
shorten the execution time for all of the tasks [6]. Wilmer
et al. presented the scheduling algorithm to select the
appropriate resource, by setting the completion time in
each tasks layer with the decomposition-based method [7].
All of the mentioned algorithms, there is no research
on the associate tasks scheduling considering the execution
time bound. In this paper, a hierarchical task model was
discussed and the associated task scheduling algorithm
based on delay-bound constraint (ATS-DB) was proposed.
The proposed hierarchical task model can improve the task
execution concurrency, and ATS-DB can reduce the
execution time.
III.

respectively. In the same condition, the tasks with longer
length will cost the more execution time.
2) Λ represents the set of execution order for the
adjacent tasks < τ i ,τ j > , in which τ i is the predecessors of
task τ j

3) C = {c1 ,c2 ,...,ck }
represents
the
set
of
communication cost between the adjacent tasks < τ i ,τ j > .
If the adjacent tasks τ i ,τ j are dispatched to the same
virtual node, it can be considered the communication cost
for the adjacent tasks < τ i , τ j > is zero.
To clear illustrate the Definition 1, Figure 1 shows a
DAG containing 10 associated tasks. In this DAG, the first
executed task is τ 1 , and the last task is τ 10 . The label of
the edge represents the communication cost between two
adjacent tasks.
2
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Figure 1. An example of the associated tasks (DAG)

Definition 2: Resources Set. In the Cloud computing
system, there are m resources, including computing,
storage, and networks. The resource set is represented as
R = {r1 , r2 ,..., r j ,..., rm } , in which r j ( j ∈ [1, m]) denotes the

jth resource in the set. For ∀ r j ∈ R , r j has four
characteristics: id, computing capacity, storage capacity,
and network bandwidth.
They are denoted as rj _ id , rj _ computing , rj _ storage , and

TASK SCHEDULING MODEL

rj _ bw , respectively. Meanwhile, r j denotes Vector

In this paper, all of the mentioned tasks are referred to
the computing tasks. The correlation of the tasks are
reflected on the execution order of tasks. That is to say,
each one task has its own previous related tasks and/or the
successive related tasks. For each one task, it is ready to be
executed just after all of its predecessors have been
executed. In order to explicitly describe the correlation of
the associated tasks, we consider a general model for
associated tasks, namely the DAG model. Each task is
characterized by its execution pattern, defined by a
directed acyclic graph (DAG). In a DAG, each node
represents an associated task and each directed edge
represents dependency between tasks. As shown in Fig.1,
the directed edge connected node 1 and 3. It represents that
the task τ 1 is the predecessors of task τ 2 . Task τ 2 should
execute after the tasks τ 1 has finished.
To order explicitly describe a group of associate tasks,
their dependency, and communication cost, a three tuple is
applied to represent it.
Definition 1: G = {T , Λ, C} is defined to describe a
group of the associate tasks and their correlations.
1) Given n associated tasks, set T = {τ 1 ,τ 2 ,...,τ n } is all
of associated task in a set. ∀τ i ∈ T , i ∈ [1,n] , τ i _ id and

r j = [rj _ id ,rj _ computing ,rj _ storage ,rj _ bw ] .
IV.

ATS-DB SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

A. Hierarchical Decomposition Method
In order to improve the concurrency of the computing
tasks, and reduce the execution time delay, the hierarchical
decomposition method is adopted. We decompose the
associate tasks into different tasks layer based on the
correlations among the associated tasks. In each
hierarchical layer, the tasks are independent without any
the correlation in the execution order. Thus, the tasks in the
same hierarchical layer will be grouped into one tasks set.
These tasks in the same layer can be concurrently
scheduled. The details of the hierarchical decomposition
steps are as follows:
a) The dispatcher receivers a task set T of n
associated tasks { τ 1 ,τ 2 ,...,τ n };

b) Based on the dependency order of tasks’
execution, these associated tasks are used to establish the
corresponding DAG;
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c) Adopting the DAG traversal method from the
starting task to the last task, the structure of task hierarchy
is also constructed. In each one task hierarchy, there is no
dependency among these tasks. That is to say, all of the
tasks are concurrent tasks in the same layer. If two tasks
are in the adjacent layers, the two tasks are considered as
the associated tasks;
d) Based on the tasks hierarchy, the tasks sets are
established. The tasks in the same task layer are grouped
into one set.
Adopting the hierarchical decomposition method for
the associated tasks, it can greatly improve the
concurrency performance and fully utilize the system’s
resources when executing the task scheduling algorithm.
Thus, it can ensure all of the tasks in one set finished at the
delay-bound. In order to demonstrate the hierarchical
decomposition method, we adopts data from Fig. 1 and
Table 1 to give an illustrative example. From Fig.1, the
DAG can be divided into four layers. The first layer just
has one node τ 1 . {τ 2 ,τ 3 ,τ 4 } and {τ 5 ,τ 6 ,τ 7 } belong to the
second and third layer, respectively. τ 2 ,τ 3 ,τ 4 are the
successor of τ 1 , and the predecessors of τ 5 , τ 6 , and τ 7 ,
respectively. The detail is shown in Table 1.
TABLE I.

AN INSTANCE OF TASKS HIERARCHY

layer
L1

Task sets
{τ 1}

L2

{τ 2 ,τ 3 ,τ 4 }

L3

{τ 5 ,τ 6 ,τ 7 }

L4

{τ 8 ,τ 9 }

L5

{τ 10 }

task τ i . Average processing capacity of task τ i , Pi is
calculated as:
m

Pi =

n

(3)

j =1

According to the above definitions, for the specific
task τ i , if the average processing capacity Pi is greater,
task τ i can obtain the shorter execution time. Thus, the
processing capacity of the task can indirectly represent the
execution time delay.
Definition 6: Delay-bound of the kth task layer Γ k . If
the set of associate tasks has n tasks, the corresponding
DAG is divided into K task layers. The average number of
the tasks in every layer zk , the average processing capacity

P , the delay bound in the kth task layer Γ k can be
calculated as:
z
Γk = k P
(4)
n
C. Detail of ATS-DB Algorithm
To schedule the associate tasks to meet the delay
bound, the associate scheduling algorithm based on the
delay-bound constraint (ATS-DB) was proposed in this
section. The main idea of ATS-DB algorithm is as follows:
a) When the system received all of the task
scheduling requests, based on their dependency in the
execution order, all of the associated tasks construct the
corresponding task association graph, namely DAG.
b) Two resource queues, resource ready queue and
resource waiting queue, are established. All of the
resources (computing, storage, and network) are sorted in
descending order based on the resources processing
capacity. Meanwhile, all of the resources are grouped into
the ready queue.
c) Adopting the hierarchical decomposition method,
the DAG is divided into multiple tasks layers. The tasks in
the same layer are included as the corresponding task set.
d) For every task layer, the corresponding delaybound Γ k can be calculated. Due to no dependency among
the tasks in the same layer, they can be concurrently
scheduled.
e) The dispatcher will search the suitable resource
from the ready queue to execute those tasks.
f) After those tasks have been completed, the
occupied resources are released and put into the waiting
queue.

greater Pij , the shorter execution time. Considering the
heterogeneous resources, Pij is defined as the ratio of the
length of task τ i .length to the computing capacity of resource

rj .computing , and can be calculated as Formula (1).

τ i.length

ij

P = ¦ Pi

the processing capacity of resource rj for the task τ i . The

rj .computing

j =1

(2)
m
Definition 5: Average processing capacity of all
tasks P . If there are n tasks for scheduling, P can defined
as the average processing capacity for all task. For every
one task, it can calculated from Formula (2). P is
calculated as:

B. Calculation Delay Bound
As to the task scheduling in Cloud computing system,
all of resources referring to the computing, storage, and
bandwidth capacities, are quite different. When one task is
dispatched to the different resources, the execution time
may be much different due to the different computing
capacities. Therefore, it should compute the execution time
based on the computing capacities allocated before
executing the scheduling algorithm. It can ensure the total
execution time within the delay-bound. In order to
accurately compute the execution time for the specific
task, some definitions are given as follows.
Definition 3: Processing capacity Pij . Pij is denoted as

Pij =

¦P

(1)

Definition 4: Average processing capacity of task τ i ,

Pi . If there are m resources to process the task τ i , Pi can
used as the estimation of every processing capacity for the
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The second is the delay ratio of task in kth task layer,
denoted as Ratiok _ delay . Ratiok _ delay is defined as the ratio of

The pseudo-code of ATS-DB scheduling algorithm is
shown in Fig. 2.

the real execution time Tk _ real to the specified execution

Input: G={T,Λ, C} 
Divide the DAG to L layers 
For each τ i in L layers
Task set Tk ← τ i 

time Tk _ spec for all tasks in each task layer.

Ratiok _ delay =

(6)
Tk _ spec
The smaller is the delay ratio of task, the better
performance
has
the
scheduling
algorithm.
If Ratiok _ delay > 1 , it can be considered as the delay when
executing all of the tasks in each layer.

Compute Γ k
Calcuate the priority of Task set Tk 
While ( Tk is not empty) do
τ i ← tasks from Task set Tj 
Sj

← resources from resource ready queue

If ( dk < Γk )
Send τ i to S j 
else
Search resource from resource waiting queue
Send τ i to resource
End
Allocate the resources to the resource waiting queue

B. Simulation Results
1) Time Span: We evaluate the scheduling efficiency
in terms of the execution time span under a varying
number of associated tasks, ranging from 50 to 150.
Figure 3 and 4 illustrate the execution time span by
applying the proposed ATS-DB and HEFT scheduling
algorithm with 20 and 40 virtual nodes, respectively. As
Figure 3 and 4 shown, the proposed ATS-DB scheduling
algorithm can obtain shorter time span, compared with
HEFT algorithm in the different number of asociated
tasks. On the other hand, with the increase of the number
of virtual node, the average number of tasks in one virtual
node decreases. Thus, the average time span are also
reduced. Moreover, the time span increases with the
number of associated tasks.

Figure 2. The pseudo-code of ATS-DB scheduling algorithm

V.

Tk _ real

SIMULATION EVALUATION

To evaluate the better performance on tasks’ executing
time for the proposed ATS-DB, in this section, we
compare ATS-DB with HEFT in terms of the time span
and time delay for all of the associated tasks.

A. Experiments Settings & Methodology
The simulation tool, CloudSim, is used to simulate the
procedure of task scheduling. In the CloudSim, each
virtual node represents one resource and has one processor.
All of the requested tasks are executed on the virtual
nodes. The computing capacity of virtual nodes varies
from 500 to 1500. The storage capacity is set from
1,000,000 to 2,000,000, and the bandwidth of the network
is set between 10,000 and 20,000.
For the associated tasks were established by DAGs. All
the DAGs are generated by the DAG graph random
generator, in which the task numbers | V |= {50,100,150} ,
the number of task layer is | K |= {7,10,13} , respectively.
The computer resources pool can be randomly generated
from the interval [5, 10], while the task executing time is
randomly generated from the interval [5, 30] and the
corresponding cost is inversely proportional to the time. In
the experiments, we set 50 virtual nodes to establish a
heterogeneous computing environment. Adopting ATSDB and HEFT algorithm to evaluate the execution
performance with different number of the associated tasks.
To evaluate the scheduling performance of the
proposed ATS-DB, the experiments uses two merits to
indicate the scheduling performance. One is the execution
time span, denoted as Δspan . Δspan is defined as the time
difference from the first task execution time τ i _ start to the

Figure 3. The execution time span with virtual node = 40

Figure 4. The execution time span with virtual node = 25

2) Delay Ratio: To evaluate the execution efficiency,
we compare ATS-DB with HEFT in terms of the delay
ratio of task in different number of associate tasks, 50,
100, and 150. In the three groups of associate tasks, the
number of task layers in three DAGs are 7, 10, and 13,
respectively. Figure 6 illustrates the delay ratio of ATSDB and HEFT with 50, 100, and 150 associate tasks,
respectively. From the results in Figure 5, 6, and 7 shown,

last task completion time τ j _ end among a group of the
associated tasks.
Δspan = τ i_start − τ j_end
(5)
The smaller is the execution time span, the better
performance has the scheduling algorithm.
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experimental results demonstrated that the proposed ATSDB algorithm can achieve better performance than HEFT
algorithm in the terms of the total execution time and
resource utilization. In this paper, the communication costs
among the associate tasks are ignored. In the future work,
the communication costs will be considered to meet the
requirements of real applications.

ATS-DB has smaller delay ratio than that of HEFT when
the number of associate tasks is the same. ATs-DB can
reduce the execution delay ratio by 10% to 50%. On the
other hand, with the increase in the number of associate
tasks from 50 to 150, the execution delay ratios of two
scheduling algorithms also increase. The reason is that the
increase of the number of associate tasks can increase the
execution time delay, which results in the increase of the
delay ratio.
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Figure 5. The delay ratio with associate tasks = 100

Furthermore, Fig. 5 shows the execution delay ratio
with 7, 10, and 13 task layers when the number of
associate tasks is 100. As Fig. 8 shown, with the increase
in the number of task layers, the number of concurrent
tasks in each layer decreases. Thus, the execution delay
ratio can be reduced. From the simulation results, we can
obviously find that the proposed ATS-DB algorithm can
get a better performance that HEFT algorithm.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Task scheduling is one of the most important issues in
the cloud computing environments. In the cloud systems,
the main goal of the task scheduling algorithms is to
balance the workload among the computing nodes and
maximize the utilization while meeting the bound of the
total execution time. Concerning the delay of the
associated tasks scheduling in cloud computing, a
hierarchical task model was discussed and the associated
task scheduling algorithm based on delay-bound constraint
(ATS-DB) was proposed. The associated tasks and the task
execution order were represented by one directed acyclic
graph (DAG). The proposed hierarchical task model is to
improve the task execution concurrency. The independent
tasks in each layer was grouped into the corresponding
task set belonging to the task layer. Through the
calculation of the total tasks execution time-bound in each
task layer, the associated task was dispatched to the
resources with the minimum execution time. Extensive

Figure 6. The delay ratio with associate tasks = 50, 100, 150, respectively
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Abstract—Many kinds of huge amount of tweets about realworld events are generated everyday in Twitter. However, the
disorganization messages required to be classified by topics
and events are one of challenges to get knowledge effectively.
To solve the problem, we propose a novel method that
combines the cluster algorithm with label propagation
algorithm to detect topics in twitter. First, we use canopy
cluster algorithm to cluster tweets, canopy cluster algorithm
could divides a tweet into different clusters, and the tweet
which only belongs to one cluster will be labeled. Second, the
mechanism of label propagation is used to label the tweets that
in the overlapping of different clusters. In order to evaluate
our algorithm, we use two baseline algorithms, LDA (Latent
Dirichlet Allocation) and Single-Pass cluster algorithm. We
apply three algorithms on tweet dataset with three topics and
some noisy data, and experiment results show our method
outperforms other algorithms on precision and recall rate.

overlapping of different clusters are unlabeled, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). Labeled tweets consist a topic certainly, however
unlabeled tweets are not sure. In C-LPA algorithm, we
computes the probability that the unlabeled tweet belongs to
each label by LPA (Label Propagation Algorithm), and this
process is iterated till the probability is converged. Finally,
the label with highest probability will be the choice for the
tweet.

Figure 1(a). Traditional cluster algorithm

Keywords-topic detection; twitter ; cluster algorithm; label
propagation model

I.

INTRODUCTION

A variety of messages are posted in twitter everyday, and
twitter trends to show the hottest terms in most recently.
However, we would like to know which topics are discussed
by people in twitter recently. A topic is related with one or
more events, and described as a set of terms generally.
Many previous works have attempt to detect topics in
twitter use different models, such as term frequency
model[1-3], probabilistic model[4-7], vector space
model[8,9], graph model[10-11] etc.. Most algorithms have
been proposed divided tweets into different clusters which
have no overlapping, as shown in Fig. 1(a), a tweet only
belongs to one cluster. However, the meaning of some
tweets is confused, and these tweets are hardly divided into
a cluster exactly. The probability of the word in a document
is computed by probabilistic model used to detect topics in
twitter [4-7, 12], however, a tweet is a small document
which no more than 140 characters, and the probability of
the word in a tweet is not accurate.
In this paper, we propose a novel method named C-LPA
algorithm based on the combination of canopy cluster
algorithm and label propagation algorithm for topic
detection, and it is never considered as far as we know. In
canopy cluster algorithm, only the tweets which belong to
just one cluster are labeled, while the other tweets in the
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.23

Figure 2(b). C-LPA

The contributions of this paper are two folds: (1) the
model that combines canopy cluster algorithm and label
propagation algorithm for tweet topic detection is proposed;
(2) the label propagation algorithm is implemented in a
distribution system named Hadoop, and experimental results
shows our method is not only more precision than other
algorithms, but also achieves high recall rate.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 provides an overview of state-of-the-art
approaches for twitter topic detection. Section 3 presents the
proposed canopy cluster algorithm and label propagation
model for topic detection. We report the experimental results
in Section 4. The conclusion is presented in Section 5.
II.

RELATED WORK

In the scope of topic detection, as an classic algorithm
LDA has good performance with rich corpus[12], the
academic works based on LDA for tweet topic detection can
be found in [3-5,13]. However, the tweet which contains no
more than 140 characters is considered as a document, and
the difficulty lies in the probability of each word appears in a
document is not accurate. Therefore in C-LPA, we computer
the similarity among tweets, rather than compute the
probability of each word appears. Single-Pass cluster
algorithm is a good method for clustering tweets in topics
with high efficiency [14], whereas it is sensitive to the order
of inputs. Some other cluster algorithms divide a tweet into a
topic exactly such as [15, 16], but the fact is that a tweet
maybe belongs to different topics. To improve this, C-LPA
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uses canopy cluster algorithm to cluster tweets. Term
frequency model detects a certain topic using the mechanism
of counting the co-occurrence words. However, some
popular words which often appear in hottest tweets will be
recognized as keywords of a topic mistakenly. To overcome
this problem, in C-LPA, popular words are given low
weights in feature selection phase. In addition, Hassan
Sayyadi adopts a graph model to detect topic communities
and finds inter-words in two topic communities [10]. This
algorithm has to computes the shortest paths between all
pairs of nodes during every iteration with high time
complexity. In C-LPA, we use LPA and compute similarity
matrix between all tweets only once.
III.

vector

of

Input: Initial tweet set
two threshold

TW = {tw1 ,tw2 ...twn } , choose

D1 and D2 , D1 < D2 , initial cluster set

di = cosine(tw, hi ) ( hi is the center of Ci ,
hi =

¦ tw

j

/C)

tw j ∈Ci

Step 2.
if( d i

≤ D1 ) than remove tw from TW , and
move tw to Ci ,
if( D1 < d i ≤ D2 ), than only move tw to Ci ,
Step 3. Repeat Step 1 and Step 2 until TW is null.

P(ti | c) as the frequency of ti in c , that is,
Nt + δ
P (ti | c) = m i
(1 ≤ i ≤ m)
¦ Nt j + δ m

We describe the method of calculating

D1 and D2 as

follows: we prepare three corpuses manually, and every
corpus contains 1000 tweets belonging to the same topic.
We randomly extract 300 tweets from each corpus in a
group, and divide each group into three parts with the same
size. Compute cosine distance of any two tweets from
different parts. The max cosine distance between two tweets
in the same group is D1 , the min cosine distance between

j =1

ti , and δ is a smooth

parameter. We set it to 0.5 in our algorithm and explain the
reason in Section 4.
The weight of ti in general corpus is computed by:

D2 . We repeat this process
ten times, and get the mean of D1 and D2 which are
two tweets in different group is

P (ti | cgen )
P (ti | cref )

showed in table 2. Group one is consist of part 1,2,3, group
two is consist of part 4,5,6, group 3 is consist of part 7,8,9.
We only show the max distance between tweets from
different parts which in the same group, and the min
distance in different groups, because the distance between
two parts is symmetrical, we discard duplicate value. From
the Table 2, we get D1 = 0.06 , D2 = 0.1 (written by

Where cgen is the general corpus, cref is the reference

ti in cgen ,

P (ti | cref ) is the frequency of ti in cref . Then the space
1

as

C = {} , a cluster is consist by some tweets.
Output: Cluster set C .
Step 1. Select a tweet tw from TW , Compute the
cosine distance between tw and the center of all clusters.
(If the cluster set is null, the first cluster consists of tw ).
for i = 1:1: C ( C is the size of cluster set)

of terms, and

corpus, P (ti | cgen ) is the frequency of

described

is bigger than D2 , where D1 and D2 are the threshold ,
otherwise the tweet is unlabeled.
The Canopy cluster algorithm for cluster tweets is detail
described as follows:

A. Feature Selection
Traditional feature selection algorithm such as TF-IDF
(Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) has
drawbacks in selecting features from tweets. More
specifically, tweet is a short text, and the term frequency of
some terms is usually equal to one, approximate to a fixed
value. Moreover we notice that the keywords of topics may
appear in many tweets, so the inverse document frequency
of keywords is low. We weight terms using the approach
introduced in [3], where the weight of keywords within a
topic is high and of others words is low. In this method, we
have two corpuses, the first corpus for detecting topic
named general corpus, the second corpus for reference
named reference corpus.
We select candidate terms in tweets by Lucene1, which
helps us to segment words, filter out special characters and
stop words.
We denote c as the corpus, T = {t1 , t2 ...tm } as the set

wti =

is

B. Label Tweets by Canopy Cluster Algorithm
We first apply the canopy cluster algorithm to label
tweets before the label propagation algorithm is used to
detect topics. We label a tweet if the distance from this tweet
to a certain cluster is smaller than D1 , and to other clusters

TOPIC DETECTION IN TWITTER BY C-LPA

Where N ti is the number of

tweet

tw = ((t1 ,wt1 ), (t2 ,wt2 )...(tk ,wtk )) .

italic).

http://lucene.apache.org/
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TABLE 2 THE MAX/MIN DISTANCE BETWEET TWEETS
parts
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1

2
0.017

3
0.015
0.036

4
0.356
0.298
0.249

5
0.425
0.216
0.215
0.023

6
0.361
0.198
0.317
0.018
0.060

7
0.425
0.248
0.241
0.194
0.213
0.105

8
0318
0.264
0.101
0.316
0.205
0.211
0.029

now

9
0.254
.0314
0.281
0.321
0.341
0.187
0.041
0.012

Theorem: f i will converge to (1 − α )(I − αW )
n

¦W
of

eigenvalue

TW = {tw1 , tw2 ,...twn } , label set

Wij > 0

twi ,

j

n

j =1

j =1

v is an eigenvector for λ , W n v = λ n v ,
(lim W n ) v = lim W n v = lim λ n v = v lim λ n = 0
,
n →∞

since

n →∞

n →∞

n→∞

f i = αW × f i

Step 2. Compute the label vector of each unlabeled
tweet iteratively.

n →∞

v ≠ 0 , so lim W n = 0 . In label propagation

algorithm,

j

n

the
n −1

iterative

+ (1 − α ) fi

0

,

formula
and

we

is

can

get

n −1

f i = αW × f i + (1 − α ) fi , α is a factor, and
0 < α < 1 , in each vector components,
pik n = ¦ Wij p jk n −1 .

fi n = (αW )n −1 fi 0 + (1 − α )¦ (α W)i fi 0

0

,

because

j =0

n −1

lim ¦ (αW )i = (I − αW ) −1 , lim W n = 0 , so fi n will

j

n →∞

n

Step 3. Repeat Step 2 until f i convergence.
Step 4. Label the tweet with the highest probability
label.

We proof f i will converge to (1 − α )(I − αW )

Wn×n , λi > 0 , because
¦ Wij = 1 , so W jj < 1 ,

jj

i =1

Wn×n . Sij denotes the cosine similarity between

−1

is the

¦ λ = ¦W < ¦1 = n , and exist λ , λ < 1 . Assume

S n×n , weight

n

λ1 , λ2 ...λn

matrix

n

i

n −1

for
,

n

twi and tw j , Sij = 1 − cos(twi , tw j ) , Wij = Sij / ¦ Sij .

fi

n→∞

i=0

converge to (1 − α )(I − αW )

−1

fi 0 .

D. Time Complexity Analysis for C-LPA
C-LPA algorithm is showed as follows:

0

Input: tweet vector set

as follows:
We prove a lemma firstly.
Lemma: Matrix A n×n is a positive matrix( aij > 0 ), if
ij

Wn×n . Wn×n is a symmetric matrix, Δk > 0 , so Wn×n is

a positive definite matrix. Assume

Output: the convergent label vector of each tweet from
TW .

¦a

j

Wij > 0 , so Δk > 0 , Δk is the kth order principal minors

f 0i = { pi10 , pi2 0 ...pin 0 } .

n

fi 0

= 1 . From Lemma , ρ (W)= ¦ Wij = 1 . Because

ij

j

and the other vector components is equal to 0. The LPA for
labeling tweets is detail described as follows:

matrix

−1

Wn×n is a positive matrix, and

Proof: Consider

ti has been labeled as lk , than pik = 1 ,

Step 1. Initial tweet similarity matrix

= ρ , Ae = ρ e ,

e must be a positive multiple of the Perron vector p ,
1
obviously p = e , because of p 1 = 1 , Therefore,
n
ρ = r = ρ ( A) .

f i = { pi1 , pi2 ...pin } , pij is the probability of ti belongs

L = {l1 , l2 ,...lm } , the initial label vector of

ij

thus

L = {l1 , l2 ,...lm } is the label set, the label vector of twi is

Input: tweet vector set

¦a
j

C. Label Tweets by Label Propagation Algorithm
Since there are some labeled tweets and some unlabeled
tweets, we use LPA to label the unlabeled tweets.
TW = {tw1 , tw2 ,...twn } is the tweet vector set,

to l j , if the tweet

e = (1,1...1)T , e > 0 , since

TW = {tw1 ,tw2 ...twn } .

Output: the convergent label vector of each tweet from
TW .
Step1. Use canopy cluster algorithm to label a part of
tweets.
Step2. Use LPA to label the rest of tweets.

= ρ , then ρ ( A ) = ρ

j

Proof: From the theorem of Perron-Frobenius [17], the
Peron vector is the unique vector defined by

n1 is the number of
tweets, the algorithm cluster tweets into k clusters, and the
In canopy cluster algorithm, suppose

Ap = rp, p > 0, and p 1 = 1 , r = ρ ( A )
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m1 times, then the time complexity of
canopy algorithm is O (n1km1 ) . In LPA, the size of label

curve of the frequency of terms in reference corpus, w(t)
denotes the weight of terms.

iteration repeat

TABLE 1 THE TOP-5 WEIGHT TERMS OF THREE TOPICS
MH370
Crimea
Michelle
michelle,
crimea, ukraine,
mh370, malaysiaairlines,
Obama, china,
ukrainian,
prayformh370, relatives,
beijing, xi’an
rusia,annexation
keluarga

set is the number of clusters in canopy cluster algorithm,
suppose n2 is the number of unlabeled tweets, m2 is the
iterator times, the time complexity of LPA is
So

the

time

complexity
O(n1km1 ) + O(n2 km2 ) .
IV.

of

O(n2 km2 ) .

C-LPA

As shown in Fig. 2(b), Fig. 2(c), In two corpuses, the
frequency of keywords vary widely and of common words
is approximate, and the weight of keywords is high and of
common words is almost to one. Experiment shows our
method weights the words in general corpus effectively.

is

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate feature selection method in
Section 3.1, and then apply our methodology on twitter
dataset, and compare to LDA algorithm and Single-Pass
cluster algorithm in topic precision and topic recall.
A. Dataset and Evaluation Methodology
We extracted twitter data from https://twitter.com by
twitter4j. We select three topics: (1) MH370 flight missed,
(2) Crimea departed from Ukraine, (3) Obama Michelle
visited china. All tweets of each topic are collected by set
certain query for twitter4j API, the percentage tweets of
each topic is 60%, 25%, 5%, and also about 10% noisy data
which posted in the past year has been collected randomly,
and then they can’t belong to the three topic.
We select two metrics to evaluate our algorithm,
• Topic precision: percentage of successfully detected
by algorithm in the topic.
• Topic recall: percentage of the correctly detected
tweets in the topic set.

Figure 2(a). Experimental of smooth parameter

B. Feature Selection Method Evaluation
We evaluate effectiveness of different smooth parameter
and select the proper value firstly. We set the smooth
parameter from 0.1 to 1, and use r as performance metric,
and

r=

1
nk

¦ wk −

1
nc

Figure 2(b). The frequency and weight of keywords

¦ wc , where wk denotes the

weight of top-k keywords in general corpus,

nk is the

wc denotes the weight of common
words in general corpus, nc is the number of common
number of keywords,

words. The experimental result is shown in Fig. 2(a), and
δ = 0.5 is the best choice.
In order to evaluate the feature selection method, we get
the top-5 weight terms which can be considered as the
keywords of each topic from three topics, as shown in Table
1, and then select most common words in English2. We get
the frequency and the weight of all of these terms in general
corpus and reference corpus. The results of keywords are
showed in Fig. 2(b), the results of common words are
showed in Fig. 2(c), where p(gen) denotes the curve of the
frequency of terms in general corpus, p(ref) denotes the
2

Figure 2(c). The frequency and weight of common words

C. C-LPA Evaluation
We compare precision and recall of three algorithms in
the three topics. The performances as shown in figure 3 and
figure 4. Experiment result shows that C-LPA is more
precision than LDA and SPCA(Single-Pass Cluster

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Most_common_words_in_English
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Algorithm), and the recall is higher. In the other hand, the
precision and recall of C-LPA is stability in the three topics,
however, LDA is effected by the size of dataset, the smaller
of the dataset, the lower precision of LDA, the precision and
recall of SPCA is change in different topics. So LDA detect
small topic or subtopic hardly, and SPCA is easily affected
by the order of input, in our experiment, C-LPA has good
performance in different kinds of topics.

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
Figure 3(a). Precision of three algorithms
[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

Figure 3(b). Recall rate of three algorithms

V.

CONCLUSION

Topic detection in twitter is a complex task. Tweets
which may be related with multi-events or multi-topics are
difficult to cluster into a topic exactly by general cluster
algorithm, and probabilistic model has difficulty in
achieving high precision because the characters of a tweet
are no more than 140. In order to deal with these challenges,
we propose C-LPA algorithm. First, we adopt effective
method to select features from tweets and compute
similarity matrix between tweets. Second, we label the
tweets that only belong to one cluster by canopy cluster
algorithm. Finally, label propagation algorithm has been
used for labeling the uncertain tweets in the overlapping of
different clusters. Our method achieves high precision and
recall rate in the experiment.

[12]
[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]
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Abstract—Evaluation and performance analysis of an online
collaborative project are never easy tasks because the
massive human involvement and other qualitative factors
are hard to assess. To figure out the relationship between
human related factors and quality of collaboration outcomes,
we propose an effective formal approach to estimate the
human involvement in collaboration process and testify our
method on 100 articles extracted from Wikipedia and
Scholarpedia, the qualities of whose historical contents have
been evaluated manually by volunteers of specific
background. Through comparison of the human
involvement and the outcome quality in these two projects,
we find that the quality of collaborative products is
positively related with the number, dedication and
experience of collaboration participants, among which
experience decides the necessary amount of human resources
for a high quality, and increasing number or dedication of
participants can also make up to the lack of experiences.
Keywords-Collective
Intelligence,
Collaboration, Online Production

I.

articles in Wikipedia and Scholarpedia, and arranged a set
of manual evaluations on some article content states of
different phases through the editing history. Integrating the
investigation results, we proposed an original formal
approach to measure some human factors in online
collaborative projects, and then analyzed the role of these
factors playing during collaboration. Our findings suggest
that although experience is the key for a collaborative
project to efficiently achieve a high outcome quality, the
dedication (or activity) of participants will finally drive the
group work up to the same level.
Our approach does not pretend to be applicable to all
CSCW projects or comprehensively evaluate all aspects of
them. Nor do we focus on evaluating the CSCW
groupware performances. Rather, we concentrate on the
positive or negative effect that describes how the human
factors have impacted on issues like the quality of the
outcomes of a CSCW project.

Distributed

II.

Focused on the openness and valuable user resources
of online collaboration projects, there are sufficient
researches that have studied many aspects of their
cooperation
patterns,
user
behaviors
models,
communication mechanisms and other kinds of their
collaboration attributes. Welser and Cosley et al. identified
four key roles in Wikipedia editors: substantive experts,
technical editors, vandal fighters, and social networkers,
and also found that informal socialization has the potential
to provide sufficient role related labor despite growth and
change in Wikipedia [1]. Panciera, and Halfaker et al.
studied the behavior models of those power editors in
Wikipedia, Wikipedians, and suggested customizing the
initial user experience to improve retention and channel
new users’ intense energy [2]. Lam and Riedl explored the
implications of long tail to the birth and death of articles in
Wikipedia [3]. Kittur and Kraut studied four coordination
mechanisms on managing conflicts in Wikipedia and
generalized their findings to other collaborative contexts
[4]. Giles revealed that Wikipedia’s scientific articles came
close to the level of accuracy in Encyclopedia Britannica
and had a similar rate of “serious errors” [5], and
Wilkinson and Huberman found that the high-quality
articles are distinguished by a marked increase in number
of edits, number of editors, and intensity of cooperative
behavior.
Towards traditional collaborative work, there are some
explorative studied made to model the co-working process
and apply the principles of coordination to extensional

INTRODUCTION

“What makes an online collaborative project work?” is
a pervasive question in the literature on computersupported cooperative work and social computing. For
those successfully operated online producing websites like
Wikipedia and Scholarpedia, the motivations of editors,
design features of the community, affordances of peer
production, and other online social activities interact in
complex ways at multiple levels to enable and sustain their
massive collaboratively authored editing process. Among
which, human factors, especially the group size, the
dedication and expertise of participants, affect the
performance of a CSCW project undoubtedly but yet are
not studied sufficiently.
The massive and complex interaction of multiple
factors during the collaboration makes evaluation of a
CSCW project very difficult. Unfortunately, there are
many variables and some of these are qualitative and hard
to assess and thus bring obstacles for researchers to figure
out how these variables affect the performance of the
whole project. However, there are other variables that
could be measured and with a reasonable amount of
manual assessment of certain qualitative result, it is
possible to estimate the effect of some human factors on
the performance of a specific collaborative work.
To figure out the relationship between human
involvement and quality of the outcomes generated during
collaboration, we investigated the group editing process of
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.24
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and the time stamps of whose contributions are stated as
, then the dedication degree of , ,
can be defined as:
Ł

applications. Belbin builds a team with several role
specializations [7], and Baeza-Yates and Pino applied their
theory of optimizing management for CSCW project to the
collaborative retrieval process [8].Guo and Chen et al.
proposed a collaborative topic prediction model for user
interest recommendation in online social networks [12].
Xin and Yuhonget al. build a SVM model to predicting the
stock price that influenced by human behaviors [13].
However, the evaluation on human involvement in
online collaboration has not been discussed widely enough
because some of the related factors are qualitative and
difficult to assess. Our study aims to give a practical
resolution to the problem of evaluating human factors in
online collaborative projects and investigate the
relationship between these factors and the quality of final
products.
III.

And the dedication degree of a group
would be represented as following:
ł
Intuitively, the more dedicated and active the
collaborative working group members are, the higher
quality their products would finally obtain. Therefore, here
we expect that the dedication of the group will have a
positive effort on the quality of collaboration outcomes.
Note that the group size and dedication degree are two
factors that will make the collaborative group of higher
complexity and diversity, which means, with a larger size
or a higher dedication degree, a group will have a more
active and complicated process, and the cost of
communication and coordination would probably increase.
However, for mutual and reasonable co-working groups,
gradually the integration among all members will be
achieved, and then their collaboration would become more
comprehensive and efficient.

HUMAN FACTORS IN ONLINE COLLABORATION

Concerning measuring the human involvement in an
online collaborative project, there are some basic human
related aspects of the cooperative process that must be
considered: group size, dedication (or activity) of
participants, and experience of group members.
A.

Group size
Group size is the number of person participating in the
collaboration process. It is the most basic yet unstable
measurement that related to human resource for an online
project. As in online collaboration, the group work usually
offers an open cooperative environment for its participants,
and there is no strict time limit or task amount requirement
for a group member, even that one can join or leave any
time voluntarily. Therefore, the group size of a
collaborative work is neither fixed nor easy to estimate
during the whole process. However, since any member
who has been involved in the group work is also possible
to join the collaborative team again at any time, we can
reasonably assume that those who might have quit still stay
in the group and just become inactive, thus here we only
consider the group size to increase as time passed.
Assume the group size of an online collaborative
project is represented by a variable N, we expect that as N
increases as the cooperative process continues, the quality
of the outcomes becomes higher. As to how high quality
the outcomes can finally obtain and how fast the group can
achieve it, there are two more factors that need to be
concerned, dedication and experience of the collaborative
members.

C. Experience
Experience can be profiled by the amount of work
finished by one group member. The more work one has
done before, the more experienced one become. Generally
the experience of group members decides the efficiency
they work. The more experienced the members are, the
faster they would produce fine work outcomes. In the real
world, the amount of work in a project may be hard to
assess due to the diversity of its kind, however, for online
collaborative process especially, work can be quantified
accurately as all the contributions are recorded and saved
in the same format.
Assume that by time T, one group member
has
participated in the collaboration for times,
,
and thus has made
contributions, which are stated as
, then the experience that
has
obtained can be calculated as
, and the
experience of the group will be represented as:
Ń
Especially for online collaborative content editing
project, since all the contributions that made by
participants are all in the form of text, the differences
between the status before a user’s contribution and the
status after is a measurable revision. Assume the
vocabulary of V words
has a weight
distribution stated by the V-dimension vector
, and a revision between two texts is
represented by the change of word frequencies, which can
,
be written in the form of vector:
where
is the frequency increment of word , then
of group member
we can compute a contribution
with the revision, written as
, and the weight vector W:
ń
Therefore, the experience of a group for a content
editing collaboration process can be also represented as:
Ņ

B. Dedication
Dedication (or activity) describes how often a
participant is involved in the collaboration. A dedicated
group member is usually more active in making
contributions to the group work and thus has a higher
frequency of participating. The time gap between a
participant’s two contributions in a row is the reciprocal of
participating frequency. The shorter the time gap is, the
more frequently a group member takes part in the
collaboration, thus the more actively and dedicatedly this
member contributes.
Assume for a group member ,
, who has
participated in the collaboration for times ,
,
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average editing frequency. As another interpreting of the
values inTable 1, after one edit, a Wikipedia contributor
only takes a 69.1 days’ break before the next edit on the
same article, and for a Scholarpedia editor, this break will
be 106.8 days long.

We expect that the experience of the group members
have a positive effect in improving the quality of
collaboration results.The more experienced group
generates the better products. In addition, according to a
CSCW study arranged by Keegan and Gergle [9], the
experienced group members make more contributions than
other group members. Therefore, in our approach, the
experience of the group would have an accumulative effect
on the quality of outcomes and we also expect that this
factor changes the tendency of quality faster than linearly
increasing trend of group size.
IV.

Table 1.Comparison of human factors in Wikipedia &
Scholarpedia
Human
Wikipedia
Scholarpedia
Factors
Average
Group Size
306.7
9.4
Average
0.1448
0.0094
Dedication
Degree

EVALUATION OF COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS

To testify the effects of human involvement on the
quality of collaboration outcomes, we applied our
approach of measuring the human factors into the
evaluation of two real CSCW project, Wikipedia and
Scholarpedia.

We also illustrated the tendency of experience for both
Wikipedia and Scholarpedia in figure 1. As demonstrated
in the comparison, the average experience value of
Scholarpedia groups rises much faster than that of
Wikipedia groups when the group size increases, which
indicated that Scholarpedia are continuously enlisting
contributions all from skillful group members who already
have plenty of experiences and the potential to earn more.
This can be explained by the high level requirement for its
editors’ publication. In addition, with the group becoming
larger, Scholarpedia has an obvious accumulating
increment in the experience of whole group, which is
consistent with our assumptions mentioned earlier. While
the collaborative editor groups of Wikipedia have their
experience improved in a comparatively stable speed,
which suggests that the editors in Wikipedia are actually of
the average level among common web users.

A. Data preparation
Wikipedia and Scholarpedia are both distinguished
online encyclopedias featured by their open access to
collaborative editing. They are alike in many respects: both
allow anyone to propose revisions to almost any article;
both are committed to the goal of making the world's
knowledge freely available to all. Nevertheless, they differ
from each other precisely in the collaborative editor and
reviewer groups and target audience. While Wikipedia
proclaimed that it is “a free encyclopedia and completely
open to any edits” [11], Scholarpedia has a much higher
threshold for edits to be published: “all articles in
Scholarpedia are either in the process of being written by a
team of authors, or have already been published and are
subject to expert management.” [12] This publication
requirement of peer-reviewed level narrows down the
range of possible editors to almost only academic circles
and therefore makes the collaborative groups of its articles
distinct from those of Wikipedia in all human related
aspects.
We collected the editing history of 50 articles in the
field of computational intelligence from Scholarpedia, the
historical revisions of which must be over certain amount,
and also extracted all the historical revisions of the 50
identical articles in Wikipedia. For both of these two
datasets, we calculated the human factors of each editor
group of the 50 articles, estimated the average level of
human involvement based on the factors of these sampled
articles, and then testified and analyzed relationship
between the human related features of the two projects and
the quality of their outcomes.

Figure 1 (a) Experience Tendency of Wikipedia Groups
B. Evaluation on human factors
As shown in table 1, Wikipedia and Scholarpedia
differs from each other in both average size and dedication
degrees of editor groups. Limited within academic circles,
Scholarpedia only has 9.4 editors making contributions to
single article in average, while more openly, Wikipedia
draws 306.7 contributors per article as an average. Also,
the Wikipedia editors are proved to be more active and
dedicated into the co-editing work as they have a higher
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Figure 1 (b) Experience Tendency of Scholarpedia
Groups

Figure 2 (b) Quality of Outcome Tendency of Wikipedia

Figure 1.Experience of Groups
With all the human factors configured, the quality
tendencies of the outcomes for these two projects with
different types of editors should be distinct from each
other. We expect two different shapes of change for these
two in the next section.
V.

Figure 2.Quality of Outcome
From figure 2, we can see that the quality of the
collaboration outcome for Scholarpedia reaches a high
level within only 15 editors’ contributions, while within
the same co-working group size, Wikipedia contributors
can only generate outcomes of quality as 1/4 high as that
of Scholarpedia contributors, and it takes 640 Wikipedia
editors to working together to make the outcome quality of
their collaborative work meet the same high level. This is
suggesting that for Scholarpedia can save much human
resources than Wikipedia for the same high quality.

EVALUATION ON QUALITY OF OUTCOMES

To assess the quality of the outcome articles in
Wikipedia and Scholarpedia accurately, we arranged 10
graduated students of computer science background to
give scores to the historical content status of the 50
articles for each encyclopedia. In order to avoid the
influence of personal preferences and deviation, the
scoring process went through a cross validation, and the
final scores of each article was normalized into the range
of 0 to 100. We give the results of evaluation in the
following Figure 2:

VI.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

As the quality evaluation of Wikipedia and
Scholarpedia demonstrated, Scholarpedia can meet the
same high quality standard with much less human
resources than Wikipedia. Since the difference between the
publication thresholds of these two online encyclopedias is
remarkable, the first human factor that needs to be
considered should be the experience of the collaborative
editing groups. We computed the correlations between the
values of group experience and the values of outcome
quality for each encyclopedia, and it turns out that the
correlation of group experience and outcome quality for
Wikipedia is 1.479, and that for Scholarpedia is 2.396. The
positive correlated connection between the group
experience and the quality of outcome explains that the
more experienced collaborative group in Scholarpedia
have a much higher efficiency in make contributions of
good quality than the groups in Wikipedia. Also, it
testified the positive effect of group experience on the
quality of outcomes.
Moreover, as shown in figure 2(b), despite the lack of
highly experienced contributors, Wikipedia finally
achieves the same high level of outcome quality as
Scholarpedia after the bunch of average experienced
editors’ frequent contributions and collaboration.
According to the good faith assumption of all online
collaborative projects [10], all the volunteer contributors
are believed to aim at the same goal of co-editing to

Figure 2 (a) Quality of Outcome Tendency of
Scholarpedia
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Main function of cloud platform is to deal with massive
data through distributed data storage system, by now
relatively mature distributed databases are BigTable and
HBase[3-4]. BigTable is a non-relational distributed database
designed by Google; HBase is a distributed, column-oriented
open source database.
In our parallel computing lab, several members
collaborated together to design and implement a relatively
simple MPI cloud platform architecture earlier[5-8]. This
platform is optimized for map-reduce computing model and
provides fault tolerance, but it can’t deal with massive data
due to the lack of database support.
By integrating a database middleware into the MPI-based
cloud platform, we can satisfy the demand of massive data
storage and solve the problem of MPI‘s lacking support of
file system.

Abstract—To solve the poor performance of existing cloud
platforms in high-performance computing, our research team
developed a high-performance cloud computing platform based
on MPI. As a cloud platform, massive data storage is a key
technology. In the research, we mainly studied how to build a
MPI cloud platform that supports massive data storage, and
implement a distributed cluster constructed by MySQL. This
paper introduces the feature of MPI cloud platform, how to build
the cloud platform database and the implementation of related
SQL operations on the database. Based on this, we test the
related operations in the database, and elaborate the
shortcomings and challenges of the distributed database in this
cloud computing platform.
Keywords-MPI; cloud computing; distributed database;
MySQL clusters

I.

INTRODUCTION

III.

Cloud computing is closely linked to distributed parallel
computing and distributed database, and MPI is the most
effective method and tool to implement parallel computing.
But MPI don’t support distributed file storage, this research
aims to solve this problem to build and implement a MPI
cloud platform. The research uses MySQL cluster for data
storage, logic semantics is mainly achieved by MPI, thus
building a database middleware based on MPI.
II.

A. Idea and Plan of Building Database
This research designed a database middleware to
integrate into the cloud platform constructed by MPICH-2
and socket communication.
In our research, we build a database cluster by MySQL to
store data in the MPI cloud platform[9-10]. To deal with
massive data storage, the data stored in each node isn’t the
same; data in each node together compose a complete
database. The discretization of data storage makes the
operations to the database very different from that of the
traditional database.
The architecture of this platform is single master plus
layered multiple workers. Workers are divided into main
workers and slave workers, each main worker corresponds
with at least one slave worker; the data in main worker and
its corresponding slave workers is the same, but different
from the other main workers. All the main workers together
compose the integrated database.

RELATED WORK

A mature cloud platform product is Hadoop developed
by Apache Foundation, users can develop their distributed
application even though they don’t know the underlying
details. But the MapReduce programming model of Hadoop
is applicable for I/O-intensive tasks, rather than CPUintensive tasks[1]. Implementing MapReduce in MPI can
solve this problem and improve the efficiency at the same
time, therefore it has great significance to build a cloud
platform based on MPI.
In China, many scholars and research institutions
proposed using MPI to build cloud platform. The parallel
computing laboratory of University of Science and
Technology of China proposed using MPI to implement
MapReduce[2], In their research, they proposed
communication mode based on shared memory and network
transmission, and proposed to separate Map and Reduce to
support multiple rounds cycle of Map and Reduce. But there
is no database supporting in their prototype, which therefore
can’t deal with massive data. There’re some papers
mentioned MPI cloud computing models in China, but
mostly limited to theoretical analysis, the research of
distributed database of cloud platform based on MPI is rarely
mentioned.
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.25

CLOUD PLATFORM DATABASE ARCHITECTURE

There’re large differences between distributed storage
and centralized storage, data is not only stored in a single
node in a distributed storage, but divided into multiple nodes;
the nodes may in the same LAN, and even in different
networks.

B. Database Cluster Architecture
The cluster architecture of distributed database is shown
in Figure 1.
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Operating system is Linux, version of MySQL is 5.1, and
MySQL is installed by compiling source package.
Deploy MySQL for each node to constitute a MySQL
cluster. When deploying MySQL on one node (default port
is 3306) is finished, transmit it to other nodes through scp
command, and then start up the MySQL cluster.
The last step is to modify configuration profile my.cnf in
each MySQL node, comment out the statement “bindaddr=127.0.0.1” in the file, and restart MySQL, log in to the
MySQL terminal, execute two commands as bellow:
Grant all privileges on *.* to ‘root’@’%’ identified by
‘yourpassword’ with grant option;
Flush privileges;
It will lead to “connection refused” error when user
commits a data request if above-mentioned two commands
haven’t been executed. After executing these two commands,
user can access MySQL database in the form of IP address.
After comment out bind-addr, MySQL node can listen to all
external IP address that access this database, rather than just
the loop IP (127.0.0.1).

Figure 1. Architecture of Database Cluster

This architecture belongs to shared-nothing (SN) type,
which is composed of relatively independent nodes
essentially. There are no shared resources or cache between
each node; each node has its own disk resource, memory and
CPU. The links between nodes and master construct highspeed communication network; each node deals with its own
data. The features of the architecture are: (1) each node of
the whole cluster has an independent database; all nodes
together compose an integrated database. (2) Each worker
node uses its own resources (I/O, memory), doesn’t need to
access shared resources against other nodes, thus avoiding
overhead caused by resource synchronization. (3) One
advantage of SN architecture is its good extensibility—the
system performance can be improved highly by increasing
the number of worker nodes.

E. Data Storage Strategy
Cluster architecture of our platform is SN architecture,
and data stored in each sub database is different, so data
should be partitioned.
As to data partition, frequently-used methods are RoundRobin, Range-Partition and Hash method.
This paper proposed another strategy: hash-based
improved data partitioning strategy. This partitioning
strategy applies Consistent Hashing algorithm and relies on
hash function to divide data; it will make data evenly stored
into each node as far as possible.
A value is mapped to a key in commonly-used hash
methods, the value ranges from 0 to INT_MAX-1, and we
can view this region as a circle ring, the starting point of this
ring is 0 and ending point is INT_MAX-1. Each record is
mapped to a value in the hash ring after it has been processed
by hash function, then mapping each node to the ring by
hashing its IP address. Records still need to be mapped to the
node after establishing the mapping relationships of records
and nodes respectively; then hashed data records can find
which main worker node to be mapped to.
In this paper, we search the hash ring clockwise to find
the nearest hashed IP address for records. For example, if
hashed value of record A after processed by hash function is
100, the values of three nodes (node A, node B, node C) in
the cluster after processed by hash function are 1000, 500,
10000 respectively. Then node B is chosen to associate with
record A because the nearest value to 100 is 500 in
clockwise direction, so record A should be partitioned into
node B.
There’re two kind of data structure chosen to store hash
value of IP address. Cycle singly linked list is chosen as data
structure when nodes number is small, hash value of each
node is stored in this linked list, after sorting the list, we can
find which node should be mapped to for each hash value of
record in only once traversal, the time complexity is o (n);
red-black tree is chosen as data structure to quickly find out
mapping nodes when nodes number is big, the advantage of

C. Database Middleware Technology
Database middleware is in the layer between client and
database. The data communication between middleware and
each client is achieved by a specific data communication
protocol (such as TCP/IP, UDP etc.). Multiple connections
can be completed by multiple processes or threads, which
can improve the user concurrency and access efficiency.
The core part of database middleware is data connection
manager, which is a service routine used to connect the top
user layer and the bottom data storage. Generally, user sends
an access request to the database, and then database
middleware finds an available connection to the database for
the user, and transmits the access request to the target
database. After the target database finishes the SQL
statement sent by user, it will return the results to the client
by database middleware.
The database middleware module is located in master
node layer, the upper layer of master node is client, and the
lower layer is worker nodes used for data storage and
comparison. Request submitted by user is received by
database middleware rather than directly by the worker
nodes, and then the middleware decides how to assign the
request to the worker nodes after semantic analysis.
By building a database middleware, the cloud platform
can deal with massive data.
D. Setting Up the Database
Before building database middleware, a database cluster
is needed to be set up in the current system platform. The
specific process is as below:
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When executing INSERT statements, data only needs to
insert into single database node because data between each
node is different. It is similar when executing DELETE
statement, for example, statement submitted is “DELETE
FROM A WHERE key>100”, only nodes that meet this
qualification need to do the deletion; situation is the same
when executing UPDATE statements too, find the nodes that
meet the qualification to do the modify operations.
3)
Implementation of SQL semantic parsing
SQL statements usually contain keywords like ORDER
BY, GROUP BY; the database middleware can parse out
these keywords. Master node firstly find what kind of
keywords when it receives SQL statements, then store these
keywords in a specific memory, finally it determines which
APIs to call to finish the reduce operation based on these
keywords.
In addition, the logic semantic controller needs to make
an additional judgment when user submits requests, if SQL
requests have incidental information (compare function),
then the name of comparison function should be parsed out.
If there has no incidental information, the worker nodes can
immediately return results to the master when they finish
executing the corresponding operations, and then the master
do the final reducing operation; if there has incidental
information, the worker nodes couldn’t return results to the
master immediately, the results should be reduced secondly
before they are returned to the master, usually the secondary
operation is comparison operation.

red-black tree is high searching efficiency, and the time
complexity is only related with tree height, it is o(logN) even
in the worst case.
F. Logical Semantic Controller
The logical semantic controller of database middleware
has two functions, one is to parse the SQL statement
submitted by user, and the other is to decide which nodes to
execute the SQL statement.
The middleware of Master will deal with the SQL
statements after they are submitted to the Master by user.
The database middleware will parse the statement and
hand out it to the worker nodes, the SQL statements mainly
divide into four kind of operations, they’re SELECT,
INSERT, DELETE and UPDATE. The format of job
submitted by user is like this: SELECT * FROM A:
compare_function, the Master node will decompose the
statement after it receive a statement, in front of the colon is
common SQL statement, behind the colon is the compare
function which should be called by worker nodes from local
dynamic link library after finish executing the SQL
statement.
IV.

KEY POINTS OF THE DATABASE IMPLEMENTATION

1)

Implementation of SQL query statement
The SQL query statements, for example, “SELECT id,
name from TABLE_A”, are stored in a buffer at first, and
then transmitted to worker nodes through MPI.
The master decides how to reduce the final records based
on whether the SQL statement has a colon. If SQL statement
doesn’t have a colon, then master gets query result from the
work nodes through RMA (Remote Memory Access). By
RMA technology, the database nodes just need to put data in
a specific memory area, and then master node accesses this
memory area through MPI_Get, this method applies new
function of MPI-2—unilateral communication. In current
architecture, data acquired by the master is just the initial
data, for example, when submitted SQL statement “SELECT
* FROM TABLE_A WHERE id>5 ORDER BY id DESC”,
only in each node data is in descending order, data acquired
by the master is not really in descending order, that is to say
the data should be reduced by the master node before it is
transmitted to the user. Master stores feedback result of
worker nodes in local buffer at first; this buffer is a
dynamically created two-dimensional array of strings, master
then corresponds the keywords with their associated records,
for example, id is the field name in descending order and its
type is INT, there are four unordered records named A, B, C,
D, master associates each record with its keyword and stores
them in a STL multimap, then the structure of this multimap
becomes like this: <id of A, A>, <id of B, B>, <id of C, C>,
<id of D, D>. Multimap is based on red-black tree, so the
time complexity of finding a node is related with the height
of tree, which is o (logN). When all records have been
scanned, multimap is in an orderly state, the results can be
obtained in only once traversal.
2)
Implementation of other SQL statements
Compared with SELECT statements, the situation is
different when parsing and dealing with INSERT statements.

V.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The system was tested in the perspective of integrity,
robustness and performance respectively.
A.

Experimental Environment
Software environment: operating system of the physical
machine is windows 2003 data center R2 64-bit version.
There are 6 virtual nodes in the physical machine; each node
is configured with Ubuntu 10.10 Desktop (64-bit) + mpich21.4.1p1.
Hardware environment: the physical machine has the
symmetric multi-processor architecture, contains two
2.4GHz CPU (E5620), each CPU has four physical cores and
supports hyper-threading (can be opened up to 8), memory
capacity is 16GB, Dual Gigabit LAN. Each Linux virtual
node has 2.5GB disk space and 350MB memory.
B.

Experimental Method
The system testing plan is as follows:
Create 6 virtual machines, two slave worker nodes
correspond to two main worker nodes, their IP are
192.168.145.201,
192.168.145.202,
192.168.145.206,
192.168.145.203, top management node is 192.168.145.205,
master node is 192.168.145.204, user submission process
runs in the physical machine (192.168.145.1).
Firstly start the monitoring process(monitor_ad.py) on
the top management node, monitoring process listens to the
main nodes and slave nodes that connect to it. And then start
test.py on main nodes and slave nodes, letting the main and
slave nodes to establish connection with the top management
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node. Then start recv_ex.py on top management node. There
is a long TCP connection between user and top management
node after user start the submission process sender.py, the
submission of jobs and return of results are achieved through
sender.py and recv_ex.py.
we did three kinds of tests on the cluster to verify the
performance of this system: to verify correctness of
consistent hashing algorithm, we tested whether the data
storage capacity of each main node is relatively balanced;
verify one function of the database middleware, if job
submitted by user don’t need a secondary comparison, query
results return to the user immediately; verify another
function of the database middleware, if the job submitted
needs a secondary comparison, the query results will store in
a file firstly, and then execute this file with compare function
to generate final result.

When submitted job needs a secondary comparison, the
submission format is “select name from record: 0: hide: xxxx:
3”, the fourth field is the target string to be compared, the
last field is the level of fault tolerance.
Through the testing results, the distributed database can
do all query operations, and can return correct results in a
relatively quick time; the database can be proved efficient
and reliable after repeated tests.
VI.

C.

Experimental Result
When submitted job don’t need a secondary comparison,
the submission format is “select name from record where
gender = female: 0: return”, the second field is job priority,
the third field means the job don’t need a secondary
comparison. when top management node acquires the query
results, it sends the results to the user.
In order to validate the efficiency of distributed database
implemented by database middleware, we ran another test
case, we use another node and import all records into this
node, and do the same SQL execution through MySQL. The
SQL statement is “select id from record order by id limit 10:
0: return”. The test results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 2.
TABLE I.
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By comparing several tests, the time of ORDER BY
query through database middleware is 12% less than that of
query directly through MySQL in one node.
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Figure2 The Performance comparison Between Middleware and MySQL
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CONCLUSION

MPI is applied in a wide range in the field of scientific
computing, but it doesn’t provide a specific file system to
store user data, so it hasn’t been applied to the development
of cloud platform product in the academic or commercial
field. In this paper we combine a distributed database built
from MySQL and MPI technology, to build a cloud platform
based on MPI.
This paper mainly introduces the distributed database of
the cloud platform. The contents involved are database
middleware technology, building of the database, database
cluster architecture, data storage strategy, and logic semantic
controller, and give the screenshots of part of the results.
Of course, this study has a number of shortcomings
which need to be further improved. For example, only a few
basic data types (INT, VARCHAR, CHAR, DATE) are
supported in the database middleware, the database can’t
support all MySQL data types when executing the SQL
statements.
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Abstract—Based on system dynamics modeling method, the
nonlinear model of the cloud computing virtual machines
scheduling is built. With system dynamics methodology and
the use of simulation tools, from a system perspective on
cloud computing service requirements and building scale,
the key factors affecting the number of cloud computing
machines are identified. Furthermore, mathematical
statistical theory and methods are used to find out optimal
estimation and implementation of the construction scale with
regarding to the decisive factor. The regression equations
are submitted and the credibility of the regression equations
is verified.

The application of the cloud computing virtualization
technology makes the system computing power with the
following adjustments [1]:
a) Pooling of computing resources. Resources are
uniformly managed by way of a shared resource pool.
Resources are shared to different users with virtualization
technology. It’s transparent to the user for the resource
placement, management and allocation policy.
b) On-demand computing services. Users are supplied
in the form of services, including computing resources,
data storage, applications, infrastructure and other
resources. The cloud computing system is to allocate
resources automatically on demand.
Cloud computing is the integration and development of
the distributed computing, the Internet technologies and
the large-scale resource management technology. It is a
systems engineering of the cloud computing related
research and application [2] Ǆ The cloud computing
virtualization technology and its systems are applied in lots
of industry information systems.
The affecting factors to the construction scale of cloud
computing systems will be analyzed, which can be used to
estimate the cloud computing virtual environments
construction scale and optimize the system for Green
Power. The methodology and results involved might give
guide to promote the construction of cloud computing
theory and practice at the same time. This paper studies
systematic analysis of cloud computing services, using the
system dynamics (SD) model and mathematical statistics
theory and methods, explores and studies the estimation
foundation and the simulation analysis of a virtual machine
computing resource pool construction scale.

Keywords-Cloud computing scales; Construction scale;
Estimate decision; System dynamics; Mathematical statistic

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is widely applied in Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) systems. It distributes
computing tasks in a large resource pool consisting of
computers, so that various applications can access
computing power as needed, as well as the storage space
and the information services. Virtualization means services
are run directly on the basis of virtual machines rather than
physical ones. It’s simplified to expand the capacity of the
hardware and deploy the software with virtualization
technology. A single physical CPU can simulate several
parallel computing virtual CPUs with the computing
virtualization technology, which makes it possible to run
multiple operating systems on a platform. Then the
software applications are run in the independent space
simultaneously. Thus the efficiency of normal computers
is significantly improved.
In 2006, Google, Amazon, IBM and other companies
proposed the cloud computing concept. Typically, an
information data center (IDC) is composed of a computer
cluster in the cloud computing and delivered as a service to
users, so that the subscription and application of cloud
computing resources are simplified in the same way as
using water or electricity on demand. The cloud computing
usually adopts a large number of regular architecture X86
PC servers, which are combined with cloud computing
system software to form into a large-scale sharing resource
pool. The cloud computing reduces operation costs by
sharing of resources to improve the system reuse ratio and
work efficiency. 

978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
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II.

CLOUD COMPUTING SERVICE MODELS AND
PROBLEMS OF THE CONSTRUCTION SCALE

A. Cloud computing service models
Cloud computing core services can generally be
divided into three sub-layers: infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) , platform as a service (PaaS), software as a service
(SaaS). As shown in Figure 1.
IaaS supplies hardware infrastructure deployment
services, to provide a physical or virtual computing,
storage and networking resources on demand for users. In
the process of using IaaS layer service, the user is required
to provide the information of the configuration, program
code and related user data operating in the infrastructure
for the IaaS layer infrastructure service provider [3][4].
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reliability operation, and flexible deployment. Virtual
machines can be used as the enterprises cloud, the private
cloud or the public cloud. With the virtual machine transfer
technology, the active virtual machines are moved to some
corresponding physical machines, and other physical
machines are shut down on which virtual machines is idle
to meet the energy saving requirements [6].
However, it is not easy to fully consider, estimate and
manage the scale number of on-line virtual machines in
practical applications, especially in the large-scale
commercial public cloud systems [7]. For public cloud
applications are complex and user group compositions are
diverse. Moreover, the cloud services environment
complexity makes it difficult to know well the scale
number of virtual machines required. The virtual machines
construction scale is still far from meeting the
requirements with the simple linear estimation.
In this paper, SD is research to identify the impact of
cloud computing key factors in the number of virtual
machines from a system perspective on cloud computing
needs. Furthermore, the mathematical statistics theory and
methods are applied on the decisive factor in the
calculation of the scale of the resource pool construction.
The estimation analysis and realization of the construction
scale are proposed. Green Power can be achieved better, so
as to promote a guide about the theory and practice of
cloud computing.

Each physical machine contributes several virtual
machines for virtualized resource pool after running
virtualization software. Users or administrators can use
and manage virtual machines through the portal. Computer
components run in the virtual machines rather than on the
basis of real basis. The virtualization technologies bring
about elastically scalable computing power and system
reliability to meet the requirements [5].

Figure 1. Core cloud computing service architecture.

III.

CPU virtualization technology can simulate singleCPU as multi-CPU parallel computation, which allows a
platform to run multiple operating systems and
applications independently of each other in space, and
significantly improves the efficiency of computers. The
cloud computing is rapidly developed worldly as an
intensive, large-scale and community-oriented ICT service
delivery and usage patterns. As shown in Figure 2.

CLOUD COMPUTING VIRTUAL MACHINES
SCHEDULING MODEL

A. Dynamical systems and applications
SD is a kind of feedback control theory. Cause loop
diagrams and stock-and-flow diagrams are used to describe
the interrelated system. Computer simulation technology
commonly is used to study the complex socio-economic
system as a means of quantitative methods [8].
Public cloud virtual machine scheduling problem is
actually the supply chain, and it’s a nonlinear complex
system, for there is time lags between the variables of the
system. For example, the number of stock virtual machines,
the number of active virtual machines and the number of
idle virtual machines, etc., they all show significant
nonlinear relationship. Moreover, the stock virtual
machine number, virtual Machine recycling rate and
virtual machine application rate, etc., they are changing
over time. Accordingly their associated supply chains also
change dynamically over time. These nonlinear factors
greatly limit the effectiveness of the general mathematical
research [9]. On the other hand, it is difficult to quantify the
relationship between certain parameters, or there are
insufficient data.
However, due to the structure of the SD model is based
on a feedback loop. The existence of multiple feedback
loops makes the system behavior is not sensitive for most
of the parameters. Although the public cloud is lack of
sufficient research data as a new application of large scale
systems, some research work can be done with SD, as long
as the estimated parameters are within their tolerance
[10][11]
Ǆ

Figure 2. Cloud computing virtualization architecture.

B. Construction scale of cloud computing services in
virtual machines
Virtual Machine elastic computing resources provide
the basis for wide range of applications in the emerging
large IDC with flexible application deployment, high
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0,0.22),(480,0.27),(602.446,0.3),(1000,0.35),(10000,0.4),(
100000,0.5) ))
(06) Internet Service developed (IS) = Physical
Machine scale to Service affect Ratio (PMSR)* Internet
Service Provided (ISP)
(07) Physical Machine Quantity constructed (PMQ) =
Physical Machine construction Budget (PMB)/ Physical
Machine construction Cost (PMC)
(08) Input Physical Machine (IPM) = DELAY1
(Physical Machine Quantity constructed (PMQ), Physical
Machine Quantity constructed (PMQ)* Physical Machine
construction Time (PMAT))
(09) Physical Machine construction Budget (PMB) =
Internet Service developed (IS)*physical machine
construction expenditure ratio (RB)
(10) Output Physical Machine (OPM)=DELAY1(Input
Physical Machine(IPM), Physical Machine elimination
Period(PMP) )* Physical Machine Output affect
Ratio(PMOR)
(11) Virtual Machine recycled Quantity (VMQ) =
INTEG (Virtual Machine increment for recycling
(VMCQR) - ratio of Virtual Machine to be recycled
(VMCR), 200)
(12) Output Virtual Machine recycled (OVM) = ratio
of Virtual Machine to be recycled (VMCR)
(13) ratio of Virtual Machine to be recycled (VMCR)
=DELAY1(Virtual Machine increment for recycling
(VMCQR) , Virtual Machine recycle delay(VMCD) )
(14) Virtual Machine increment for recycling
(VMCQR) = MAX (Virtual Machine increment ratio
(IVM) - Service used Virtual Machine(SVM),0)
(15) Virtual Machine increment ratio (IVM)
=DELAY1 (Virtual Machine Produced ratio(VMP) ,
Virtual Machine on-line Delay(VMD) )
(16) Virtual Machine Produced ratio (VMP) = (Input
Physical Machine (IPM) - Output Physical Machine
(OPM)) * normal physical machine virtualization rate
(PVPPM)
(17) Physical Machine scale-Service affect ratio(PMSR)
=WITH LOOKUP (Physical Machine quantity(PM), ([(0,0)
- (10000,10)],(1,1),(10,1.1),(100,1.5),(1000,2),(10000,5) ))

B. Cloud computing virtual machine scheduling system
dynamics modeling
From the upper service model view of the cloud
computing virtual machine, the core of cloud computing
system is virtual machine resources. Cloud computing
virtual machines scheduling systems analysis and flow
diagram analysis are shown in Figure 3, in which the SD
hybrid diagram is used for the supply of public cloud
virtual machines.

Figure 3. Public cloud dynamics hybrid model.

Among them, based on the assumption of the services
carried, the physical machines and virtual machines
construction scale demand are estimated respectively. Also,
the multi-service reuse technology is considered in the
parallel computing. Namely the service and the stock of
the virtual machine affect the virtual machine reuse ratio,
wherein there are a positive feedback loop of physical
machines quantity and a negative feedback loop of virtual
machines recovery on the service in the diagram. It is
negligible about the slight impact of the physical machines
scale on the virtualization efficiency, and the impact of the
physical machines scale and virtual machines scale on
virtual machines recovery efficiency [12].
Assumed that the amount of expected service provided
(The items of abbreviations and corresponding meaning
phrase are used as a whole, the same as below.):
Internet Service Provided (ISP) = WITH LOOKUP
(Time,([(0,-4)(100,4)],(0,1),(10,2),(20,4),(30,4),(40,3),(50,3),(60,2),(70,2
),(80,1),(90,1),(100,1) ))
Use the following table function of the analysis model:
(01)Service Quantity (SQ) = INTEG (Internet Service
developed (IS), 1)
(02) Physical Machine quantity (PM) = INTEG (Input
Physical Machine (IPM)-Output Physical Machine (OPM),
10)
(03) Virtual Machine quantity (VM) = INTEG (Input
Virtual Machine (IVM)-Output
Virtual
Machine
(OVM), 200)
(04) Service used Virtual Machine (SVM) =DELAY1
(Internet Service developed (IS)*normal Service Virtual
Machine Permitted (SVMP)*(1-Service Virtual Machine
Reused ratio (SVMR)), Service Virtual Machine Delay
permitted (SVMD))
(05) Service Virtual Machine Reused ratio(SVMR) =
WITH LOOKUP (Service Quantity(SQ)* Virtual Machine
quantity(VM)/ normal Service Virtual Machine Permitted
(SVMP),([(0,0)(100000,1),(1,1)],(1,0),(70,0.07),(150,0.12),(250,0.18),(35

C. Model initialization and parameter settings
Delay initialization parameters settings and scalerelated initialization parameters are listed in Table 1.
TABLE I.
No.
1

2

3

4

5
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SYSTEM SIMULATION INITIALIZATION PARAMETERS

Delay initialization
parameter settings
Service Virtual Machine
Delay
permitted
(SVMD)
Virtual Machine recycle
delay (VMCD)
Virtual Machine on-line
Delay (VMD)

Physical
elimination
(PMP)
Physical
construction
(PMAT)

Machine
Period
Machine
Time

6

1

1

60

1

Scale-related initialization
parameters
Physical Machine
Output affect Ratio
0.1
(PMOR)
normal
Service
Virtual
Machine
200
Permitted (SVMP)
normal
physical
machine
30
virtualization
rate
(PVPPM)
Physical Machine 1e+5
construction
Cost
(PMC)
physical
machine 1e+6
construction
expenditure
ratio
(RB)

IV.

>>x=[1 2 3 5 6 8 10 12 14 17 19 22];% Service
Quantity(SQ) data. Limited to the length of the article, the
following data is omitted.
>>y=[10 20 28 36 43 50 56 63 69 76 83 89];%
Physical Machine quantity(PM), Virtual Machine
quantity(VM). Limited to the length of the article, the
following data is omitted.
>>plot(x,y,'r')
>>plot(x,y,'+')
The scatter diagram results of simulation are as Figure
5 and Figure 6:

SYSTEM DYNAMICS SIMULATION RESULTS AND
ANALYSIS

A. System dynamics simulation results
Vensim is the most widely used modeling and
simulation software in SD field. It contains almost all SD
standard functions.
Vensim can describe and record the causality of system
variables with the text and the arrows. Then the formula
editor is used to establish the simulation model. During the
Vensim modeling process, the established model can be
analyzed, including the application of variables, their
causality relationships and causality loops. After the
simulation model is established, the model behavior can be
deeply studied.
Through the above analysis about the public cloud SD
modeling, the simulation tool - Vensim is applied.
Vensim simulation results of key indicators of the
cloud dynamics virtual machine system are shown in
Figure 4.
From the simulation results in Figure 4, it can be drawn
that as time goes, in figure (a) the amount of Internet
Service developed (IS) accumulates in the service
development, and service quantity is increased, in Figure
(b) Service Quantity (SQ) increases, in Figure (c) the
number of physical machines - Physical Machine quantity
(PM) and in Figure (d) the number of virtual machines VM
- Virtual Machine quantity (VM) increases.

Figure 5. Service Quantity(SQ) and Virtual Machine quantity(VM)
scatter diagram.

Figure 4. Public cloud virtual machine system dynamics simulation
results: (a) Service increment to time, (b) Service quantity to time, (c)
Physical machine quantity to time, (d) Virtual machine quantity to time.
Figure 6. Service Quantity(SQ) and Physical Machine quantity(PM)
scatter diagram.

B. System dynamics simulation results analysis
According to the above Vensim SD simulation result,
the physical machines amount and virtual machines
amount are qualitatively related with the number of service
gradually growth, which is actually consistent with the
actual operation situation of the service system. But this is
not a simple linear correlation.
In order to estate the cloud computing construction
scale, Matlab is applied to produce a scatter diagram of
this data dependency analysis. Simulation program as:

It’s concluded that the service quantity is leading to
changes of the physical and virtual machines quantity, but
it is not a simple linear proportional relationship.
In other words, it is untenable to calculate the physical
and virtual machines construction scale linearly based on
the service quantity. Or it will inevitably result in deviation
from the real requirements of service systems and then
constant allocation correction of real construction basis,
the relevant human, financial and other social resources
waste seriously.
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V.

>> x=[1 2 3 5 6 8 10 12 14 17 19 22 26 29] % Service
Quantity(SQ) data. Limited to the length of the article, the
following data is omitted.
>>y=[10 20 28 36 43 50 56 63 69 147 207 283 380
499] % Virtual Machine quantity(VM). Limited to the
length of the article, the following data is omitted.
>>[p,s]=polyfit(x,y,2) % Order n=2 polynomial fit
>> [yh,w]=polyconf(p,x,s,0.05)
>>plot(x,yh,'k-',x,yh-w,'k--',x,yh+w,'k-',x,y,'ks',[x;x],[yh;y],'k-')
Figure 8 is the simulation results. It can be concluded
that the 2-order fit is able to achieve the confidence
required.

CLOUD CONSTRUCTION SCALE ESTIMATION AND
ARGUMENTATION

Based on the above nonlinear analysis, the cloud
computing construction scale regression and estimation are
analyzed in the following.
A. Cloud scale regression analysis
Since the Service Quantity(SQ) is the root causes to
increase Virtual Machine quantity(VM), also in order to
simplify the complexity, the Virtual Machine quantity(VM)
y1 is considered relevant only to the Service Quantity(SQ)
x, and the best fit is obtained by using the least squares
method with existing simulation output data [13].
y1 = mn* xn +Ă+ m2* x2 + m1* x + b

(1)

The simulation procedure is as follows by using of
Matlab polyfit regression function:
>> x=[1 2 3 5 6 8 10 12 14 17 19 22 26 29] % Service
Quantity(SQ) data. Limited to the length of the article, the
following data is omitted.
>>y=[10 20 28 36 43 50 56 63 69 147 207 283 380
499] % Virtual Machine quantity(VM). Limited to the
length of the article, the following data is omitted.
>>[p,s]=polyfit(x,y,n) % Use n-order polynomial
fitting
>>plot(x,y,'*',x,f,'-') % View renderings n order
polynomial fit
Different order of n is tested in order to minimize the
order in Matlab simulations. It can be learned that the
simulation fitted effects of the 2-order (n = 2) regression in
Figure 7.
Figure 8. Virtual Machine quantity(VM) on a Service Quantity(SQ) of
2-order regression effects.

Thus, the 2-order fit is sufficient for the estimation
model. By using the same simulation method for all
samples data, that is, too: m2=0.14, m1=48.86, b=521.13,
substitute into equation (1):
y1 = 0.14*x2 + 48.86*x + 521.13

(2)

Similarly, the regression equation Physical Machine
quantity(PM) y2 and Service Quantity(SQ) x can be drawn
as:
y2 = 0.023*x2 - 2.93*x + 171.61

(3)

In addition, the regression analysis method can also be
applied with LINEST function of Microsoft Office Excel
[14]
, the related procedure is omitted here.
Figure 7. Virtual Machine quantity(VM) on a Service Quantity(SQ) of
2-order regression effects.

VI.

ARGUMENTATION AND CONCLUSION

The system dynamics relevant methods are applied
accordingly above, the ICT service requirements and the
construction scale are researched on IDC cloud computing
from the system perspectiveˈthe key factor is found out
which affects the quantity number of cloud computing
virtual machines.
Further more, Matlab simulation tools are applied to
identify the factor. The regression equation is proposed,

B. Estimation confidence argumentation
The following argues the cloud virtualization system
regression equation to estimate the scale of construction in
line with the confidence level , to verify the regression
model. Set confidence level  = 0.05, and use Matlab
polyconf function to analyze fit situation of order n = 2.
The simulation program is:
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[3]

and the regression equation confidence is verified with
theories and methods of mathematical statistics.
To be noted that Input Physical Machine (IPM) is
never negative for lack of some data in the system
simulation. This does not exactly reflect the full life cycle
situation of service development, which is that Internet
Service developed (IS) is negative while some services are
out of market, so that Input Physical Machine (IPM) is
negative. Subsequent researches will be continued on this
topic.
On the whole, the cloud computing system
construction scale is analyzed effectively with above
approaches. The cloud computing virtual environment
construction scale can be estimated successfully in this
way, and the cloud computing system is optimized for
Green Power. The methodology and results involved might
give guide to promote the construction theory and practice
of cloud computing at the same time.
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ﬁcult to achieve. Parallel computing could be a privileged
way to overcome the inherent time consuming issue of
the physically-based rendering. Basic parallelization techniques, like splitting the set of pixels to be processed, raise
a certain amount of efﬁciency problems. While dynamic
load-balancing could mitigate the drawback related to the
nonuniform distribution of objects and light sources in the
whole scene, data size remains a limitation, principally due
to data replication. With Domain Decomposition Methods
(DDM) [4], [5], [6], [7], we beneﬁt by data parallelism
principles and techniques of information sharing based
on interface conditions [8]. In [9], a ray-tracing domain
decomposition method was proposed for accelerating the
simulation of the propagation of acoustic waves. Given the
good speedup results presented in [10], our proposal is to
study the impact of the same approach in the context of
physically-based image rendering.
In the following we ﬁrst describe the optical properties
considered for our simulation, and the speciﬁc methodology of acquisition on glass samples and trichromatic
images depicting the 3D scene. Then, after the global
rendering equation, we present rendering algorithms including those used in Virtuelium, mainly based on raytracing. Third, our parallel domain decomposition method
for accelerating these algorithms is given. At last, we close
our demonstration with a discussion about the speedups
we obtained, and an example of rendered image.

Abstract—This paper covers the time consuming issues
intrinsic to physically-based image rendering algorithms.
First, glass materials optical properties were measured on
samples of real glasses and other objects materials inside an
hotel room were characterized by deducing spectral data
from multiple trichromatic images. We then present the
rendering model and ray-tracing algorithm implemented in
Virtuelium, an open source software. In order to accelerate
the computation of the interactions between light rays and
objects, the ray-tracing algorithm is parallelized by means
of domain decomposition method techniques. Numerical
experiments show that the speedups obtained with classical
parallelization techniques are signiﬁcantly less signiﬁcant
than those achieved with parallel domain decomposition
methods.
Keywords-Image rendering; Physically-based rendering;
Optical; Ray-tracing; Domain decomposition; Parallel computing;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, virtual reality is a powerful tool to design
and preview real world manufacturing. This often implies
to make up 3D computer-aided models displaying objects
inside an environment, and to evaluate some particular
behaviors according to some predeﬁned properties. The
scope of this study is to simulate the visual aspect of a
room, depending on natural lighting and materials optical
properties, and in particular glasses. The complexity of
the interaction between light and materials is quite hard
to entirely reproduce because of the heterogeneity of their
optical behavior. Therefore, physically-based rendering of
the visual aspect of a lighted scene can not be done
by means of a simple trichromatic description of objects color. Instead, a model including spectral properties
allows to simulate, for instance, the nuances induced
by the photochromic adaptation of glasses. Commonly
used physically-based rendering engines [1], [2], [3], are
designed about the only extrinsic properties of materials,
such as spectral reﬂectance and transmittance. A more
complete approach additionally takes into account optical
constants which are intrinsic properties. That is the case
inside Virtuelium, the open source rendering software on
which we experienced our study.
Beside the accuracy of a physical model of interactions
between light and objects, a higher degree of computational complexity is introduced. As a consequence, ensuring fast simulations requires to compromise on the ﬁneness
of the rendering processes, hence on the quality of the
resulting images. That is a particular concern in the context
of real-time application where high level rendering is dif978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.27

II. M EASUREMENT OF OPTICAL PROPERTIES
Our study mainly focused on the effects of glass materials. With samples of glass, we can acquire reﬂection
and transmission properties by means of spectrophotometry [11]. More precisely, for glass materials, this technique
allows to obtain a Bidirectional Transmittance Distribution
Function (BTDF). The process consists in determining the
spectral response of a lighted material by repeating, for
a known emission spectrum and for several points on the
surface of the object, measurements of energetic quantities
along a wavelength range, while varying both incident and
view angles. Intrinsic properties called optical constants
can be determined by a technique based on spectroscopic
ellipsometry [12], [13]. It offers a way to measure the
complex index of refraction deﬁned by
ñ(λ) = n(λ) + ik(λ) = n(λ)(1 + iκ(λ))

(1)

The index of refraction, according to a wavelength λ,
depends on the optical index n(λ) and on the index of
absorption κ(λ). Unlike extrinsic properties which only
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objects should all be responsible for the illumination of
the whole scene. That is what we call Global Illumination
(GI). However, such a precise computation is sometimes
avoided, as it is much simpler and faster to estimate only
interaction between objects and light sources. That is local
illumination. Our rendering software, Virtuelium, observes
both local and global illuminations through two algorithms
of each kind, respectively the “Scanline rendering” and the
“Photon Mapping”.

deﬁne a spectral response, optical constants represent
the electronic behavior of dielectric materials. Yet, the
characterization by optical constants is more adapted to
materials satisfying Fresnel conditions of non-scattering
and homogeneity. Metallic surfaces, for instance, are often
described by means of optical constants for the simulation
of their visual appearance [14], [15], [16].
The other kinds of materials inside the room scene
were described by a completely different method, as there
were no real samples of the objects to be represented.
Indications about these materials were given by a set
of images depicting their trichromatic appearance under
various lighting conditions. There is no exact method
to deduce spectral information from given trichromatic
images, due to the fact that a given RGB value can
be produced by inﬁnity of different spectra. However,
the Matrice-R theory, deﬁned by Cohen and Kappauf in
1982 [17], is a possible solution to achieve accurate RGBto-spectrum conversion. According to this theory, every
spectrum can be decomposed into two components:
• the fundamental function that is unique and contains
the color stimulus of the spectrum,
• a metameric black function that gives X=Y=Z=0
when converting to CIE XYZ.
An inﬁnite number of metameric black functions exists.
In term of calculation, the metameric black space is
orthogonal to the color stimulus space. For this reason,
Cohen deﬁned a matrix equation we can use to compute
the fundamental function from every RGB values. The
practical accuracy of this method could be evaluated
by computing spectra from a set of representative RGB
values, then reconverting these spectra into RGB space,
for qualitative comparison.

IV. R ENDERING ALGORITHMS
Local illumination: The “Scanline rendering” [19] is
based on the inverse ray tracing algorithm [20]. Given that
the image to be computed can be viewed as a matrix of
pixels, a light ray is emitted from each pixel, orthogonally
to the image plane. When a ray intersects the closest
object on its path, we have to evaluate the received
luminance at the given viewed direction. For that, new
rays are shot from the hit point toward each light source,
thus determining all the needed incident directions. Then,
secondary rays are thrown regarding to reﬂection and/or
refraction laws and the process is repeated. The algorithm
stops when the energetic value of the ray goes bellow
a threshold, or after the ray has bounced a predetermined
number of times. The main difference between ray tracing
algorithms lies in the way polygons of objects are sorted.
In “Scanline rendering”, every polygons are projected onto
the image plane. Then, the image is computed line by line,
from top to bottom, determining the color of each pixel
by considering the closest polygons around. Another very
common algorithm is the Z-buffer technique [21] which is
nowadays implemented by default on graphic cards. The
main advantage of the “Scanline rendering” is that each
pixel is evaluated only once. In return, the memory cost is
high because all the polygons of the scene must be loaded
at the same time, leading to bad performances for scenes
with complex geometries.
Global illumination: GI is a major progress in the
quest of photo-realism, and a lot of very different techniques have been developed. “Radiosity” methods [22],
[23] transform the phenomenon into a system of linear
equations, solved either by direct method [24] (very
effective but with a high complexity), or by iterative
algorithms [25]. In another direction, the stochastic algorithm of “Monte-Carlo” [26] is sometimes used despite its
slower convergence. “Path Tracing” methods [27] launch
random rays from pixels of the image plane until one hits
an object. It can be bi-directional (rays are shot from
camera and sources simultaneously). “Metropolis Light
Transport” algorithm (MTL) [28] optimizes “Path Tracing” by replacing the random shooting by heuristics. The
“Photon Mapping” algorithm implemented in Virtuelium
was ﬁrst deﬁned by Jensen in 1996, and is improved since
this date [29], [30]. It decomposes the rendering process
into two steps which are executed sequentially. In the prerendering step, the position of photons (light rays launched
from a light source) hitting objects are stored in several
appropriate structures (photon maps). At least, two photon

III. R ENDERING MODEL
Our rendering equation is deduced from the Radiative
Transfer Equation (RTE) and described by Kajiya [18] as
follows:

Lr (ωo ) =
Fr (ωi , ωo )Li (ωi )n.w
i dωi
(2)
Ω

where Ω is a dome of incident lights. Knowing the
Bidirectional Reﬂectance Distribution Function (BRDF),
Fr , a remitted light Lr , in a direction ωo , is computed from
every incident light Li emitted by the dome. The reasoning
for the BTDF is the same except that we do not only
consider a dome for incident lights but an entire sphere
since the studied surface is non-opaque. On an applicative
level, we only consider point or directional light sources,
hence we simplify the equation (2) as follows:
Lr (ωo ) =

N


Fr (ωs , ωo )Ls (ωs )n.ws

(3)

s1

where N is the number of light sources, Ls , the emission
spectrum of the current light source s and ωs , the incident
direction.
Naturally, given that objects inside a 3D scene reﬂect
a part of the light emitted from light sources, these
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maps are needed, one for the global illumination itself and
one for caustics. Then, a next step consists in evaluating
four different contributions based on the fact that Lr (ωo )
can be decomposed into a sum of different integrals. First,
the direct and specular contributions are computed the
same way than in “Scanline Rendering”. Then, the caustic
and indirect diffuse contributions are deduced from the two
photon maps. Unlike this version of “Photon Maping”,
most recent versions are progressive [28], [31].

Table I
S PEEDUP OF THE V IRTUELIUM DDM PROGRAM (E THERNET ) WITH
RESPECT TO THE NUMBER OF THREADS AND SUB - DOMAINS .

1
2
4
8

V. PARALLEL COMPUTING

sub-domain
sub-domains
sub-domains
sub-domains

16
threads
10.6
11.9
10.4
11.2

32
threads
16.7
22.1
22.3
24.2

64
threads
25.4
34.3
35.1
39.8

128
threads
20.2
45.4
50.7
66.9

domain, this sub-domain is unloaded if there is still other
currently not handled sub-domains with a lot of rays
not processed. Then the processor starts loading one or
more of these sub-domains while handling another subdomain already available in the memory. Unloading subdomains allows doing most of the results gathering during
the processing of other rays. This overlapping gathering
and processing is efﬁcient since gathering mainly uses the
communication system. A more complete description of
an efﬁcient implementation can be found in [9].

Commonly, a parallel image rendering algorithm decomposes the image grid, such that each pixel can be
treated separately without any interaction. However, because of the heterogeneous spacing of objects, materials
and lights-sources in the scene, it could be longer to
compute some area of the image. Thus, a dynamic jobbalancing mechanism is required to ensure that faster
threads work more and that there is no inactivity period
for any of them. The same idea can be applied to the set
of light sources, to the light rays, or even to the spectral
data when dealing with a full spectral rendering. But
such a distribution requires to replicate the whole scene
geometry onto each computational node. Indeed, on one
hand, predetermining the whole light path of a ray is nearly
impossible, and on the other hand, each polygons in the
scene can be hit several times by different rays. Shared
memory can be used to assure that only a single copy
exists on a computational node but the problem remains
on multiple-node architectures. Thus, we propose to apply
the ray-tracing domain decomposition method introduced
in [9].
By splitting a global domain into several small subdomains, domain decomposition methods [4], [5], [6], [7]
allow to load input data and to gather results in a parallel
way, as each sub-domain can be associated to a unique
processor. The method described in [9] takes advantage
of some efﬁcient domain decomposition techniques [32],
[8], [33]. Besides the splitting of the global geometry
itself, information along interfaces is shared between computational units which are processing neighboring subdomains [34], [35]. A continuous approach [36], [37],
[38], [39], [40], [41], [42] can be used to design efﬁcient
interface conditions. Similarly a discrete approach [43],
[44], [45], [46], [47] can be used, which may increase
signiﬁcantly the performance of the algorithm. The link
between the continuous and discrete interface condition
can be established like in [48].
The method used in this work is based on the domain
decomposition methods [49], [50], [51], [52], where here
the interface conditions assure the continuity of the light
ray properties (such as direction, amplitude, angle, etc.)
from one sub-domain to another one. Yet, unlike classical
domain decomposition methods, a computational unit does
not process only one sub-domain. In order to cover load
balancing issues, each processor starts by loading a certain
number of sub-domains, according to memory limitation.
When it remains few light rays to be handled in a sub-

VI. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
An image rendered with Virtuelium is presented in
Figure 1. The presented scene of a hotel room is visually
a simpliﬁcation but the glasses behavior, and the role of
ﬁlter the windows are playing for the sunlight, are very
accurate because of the direct use of Fresnel deﬁnition.
Glasses are deﬁned by using Fresnel indices of borosilicate
glass Schott (BK7). Replacing these transparent glasses by
colored glasses in Virtuelium simply means adapting the
Fresnel deﬁnition of the material.
Speedups of Virtuelium execution are shown in Table I.
They are very closed to results presented in [10] for the
beam-tracing acoustic simulation software. Simulations
were run on a hybrid, both distributed and shared memory,
computational platform consisting of 4 nodes containing
a quad core processor (a total of 16 cores). Each node
were provided with 8 Gigabytes RAM (Random Access
Memory). As we were expecting, DDM techniques significantly improved the performance of the parallelization.
Although the speedups from acoustic simulation were
quite better [10], we can notice that in both cases, from
16 to 128 threads, 8 sub-domains decomposition allowed
to multiply the speedup by nearly 6, while classical
parallelization only reach a factor less than 2. On another
hand, for a ﬁxed number of threads, the speedup keeps
increasing as the number of sub-domains do.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an original ray-tracing domain decomposition method for image rendering with natural lighting. According to domain decomposition methods principle, light rays characteristics have been matched
as interface constraints between neighboring sub-domains.
We presented a test case on a model of a hotel room
where we particularly deal with glass material properties.
It outlined the performance and efﬁciency of our method,
relatively to multi-core architectures.
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As is well-known that the (10) eigenvalue problem Lu =
λ u can be rewritten as a variational problem. The Rayleigh
quotient is deﬁned as

Abstract—In this paper, we consider second order elliptic
ODE eigenproblems on general grids . We construct an efﬁcient
algorithm for computing the eigenvalue by using weighted mean
combination of the linear ﬁnite element method and corresponding 2nd-order ﬁnite difference method .We ﬁrst take the
arithmetic mean of the two methods. Then we compute the
quasi-optimal combined parameters for different eigenvalues to
improve our efﬁcient algorithm . The algorithm we construct
convergence faster and have higher accuracy than the linear ﬁnite
element method and corresponding 2nd-order ﬁnite difference
method . Some numerical examples tested on both uniform
meshes and nonuniform meshes are given to illustrate the
computational cost of different numerical methods for solving
eigenvalue problems.For efﬁciency, all the matrices use sparse
storage in our algorithm.

R[v] :=

λ1 = min R[v],
v∈H

(u ) |∂Ω = 0

R[v h ] :=

(3)
(4)

a(v h , v h )
.
(v h , v h )

(5)

The min-max principle also holds for the discrete form
λhk = min max R[v h ],
0<

Vk v h ∈Vk
h
λ1 < λh2 ≤ · · ·

(6)

≤ λhk ≤ · · · ≤ λhDOF , DOF = dim(V h ).
(7)

h
Here Vk ranges over all k-dimensional subspace in V
.
h
h
qj φj ,
For a given basis {φ1 , ..., φN } in V and v =
the discrete Rayleigh-quotient becomes

R[v h ] =

qT K h q
,
qT M h q

(8)

where K h and M h are called as stiffness matrix and mass
matrix, respectively. K h is symmetry and M h is symmetry
positive deﬁnite because it is the Gram matrix for the linear
independent vectors {φj , ..., φN }. Then, the critical points of
this discrete quotient are the solutions to the generalized matrix
eigenvalue problem with real eigenvalues as follows

(1)

where p ∈ C 1 (I), p(x) ≥ minx∈I p(x) = pmin > 0, q ∈
C 1 (I) I = [a, b].
1
In this paper , denote (f, g) := 0 f (t)g(t)dt.
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.28

Ek v∈Ek

where H is called admissible space and Ek is a k- dimension subspace of H.
For a given ﬁnite-dimensional approximation subspace V h
in H, the standard discrete Rayleigh-quotient is deﬁned as

I. I NTRODUCTION

x ∈ (a, b)

λk = min max R[v],

0 < λ1 < λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λk → ∞,

Eigenproblems have many applications in both applied
mathematics and engineering ,such as quantum mechanics,eigenfaces in image processing, vibration analysis , principal
components analysis about large data sets etc. In engineering
applications there are many solving methods, therein linear
ﬁnite element method or 2nd-order ﬁnite difference method
,which always involve inevitably massive meshes and largescale computing [8] [7] [1].
Currently, many large-scale scientiﬁc computing problems
use domain decomposition for parallel computing. In speciﬁc
computation one often adopt enough mesh reﬁnement to meet
accuracy requirement. Alternatively, one can design efﬁcient
algorithm for speciﬁc problem to obtain required precision.
This is just our theme in this paper. At present ,there are many
research on constructing high accuracy algorithms , such as [3]
[4] [5] [9] [10] [12] [11] [13]. In this paper we will give two
efﬁcient algorithms for the general ODE eigproblem (10) on
general meshes.

2 

(2)

Where a(v, v) is a weak form of the original energy form.
For (Lv, v) > 0, eigenvalues satisfy the following min-max
principle

Keywords-Efﬁcient algorithm; combinatorial; quasioptimal; eigenproblem.

Lu = (−pu ) + qu = λu

a(v, v)
(Lv, v)
=
.
(v, v)
(v, v)

K h Qh = λh M h Qh ,
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K h = (a(φj , φk )) ,

M h = ((φj , φk )) .
(9)

In [3], Sun presented two fourth-order accuracy schemes for
eigenvalue problem on uniform mesh.In [4] Sun even gave
sixth-order schemes by linear combination of the fourth-order
accuracy schemes with a proper combination coefﬁcient.But
all those high-order accuracy schemes are just applicable to
uniform meshes.In [9],they generalize Sun’s idea to nonuniform meshes and gave two fourth-order accuracy schemes and
two sixth-order accuracy schemes .But all these high-order
accuracy schemes only aim at eigenvalue problem (1) with
constant coefﬁcient in the eigen-equation,namely p=1 and q=0.
In this paper, we generalize the combinational method to
construct our efﬁcient algorithm. It is applicable to general
eigenvalue problem (1) with variable coefﬁcient q and constant
p in the eigen-equation.Without loss of generality,we take the
constant p = 1 henceforth.that is,
Lu = (−u ) + qu = λu

x ∈ (a, b),

2 

(u ) |∂Ω = 0.

eigenvalue of (10).Based on this fact ,we know any combinational scheme in the form of
λC = αλD + (1 − α)λF ,

(14)

can obtain better approximate solution for (10) than individual
ﬁnite element scheme λF or the corresponding difference
scheme λD .
We can choose proper combination coefﬁcient α to construct efﬁcient algorithm for solving eigenproblem (10).
A. Theoretical analysis
We ﬁrst take the arithmetic mean of (12) and (13) to
construct efﬁcient algorithm and give the error analysis and
some numerical experiments.
In [9] and [3] they both take arithmetic mean combination of
λD and λF ,namely α = 12 ,to construct fourth-order accuracy
schemes for the model eigenproblem with constant coefﬁcient
q and p. Similarly,we also take mean combination of λD and
λF for the eigenproblem with variable coefﬁcient q. Differently,we can’t directly use the Rayleigh-quotient form (13),(12) to
compute the numerical eigenvalues just as [9] and [3] ,because
we don’t know the genuine eigenfunctions.It is practically
impossible to ﬁnd some kind of meshes satisfy U T U = (u, u).
In this case,we can only compute the numerical eigenvalue
(λF ) by solving a generalized matrix eigenvalue problem in
the form of (9).
We deﬁne the corresponding difference scheme λD

(10)

Although our efﬁcient algorithm can not guarantee highorder accuracy, they both convergence faster than the linear
ﬁnite element method and the corresponding ﬁnite difference
method on the same meshes. Some numerical examples tested
on both uniform meshes and nonuniform meshes are given
to illustrate the computational cost of different numerical
methods for solving eigenvalue problems.For efﬁciency, all
the matrices use sparse storage in our algorithm.
Typically,we conduct all our numerical experiment about
the eigenproblem (10) when the boundary condition is u(0) =
u(1) = 0. We compute the error for every different variable
coefﬁcients q on both uniform mesh and nonuniform mesh.

 h U h = λh M
h U h ,
K

(15)

 h , is obtained by lumping the mass component in
where K
h is
(a(φj , φk ) of K h which stems from qu of (10). M
h
obtained by lumping M to a diagonal matrix.
Next ,we present our algorithm .

II. A N EFFICIENT ALGORITHM FOR ODE EIGENVALUE
PROBLEMS

In this section we construct our efﬁcient algorithm by
taking weighted mean combination of the linear ﬁnite element
method and corresponding 2nd-order ﬁnite difference method.
Firstly ,we suppose u is the eigenfunction of problem (10),s
is the linear interpolation of u on mesh:
a = x0 < x1 < · · · xn = b.

for α > 0

B. Algorithm structure
In our algorithm ,we assemble K h with two part A and C ,
 h with A and CD ,where CD is the lumping
assemble K
matrix of C with proper boundary treatment. Speciﬁcally,
K h = A + C, A = (ai,j )) = (φj , φi ), C = (ci,j ) = (qφj , φi )
 h = A + CD.
,where φi , i = 1, . . . is the basis of s.K
M = (bi,j ) = (φj , φi ),D is the lumping matrix of M
with proper boundary treatment. For efﬁciency and memory
limit,we assemble all the matrix with sparse storage.Then use
ARRACK software to solve the corresponding generalized
eigenvalue problem with compressed matrix . Our algorithm
structure see Algorithm 1.

(11)

Henceforth,we let hi denotes xi −xi−1 , mesh[h] denotes such
a mesh where h is the average step length of the mesh.We deﬁne vector U as U (i) = u(xi ). Then,the eigenvalue expression
with ﬁnite element method is as below:
(s , s ) + (qs, s)
.
(12)
λF :=
(s, s)

Algorithm 1 MCM(n, m)
Require: Two integer n ≥ 0, m ≥ 0,Real x1, x2,Bool sp.
Ensure: The numerical eigenvalues of λ1 · · · λm .
1: ld = F DM (n, m);lf = F EM (n, m);
2: la = (lf + ld)/2;
Return la.

Then we deﬁne the ﬁnite difference scheme corresponding the
above linear ﬁnite element scheme as below.
(s , s ) + (qu, u)
.
(13)
λD :=
(u, u)
From [2],we know the numerical eigenvalues computed with
ﬁnite element scheme discreted by ﬁnite element method is
greater than the genuine eigenvalue of (10).Conversely, the
corresponding difference scheme is less than the genuine

The complete iterative structure see Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 ITMCM(n, m, eps, λ0 )
Require: Two integer n0 ≥ 0, m ≥ 0,Real eps, λ0 .
Ensure: The numerical eigenvalues of λ1 · · · λm ,Meshes
number n.
1: la = M CM (n, m);
2: er = la − λ0 ; error = norm(er, 1);
3: while (error > eps)
λ0 = la;
n = 2n;
la = M CM (n, m);
er = la − λ0 ;
error = norm(er, 1);
Return la,n.

Algorithm 4 FEM(n, m)
Require: Two integer n ≥ 0, m ≥ 0,Real x1, x2,Bool sp.
Ensure: The numerical eigenvalues of λ1 · · · λm .
1: If sp = 0
n=n-1;
If sp = 1
n=n+1;
2: col=zeros(3*n-2,1); lin=col;
A=double(zeros(3*n-2,1));
B = A; C = A;
3: Obtain the Interval subdivision of [x1, x2].
[x, H] = mesh(n, x1, x2);
4: Assign col,lin;
Left boundary treatment;
5: For i = 1, · · · , n − 2.
Assign C by computing ci,i−1 , ci,i , ci+1,i ,
Assign A by computing ai,i−1 , ai,i , ai+1,i ,
Assign B by computing bi,i−1 , bi,i , bi+1,i ,
6: Right boundary treatment;
7: AF = A + C;
K=sparse(lin, col, AF, n − 1, n − 1);
M =sparse(lin, col, B, n − 1, n − 1);
8: lf =eigs(K, M, m, sm );
lf =sort(lf );
Return lf .

III. I MPROVED EFFICIENT ALGORITHM
In this section we will give a improved algorithm for the
algorithm given in above section by computing the quasioptimal combined parameters for every eigenvalue.Firstly,
we compute ld1 = F DM (n, m),lf 1 = F EM (n, m) and
ld2 = F DM (2n, m),lf 2 = F EM (2n, m).Then ,deﬁne
μ := −(ld2 − ld1)./(lf 2 − lf 1),
α := 1./(1 + μ).
α is just the quasi-optimal combined parameters for (14) .
Lastly, we iterate above steps and update α until meet accuracy
requirement . The improved algorithm see Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 5 FDM(n, m)
Require: Two integer n ≥ 0, m ≥ 0,Real x1, x2,Bool sp.
Ensure: The numerical eigenvalues of λ1 · · · λm .
1: Update n according sp;
2: Initialize vectors A, CD, D; col, lin;
3: Obtain the Interval subdivision of [x1, x2].
[x, H] = mesh(n, x1, x2);
4: Assign col, lin;
Left boundary treatment;
5: For i = 1, · · · , n − 2
Assign CDby computing cdi,i ,
Assign A by computing ai,i−1 , ai,i , ai+1,i ,
Assign D by computing di,i ,
6: Right boundary treatment;
7: AD = A + CD;

K=sparse(lin,
col, AD, n − 1, n − 1);
=sparse(lin, col, D, n − 1, n − 1);
M
 M
, m, sm );
8: ld=eigs(K,
ld=sort(ld);
Return ld.

Algorithm 3 QOCM(n, m, eps, λ0 )
Require: Two integer n0 ≥ 0, m ≥ 0,Real eps, λ0 .
Ensure: The numerical eigenvalues of λ1 · · · λm ,Meshes
number n.
1: ld1 = F DM (n, m);lf 1 = F EM (n, m);
2: n = 2n ,
ld2 = F DM (n, m);lf 2 = F EM (n, m);
3: alf1=-(ld2 − ld1)./(lf 2 − lf 1);
a1=1./(1+alf1);
4: For i = 1, . . . , m
lc(i) = (1 − a1(i)) ∗ lf 2(i) + a1(i) ∗ ld2(i);
5: er = lc − λ0 ;
error = norm(er, 1);
6: while (error > eps)
λ0 = lc;
lf 1 = lf 2;
ld1 = ld2; n = 2 ∗ n;
ld2 = F DM (n, m);lf 2 = F EM (n, m)
alf1=-(ld2 − ld1)./(lf 2 − lf 1);
a1=1./(1+alf1);
For i = 1, . . . , m
lc(i) = (1 − a1(i)) ∗ lf 2(i) + a1(i) ∗ ld2(i);
er = lc − λ0 ;
error = norm(er, 1);
Return lc,n.

IV. N UMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section ,we give some numerical examples to test
our efﬁcient algorithm MCM(n,m)and QOCM(n,m) Then,
compare to the algorithms FEM(n,m),FDM(n,m) computed
with ﬁnite element scheme and the corresponding ﬁnite difference scheme. Typically,we conduct all our numerical
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experiments about the eigenproblem (10) when the boundary condition is u(0) = u(1) = 0.Calling the algorithms
FEM(n,m),FDM(n,m),MCM(n,m)and QOCM(n,m),we respectively compute the smallest 4 eigenvalues ld, lf, la, lc for the
cases q(x) = 2cos(2x) and q(x) = x3 on both uniform
mesh and nonuniform mesh.We take x ∈ [0, π/2], the max
iterative error maxi λi of the 4 eigenvalues to be less than
→
−
eps = 1.0e − 4, initial eigenvalues vector Λ0 = 0 , mesh
number starter n = 20. With the same accuracy requirement
as above, we test the meshes number n and time cost of the
four algorithms.All the example are tested on four kinds of
meshes as following:

Fig. 2.

NO.1
NO.2
NO.3
NO.4

xj
xj
xj
xj

= π(1 − cos(jπh))/4, h = 1/n, j = 1 · · · , n.
= πtan(jπh/4)/2, h = 1/n, j = 1 · · · , n.
= π(jh)2 /2, h = 1/n, j = 1 · · · , n.
= π(jh)/2, h = 1/n, j = 1 · · · , n.

TABLE I
MESH NUMBER NEED FOR

Case1 : q(x) = 2cos(2x).In this case,the eigenequation
is
just
the
Mathieu
equation
The smallest 4 numerical eigenvalues are
Λ = (3.9170, 16.0330, 36.0143, 64.0079).
The iterative errors for the four algorithms tested
on NO.1-NO.4 meshes with accuracy requirement
eps = 1.0e − 4 see Fig 1,time cost see Fig 2 and
mesh number need see Table II.

Fig. 1.

time cost for q(x) = 2cos(2x)

q(x) = 2cos(2x)

Mesh NO

QOCM

MCM

FEM

FDM

NO.1

320

2560

10240

10240

NO.2

320

1280

10240

10240

NO.3

160

640

10240

10240

NO.4

320

320

10240

10240

Case2 : q(x) = x3 . The smallest 4 numerical eigenvalues
are Λ = (10.4672, 29.0874, 51.6191, 80.0499).
The iterative errors tested on NO.1-NO.4 meshes
with accuracy requirement eps = 1.0e − 4 see
Fig3,time cost see Fig4.

Error Results for q(x) = 2cos(2x)

Fig. 3.
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Error Results for q(x) = x3

Fig. 4.
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Test Results for q(x) = x3

TABLE II
q(x) = 2cos(2x)

MESH NUMBER NEED FOR

Mesh NO

QOCM

MCM

FEM

FDM

NO.1

320

2560

10240

10240

NO.2

320

2560

10240

10240

NO.3

160

2560

10240

10240

NO.4

320

1280

10240

10240

From the ﬁgures and tables we can know ,with the same error
requirement,for different variable coefﬁcient q(x) and different
kinds of mesh ,the improved algorithm QOCM is always
much better than the algorithms F EM and F DM . Algorithm
QOCM has much lower time cost than all the other three
algorithm but has the same level of accuracy.Moreover,the
mesh number that Algorithm F EM and F DM need nearly 30
times of QOCM .Although the algorithm M CM is not better
than the QOCM , it is also more efﬁcient than the algorithms
F EM and F DM .Particularly, on the uniform mesh, M CM
has the same efﬁciency with QOCM or even better than the
latter.
V. C ONCLUSION
Although our efﬁcient algorithm can not guarantee highorder accuracy, it convergence faster than the linear ﬁnite element method and the corresponding ﬁnite difference method
on the same meshes. The numerical experiments in above
section show that ,with the same error requirement,for different variable coefﬁcient q(x) and different kinds of meshes,the
algorithm QOCM and M CM take less time and need less
mesh number than the algorithms F EM and F DM .The
mesh number that Algorithm F EM and F DM need nearly
30 times of QOCM .Namely,our two algorithms really more
efﬁcient than algorithms F EM and F DM and are applicable
to compute several eigenvalues at the same time. Moreover, the
algorithm is easy to parallelize and the corresponding parallel
algorithm has good scalability.
R EFERENCES
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Abstract—For the high time overhead problems of Apriori

traversing the transaction records database; at last, filters
some candidate item sets which do not meet the conditions
of the setting support threshold to get the k-frequent item
sets Lk.

algorithm while solving for the long length frequent
patterns, using the MapReduce distributed programming
ideas, the paper breaks the original idea of Aproiri which
discovers the frequent item sets through gradually
increasing the element numbers in the frequent item sets. It
proposes a new non-iteration parallel algorithm about
frequent pattern discovery, which can get arbitrary length
frequent pattern at random. The experimental results show
that the proposed algorithm has better time performance
than such parallel algorithms which are under the ideas of
traditional Apriori algorithm.
Keywords- frequent pattern discovery; parallel algorithm;
non-iteration;MapReduce

I.

B. Reviews of Current Research
Classic Apriori algorithm exists two problems: (1)
Apriori algorithm is an iterative search algorithm, to get
Lk, it needs to scan the transaction database D for k times
repeatedly, and judges whether each element in candidate
item sets Ck is added into Lk; (2) In the apriori_gen (Lk-1)
function, the self-connection operation of Lk-1 will produce
large candidate item sets, from Lk-1 to Ck, the number of
elements is in exponential growth.
In the view of the problems in classic Apriori
algorithm, scholars also have conducted a lot of studies to
the optimization and improvement of Apriori algorithm.
The famous one is Han’s frequent pattern growth (FPGrowth) algorithm [6] [7] .Using the divide and conquer
strategy, through mapping the data sets to a frequent
pattern tree (FP-tree), all mining process operations are
carried out on the frequent pattern tree. FP-growth
algorithm does not produce candidate item sets, so the
efficiency is improved by an order of magnitude higher
than Apriori algorithm. But it is a memory-based
approach, and the FP-tree’s generation is a recursive
process, so the time efficiency is at the cost of space
efficiency. It cannot apply to the current flood of Web
data.
Along with the application of association rules mining
technology in the area of Web mining [8] [9], frequent
pattern discovery algorithms often face the problem of
processing massive databases, therefore, parallel
computing frequent item sets attracts more and more
researcher’s attentions. Current parallel algorithms of
frequent pattern discovery are the following three main
types proposed by Agrawal: CD (Count Distribution), DD
(Data
Distribution)
and
CaD
(Candidate
Distribution)[10].However, no matter what kind of parallel
algorithm, processors synchronization and communication
are the two core issues to be thought about, which make
the researchers need to consider the various aspects of
problems about communication, fault tolerance, load
balancing, and other problems of distributed parallel
systems while designing the parallel algorithms, and
increases the design difficulty of parallel algorithms.
MapReduce parallel programming model for cloud
computing, through putting the parallel processing, fault
tolerance, load balancing, data distribution and load
balance of distributed parallel system into a library, gives a
good solution to the above problems. Currently many

INTRODUCTION

MapReduce[1], BigTable[2] and GFS[3] proposed by
Google have made an indelible contribution to the
development of cloud computing technology. Especially
the MapReduce distributed programming model provides a
new parallel computing solutions for massive data sets,
due to its simple and intuitive, good scalability, and easier
to implement load balancing.
Another important application of Web mining is the
Web usage mining. Web usage mining, also known as
Web log mining, can find the user's behavior patterns to
help understanding user’s behaviors, improve the site's
structure and provide users with a personalized service by
analyzing the access logs of Web server. [4] With the
advent of Web2.0, Web server log data is showing massive
growth trends, and traditional frequent pattern discovery
algorithm cannot satisfy the growing demand for huge
amounts of data processing; so the research on parallel
algorithm for frequent pattern discovery is an important
direction at the age of big data.
II.

FREQUENT PATTERN DISCOVERY SURVEY

A. Overview of Frequent Pattern Discovery Algorithm
In 1994, Agrawal presented the classic algorithm of
frequent item sets discovery-Apriori algorithm. The core
ideas are that [5]: (1) All non-empty subsets of frequent
item set must be frequent; (2) Supersets of non-frequent
item sets must not be frequent item sets.
Apriori algorithm completes frequent item sets
discovery by gradually increasing the element numbers in
item sets. It is a "bottom-up" discovery algorithm, which
first finds 1-frequent item sets L1, then 2-frequent item sets
L2.Until the element numbers in frequent item sets cannot
be added any more, the algorithm stops. In the kth loop, the
algorithm first produces the k-length candidate item sets Ck;
then counts the number of each candidate item set by
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.73
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scholars use the MapReduce parallel programming model
to design the parallel algorithm of machine learning,
literature 11 and 12 [11] [12] respectively proposed the
parallel Apriori algorithm based on MapReduce distributed
programming model. But these algorithms are still used a
layer by layer iterative way to produce k-frequent item
sets, in turn producing 1-frequent item sets, 2-frequent
item sets,..., k-frequent item sets. Parallel operation parts
are mainly used in the processing of generation Lk from Ck.
Because of the using of iterative method, they still need
multiple scans of the transaction database.
III.

frequent item sets (currently most improvement for
Apriori algorithm mainly concentrated in this aspect, such
as literature 11 and 12), but also applied in generating the
candidate pattern of the transaction record, which has
greatly improved the executive efficiency of algorithm.
There are no iterative operations in this algorithm and
the operations of traversing the database can be
distributed to different nodes for parallel running, which
greatly increases the speed of processing. This kind of
idea is not suitable for single system, because of overload
large numbers of the temporary candidate item sets, but in
parallel computing environments; data processing cost is
far less than the cost of accessing IO. The algorithm is
very suitable for parallel operation because it divides the
computing task into different groups which compute their
tasks respectively according to transaction records.

NON-ITERATION PARALLEL ALGORITHM FOR
FREQUENT PATTERN DISCOVERY

A. The Idea of Non-iteration Parallel Algorithm for
Frequent Pattern Discovery
Based on the above analysis, the paper proposes a noniteration parallel algorithm of frequent pattern discovery. It
uses a totally different way to find the frequent patterns.
Every transaction record is regarded as a unit, and the
candidate patterns are generated according to every
transaction record.
The core ideas of non-iteration parallel algorithm for
frequent pattern discovery are described as following:
(1) According to the rules, the whole transaction database
is horizontally divided into N data subsets with a certain
amount of transaction records, and these data subsets will
be sent to the N computing nodes.
(2) Each node scans its local transaction data subsets to
produce the local candidate item subset record<candidate
pattern, local_count>. The transaction records in the local
transaction data subsets are processed one by one. As for
one transaction record, arbitrary length candidate patterns
are generated and each given a count mark with the initial
value 1, so every candidate pattern record is in the form of
< candidate pattern, 1>. After all of the transaction
records in its local transaction data subsets have been
processed, the algorithm will accumulate the same
candidate item sets and count their quantity to get the
candidate item set record with the form of <candidate
pattern, local_count>.
(3) The distributed system collects all candidate item
subset records produced by N nodes, divide them into R
different blocks and sent them to the R different nodes.
The requirement of blocking is that the candidate item sets
with the same pattern should be arranged in the same
block.
(4) R different nodes separately collect their candidate
item sets, count and merge the candidate item set with the
same pattern to get the final candidate item set record
with the form of < candidate pattern, global_count >.
After that, it will compare the global_count to the min
support to decide where the candidate pattern can be
added into the frequent item sets. After filtering out the
candidate patterns which do not meet the requirements of
the min support, the frequent patterns are generated.
From the above description of non-iteration parallel
algorithm of frequent pattern discovery, it can be found
that the parallel technology is not only used in counting
the element numbers of candidate item sets to generated

B. Random Length Patten Generation Algorithm
Traditional Apriori algorithm is a kind of "bottomup" search algorithm. The long frequent patterns are
derived from the short frequent patterns, and when the
frequent patterns are very long in length, the algorithm's
efficiency becomes very low. In order to solve this
problem, the paper proposes an algorithm to generate
arbitrary-length item pattern, which can be generated with
arbitrary length according to user needs. It is well known,
binary logic operations have simple and rapid
characteristics, and the “AND” operation of two binary
numbers can reflect whether the two binary numbers are
equal. As for the item pattern discovery, its essence is
comparing the current item pattern record to the
transaction record to find whether every item in item
pattern record exists in transaction record, which just can
be expressed with the binary "1" and "0" characters.
Therefore, random length pattern generation
algorithm maps the transaction record as a binary number,
and converts the item pattern discovery processing to the
binary numbers processing. The method is as following:
assuming the transaction record containing N items, then
the transaction record is mapped to an N bit binary
number M, each bit of the binary number M represents
one item in the transaction record. If the ith bit in M is “1”,
then it expresses that the item in such position is included
in the required item pattern, while on the contrary, if the
ith bit in M is “0”, then it expresses that the item in such
position is not included in the required item pattern. The
total number of all item patterns produced by one
transaction record is 2n-1, and arbitrary an item pattern
can be expressed with an integer K which is between 1 to
2n-1. First the given integer K is converted into binary
form. Then according to the natures of binary "AND"
operation, the items can be extracted from the transaction
record at the positions where the values are “1” according
to the binary form of K. And all of the number of bits
which the values are “1” in K is the length of item pattern.
The algorithm is similar to memory addressing, as long as
the K is given, the appropriate item pattern can be get
directly, so that’s why it’s called random length item
pattern generation algorithm. Algorithm is described by a
concrete example as following.
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Example 1: Suppose a transaction record is like this
{T1, (I1,I2,I3,I4,I5)}, then the transaction record can be
mapped as a 5-bit binary number, with the digits
distribution being “I1,I2,I3,I4,I5”. If the given item
patterns number K is “11010”, then the corresponding
item pattern is {I1,I2,I4}.
In the course of practical application, generally
pattern K will not be given straightly, but a value of
length is often given to get all of the patterns collection
that matched the length. For example, if the value of
length is 4,then the possible values for K are “01111”,
“10111”, “11011”, “11101”, “11110”, respectively, and
the corresponding item patterns are {I2,I3,I4,I5},
{I1,I3,I4,I5},{I1,I2,I4,I5},{I1,I2,I3,I5},{I1,I2,I3,I4}. So,
there are two problems to be solved in random length
pattern generation algorithm. (1) According to the given
transaction record with the length of N, get all possible M
length item pattern K set, and NM (2) Get the item sets
from transaction according to the pattern K.
Random length item pattern generation algorithm algorithm 1, is described as following.

{ if (b[i] == 1)
{ S = 1; for (int j = 1; j <= i; j++) S = S * 2;
K = K + S; }
result.add(K); }
bFound = false;
for (i=0; i< N-1;i++)
{ if ((b[i]==1)&&(b[i+1] ==0)&&(b[0]!=0))
{ b[i]=0;b[i +1]=1;bFound = true; break; }
if ((b[i]==1)&&(b[i+1]==0)&&(b[0]==0))
{ b[i] = 0; b[i + 1] = 1; bFound = true; q = 0;
for (int j = 0; j < i; j++)
if (b[j] == 1) q++;
for (int j = 0; j < i; j++)
if (j < q) b[j] = 1; else b[j] = 0;
break; } }
}while (bFound == true);
return result; }

For problem 2, given a pattern integer K, it only
needs to convert it into binary form, and then respectively
makes the binary "AND" operation with the every
position of the transaction record. At last, it checks the
result value "1" or "0" to judge whether the item at that
position in the transaction record is in the candidate set,
and then gets the corresponding item pattern set according
to K. The mode change algorithm-algorithm 1.2 is
described as following:

Algorithm 1
(Random length pattern generation algorithm)
Input:Transaciton Record-R[N];
The length of required pattern -M
Output:all M length item pattern sets-Cm
ItemSet[] Random_Mode_M(R[N], int M)
{ Int[] Ksets= Mode_Find(N, M);
for(each K in Ksets)
{ itemK=Mode_Change(R[N],K);
Cm.add(itemK); }
return Cm; }

Algorithm 1.2
Mode change algorithm
Input:Transaction record-R[N];Pattern code-K
Output:the corresponding item set –itemK
ItemSet[] Mode_Change(R[N], int K)
{ ItemSet[] itemK;
for(i=1;i<N;i++)
{ if(K&(1<<i)) itemK.add(R[i]) }
return itemK; }

Problem 1 is equivalent to finding the combinations
of M elements in N elements, and the solution can be
described as following. Define an array of N length with
its subscript from 1 to N. If the value of one array element
is “1”, it indicates that the subscripts represent the item is
selected, while “0” indicates that is not selected. First the
front M elements in the array are set to 1, which illustrates
that the first combination is the front M elements in the
array. Then scans the "10" combination of the element
values in the array from left to right, after finding the first
"10" combination, exchanges it into "01" combination, at
the same time, move all "1" on the left side of the
combination “10” to the leftmost array. When the first "1"
moves to the N-M position of the array, that is, all of the
"1" have been completely moved to the far right of the
array, and then get the last combination.
M length item pattern discovery algorithm algorithm 1.1, is described as following.

As for a transaction record containing N items, the
sum of the number of all possible length item subsets
(including 1-item set, 2-item set,..., n item set) is 2n-1. If
the user wants to obtain all length item subset, is only
needs to traverse K from 1 to 2n-1, and seek out each
corresponding pattern to the K. All pattern discovery
algorithm-algorithm 2 is described as following.
Algorithm 2
All pattern discovery algorithm
Input:Transaction record-R[N];
Output: all possible length pattern sets-Cm
ItemSet[] Random_Mode_all(R[N])
{
ItemSet[] Cm;
for(K=1,K<(1<<N),K++)
{
itemK=Mode_Change (R[N],K);
Cm.add(itemK); }
return Cm; }

Algorithm 1.1
(M length pattern discovery algorithm)
Input:Transaciton Record length-N; Pattern length -M
Output:the M length pattern sets-Ksets
int[] Mode_Find(int N, int M)
{ for (i = 0; i < M; i++) b[i] = 1;
do { K = 0;
for ( i = 0; i < N; i++)
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C. Non-iteration Parallel Algorithm for Frequent
Pattern Based on MapReduce
According to the analysis results of 3.1 and 3.2, the
paper gives non-iteration parallel algorithm for random
length frequent pattern based on MapReduce-algorithm 3
and non-iteration parallel algorithm for all frequent
pattern based on MapReduce-algorithm 4. In Algorithm
3,the parallel process consists of 3 core components: Map
function, Combine function and Reduce function.
Map function completes the scanning of local
transaction data subsets. As for every record in local
transaction data subsets, it generates the given M length
candidate item sets with the form<key, value>, while key
is the candidate pattern, and the value is the count of the
candidate pattern with initial value 1. The detail design is
shown in algorithm 3 Step 2.1.
Combine function completes the statistics and merge
of local candidate item sets. It aggregates all the <key,
value> record passed from the local Mapper procedure in
accordance with the same key value, and adds up all of
candidate patterns with the same key value to get the local
aggregation record of the key value with the form <key,
localcount>. The detail design is shown in algorithm 3
Step 2.2.
Reduce function completes statistics and merge of
global candidate item sets, and generate the frequent item
sets. It aggregates all the <key, localcount> records
passed from Combine functions in all of the nodes in
accordance with the same key value, and adds up all of
candidate patterns with the same key value to get the
global aggregation record of the key value with the
form<key, globalcount>.Then according to the support set
in advance , it filters some candidate items whose global
count are less than the support, and outputs the candidate
items whose global count are greater than or equal to the
support. At last, the frequent patterns wanted by the user
are generated. The detail design is shown in algorithm 3
Step 2.3.

Step2.3:(Reduce)
Iterator<IntWritable> ite= values.iterator();
int sum=0; int k=0;
while(ite.hasNext()) sum += ite.next().get();
if(sum>NoneFPConstant.tsum*NoneFPConstant.s)
context.write(key, new Text(String.valueOf(sum)));
Parallel computing ends.
Algorithm ends.

In Algorithm 4 the parallel process also consists of
3 core components: Map function, Combine function and
Reduce function. The combine function and Reduce
function have the same design with the algorithm 3. The
difference is in the Map function, in algorithm 3,it calls
the Random_Mode_M () function to generate M length
frequent patterns, while in algorithm 4 ,it calls the
Random_Mode_all() function to generate all frequent
patterns. The detail design is shown as following.
Algorithm 4
Non-iteration parallel algorithm for all frequent
pattern based on MapReduce
Algorithm starts.
Step1: Input the support S.
Step2: Parallel computing starts.
Step2.1 :( Map)
while(lines.hasMoreElements())
{ String everyline=lines.nextToken();
String t[]=everyline.split("\t");
ArrayList<String>
pbyt=nfp. Random_Mode_all (t[1]);
for(int i=0;i<pbyt.size();i++)
context.write(new Text(pbyt.get(i)),
new IntWritable(1)); }
Step2.2:(Combiner):The same with algorithm3
Step2.3:(Reduce):The same with algorithm3
Parallel computing ends.
Algorithm ends.

Algorithm 3
Non-iteration parallel algorithm for random length
frequent pattern
Algorithm starts.
Step1:Input frequent pattern length: M, and Support: S.
Step2: Parallel computing starts.

IV.

EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

In the laboratory using 8 machines with different
models and configurations (desktops and laptops), a
Hadoop distributed computing environments is set up.
Each computer has been installed Ubuntu 12.04 Linux
operating systems, Java Development Kit JDK1.7.045 and
hadoop1.0.3. Algorithm 3, algorithm 4 and the algorithm
proposed by literature 11 and 12 will be carried out in
such a distributed computing environment, in order to
verify whether algorithm 3, 4 can effectively enhance the
algorithm efficiency.

Step2.1:(Map)
while(lines.hasMoreElements())
{ String everyline=lines.nextToken();
String t[]=everyline.split("\t");
ArrayList<String>
pbyt=nfp. Random_Mode_M (t[1],M);
for(int i=0;i<pbyt.size();i++)
context.write(new Text(pbyt.get(i)),
new IntWritable(1)); }
Step2.2:(Combiner)
Iterator<IntWritable> ite= values.iterator();
int sum=0;
while(ite.hasNext()) sum += ite.next().get();
context.write(key, new IntWritable(sum));

A. Experimental design
There are two experiments to verify the proposed
algorithms. Experiment one is designed to compare the
running time between algorithm 4 and algorithm proposed
by the literature 11 and 12 to generate all the frequent
pattern sets. Experiment two is designed to compare the
run time between algorithm 3 and algorithm proposed by
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the datasets become bigger, but on the contrary the
running time become shorter. The reason is the max
length of frequent pattern becomes shorter, which means
the number of iterations reduce, so the running time
becomes shorter. Thus, the idea of using traditional
Apriori algorithm to generate frequent patterns is not
suitable for distributed environmentthough the parallel
technology is used in the process of every scanning the
database to generate Lk from Ck, but if the iteration
characteristics of the algorithm does not change, the
enhance of algorithm efficiency is limited.
2) The efficiency verification for arbitrary length frequent

the literature 11 and 12 to generate m length frequent
pattern sets.
The test data are selected from the file
SogouQ(Version 2008, size1.85G) provided by the Sogou
lab. After cleaning and extracting the SogouQ file, 6
groups of transaction data are obtained, respectively
containing the number of transaction records for
10,102,103,104,105,106; and the average length of each
transaction record is 10.
B. Experimental results
1) The efficiency verification for all frequent pattern
discovery

pattern discovery

In experiment one, the above 6 transaction datasets
are respectively carried out with algorithm 4 and the
algorithm proposed by literature11and12. In order to
better illustrate the problem and ensure each transaction
data set can generate at least 2 length frequent item sets,
the support S have been set differently, the running results
are shown in Table1.

In experiment 2, select the dataset with 103 records to
be carried out with algorithm 3 and the algorithm
proposed by literature11 and 12 in order to get the running
time of different length frequent pattern through setting
different value to S. The running results are showed in
Table2.
TABLE II.

TABLE I.

THE RUNNING RESULT OF ALL FREQUENT PATTERN
DISCOVERY

support

10

0.5

Maxlength
of
frequent
pattern
4-FP

102

0.5

3-FP

3

0.1

3-FP

7.9

71.1

104

0.2

3-FP

13.9

8178.8

105

0.25

2-FP

66.9

4934.9

106

0.3

2-FP

691.77

14712.3

10

Algorithm
4
Run
time(s)
7.9
7.7

The
number of
transaction
record

Algorithm
proposed by
literature11&12

The
number of
transaction
record

ARBITRARY LENGTH FREQUENT PATTERN
GENERATION RUNNING RESULT

Support

Run time(s)
38.1
32.1

103

Through the analysis of the results of Table 1, it is
easy to obtain the following conclusions:
(1) From the results of the running time showed in Table
1, it can be found that no matter what kind of transaction
data sets, and no matter what the max length of frequent
patterns generated by the transaction record according the
support, the performance of the algorithm 4 are much
higher than the algorithm proposed by literature 11 and
12.
(2) As for algorithm 4, when the transaction dataset are
not very big, no matter what length of frequent patterns,
the time consumptions are roughly consistent. For the 3
groups data whose record numbers are respectively 10,102
and 103, the running times are all nearly 7 seconds. When
the data set is further increased, the running time of
algorithm 4 also increases with data sets increasing.
(3) As for algorithm proposed by literature 11 and 12, it is
not difficult to find that the max length of frequent pattern
has a greater impact on the running time of the algorithm
than the number of transaction records in datasets. For
example, the running times of the transactions with
records number 10 and 102 are respectively 38.1 seconds
and 32.1 seconds. And the running times of the
transactions with records number 104 and 105 are
respectively 8178.8 seconds and 4934.9 seconds. Though

the
length
of
frequent
pattern

Algorithm
4

Algorithm
proposed by
literature11,12

Run
time(s)

Run time(s)

0.3

1-FP

7.897

15.113

0.103

2-FP

7.909

64.202

0.09

3-FP

8.019

111.844

0.08

4-FP

8.055

802.976

0.07

5-FP

7.986

2848.357

0.06

6-FP

7.858

13584.389

Through the analysis of the results of Table 2, it is
easy to obtain the following conclusions:
(1) When seeking the frequent patterns of arbitrary length,
all of the times spent of algorithm 3 in the above 6 group
datasets are almost the same. While the time spent of
algorithm proposed by literature 11 and 12 subsequently
increases with the frequent pattern length increasing.
Therefore, using the traditional Apriori algorithm to
generate the long length frequent patterns, the efficiency
is very low, but the algorithm 3 gives a good solution to
the problem.
V.

SUMMARY

Using
MapReduce
distributed
programming
concepts; the paper restructures the calculation order of
Apriori algorithm, and breaks the original idea which is
through gradually increasing the elements numbers of the
frequent item sets to discover the frequent item sets. It
proposes a new non-iteration algorithm about frequent
mode discovery, which has two features: (1) It can get the
needed frequent patterns, with scanning the transaction
database only once, greatly improve the processing
efficiency; (2) It breaks the "bottom--up" frequent pattern
discovery idea, seeks out arbitrary k-frequent pattern at
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Abstract—The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is a speed-up
technique
for
calculating the
discrete
Fourier
transform (DFT), which in turn is a discrete version of the
continuous Fourier transform. The Fast Fourier Transform
is used in linear systems analysis, antenna studies, optics,
random process modeling, probability theory, quantum
physics, and boundary-value problems, and has been very
successfully applied to restoration of astronomical data. This
paper formulates the one dimensional and two dimensional
continuous and discrete Fourier transform, especially the
fast Fourier transform, considers their parallel algorithms
and reports the speed up of parallel computing in both
shared memory and distributed memory modes.

multiprocessors. As their names imply, they are
distinguished by whether each processor can directly
access the entire memory available, or whether the
memory is partitioned into portions which are private to
each processor. For shared-memory architecture, the main
challenge in parallelizing a sequential algorithm is to
subdivide the computation among the processor in such a
way that the load is balanced, and memory conflicts are
kept low. For FFT algorithms, this is a relatively simple
task. In terms of the design of algorithms, distributedmemory machines impose the additional burden of
requiring that the data, as well as the computation, be
portioned. In addition to identifying parallelism in the
computation, and assigning computational tasks to
individual processors, the data associated with the
computation must be distributed among the processors,
and communicated among them as necessary. The
challenge is to do this in such a way that each processor
has the data it needs in its local memory at the time that it
needs it, and the amount of communication required
among the processors during the computation is kept
acceptably low.

Keywords-Discrete Fourier Transform, Fast Fourier
Transform, parallel computing, Message Passing Interface,
OpenMP;

I.

INTRODUCTION

Fourier analysis converts time (or space) to frequency
and vice versa. The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is
obtained by decomposing a sequence of values into
components of different frequencies. This operation is
useful in many fields but computing it directly from the
definition is often too slow to be practical. A fast Fourier
transform (FFT) is an algorithm to compute the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) and its inverse more quickly
by factorizing the DFT
matrix into
a
product
of sparse(mostly zero) factors [1]: computing the DFT
of N points in the naive way, using the definition,
takes O(N2) arithmetical operations, while a FFT can
compute the same DFT in only O(N log N) operations. The
difference in speed can be enormous, especially for long
data sets where N may be in the thousands or millions. In
practice, the computation time can be reduced by
several orders of magnitude in such cases, and the
improvement is roughly proportional to N / log(N). This
huge improvement made the calculation of the DFT
practical. As a result, fast Fourier transforms are widely
used for many applications in engineering, science, and
mathematics,
from digital
signal
processing and
solving partial differential equations to algorithms for
quick multiplication of large integers. The basic ideas were
popularized in 1965, but some FFTs had been previously
known as early as 1805. Fast Fourier transforms have been
described as "the most important numerical algorithm[s] of
our lifetime" [2-10].

Due to the important role of Fourier transform in
scientific and technical computations, there has been great
interest in implementing FFT on parallel computers and on
studying its performance. Swarztrauber [11] describes
many implementations of the FFT algorithm on vector and
parallel computers. Cvetanovic [12] and Norton and
Silberger [13] give a comprehensive performance analysis
of the FFT algorithm on pseudo-shared-memory
architectures such as the IBM RP-3. They consider various
partitionings of data among memory blocks and, in each
case, obtain expressions for communication overhead and
speedup in terms of problem size, number of processes,
memory latency, CPU speed, and speed of communication.
Aggarwai, Chandra, and Snir [14] analyze the performance
of FFT and other algorithm on LPRAM (Local-memory
Parallel Random Access Machine) – a model for parallel
computation. This model differs from the standard PRAM
(Parallel Random Access Machine) model in that remote
accesses are more expensive than local accesses in an
LPRAM. Parallel FFT algorithm and their implementation
and experimental evaluation on various architectures have
been pursued by many other researchers [15-18].

Multiprocessors fall into two general categories:
shared-memory multiprocessors and distributed-memory
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.29

The most notable work on parallel FFT was done by an
Intel team [19]. What they figured out was a new way of
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managing the decomposition by convoluting the sample to
increase the number of sample points, then sparsely
processing it conventionally, and combining results via a
single all-to-all transpose. The result is a family of O(N
log N) DFT factorizations that are twice as fast as wellknown competing algorithms. While the Intel team
focused on the 1-D FFT, we are now mainly addressing the
problem of how to efficiently run the 2-D FFT in parallel
in both shared and distributed memory modes.
II.

methods and their relationship to the hardware and
operating system.
The N point DFT can be reduced to two N/2 point
DFTs, hence a recursive algorithm for the DFT can be
derived. Let
K = 2r, 0 < r < N/2 – 1,
m = n - N/2,
then
N 1

x2 r   xnWN2 nr

DFT

n0



For a continuous function of one variable f(t), the
Fourier Transform F(f) will be defined as:

F( f )= ³

+∞

−∞

f ( t )e

−2π ift

N 21

dt

N 21


n 0



f (f)=³

+∞

−∞

 (x

N 21

x

n0

N 2

r m N 2

WN 2

m N 2

m 0

xn

n

xnWNrn2

)WNnr2

In the same way, for K = 2r+1ˈwe get

F ( f )e2π ift df

x2 r

where i is the square root of -1 and e denotes the natural
exponent
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  xnWN



 xW
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n
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N 21

 (x
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The corresponding discrete Fourier transform is
defined as:

2r 1 n

n 0

N 21
n0

eiθ = cos (θ ) + i sin (θ )

WNnr2

 xn

N 2

n0

2r 1 n N 2

WN

n N 2

)WNnWNnr2

Set
en  xn

N 1

xk   xnWNnk ˈ

n N 2

xnWNnr2

N 21

and the inverse transform as



nr
N 2

n

n0



N 1

 xW

k=0, 1,…, N-1,

n0

xn

N 2

ˈ

n  0,1,..., N 2 1 ,

f n  xn  xn

N 2

ˈ

n  0,1,..., N 2 1 ,

then

where
WN = e −2π i N .
Of course although the functions here are described as
complex series, real valued series can be represented by
setting the imaginary part to 0. In general, the transform
into the frequency domain will be a complex valued
function.

x2 r =

N 2 −1

¦ eW
n =0

x2 r +1 =

n

N 2 −1

¦
n=0

nr
N 2

f nWNnWNnr2

The above two formulas indicate that the N point DFT
can be reduced to the N/2 point DFT, while the N/2 point
DFT can again be reduced to the N/4 point DFT, and so
on. This gives a recursive algorithm for DFT, that’s the
famous fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm.

While the DFT transform above can be applied to any
complex valued series, in practice for large series it can
take considerable time to compute, the time taken being
proportional to the square of the number on points in the
series. A much faster algorithm has been developed by
Cooley and Tukey around 1965 called the FFT (Fast
Fourier Transform). The only requirement of the the most
popular implementation of this algorithm (Radix-2
Cooley-Tukey) is that the number of points in the series be
a power of 2. The computing time for the radix-2 FFT is
proportional to

III.

FFT

The above recursive algorithm for FFT can be
transformed into an iterative format, as follows
n
number of elements in the vector “a”.
a[0,1, … , n-1]
the vector to be transformed.
y[0,1, … , n-1]
transform result.
y Å bit_reverse(a)
for j Å 1 to log n
d  2j
X d k e 2Qi d
X 1
for kÅ 0 to d 2 − 1
for m Å k to n-1 step d
ω × y [ m + d 2] → t
x Å y[m]

N log 2 N

So for example a transform on 1024 points using the DFT
takes about 100 times longer than using the FFT, a
significant speed increase. Note that in reality comparing
speeds of various FFT routines is problematic, many of the
reported timings have more to do with specific coding
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y[m] Å x + t
y[m+d/2] Å x - t
Endfor
X  X q Xd
Endfor
Endfor
Return y

results before continuing to update the components of the
vector.
VI.

For a continuous function of two variables f(x,y), the
Fourier Transform F(u,v) will be defined as:
+∞

F ( u, v ) = ³

−∞

IV.

+∞

³

−∞

f ( x, y )e −2π i (ux + vy ) dxdy

and the inverse transform as

FFT UNWRAPPED INTO TWOFOLD LOOPS

f ( x, y ) = ³

When considering parallel algorithms of FFT, to break
the data dependence, we sometimes need to increase the
workload and memory use ( to introduce new variables) on
purpose. To facilitate parallel computing we unwrap the
above FFT in threefold loops into the following form of
twofold loops:
Iterate FFT(a,n)
Parameters:
n
number of elements in the vector “a’.
a[0,1, … , n-1]
the vector to be transformed.
y[0,1, … , n-1]
transform results.
y Å bit_reverse(a)
for j Å 1 to log n
d  2j
X k e 2Qi d
X0  1

+∞

−∞

³

+∞

−∞

F ( u , v )e 2π i (ux + vy ) dudv

The corresponding two dimensional discrete Fourier
transform is defined as:
N 1 M 1

x k , l   x n, m WNnkWMml
n  0 m 0

where
k  0,1,..., N 1
l  0,1,..., M 1
In the most general situation a 2 dimensional
transform takes a complex array. The most common
application is for image processing where each value in
the array represents to a pixel, therefore the real value is
the pixel value and the imaginary value is 0.
2 dimensional Fourier transforms simply involve a
number of 1 dimensional Fourier transforms. More
precisely, a 2 dimensional transform is achieved by first
transforming each row, replacing each row with its
transform and then transforming each column, replacing
each column with its transform. Thus a 2D transform of a
1K by 1K image requires 2K 1D transforms. This follows
directly from the definition of the Fourier transform of a
continuous variable or the discrete Fourier transform of a
discrete system.
The transform pairs that are commonly derived in 1
dimension can also be derived for the 2 dimensional
situation. The 2 dimensional pairs can often be derived
simply by considering the procedure of applying
transforms to the rows and then the columns of the 2
dimensional array.
To prove, let’s set

For k Å 1 to d 2 − 1
Xk  Xk 1 q X
Endfor
for i Å 0 to n-1
r Å i mod d
if r < d 2 then

ωr × y [ i + d 2 ] → t

x Å y[i]
y[i] Å x + t
else
ωr − d 2 × y [ i ] → t

y [i − d 2 ] → x
y[i] Å x - t
endif
endfor
Endfor
Return y
V.

TWO DIMENSIONAL DFT

M 1

y n,l   x n, m WMml ˈ l  0,1,..., M 1 ,
m 0

then
N 1

x k , l   y n, l WNnk ˈ k  0,1,..., N 1 .
n0

PARALLEL ALGORITHM FOR FFT

So the two dimensional DFT can be reduced to the
one dimensional DFT. Namely, the two dimensional DFT
can be done by first doing the one dimensional DFT by
row and then doing the one dimensional DFT by column.

In the above algorithm, the outer loop represents an
iterative process, hence not suitable for parallelization.
While the inner loopĀfor i Å 0 to n-1āactually updates
the n components of the vector one by one independently,
by using the whole vector obtained from the previous
iteration step, hence can safely be run in parallel. In a
distributed memory mode, suppose we have p processes,
then each process can be responsible for computing
number n p  g of components of the vector. Suppose p
is also the power of 2. When g p d , no communication is
needed. Contrarily, let d g  m ( m p 2 ), then the
processes p and p m 2 need to exchange computing

VII. PARALLEL ALGORITHM FOR 2-D FFT
As has been said, the two dimensional DFT can be
reduced to a series of one dimensional DFT, which are
independent of each other. Hence the two dimensional
DFT can safely be run in parallel. In a distributed memory
mode, if we are to do two dimensional DFT for a
N q M matrix and we have got p CPUs to use, we can
divide the matrix into a P q P block matrix, where each
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block is a N P q M P submatrix. Firstly, process 0
sends the i’th row of the block matrix to the i’th process
(0<i<p). Secondly, each process does FFT by row for the
N P q M submatrix it obtained from the process 0.
Thirdly, the process j (0<=j<p) sends the i’th (0<=i<p)
block of the row of the block matrix it responsible for to
the process i. Finally, the process j (0<=j<p) does FFT by
column for the j’th column of the block matrix and sends
the results back to process 0 who assemblies them all into
the whole result matrix.

ef f i c i ency %
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VIII. SPEED UP

Figure 3. CPUs to efficiency
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TABLE1. SPEED UP OF SHARED MEMORY PARALLEL COMPUTING ˄
OPENMP˅
speed up
efficiency
CPU
time˄seconds˅
1
307.834
1
100%
2
167.213
1.84
92%
4
84.9262
3.6
90%
8
49.1987
6.3
79%
16
32.5234
9.5
60%
32
35.2783
8.7
29%
64
23.1415
13.3
21%
128
20.3856
15
12%
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Figure 4. CPUs to speed up
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CONCLUSION

In principle, the FFT can be thought as a data
concentrated application with a large data volume and a
relatively small computation volume, so the proportion of
time consumed in the memory access and communication
is relatively high. This can badly restrict the efficiency of
the parallel processing, although the parallelism of the
problem is perfect. Yet, the above tables show the speed
up is considerable.







Figure 1. CPUs to efficiency
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Abstract —Evaluation of node importance in complex network
is significant, so it is important to seek and protect important
node, which is ensure the security and stability of the entire
network. At present, most algorithms of important node
evaluation are according to the single-index, which can’t
reflect the whole condition of complex network. In this paper,
synthesizing multi-index factors of node importance, including
degree centrality, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality,
eigenvector centrality, mutual-information, etc., a new
multi-index evaluation algorithm based on Locally Linear
Embedding (LLE) for the node importance in complex
network is proposed. In order to verify the validity of this
algorithm, a series of simulation experiments have been done.
Through comprehensive analysis, the simulation results
represent that the new algorithm is rational, effective, integral
and accurate.
Index Terms—Complex Network, Node importance, Multi-index

networks [6]. Eigenvector algorithm evaluates node
importance with considering the importance of the
neighboring nodes, but it just linearly superposes the
parameters of each node, and overly simplifies the actual
situation [7]. Mutual-information method evaluates node
importance with revealing the characteristics of network
topology structure, but the calculation method is too simple
and can’t apply to all of the networks [8].
These centrality measures and their applications have
been proposed for identifying important nodes. However,
most of them focused on only one centrality measure. As
mentioned above, there are incomplete and limited [9]. So,
researchers propose many evaluation algorithms based on
multi-index to evaluate important nodes in complex
networks. For example, Yu et al. [10] propose a
multi-attribute decision-making method, in which, each
node is regarded as a solution, and each importance
evaluation criterion as one solution’s attribute. Du et al.
[11] propose a new evaluation method based on technique
for order performance by similarity to ideal solution
(TOPSIS) approach. This algorithm is utilized to aggregate
the different centrality measure Jin et al. [12] propose a new
multi-index evaluation algorithm based on principal
component analysis. This algorithm no parameter
restrictions to represent the features of the data, and
synthesize the topological characteristics of the network.
Therefore, inspired by multi-index analysis algorithms,
in this paper, after synthesizing multi-index factors of node
importance, including degree centrality, betweenness
centrality, closeness centrality, eigenvector centrality,
mutual-information centrality, etc., a new multi-index
evaluation algorithm based on LLE for the node importance
in complex network is proposed. In order to verify the
validity of this algorithm, a series of simulation experiments
have been done. Through simulation and comprehensive
analysis, the simulation results show that the new algorithm
is effective, and can improve the computational accuracy.

evaluation, Locally Linear Embedding

I. INTRODUCTION
During the process of various fundamental researches
on complex networks, it has great practical value to
evaluate the node importance and to identify important
nodes in complex networks. Node importance is a basic
measure in characterizing the structure and dynamics of
complex networks [1-2]. Such projects as identifying
important nodes, and improving the reliability of complex
networks by focusing on protecting these important nodes
have been a critical research task in complex networks.
Various centrality measures have been proposed over
the years to rank the nodes of a graph according to their
topological importance [3]. The single-index analysis
method is evaluating node importance in complex networks
by analyzing characteristic indexes of nodes, such as
degree,
betweenness,
closeness,
eigenvector,
mutual-information etc. Degree algorithm is simple and
intuitive, and convenient in calculation, but it is inaccurate
[4]. Betweenness algorithm evaluates the node importance
from network traffic, which reflects the dynamic
characteristic of the network, but its computational
complexity is too high [5]. Closeness algorithm evaluates
the centrality of nodes by considering the entire network
topology, but it is not suitable for regular graph and random

978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.30

II. LLE INTRODUCTION AND INDEX CONCEPT
DEFINITIONS
A. LLE Introduction
Scientists interested in exploratory analysis or
visualization of multivariate data face a similar problem in
dimensionality reduction [13]. Locally linear embedding
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deg(v)
(1)
N −1
where deg(v ) is the degree of node v , which is
defined as the number of ties that node v has. This value
N − 1 is used to normalize the degree centrality value, N
is the total number of nodes.
2 Betweenness Centrality
Definition 2 The betweenness centrality CB (v) of node
v , denoted as CB (v) , is defined as

(LLE) is a nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique
recently proposed by Roweis and Saul [14]. LLE maps its
inputs into a single global coordinate system of lower
dimensionality, and its optimizations do not involve local
minima. In other words, LLE is a manifold learning
technique which aims at mapping high-dimensional data
into a low-dimensional manifold space by preserving
neighbors [15]. By exploiting the local symmetries of linear
reconstructions, LLE is able to learn the global structure of
nonlinear manifolds, such as those generated by facial
recognition [16],image-processing [17], fault diagnosis [18]
and so on.
The problem involves mapping high-dimensional
inputs into a low-dimensional “description” space with as
many coordinates as observe modes of variability. LLE
algorithm eliminates the need to estimate pairwise distances
between widely separated data points, and recovers global
nonlinear structure from locally linear fits. A example of
LLE is as following.

C D (v ) =

C B (v ) =

where δ st

(2)
( N − 1)( N − 2) / 2
is the number of the shortest paths between

node s and node t , and δ st (v ) is the number of those
paths that go through node v . This value
( N − 1)( N − 2) / 2 is used to normalize the betweenness
centrality value, N is the total number of nodes.
3 Closeness Centrality
Definition 3 The closeness centrality of node v ,
denoted as Cc (v ) , is defined as

Cc (v) =

¦d

t ∈V \ v

G

( v, t )

(3)
N −1
where dG (v, t ) is the shortest path between node v and
node t . This value N − 1 is used to normalize the
closeness centrality value, N is the total number of nodes.
4 Eigenvector Centrality
Definition 4 For node v , the eigenvector centrality score
is proportional to the sum of the scores of all nodes which
are connected to it, i.e.
1 N
xi = ¦ Ai , j x j
(4)


Fig. 1.

δ st (v)
s ≠ v ≠ t∈V δ st

¦

Example of Locally Linear Embedding

As shown in figure 1, The problem of nonlinear
dimensionality
reduction,
as
illustrated
for
three-dimensional
data
(B)
sampled
from
a
three-dimensional manifold (A). An unsupervised learning
algorithm must discover the global internal coordinates of
the manifold without signals that explicitly indicate how the
data should be embedded in two dimensions. The color
coding illustrates the eighborhood-preserving mapping
discovered by LLE; black outlines in (B) and (C) show the
neighborhood of a single point [14].

λ

j =1

where xi denotes the score of the node i , A is the
adjacency matrix of the network, N is the total number of
nodes, and λ is a constant. In vector notation, this can be
1
rewritten as X = AX , or as the eigenvector equation
λ
AX = λ X .
5 Mutual-information
Definition 5 The mutual-information of node v is the
sum of the mutual information between node v and other
nodes which are connected to it, i.e.

B. Index Concept Definitions
A large number of centrality measures have been
proposed to identify important nodes within a graph and a
complex network. Typical examples are degree centrality
[6], closeness centrality [6], betweenness centrality [6],
eigenvector centrality [19], and Mutual-information [8], etc.
A larger researches and experiments prove that these
indexes can efficiently reflect node importance in different
perspectives. Therefore, these indexes are chosen as the
parameters for multi-index evaluation in this paper. The
degree centrality, betweenness centrality, closeness
centrality, eigenvector centrality, and mutual-information
are defined as follows.
1 Degree Centrality
Definition 1 The degree centrality of node v , denoted
as CD (v) , is defined as

N

CI (v) = ¦ (log deg(v) − log deg( j ))

(5)

j =0

where deg( j ) is the degree of node
j .
Mutual-information uses information theory to assess the
importance of nodes CI (v ) which represents the amount
of information each node contains.
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III. MULTI-INDEX EVALUATION ALGORITHM BASED ON
LLE FOR THE NODE IMPORTANCE
A. Algorithm thought
Recently, most algorithms evaluating node importance
are according to single-index in complex network. Because
single-index is one-sided and unstable, it is difficult to
reflect the whole situation in complex network. In this
paper, synthesizing multi-index factors of node importance,
including degree centrality, betweenness centrality,
closeness
centrality,
eigenvector
centrality,
mutual-information, etc., and applying idea the of
multi-objective optimization, a new multi-index evaluation
algorithm based on LLE for the node importance in
complex network is proposed. In this algorithm,
high-dimensional data is mapped into a low-dimensional
space by preserving neighbors.
B. Steps of the Algorithm
The principle of LLE algorithm is that it is given a set
of points X = {x1 , x2䯸 ……, xn } ∈ R D× n denote n points
in a high D dimensional space, the LLE will find a new
set of coordinates in a low D dimensional space,
satisfying the same neighbor-relations as the original
points’. After some improvements, the multi-index
algorithm based on LLE can be summarized as follows,
Step 1 According to the index definitions above,
calculate the value of each index vector in complex
networks and construct matrix X , i.e.,
ª x11 x12 " x1n º
«x
x22 " x2 n »»
X = « 21
« #
#
#
# »
«
»
¬ xm1 xm 2 " xmn ¼
where m is the number of nodes, n is the number of
evaluation indexes in complex networks.
Step
2:
For
each
data
point
xi j (i = 1, 2,……, m; j = 1, 2,……, n) , find its k nearest
neighbors by using Euclidean distance, which is the length
of the line segment connecting two points.
Step 3: Compute the weights wi j that best linearly
reconstruct

each

xi j

data

xij l (l = 1, 2,……, k ) ,
function,

from

minimizing
m

e(W ) = ¦
i =1

n

the

j =1

k

i =1

j =1

l =1

2

(7)

m

k

φ ( S ) = ¦¦ mij sij sijT

(9)

i =1 j =1

based on inner products of the outputs s . The square
m × m matrix M a sparse, symmetric and semi-positive
matrix, is given by,
k

mij l = δ i j l − wij l − w ji l + ¦ wij l w ji l

(10)

l =1

for which δ i j l is an element of the identity matrix.
The constrained minimization problem can be converted to
solving and eigen-decomposition of the matrix M as
calculated below,
M = ( I − W )( I − W )T
(11)
for which the eigenvectors associated with the bottom
d nonzero eigenvalues constitute the final embedding
outputs S .
C. Computable Complexity
The computable complexity of calculating degree
centrality and mutual-information is Ο( N ) , where N is
the number of nodes in complex network; calculating
eigenvector centrality is Ο( N 2 ) ; calculating betweenness

centrality and closeness is Ο( N 3 ) . In LLE algorithm,
choosing neighbors needs Ο(mN 2 ) , where m is the
dimension of high-dimensional sample; calculating the
reconstruction weights is Ο((m + k )k 2 N ) , where k is the
number of neighbors; getting d-dimensional embedding is
Ο(dN 2 ) ; so the computable complexity of LLE algorithm
is Ο((m + k )k 2 N ) . Finally, based on the analysis above,
the computable complexity is Ο( N 3 ) .

cost

IV. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

2

k

l =1

n

subject to the following constraints,
m n
1 m n T
sij sij = I , ¦¦ sij = 0
(8)
¦¦
mn i =1 j =1
i =1 j =1
To optimize the embedding error, we can rewrite it in
the following quadratic form,

neighbors

following

¦x −¦w
ij

k

its

m

φ ( S ) = ¦ ¦ sij − ¦ wij l sij l

ij

l

xij l

A.

(6)

under the constraints that each vector of weights wi j
sums to unity.
Step 4: Construct the optimal low dimensional
embedding S for X , in which the local linear
geometry of the high-dimensional data is best preserved by
the reconstruction weights W of the data X in R D .
This step is accomplished by minimizing the following cost
function for the fixed weights W ,

Simulation Example

In this paper, Windows 7 and MATLAB (R2010b) is
the simulation software environment for this new algorithm.
1) ARPA NETWORK

Fig. 2.
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ARPA’s topology

In this paper, ARPA network topology (as shown in
figure 2) is used to analyze and illustrate the multi-index
evaluation algorithm based on LLE. ARPA is the trunk
topology in North America, composed of 21 nodes and 26
edges. Although an arbitrary node is removed from ARPA,
the network is still connected.
2) KARATE CLUB

Fig. 3.

Figure 4 show that, in this paper, after synthesizing the
five single-indexes described above, the final conclusion is
as follows.
The result of this proposed algorithm is that the most
important nodes are v2 , v3 and v14 , which is identical to
the results of many single-index algorithms, such as degree
centrality, eigenvector centrality and mutual-information.
Betweenness centrality and closeness centrality can identify
correctly that the most important node is v3 . The
secondary important nodes are v6 , v12 , v15 and v19 ,
which is identical to the results of eigenvector centrality,
degree centrality and mutual-information. The arrangement
result of betweenness centrality represents that many nodes
communicate with others via v12 ; closeness centrality
represents that v19 is closer to the center of network.

Karate’s topology

Wayne Zachary observed social interactions between the
members of a karate club at an American university. After a
long study, he built the network consisting of 34 members
of the karate club as nodes and 78 edges representing
friendship between the members of the club (as shown in
figure 3) [20].

B.

Analysis

Fig. 5 Nodes’ importance contrast line graph according to PCA and LLE
in ARPA

Figure 5 shows the index score of each node in ARPA
network comparison of multi-index evaluation based on
LLE and PCA [12]. The evaluation results of these two
methods are basically the same, and the former is more
accurate.


Fig. 4(a) Nodes’ importance contrast line graph according to
mutual-information, closeness, and LLE in ARPA

Fig. 6(a) Nodes’ importance contrast line graph according to
mutual-information, closeness, and LLE in Karate club

Fig. 4(b) Nodes’ importance contrast line graph according to degree,
betweenness, PageRank, and LLE in ARPA
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[2] J.G Liu., Z.M. Ren, Q. Guo, “Ranking the spreading influence in
complex networks”, Physica A, vol. 392, Sep. 2013, pp. 4154–4159.

[3] V. Nicosia, R. Criado, M. Romance, G. Russo, V. Latora,
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
Fig. 6(b) Nodes’ importance contrast line graph according to degree,
betweenness, PageRank, and LLE in Karate club

[10]

Figure 6 show that, in this paper, after synthesizing the
five single-indexes described above, the final conclusion is
as follows.
The result of this proposed algorithm identifies the
most five important nodes are v1 , v2 , v3 , v33 and v34 ,
in which the v1 and v34 are generally considered as the
most two important nodes and usually as the core nodes to
community detecting communities in complex networks.
This result of this new algorithm is identical to the results of
the results of the degree centrality, betweenness centrality,
eigenvector centrality and mutual-information. The
closeness centrality can not identical the most two
important nodes accurately, because the node v3 is a
wrong identification.
Through the simulation and analysis above, it
represents that the result acquired from this proposed
algorithm is basically identical with, or to some extent, is
more careful and reasonable than other single-index
algorithms and multi-index evaluation algorithm based on
PCA. reasonably.

[11]
[12]

[13]

[14]
[15]

[16]

[17]
[18]

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new multi-index evaluation algorithm
based on Locally Linear Embedding for node important in
complex networks is proposed, which is simple and
effective, and synthesizes the statistic characteristics of
nodes in complex network. This proposed algorithm maps
high-dimensional data into a low-dimensional space by
preserving neighbors. By example analysis and simulation
experiment, it shows that this algorithm can effectively
reflect the differences of node importance, accurately and
efficiently find the important node in complex network.
This method can be extended to directed weighted networks
in future work.

[19]
[20]
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Abstract— To solve the parallelism algorithm of Petri

stepwise refinement. But if the system is too complex,

network system with parallel feature and implementing

stepwise regression analysis can be too long and

paralleling control and execution of Petri network, we

inefficient . Aiming at this problem, domestic and foreign

propose the analysis and algorithm design of Petri network

scholars put forward some methods For example: the

process. Based on employing P-invariants to partition the

literature [1]put forward resolve and research method of

function of Petri network system, we firstly analyzed the

Petri net; the literature [2]put forward the decomposition

situations of parallelism between processes, checked

the

method of Petri net based on the index of place; the

effects of the transition behavior on processes’ parallelism,

literature [3]put forward functional classification method

and analyzed the transition behavior in the internal

of Petri net based on P-invariant. However, these methods

processes under various forms of process. Finally,

by

lack comprehensive and detailed analysis of the process of

combining Parallelism of transition between inter-process

division. Therefore, this paper divides the function in the

and inner-process, we designed the parallelism algorithm for

use of P-invariants， further detailed concurrency, internal

the processes of Petri network system, validated and

division after the process of conflict and process shared

analyzed it in

place, sharing the transition of parallelism analysis. At last,

practical examples. The experiment showed

that the analysis and algorithm of Petri network processes’

we scheme out the parallel algorithm and realization it

parallelism are feasible and effective so that it is a useful

with programming.

method to control and execute Petri network processes

II.THE FUNCTIONAL PARTITIONING

concurrently.

TECHNIQUE OF PLACE

Keywords- Petri Nets; Cross-Process; Internal Processes;

If you want to know about the specific content of Petri

Changes in Transition; Parallelism

nets, please refer to literature 1 and literature 3,
the author does not introduce in detail here.

I. INTRODUCTION

III.

Petri net is a modeling and analyzing tool for

PARALLEL ANALYSIS BETWEEN
PROCESSES

distributed system. It has a unique advantage in
describing the process of system or sequence, concurrent,

Several

possible

situations

and

corresponding

conflict and synchronous relationship in internal process.

solutions of Parallel analysis between processes are listed

For any System, Petri net can describe it hierarchically,

as following, which mainly analyzed the presence of a

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

shared place and shared transition between two processes.

* Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China
(61163012);

A. Sharing transition between processes

open fund of Guangxi Key laboratory of hybrid

If there exists shared transition between any two

computation and IC design analysis[2012HCIC01];the University

processes, and there are no shared places, that
is  1   2  { t i }   , then there are synchronization

Scientific Research Project of Guangxi(2013YB147); Innovation Project
of Guangxi Graduate Education(YCSZ2014187)
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between

the

two

processes.

Transition

the following solutions:

represents behavior in Petri net systems. Shared transition
exchange

Locate the shared place, and add the n-1 place

information with the shared transition thus the transition

-transition pair to generate a shared transition between

play a role of a server.

two processes. The role of the transition into decide the

The detailed analysis process and example are discussed

original resource place into two resource places, thus

in reference 3.

resources can be allocated fair and reasonably. Example:

connect

two

processes

which

have

to

Figure 2

B. Sharing place between two processes
1) Both the input and output of the shared place Pi are
1
If there is a shared place between any two processes,
and the both the input and output of the shared place Pi
are 1, that is 1   2  { p }   ,
i



p  p   1 , the

place plays the role of resource sharing. However, in this

a the input and output of shared place Pi are n

b add the n-1 place

case, the corresponding process of the place does not

-transition pair

satisfy the dividing condition of the equation (3).

Figure 2 P / T network of the input and output of shared place Pi are n

Therefor，this paper proposes the following solutions:
First

of

all,

locate

the

shared

place

pi

and P / T network of added the place -transition pair

of

Figure 2a does not satisfy equation (3) obviously,

so

P-invariants’ support set Xi and Xj in Petri net (i<m),

function can’t be divided. We use the above method to

then copy Pi (i<m) and its directed edge automatically to

add a place-transition pair P3-T2 (Figure 2b), and get

generate place pi1 (i<m) which is the same as the original

the two processes running in parallel.

place and the same edge. One of the support set and the

Let’s solve and prove parallelism by P-invariants :

original place form a sub-branch stand the new place and

according to Definition 1, the correlation matrix of Petri

another support set constitutes another subnet, which will

nets

generate two independent subnets, as shown in Figure 1
D 

1
0
0

1
0

1

0
0

0
0

Obtained

0
0

1
0

1

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

1

1

P-invariants
T

1

were

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
0

1

1

as
T

X1=[2,1,2,1,0,0,0,0] ,X2=[0,0,0,0,1,2,1,2] .

0
0 
0 

0 
1 

following:
Match

divided condition, therefore, the system shown in Figure
a there is a shared place

b copy the shared place

2 can be divided into two parallel processes.

Figure 1 there is a shared place of P / T nets and copy the shared place

IV.

after the P / T Network

PARALLEL ANALYSIS OF TRANSITION
IN THE INTERNAL PROCESSES

From Figures 1b, the original process can be turned
into the process t1p1t2p2t3p5' and t1p1t2p2t3p5 of t1 and t4

Take the place in the internal processes as a resource

which share transition. These two processes are parallel

or a state during the execution of the process and

processes with server t1 and t4.
2) The input and output of shared place Pi are n (n>1)
If there exits a shared place between any two processes,

transition as an operating behavior or an action in the

and the input and output of the shared place Pi are n

the process:

(n>1),that is 12 {p }  ,
i



process of implementation when giving analysis to Petri
nets. Here’s analysis to the behavior of transition inside

p  p   1(n  1) ,the

A. In case of the process of transition t meet •t = t• = 1
If the process transition meet •t = t• = 1,( there is only

corresponding process of the place does not satisfy the

one input and one output place in the transition), the

divided condition of the equation (3). This paper proposes
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transition is the local behavior or local action of process.

a Concurrency and conflict are saved in the P / T Network

b the P

This transition behavior occurs within the same process,

/ T Network increasing the control loop

and it’s a child process of the process, the processor

Figure 4 Concurrency and conflict are saved in the P / T Network and

where the child process is achieving serial.

the P / T Network increasing the control loop

The situation of concurrency and conflict coexistence

B. Process of any two transition t1 and t2 concurrent in

is shown in Figure 4a. with the external control, we

the case of M

obtain Figure 4b. Easy to know, the effective conflict of

If for any two transition t1 and t2 in the processes,
making

t0 and t1 has been eliminated, and the control device has

M[t >M →M [t >and M[t >M →M [t >, then between the

played a role that enables transition t0 and t1 to share

transition t1 and t2 are independent

on causation . They

their public resources in turn. Also, the distributed work

are mutually independent events. So the transitions can be

pool policy can also be achieved, making it load

executed concurrently, and they can be achieved with a

balancing to achieve parallelism.

there

exists

1

1

1

an
2

identification
2

2

2

M,

1

distributed work pool policy. As shown in Figure 3

V. PETRI NET PROCESS PARALLEL
ALGORITHM DESIGN
In the circumstance of multinuclear clusters, we use
MPI+ OpenMP parallel programming pattern to proceed
concurrent design, based on the function and parallelism
analysis of inter process and internal process.

Figure 3 P / T Network of two concurrent transitions

A. MPI+OpenMP Parallel programming model group

T0 occurs in marking M, so P0, P1 get new identities
that T1, T2 can occur simultaneously. At the same time

In MPI+ OpenMP Parallel programming model group,

the main process assigns tasks to T1, T2, so that the two

the frequently-used Parallel programming model is MPI+

sub-processes run simultaneously, thus achieving load

OpenMP hybrid paradigms.It is parallel processing with

balancing, which is a distributed work pool strategy.

two stages ： upper layer MPI, namely parallel between
nodes(processes) and under layer OpenMP, parallel in

C. the situation of any two transition t1 and t2 conflict

nodes(threads).Here are the advantages:(1)MPI can solve

in M in the process

the

If for any two transitions t0 and t1 in the process
there exists a mark M, making M [t >M →¬ M [t > and M
0

0

0

1

1

1

of

process

communication

between

OpenMP can solve the problem of data exchange between

[t >M →¬ M [t >, transition t0 and t1 in the process
1

problem

multi-core processors, and multithreading established by

0

inter-processor of any multi-core processor to decrease

conflict at M. For the two transitions in conflict, when

the expenditure of communication.(2) Data processing is

one occurs first, the other transition will produce a

mainly composed of various (nodes) through internal

conflict and lose occurring rights, vice versa. We can

multithreaded

resolve the conflict of transition by applying an external

ways,

which

can

reduce

the

data

transmission between the process(nodes) as well as the

control.

communication over head. (3)With processor number

D. The situation that concurrent and confliction

unchanging, the number of MPI processes significantly

Coexistence any two between t1 and t2 in Process at

decreases.

the M

B. Petri net process parallel algorithm based on

Example:

multi-core clusters
Based on the function division of Petri net above
and analysis of inter-process and internal process of Petri
net, Petri net parallel algorithm design system are as
follows under the circumstance of multinuclear clusters:
Input: the incidence matrix of Petri net system
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Output: Petri nets model of parallelization

Step 8: Each process is a sequential state machine,

Start:

which could be seen as a programming task model. When

Step1: Get several processes Petri nets by Functional

you reach no successor state places, the loop ends.

partitioning algorithm of Petri nets.

Step 9: Internal processes transition actions are

Step2: If there are the shared transitions between the
division

process

,

and

no

shared

places,

completed

that

by

each

node

of

internal

implementation

processor

through

processes

the

sequential

is 1   2  {t i}   , find shared transition and regard

programming.

it as server process, or else enter the next step.

responsible for information exchange between processes

Step 10: The transition server shared by processes is

Step3: If there is shared places pi between process by

and resource allocation process ,etc.

division, and both numbers of places of input and output
of pi are 1, that is, 12 {p }   ,
i



p  p



VI. APPLICATION EXAMPLES AND

 1 , find

EXPERIMENTS CHECKING

the shared place Pi, copy the pi and it’s directed edge to

Finally, we examine the functional partitioning and

generate a new pi' and set it with another branch

parallel algorithms of Petri net system through a

constitute another subnet ,so two separate sub-processes

simulated student management system of determining

are generated. The two new shared transitions of

whether a college can graduate or not. Student

formation

management system business flow is showed in Figure 5.

are

regarded

as

two

server

processes .Otherwise, turn to next step.
Step 4: If there is shared place pi between process by
division, and both numbers of places of input and output
of pi are n(n>1),that is 1  2  { p }   ,  p  p 1(n 1) ,
i
find shared place Pi and add a place - transition pair for it
so that the original process can turn into two separate
processes with shared transition. The new shared
transitions of formation are regarded as server processes
and play a role of allocating shared resources fair.
Step 5: For each of the divided processes, repeat steps
Figure 5 college management system

2,3 and 4 until it can no longer be divided. Then we could

To solve these practical problems, we put the

get several processes.
Step 6: All processes are mapped onto different nodes

instances of the resources or process during the execution

in the cluster multicore, using MPI Programming model

of a state as a place; The operation of the process

to solve process communication between multicore

execution behavior, or an action as a transition. We

(nodes) . Each Petri nets process completed by each node,

constructed Petri net model based on Figure 5 and

the server process in master node achieve transmission of

obtained Figure 6.

information between processes, equitable sharing of
resources.
Step 7: Inside each process, program with

OpenMP

and then use the decentralized work pool strategy to
achieve concurrency.We can control the transition conflict
through external conditions, add place to form a control
loop, then realization implementation by distributed work
pool.
Figure 6 college management system Petri nets model.
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Among them, P indicates the student management

application examples verified.

system; P0 represents the student information interface;

The results were as following:

P1 represents financial management information system;

Enter Petri nets Σ incidence matrix D [11] [13] =

P2 represents Senate management system shows students

1

inquiry basic information; T1 represents a query
disciplinary records; T2 represents into the financial
management system; T3 represents into the educational
management system; T4 indicates that the query payment
of premiums; T5 represents a query hanging branches
record; T6 represents enter the payment system; T7

1

1
0

1
0

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
0

1
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
1
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
1
0

0
1
0
1

0
0
0
1

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

1
0 

0 
0 

0 

1 

Initial identification M0= { 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}.

represents select credit card payment; T8 represents cash

Experimental results and analysis:P-invariants are

payment; T9 represents carry credit card payment; T10

T

X1 =(0,2,0,0,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0),X2T=(0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

represents obtain graduate qualifications.

1,1),X3T=(1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0);X1,X2,

Though the partition of system, several parallel
processes can be obtained:

1={X1, X3} and

support sets. Subset

Process one, query disciplinary record; Process two,

X3

are

2={X2, X3}

satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.

check payment of premiums, and enter the payment
educational

These results indicated that the number of subnets of

management system and query the hanging branches

this algorithm result is the same with the result from

record .

theoretical analysis, thus verifying the feasibility of

system

to

pay;

process

three,

enter

parallel.
VII.

CONCLUSION

This article divided Petri nets function by p-variables,
then analyzed the

the division processes within and

between processes through examples and programming.
Verify the feasibility of functional partitioning and
parallel algorithms of Petri net system. The following

Figure 7 Conflict in the payment system and the corresponding

work is the practical applications in related fields, thereby

solutions

increasing efficiency.

As shown in figure 7, through the analysis of Petri
model of query Payment situation we know that conflict
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execution results and processes to calculate the algorithm
of digital terrain analysis. Because of this separation, we
can compare the results by using the multi-thread method
when one process is a failure. Besides, there is no load
balance problem in the multi-thread, so the parallel
recomputing can greatly enhance the performance. By
executing both original results set and results copies on the
threads, and achieve error detection by comparing the
execution results.

Abstract—In recent years, the research of parallel digital
terrain analysis has become a hot spot. Using the parallel
computing technology to solve data intensive problems, and
it has become a development trend in digital terrain analysis.
On the other hand, with the development of hardware
technology and new applications, how to ensure the
reliability of the computing results is a one of the key
problems. We can improve the system's ability to provide the
right service by adopting fault tolerance technology properly.
The paper proposes a parallel error-detecting approach
which is based on a mixed mode of shared memory and
distributed memory. By adopting the parallel comparison, it
can improve the efficiency of fault tolerance recomputing.
According to the error-detecting analysis of slope algorithm,
it proves the effectiveness of error-detecting approach based
on fault-tolerant recomputing and achieves minor overhead.

II.

The basis of fault tolerance is errors detection. In
parallel system, there are two kinds of common faults,
hardware and software failure. A hardware failure can be
further divided into two categories: data errors and control
flow errors [3]. The data errors refer to a hardware failure,
which caused changes of content in data storage unit. The
data errors usually do not immediately cause the system
failure. The execution of the program spread other parts
and it eventually leads to system failure. The control flow
errors refer to the hardware failures make the instruction
errors in the relevant control unit, which can lead to
program flow to the wrong branch. In some cases, the
control flow errors can be detected by the system's
structure and reported to the system.
Neumann [4] first put forward the ideas of the
redundancy. The redundancy contains hardware
redundancy, software redundancy, time redundancy and
information redundancy. Nahmsuk introduced EDDI [5],
which is a method of instruction-level redundancy.
Through compile-time complicated instruction, it can
obtain a redundant copy and insert the compare instruction
before store or branch instruction. By comparing original
program and calculation results of the redundant copy of
the program, if the results are not the same, then there is a
hardware failure. EDDI can achieve a high error-detecting
rate. But the copy instruction will bring more overhead.
Then, Nahmsuk et al. put forward the new hardware error
detection technology which based on redundant instruction,
namely ED4I [6]. This is also a method of instruction level
redundancy. Using the difference transformation in the
complex instruction, which the number of instruction
operand and a copy of the program of instruction operand
keep k times relationship and k values has a decisive
influence on error detection rate.
Fu et al. put forward a kind of error detection by
redundant processes for MPI programs, namely REDReP[7].
The method dynamically creates process copy for every
MPI process and the intermediate results are compared at
the same time. But for huge amounts of spatial data, the
big data will be divided into many data blocks and we need

Keywords- parallel digital terrain analysis; parallel
computing; fault tolerance; error detections

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of software and hardware
technology, the rising popularity of multi-core processors,
the parallel computing has been used to solve more
complex problems in the many fields. In order to solve the
problem of huge amounts of spatial geographic data
analysis, serial to parallel computation becomes an
inevitable trend for the computing architecture of the
digital terrain analysis. At the same time, the utilization of
multi-core or multi-node computing resources can improve
the ability that can handle the complex algorithms in the
digital terrain analysis. At present, the research of the
parallel technology has become a new developing direction
and a hot topic in the digital terrain analysis [1, 2].
Recently, as the updating and developing of hardware
technology, the speed of parallel computation is faster. But
the reliability of the parallel computation is becoming a
new challenge. We must apply the appropriate fault
tolerant technique to improve system's ability, which can
provide the right services. In the digital terrain analysis,
the grid DEM(Digital Elevation Model) has a huge amount
of data. We need the GB level of space to store the DEM
data. Under the circumstances, the traditional software
fault tolerance cannot meet the demand and we introduce
parallel recomputing[8] to solve a lot of computation
intensive and data intensive applications. However, the
study of the errors detection approach based on the parallel
recomputing is rare. According to the characteristics of
digital terrain analysis, the paper proposes the approach
based the parallel recomputing. This method adopts a
separation mode. By using the threads to compare the
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more processes to handle these data blocks. For interprocess communication and storing the intermediate state,
it can bring more communication overhead and memory
overhead. For new fault tolerant method, namely the
parallel recomputing [8], it also copied simple calculation to
idle processes. By comparing the calculation results of the
partial, it can achieve the errors detection. In view of the
parallel error-detecting approach of the digital terrain
analysis, Song [9] et al. presented an approach based on the
adjacent process, which realize the error detection by
comparing the block redundancy rows. The error-detecting
overhead of the approach is much lower than redundant
processes. It can be very good to detect calculation errors,
but also can be found out the errors according to the
checking result set. The paper is based on parallel data
intensive characteristics of digital terrain analysis and puts
forward a kind of parallel digital analysis of parallelism
error-detecting methods, which using the redundant
processes and multi-threading technology to realize data
sets parallel processing.
III.

lead to failure for the processes and the computed results
may include errors. How to detect the error is the focus of
the paper.
The paper is based on multi-thread way of error
detection. Reading, writing and comparing the data will be
done in the thread node. The process will handle the
calculation of the data and send the result to the
corresponding thread. The work flow of parallel error
detection is shown in figure 1. The specific process is as
follows:
Step 1: Data partition. The data is divided into blocks.
According to the size of DEM, the data will be divided by
row or column. The number of blocks is decided by the
idle threads.
Step 2: Reading the data. Each data block will be
read by the corresponding thread. Afterwards, the new
data will be sent to the process and the copy of the process.
Step 3: Data calculation. The data block will be
processed by the process and the copy of the process.

ORIENTED

Step 4: Error detection. The calculated results and a
copy of the calculation results will be sent to the master
node. The paper takes the fuzzy electoral law and
compares the calculated results. The error point will be
controled within the limit of the fault-tolerant coefficient,
namely: ε. In the difference of terrain analysis algorithms,
we can set different values to ensure correctly operation of
the fault-tolerant mechanism.

PARALLEL RECOMPUTING OF THE
ERROR-DETECTING

A. The parallel recomputing
The recomputing was first used for the online fault
detection in an arithmetic logic unit. Patel and Fung [10]
proposed the shift operation of time redundant in 1982.
The principle is that compared the calculation results of
before and after the shift. The fault detection ability
depends on the shifts of digits. The basic idea of the
parallel recomputing is that the program needs to store the
calculation variable results. In case of an error, the
program will be rolled back recently to save state of
computing. After, the approach made use of fault-free
processes to complete the calculation of fault recovery [11].
The recovery technology is based on the parallel
recomputing and can greatly improve the fault tolerant
performance of parallel program.
The main points of the parallel recomputing include the
segmentation and parallel scheduling problem. According
to the length of the parallel, a range of the variables and
the constraints, we start to divide the task. The partition is
based on the user’s guide of initial correction. Clearly, the
partition requires the experiences of the developers and the
complexity of the specific procedures. The scheduling
bookkeeping records the loop blocks that executed by
every thread in the execution of the program. Each thread
has been out of circulation block. When a thread failure
occurs, it can make sure the collection of loop blocks in
accordance with the scheduling book-keeping of thread.
Then, it builds parallel recomputing scheduling code.

Step 5: Judgement. If the value is beyond the
reasonable scope, it will turn to the first step and carry on
the parallel recomputing.

Figure 1. Work process of parallel error detection

In the parallelization of error detection workflow, the
paper has do some work. First of all, the original of data
block must carry on the reasonable division, which can
improve the memory usage and effectively control the load
balancing problem. Second, the computation results of
each node will be detected. So, these works can effectively
prevent the occurrence of failure.
Before the error detection work, the priority is to
access and storage the data set. Secondly the copy of the
process and the process will deal with the data. Because of
the large amount of raster data, it will need more resources

B. The parallel error detection approach
The digital terrain analysis is facing the huge amounts
of data in scientific computation. The data parallel is one
of the effective methods to realize in the parallel digital
terrain analysis. Through the parallelization of data, it can
improve the efficiency of system processing. The grid
DEM data as the source for all kinds of terrain factors can
calculate the parameters of the surface topography, terrain
morphology analysis and statistical features of the terrain
analysis. Due to resource limitation of competition, it will
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overhead by reading the data from hard disk files into the
memory. The paper adopts the model of multi-thread,
every time a thread reads a data block and uses the mutual
mechanism to avoid the conflicts of the reading and
writing data at the same time.
(1) Select data blocks
The number of data blocks is determined by the
number of threads; each thread alone reads and writes a
block of data. The data level of DEM reachs megabytes
(MB) or gigabytes (GB) in parallel digital terrain analysis.
Assuming the number of threads is M, the size of the data
block is MSize, the divided blocks are equal in size except
the last data block, the size of the data block is calculated
as follows (except for the last one data block) :

FTSize 
The size of the last data block:

Figure 2. Process of difference comparison by line

(3) The Error detection overhead
In this paper, the overhead of error detection approach
contains two aspects: communication overhead and
comparison overhead. The process between sending and
receiving data will generate the communication overhead.
In dual-redundancy error detection mode, the processes not
only produce communication overhead, but also have
comparison overhead. The master node uses the multithreaded mode in the paper. Reading and writing the data
will be finished in the thread. Computing the data will be
handled in the processes. Ignoring the overhead of threads
creation, the comparison overhead in connection with the
size of the data block and the comparison approach.
Assuming the total number of processes is 2 N + 1 in the
program. The number of threads is M. D stands for the
communication between two processes. The comparison of
each intermediate results is d 1, d2, …, dM. Simplify the
discussion, assuming that a data comparison and data
communication take a unit time, so that we can use the
data to measure the amount of overhead.
Under normal circumstances, regardless of the
communication, computing overlapping and the time of
threads start and stop, the time of program includes the
communication time and compared time, namely:

MSize
M

LTSize  MSize  M  1  FTSize

Assume we have a data set including n data blocks B =
{B1, B2,..., Bn}, where Bi is the data block which the
process i will deal with. The calculation result set R = {R1,
R2,..., Rn}, where Ri is the result that the data block Bi is
calculated by the process i. The whole results are gained
by performing a terrain analysis.
(2) The error-detecting of the results set
In parallel digital terrain analysis, grid DEM is to
describe the surface with regular grid unit. Generally, the
raster data stores the data with two-dimensional array. The
value of array represents the center of the grid elevation
values. Through terrain analysis algorithms, there is often
computing error in certain intervals. To judge the detection
error, we can figure out the comparing result whether the
result in the error range. When the data is divided into
several small data blocks, the data block Bi is calculated by
the corresponding process Pi. At the same time, Bi' (a copy
of the data block Bi) is calculated by Pi'(a copy of the
process Pi). The calculation results will be returned the
master node and the master node uses multithread
technology to compare the returned set. The calculation
results (Ri and Ri') are compared line by line and count the
error point. Specific process is as follows.
(a) Two detection threads set to be started at the same
time and threads will receive the data from the master node.
In the master node, the threads will compare the data by
line and statistical error point. The results of difference
comparison by line are shown in figure 2.
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IV.

THE EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

The experiment finishes the error detection
performance on a small scale cluster system. Configuration
is as follows: processor configuration XeonE5645 2.8 GHz
quad-core processors and 8G memory, using Gigabit
Ethernet connectivity between nodes. In the cluster system,
we use the master-slave model. A primary node is
responsible for the data distribution and error detection.
Software environment: GDAL 1.6.1, OpenMP 1.5.4, GCC
4.4.7, MPICH2. Data configuration: DEM data dimension
is 31492 * 13717 and 17087 * 11412. The data type is
floating-point. The size of the former is 1.61 GB and
another one is 376MB, TIFF format.
In software fault tolerant approach, the effective
approach of parallel program error-detecting is to use
redundant processes [12] [13]. If we use the process
comparison, one process needs to send data to another
process and another process will compare the data to the
original data. The process will be more communication
and may lead to load imbalance. In the paper, we adopt the
redundant processes and threads mixed using. Through
dividing the data block, it will speed up the data processing
ability and parallel comparison by using the threads at the
same time. It can improve the efficiency of error detection.
In order to verify the efficiency of error detection,
according to the slope algorithm to verify the ability of

 
 R ij

1

(b) Calculation error-point ratio.

r 

M

C
ij

C stands for the number of different data in the result set.
(c) Whether error point within a reasonable range.
If    , it means the comparison results in the
reasonable range, otherwise the program will be taken
fault-tolerant processing.
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error detection. The overhead of parallel slope algorithm is
shown in figure 3. The paper proposes the approach differs
from redundant processes, as shown in Figure 3(a), and the
data size is 374MB.The results show that the more the
division number, the smaller the amount of data blocks. At
the same time, the threads are the less overhead, but
communication overhead will increase. As the increasing
number of the data blocks, the number of threads is
increasing rapidly and two kinds of approach tend to be
equal. Figure 3(b) looks like Figure 3(a), so data size is
1.61GB and includes a lot of computation and detects
more results. It is shown that error detection approach
based on parallel recomputing can achieve the best
performance. We adjust the number of threads. If the
number of threads exceeds a certain value, it will spend
more time. The number of threads M < = (N - 1) / 2 (N
presents process number) and M presents the number of
data blocks.

node uses multi-thread technology, which based on the
parallel comparison. By using the multi-thread technology
can effectively avoid the failure node. In a mixed-mode, In
the case of failure, the program can still run. The master
node can start a new thread to replace the failure of the
thread. However, the using the number of threads should
not be too many. Too many threads start and stop will
spend more than the running time of the program. The
paper only considers the results of error detection by
comparing the computing from process and its copy
process, but without comparing the reading and writing
data. In the comparison of the result set, the paper is
mainly on the primary node. If the other nodes are also
adopted the approach, it may improve the efficiency. At
the same time, it will bring more overhead and may cause
the load imbalance. In the future, we will further study in
this respect.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a low energy-consuming
cluster-based algorithm to protect data integrity and privacy
named ILCCPDA, which can dynamically elect cluster head by
LEACH clustering protocol and take the simple cluster fusion
approach to reduce the data transmission, thus reducing energy
consumption. ILCCPDA can detect data integrity by adding
homomorphic message authentication code and take the random
key distribution mechanism for data encryption. It can solve the
problem of the integrity, privacy and energy consumption in the
wireless transmission of sensor data.

attacks. Currently, there are many researches on integrity
protection algorithms [7-11]. Reference [7] and [8] extend
SMART algorithm and CPDA algorithm to add the integrity of
the testing function, but they also inherit the shortcomings of
the original algorithm, such as complexity and large
communication overhead. In this paper, the computational
complexity and energy costs have been improved, on the basis
of improved CPDA and of adding a homomorphic message
authentication code [12] mechanism to detect the integrity of
the data.

Keywords—wireless sensor networks(WSN); data aggregation;
privacy protection

II. RELATED WORK

I.

A. Network Model
In this paper, the wireless network is represented by a
connected graph G(V , E ) . The vertex v(v V ) represents a
sensor node. And an edge e(e  E ) represents a wireless link
between nodes. The number of nodes in wireless sensor
networks is represented by N V , Nodes include BS (Base

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks is the bottom of Internet of
Things, responsible for data collection and transmission. Data
fusion techniques in [1] can remove redundant information
acquired by wireless sensor and reduce the amount of data, so
as to achieve the purpose of saving energy and prolonging the
network life cycle. Solving the final result’s safety issue in data
fusion process is a hot research topic in recent years. TAG
algorithm presented in [1] is a typical fusion algorithm applied
in wireless sensor networks. Since the data fusion technology
has no privacy protection features and wireless sensors always
face insecurity in the real environment, [2] proposed the
concept of privacy-preserving in data aggregation, a
cluster-based private data aggregation algorithm CPDA, and
privacy protection fusion algorithm SMART based on data
fragmentation. For the large calculation of CPDA and the large
data communications of SMART, data can be easily lost. For
the defect of SMART, [3] proposed a low-power data fusion
algorithm for privacy protection named ESPART, which
reduces energy consumption and the data traffic. To improve
the accuracy and reduce the data traffic of SMART, an
optimization factor is added in [4]. CPDA has been improved
in [5], to reduce the amount of data traffic. However, the data
integrity that is also part of security has not been detected by
these algorithms. It can prevent data from being tampered and
being injected false information. In [6], attacks against data
fusion operations include active attacks and passive attacks in
the wireless sensor network, privacy protection mainly against
active attacks and integrity protection mainly against passive
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.32

station) nodes, cluster heads and common nodes. We define
data fusion function as y t
f d1 t ˈd2 t ˈ d N t ,

di t means the data that is collected by the node i at the time
t. In this paper, addition function is the object of our study [3],
N

y (t )

¦ d (t ) .
i

i 1

B. Encryption Methods
Encryption method used in this paper the same as CPDA
takes the random key distribution mechanism [13]. At first, it
generates a key pool with K keys. Then each node selected
key from the key pool randomly. If the two nodes have a
common key, there will be a secure link between them. The
probability that any two nodes can share the same key is

K k !
K  2k ! K !
2

pconnect 1 

(1)

We may establish a secure multi-hop link between Nodes
without a shared key. Probability that eavesdropping nodes get
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keys

is poverhear

poverhear is

REC A is the slice data received from node A.
AGG A is the integration of the result of the node A(initially

k K .Under normal circumstances,

a very small number. So the probability to be

zero).

eavesdropped is very small.

DMAC A is the integration of the result of MAC, the initial

C. Clustering methods
We use LEACH algorithm [14] to elect cluster head.
LEACH algorithm is an adaptive clustering algorithm, and its
implementation process is cyclical. Each round of the cycle is
divided into phase of establishment of the cluster data and
stable data communication phase. In the phase of
establishment of the cluster data, adjacent nodes dynamically
form clusters, and cluster heads are randomly generated. In the
stable data communication phase, the node within the cluster
sends the collected data to the cluster head node. The cluster
node sends the data result to the base station node by using
data fusion technology.
The election process of the cluster head in LEACH
algorithm is the generation of a random number among 0 and
1. If this number is less than the threshold T(n), it will be the
cluster head. T(n) can be expressed as:
୮
ǡ  א
(2)
ሺሻ ൌ ቊଵି୮כሺ୰୫୭ୢଵΤ୮ሻ
Ͳǡ 
P is the percentage of the cluster heads in all the nodes, r is the
election round. G is the node collection where nodes are not
elected as cluster heads in this round.

value of 1.
J A is the number of slices received by node A(initially zero).

 Represents some arithmetic.
A. Algorithms Preparation Phase
Key distribution: MAC key is distributed end to end
between BS nodes and other nodes. Only g and K are
distributed at this stage, and g is open to the entire network. k
is the private key of a node, The k of all nodes is stored in the
BS. Nodes in the network form the cluster by LEACH
protocol.
B. Cluster Data Collusion Stage
1) Cluster data slicing stage
Let a node is divided into three fragments, one for
themselves, and the others randomly for other nodes. A slice is
represented by seed. Let node A sends a slice seed to node B.
The data of the slice seed is seed AB MAC (seed AB , k A ) , then

DATAA  seed AB .
2) Cluster data mixed operation
When all fragments have been sent, the nodes will begin to
take the following mixed steps (take node A for example)
DATAA

D. Homomorphic Message Authentication Code Mechanism
In this paper, we take homomorphic message
authentication code mechanism [12]. As the MAC data block
produced by traditional MD5 and SHA-1 is too large and it’s
algorithms are too complex to adapt to wireless sensor
networks. The homomorphic message authentication code
mechanism in this paper is different. Its MAC data block is
only 10 or so, and has the same normality. When MAC codes
integrate, keys will be changed. We use this characteristic to
test integrity. Homomorphic message authentication code
algorithm uses the principle of homomorphic fusion of two
MAC functions. Let homomorphic message authentication
code is MAC (d1 )

MAC A MAC A  MAC (d A , k A )
d A DATAA  REC A
AGGA AGGA  d A
DMAC A DMAC A  MAC A
C. Data Integration Phase
1) Ordinary nodes (take A for example) upload data to the
cluster head node (take E for example). Shown in figure 1, the
data is AGGA DMACA .

MAC (d1 , g , k1 ) g d1 k1 mod M , d1 is

the data collected by the node 1.

k1 is

the key of the node.

M is a large prime number, g is a shared key of base station
nodes and all fusion trees in the network. Homomorphism
message authentication code MAC function of

d1 and d 2 can

Fig.1 A cluster tree
2) Proceed as follows after the cluster head node(take E
for example)receives ordinary node data:

be added to obtain the fusion result by homomorphic sex

MAC (agg )

MAC (d1 ) MAC (d2 )

g

d1  d2  k1  k2

mod M

MAC (d1  d2 , k1  k2 ) .And the key of fusion result become

AGGE
DMACE

k1  k2 from k1 .

DMACE  DMAC A

3) The cluster head node (take E for example) uploads
fusion data to the BS node as follows, shown in figure 2.

III. ILCCPDA ALGORITHM

AGGBS

This paper uses the following parameters to describe
ILCCPDA:

dA

AGGE  AGGA

DMACBS

is the data collected by the sensor node A.
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AGGBS  AGGE
DMACBS  DMACE

Fig.2

When p is smaller, the number of nodes in a cluster is greater,
the probability of the message of the data is exposed is smaller
and decreases exponentially. In this paper, performance of
CPDA will be compared, while the p=0.25.
The privacy protection of ICPDA is the same with CPDA,
for they take the same method to protect data.
Each node of iPDA points out 2L-1 pieces of data, and the
number of pieces they received is unknown. Attackers at least
need to break the communication links of the 2L-1 pieces of
data and the links where they received them. Then they can
get the original data of this node. So we can get

A complete fusion tree

pq

D. Integrity Testing Phase
When all the cluster head nodes send fusion data to the BS
node,
Integrity
testing
starts:
In
the
BS,
AGGBS d A  d B   d H , AGGBS is the final fusion

is

obtained

by

using

K max

kmax

¦ p(Re cJ

k) qk

(4)

k 0

Where

k max is

the maximum number of slice that nodes

have received. P Re cJ k is the probability that the number
of slices that the node receives is k. Let x nodes received k
slices in total, then P Re cJ k x N .

results
obtained
in
the
network.
DMACBS DMACA  DMACB   DMA
DMACH , DMACBS is
the MAC value integration of all nodes. At this point, the true
key
is
.
Kmax k A J A  kB J B   kH J H

MAC ( AGGBS )

q 2 L1



and

AGGBS .Compares MAC ( AGGBS ) with DMACBS ,if they
are the same, the integrity is not destroyed, vice versa.
IV. EVALUATION
In this section, we will analyze the capability of ILCCPDA
from three aspects, including privacy protection, data traffic
and data integrity, and compare it with other algorithms.
Currently the typical algorithm includes CPDA, iCPDA and
iPDA. In this paper, we use matlab to simulate.
Fig.3 Privacy contrast
Figure 3 shows that privacy protection of our algorithm is a
little better than other algorithms in theory.

A. Privacy Protection
Let p(q) is the probability that the information of nodes is
eavesdropped, q is the probability that a link between nodes is
cracked, n is the number of nodes in a cluster.
In ILCCPDA algorithm, if eavesdroppers want to steal the
data of node s, they must know the data of the two slices from
node s and the message from neighbor nodes. Therefore, the
eavesdropper must break the link between node s and neighbor
nodes acquired by information fragmentation of node s, and
the link between the neighbor nodes and the cluster nodes.
Then the probability that the data nodes are exposed is
n 1

p(q)

q 2 u ¦ p(in

k )q k

B. Data Traffic
For iCPDA, the information will be exchanged three times
after the fusion trees are established. At firstˈthe cluster head
node need to broadcast seed to the cluster members. Then each
node hides their sensor data by receiving the seed, then
exchange the exchanged pseudo data in the cluster. Finally,
each node integrates the received pseudo data with its own
data, and sends the results to the cluster head node. After
received data is integrated, cluster head node will broadcast it
within the cluster and send it to clusters head node at a higher
level or a check terminal. Assuming a cluster contains three
nodes (two member nodes and a cluster head node), and each
member node needs to send two packets: a joint pseudo data
packet and a fusion packet. Cluster head node needs to
transmit five packets˄a public seed package, a pseudo data
packet, a fusion packet, a fusion packet that broadcasts to the
neighboring node within the cluster and a fusion packet of the
cluster head at a lower level˅, in order to ensure data integrity
by monitoring. Therefore, the average data communication

(3)

k 0

q 2 represents the probability that the data which the two
neighbors received from node s is stolen. p(in k ) k / N
represents the probability that k nodes send message to node s.
n 1

¦ p(in

k )q k represents the probability that all the

k 0

transmitted information is Eavesdropped.
For CPDA, and its privacy protection is related to the
probability P that a node randomly selected itself as the cluster.
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overhead is O((2  3Pc ) N ) ,

p c is

be different. So the replay data will change the fusion result of
a single tree, leading to two different fusion results, then
detecting destroyed integrity. For iCPDA, At playback, a
monitor node in the cluster will find the difference with the
data of the last round, and the destruction of integrity will be
detected. For this algorithm, if the attack is a replay attack in
slicing stage, MAC value will be changed, for the data itself
does not minus node fragmentation. If an attacker starts replay
data attacks in the integration phase, MAC values obtained in
the last round will be obviously incorrect and illegal MAC
will be detected in the base station node, for the real key to
MAC of each node is different with the one of the last round
in the mixing slicing stage.
2) Forged packets attack
When the attacker is forging a data packet, it may not be
detected by the base station node, for iPDA, on condition that
only the red fusion tree and the blue one simultaneously forge
equal packets. But the red fusion tree and the blue one of each
round are different, the possibility is extremely low. For
iCPDA, forged packets may not be detected, on condition that
monitoring data for all nodes within a cluster and base station
data have become forged packets, so the possibility is also
extremely low. In this algorithm, the attacker must forge the
corresponding MAC to forge a packet, , otherwise it will be
detected by the base station node. Meanwhile, the MAC key
stored in each node is not the real key value. Even if all of
nodes outside the base stations are captured, the attacker can
not know the real key and can not forge the correct MAC.
3) Data tampering attacks
For such attacks, iPDA’s protection is very weak. It can be
detected that only fusion results of a single tree are tampered.
But it cannot be detected that node data has been tampered
before being sent. iCPDA node can detect the destruction of
the integrity by monitorring the difference between node data
and the base station. In this algorithm, it can be detected that
the data and the MAC value are changed at the same time, but
the possibility is extremely low.
4) Camouflage node attack
There’s no detailed consideration of such attacks in iPDA,
iCPDA, where disguised nodes are considered impossible to
obtain a secure communication link. In this paper, it shows
that the communication link is a small probability of being
cracked. And through breaking the communication link of a
small area, you can disguise nodes. In this algorithm, the base
station node has the K of each node, and the camouflage node
doesn't maintain records in the base station node, the false data
of camouflage node can’t be received by the base station node.

the probability that the

cluster nodes choose themselves to be cluster heads. Assuming
that the cluster nodes choose themselves to be cluster heads,
then

p c =1, and data traffic of iCPDA is SiCPDA 5n .

For iPDA algorithm, each node needs fragment its own
data, and fragmentation number is taken as L. When two
fusion trees are built, each node sends 2L-1 packets and
uploads a converged packet in the integration phase. So data
traffic of this algorithm is 2L u n , Since L is at least 2, so the
minimum traffic is SiPDA 4n .
For CPDA algorithm, the communication of data fusion in
the cluster includes: n nodes broadcast seed, n nodes send
encryption processing information to other n-1 nodes, and n-1
node members except the cluster head node sending the
collected information to the cluster head node. Therefore, data
traffic of all nodes within a cluster in CPDA is
S CPDA n  n u n  1  n  1 n 2  n  1 .
For ILCCPDA algorithm, the cluster integration phases
include: n nodes transmit information to two nodes, and n-1
node members except the cluster head node will sent the
collected information to the cluster head node. Therefore, the
data traffic of all the nodes in a cluster is
SILCCPDA 2n  n  1 3n  1 .

Fig.4 Data traffic contrast
Figure 4 shows that the data traffic of our algorithm is
lower than other algorithms.
C.

Integrity Protection
iPDA verifies the integrity by comparing the fusion results
of the two fusion trees, iCPDA ensures the integrity by adding
the listener nodes. ILCCPDA verifies the integrity of the data
on basis of the MAC algorithm. The following analysis shows
that the detection scope of ILCCPDA is more extensive.
Active attacks include data replay attacks, forged packet
attacks, data tampering attacks and Camouflage node attack.
We analyze the integrity of iPDA, iCPDA, and ILCCPDA
from the perspective of the following ways.
1) Data replay attacks.
When the attacker attacks, for iPDA, distributions of red
and blue fusion tree between this round and the last one will

V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new data fusion algorithm with
privacy protection and integrity detection. It can reduce
communication overhead through the simple cluster fusion
ways, on the basis of CPDA. And integrity detection can be
completed by adding homomorphic message authentication
code. To locate the cracked node accurately is our future
work.
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Abstract—High-dimensional Option pricing, which plays an
important role in complex financial activities, presents a
great computational challenge in practice. Randomized
Quasi Monte Carlo (RQMC) algorithm is of practical
significance for forecasting option prices or other finance
derivatives. In this paper, we present an improved parallel
RQMC algorithm to forecast Asian option prices using
Many Integrated Core (MIC) architecture. The improved
algorithm employs novel data structure, independent
random generator, vectorization technology, and data
alignment. Numerical experiments were conducted on MIC
architecture and the parallel performance was then
analyzed. A speedup of 1.37 was achieved on MIC over CPU.
Efficiency of 70.85% was achieved by using 64 OpenMP
threads of a MIC card. An average speedup of 3.38 can be
obtained by mixing the CPU and MIC computation in
comparison with a single core of the CPU. Ample evidences
proved the RQMC algorithm can benefit enormously from
MIC architecture.

methods [3]. Quasi Monte Carlo methods use low
discrepancy sequences to obtain deterministic method for
MC. Randomized Quasi Monte Carlo method can be also
regarded as a variance reduction technique for the standard
Monte Carlo method [4].
Parallel computing is generally used in high
dimensional option pricing. Sak, Ozekici and Boduroglu
proposed a parallel finite difference algorithm for single
asset Asian option pricing [5]. Kai Huang and Ruppa K.
Thulasiram developed a parallel binomial tree method for
pricing American style basket Asian options [10]. Hong
Xu Chang, Zhong Hua Lu, and Xue Bin Chi presented the
parallel simulation of high dimensional American option
pricing on heterogeneous supercomputer DeepComp7000
using stochastic mesh method [11]. Yong Hong Hu and Da
Qian Chen presented the parallel randomized quasi Monte
Carlo simulation to settle Asian basket option pricing
using MPI mechanism on supercomputer Deepcomp6800
[12]. Monte Carlo methods have become one of the most
challenging computing applications due to its universality
and practicability. However, the demand of higher
computing power stimulates the more rapid and accurate
parallel algorithm on HPC (High Performance Computing)
platforms. Graphic Processing Unit (GPU), which always
improves tremendously computing power of CPU severs,
has exclusive programming language including CUDA and
OpenCL. MIC (Many Integrated Core) architecture is
announced by Intel in 2012. Different with complicated
programming languages of GPU, MIC architecture
supports C, C++, and FORTRAN, and general parallel
programming interface like MPI and OpenMP.
The following paper is organized as follows: The next
section introduces the background of the Asian basket
option pricing model and Randomized Quasi Monte Carlo
simulation. Section 3 presents the improved parallel
Randomized Quasi Monte Carlo algorithm on MIC
architecture. Evaluations and analysis of performance are
given in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.

Keywords-Quasi Monte Carlo Algorithm; Asian Option
Pricing; MIC Architecture; Parallel Simulation

I.

INTRODUCTION

Option pricing is one of the most complex mathematic
problems in computational finance. High dimensional
option pricing, such as Asian and American multi assets,
presents great a computational challenge in practice. Fisher
Black and Myron Scholes introduced the first complete
option pricing model, known as Black Scholes pricing
model, using high dimensional Partial Differential
Equations (PDE) in 1973. Closed form solutions for the
model are hardly acquired except for some special
situations. Cox, Ross and Rubinstein proposed binomial
model to value American option in 1979 [1]. The
complexity of numerical methods of these two models
increases exponentially in solving high dimensional option
pricing. Asian basket option is a kind of path dependent
derivatives, whose payoff depends on the average of the
underlying assets and is popular for hedging exchange risk.
The research of high dimensional Asian basket option
pricing problems is divided into two classes: analytical
approximation approach and Monte Carlo simulation
based method, where the latter one dominates the financial
applications [6].
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are a broad class of
computational algorithms that rely on repeated random
sampling to obtain numerical results. Pheliem Boyle firstly
applied MC simulation to option pricing in 1977 [2]. In
1996, Phelim Boyle, Mark Broadie, and Paul Glasserman
attempted to estimate security price by Monte Carlo
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.33

II.

BACKGROUND

A. Asian basket option pricing model
In Black Scholes framework, the stock price follows
geometric Brownian motion. The option value at time t is
defined by the following model [1], [2], [3]:
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dS = μ Sdt + σ Sdz , t ∈ [0, T ]

(1)

∂f
∂f 1
∂2 f
+ rS + σ 2S 2
=rf
∂t
∂S 2
∂S 2

(2)

randomized quasi random sequences for further variance
reduction [6-8].
Using Quasi Monte Carlo simulation for option
pricing, we can simulate the stock price dynamics by the
formula

In which S is the stock price, T is the maturity of the
option, the constant parameters μ is the expected return,
σ is the volatility of the underlying assets, r is the risk
free interest rate, and dz is the standard Brown motion
following normal distribution with mean zero and variance
dt . As for an option on n underlying assets, the basket
option value is generated in the following model:
¦

ij

{

(

° 2
if i = j
= ®σ i
°̄σ iσ j ρij if i ≠ j

dS = μ S dt + σ S dz , i = 1, 2, " , n
(3)
i
i i
i i i
n
∂f 1 n n
∂2 f
∂f
+ ¦ ¦ ¦ij S S
+ r ¦ Si
= rf (4)
i j ∂Si ∂S j
∂t 2 i =1 j =1
i =1 ∂Si

which

ρij

is

the

correlation

1 N
¦ g (U i ) (8)
f (S, t ) = μ = ³(0,1)k g (u ) du = E[ g (U )] ≈
N i =1

coefficients

between dzi and dz j ,  is the mean vector,  is the

III.

covariance
matrix
that
has
the
Cholesky
T
decomposition =CC . The asset dynamics (3) can also be
written in the form dS / S ~ N ( ,  ) . The payoff function
of the Asian basket call option on n assets
with m observation times P (S , T ) is

½
°
°
1 n m
P (S, T ) = max ®0,
¦ ¦ Si (t j )− X ¾
°¯ nm i =1 j =1
°¿

set to randomize the low-discrepancy point set Pn ={ui }in=1 ,
so that each individual sequence follows the uniform
distribution over (0,1)m (where m is the dimension of the
random sequences) and these points are more evenly
distributed. That is, let v be the uniform random vector in
the m -dimensional space Ω , with carefully chosen

(5)

asset i at time t j and X is the strike price of the basket

randomization function h: Ω×(0,1)m →(0,1)m , one can

option. Using martingale theory, Asian basket option
pricing problem can also be written in the following form
[12]:

{

}

IMPROVED PARALLEL RANDOMIZED QUASI MONTE
CARLO ALGORITHM

The RQMC algorithm uses a highly uniformly point

In which S = ( S1(t ),S2 (t ),",Sn (t ) ) , Si (t j ) is the price of

f ( S , t ) = E e − r (T −t ) P ( S ,T ) ,

)

follows
the
multi
variable
standard
normal
distribution N (0, I ) . Suppose g (u ) is the discounted payoff
function with the asset prices replaced by (7), k −
dimensional random variable U follows uniform
distribution U (0, I) and N is the number of simulated paths,
Asian basket option value can be approximated by Monte
Carlo simulation method in the form:

2
 (i ) = μ − σ / 2, i = 1, 2, " , n
i
i

In

}

(7)
S (t ) = S (0) exp ( μi −σ i2 /2)t j +σ i Zi , j
i j
i
T
In which Z i = Z1,i ,Z 2,i ,", Z n,i = C ⋅ NR i and NR i

construct the randomized version Pn ={u i }in=1 of Pn ,
where u i = h (ui , v ) .

(6)

A. Parallel Algorithm
According to the above pricing model and the RQMC
algorithm, the improved parallel algorithm is showed in
Fig. 1. Several preparative operations, such as initializing
correlation matrix and the Cholesky decomposition, are
performed before the main computation starts. Correlation
matrix is initialized in two-dimensional array by using
loops of automation vectorization statement “#pragma
ivdep”. When decomposing correlation matrix to triangular
matrix by Cholesky method, we use OpenMP statement
“#pragma omp parallel” for external loop and automation
vectorization statement “#pragma ivdep” for internal loop.
The parallel segment, as shown in grey area in Fig. 1,
consists of four main functions: (1) Generate random
vector, which is quasi number and in accordance with
normal distribution. (2) Matrix multiplication. (3) Estimate
prices, which is the result of payoff function. (4) Calculate
discounted payoff. The last segment is averaging the
discounted payoffs under risk neutral probability measure,
and estimated error.

In which,  (.) is the conditional expectation under risk
− r (T − t )

neutral probability measure and e
the discount factor.
With this high dimensional integral, we can utilize Monte
Carlo simulation based method to solve this intractable
problem effectively.
B. Randomized Quasi Monte Carlo Simulation
In the classical Black Scholes framework, high
dimensional option pricing problems are always modeled
in the structure of high dimensional Partial Differential
Equations (PDE). Monte Carlo simulation provides a
powerful tool for solving these challenging option pricing
problems [4-6]. Since MC is based on sequences of pseudo
random numbers, which has a low rate of convergence
of Ο( N−0. 5 ) . Quasi Monte Carlo has a faster rate of
convergence as Ο( 1/ N) , which uses a low discrepancy
sequence such as the Sobol sequence, or the Faure
sequence. While Quasi Monte Carlo method is a
deterministic algorithm, the reliable error is hard to
estimate. In order to analyze and estimate the variance,
Randomized Quasi Monte Carlo (RQMC) uses
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Figure 2. MIC Architecture overview
Figure 1. Parallel RQMC algorithm

KB L2 cache. Fig. 2 presents a brief overview of MIC
architecture.
MIC architecture has two common models to execute
programs: native and offload model. Under the native
model, MIC co-processor serves as CPU in an independent
host, compiling with -mmic and running standard C, C++,
and FORTRAN source code. Under the offload model, the
code begins on CPU host and parts of the code marked by
offload order are accordingly offloaded to the MIC coprocessor. When the data and code are transferred via PCIE bus, MIC co-processor serves as an accelerator to CPU.
In this paper, offload model is adopted for the large scale
of the option pricing model.
CPU and MIC own memory space respectively and
usually can be seen as independent servers. So we employ
MPI+OpenMP programming model. Message Passing
Interface (MPI) system is used for managing
communication and computing between servers. OpenMP
supports shared memory parallel programming and is used
allocating multiple threads inside CPU and MIC.

The parallel segment, which is included by loop, uses
OpenMP multiple threads to process four main functions
and reduces option prices. The function of generating
quasi random normal distribution vector consists of
random function and Moro's algorithm. The latter obtains
the inversion from U[0,1] to normal distribution. We
create the random function by using private seed number
to avoid data dependency. The function of matrix
multiplication C m = Am×m × Bm adopts sparse matrix
optimization algorithm and automation vectorization
statement “#pragma ivdep” to get asset prices. The payoff
function of the Asian basket call option on n assets
with m observation times P (S , T ) is calculated by previous
form. Then we filter discount payoff of significance. In
above functions, several the procedure sequences are
adjusted and declared by vectorization statement to meet
vectorization and high parallel efficiency.
Using MIC co-processor as accelerator, the
initialization work and control program are done by CPU.
At the beginning, CPU will complete some works
including constructing correlation matrix and Cholesky
decomposition. Then the CPUs offload the packaged data
and parameters to the MIC card. The MIC undertakes
computing tasks of generating quasi random vector, matrix
multiplication, and calculating option price. When
computing times is enough for the given threshold, the
MIC co-processor translates the final option value to CPU.
At last, CPU computes the expectation of option value and
estimates the variance to ensure appropriate error. Because
the CPU is also responsible for a part of the computational
workload, we employed static load balancing to improving
performance. The task volume assigned on MIC/CPU is
based on the time ratio of running Monte Carlo benchmark
program.

C. Optimization
Because the basic structure of MIC cores is based on
Intel Pentium architecture, there is no branch predictor, no
out-of-order execution, and no memory management unit.
Thus the computation capability of each core on MIC is
no better than Sandy bridge core. But MIC has more
computation units than Sandy Bridge, which can bring
better parallelism in large scale computation. The 512 bit
width SIMD instruction set is also wider than Sandy
Bridge (256bit). Depending on the differences, we have
explored some novel technologies.
1) Static Data Structure: Dynamic data structure, such
as ‘vector’ array in C++ programming, allocates memory
when actual data object is called in function or procedure.
If the parallel procedure calls specific function for too
many times, dynamic objects are frequently allocated and
freed. It always wastes great proportion of total running
time. In our defined data structure, the lengths of big array
are limited in small range. In our parallel algorithm, the
generated random vector and stock price matrix are stored
in this data structure.
2) Independent random generator: Almost all current
random number generators are using shared seed number
to produce pseudo random number. In serial programing
model, the generator works well. But in concurrent
programming model, the performace is not better than the
serial one. The reason is that the generator uses a shared

B. MIC Architecture
The recent rapid ascent of Tianhe-2 to number one on
the Top 500 list has now called great attention to the
potential of Intel Xeon Phi, which form the backbone of
the Tianhe-2 system. While the CPU+GPU based Tianhe-1
is only No. 10 in this Top 500 list. Although there’s still
powerful computation capability in GPU, the difficulty of
programming on GPU is much more than on MIC.
The Intel MIC (Many Integrated Core) is a coprocessor attached to CPU host via PCI-E bus, designed
for highly parallel and vectorizing codes, using many small
simple cores with wide vector units. Each core includes a
VPU (Vector Processing Unit), which contains 32 512-bit
vector registers. Each core has a 32 KB L1 cache and 512
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seed to produce each random number at a time, which
cause serious seed number dependence. Our customized
independent random generator adopts private seed number
to produce next random number, which can eliminate the
dependency between consecutive numbers. When
generating quasi random vector in parallel loops, we adopt
the customized random generator.
3) Vectorization technology: Vectorizing loops can
lead to significant performance gains without programmer
intervention, especially on large data sets. Because of the
512 bit width SIMD instruction set on MIC, MIC core can
execute more loop operations than Sandy Bridge.
Eliminating data dependence is the most important
method for improving vectorization degree. Because there
are plenty of matrix multiplication inside loops, we adjust
the matrix arrays to meet vectorization requirement.
According to the vectorization report, the degree of
vectorization of our algorithm reaches 95%.
4) Data Alignment. Aligned data contributes to make
full use of Vector Processing Unit (VPU). For example,
double precision data is 8 bytes, equaling to 64 bits. So it
is suitable for each thread to process 8 double precision
data every time. MIC have to access the data twice for
reading a little longer than 8 data of double presision. In
this situation, performance gives a discount. So the data
should be aligned by 64 bits to ensure the data access
efficiency. We optimized the matrix multiplication and
discount payoff function in paralle parts by adusting data
type and length of arrays.
IV.

bandwidth. MPSS driver kit is installed for MIC coprocessors. When compiling, we use “–vec-report3” to
check and insure that the critical loops are vectorized. And
VTune is used to analysis hotshots, vectorized instructions
and the computation time distribution. The detailed
parameters of CPU and MIC are listed in Table I.
A. Problem Model and Accuracy Evaluation
Consider pricing the Asian basket call option
underlying 15 stocks in the period of 50 days. To simplify,
we assume that the initial stock price Si (0) , μi and σ i for
all the underlying assets are the same ( i = 1, 2, " ,15 ), the
correlation ρ ij among two assets is same (i , j = 1, 2, " ,15) ,
the risk free interest rate r is constant, and the observed
time m is 50 days. The parameters are as follows:
S (0) = 100 , X =100 , r = μ = 0.05 , σ = 0.2 ,
i
i
i
n = 15 , m = 50 , T = 1.0 , ρ

n
n
x = ¦ xi / N , s = ¦ ( xi − x )2 /(N −1) .
i =1
i =1
Because the significance level is α = 0. 05 , the

EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS

estimated error is 1. 96s / N . As elaborated in Fig. 3, with
the increasing simulation times, the option values are more
stable and estimated errors are less. We also find that the
threshold of valid simulation number is 5×104. The
precision of estimated error reaches to 0.0023 after 107
simulation.

SYSTEM PARAMETERS OF “XEON” AND “MIC”

Parameter

Xeon E5-2650

Xeon Phi SE10P

Operating System

Red Hat Enterprise
Linux Server 6.3

Linux based uos

Linux Kernel

2.6.32.279.el6

2.6.38.8.g9b2c036

Complier
MPI Library

Intel C/C++ Compiler 13.1.1
Intel MPI 4.1.0.030
Intel Xeon E5-2670, 8
Intel MIC 61cores
cores, 2.60Ghz
1.1GHz

Processor

= 0.1 , i = 1, 2, " ,15 .

In order to analyze the impact caused by different
numbers of sample paths, the option value is computed
with 5×103 ǃ 104 ǃ 5×104 ǃ 105 ǃ 5×105 ǃ 106 ǃ 5×106 and 107
simulated paths. The estimated error is measured by half
the length of the confidence interval at 95% level of the
option price. Assuming x i ( i =1,2,", N ) is estimated option
value and N is the number of MC simulation, we can
define the sample mean value and the sample standard
deviation in follow formulas:

In this section, we discuss the experimental results of
implementation on CPU+MIC heterogeneous system. The
experimental system includes one Intel Genuine CPU and
two Xeon Phi SE10P MIC co-processors.
The peak performance of the CPUs in the machine is
332.8GFlops, while the MIC card has totally 1.073TFlops
peak performance and maximum 5.5GB/s memory
TABLE I.

ij

Figure 3. Estimated option values and estimated errors
TABLE II.
Threads
1
2
4
8
16
32
64
128

MIC before Optimization
Time(Second) Speedup Efficiency
2398.38
1.00
100.00%
1780.48
1.35
67.35%
1118.15
2.14
53.62%
675.39
3.55
44.39%
989.58
2.42
15.15%
950.81
2.52
7.88%
1118.35
2.14
3.35%
1534.26
1.56
1.22%
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MIC after Optimization
Time(Second) speedup Efficiency
168.50
1.00
100.00%
88.74
1.90
94.94%
44.24
3.81
95.21%
22.18
7.60
94.95%
11.54
14.60
91.25%
6.54
25.75
80.47%
3.71
45.34
70.85%
2.24
75.10
58.67%
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CPU after Optimization
Time(Second) Speedup Efficiency
27.85
1.00
100.00%
13.99
1.99
99.51%
7.12
3.91
97.77%
3.86
7.21
90.12%
2.34
11.89
74.34%
2.08
13.35
41.73%
2.16
12.84
20.06%
2.78
10.01
7.82%

B. Optimization Evaluation
We have tested the performance of the algorithm on
CPU and MIC. In contrast, we set same parameters in
Table II, which are 100, 000 simulation, 15 stocks and 50
periods. The speedup is defined as running time of serial
algorithm dividing that of multiple threads. The parallel
efficiency is defined as speedup dividing the number of
threads. Without the optimization technologies, we see
that the fast runtime on MIC is 675 seconds with 8 threads
and the maximum speedup is 3.55. The parallel
efficiencies are almost below 70%. After optimization on
MIC, the speedup and the parallel efficiency increase
distinctly. We even got the fastest time is 1.50 with 180
threads. But the efficiency become low, which means that
many cores are not made full use of. The result of MIC
indicates that 128-180 threads on a MIC would be better.
From the results on CPU, the optimization is effective.
Under running 32 threads, the fastest running time is 2.08
seconds and the maximum speedup is 13.35. To make use
of every core, the better running threads are 8. But for
faster running time, 32 threads are recommended.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

The parallel algorithm of Randomized Quasi Monte
Carlo methods for Asian basket option pricing based on
MIC architecture is presented in this paper. Some novel
optimization technologies contribute to the performance of
the algorithm. We can see that the Intel Xeon Phi device
can get pretty good performance, which is much better
than CPU. We also implemented the program with hybrid
system (CPU+2MIC), which using adequate MPI
processes with some OpenMP threads together. The
parallel algorithm has shown good scalability and high
performance so that it can extend to deal with most kinds
of high dimensional derivatives pricing. In the future, we
will study more complex algorithm and simulation of
computational finance problem, such as portfolio selection
model.
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C. Evaluation with CPU system
In the numerical experiment, we assumed that the CPU
system is using CPU cores only and MIC system is in
native model. The hybrid system, which has one CPU and
two MIC cards, is in offload model. The speedup of CPU
is always 1 as a baseline. The speedup of MIC is defined
as the running time of CPU dividing that of MIC. The
speedup of CPU+2MIC is defined as running time of the
CPU dividing that of the hybrid system. As shown in
Fig.4, the average speedup of MIC is 1.37 and the average
speedup of CPU+2MIC is 3.38. The polyline of MIC
illustrates that the performance of MIC is better than that
of CPU. And the polyline of CPU+2MIC showed the same
effect. Fig. 4 also shows that the proposed algorithm has
excellent universality and transportability.

Figure 4. Estimated option values and estimated errors
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good candidates for our context of low resources. Furthermore, relatively to the wavelength, these methods have
some difﬁculties to handle extremely large domains and
open domains, such as ones involved in exterior acoustic
problems.
Contrariwise, geometrical methods, such as the imagesource method [8], [9], the ray-tracing method [10] and the
beam-tracing method [11], [12], are well suited for large
domains and open domains. But only simulations of high
frequencies, relatively to the size of the problem, provide
accurate results, due to the fact that, in such methods, the
sound propagates in straight lines. Fortunately, this is not
a limitation for our car trafﬁc noise simulation.
In this study, we consider geometrical methods for the
fast simulation of urban acoustic pollution within a large
open area. After a brief overview of geometrical methods,
we describe a hybrid method coupling beam-tracing and
ray-tracing methods, with some similarities to frustumtracing [13]. Then we present the parallelization of the
algorithm by means of techniques from domain decomposition methods [14], widely used for numerical methods
in acoustics [15]. Finally we illustrate the efﬁciency of
our parallelization technique, using a few machines for
simulations run on a model of the shinjuku district of
Tokyo, Japan.

Abstract—This paper covers the fast solution of large
acoustic problems on low-resources parallel platforms. A
domain decomposition method is coupled with a dynamic
load balancing scheme to efﬁciently accelerate a geometrical acoustic method. The geometrical method studied
implements a beam-tracing method where intersections are
handled as in a ray-tracing method. Beyond the distribution
of the global processing upon multiple sub-domains, a second
parallelization level is operated by means of multi-threading
and shared memory mechanisms.
Numerical experiments show that this method allows to
handle large scale open domains for parallel computing
purposes on few machines. Urban acoustic pollution arrising
from car trafﬁc was simulated on a large model of the
Shinjuku district of Tokyo, Japan. The good speed-up results
illustrate the performance of this new domain decomposition
method.
Keywords-Domain decomposition methods; Parallel and
distributed computing; Acoustics; Ray-tracing methods;
Beam-tracing methods;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Important material resources is often a requirement,
either for the processing of large volumes of data, or for
the fast resolution of large problems. Especially in parallel
computing, the effectiveness of the designed algorithms
is related to their scaling behavior on massively parallel
platforms. However, for a great part of the scientiﬁc
community, there remains a need for big simulations with
very low resources. Then, it could be of major interest
to design algorithms with good acceleration properties on
very small clusters of machines.
In this study, we tackle the simulation of car trafﬁc
noise level at a whole district scale. In a lot of countries, environmental noise has become a major source of
stress and of various diseases like hypertension or heart
ischaemia. Fast noise simulation could be an effective
solution to assess the effect of architectural conﬁgurations,
in order to reduce the acoustic pollution or to maintain
a maximum noise level. Given that sound propagates far
away in open domains, a large scale model is required,
and well designed methods are a key point to obtain fast
simulations.
The more physically correct algorithms are based
on numerical methods, such as the Boundary Element
Method [1], the Inﬁnite Element Method [2], [3], the Finite
Element Method [4], [5], the Stabilized Finite Element [6]
and the coupling methods [7]. Even if these methods
accurately approximate the mathematical equations of
the acoustic problems, they unfortunately need a lot of
computational power and memory. Hence, they are not
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.34

II. H YBRID GEOMETRICAL ACOUSTIC METHOD
Commonly, geometrical methods compute multiple
paths followed by the sound emitted from a source,
and measure the acoustic pressure at some points called
microphones. The image-source method [8], [9] creates
virtual sources each time a sound ray reﬂects on a surface
inside the 3D model. Sound pressure level is evaluated at
a microphone by adding the contribution of the sources
and virtual sources for which there is no obstacle on the
direct path toward that microphone.
The ray-tracing method [10] divides the energy of each
source between a huge number of elementary particles
(similar to their physical counterpart, the photons) which
propagate as sound rays. The energy of a particle gradually
decline due to air damping, and it also looses energy
when it reﬂects on a surface. Once this energy reaches
a threshold low value, the particle is deleted.
The beam-tracing method is based on a similar principle, except that sound rays are replaced by sound beams,
then the source energy is split between beams, according
to its power in each direction. This method is harder to
implement, mainly because intersections between beams
and surfaces are more complex to detect and to handle.
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is replicated, especially the intersections detection and the
loading/preprocessing of the model, such a decomposition
can be efﬁcient for a simple geometry model populated
with a huge set of microphones. The absence of communication between the processes is a major advantage in
the context of a largely distributed or loosely connected
platform. However, there is no easy way to mitigate load
balancing issues when the processing time of sub-domains
varies a lot.
On demand geometry and microphones loading:
With prior computation of some hierarchical acceleration
structure, sub-domains can be loaded only when needed,
but the actual parallelization is done on the set of beams.
At the beginning, ﬁrst level of the hierarchy is loaded,
and throughout the computation, this structure is accessed
several times. If during the traversal of the structure, a
node not yet loaded is reached, the corresponding data
are loaded. If it is an interior node, these data are the
child nodes information, if it is a leaf, the data are the
corresponding mesh and microphone data. Beside the
speciﬁc precomputed acceleration structure, this model of
parallelization is quite hard to implement. The latency
for loading a node of the hierarchical structure should be
hidden, for instance by changing the current beam to one
whose data are ready. The gathering of the ﬁnal results is
also complicated since the data are spread over all processes, and potential copies need to be merged. The main
drawback is the risk for each process to load the complete
model when beams largely spread inside the area. That is
particularly the case in exterior acoustics problems where
beams often go far and are widely dispersed.
Geometry and microphones partitioning: The original method used in this work matches more closely
a domain decomposition approach [14]. Here, both the
geometry and the microphones are split into multiple
sub-domains. When a beam goes out of a sub-domain,
it is sent to the process working on the sub-domain
intersected. Interface conditions [24] are used to assure the
continuity of the beam properties from one sub-domain to
another one. Efﬁcient interface conditions can be designed
by a continuous approach [25], [26], [27]. Continuous
optimized approaches improve the convergence of the
algorithm [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [29]. Similarly,
the performance of the algorithm can be increased by
using a discrete optimized approach [33], [34], [35], [36],
[37], [38]. In [39], a link is established between these
two approaches. In this paper we consider a domain
decomposition approach as described in [40], [41], [42]
but extended to beam-tracing [43]. In contrast, unlike
classical domain decomposition methods, load-balancing
issues can not be ﬁxed in a static way, where a one-to-one
correspondence is done between the processes and the subdomains. Indeed, considering for instance the case where
there would be only one sound source, the sub-domain
containing the source would have the most computational
load. This is why a more complex load balancing scheme
has to be used. The idea is that each process starts with
one sub-domain, but when it has few remaining beams

For example, each time a beam partially hits one single
surface, it needs to be split into sub-beams, what can
dramatically increase the complexity of the computation,
due to the recursion of this principle. However, for the
same simulation quality, there is much less beams to
launch, relatively to ray-tracing.
Ray-tracing methods have been extensively studied in
the context of computer generated imagery. Efﬁcient generation of hierarchical partitioning of good quality [16],
[17] for the handling of intersection detection, the use of
vectorial instructions [18], [17], and graphics processing
unit (GPU) [19], [20] allowed to accelerate the ray-tracing.
Large scale models got some attention too [18], [21],
[22]. However, these optimized methods are very efﬁcient
when the rays follow similar trajectories, which is rarely
the case in acoustic analysis. On the other hand, even
if beam-tracing generates great quality soft shadows and
anti-aliasing in computer graphics [23], the additional
complexity and slowdown do not worth it.
The hybrid approach considered here applies beamtracing principles, except that the intersections between
beams and objects surface are handled as in ray-tracing
method. In other words, instead of testing the whole
volume of the beam against the model, only the guiding ray of the beam is tested. Hence, in this method,
the beams are never split on reﬂection. This trade-off
between precision and speed allows to use very efﬁcient
ray shooting methods. In practice, the drawback due to
the approximation error can sufﬁciently be mitigated by
processing very small beams. Moreover, a beam becomes
larger far from the energy source, where its energy is
signiﬁcantly depleted, what would reduce the impact of
an approximation error.
III. PARALLEL COMPUTING
Advantage of domain decomposition: In a standard
implementation, the input and the output of parallel computing are sequential. According to the Amdahl’s law,
the global speed-up of a parallel program containing a
percentage f of sequential part is bounded by 1/(1 − f ).
One of the main goals of the Domain Decomposition
Methods (DDM) is to allow the whole program to be
parallel. The idea is to split the model into sub-domains,
such that the loading, output and result gathering could be
done in parallel for each sub-domain. The splitting of the
model can be done only once for multiple simulations.
Another important advantage of the DDM is to allow
to consider very large models and a great number of microphones. This is particularly important when generating
volumetric noise map, since the number of microphones
quickly becomes very large. Each process only needs to
allocate memory for the sub-domains it is working on
instead of allocating memory for the whole domain.
Microphones partitioning: In this kind of decomposition, only the set of microphones is split, while
the complete geometry is replicated. Each sub-domain is
totally independent so the program can be run in parallel
without synchronization. Even if a whole part of the work
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to handle, it starts loading one or more sub-domains still
containing a lot of unhandled beams. The number of subdomains which can be loaded simultaneously is limited by
the memory size. In order to overlap the results gathering
time, sub-domains can also be unloaded when few beams
remain to be processed. Since the gathering operation
mainly uses the communication system, this overlapping
does not slow down the computation. Nonetheless, the
loading and unloading of sub-domains take a long time,
hence it would be preferable to avoid such operations as
much as possible. For that, it is still relevant to approximate at best an average good load balancing. The solution
used is to process ﬁrst the exchanged beams and then
to equalize the number of remaining beams in each subdomain comparatively to the processing power affected
to this sub-domain by loading or unloading sub-domains
only when this ratio deviates too much from the average.
At last, the processing of a sub-domain itself is parallelized by coupling a shared memory multi-threading and
a work-sharing load balancing. This allows an additional
acceleration of the computation without any data replication. There is no need of gathering local outputs at the
end since the output data are shared. However, it required
to implement a thread-safe access mechanism. A simple
ﬁne-grained locking were implemented by setting a spinlock mutex on each cell of the output array. Given that the
multi-threaded beam-tracing generates few contention, the
busy-waiting time is insigniﬁcant, hence the spin-lock is
an acceptable trade-off between simplicity and efﬁciency
for our acoustic problem.

Figure 1. Global view of the virtual model of Shinjuku, district of
Tokyo, Japan.

Figure 2. Close view of the virtual model of Shinjuku, just next to the
Tokyo Metropolitan Government Building.

IV. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this study, we tackled the simulation of urban acoustic pollution related to car trafﬁc. Experiments were run on
a model of the Shinjuku district of Tokyo, Japan. It is an
area of 2.5 km by 1.5 km around the point of coordinates




35o 41 23 N , 139o 1 25 E. By hosting the busiest train
station of the world, multiple commercial and administrative buildings including the administration center of
the government of Tokyo, and around ten skyscrapers at
least 200 meters high, the Shinjuku district faces a large
number of activities generating a very important car trafﬁc.
Figure 1 shows a global view of the simulation model.
The whole district buildings has been represented, and as
we can see on ﬁgures 2 and 3, it is a detailed designing
leading to a quite large model.
As we were saying at the beginning, our goal is to study
the efﬁciency of the proposed DDM-based hybrid geometrical method on low-computer resources architectures.
The numerical experiments were run on a hybrid, both
distributed and shared memory, computational platform
consisting of 8 workstations, each one containing two quad
core processors (a total of 64 cores). Each machine was
provided with 8 Gigabytes RAM (Random Access Memory) and a Windows 7 operating system. The volume of the
hexahedral bounding box of the model was populated with
a total number of 13.7 millions of microphones, regularly
distributed on a 3D grid. According to the dimensions

Figure 3.
Close view of the virtual model of Shinjuku, under the
Metropolitan Expressway No. 4.

of the district, that corresponds to a microphone every
4 meters in each of the three spatial directions. We
simulated 49 sound sources, most of them placed at major
crossroads, and each one launching 3 millions of beams.
Figure 4 illustrates the noise level distribution obtained
from such a simulation.
Speed-ups are computed using the total execution time,
including the loading of the model, the acceleration structure generation and the saving of the results. A speed-up S
is determined by S = tref /t, where tref is the execution
time of the sequential version, and t, the time consumed
by the parallel version. Table I shows different speedups relative to various DDM/multi-threading schemes. The
computation was distributed such that each core runs
exactly 2 threads, which corresponds to 16 threads per
workstation. Then, for the 16, 32, 64 and 128 threads,
we used respectively 1, 2, 4 and 8 workstations. Even
if we are not in a scaling study, one could remark that
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an Ethernet interconnection, since it reduces the memory
usage and the communication bandwidth.
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parameter needs further investigation as it influences calculating efficiency of Green function.
The paper will discuss the relationship between Green
function and shipping characteristic length, construct
parallel computing method based on ships’ length and
calculate given examples.

Abstract—The change of ship’s characteristic length can
change scientific researching method. The paper gains the
calculation parameters of Green function and the relational
expression of vessels' characteristic length by establishing
the analysis theory of ships’ characteristic length dimension
based on the control equation of green function and gives the
statistical expression for ships’ characteristic length. Moreover, it constructs a parallel algorithm of green function.
The numerical results show that our algorithm has high
parallel calculating ratio.

II.

It is noticed that the data size of calculating Green
function is associated with the ranges of parameter in
some ways. The wider the range, the more the volume of
function value needs to be calculated. Only the range of
Green function’s parameter in engineering practice is
determined can we calculate the value of Green function
needed.
Firstly, we set the Green function governing equation
and boundary conditions as follows:
(1.1)
   ( P  Q)
In the equation above, is potential function, P is the
field point: ,Q is the source point: . All of them are in the
upper half plane, therefore the boundary conditions are:

Keywords- Green function; shipping; probability; parallel
computation

I.

INTRODUCTION

The proportion of shipping is inevitably going up as the
speed up of marine development and the development of
economic globalization. However, as we all know, there
will be strong oscillations when a ship moving on the
surface of the water. It will not only affect the speed of the
ship, but also cause the deformation by waves’ dash, and
emerge unimaginable consequence. So, it’s essential for us
to study how does waves act on ships’ hydrodynamic force.
When it comes to ships’ hydrodynamic force, it is usually
to study Green function whose computing is associated
with ships’ characteristic length. Therefore, to study Green
function, we have to get an insight into ships’ characteristic length.
By using Green Theorem, Haskind[1]solves the velocity potential with time of ship’s navigation, and he derives
the expression of point-source Green function. According
to the boundary condition, and he solves integral equation
about the velocity potential by dividing of disturbance
velocity potential in flow field into diffraction velocity
potential and radiation velocity–potential. Newman[2] calculates Green function with single integral by series
expansion method, and he gives detailed illustration of the
fundamental of rapidity, seakeeping and operability of ship
motion. Zhen Chengsheng[3] computes the derived ordinary differential equations by using the numerical calculation, and improves the accuracy and efficiency of the
calculation. According to the rapidity of the ship, Dai
Yishan[4] has done years’ research on Green function, and
he respectively gave the computing method of frequency
domain Green function and Time domain Green function.
Meanwhile, Liu Yingzhong[5] has unique research findings, and gives the computational formula of Green
function applied to ship fluid dynamics. In recent years，
many scholars have been studying Green function. For
example, Xing[6]gives the computing formula in
consideration of the governing equation of Green function,
and has a discussion about inwardness of Green function,
and he discovers that shipping characteristic length

978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
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DIMENSIONAL PARAMETER ANALYSIS IN
GOVERNING EQUATION


 k  0
x


 ik  0
x

In the above equation, is complex potential. Let’s
suppose that L is shipping characteristic length, U is
characteristic reference velocity. Let
x  XL
y  YL
z  ZL
  ULF (1,2)
And governing equations become as

F   ( P  Q)

Boundary conditions become as

F
 kF  0
X

F
 ikLF  0
Y

(1.3)

And let K=kL , then

Im(

dF
)  K Re[ F ]  0
dZ

Re(

dF
)
dZ

jK Re[ F ]  0

(1.4)
From the above discussion, it can be safely concluded
that if we change wave number from K to kL, the
equations will be converted into dimensionless equations.
So, we can calculate K value by shipping characteristic
length and wave number.
III.

SHIPPING CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH DISTRIBUTION

The principal dimension of vessel is the geometrical
parameter used to reflect the size of hull; the coefficients
of form is the geometrical parameter used to reflect the
shape of hull; scale ratio is the geometrical parameter used
for hull’s size. All of these parameters are proved to be
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function of quintuple space . If we choose 1000 dots for
every coordinate, then we need to calculate Green
functions of 10^(15) dots in quintuple space, however,
because the numbers of infinite integrals need computing
and the amount of calculation is numerous, it’s essential
for us to structure parallel algorithms by means of which
we will do the calculation. Its steps are as follows:
1) Given k, L and the number of processors: P.
2) Divide (0, kL) into P parts which are of the same
length.
3) Calculate the value of Green function in every
subinterval.
4) Output calculated results.
From the expression of Green function , we may see
that to calculate Green function is to calculate H function.
An example about how to calculate Green function is
given below.
Example: Consider an underwater section rectangle
whose depth is 0.5 and width is 1, then we took the
number of panel points n as 60, which step size choose
h=1/30, wave number k=2, and length of the ship L=1.The
outcome is printed on figure-2. The following figure-2
represents the relationship between the real part and
imaginary part of H function, which looks like a book in
some ways.

really useful for vessel’s design, construction, operation
and performance analysis.
As is known to all, the size of vessel is mainly
measured by ship length, molded breadth, mould depth and
draught. This paper will analyze the length of ships. The
length of ships we often choose falls into three categories:
overall length, length between perpendiculars and length
of designed water plane. The overall length is the maximum horizontal distance parallel to the waterline from the
forefront of the bow to the last end of the quarter. Length
between perpendiculars, which is often abbreviated as LBP,
refers to the length of a vessel along the waterline from the
forward surface of the stem, or main bow perpendicular
member, to the after surface of the sternpost, or main stern
perpendicular member. Forward perpend- icular: make a
vertical through the point of intersection of designed
waterline and stem post’s leading edge. After perpendicular: a vertical line through the intersection of the
design waterline with the after-side of the straight portion
of the rubber post of a ship. Waterline length: it denotes
the length of the vessel at the point where it sits in the
water, usually it refers to length of designed waterline. In
the calculation of hydrostatic property, we often adopt the
length between perpendiculars; while in the analysis of
resistance , we choose waterline length; and when it comes
to dry-docking, alongside a pier or passing a lock, overall
length is our best option. This paper selects the overall
length as our computational data.
We collected 2510 samples of the overall length of
ships and obtained the following diagram of L distribution
through Matlab by doing distribution fitting analysis,see
Fig.1.
b

b 1

f ( x a, b)  ba x e

V.

The paper deal with the relation between Green
function and shipping characteristic length, by adopting
the method of dimension analysis on the basis of Green
function governing equation. On the other hand, it
decreases calculation through combining wave numbers
and shipping characteristic length and forms a new
parameter. Meanwhile, we dug deep to see the probability
distribution of the length of ships, finding out that the
length is approximate distribution of Weibull. What’s
more, in the article, we give an opinion to parallel
computation and work out quintuple space Green function
value.

x
 ( )b
a

(2.1)
Here a=0.000268, b=1.626. We can find that the length of
the smallest ship is only 2.35m, while the longest ship has
an unimaginable length of 458.45m. The span between
ships is really large, so we assumed that the data covers all
kinds of ships. The length was divided into 8 segments and
every step size is 57m.What’s more, the length of vast
majority of ships is between 2.35 to 250m, which indicates
that mighty ship is still in the minority in another side, and
the majority ships in our daily life are all less than
250m.Their distribution roughly accord with the Weibull’s
Distribution.
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started. In [3], a number of plan alternatives and
optimizations for the distributed processing of queries in a
vertically partitioned XML database system was
proposed, this work focused on how to build a execute
plan, but not the query processing. Base on partial
evaluation, [4] proposed distributed evaluation algorithms
for Boolean XPath queries and for data-selecting XPath
queries, and presented a MapReduce algorithm for
processing Boolean XPath queries using partial
evaluation. However, the author assumed that the XML
data had been distributed stored across a number of sites,
and not show how to partition large XML datasets and
how to decompose the query. There are some works
developed a system that simultaneously parallel
processing XML queries for a massive volume of XML
data with Hadoop, for example [5]. Close to this work is
[6], HoX-MaRe algorithm was present for distribute
XPath query evaluation, but compared with this paper, we
have modified the MapReduce model, after the Reduce
phase, another Reduce is joined to MapReduce and form a
new Map-Reduce-Reduce program model.
The main contribution of this paper is summarized
below. We present a new algorithm, called TwigMRR,
which is independently developed and shares similar with
HoX-MaRe. Our algorithm changes the MapReduce
model to Map-Reduce-Reduce model. The new model not
increases the program difficulty, but for XML query
processing is very efficiency. Compared with other
method, this algorithm does not change the essence of
distribute processing that send the query to the data, and
the data transferred between store sites are determined by
the query size but not XML data size.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
describe some background information in Section 2. After
that we present an evaluation algorithm for twig queries in
distributed architecture, referred as TwigMRR, in Section
3. An experimental study is provided in Section 4, and
concludes our work in Section 5.

Abstract—Twig query is considered the core query pattern in
most XML query language. With the XML document size
becoming larger, single site cannot deal with such volume
data in storage capacity and compute ability. Partitioning
the large data and distributed parallel processing query is an
efficient and effective way. This paper proposes TwigMRR
algorithm for evaluating XML twig query over large XML
data that is encoded by Dewey, partitioned horizontally and
distributed storage in a cluster. TwigMRR is based on
MapReduce and extended a new model Map-Reduce-Reduce
to get the final results for twig query. The experimental
results show that our approach is scalable and efficient on
this problem.
Keywords- partitioned XML document; twig queries;
distribute query processing

I.

INTRODUCTION

XML is a commonly used format for data
exchanging in multi-system environment, and becomes
the de facto standard for representing semi-structured
data. Due to widespread used, the problem of effectively
and efficiently query processing has attracted significant
effort in both research community and in commercial
products. The centralized management and processing of
XML query have been well studied, but with the quickly
producing and aggregating information, centralized
techniques are not applicable to large XML dataset.
In most XML query languages, e.g., XPath[1] and
XQuery[2], queries are expressed as twig patterns. Finding
all occurrences of a twig pattern query in an XML
document is considered the core operation for XML query
processing. In this paper, we focus on how to use
MapReduce distributed framework to process and manage
twig queries with large amount of XML data. MapReduce
is a widely used software framework for processing huge
datasets on distributable problems using a cluster of
commodity computers. It defines distributed and parallel
processing of Map and Reduce operations, and hens, is a
simple, fault-tolerant and scalable paradigm, can be
applied to huge dada sets. It has found a wide range of
applications in the area of massive data analysis.
In this paper we propose an approach for twig
queries processing over large XML data which is coded
by Dewey, portioned and distributed stored in distribute
file system. The Dewey is selected because it is more
flexible in XML update than other code methods. There
exist significant bodies of work on querying XML data in
a centralized environment, but for distributed processing
XML query evaluation, research on this problem just
978-1-4799-4169-8 2014
U.S. Government Work Not Protected by U.S. Copyright
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.36

II.

PRELIMINARIES

We next discuss the twig queries, partition of XML
document, and MapReduce studied in this paper.
A. XML and Twig Query
An XML documents is modeled as a directed, rooted,
labeled tree T. In an XML tree, the labels come from an
infinite set ¦. N(t) and E(t) respectively denote the set of
nodes and edges of the tree t. label(n) denote the label of
node n, and root(t) is the root of t. If there an edge(n1, n2)
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in E(t), the node n2 is the child of n1 (n1 is the parent of n2).
If there is a path from n1 to n2, n2 is the descendant of node
n1 (n1 is the ancestor of n2). A branching node is the node
which has at least two children. In the next of this paper
document element and tree node are equivalence.
The core query pattern in most standard XML query
languages (e.g., XPath and XQuery) is also in a tree-like
structure, which is often referred as a twig. In a twig query,
an edge can be either single-lined “/” or double-lined “//”,
which constraints the two matched nodes is either a
PC(Parent-Child) relationship or an AD(AncestorDescendant) relationship.
The process to find all the occurrences of a twig in an
XML document is called twig matching. A mach of twig Q
in an XML tree T is identified by a set of mappings form
the query node of Twig Q to the document node of Tree T.
For mapping e: (i) label preserving, for node nęN(Q),
either label(n) = * or label(n) = label(e(n)), where * is the
“wildcard” sysmbol; (ii) relationship preserving, for
edges(n1, n2)ęE/(Q), then (e(n1),e(n2))ęE(t). For edges
(n1, n2)ęE//(Q), then node e(n2) is a descendant of node
e(n1). The result of matching Q to T is a list of n-ary tuples,
where n is the number of nodes in Q, and each tuple(n1,
n2, …, nn) consists of the document nodes n1, n2, …, nn,
which identify a distinct match of Q in T.

them; (ii)each split has a distinct leaf node which in not
contained in other splits. For instance, in Fig.1, the XML
tree can be split into s0 and s1 as depicted in Fig. 2. Maybe
there are many split results, here only represents one
partition form. In this paper, we only considered the
situation that the size of a split does not lager than the max
block size in distributed file system.

a

1.1

b

d

e

1.1.1

d

e
1.1.2

b
1.2.1

1

c

1.2

b
1.2.1

d
1.2.2

C. MapReduce Model
MapReduce[8] is a model for data-intensive parallel
computation in shared-nothing clusters. MapReduce hides
the details of the parallel execution so that users can focus
only on their data processing strategies. This
programming model consists of Map and Reduce
functions, and data are modeled as <key, value> pairs.
The computation is expressed as follow:
map <k1, v1> Æ list(<k2, v2>);
reduce <k2, list(v2)> Æ list<k3, v3>.
The input for a MapReduce-based program first
partitions the input data into input splits, and each of the
splits is modeled as <k1, v1> form and assigned to a Map
task. The Map task compute intermediate results i.e., (k2,
v2) pairs in parallel. The key-value pairs <k2, v2>
produced in the Map phase are hash-partitioned based on
the key, yielding <k2, list(v2)>. Each of k2 partitions is
assigned to a Reduce task. The Reduce function reads the
list of all values, list(v2), producing<k3, v3>.
III.

c

a

Figure 2. Partition of an XML document

1

1.1 b

s1

s0

1.1.1 1.1.2

B. Dewey labeling scheme and XML Partitioning
Dewey labeling scheme[7] is used to present the
position of an element occurrence in an XML document.
In Dewey, a label for an XML tree node is a concatenation
of its parent’s label and its local order. For element n2,
label(n2)=label(n1).x, where n2 is the x-th child of n1.
Dewey supports efficient evaluation of structural
relationships between elements. That is, elements n1 is an
ancestor of element n2 if and only if label(n1) is a prefix of
label(n2), element n1 is a parent of n2 if and only if label(n1)
is a prefix of label(n2) and their length is different in one.
For example, the label for “d” in Fig.1, “1.1.1” is a
concatenation of its parent’s “b” label ”1.1” and its local
order “1”. And the node “a” labeled “1” is a parent of node
“b” labeled “1.1”, and is ancestor of node “d” labeled
“1.1.1”.
a

1

TWIGMRR ALGORITHM

1.2
A. An overview of TwigMRR
For processing a Twig query over a large amount of
XML data using the MapReduce model, we present an
TwigMRR algorithm, which include four step. In the first
step, we parse an XML document, and label the nodes
based on Dewey. In the second step, we split the XML
document into some splits and read them as input to
distributed storage system. Normally, this parsing step and
partitioning step are only executed once for an XML
document. After these two steps, the system is ready to
processing twig queries in parallel style. In third step, we
execute Map task to compute intermediate result for twig
query in all computer stored the XML data split, using any
structural join algorithms, e.g., TwigStack[9]. The last step

d
1.2.2

Figure 1. Example document with Dewey labeled

For a single large XML document which size beyond
the memory capacity, we can split it into some splits and
for each split stored in a computer of a cluster. In this
paper we focus on horizontal partition, a split is a subtree
of the XML tree T. For a horizontal split S of XML
document T, the followings are hold: (i)for each node nS in
S, there is a node n of T having the same path from root to
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is Reduce task which collects all the intermediate results
to get the final result of twig.
Consider the XML document and corresponding
horizontal partition illustrated in Fig.1 and Fig.2, for the
twig query in Fig.3: a[c]//b, where b is surrounded by
double circle denoting it is the output node, if we evaluate
it to s0 and s1 in isolated method, and then only get result
node “b” labeled “1.2.1”, but miss the node “b” labeled
“1.1”. This is because the partition of XML document
destroys its structure constraint, and for one split, it does
not know the overall structure information of the related
nodes. For this reason, in the third step, before execute
Map task, we decompose the twig query into linear path
query, where linear path is a path from root to leaf, and
there no branch node in the path. As in Fig.3, the twig
query can be decomposed into two linear paths: a/c and
a//b. Then partial results are computed for each linear path
in Map function, and transformed to Reduce task to get
the final result for twig query.

a

a

a

b

c

c

b

Thus, the algorithm forms a new program model as MapReduce-Reduce for processing twig queries.
Example2. Continuing the Example1 and for Fig.3
twig query, because the query is simple, we only in task1
can get the result. Integrate the partial results <1, 1.1, null>
and <1, 1.2, 1.2.1>, we know that 1.1 and 1.2 are all the
results. The result “1.1” is get for a/c is satisfied in “1” and
“1.2”, this make the “b” labeled “1.1” satisfied the a[c]//b
structure constraint.
Algorithm TwigMRR query processing
Input: A twig query Q and an XML document
Output: A set of value results answering Q
1: //step 1: parse and encode
2: SAX to read the input document
encode it by Dewey
3: //step 2: partition
4: define split size, and split the XML into split
blocks
5: upload the splits into distribute file system
6: //step 3: Map task <split s, twig query Q>
7: TQ = getDecomposedTwig(Q); decompose Q
into linear path query
8: For each query q in TQ
9: Kq = getBranchNodes(q); get the branch nodes
corresponding q as the key
10: Ms = getPatialResult(s); get the matching of
linear path query q using any existing efficient
structure join algorithm like TwigStack and the
result is a n-ary tuples
11: mapOutput = <Kq,Ms>
12: // step 4: Reduce phase1 <Key K, partial
results M>
13: NQ = getBranchNodes(Q); get the branch nodes
of twig query Q
14: compute the result for key K and output <NQ,
result>
15: // step 4: Reduce phase2 <Key NQ, result M>
16: compute the final result for Q

a[c]//b
Figure 3. Twig query and linear path query

B. Query processing in TwigMRR
In this section, we present the TwigMRR algorithm,
which is a MapReduce model style program. In this
algorithm, the processing XML document is very large,
and in the first two steps, we use SAX streaming
technique encoded the XML node with Dewey, and then
split it into blocks, which size can be varied. After this,
the XML is portioned and stored in the distributed file
system. Based on these works, Map and Reduce tasks can
be executed on distribute file system. First, for every
linear path query, map function computers the partial
result.
Example1. For XML document splits in Fig.2,
compute the twig query Q in Fig.3 for splits s0 and s1, we
can get that, for query a//b and a/c in s0, the branch nodes
is <a> and, m(a) = 1, m(b) = 1.1 , m(c) = null; and in s1,
the branch nodes is <a>, and m(a)=1, m(b) = 1.2, m(c) =
1.2.1. Then we can get the results are<<a>, <1, 1.1,
null>> and <<a>, <1, 1.2, 1.2.1>>.
After the Map task, in Reduce, we can computer the
final result, but note that, maybe there are multiple
intermediate Key values, so in this algorithm, we define
two phases Reduce task. In the phase1, we computer
intermediate results for branch nodes corresponding to the
linear path queries; and then in the phase2, the Key value
is defined by all the branch nodes in twig query, and the
second Reduce function is executed to get the final result.

Figure 4. TwigMRR algorithm

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

We provide an experimental study of our algorithm for
evaluating Twig queries using TwigMRR. We implement
out algorithms with Hadoop[10], a well-known open-source
Java implementation of MapReduce, since MapReduce
itself is not available to the public for Google’s proprietary
use. Like MapReduce utilizes the Google File Systems
(GFS) as an underlying storage layer to read input and
store output in Google, Hadoop MapReduce is the data
processing layer and based on Hadoop DFS data storage
layer. All experiments were performed on 3.00GHz
Pentium(R) Dual-Core processor PC with 4G RAM
running on Windows XP systems. We used benchmark
dataset XMark[11], and by XML generator we get an XML
document of 3G for testing and compare our algorithm
with HoX-MaRe. For the XMark standard queries, we
construct a cluster cloud environment. In this cluster, we
run the code on 3, 6, 9, 12 computer nodes and get the
results in Fig.5. We selected the HDFS file block is default
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64MB, and defined the XML split size from 4MB to
64MB, and the run total time are as follows. As mentioned
in section ċ, the encoded parsing and split partitioning
only execute once at the beginning, and in the next query
processing their results can be reused, so here the total
time is twig evaluation time. From the result we can
conclude that with the computer node number is added, the
used time is decreased. But the split size is a main factor
for processing efficiency, with the split size becoming
larger, the time is increased, this is because, in the Map
function, TwigStack algorithm is a memory algorithm.
Nodes
3
6
9
12

HoX-MaRe
40.67
35.33
23.50
21.33

TwigMRR
32.50
28.75
18.00
16.00

Figure 7. Comparsion with HoX-MaRe for 32MB

V.

Nodes
3
6
9
12

4MB
7.25
5.67
4.75
3.67

8MB
10.00
8.00
6.25
5.75

16MB
12.67
10.75
9.67
8.33

32MB
32.50
28.75
18.00
16.00

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a new TwigMRR algorithm
to distributed processing XML twig queries using
MapReduce program model, the XML document is
encoded by Dewey. The algorithm can be used in the
distributed cloud environment. Our experiments show that
this algorithm is scalable for large XML datasets and
outperforms the related works.
As the future work, we are planning to study the
problem of vertical partition of XML document and other
node label schemes to get a better performance.

64MB
61.33
49.67
42.00
34.75

Figure 5. Total computation time for different cluster nodes

Compared with HoX-MaRe algorithm, we tested two
split size situations: 8MB and 32MB, the result were show
in Fig6 and fig7. On average, the efficiency is increased by
about 20-25 percents. This is because in TwigMRR,
“Bucket” concept was removed, and the time is decreased
for no need to compute the getBuckets().
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algorithm(DTTC)[1], track correlation algorithm based on
fuzzy idea of sequential detection[4], based on fuzzy
comprehensive multi-sensor multi-function target track
correlation algorithm and distributed multi-sensor fusion
fuzzy multi-target track correlation algorithm[5].
All these correlation algorithms are real-time
algorithms, which require tight timeliness. They are prone
to result in error and leakage correlated tracks in a dense
targets environment or on the occasions of more divisionmerge tracks. Most algorithms above have taken several
other factors into account, such as extrapolation error or
historical circumstances. Otherwise, the tracks to be
correlated in our post hoc analysis are all known tracks. It
will add a lot of unnecessary work burden to join the
correlation for airborne early warning radar intelligence
analysis. So those correlation algorithms are not suitable
for post hoc analysis. Relatively speaking, the dual
threshold track correlation algorithm based on the idea of
dual threshold signal detection is much closer to the idea of
post hoc track correlation.
In this paper, we have improved the traditional dual
threshold track correlation algorithm and apply it to
airborne radar intelligence analysis. Experimental results
show that it has better effects.

Abstract—Aiming at track correlation in airborne early
warning radar intelligence analysis, an improved dual
threshold track correlation algorithm is proposed. Taking
into account that we have held all the point information after
flying, we use wave gate technology instead of the hypothesis
to test the hypothesis one by one, and the data have been
screened for relevance to avoid extrapolation errors and
history cases. It reduced the correlation computation
amount. The experimental results show that the algorithm in
airborne radar information processing can improve the
efficiency of correlation between the ground radar tracks
and airborne radar tracks.
Keywords-airborne early warning radar;track correlation;
dual threshold track correlation algorithm;intelligence
analysis

I.

INTRODUCTION

Airborne early warning radar is the basis for airborne
warning and control system. Intelligence qualities will
affect the development trend of the entire situation and
command decisions directly. Therefore, airborne early
warning radar intelligence analysis is one of the most
important things for the early warning detection, command
and control. Furthermore, it is also the rapid and effective
means to improve the battle effectiveness of the airborne
early warning radar.
Usually, the common way of airborne radar
intelligence analysis is comparative and statistical. By
comparing intelligence from airborne early warning radars
with intelligence from ground radars at the same time and
in the same airspace, we can draw a statistical analysis
conclusion, which can be used to find out what are the
advantages and disadvantages between the tracks from the
airborne early warning radars and the ground radars. The
methods can be put forward to improve the advantages and
compensate for the lacks. For example, using an
appropriate correlation algorithm for airborne radar track
and ground radar track correlation can bring three benefits.
Firstly, it can increase the degree of the automation of
intelligence analysis. Secondly, it can ascertain the
relationships of the large amounts of intelligence
efficiently. Thirdly, it can improve the level of intelligence
analysis.
Track correlation is one of the most important
technologies of multi-sensor multi-target data fusion, also
known as filtrating duplication. Several algorithms have
been proposed for it. Such as weighted and modified track
correlation algorithm[1], sequential track correlation
algorithm[2], the nearest neighbor track correlation
algorithm(NNTC)[3], dual threshold track correlation
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.37

II.

INDEPENDENT DTTC

Assume the amount of estimated error samples is R.
Three steps are used to test whether tracks are correlated or
2
not. Firstly, for each of the samples, χ distribution is used
to verify hypothesis. If it is test to accept H0, the value of
counter is incremented by 1, otherwise it is unchanged.
Secondly, repeat the action R times that is comparing the
value of the counter with a specified number L(L<R).
Thirdly, if the output of the counter is greater than or equal
to L, then the determination is that tracks are correlated;
otherwise, the determination is that tracks are not
correlated. The following is main decision process.
For l = 1, 2," , R , using formula (1) to compute one by
one.
−1
(1)
α ( l ) = ª Xˆ 1 ( l | l ) − Xˆ 2 ( l | l ) º ′ ª P 1 ( l | l ) + P 2 ( l | l ) º
¬ i
ª Xˆ i1 ( l | l ) − Xˆ
¬

ij

¼ ¬

j

i

j

¼

( l | l ) º¼ i ∈ U 1 , j ∈ U 2
In the formula (1), Xˆ i1 ( l | l ) and Xˆ 2j ( l | l ) are the state
assessments of the track i from sensor A and track j from
sensor B at time l, respectively, Pi1 ( l | l ) and Pj2 ( l | l ) are
their covariance, respectively, U1 and U2 respect the sets of
the tracks from sensor A and Sensor B, respectively.
If α ij ( l ) ≤ δ i ∈ U 1 , j ∈ U 2 ,
then m ( l ) = m ( l − 1) + 1 ( m ( 0 ) = 0 ) .
ij
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ij

2
j

ij

If mij ( l ) ≥ L ,
then the track i from the sensor A correlates with the
track j from the sensor B; Otherwise, they are not
correlated.
III.

In (4), sum is the total number of already tested tracks.
If P is greater than a threshold Pmin, then H 02 is accepted.
That means Nx and Nk are correlated. Otherwise, H12 is
accepted.
The concept of Spatial Correlation Region (SCR) is
shown in Fig.1.

IMPROVED DUAL THRESHOLD TRACK CORRELATION
ALGORITHM

The improved dual threshold track correlation is put
forward to avoid the calculation errors of extrapolation.
Taking into account the airborne radar intelligence analysis
to its own characteristics, the improved dual threshold
track correlation algorithm has been presented. It uses
wave gate technology to filter the data correlated instead of
the χ 2 hypothesis to test the hypothesis one by one, data
were screened for relevance to avoid calculation errors and
history cases, significantly reducing the amount of
computation correlated with the traditional dual threshold
track correlation algorithm applied to the correlated
intelligence analysis tracks.
Improved dual threshold track correlation algorithm
presents as follows:
Assume that airborne radar detecting targets is
independent of the ground radar detecting targets.
Ux={1,2,…,n1} represents the dot set of the track Nx from
the airborne radar and Uk={1,2,…,n2} represents the dot
set of the track Nk from the ground radar. U1={1,2,…,N1}
represents the track set of the airborne radar.
U2={1,2,…,N2} represents the track set of the ground
radar. One dot of a track is represented by four coordinates
(x, y, z, t);
Suppose and are one of the following events (ięUx, j
ęUk) :
H 01 : The same target is detected by different sensors.
The dot i and the dot j are the track points from an airborne
radar and a ground radar respectively.
H11 : Different targets are detected by different sensors.
The dot i and the dot j are the track points from an airborne
radar and a ground radar respectively.
Therefore, the correlation algorithm can be converted
into a hypothesis testing problem.
Formula (2) is used to compute the test statistic of their
distance difference. Formula (3) is used to compute the test
statistic of their time difference.
(2)

Smax= (xi −xj)2 +(yi −yj)2 +(zi −zj)2

O 

Figure 1. Spatial correlation region

The measurement point can be determined by the
known location of the correlated target region, according
to the spatial location information of the present testing dot
O (the ith dot of the track Nx), the correlation region of the
ball and the current measurement of radar accuracy
information. The following are detailed steps. Firstly, draw
a sphere whose center is point O and radius isSmax,which
is the max allowable detection error of the device. In figure
1, the grey sphere is the space correlated with the target
point O. The dots in this space are determined to be
correlated with it.
Similarly, the time-domain correlation interval is
defined as follows. For current investigated point O (the ith
of the Nx) , it is a time interval [-Tmax, Tmax],whose
origin is the current time of point O. The length of the
interval is determined by the performance of the detection
equipment and the communication delay of the data link,
as shown in Fig.2. Fall in this interval for trace points to
determine when it is correlated with the current
investigated point.
-Tmax

O

Tmax

Figure 2. Time-domain correlation interval

Correlation process in detail is as follows:
1) First take out the ith track (the batch number is Nx)
from ground radar track data, and start with the jth (initial
value of j is 1) point of the track Nx. Then find out those
points which are both in spatial correlation region and in
time-domain correlation interval. Finally, for the
corresponding batch number Nk of those points, the
correlation degree L becomes L++;
2 ˅ calculate the correlation ratio P=L/Sum values,
which, Sum is the total points of Nx which have already
been processed;
3˅Compare of P with the threshold probability (i.e.,
the second threshold), if P is greater than the second
threshold, the determination is correlated, i++, go to step
1); Otherwise, j++, if all the points of track Nx have not
been processed, jump to step 1) to continue, if the
treatment has been completed, i++ and then go to step 1)
continue;
Taking these algorithms to meet the condition P> =
Pmin of track Nr for the grant with the Nx, track Nr is
determined to be correlated. It means that track Nr and
track Nx, belongs to the same batch of targets from the
ground radar and airborne radar.

(3)
T(i,j)= | ti − t j |
IfS(i,j) is less than the threshold Smax andT(i,j) is
less thanTmax then accepts H 01 . That means the ith dot of
Nx and the jth dot of Nk are correlated (the correlation
degree L adds 1); otherwise accepts H11 .
Suppose H 02 and H12 are one of the following events
(NxęU1, NkęU2):
H 02 : A same target is detected by different sensors. Nx
and Nk are tracks from different sensors.
H12 : Different targets are detected by different sensors.
Nx and Nk are tracks from different sensors.
We take the test standard as the track Nx of the
airborne radar. Formula (4) is used to compute the test
statistic.
P=L/Sum
(4)
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Finally, the output of the correlated results is in the
form of a table, including three parameters of the
correlated tracks: the batch number of airborne radar
intelligence, the batch number of ground radar intelligence
and their correlation ratio.
IV.

APPLICATION VERIFICATION

In accordance with the improved dual threshold track
correlation algorithm, we design and implement the track
correlation process for the intelligence analysis of airborne
early warning radar, shown in Fig 3.

Figure 4. Playback the results screenshot

Through improved dual threshold track correlation
algorithmˈairborne radar information processing greatly
improves the efficiency of correlation between the ground
radar tracks and airborne radar tracks. It will help us to
further researches on quality characteristics and laws of
airborne radar intelligence for analysis. Furthermore, we
can train and evaluate the airborne crews based on this
correlation conclusion. Through continuous training to
improve fundamentally the tactical level personnel
subjective initiative into full play the role of personnel will
be equipped to maximize the performance, and effectively
improve the airborne early warning radar combat
effectiveness.

Figure 3. Parameter setting interface

By correlating a particular treatment for airborne and
ground radar intelligence, we selected a certain mission, in
which the ground radar has detected 688 batches of target.
The correlating process consumed a total of less than three
minutes through the program running, greatly reducing the
correlated processing time. And the other by correlation
with the use of means, will greatly reduce the workload of
the late intelligence analysis. A part of the results is shown
in Table 1.
TABLE I.

V.

In this paper, an improved dual threshold track
correlation algorithm has solid theoretical foundation, and
proved workable, and in the process of applying to the
field of intelligence analysis, it has achieved good results.
Through the dual threshold track correlation algorithm
improvements, making the track correlated with the status
quo in the field of intelligence analysis has been a
fundamental change. This application not only improves
the automation of information processing analysis of
airborne radar track correlation, but also grasps the
equipment performance, group training model to explore
the mechanism of the crew for valuable information. Of
course, the method in dealing with the short track is
inadequacies, and needs to be further improved.

PARTIAL CORRELATION TABLE

Airborne Radar

Ground Radar

Correlation Ratio

16

87

0.80769228

19

98

0.89130437

53

144

0.90196079

56

122

0.98245614

CONCLUSION
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the elastic force eventually equal to the maximum static
friction force, adhesive end state, movement side effects in
the elastic force of sliding phase separation occurred, enter
slip state. At the same time, on the one hand, tearing
adhesive or embedded generate rebound contrary to the
direction of movement, on the other hand, the process of
movement of new bonded or embedded is in the
continuous formation. So, there is relative motion
discontinuity when water lubricated rubber bearing friction
pair is in the lubrication bad case, friction noise.
Considering the actual condition of rubber bearings, we
establish an analysis model of five degree of freedom
nonlinear, as shown in figure 2. Comparing with rubber
layer, the metal shaft is relative high stiffness. In the paper,
it consider as rigid shaft. In the Fig.2, the shaft has 3
degrees of freedom, 3 directions displacement: horizontal
displacement x3, vertical displacement of x4, and the
rotation displacement θ. Water lubricated rubber bearings
is simplified as a mass rigid block, that has 2 degrees of
freedom, and 2 directions displacement: horizontal
displacement x1, and vertical displacement x2. m1 is the
quality of water lubricated rubber bearings, m2 is the
quality of water lubricated shaft. c1, k1 respectively for the
water lubricated rubber bearings in the direction of friction
force (tangential) damping coefficient, stiffness coefficient.
c2, k2 respectively for the water lubricated rubber bearings
in radial direction (vertical) damping coefficient, stiffness
coefficient. Ff is friction between the friction interfaces. N
is positive pressure. M is the drive torque on the shaft of
the role. From Fig.2, we can get the following equation:

Abstract—Study on water lubricated rubber bearing has
important theoretical significance and applied value in
military affairs. This paper builds a low noise composite
rubber bearing parallel computing model, and drives the
difference equations of bearing displacement. According to
the step values, the parallel computing algorithm is given,
and the convergence time t varied with time step length is
obtained.
Keywords- parallel calculation, Water lubricated stern tube
bearing, friction, noise

I.

INTRODUCTION

The stern bearing is an important part of the propulsion
system of naval vessels, the role of which is to support the
propeller shaft or stern bearing. In the poor lubrication
state, the stern bearing produces serious friction, wear,
resulting in seal failure [1]. Much poor lubrication will
cause vibration noise from the shaft and bearing friction
pair, seriously affecting the naval vessels safety,
concealment and survival ability [2].Rubber material, is
widely used in water lubricated stern tube bearing. The
rubber advantages are, strong shock absorption, strong
impact resistance performance, no water pollution, and an
excellent concealment performance for the ship [3]. In
World War II, many naval battles, especially submarine,
also showed above advantages [4-5]. But the
disadvantages are also obvious: low bearing capacity, low
design pressure ratio that be only oil lubricated bearings
1/3. At the time of start, stop, low running speed, water
lubricated stern tube bearing will produce vibration noise
(Bearing noise). Such noise will harm water vehicle, and
become more prominent as the electronic detection
technology progress. This is an urgent problem l for us to
improve rubber material, to find the mechanism of
vibration noise, and to find noise reduction measures.
This paper will consider parallel computation model of
water lubricated stern bearing [6], find relation between
calculation error and time step .In the paper, section II
gives a mathematic model of water-Lubricated rubber
bearings; section III discuss analyses solution, section IV
discuss parallel calculation steps, and section V shows
numerical results.
II.

m1 x1  c1 x1  k1 x1  F f
m1x2  c2 x2  k2 x2  - N
m2 x3  - F f
m2 x4  N - G2
J  - F f R  M

（2-1b）
（2-1c）
（2-1d）
（2-1e）

The two friction surface has relative speed u, and the
friction is nonlinear function of relative speed u. it can be
represented as:

Ff  F f (u )  u

MATHEMATICAL MODELS

dF
du

Here u is relative velocity of the two friction surface:

Water lubricated rubber bearings, as shown in Figure 1,
the friction surface of rubber strip has certain elastic
degrees of freedom. In the case of bad lubrication, two
friction surfaces is stick slip motion, so that the motion is
discontinuous. The stick slip motion occurs in two stages,
the first stage is "sticky" stage, the friction pair surface
protrusions cohesive or embedding, when the friction pair
relative motion trend, mutual tearing, elastic deformation;
the second stage is "slip" stage, along with the movement
continues, elastic deformation continue to increase, when
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.38

（2-1a）

u  R  x 3 - x1

F is empirical formula of friction:

F (u )  N [ f1  ( f 0 - f1 ) Exp(au )]

(2-2)

Where, a is a constant, whose unit is: s/m. The static
maximum coefficient is f0, and the static minimum friction
coefficients is f1.
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III.

x(0)  x0

NONLINEAR EQUATIONS

Since N, G2 are independent with x1, x3, and θ in the
above equation, so that x2, x4 are also independent with x1,
x3, and θ, then x2, x4 can independently solved. We can
easy get solution of Eq( (2-1b)

x2 

N
 c21e 21t  c22 e 22t
k2

Here c21, c22 are constants, and

 21

,
characteristic roots The solution of Eq( (2-1d) is:

x 4  ( N  G2 )

t2
 c41t  c42
2 m2

y (0)  x' (0)  x' 0
z (0)  x'3 (0)  x'30

In this paper, we analyses numerical function (x,y,z)
varied with step h. The parallel calculation steps are:
(1) give parameters m, c, k, R, J, M, A, and initial
value;
(2) divide domain [a,b] to P sub-domain;
(3) Every computer calculates difference equation on
one sub-domain.
(4) output numerical results
The convergence time varied with time is shown in the
Fig.3.
4.2 fourth-order R-K method
Firstly, let

(3-1)
 22

are

(3-2)

Here c41, c42 are constants. The other equations are
nonlinear, solved by numerical method.
We obtain:

f  t , x, y , z   y

m1 x1  c1 x1  k1 x1  F（
f u)
m2 x3  - F f (u )

u

g  t , x, y , z  

(3-3)

R
[m2 Rx 3  Mt  A]  x 3 - x1
J

l  t , x, y , z  

Let x=x1, y=x1’, z=x3, the above equations can be
written as:

1
Ff (u )
m2

xk 1  xk  f  t , x, y, z 

yk 1  yk  g  t , x, y, z 

(3-4)

(4-6)

zk 1  zk  l  t , x, y, z 

R
u  [m2 Rz  Mt  A]  z - y
J

Using fourth-order R-K method, we calculate
convergence time varied with time, the results show in the
Fig.4: Compared with the fig3 and fig.4 we can see that
different numerical methods have different convergence
time, and the tendency of the variation of the t with h is
divorced.

Above are first order nonlinear ordination equations,
We will solve them by using difference method.
IV.

1
(Ff (u )  c1 y  k1 x) (4-5)
m1

From above formula, we know:

x'  y
m1 y 'c1 y  k1 x  F（
f u)

m2 z '  - F f (u )

(4-3)

PARALLEL CALCULATION

4.1 Step Euler method
From above first order nonlinear ordination equations,
we may get difference equations:

V.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Let m1=2.4, k1=61081.8, c1=50.854, m2=56,
k2=35643.7, c2=250, N=4338, R=0.0855, a=0.065,
M=140, f0=0.14, f1=0.02. We calculate position from
above difference equations with different time step length
h, and output time t=t(h) if ｜z｜>0.001. In this case, we
think error is too large and end calculation for such time
step h.
The number of process is P=5. time step h is taken
value from domain [a,b]=[0.0001,0.1]. The numerical
results are written in theFig.3. FromFig.3, we find that
time t=t(h) is decrease as h increase.
The numerical position x1 of rubber bearing is shows
in Fig.5(a), The line is go up as time t increase until
t=0.185, and then decrease. There is volatility curve, it
shows the axis in the process of movement, because the
causes of friction, shaft vibration. The vibration amplitude
of the displacement is about 7% of the position x1. If use
fourth-order R-K method, the numerical position x1 of
rubber bearing is shows in Fig.5(b), Compared with the
fig3 and fig.5(a), it is obvious that the curve in the fig.5(b)
is more smooth than the curve in the fig.5(a). It means that
the fourth-order R-K method has higher precision in the
beginning.

x k 1  x k  hy k

y k 1  y k
(4-1)
 c1 y k  k1 x k  F（
f uk )
h
z  zk
 - F f (u j )
m2 k 1
h
m1

Where h is time step length. Let h1=h/m1; h2=h/m2,
above equations may be written as:

x k 1  x k  hy k

y k 1  y k  h1 [ F（
f u k )  c1 y k  k1 x k ] (4-2)
z k 1  z k  h2 F（
f uk )
It is easy to find that the numerical results are
dependent on time step h witch take value on the domain
[a,b], We choose P computers, and divide domain [a,b] to
P subdomain. Every computer calculates difference
equation on one subdomain. The initial conditions are:
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VI.

Fundamental Research Funds for the Central Universities
(WUT: 2014-Ia-039 )

CONCLUSIONS

According to the movement of water lubricated stern
tube bearing, this paper establishes the physical model and
mathematical model of water lubricated stern tube bearing,
the motion equation to describe the water lubricated stern
tube bearing displacement, and the equations of motion are
divided into two categories, one category with analytical
solution of motion equation, another kind is only the
numerical solution of the equations of motion. On the
convergence and time step numerical solution, this paper
established a parallel computing method and step about
relationship, convergence time and step.
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Figure 1. slab type water lubricated rubber

Figure 2. Force diagram of isolated water lubricated rubber bearings in the system.
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Figure 3. convergence time varied with step length h, Euler method.

Figure 4. convergence time varied with step length h, forth R-K method

Figure 5. The position x1 of rubber bearing, (a) Euker method, (b) forth R-K method.
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Abstract—In order to solve parallel algorithm of Petri net

P-invariant technology. Reference [2] on the basis of

system with concurrent functions and implement parallel

Research in [1] designs a model of the parallel Petri net

control and execution of Petri net, parallel programming

based on the multi-core threads. This method partly

model of Petri net based on multi-core clusters is put

achieves the parallelism of Petri net, but the efficiency is

forward. First, P-invariant technology is used to do the

not optimistic for the complex Petri net. Because of the

functional division of Petri net system and the parallel

actual processing of engineering problems, electrical

analysis of Petri net process. Next, based on architecture of

problems, etc complex systems, can’t

multi-core cluster and combined with parallelism of Petri

few simple parallel processes. In this case, we need to seek

net process, Petri net system model is constructed.

a way to solve the parallel model of complex systems.

Simultaneously, parallel algorithm of Petri net system is

Based on this kind of demand, this paper proposes a

raised. Finally, under the environment of multi-core cluster,

parallel Petri net model based on multi-core cluster, which

the simulation experiment of parallel algorithm is done. The

can realize level parallelism and effectively improves the

experimental results show that parallel algorithm based on

speed of Petri net.

Petri net system model is correct and feasible. The model

II.

can effectively simulate the actual operation of the system

be described by a

PETRI NET PROCESS ANALYSIS OF THE
PARALLELISM

and is an effective model of Petri net parallelization system.

A. The relative concepts of Petri net
Keywords- Petri Net; Parallelism; Multi-core Cluster;

The relative concepts of Petri net and

Parallel Model; Parallel Algorithm.

I.

p-invariant

technical would reference [1] and [3].

INTRODUCTION

B. Process analysis of Petri net

Petri net is modeling and analytical tool of distributed

The parallel analysis between processes is mainly for

system. For any system, Petri net can do hierarchical

shared places and shared transitions between two

description and stepwise refinement. How to achieve a

processes. Internal transition action and behavior analysis

parallel processor after refinement and functionality of the

of processes is as follows.

divided Petri nets is an urgent problem. In the previous

According to the different structure of Petri net,

studies of Petri net, reference [1] have introduced how to

several possible situations and the corresponding solutions

implement Functional division of Petri net by using the

are as follows.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(1) The places that has only a precursor and the

* Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China

subsequent must not be parallel.

(61163012); open fund of Guangxi Key laboratory of hybrid computati

(2) Two

processes

existed

shared

transition

and

on and IC design analysis[2012HCIC01];the University Scientific

not-shared places are parallel. The shared transition

Research Project of Guangxi(2013YB147); Innovation Project of

can look for the server to exchange information.

Guangxi Graduate Education(YCSZ2014187)

978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.39

(3) The two processes between which existed shared
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places and whose pi of input and output is 1 can be

structure is used, and nods communicate by using the

turned into parallel process by improving and the

message passing mechanism. Between multi-core, it uses

shared places realizes resources sharing of processes.

the shared memory model. Choosing one computer as the

The improved method is as follows: First, find out

main node, other nodes in the cluster are slave the node.

the shared places Pi(i<m)of the P-invariant support
set Xi and Xj in the Petri net. Next, automatically
copy the Pi(i<m) and its directed edge, meanwhile
generate the same Pi(i<m) and its directed edge. The
old places and one of the support set consist of a
parallel process, The new places and the other

Figure .1 Multi-core clusters model of Petri net

support set constitute another parallel process.
(4) The two processes which shared places and its input

In this paper, no storage consuming process because

and output is n（n>1） can be turned into parallel

the parallel calculation increases. As the inter-cluster

process by improving. The improved method is as

using a distributed storage model, and each node stores

follows:

n-1

only a single parallel process and it’s outcome，multi-core

places-transitions pairs and the two processes who

shared storage between uses, so the total cost of storage is

share the added transitions could be as two parallel

the sum of each process takes with sequence running,

processes.

while parallel computing and the storage cost of using

Find

the

Shared

places,

add

serial computing only have a very small difference.
III.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF
B. The parallelization model of Petri net

MULTI-CORECLUSTER AND THE

Given parallel computing problems achieve the desired

PARALLELIZATION OF MODLE OF PETRI NET

effect they need, then the load balancing problem is the

A. The architecture of multi-core cluster

primary problem they should be paid attention to. The

The multi-core cluster is a kind of hierarchical

scales of the parallel process problem that have achieved

architecture for parallel computing. Its hierarchy is using

by using of P-invariants technology to divide Petri

distributed storage structure to pass the message between

network is often vary greatly. So it is necessary to design a

the nodes and applying the shared memory model in the

model which not only meet the need of the Petri’s

nodes. Therefore this hierarchical cluster of architecture

hierarchy parallel, but also realize the load balance in the

has not only the architectural features of multi-computer
system

which

is

loose

coupling

based

process of allocation. Based on these two requirements

on

above, in this paper, we put forward the parallelization

distributed-memory and network transmission, but also the

model of Petri net, which has been showed in figure 2.

architectural features of multiprocessor system which is
tight coupling based on shared storage and bus transaction.
From the analysis of 2.2 for Petri net parallelism, we
knows that Petri net system after functional division can
be divided into several parallel processes and each process
can be also divided into some parallel sub-processes. Here
we can traverse to the sub-process as a thread. In view of
Figure. 2 The parallelization model of Petri net

this hierarchical division of Petri net system, this article
selects multi-core cluster architecture as the basis of Petri

The model has been showed in Figure 2, the number

net parallel model, as shown in figure 1.

one process refers to the main process,and the number 2

In figure 1 nodes connect by switches and uses the star

and n processes refer to the slave process respectively. The

topology to facilitate the expansion and shrink of cluster

main process is responsible for assigning tasks to each

size, and choose multi-core computers of the unified

process, while the number two and three processes receive
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tasks from it and summarize the results they get to the

ratio of the number of

main process. The goal of the process 2 is get load

with the average amount of each process is higher than

balancing by the method of combining with two nodes to a

25%, then multiple nodes are allocated to it. The function

complex process. Beside each process can be divided into

of decision and distributing the number of nodes have

several

been showed in formula (3.1)-(3.2):

threads,

which

parallel

execution

on

the

multi-cores computer.


The mapping of process of Petri net in the parallel
model can be divided into the following several cases:



(1) There are only one precursor and successor of the

Ci 

C1  C2 ...  Cn
n
 100%
Ci

  25% 


the process’s sub-processes count

1

(3.1)
 1.25
 1.25

(3.2)

Among them, Ci denotes the number of threads, n

place, and the precursor and successor must be

denotes the number of process, ε denotes number of nodes
that each process needs,   25% denotes for η-25% on

mapped to a process.
(2) The shared transition could be as a server and maps

rounding.

to the main process with playing a part in
information interaction.

IV.

(3) The parallel process are mapped into several

THE PARALLEL ALGORITHM OF PETRI NETS
BASED ONMULIT-CORE CLUSTERS

different slave processes, of which numbers are

According to Petri parallelization model mentioned in

allocated by the master process accordingly.

Section 3, the Petri process parallelization mapping

(4) If the process scale is far higher than other process,

algorithm is designed as follows:

then, according to the complexity of the problem.
Combine with amount of nodes to form a node and

Input: Input matrix and output matrix of Petri nets

generate a nested computer cluster. And the process

Output: Parallel processes of Petri nets

is assigned to the master node of the small cluster,

Start:

and then each sub-process is assigned to each slave

Step 1:According to P-invariant technology, the Petri
nets is divided by it’s function and get several parallel

node of the small cluster.

processes in net system.

(5) The transition that isn’t in any parallel process is

Step 2: If there are shared transition and aren’t shared

mapped to the master process.

places existed between divided processes, then regard the
C. The programming model of Petri network

transitions as a server.

parallelization model

Step 3: If the shared places pi exists in division

Hybrid programming model of MPI+OpenMP has the

processes, then change it into two parallel processes by

qualities of reducing the communication cost, improving

using corresponding method, according to whether the

the scalability of MPI code, achieving communication and

input and output number of change is 1 or not.

computation overlapping, improving the computational

Step 4: Iteratively divide the divided parallel process

efficiency of each node and making full use of CPU as so

into small process according to step 1 to step 3, until the

on. Based on the parallel model of the multi-core cluster

parallel process can’t be divided.

and multistage allocation strategies of both processes and

Step 5: The transition in the same process marked it

threads, the programmatic way in the parallel model of

the same label as the process label, the sub-process which

Petri net adopt the MPI+OpenMP hybrid programming

exist in the same thread is marked it the same label with

model, to take full use of the parallel mechanism between

the thread label. If the transitions is not in any parallel

Intra node and nodes. Between the nodes use MPI

process, then mark it label with the master process label.

function library based on message passing and intra node

For the shared changes, mark it label with the master

adopts the OpenMP function libraries of shared model. In

process and server label.

order to realize the load balance of parallel programs,

Step 6: The search start from initial point of the Petri

adding counting function in each parallel process to count

net, meantime add the thread count function and use the

the number of each sub-process within the process, if the

function to count the number of different thread label with
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the same process label.

information,P1, P2 and P3 respectively represents database

Step 7: Mapping the transitions of the Petri net to each

of academic grades , database of moral education

node. If the transitions label is the main process label, then

grades ,database of application for bonus points,P4, P5

map it to the master node.

respectively represents

system of general courses’

Step 8: If the process label of transitions is not the

grades ,system of elective courses’ grades ,P6 and P7

main process label, then judge the number of threads. If

represent grades of moral education,P8, P9 represent

the number of threads is not greater than 1.25 times of the

conditions of application for bonus points ,P10, P11

average number of threads, then the process map to one

represent grades of general courses,P12, P13 represent

idle node randomly. Otherwise, judge the number of idle

grades of elective courses,P14 represents moral education

nodes of processes needed by using the [η -25%]. It should

grades ,P15 represent judgment result of whether the moral

possibility map the threads of the process to each node

education meet the standard of being appraised to be the

evenly, and add the same vice process label to the thread,

best, P16, P17 represent the result of application for bonus

which will be assigned to the same node.

points,P18, P20 represent judgment result of whether

Step 9: Allocate threads of the process that have

general courses and elective courses meet the standard of

mapped into each node. Map the threads with the same

being appraised to be the best or not,P19, P21 represent

thread label into the same core.

grade

average

of

general

courses,

elective

courses ,P22, P23, P24, P25 represent final result of moral

Step 10: Summary and output the allocation results of

education grades, bonus points , general courses, elective

each process.

courses,P26 represents cultural studies final grade,P27

end
V.

point

represents the result of assessment.T0 represent login

THE APPLIATION EXAMLE AND
EXPERIMENTAL

assessment

RESULTS

system,T1

represent

obtaining

data

of

academic grades ,T2 represents getting moral education

Finally, use a simulation system of students assessment

grades,T3 represents getting conditions of application for

to examine the parallelization model of Petri net. As

bonus points, T4, T5 represent screening general course

shown in figure 3 which is the picture of data stream of

grades, elective course grades, T6, T7 represent summation

this system .

of moral education

grades ,judging whether the moral

education grades meet the requirements or not, T8, T9
represent auditing conditions for application for bonus
points, T10, T12 represent averaging the grades of general
course and elective course, T11, T13 represent judging
whether the

general course, cultural course meet the

assessment standard or not, T14 ,T15,T16,T17 represent
calculating the final grades of moral education, application
for bonus points, general course, elective course,T18
represent

summary

culture

results,T19

represent

accumulating all the grades .
The part which is encircled by dotted box in the figure
represents division of three parallelism process 1, 2,
3,among them process 1 can be divided into T4T10T11T16
andT5T12T13T17 , process 2 can be divided into P6T6P14,

Figure. 3 The diagram of student assessment system’s data stream.

P7T7P15 , process 3 can be divided into P8T8T16, P9T9P17 .
According to parameters and structure of a practical

the thread which is divided from process P1can be divided

problem, we structure the above problem into system

into P10T10P18, P11T11P19, P12T12T20, P13T13P21 . Using

model of Petri net and have a parallel partition for it, as
shown in figure 4:of which

formula 5 and 6 we can get the nodes’ number of process 1

P0 represents student login
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is 2, and the

nodes’ number of process 2, 3 is 1, So

TABLE. 1 THE EXPERIMRNTAL SPEEDUP

process 1, 2, 3 respectively runs in node of Petri’s
Parallelization model , and process 1 takes up two nodes,
other changes

and places are realized within the master

process.

the average time

the average time

used

used by Parallel

by

Serial

procedures / s

program / s

0.369831

0.18811

In the figure 5, abscissa

speedup

1.966036
represents number of

experiment, ordinate represents the running time. As we
can see from the result of the experiment, the speedup is
about 2 and the efficiency of Petri net’s parallel
computation is about half of the serial time’s, which shows
high computation efficiency. But the ideal speedup should
be approximately 4, The causes of this situation is that
there is a great gap between the problem size of each
thread. This article is failed to solve this problem which
need further efforts.
VI.

CONCLUSION

This paper discusses the parallel model of Petri net
based on multi-core cluster in detail and make the

Figure. 4 Petri net system model of students assessment

experimental verification. Thus the study of the parallel of
According to the result of Petri net’s parallel

the Petri systems is from theory to the practical and it has

programming and situation of nodes mapping to
programmed

practical

problems,

make

a

a significant effect in improving the efficiency of system

parallel

operation. The problem that there are a large gap among

programmer on divided practical problems .Under the

the scale of the problem of each thread and which impact

SHUGUAN cloud platform system, use four computers

of parallel efficiency is our next step to focus on research.

which has dual-core CPU and memory is 2G with
windows7,Use hybrid MPI+OpenMP programming model,
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simulation experiment. The experimental data

is

randomly produced from 100 students’ information and
extracting 30 from them on the equal probability to
conduct experiment, the result is the same as the default.
The experiment’s running time and the serial time are as
figure 5 shown:

Figure .5Time line chart of serial and parallel

The average time and speedup as table 1 shown :
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Computing Green's Function for the Free Water Surface Near Ship with large
parameter by using parallel computer
Xin Chen, Dan Li, Shesheng Zhang
Association of Mathematical Modeling, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, 430070, China
E-mail: Dan li, lidan0520@163.com
Abstract—
Near ship water field, computing Green's
Function with large parameter is discussed, the differential
equation and boundary condition are considered by using
Dirac delta function, and analyzing solution is represented as
integration. The convergence series is obtain for large
parameter, and parallel computing results show that
convergence speed is high.

Green's Function theory, the calculating CUP time
becomes longer as parameter becomes larger[9]. There are
no answers to the problem until now.
Because of the rapid development of ship
transportation, it is necessary to consider the numerical
method of the Green's Function with large parameter.

Keywords- Green's Function, free surface, representation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

II.

Green's Function is often used in the ship research.
Add mass is used as we research for ship moving on the
water. Such add mass is calculated usually by using
boundary element method(BEM). if free water surface is
considered, the kernel function expression form of the
boundary integral become complicated. The kernel
function is often called Green's Function in the case of that
the singular point is point source. The Green's Function
with free surface condition has two singular integral points,
which leads to huge calculation and larger error. With the
rapid improvement of the computer software and hardware,
lots of scholars take researches on the Green's Function.
Huan[1] proposes that concisely and precisely obtains the
time-domain Green's Function and its spatial derivative is
the key of the ship hydrodynamics problems. Han[2] uses
multi-dimensional polynomial approximation to replace
the direct numerical calculation with integral form, and
this replacement can be adopted in the boundary element
method calculation. Dan[3] takes some researches on the
two-dimensional time-domain Green's Function and its
partial derivatives calculation in ship hydrodynamic issues,
proposes a new expression form with these two functions,
and a new creating table interpolation method to obtain
function results. Xie[4] takes integration on the limited
depth complex Green's Function, and the result agrees well
with the result from the Norway DNV Classification
Society SEAM software. Liu[5] separate the part got by
direct calculation from the integral function by reduction
of a fraction. This procedure reduces the order of the left
part in the integral function and reduces the calculation by
using the unlimited depth Green's Function theory. Xie[6]
combine the three-dimensional potential flow theory with
limited depth complex Green's Function, and calculates the
water elastic response of the Floating Production Storage
& Offloading(FPSO). Shen[7] proposes the ordinary
differential equations about depth Green's Function and its
derivative, and a rapid Green's Function calculation
method combining solving ordinary differential and
interpolation between nodes. Liu[8] proposes a
convolution calculation recurrence formula by using the
Fourier transform relation between time-domain Green's
Function and frequency-domain Green's Function. This
method largely reduces the calculation difficulty. In all
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.40

TWO DIMENSIONAL GREEN'S FUNCTION

Suppose velocity potential φ satisfies Laplace equation
   ( P  Q)
（2.1）
Here P is field point Z=x+iy，Q is source pointζ=ξ
+iη. The right of equation is Dirac delta function. The
boundary condition is：


 k  0, y  0
y

 ik  0
x
x

(2.2)

Here is complex potential. On the free surface y=0,
velocity potential satisfies linear condition. The analysis
solution is called Green's Function as:

G ( z, ) 

1
Z
ln
2
Z



1

I i exp(ik ( Z  )
(2.3)



exp(iu ( Z  )
du
I  PV
uk
0
Here I is principle value integration and u=k is zero
point of denominator. The integral domain is infinite.
From the expression of integration, the value I is
determined by the parameters of k,(x-ξ),(y+η). Let unit
transfer as

X  i ( Z  ) / R

R | Z 

|

(2.4)

The principle value integration may be written as




exp(uRX)
exp(vX)
dv  H(kR, X )
du 
I (a) 
v  kR
u k
0
0

(2.5)

Where v=uR, H(a,b) is two parameters function
defined as:

H ( a, X ) 



exp(vX )
dv
va
0

(2.6)

There is an infinite integral boundary, and one singular
point v=a. They make more calculation, or long CPU
calculating time. The CPU time will become longer if
parameter a become lager.
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III.

THE DIFFERENCE METHOD

An 

According to the expression of Green's Function, we
have another form representation of H function:

X  ie  e
i

i

(3.1)

An 1

   1.5
(3.2)

H 0  H (a,  1.5 )

Hn 1  Hn

2K 3

K4 ]

(3.3)

K 2  iaX [ H n

K1h / 2]  i

K 3  iaX [ H n

K 2 h / 2]  i

K 4  iaX [ H n

K 3 h]  i

and h is step length, and

 nh  1.5

H n  H ( a,

n 0.5



n

0.5h

n)

 nh  1.5

H n  H ( a,

(3.4)

n 0.5



n

0.5h

n)

(3.5)

It is real function integral, and can be rewritten as

IV.

a=15

a=20

0.0042652

0.002499

a=30

(4.5).



exp(va)
dv
v 1
0

(3.6)





0

k 0

k 0

3.71E-05

7.41E-06

2.34E-06

1.77E-05

7.28E-06

9.88E-07

2.34E-07

4.05E-06

1.75E-06

1.65E-07

2.93E-08

1.00E-06

4.89E-07

3.29E-08

4.39E-09

2.62E-07

1.54E-07

7.68E-09

7.69E-10

7.14E-08

5.25E-08

2.04E-09

1.54E-10

2.00E-08

1.92E-08

6.11E-10

3.46E-11

5.74E-09

7.39E-09

2.03E-10

8.65E-12

PARALLEL COMPUTING RESULTS

The steps of parallel computation are:
(1) divide domain 0<a<A to P sub-domain, and choose
P computers;
(2) Every sub-domain, there is a computer to calculate
Green’s function.
(3) Output calculating results.
This paper choose P=20 computers to calculate
Green’s function.
The coefficient An are calculated for large parameter a,
and r=1-10/a. The results are shown in the table I. From
table I, the ratio [An/An-1] is about 0.5. The figure 1 shows
that log(An) varied with sub-scribed n, the parameter
a=40, r=1-10/a. From Fig.1, the value of log(An) is
decrease with n, and near a linear function.
The real part real(H) of H function is varied with
parameter a is drawn in Fig.2 for δ=-1.428, -0.8568, 0.571. From Fig.2, the amplitude of line is larger as
parameter δ become smaller.

In this section, we will discuss integral with real
function.
If θ=1.5π, or X=-1，from above section, we have
r

3.13E-05

8.71E-05

V.

REAL PARAMETER CALCULATION

a=40

0.0011116 0.00062733

0.00051873 0.00024931 7.41E-05

As θ=1.5π, or X=-1，we have initial value

H0 

(4.4)

Table I, An is varied with large a, r=1-10/a

Here

n

a
An
n

1
[1  exp(ra )]
a
 rn
n
An 
exp(ra )
An 1
a
a

K1  iaXH n  i

n

rn

exp( ra )
n

A0 

The above equation is calculated by using forth order
R-K method

h
[ K1 2 K 2
6

(4.3)

By the above formula, getting the following theorem is
easy：
Theorem 2: when r<1, there are recursive formulas：

It is easy to obtain a difference equation as below

H  iaXH  i

n
An 1
a

When n>a, we can use this recursive formula to
calculate



exp(vX )
H ( a, ) 
dv
va
0

 rn
exp(ra )
a

H (r , a )   exp(va) v k dv   Ak (4.1)
Here r=1-m/a, and
r

Ak  v k exp(va)dv
0
(4.2)
Lemma 1，if r<1，and k∞，we have Ak0
Proof: because of r<1, v<1, when k∞, there is limit
value vk 0, according to the integral expression, we have
Ak0. #
From the expansion, it’s easy to derived the
convergence theorem of series：
Theorem 1 ，if r<1 ，we have (1) |An+1|<|An|<1 ，and
(2) A1+A2+A3+...is the convergent series.
On the basis of recursive formula: if n>0, there is:
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS

[2]

In this paper, the calculating method of Green's
Function with large parameter is discussed. The
differential control equation is build near ship water field
by using delta function, and analyzing solution is
represented as integration. The convergence series is
obtained for large parameter, and results show that
convergence speed is high.
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Abstract—The traditional Kerberos protocol exists some
limitations in achieving clock synchronization and storing key,
meanwhile, it is vulnerable from password guessing attack and
attacks caused by malicious software. In this paper, a new
authentication scheme is proposed for wireless mesh network.
By utilizing public key encryption techniques, the security of the
proposed scheme is enhanced. Besides, timestamp in the
traditional protocol is replaced by random numbers to
implementation cost. The analysis shows that the improved
authentication protocol is fit for wireless Mesh network, which
can make identity authentication more secure and efficient.
Keywords-Kerberos protocol; public key
Wireless Mesh network; identity Authentication

I.

encryption;

Figure 1. A Typical WMN Architecture

B. Kerberos Authentication Protocol
Kerberos is a key network authentication protocol
developed by Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT). Based on KDC (key distribution center), a
symmetric key encryption algorithm was utilized by this
authentication protocol. Then, through the trusted third
party KDC, both sides of network communication can be
identified mutually. This authentication mechanism does
not depend on the operating system and the address of the
host. Kerberos identity authentication system includes a
range of services, in addition to the user C, the following
three parts are also included: ķ Authentication server
(AS)[5]. AS is used to verify the identity of the user C when
login, and pass the identity authorization bill TGT to
authenticated user, which is used to prove the identity to
service authorization server TGS[6].ĸService authorization
server (TGS).Service authorization server (TGS) provides
service access ticket to user C who has already been
authenticated. With this service access ticket user C can
apply for access to other services. ĹApplication Server.
The application server is the final executor of
service[7].The Kerberos authentication protocol process is
shown as Fig. 2.

INTRODUCTION

A. Background
With the increasing social requirements of flexible
mobile communications services, and traditional network
technologies are based on infrastructures which is unable
to provide flexible mobile communication services,
wireless network technology is developing rapidly
nowadays. Different from the traditional wireless network,
Wireless Mesh network (WMN)[1] is a new kind of
technology, which allows each node to receive and
transmit signals in the network. Compared to traditional
wireless network, Wireless Mesh network has many
advantages:1) non line of sight transmission expands the
application field of wireless broadband[2]; 2)high
transmission rate makes transmission distance relatively
short; 3)high reliability; 4)faster network configuration and
maintenance; 5)low cost. These advantages indicate that,
WMN is a leap of wireless network technology which has
a very broad application prospect. In wireless Mesh
networks (Wireless Mesh Networks), nodes can be divided
into three types according to their functions[3]: ķ MP
(Mesh Point), MP only supports the Mesh interconnection;
ĸ MAP (Mesh Access Point), MAP supports Mesh
interconnection and access; Ĺ MPP (Mesh Point with a
Portal), MPP supports Mesh interconnection and network
communication[4]. The WMN architecture is shown as
figure 1.
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.41
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identity authentication and access authentication of MP.
KNAS on the MPP Node is a network access server.
KNAS, service authorization server and the authentication
server make up the authenticator system together. AS is
used to verify the identity of user C, and pass the identity
authorization bill TGT to authenticated user, which is used
to prove the identity to service authorization server TGS.
As long as the new node MP does not leave the network,
TGT will be used for a long time, thus greatly shorten the
interactive authentication process in subsequent periodic
access. After the authentication, TGS will inspect the
authorization bill of MP. If MP passes the inspection, it
will be allowed to access the network and receive an
access service bill, including a key shared by each MPP
node. Thus, the new node MP can also continue to
interconnect with the neighbor nodes. Wireless Mesh
network security mechanism structure is shown as figure 3.

Kerberos

User C

a
b
c
d
e
f

AS
TGS
Server

Figure 2. Flow Chart of Kerberos Authentication Protocol

The principle of Kerberos protocol is generally divided
into three phases, and each phase has two steps. User C
sends a message to the AS server to request an identity
authorization bill TGT, which will be sent back to the user
C after the secret key encryption by user. User asks the
service authorization server for service access bills which
will be used as proof to request permission to access
specific server. The server can be accessed by the user if
the identity of the user is secure[8].The specific process of
Kerberos protocol is shown as follows:
(1) User C asks the authentication server AS for
certification services; user C gets the identity
authorization bill:
C → AS : IDC & Times & Nonce1 & IDtgs
AS → C䰆
IDC & Tickettgs & EKc ª¬ K C ,tgs & Nonce1 & IDtgs & Times º¼

Figure 3. WMN Security Mechanism Architecture

Tickettgs = EKtgs ª¬ KC ,tgs & ADC & IDC & Times º¼

D. The Limitations of Kerberos Protocol
Although Kerberos protocol is the major identity
authentication protocol at present, and to a certain extent,
Kerberos protocol can guarantee the security of the
network. Though it has incomparable advantages and
strong practicability, Kerberos protocol still has drawbacks
and defects of its own.
y Clock synchronization. Timestamp was added to the
bills and certifications in the Kerberos protocol, which
is used to solve the problem of replay attack. Only
when the timestamp differs little, data can be
considered as valid. This requires the machine time of
user C, authentication server (AS) and service
authorization server be roughly the same. However, in
the distributed network environment, such precise time
requirement is difficult to achieve. At the same time,
attackers could take advantage of this feature, too.
Once the bill is got and then sent immediately, it will
be difficult to be searched within prescribed period of
time, thus increases the potential hazards of replay
attack.
y Password guessing attack. In Kerberos protocol, the
message authentication server (AS) sent to user C is
encrypted by the secret key EKc of user C, while EKc
derives from user’s password which is encrypted by
Hash function. So the attacker may collect a large
number of TGS bills, calculate and analyze the user
password to steal users’ information.
y Key storage. Symmetric key algorithm is used in
Kerberos, which requires establishing a high standard
maintenance mechanism to share the secret key. With
the expansion of Internet network and the growing
number of the shared secret keys, the problems of

(2) User C apply for Service authorization from TGS; user
C receive Service authorization paper:
C → TGS :
IDV & Nonce2 & Times & AuthenticatorC & Tickettgs
ª K C ,V & Nonce2 & º
TGS → C : TicketV & IDC & EKc ,tgs «
»
¬Times & IDV
¼

Tickettgs = EKtgs ª¬ IDC & ADC & Times & K C ,tgs º¼
TicketV = EKv ª¬ IDC & ADC & Times & K C ,V º¼

AuthenticatorC = EK c,tgs [TS1 & IDC ]
(3) User C asks the application server for access
services; user C obtains access permissions:
C → V : AuthenticatorC & TicketV
V → C : EKc , v [ Subkey & Seq ∗]

TicketV = EKv ª¬ IDC & ADC & Times & K C ,V º¼

AuthenticatorC = EKc , v [TS 2 & Subkey & IDC & Seq ∗]

C. Kerberos-based WMN Identity Authentication
Mechanism
In wireless Mesh network (WMN), firstly, the server
will authenticate the identity of each new node MP. When
the authentication is passed, the new node MP will be
allowed to access the network. At the same time, MP will
be authorized to access. A mutual trust relationship will be
established between MP and KNAS, and the secret key
will be shared. In the initial authentication phase, single
sign-on (sso), unified authorization, centralized
authentication methods are used to divide identity
authentication and access authorization into two parts. The
authentication and authorization entity complete the
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cycle mechanisms in Kerberos protocol, and the original
timestamp will be replaced by the random number which is
generated from user C. In a certain degree, it can solve the
problem of replay attack, however, this may change the
structure of the Kerberos protocol. In addition, Kerberos
protocol also can be improved by public key cryptography,
which is another research hotspot at present. This method
can efficiently solve the problems of excessive
consumption of key storage management. However,
drawbacks are also obvious that it takes more encryption
and decryption time of public key cryptosystem than
symmetric key cryptosystem.
Based on the state of art above, a new solution based
on traditional Kerberos protocol was proposed in this
paper, the specific process is as below:
1. New node MP sends a message to the authentication
server AS to request certification service and apply for
certification authorization bill TGT, which is used to prove
the identity of MP to TGS. The request message includes
MP’s name, AS’s name, service authorization server’s
name, shared cryptographic key K MP , AS between AS and

storage, management, maintenance of the secret key
are difficult to solve[9].
y Malicious
software
attacks.
The
security
requirements for Kerberos software are high in
Kerberos authentication protocol, if security is not high
enough, the attacker may execute Kerberos protocol
and record the user's password to replace the Kerberos
software that user uses, leading to attack.
II. WMN IDENTITY AUTHENTICATION
MECHANISM BASED ON THE IMPROVED
KERBEROS
A. The Improved Kerberos protocol
The Kerberos protocol model discussed in this paper is
shown as Figure 4. It is similar to the traditional Kerberos
protocol mode, specific process is shown as below:

MP. The shared encryption key K MP , AS is generated
from MP randomly, which replaces the function of
timestamp in traditional Kerberos protocol.
After the certification of MP by AS, the response
message will be sent back to MP. The response message
will be encrypted by K MP , AS which ensures that the

Figure 4. The Schematic Diagram of The Improved Kerberos Protocol

Pr vK X denotes private key for X; PubK X denotes
public key for X; K X ,Y denotes shared key for X and Y;

{m}k

denotes encrypt q {m} by k.

{
AS → MP : {{MP, K

}

response message is generated from the AS. The message
that MP sends to AS is digitally signed with the private key
Pr vK MP of MP, which can prove that the message is
generated from MP. Then the message will be encrypted
with the public key of AS, which guarantees that the
message only can be decrypted by authentication server
AS.
2. When authentication server AS receives the
message that MP sent, the message will be decrypted by
AS first, the decryption process will be accomplished by
utilizing the encryption and decryption key of AS. After
decryption, the authentication message will be inspected
and signed by the public key in the certificate comes from
MP by AS. If the signature and authentication passed, AS
will response to the MP by sending a message. The
response message contains the shared key K MP , tgs between

(1) MP → AS : {MP, AS , TGS , K MP , AS } PrvK MP PubK AS
(2)

MP , tgs

}K

MP , tgs

, {TMP ,tgs } PubK MP

}

TMP ,tgs : { AS , MP, TGS , Addr , Lifetime, K ,MP,tgs } Pr vK AS

{

(3) MP → TGS : AMP , tgs , {TMP ,tgs } PubK tgs

}

AMP ,tgs = {MP, MPP, Addr , Lifetime, N MP } K MP ,tgs

{

(4) TGS → MP : {TMP , MPP , N MP } K MP , tgs

}

TMP , MPP : {TGS , MP, MPP, K MP , MPP , Lifetime} Pr vK tgs

(5) MP → MPP : {{MPP, MP, N MPP } K MP , MPP , TMP , MPP } PubK MPP

(6) MPP → MP : {MP, MPP, N MPP } K MP , MPP
In the improved Kerberos protocol, each new access
node MP has a pair of asymmetric secret key. The open
key of the new node MP can be open to all people, but the
private key of the new node MP is kept by itself; A
random number was introduced to replace the timestamp
in the traditional Kerberos protocol in (3)(4)(5)(6) steps.

MP and TGS. The shared key K MP ,tgs is generated by the
authentication server AS randomly, and is encrypted with the
shared key K M P , a s between MP and AS, which ensures the
security of the shared key K M P , tgs . At the same time, the
message also contains an identity authorization bill T M P , tg s ,

B. The Improved WMN Identity Authentication
Mechanism Based on Kerberos
In order to solve the problems in the traditional
Kerberos protocol, such as clock synchronization,
password guessing, key storage, malicious software
attacks, Smart Cards was introduced into Kerberos
protocol, which can effectively solve the problem of
password guessing. However, in order to support the
technology of Smart Cards, new hardware device should
be added to the system at the same time[10]. The problem of
clock synchronization can be solved by serial number

which will be sent to the service authorization server TGS
to prove the access permissions. The identity authorization
bill T M P , t g s contains the AS’s name, the shared
key K M P , tg s between MP and TGS, MP’s name, TGS’s
name, MP’s address Addr, and the effective time Lifetime
of the identity authorization bill T M P , tgs of MP. The
authorization bills T M P , tg s of MP is signed by the private
key of AS, then the bill will be encrypted by the public
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key PubK MP of MP, which ensures T M P , tg s be more
secure.
When the new node MP receives messages from the
authentication server AS, {M P , K M P , tg s } K M P , a s will be

TMP ,tgs , TGS will confirm whether the message sender is

the new node MP marked by TMP ,tgs or not.
4. When the new node MP receives a response message
from the TGS, the response message will be decrypted
with K M P , t g s by MP, then the random number
information N MP will be acquired. The random number
N MP will be compared with the random number N MP that
MP itself sent to the TGS. If the two numbers are equal,
then it can be confirmed that this message is a new
message. Then, the signatures in the passport will be
verified by the new node MP, if the verification passes,
then it can be proved that the passport is sent by TGS
itself[11]. The bill TMP , MPP will be reserved by MP to obtain
the right to access MPP for MP. In addition, the new node
MP will reserve the session key between MP and MPP.
When receiving a response message from TGS, MP will
utilize his private key to decrypt the response information
to gain the TMPP , MP and the random number N MP . Then the
new node MP will verify the signature of TGS. After the
verification, the K MP , MPP will be saved and used as the
shared key between MP and MPP.
5. When a new node MP apply for access to wireless
Mesh network (WMN), the new node MP will send
messages to the KNAS server on the MPP to request
access service. The message contains the name of MPP,
the name of MP, random number and the passport TMP , MPP
requested from TGS, in which, MPP’s name, MP’s name
and the random number are encrypted with the shared key
between MP and MPP. After encryption, K MP , MPP will be
encrypted with the public key once again. This double
encryption can improve the security of the message.
When the KNAS server on the MPP receives a request
message from the new node MP, the KNAS server will use
its private key to decrypt the message to obtain permission
TMP , MPP . MPP will first verify the signature of TMP , MPP .
The pass of verification proves that the passport come
from TGS, then MPP utilize K MP , MPP of TMP , MPP to decrypt

decrypted with the shared encryption key K MP , as between
the MP and AS. After decryption, MP’s name and the
shared encryption key between MP and TGS will be
obtained. {T M P , tg s } P ub K M P will be decrypted with its
public key PubK MP by MP, and the digital signature of AS
will also be removed , thus K M P , tg s will be acquired.
This two K MP , tgs will be compared to confirm whether
they are same. If so, the shared encryption key
K M P , tg s between MP and TGS will be saved by MP.
Then the shared encryption key will be utilized as the key
to communicate between TGS and MP, and to visit TGS
together with T M P , t g s .
The identity authorization bill TMP , tgs sent by AS will
be encrypted with public key of TGS, that is
A S → M P : {{K M P , tgs } K M P , as , {T M P , tgs } P ubK tgs }
.
Therefore, attackers may disguise as AS to send others’
TMP ,tgs or replay previous T M P , tg s to MP, which MP can’t
identify. In this paper, public key of MP is utilized to
encrypt first, once MP receives response messages from
AS, private key of its own will be utilized to decrypt the
message upon. Then, comparing the decrypted information
with that in the T M P , tg s , it will be confirmed whether the
messages is fake or replayed.
3. When accessing wireless Mesh network, new node
MP will send a message to TGS first, apply for
authorization bill for visiting TGS. The request message
contains the authentication information AMP , tgs and
identity authorization bill TMP , tgs . Then public key of
TGS will be utilized to encrypt the TMP ,tgs , which can

{MPP, MP, N MPP } K MP , MPP .

After that, MP’s name and
MPP’s name will be compared with those that MP sent to
the KNAS server. If they are the same, it shows that the
sender of this message is the new node MP marked in the
passport, by which MP will be identified [12]. At last,
K MP , MPP in the TMP , MPP will be saved by MPP as the
shared key between MP and MPP.
6. After the verification on MP by KNAS on the MPP,
KNAS will send confirmation message to the new node
MP. The confirmation message includes the name of the
MPP, the name of MP and the random number. The
message is encrypted with the shared key K MP , MPP between
MP and MPP. The new node MP will decrypt the response
information MPP sent with K MP , MPP .After decryption, MP
will verify whether the MPP’s name, MP’s name and
N MPP are the same or not. If they are the same, it proves
that MPP has permit MP to access Mesh wireless network,
and MP has got the shared session key between MP and
MPP. That means MP has passed the authentication, and

ensure that MP's identity authorization bill TMP ,tgs can only
be decrypted by TGS, thus guarantee the security of K MP ,tgs
further. The authentication information AMP ,tgs in request
message contains the MP’s name, node MPP’s name,
MP’s address, the validity date of passport, and random
number, etc. The authentication information is encrypted
by the session key K MP ,tgs between the new node MP and
the TGS. When TGS receives the request message,
{TM P , tgs } PubK tgs be will decrypted with private key
Pr vK tgs . At the same TGS will verify the digital signature
of the AS inside T M P , tgs . If the verification passes, it
means that the new node MP can access the Internet. Then
the TGS will receive the session key K M P , t g s between MP
and TGS. Then, the authentication information A M P , tg s
will be decrypted by the TGS with the session key. After
comparing and analyzing the new node MP’s name,
address Addr, and with the corresponding information in
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In future work, we are focusing on the authentication in
mobile cloud computing environment, more precisely, how
to design the federal authentication protocol in crossdomain situation.

can interconnect with at least one MPP. Then both sides
can communicate with each other with the shared key.
III.

SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this paper, traditional Kerberos protocol was
improved by adding public key cryptosystem, which in a
certain extent overcome the shortcomings of traditional
Kerberos, and improve the security of Wireless Mesh
network identity authentication scheme. Compared with
the traditional Kerberos protocol, the new Kerberos
protocol can meet the security standards better. The new
Kerberos protocol has the following characteristics:
a) Random number was introduced into the Kerberos
protocol to replace the timestamp in the traditional
Kerberos protocol, which avoids the clock synchronization
problem in the network. When the new node MP receives
the response information sent by TGS, MP will decrypt the
response message with session key between MP and TGS
to get Nc. Compare Nc with the random number that MP
sent to TGS. If they are the same, it means that the
message is new, not a retransmitted one, which can prevent
the replay attacks.
b) In the Kerberos protocol discussed in this scheme,
message is first encrypted with the private key of the
sender and then the public key of receiver. Only after
being decrypted with private key of the sender, can we
know which public key should be used to get the final
information; PIK technique was brought to guarantee the
integrity of messages between MP and the server, which
could alleviate the password guessing problem in the
traditional Kerberos protocol.
c) In the improved Kerberos protocol, only public key
of the new node MP is reserved in the authentication
server AS. The private key of the new node MP is kept by
MP itself. Therefore, even if the database is accessed
illegally, not too much damage will be caused.
d) According to the improved Kerberos protocol,
operations are taken only in the new node MP and
authentication server AS. While in the sessions between
MP and TGS, or MP and MPP, there isn’t any operation.
Thus, public key will not be involved into high-cost
calculation. Therefore, execution efficiency will be
improved. The requirements for the PKI (Public Key
Infrastructure) are relatively low due to the limited
quantities of the AS, TGS and MPP.
IV.
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CONCLUSIONS

In order to make up the shortage of the traditional
Kerberos protocol, an improved authentication scheme was
proposed in this paper. PKI techniques are introduced in
the scheme to secure the process of authenticating, and
random number is added in the interaction between entities
in the scheme. The analysis indicates that the proposed
scheme is practical in wireless mesh network.
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physical ways; we refer this method as Direct Extension
Method (DEM). DEM is simple and the basis of other
extension methods. In this paper, we analyze the change
characteristic of set-level utilization when associativity is
varied based on DEM. And it is helpful to find the inherent
deficiency of DEM and explore novel extension method of
associativity. We try to probe the relationship between the
associativity and set-level utilization with statistical analysis.
The increase of associativity by DEM augments the
latency and energy cost of cache hits. For last-level caches,
a 32-way set-associative cache has up to 3.3× the energy per
hit and is 32% slower than a 4-way design [6]. Several
approaches [7] have been published. And this is not directly
relative to our subject and we don’t concern it again.
As for the set-level utilization, prior researches focus on
how to utilize the unbalanced utilization between sets under
highly associative caches. For example, A. Basu et al. [8]
propose Scavenger, which divides the total storage budget
into a conventional cache and novel victim file architecture,
and employs a skewed Bloom filter in conjunction with a
pipelined priority heap to identify and retain the blocks that
most frequently missed in the conventional part of the cache
in the recent past. Therefore, conflict miss due to
unbalanced utilization in set-level is alleviated. S. Khan et al.
[9] construct the dead block from two unbalanced sets into
virtual victim cache. Dyer Rolan et al. [10] propose Set
Balancing Cache or SBC, which has associativity algorithm,
placement algorithm and search algorithm to utilize set-level
unbalanced phenomenon. D. Zhan [11] establishes an
accurate metric for measuring individual sets’ capacity
demands by developing a group of mathematical models
and presents COSET that identifies the capacity needs of
individual sets, dynamically couples two sets with
complementary capacity demands and reduces conflict
misses. These approaches mainly focus on how to utilize
under a certain high associativity rather than the relationship
between the associativity and set-level unbalanced
utilization. Nwachukwu[12] et al. presen a side-by-side
comparison of techniques addressing the non-uniformity of
accesses.
In this paper, we investigate the change of the set-level
utilization for different associativity based on DEM and
explain the trade-off of selecting a proper associativity for
the cache with certain fixed capacity from the view of the

Abstract—it has seen a decrease in the amount of cache

per core in order to make space for more cores. The
efficiency of cache space becomes an important factor.
The set-level unbalanced utilization is analyzed under
the fixed capacity when associativity is varied and
extended by increasing the number of physical ways
(referred as Direct Extension Method (DEM)). We
evaluate 29 benchmarks from Spec Cpu2000/2006 in
Simics, compare the set-level unbalanced utilization
between different associativity quantitatively and
explain the trade-off of selecting a proper associativity
for the cache with a certain fixed capacity from the view
of the set-level unbalanced utilization and workloads.
Furthermore, we explain the inherent deficiency of DEM
through the statistical analysis of three typical
benchmarks’ set-level unbalanced utilization.
Keywords- set-level unbalanced utilization, associativity,way,

I.

INTRODUCTION

As Multicore and Manycore architectures become the
mainstream, the definite transistors are partitioned by cores
and on-chip cache. The amount of cache per core is
decreasing with the increasing of cores in order to make
space for more cores [1]. Therefore, the efficiency of cache
space becomes an important factor, especially for LastLevel cache. Associativity is one of the important
parameters for the design style in cache. Its value and
implementation method have a remarkable influence on
cache space efficiency. In fact, the associativity of LLC in
mainstream commercial processors is no more than 16, e.g.
IBM POWER7 [2] has a 32MB 16-way shared L3, Oracle
SPARC T5 has a 8MB 16-way shared L3 [3] Ǆ
Higher associativity provides more flexibility in block
(re)placement in the best possible manner. Moreover, some
architectural proposals rely on highly associative caches.
For instance, transactional memory and thread-level
speculation [4], event monitoring and user-level interrupts
[5] and memory consistency implementations utilize caches
to buffer or pin specific data blocks. Nevertheless, different
extension method of associativity has profound influence on
cache delay, power, and capacity efficiency. Conventional
caches improve associativity by increasing the number of
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TABLE 1: Baseline configuration
Processor
core

Unified
Shared
L2 Cache
Memory
Bus

2 Cores; scalar in-order;1 hardware context
per core; clocked at 1.5 GHz;
L1-I cache and L1-D cache: 32kB, 64B linesize, 4-way, 3-cycle delay, LRU. The L1
caches are private to each core.
1M,64B line-size,4-way,11-cycle
delay,LRU,32-entry MSHR, 128-entry store
buffer.L2 Cache L2 cache is shared among all
the cores, MESI protocol,
32 DRAM banks; 200-cycle access latency;
maximum 32 outstanding requests
16B-wide split-transaction bus at 4:1
frequency ratio queuing delays modeled

In this paper, we focus on the set-level utilization under
different associativity based on DEM. DEM is a simple and
direct method that increase the number of physical ways to
improve associativity.

Fig1. Physical Address Segment in Cache
Addressing of DEM for set and way is simple and less
overhead. As shown in Fig1, assumed that cache is indexed
and tagged by physical address, physical address is
segmented by bits. The length of physical address is (s+w)
bits. And w bits are for offset of data block (the size of data
block is 2w bits); r – d bits for the addressing of set (the
number of sets is 2r-d), which is also the bits for mapping
from cache request address to cache set; d bits for the
addressing of way (the associativity is 2d); and the total
number of lines are 2r. When associativity increases, then
the d become larger, therefore the mapping of cache request
is gathered.
In our experiments, LLC has fixed
capacity,1MB, and the size of block is not changed, as a
result, the total number of sets are also not changed and r
=14. When the associativity is varied by 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64
based on DEM, then d=2, 3, 4, 5, 6. And the number of
sets(r-d) is 12,11,10,9,8. Therefore the mapping is changed,
which also alters the set-level utilization.
Firstly, we qualitatively analyze the change of the
conflicts miss when associativity increases. For example,
when associativity varies from 4 to 8, one set in 4-way
(denoted by Set4 1) and another set (denoted by Set4 2) are
combined into one large set (denoted by Set8 1).Although
the lines in the same set increase, the cache requests are also
gathered from the requests mapping to Set4 1 and Set4 2, as
shown in Fig.2.
If the utilization of Set4 1 is high and that of Set4 2 is low,
then the utilization of Set8 1 may be the average of Set4 1
and Set4 2 and conflicts are alleviated due to low utilization
of Set4 2.Therefore it is benefit to the decrease of the whole
cache MPKI, as shown in Fig2(a).
If the utilization of Set4 1 and Set4 2 are both high, then
the utilization of Set8 1 is still high, and the contention and
pollution between Set4 1 and Set4 2 will intensify the
conflicts rather than alleviate its conflicts, therefore, the
whole cache MPKI increases, as shown in Fig2(b). If the
utilization of Set4 1 and Set4 2 are both low, then the
increase of associativity help to alleviate the conflicts so that
the MPKI may decrease, as shown in Fig2(c).

TABLE 2: Benchmarks from Spec Cpu2000/Cpu2006
Spec
Cpu2000

Spec
Cpu2006

164.gzip;168.wupwise;171.swim;172.mgr
id;173.applu;175.vpr;177.mesa;179.Art;1
81.mcf; 183.equake; 188.ammp;
197.parser; 255.vortex; 256.bzip2;
300.twolf; 301.apsi;
433.milc;444.namd;445.gobmk;
447.dealII;450.soplex;
456.hmmer;458.sjeng;470.lbm;471.omnet
pp; 473.astar;482.sphinx3

set-level unbalanced utilization and workloads. Furthermore,
we explain the inherent deficiency of DEM through the
statistical analysis of four typical benchmarks' set-level
unbalanced utilization. It is benefit to research novel
associativity extension mechanisms. We assume that LLC
has a fixed capacity cache, such as 1MB, and associativity is
varied by 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 based on DEM. 29 benchmarks
from Spec Cpu2000/Cpu2006 are chosen to be executed in
Simics [5]. Our main contributions are: (1) from the view of
set-level utilization, we explain the trade-off of selecting a
proper associativity for the cache with certain fixed capacity.
(2) Investigating the relationship between the associativity
and set-level utilization based on DEM and try to explain
the inherent deficiency of DEM.
II.

ANALYSIS OF CACHE SET UNBALANCED UTILIZATION
FOR DIFFERENT ASSOCIATIVITY

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Table 1 shows the parameters of the baseline
configuration used in our experiments. It is based on the
cycle-based full-system simulator; Simics [13].The
operating system of the simulator is Solaris 10.
We
choose
29
benchmarks
from
Spec
Cpu2000/Cpu2006, as presented in Table 2. We heavily
modify the gcache module of Simics and all cache requests
arriving at LLC are traced. Miss Count and Access Count of
each core are summed group by each set. Therefore, we can
analyze set-level utilization for different associativity.
For each workload, we warm the caches and branch
predictors for 200 million instructions, and then perform
detailed simulation for 400 million instructions per
benchmark and for each 100 million instructions; the sample
is performed on the various attributes of L2.
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(1)As for the same associativity, when the C.V. value of a
benchmark is large, it does not mean that the MPKI of the
benchmark is large, but that the utilization of each set is
TABLE 3: MPKI Change Ratio
(Normed To MPKI of A=4)

a)

(b)
Fig2.Cache Request Conflicts
When associativity From 4 to 8

Benchmark
164.gzip
168.wupwise
171.swim
172.mgrid
173.applu
175.vpr
177.mesa
179.Art
181.mcf
183.equake
188.ammp
197.parser
255.vortex
256.bzip2
300.twolf
301.apsi
433.milc
444.namd
445.gobmk
447.dealII
450.soplex
456.hmmer
458.sjeng
470.lbm
471.omnetpp
473.astar
482.sphinx3

(c)

Therefore, when the associativity increase and the sets of
low utilization and those of high utilization can be combined,
it is benefit to decrease the MPKI and optimize the cache
space efficiency. However, DEM has no mechanism to
select such combination and heavily depends on the request
address distribution of workingset. As a result, when
associativity increases, the MPKI of some workloads may
increase, that of some workloads may decrease, that of some
workloads may be stable and that of some workloads may
have no monotonous changes.
Secondly, we quantitatively analyze the change of MPKI
of 29 benchmarks from Spec Cpu2000/Cpu2006 to validate
the results of qualitative analysis. Table 3 presents the
MPKI of each benchmarks when associativity is varied by 4,
8, 16, 32 and 64 based on DEM. All MPKI data is
normalized to the MPKI of associativity equal to 4.
As we can see from the Table 3, within the error of 1%,
there are 9 benchmarks whose MPKI are stable .And there
are 4 benchmarks, 172.mgridˈ188.ammpˈ456.hmmer and
473.astar whose MPKI increase while there are 10
benchmarks whose MPKI decrease. And the MPKI of the
remaining 3 benchmarks have no monotonous changes.
We analyze the change of MPKI according to the setlevel utilization. In this paper, we select the miss count of
each set to the metrics of utilization rather that access count.
There are three reasons: (1) the lines are replaced and
removed from the cache when the request misses so that the
conflict happens. Therefore, miss count can reflect the
conflicts more directly. (2) For almost benchmarks, ratio of
the hit count is far more than that of the miss count in each
set, even to 90%. Whereas the hit only maintain the
replacement status field and have no change to block, the
access count has less relative to conflicts than the miss
count.(3)The change of Miss count in each set has directly
relative to MPKI.
In our experiments, we warm up the cache and branch
predictors for 200 million instructions to alleviate the
influence of code miss. And then sampling happens every
100 million instructions. As for the statistic samples of miss
count for the whole cache, we calculate the minimum
(denoted by Min), the maximum (denoted by Max), the
mean, the standard deviation and coefficient of variation
(denoted by C.V.).We select C.V. as the statistic to analyze
the distribution of the miss count for all sets. Fig3. presents
the results for all 27 benchmarks. We can see the following
from Fig3.

A=4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

A=8
0.97
1
1
1.03
1
0.76
1
0.99
1
0.97
1.04
1
0.97
0.99
0.8
1
1
0.99
0.93
1.04
1
1.05
0.98
1
0.77
1.01
0.97

A=16
0.97
1
1
1.04
1
0.72
1
1
1
0.96
1.08
1.01
0.95
0.98
0.69
1
1
0.99
0.9
1.06
0.99
1.09
0.96
1
0.75
1.01
0.96

A=32
0.97
1
1
1.05
1
0.68
1
1
1
0.96
1.12
1.01
0.95
0.97
0.66
1
1
0.99
0.89
1.05
0.99
1.12
0.95
1
0.75
1.01
0.96

A=64
0.98
1
1
1.05
1
0.68
1
1
1
0.96
1.14
1.01
0.95
0.97
0.65
1
1
0.99
0.88
1.05
0.99
1.13
0.94
1
0.75
1.01
0.96

Miss count in 453.povray, 464.h264ref is so small that we pass over

more unbalanced. For example, 188.Ammp has stable C.V.
value, 0.8, when associativity is varied by 4, 8, 16, 32 and
64 based on DEM and 179.art has stable C.V. value, 0.6.
From our statistical results, in 179.Art, the miss count of 50
percent sets is more than 80% total miss count. Meanwhile,
in 188.Ammp, the miss count of 50% sets is more than 99%
total miss count. Therefore, the set-level utilization in
188.Ammp is more unbalanced than that in 179.Art. This
conforms to the comparison of these C.V.
(2)As for the same benchmark, when associativity is
varied by 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 based on DEM, the C.V. for
almost all benchmarks except 179.art and 188.ammp
decreases. This change means:
(a) The set-level utilization is more balanced when
associativity increases. Quantitative analysis is provided
latter.
(b)When associativity is varied from 4 to 16, there is
sharp decline in C.V. for almost benchmarks except for
175.Vpr ˈ 179.Art and 188.ammp. Meanwhile, when
associativity is varied from 16 to 64, the change of C.V.
becomes smooth. It means that the utilization of each set
when associativity equal to 16 is relatively balanced for
almost all benchmarks. This conclusion is also evidenced by
the change of MPKI presented in Table 3.
When
associativity is varied from 4 to 16, the MPKI has fallen
sharply. And when associativity is varied from 16 to 64, the
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MPKI has very smooth change. Therefore, from the view of
the set-level utilization in each set, 16-way is more proper.
And in fact, most of the mainstream commercial general
processors have a 16-way LLC.
Thirdly, we analyze the sample data in detail for 175.Vpr,
471.omnetpp, 179.Art and 188.ammp. And try to find the
inherent deficiency of DEM through quantitative analysis.
Case 1 175.Vpr. As shown in Table 3 and Fig.3(a), the
MPKI of 175.Vpr has remarkable decline (the value list is
1ˈ0.763ˈ0.716ˈ0.685) and the C.V. has also notable
decline (the value list is 1.033 ˈ 0.799 ˈ 0.586 ˈ 0.318)
when associativity is varied from 4 to 32. And the MPKI
varies from 0.685 to 0.683 and C.V. is reduced from 0.318
to 0.237 when associativity is varied from 32 to 64.
Obviously, it is benefit to the decrease of MPKI for 175.Vpr
when associativity increases. We analyze the distribution of
miss count sample for each set in depth. And we calculate
the 0.25 quantile value, referred to as Q1, the 0.5 quantile
value, referred to as M, the 0.75 quantile value, referred to
as Q3, the minimum (denoted by Min) and the
maximum(denoted by Max). Then we calculate the ratio of
miss count in the range (Min, Q1), (Q1, M), (M, Q3) and
(Q3, Max) when associativity is varied by 4, 8, 16, 32 and
64 based on DEM, as shown in Fig.4. We can see that:
(1)Q1 increases, the ratio of miss count in the range
(Min, Q1) increases from 1.4% to 18.7% and the ratio
position of the range (Min, Q1) between Min and Max
move up from 0.008% to 31%. Meanwhile, Q3 decreases,
the ratio of miss count in the range (Q3, Max) decreases
from 60.8% to 32.2%. The gap of Q1, M and Q3 is smaller,
which can be clearly seen from Fig4. It means that the sets
of low utilization and the sets of high utilization are possibly
combined when associativity is varied by 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64
based on DEM. Therefore the MPKI decreases.
(2)On the other hand, from the change of C.V., we can
see that the utilization of the sets is more balanced. It is
benefit for the MPKI of 175.Vpr when associativity
increases. This confirms to the statistical analysis.
Case 2 179.Art. As shown in Table 3 and Fig.3 (a), the
MPKI and C.V. of 179.Art have minimal change when
associativity is varied from 4 to 64. And we calculate Q1, M,
Q3, Min and Max. Then we calculate the ratio of miss count
in the range (Min, Q1), (Q1, M), (M, Q3) and (Q3, Max)
when associativity is varied by 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 based on
DEM, as shown in Fig.6. We can see that:
The distribution of miss count in the range (Min, Q1),
(Q1, M), (M, Q3) and (Q3, Max) is stable. And the ratio of
extra high utilization sets (the miss count is in the range (Q3,
Max)) is high, close to 44%.
Furthermore; the miss count of 50 percent sets is more
than 80% total miss count. When associativity increases
based on DEM, the utilization of each set is still more
unbalanced because DEM has no mechanism to select low
utilization sets and high utilization sets to combine. DEM
gathers the sets by address rather than the characteristic of
set-level utilization .
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Fig.3. Coefficient of Variation for Spec Cpu2000/2006
when associativity is 4,8,16,32,64
175.Vpr
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Fig.4. Miss Count Distribution in 175.Vpr
Therefore, the optimization of the set-level utilization is
heavily depending on the distribution of cache request
address. Meanwhile the distribution is often bursting and
clustering due to spatial locality. It is the inherent deficiency
of DEM.
Case 3 188.ammp. As shown in Table 3 and Fig.3 (a),
the C.V. of 188.Ammp has minimal change when
associativity is varied from 4 to 64. However, the MPKI has
remarkable increase(the value list is 1ˈ1.04ˈ1.08ˈ
1.12ˈ1.14 ). We calculate Q1, M, Q3, Min and Max. Then
we calculate the ratio of miss count in the range (Min, Q1),
(Q1, M), (M, Q3) and (Q3, Max) when associativity is
varied by 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 based on DEM, as shown in
Fig.7. We can see that:
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179.Art

Percent of MissCount

IV.

R4 vs P4
R8 vs P8
R16 vs P16
R32 vs P32
R64 vs P64

50
40

We investigate the change of the set-level utilization for
different associativity based on DEM and explain the tradeoff of selecting a proper associativity for the cache with
certain fixed capacity from the view of the set-level
unbalanced utilization and workloads. Furthermore, we
explain the inherent deficiency of DEM through the
statistical analysis of four typical benchmarks' set-level
unbalanced utilization and try to find possible improvement
approach.

30
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Fig.5. Miss Count Distribution in 179.Art
The utilization of each set is very unbalanced. The miss
count of 50% sets is more than 99% total miss count. When
associativity increases based on DEM, the ratio of the extra
high utilization sets (whose miss count is in the range (Q3,
Max)) declines from 54.4% to 49.0% meanwhile that of the
high utilization sets (whose miss count is in the range (M,
Q3)) grows up from 45.2% to 50.0%. It means that
combination mainly happens between high utilization sets
and extra high utilization sets, as shown in Fig2 (b).
Therefore, the conflict misses do not decrease but increase
so that the MPKI has remarkable increase.
In general, from our quantitative analysis to 175.Vpr,
179.Art and 188.Ammp and 175.Vpr benefit from the
increase of associativity based on DEM and their set-level
188.ammp

Percent of MissCount
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Abstract—Through the analysis and study of common traffic
monitoring methods, NetEye(referring to the name of the
model put forward in the context) traffic monitoring model
is put forward. The article expounds its function and the key
algorithm, and system implementation by technologies such
as WinPcap and so on.

security procedure, and it can also detect the illegal
operation from the monitored host. However, this traffic
monitoring method is inflexible, and the monitoring host
cannot manage the monitored hosts timely. On the other
hand, the monitoring program will also be invalid when
the caught program in the monitored host stops running .

Keywords- traffic monitoring;model;WinPcap

I.

III.

A traffic monitoring system must obtain the
information of all active hosts in the managed network,
capture the traffic of all active hosts, limit the traffic of all
active hosts, and cover the demands of most users in
network application. But these applications still cannot
meet the demand for today's network. Therefore, in order
to prevent internal user attacking the network deliberately,
we also need the traffic monitoring system to detect these
attacks from intranet.
Therefore, the basic function of a traffic monitoring
system needs to contain:
(1) Achieve all active host information in a monitored
LAN.
(2) Capture and analysis Packets, and calculate the user
traffic.
(3) Compute all users data traffic, and show the
statistics in a visual representation format.
(4) Have abilities to limit upload and download speeds
to users.
(5) Have some abilities of detecting attack.
(6) Have ability to record user operations.
(7) Have abilities to capture and analysis the specific
packet.
Above all, NetEye model as a new traffic monitoring
project in this paper is put forward ,as shown in figure 1.

INTRODUCTION

With the continuous development of information
technology, network has become an indispensable part of
people's life. However, in the network applications, the
existing Internet Protocol address space can not meet the
demands of the future network. In order to alleviate the
constantly diminishing Internet Protocol address space,
multiple users often form a group or a local area network
(LAN) to access the Internet by one or a few Internet
Protocol addresses. In this kind of application mode, if
these users attack the Internet or occupy a lot of network
bandwidth, other users may not access the Internet
normally, which we do not want[1]. So we need to come
up a way to manage and maintain this sort of network
traffic, which is also the purpose of this article.
II.

RESEARCH OF TRAFFIC MONITORING METHOD

There are two common methods of traffic monitoring
implementation. The first one is transparently guiding the
traffic of monitored host passing the monitoring host by
the ARP cheating technique[2]. After capturing the traffic,
monitoring host will act as a gateway to forward data[3].
Monitoring host needs to calculate captured traffic and use
ARP attack technology to limit the traffic of the host. This
way of traffic monitoring mainly depends on the ARP
technical implementation. The running of the system needs
to send plenty of ARP data packages. Therefore, when
monitoring, the system also produces a lot of extra traffic.
Moreover, if the monitored host opens the ARP firewall,
this way of traffic monitoring will be invalid.
The other method is based on C/S structure. The
monitored host must run a caught program to capture
packet through its own network adapter card[4]. These
caught program is a server program and runs as a
background program. The captured traffic is calculated by
the monitored host and sent to the monitoring host. Next,
the monitoring host will collect, display and analysis them.
This implementation of the traffic monitoring program will
not be invalid even if the monitored host runs
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THE MODEL OF NETEYE TRAFFIC MONITORING

Figure 1 NetEye Traffic Monitoring Model
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NetEye server, also known as a client module, captures
traffic through the network card of the monitored hosts,
and calculates the captured traffic to send to the
monitoring program. Client module is shown in figure 3.

NetEye Traffic Monitoring Model is based on the C/S
structure. Monitored hosts capture packet from their
network cards by WinPcap technology[5], and these
captured packet will be sent to the monitoring host to be
analyzed and processed. Monitoring program, which is the
client in this model, uses the free ARP packet to gain
active host information in LAN, and limits the user traffic
by the ARP attack technology. NetEye model has the
following features:
(1) A good flexibility. Monitoring program can
immediately summarize and analyze the captured data
packages from the Monitored hosts, and timely control the
monitored hosts according to the requirement.
(2) Reduces the generated traffic on the system
operation because the technology of the free ARP and
WinPcap are used in the monitoring system.
(3) Reduces the dependency of the ARP technology,
and improves the reliability of the monitoring system. In
addition, to improve the security, the monitored hosts
which loss contact with the monitoring host
are required to be off-line.
IV.

Figure 3 Client function modules

The monitoring finding module extracts the Internet
Protocol address of the monitoring host and the necessary
network information. The traffic acquisition module
captures the Internet Protocol packets through their own
network cards. The traffic information delivery module
sends the statistical traffic to the monitoring program.
According to the command from the monitoring host, the
information extraction module makes a copy of traffic
from the specific network card to the monitoring program.

THE REALIZATION OF NETEYE TRAFFIC
MONITORING SYSTEM

B. Algorithm and Implementation of the Main Modules
In the NetEye system, the system interface is mainly
implemented by MFC Picture Control, List Control and
Edit Control implement, and the traffic diagram is drawn
by the function of OnPaint() based on message processing
mechanism[6]. The main algorithm of Monitoring modules
are the following:
(1) algorithm and implementation of achieving active
host module
First, we use WinPcap to get the Internet Protocol
address and the mask of the monitoring host, and use the
Internet Protocol address and the mask to calculate all the
Internet Protocol addresses in this network segment. Then,
we build the ARP packet structure, and send ARP request
to all the Internet Protocol users by the function of
pcap_sendpacket() in WinPcap[7]. At the same time, we
listen to the ARP reply packet, which module will set the
package filter conditions to ARP by the function of
pcap_compile() and pcap_setfilter() in WinPcap. At last, it
receives ARP packets by pcap_next_ex(), and display the
information in List Control of the monitoring program[8].
(2) algorithm and implementation of traffic graph
drawing module
The traffic chart updated thread needs to read a sery of
data to draw traffic dynamic graph. In implementation,the
front data of these data need be deleted and the end of this
data need be added. The common queue cannot implement
this function, so we choose the Ādequeāwhich possesses
a fast speed and the operating ability of the front data and
the end data. For implementation, we create two deque
queues to store uploaded and downloaded traffic through
deque<pair<up,down>> structure [9].
(3) algorithm and implementation of off-line module
Send ARP cheating data packages to the target host and
trick the target host to change the MAC address of the
gateway. So the information of target host cannot be
forwarded through the gateway, and we achieve the goal of
off-line.

A. General Design
This system is mainly implemented by WinPcap, ARP
technology. The NetEye monitoring program summarizes,
analyzes and processes the user traffic. The functions of
the monitoring host modules are shown in figure 2.
selectting network card
achieving active host
information delivery
traffic statistics

monitoring
function

traffic display
traffic limit
ARP detection
information extraction
log storage

Figure 2 monitoring function modules
The monitoring host gets active host information by
sending ARP request to each Internet Protocol address user
in this segment and receiving ARP reply from them. The
information delivery module sends the Internet Protocol
address of the monitoring host and network parameters of
the running client application program to each active host.
The traffic statistics module summarizes and stores all the
user traffic information for the traffic display module. The
traffic limit module sets some parameters to limit upload
or download speed for specific users. The ARP detection
module judges ARP attacks from the intranet through
monitoring and analyzing ARP packets. The information
extraction module sends extracting traffic instructions to
the monitored users.
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(4) algorithm and implementation of speed limit
module
If the upload or download speed of the user exceeds the
speed limit, an ARP attack packet will be sent by
pcap_sendpacket() in WinPcap. This packet will trick the
user to rewrite the MAC address of the gateway. It will
also lead that the user cannot access to the network in a
short time, which indirectly achieve the goal of limit the
user traffic .
The client module mainly completes the function of
collecting traffic and extracting traffic.
(1) algorithm and implementation of collecting traffic
module
Upload or download traffic is distinguished by the
source or destination Internet Protocol address in the
captured packet, and the size of data which is obtained
from the length field in the captured packet will be added
to count the size of upload or download traffic per second.
This module is implemented by the function of
pcap_compile() and pcap_setfilter() in WinPcap and the
technology of Winscok[10].
(2) algorithm and implementation of extracting traffic
module
When the client application receives extract commands
from the monitoring program, it will change the target
Internet Protocol address of captured Internet Protocol
packet to the Internet Protocol address of the monitoring
host. Therefore, it will guide the traffic of the
monitored host flow to the monitoring host.
The running NetEye traffic monitoring system is
shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4 NetEye traffic monitoring system

V.

CONCLUSION

This paper discusses the characteristics of NetEye
traffic monitoring model, the key algorithm and system
implementation technologies in detail. The design of
NetEye modules fully considers the reliability and
flexibility of application system. The design methods and
ideas can provide references for the research of the
network traffic monitoring to some extension. Meanwhile,
the implementation methods of NetEye modules also have
some reference value.
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parameters in the decision process, which achieved a tradeoff between energy saving and performance in the final
generated topology. Ref. [3] added the energy-aware
ability to the OSPF protocol, which can not only power off
the underutilized links to achieve energy saving but also
minimize the influence on the current topology by
confirming the impact of migrating traffic on the other
links. Ref. [4] proposed a distributed energy-saving
mechanism which adopted a resource reserve strategy that
dynamically opening or closing the line cards in
accordance with the reserved resource requirement. Ref.
[5] also proposed a distributed energy-saving mechanism
which only relied on traffic history record as the decisionmaking basis. The mechanism adjusted the weight of links
via a utility function and a penalty function, and then
calculated the configuration with the maximum utility
value by the Q-learning method [6]. Ref. [7] proposed a
topology-aware energy saving solution on the basis of
knowledge on graph theory and related research on
complex network, which measured topology connectivityan evaluation criterion of topology configuration by
calculating the second eigenvalue of Laplacian matrix
corresponding to adjacency matrix.
A dynamic topology management mechanism in green
Internet is proposed in the paper, which can achieve a goal
of energy saving by changing network topology, actively
putting underutilized routers and links into sleep for a lowtraffic case at off-peak time and waking them up for a
high-traffic case at peak time.

Abstract—In recent years, the rapid development of the
Internet has provided people with more and more
convenience. However, meanwhile a tremendous energy
consumption problem and a low energy efficiency problem
in the networks still exist. With the continuous expansion of
the network scale, these problems are increasingly more
severe. In order to achieve the “green” goal in the paper,
first a networking model for green backbone network is
built, then an innovative node structure and an innovative
link structure are designed; furthermore, constitution of
energy consumption in network device is analyzed, and a
power model of the network device is set up; then according
to the power-law principle, the values of network elements
are evaluated from the three aspects of resource utilization
rate, the impact degree on robustness of the network
topology and the impact degree on communication quality;
finally, a dynamic topology management mechanism in
green Internet is proposed. Applicability and validity of the
innovative mechanism with respect to energy saving and
topology management are verified via prototype simulation
and performance evaluation.
Keywords-green Internet; energy saving; dynamic topology
management; quantum evolutionary

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of Internet and the
information industry, the proportion of energy
consumption in network devices accounted for the total
global energy consumption is greater and greater. The task
of current topology management is to reduce the negative
influence as much as possible.
The current topology management mechanisms are
divided into two categories of centralized management
mechanism and distributed management mechanism. The
advantages of centralized management are easier to obtain
global information of the whole topology and achieve a
better network configuration. But the centralized
management occupies more computing resources,
especially for the larger size of topologies, the message
overhead will be higher and also the response will be
slower. On the contrary, the advantages of distributed
management are that a less message overhead is required
and the response will be quicker. However, due to lacking
of global view, when the managed topology is larger and
more complex, the result of network configuration from
distributed management is worse.
Ref. [1] took advantage of new hardware technology to
plan the network topology, path computing unit adopting
the parallel processor to solve exponential computing in
the configuration process to configure the network
topology according to the network status. Based on the
Ref. [1], Ref. [2] introduced the QoS and link utilization as
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II.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

A. Network Model
A model for green backbone network is simplified to a
connected graph G (V , E ) . V = (v1 , v2 ," , vn ) represents a
set of vertexes, and a vertex represents a network node in
green Internet; E = (e1 , e2 ," , el ) represents a set of edges,
and an edge represents a network link in green Internet.
A centralized decision node is included in the network
topology as shown in Fig. 1. The other nodes are divided
into multiple clusters. The centralized decision node is
responsible for collecting global information and
configuring the inter-cluster links. The node structure in
green Internet is depicted in Fig. 2, consisting of chassis,
line cards and other function modules, such as a master
engine (ME), forwarding engines (FE), replication engines
(RE) and so on. The master engine is in charge of routing
and updating continuously the routing table; the switching
matrix connects the input and output ports inside the
router; forwarding engines are in charge of the routing
table lookup; replication engines is used for multicast
replication. A link structure in green Internet is depicted in
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A link power consumption model is shown in formula
(2), where, lkpw j represents the power consumption of
link j ; lenref represents the referential length of link (the
default is 80km); len j represents the practical length of
link; Prely represents the benchmark power consumption;
trf j represents the traffic in link j ; α and β are the
constants used to confirm the relation between traffic and
power consumption.
lkpw j = ª¬len j / lenref º¼ × Prely × (1 + α ⋅ trf jβ )
(2)

Fig. 3, consisting of a pre-amplifier, in-line amplifiers,
regenerators, a post-amplifier and so on [8].

Figure 1. Network structure
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A. Topology Clustering Module
An evaluation function (Q function) of network
module performance is taken as the classification standard
of clusters. Q function is defined in formula (3), where K
represents the number of clusters in the network, m
represents the total number of links in the network, ms
represents the number of links in the cluster s , ds
represents the sum of node degree in the cluster s .
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B. Traffic Prediction Module
The traffic prediction is repeated N times. The
parameter N is adjusted on the basis of prediction accuracy
and interval requirement of operating mechanism.
Discarding the top 5% of results prevents possible burst
traffic from appearing in individual prediction results, and
the maximum in the remaining results is taken as the
maximum of prediction traffic within the period of
prediction time.
The process of traffic prediction is shown as follows:
Step1˖Check the port of node, and if the time arrives
a threshold tmth , execute traffic prediction; else quit.
Step2˖Further predict by applying the autoregression
method and the Markov method. If both of them are
invalid, then go to Step1; if the only one of them is valid,
then take its value as the prediction result; if both of them
are valid, then take their average as the prediction result.
Step3˖Is it executed N time? If no, go to Step2.
Step4˖Discard the top 5% of results in N results, and
take the maximum in the remaining results as the final
prediction result.

Figure 3. Link structure

B. Power Model
A node power consumption model is shown in formula
(1), where Pni _ ctrl represents the power consumed by the
master engine in the core router i ; Pni _ frm represents the
power consumed by a chassis in the core router i ; Pl l_ cpu
represents the power consumed by CPU of the line card in
the core router i ; Pl l_ mem represents the power consumed
by memory of the line card in the core router i ; Pl l_ bus
represents the power consumed by bus of the line card in
p
the core router i ; Pport
represents the power consumed by
a port in the core router i ; N ifrom represents the number of
k
chassis in the core router i ; N lcrd
represents the number of
line cards of chassis k in the core router i ; N lport

C. Information Awareness Model
Node awareness and traffic awareness use a consistent
awareness interval (AI). AI is related to the change extent
of traffic. If the traffic sharply changes, then AI should be
decreased; else, increase AI until the maximum stable AI.
The change extent of traffic is calculated in formula (4),
where tfch represents the change extent of traffic, trflast
represents the last traffic, trf now the current traffic, θ is the
constant between 0 and 1.
 trf last − trf now / trf last , trf last ≠ 0
°
tfch = ® 0 , trf last = 0, trflast = trf now
(4)
° θ , trf = 0, trf ≠ trf
last
last
now
¯

represents the number of ports in line card l of chassis k
in the core router i ; trfl represents the traffic flowing on
line card l in the core router i ; trf p represents the traffic
flowing on port p in the core router i ; α and β are the
constants denoting the relation between traffic and power.

ndpwi = Pni_ ctrl

§ Pni_ frm × FrmStik +
·
¨
¸
¨ § 2 ⋅ Pl + Pl (1 + α ⋅ trf β ) × LdSt l + · ¸
l
k
k
l _ mem
l _ cpu
¸ ¸ (1)
+ ¦ ¨ Nlcrd ¨
¸¸
k =1 ¨ ¦ ¨ N lport
p
¨ l =1 ¨
¸¸
Pport
(1 + α ⋅ trf pβ ) × PortStlp
¦
¨
¸¸
¨
¹¹
© © p =1

(

)

(

(3)

s =1

Figure 2. Node structure
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(Φ m × n ) 2 are shown in equation (13). Further, D m is

AI is calculated in formula (5), where tfin represents
the traffic AI, tfinlast represents the last traffic AI, tfinst
represents the stable AI, θ is the constant between 0 and
1, γ is an increasing coefficient of traffic AI; pmin
represents the ratio of minimum AI to stable AI,
tfinst ⋅ pmin represents the minimum traffic AI.

obtained from A m× n by converting its row vector from
binary digit to decimal digit Sm is calculated in equation
(14), where I denotes the matrix with all its elements are
unit.
Sm = D m + I
(14)
A fitness function F (t ) in quantum evolutionary
algorithm is given in (15)-(16), where t represents
iteration times, f ( x) represents an evaluation function for
the bridging bundle-link x , pwl represents the power
saving when select the sleeping link l from the bridging
bundle-link x , kvaluel represents the link value of link l,

θ ⋅ tfinlast , tfch ≤ γ , tfinlast < tfinst / θ
°
tfin = ®tfinst , tfch ≤ γ , tfinlast ≥ tfinst / θ
(5)
°tfin ⋅ pmin , others
¯ st
A time sliding window mechanism makes the node
only record the latest n times of awareness results. The
traffic records are updated according to formula (6), where
flown −1 and flown represent two adjacent traffic records,
θ is used to adjust the update rate and 0< θ <1 .
(6)
flown = θ ⋅ flown + (1 − θ ) ⋅ flown −1

[bwLx , bwHx ] represents the bandwidth range of the bridging
bundle-link x .
m

F (t ) = ¦ f (i )

Subject to:

xlk = 0 or 1 ∀lk ∈ L
xl = 0 or 1 ∀l ∈ L
Fl ≤ ηl cl

(8)
(9)
(10)

N ≤ ¦ xl ≤ 2 N

(11)

(15)

i =1

D. Centralized Topology Decision-making Module
The centralized decision-making problem is formulated
as an integer linear program in (7)-(11), where pwlk
represents the power consumption in each link, xlk
represents the inter-cluster link state (on/off), xl
represents the state of the bridging inter-cluster bundlelink, Fl represents the prediction traffic on the bridging
inter-cluster bundle-link, cl represents the overall
bandwidth of a bundle-link, L represents the set of
bridging inter-cluster bundle-link, N represents the number
of clusters.
Objective function: min ¦ lk∈L pwlk xlk
(7)

f ( x ) = β ⋅ max ¦ pwlα ⋅kvaluel ,
−1

l

¦ bw ∈ ª¬bw , bw
l

x
L

x

x
H

º¼ (16)

Quantum evolutionary gate G (θ i ) is defined in (17)(19), where θ i is the rotation angle, F denotes the
current fitness value, Fmin denotes the minimum one of
fitness values calculated, Fmax denotes the maximum one
of fitness values calculated, ϕ is a very small value.
Quantum rotation Gate is defined in equation (20), where
(α i , β i )T is the ith quantum bit in certain chromosome
and (α i' , β i' )T is the corresponding updated one.

ªcos (θi ) -sin (θi )º
G(θi )= «
»
¬ sin (θi ) cos (θi ) ¼
θ i = s (α i , β i ) × θ × e
°ϕ , F = Fmin
e=®
°̄κ ⋅ ( F − Fmin ) / ( Fmax − Fmin ) , else

l

(17)
(18)
(19)

ªα i' º
ªα i º
(20)
« ' » =G (θi ) × « »
¬ βi ¼
¬ βi ¼
The Improved Quantum Evolutionary Algorithm
(IQEA) is shown in Algorithm 1.

The decision results are extended to 2n due to the
scope of solutions in our improved quantum evolutionary
algorithm. The improved individual in quantum bits is
denoted in equation (12), where α ki represents the
quantum bit, m is the number of links, n represents the
number of divided domains, sbwmax is the maximum link
bandwidth sum in all bridging bundle-links, bwmin is the
minimum link bandwidth in all bridging bundle-links.
ª α11 α12 " α1n º
«α
α 22 " α 2 n »»
Φ m× n = « 21
, n = [ sbwmax bwmin ] (12)
« #
# % # »
«
»
¬α m1 α m 2 " α mn ¼
ª α11α12 "α1n º
ª a11a12 " a1n º ª A1 º
« α α "α »
« a a " a » «A »
2n »
2n »
, A m× n = « 21 22
R m×n = « 21 22
= « 2 » (13)
«
»
«
» «# »
#
#
«
»
«
» « »
¬α m1α m 2 "α mn ¼
¬ am1am 2 " amn ¼ ¬ A m ¼
Random matrix R m× n and the binary matrix A m× n
representing a solution obtained by comparing R m× n and

Algorithm 1 IQEA.
Input: G (V , E ) , Iter
Output: a new topology
1: classify inter-cluster links and the number of bridging bundle-link is m;
2: calculate the bandwidth sum of each bundle-link, n ← sbwmax / bwmin ;
3: initialize  m×n , iterations ← 1 and let α ik ← 1 / 2 ;

4: while iterations < Iter do
5:
generate a random number matrix R m×n ;
6:

calculate A m×n , Sm and the bandwidth range of each bundle-link;

7: if the network topology is not split and Fl ≤ bwHx then
8:
calculate the optimal combination of each bundle-link;
9:
calculate F (t ) , and update Fmin and Fmax ;
10:
end if
11: update Φ m×n ;
12: iterations ← iterations +1
13: end while
14: take the configuration corresponding to Fmax as a final configuration;
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E. Link Value Evaluation Module

Based on all above, link value is defined in formula
(29), where α and β are constants, α + β =1 .
kvaluel = (1 + TopolyInflul )(α BwValuel + β PwUtilityl ) cmtinflu (29)

Bandwidth utilization value BwValuel of link l is
defined in formula (21), where bwl is the practical
bandwidth of link l , trfl is the current traffic of link l , α
and β are used to adjust BwValuel , μ is the optimal
bandwidth utilization value.
(21)
BwValuel = 1 / (1 + α (trf l / bwl − μ ) β )
Power efficiency PwUtilityl of link l connecting to
node n is defined in formula (22), where trfl is the current
traffic of link l , trftotal is the current total traffic of node
n , ndpwn is the total power consumption of node n ,
lkpwl is the current power consumption of link l
connecting to node n .
PwUtilityl = trfl / (ndpwn ⋅ ( trfl / trftotal ) + lkpwl ) (22)

l

F. Sleeping Control Module
The model controls the devices to sleep or awaken,
including sending, receiving, and handling the information
related to negotiating before the devices to sleep,
advertising the sleeping devices to awaken and noticing
the current link state to the centralized topology decisionmaking module.

IV.

A. Simulation
The proposed Dynamic Topology Management
Mechanism in Green Internet (GIDTMM) is simulated by
C++ in the programming environment of VC6.0 under OS
Windows7. Three kinds of link traffic models shown in
Fig. 4 are used to analyze the performance of GIDTMM.

Edge connectivity degree lkconl is defined in (23),
where λ is a connectivity value of the original topology,
λl is a connectivity value of the topology excluding link
l , λref is an adjustment coefficient.

lkconl = λref 䯴⋅ λ − λl䯵 / λ

SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

(23)

If a node exists for the k-core but removed for (k+1)core, then its core number is k; k-core is a subgraph
excluding all the nodes whose core number is not more
than k from the original graph. Core number Corel is
defined in formula (24), where CorNummax is the
maximum core number in the network, CorNuml is the
core number of current node.
(24)
Corel = CorNuml / CorNummax
Comprehensive evaluation on the topology
performance is shown in formula (25).
TopolyInflul = α ⋅ lkconl + γ ⋅ Corel
(25)
Mediation coefficient betwl , that is, the number of the
shortest paths going through link l , is defined in formula
(26), where σ ij is the number of the shortest paths
between node i and j , σ ij (l ) is the number of the
shortest paths not only going through link l but also
between node i and j .

Figure 4. Traffic use cases

Take the topologies (shown in Fig. 5) of China
Education and Research Network (CERNET), CERNET2,
NSFNET and INTERNET2 as simulation use cases [9].

(a) Topology of CERNET (b) Topology of CERNET2

j

betwl = ¦ (σ ij (l ) / σ ij )

(26)

i =1

Link stability lkstl indicating how often link l to
switch its state is defined in formula (27), where
hibrtimemax and hibrtimemin are respectively the
maximum and minimum link sleeping time in the betwok,
hibrtimel is the total sleeping time of link l .

(c) Topology of NSFNET

(d) Topology of INTERNET2

Figure 5. Topology use cases

CA algorithm [10] proposed by Po-Kai Tseng et al. is
selected as the benchmark algorithm.

 hibrtimemax − hibrtimel
, hibrtimemax ≠ hibrtimemin
°
(27)
lkstl = ® hibrtimemax − hibrtimemin
°α , hibrtime = hibrtime
max
min
¯

B. Performance Evaluation
1) Comparison on power consumption
For periods of regularly collecting information, both
GIDTMM and CA are 15mins. In Fig. 6, it is concluded
that GIDTMM is of a better power-saving effect and
adaptive capacity for different combinations of topologies
and traffic models. This is mainly due to two reasons: the

Comprehensive evaluation on the communication
quality cmtinflul is defined in formula (28), where trfl is
the current traffic, trf ref is the reference traffic, α and β
are adjustment coefficients.
cmtinflul = (α ⋅ lkstl + β ⋅ betwl )trfl / trf ref
(28)
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V.

traffic prediction module of GIDTMM can avoid some
decision-making mistakes caused by traffic fluctuation; the
ability of automatically adjusting information awareness
interval (IAI) of GIDTMM makes it update data timely to
ensure the decision-making validity. In contrast, the IAI of
CA algorithm is a fixed value, so the greater traffic
fluctuation is, the worse its decision-making result is.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a network model in green Internet is
built, a node structure and a link structure are devised, the
constitution of energy consumption in network device is
analyzed and a power model of network devices is set up.
To achieve power saving, GIDTMM consisting of six
modules is proposed. Evaluate the network element as for
resource utilization, topology impact and communication
impact. Finally, simulation and performance evaluation
demonstrate the power-saving potential and network
performance guarantee of GIDTMM on the basis of the
power consumption ratio, average path hops and PLR.
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Figure 6. Comparison of power consumption (GIDTMM/CA)

2) Comparison on network performance
Take TF2 as the test model, and observe the average
hops between nodes and packet loss rate (PLR) of each
node every 15 minutes.
In Fig. 7, average hops in CA are less than that in
GIDTMM. This is because CA can obtain global
information and only the inter-cluster links in GIDTMM
are managed by the centralized topology decision-making
module according to the global information. Further,
GIDTMM shows a relatively good stability for different
topologies, especially in CERNET and INTERNET2.
In Fig. 8, PLR in CA is the higher. PLR majorly
depends on the response rate to the changes of network
status. PLR in GIDTMM is better than that in CA because
of multiple inter-cluster links. Furthermore, the more
complex the topology is, the smaller the gap of PLR is,
that is because the fact more paths in a complex topology
can be selected to avoid congestion.
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Abstract—Focusing on specific domains, most traditional
simulation systems have features of standalone-centralized
running mode, weak interoperability with external
simulation systems, difficult reusability of system
components. With the technical development of the
distributed simulation, the inspiration of developing reusable
simulation model components satisfying the needs of
simulation systems or environments in the whole simulation
domain, as well as endowing the simulation system with the
ability of customization, expansion and interoperability by
assembling above mentioned components rapidly and
conveniently have drawn significant attention within
simulation community. The paper addresses a componentoriented centralized and distributed-integrative runtime
infrastructure of simulation system. The system has designed
the corresponding data distribution, filtering and cache
concentration, operating on the subscribing and publishing
mechanism, for reducing the redundancy of interactive data
between models and improving the running efficiency of the
system. It also proposes the simulation service based on the
bridge-based design pattern, shielding implementation
details between models in the application layer and
underlying runtime platforms. The service enables the
application of models used not only in traditional standalone
centralized simulation systems, but also in distributed
simulation system with no editing even compiling. Besides,
through
using
international
standard
descriptive
specification, namely Base Object Model (BOM), for
component-oriented simulation models, the system improves
the standardization and interoperability of models.

components. In the meantime, with the development of the
distributed simulation techniques and the extensions of the
simulation application fields, especially in the military
domain, the scales of simulated systems have become
larger and more complex, and their levels have also been
higher. Therefore, it is very low efficiency to design and
develop a large scale of simulation systems completely
from scratch and it is difficult to ensure the reliability and
accuracy of the models and simulation results. Thus,
research and development of a large simulation system
from scratch would be very low-efficiency, and at the
same time, the validity and accuracy of the model and
simulation results would be hard to be guaranteed.
Therefore, the inspiration of developing reusable
simulation model components satisfying the needs of
simulation systems or environments in the whole
simulation domain, as well as endowing the simulation
system with the ability of customization, expansion and
interoperability by assembling above mentioned
components rapidly and conveniently would be an
effective way of tackling existing problems faced by
complex system simulation[1].
With the development of the technology of software
components, the components based development (CBD)
approach of software has been gradually accepted by the
simulation domain, especially the distributed simulation
software development. The large-scale complex simulation
system requests the production of simulation software to
be standardized, large-scale and cost-saving, as well as a
transformation from individual or group-based workshop
mode to socialized labor-division cooperative mode. In
recent years, many develop software for simulation system
based on several approaches, such as public library,
production line and interoperability protocol has emerged.
However, there are severe limitations in the simulation
components based on above mentioned approaches and the
interoperability of simulation systems due to the lack of

KeywordsComponent-oriented;
centralized-anddistributed-integrative; Runtime Infrastructure of Simulation
System; Base Object Model

I.

INTRODUCTION

Established on the needs of specific domains, most
traditional simulation systems have features of standalonecentralized running mode, weak interoperability with
external simulation systems and hard reusability of system
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Multiple application software needs to be transplanted
among many platforms, so can platforms support multiple
application software. This requires reliable and efficient
data exchange or conversion among software, hardware
and application systems to ensure synergy between
systems and resource sharing among different technologies.
The independent software fulfilling this need is called the
middleware [5]. Usually, the middleware has the following
features: satisfying the need of applications, running on
multiple hardware and operating system platforms,
supporting distributed computing, and providing
interactive functions across network, hardware and
operating system and supporting standard protocol and
interfaces.
As shown in Figure 1, runtime infrastructure of
simulation system mainly includes two parts: simulation
system middleware and services. The middleware is a
narrow-sense software middleware, acting as a bridge
between application system and simulation system services.
This helps to isolate the realization of runtime services and
the detailed application system, which enables the
simulation application software developed based on this
structure runnning in a distributed and centralized runtime
services. Thus the infrastructure realizes the cross-platform
transplantation of simulation model components and
simulation system under the circumstances of little
changes or even no compilation.

the unified model description specification, the open
architecture and the standard interoperability protocol.
Focusing on these problems, the paper proposes a
component-oriented distributed and centralized-integrative
runtime infrastructure of simulation system, with the
ability of dynamic loading model components and flexible
construction of simulation applications. This enables the
application of models used not only in traditional
standalone centralized simulation systems, but also in
distributed simulation system with no editing even
compiling. Besides, through using international standard
descriptive specification, namely Base Object Model
(BOM)[2][3], for component-oriented simulation models,
the system improves the standardization and
interoperability of models.
II.

COMPONENT-ORIENTED BASE OBJECT MODEL

With the purpose of providing a kind of mechanism
promoting interoperability, reusability and composability,
BOM (Base Object Model) specification raised by SISO
(Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization) helps
to implement the composability based on components in
the field of modeling and simulation. Regarding the
interoperability, reusability and composability as its core,
BOM has the idea of DIY (Do it by yourself) through
combining reusable simulation resources into customized
simulation system according to requirements. With the
standard specification describing component-oriented
models, BOM provides an open architecture for
extendable, composable and interoperable simulation
systems.
The define of BOM is that a piece part of a conceptual
model composed of a group of interrelated elements,
which can be used as a building block in the development
and extension of a federation, individual federate, FOM or
SOM[2]. The BOM concept is based on the assumption that
piece-parts of simulations and federations can be extracted
and reused as modeling building-blocks or components.
The interplay within a simulation or federation can be
captured and characterized in the form of reusable patterns.
These patterns of simulation interplay are sequences of
events between simulation elements and realized through
the HLA object model structure provided by BOM [3].
III.

IV.

SOFTWARE FRAMEWORK FOR THE RUNTIME
INFRASTRUCTURE OF THE SIMULATION SYSTEM

A. Logical structure of the software
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SYSTEM BASED ON MIDDLEWARE

Figure 2. Logical Implementation structure of Running Infrastructure
of Simulation System

The software framework for the component-oriented
distributed
and
centralized-integrative
runtime
infrastructure of simulation system is shown in Figure 2. A
simulation system is abstracted and divided into
changeable and unchangeable parts. On the application
layer of the simulation system which is user-oriented, the
changeable part is mainly composed of different model
components with different functions and other application
components. The paper defines the unchangeable part as
simulation system framework. The simulation engine
provided is the core module of the framework, controlling
the data filtration, cache and distribution of the simulation
system. Besides, based on the description information of
the simulation model, the engine also drives the
harmonious advancement of model components in the

Figure 1. Architecture of Running Infrastructure of Simulation System
Based On the Middleware
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simulation system. Through the simulation adapter to use
the simulation service model proposed by the system
architecture, the simulation engine is the scheduling
system of the simulation architecture, just like the heart of
the simulation system.
The simulation system framework will not couple with
any specific simulation model components and is also
independent of detail simulation application. It is
customized according to user’s requires. This framework is
just like the battery (like engine) and assemblage tool (set
of tools) of the toy car. But those are not enough. Body,
wheel and remote control unit (like model components) are
also required to design a new toy (federate). Thus, this
framework is not a specific simulation application system,
but a general framework for constructing different kinds of
simulation system through combination of model
components. If the runtime infrastructure of the simulation
system is based on the HLA distributed simulation service1,
then the simulation system based on this framework is one
of federates. The paper also calls this framework as
component-based federate framework.
In order to solve the runtime efficiency of the
simulation system, one of key techniques is used to
improve the efficiency of the data filtering, cache and
distribution within the simulation system framework, thus
the generation of redundant data as well as its acceptation
in simulation model component would be reduced.
Therefore, through applying one-to-many data sending in
the publishing and subscribing mechanism among
simulation model components, it helps to avoid the
blindness in the data broadcast.

The data generated in model components during
simulation activities is not directly sent to its destination,
but filtered by IF BOM [3] firstly. Then the data is
transmitted to the data cache through the internal I/O data
line within the framework. Before data caching, the
simulation scheduler first controls inputs in the buffer
through data input control line, ensuring the existence of
valid subscriber. Otherwise, they will be filtered directly.
After that, data is saved in the buffer generated by
framework, thus avoiding data redundancy and improving
the efficiency of the data buffer.
The simulation scheduler will keep detecting the state
of model components in the simulation advancement. If
one model component is at a request update state, then the
scheduler would fetch interested data from data buffer
through data output control line, and then send to model
components through the internal I/O data line. Below is the
pseudo code of internal data distribution controlled by the
simulation scheduler.

Figure 4. Pseudocode of Internal Data Distribution Controlled By the
Simulation Scheduler

As showed in Figure 4, in the above pseudo code,
compi stands for the i index of simulation component,
BOMi describes the interface information of compi, and
simScheduler is the simulation scheduler of the
framework, and fedDataBuffer is the data buffer of the
framework.
2) The mechanism of data filtering
Figure 5 shows the data filter layer based on distributed
runtime mode. The I/O data line of the framework could be
divided into two types: I/O data line in federation level,
I/O data line in federate level (i.e. IO data line inside the
framework). Data on the I/O data line in federation level is
flowing among federates supported by RTI. So that, we
only focus on the data filter mechanism within framework
in the following.

B. The mechanism of Data distribution\ filtering\cache
1) The mechanism of data distribution


Figure 3. Logical Implementation structure of Running Infrastructure
of Simulation System

In order to distribute the cached data in simulation
system framework efficiently and continually, the
simulation system framework must efficiently control the
data. The simulation scheduler plays this role. As shown in
Figure 3, the simulation scheduler not only controls the
state of every model component but also data inputs and
outputs in the buffer area of the framework.

Figure 5. Data Filter Layer Based on Distributed Runtime Mode

The I/O data line within framework provides one of
approaches for data interaction among simulation
framework model components. The framework does not
use the broadcast way of distributing data produced by

1

The distributed simulation system described by the paper is
looked as the simulation system based on HLA.
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to the own data buffer allocated by the framework. When
accepting data from internal components or external
federates, the framework would distribute data according
to the subscribing information of IF BOM from the
component. However, direct copy of data is not used in
this approach but reference copy (not the real copy, just
increment using counter of data) based on reference
counting. The framework must coordinate the management
of all data buffers for components. This approach would
not increase the difficulty of the implementation and
development of components, and at the same time, help to
reduce the redundant accessing to data from components,
avoid multiple copies of one piece of data, lower the cost
of resources and improve the efficiency of data cache as
well as running performance.

model components, while the data filtering net regarding
IF BOM as its components used in data regional filtering
mechanism. As show in Figure 5, the simulation model
components are mainly composed of two parts: BOM
implementation and BOM interface, which depicts the
interaction of model components and the ability of the
interaction among simulation model components and
between simulation model components and the outer
environment respectively. Through the BOM information
provided by each simulation model component, the
simulation scheduler can get all the publishing and
subscribing information of model components in the whole
framework and filter the data within federates effectively,
reduce redundant data transmission and improve the
transmission ability of I/O data line in framework.
Based on the BOM interface information of
components, the simulation scheduler coordinates the data
transmission of I/O data line in the framework. And further
according to the BOM/SOM information, the scheduler
determines the distribution of data in I/O data line to other
federates (for example, sent to the network through RTI).
The assembly BOM or SOM information comes from the
combination of BOM describing each component, and is
the data filtering net, which describes publishing and
subscribing information of the framework, thus reduce the
transmission of redundant data in the network. The data
between federates transmit through the federation’s I/O
data line provided by RTI. The framework can use the data
distribution mechanism of RTI, such as DDM (data
distribution management) to improve the transmitting
ability of the network. The following pseudo code presents
data is sent and accepted between components.

C. The scheduling process



Figure 6. Pseudocode of Sending and Receiving Data for Simulation
Compoents

Figure 8. Scheduling Algorithm

As showed in Figure 6, in the above pseudo code,
compi stands for the i index of simulation model
component, BOMi describes the interface information of
compi, andiĮj.
3) The center-distributed data cache mechanism


Figure 7. Center-distributed Data Cache Mechanism

The runtime infrastructure for simulation system adapts
the centralized and distributed cache mechanism, in which
every component has its data buffer, so does the simulation
system framework itself. While the data buffer of model
components is not allocated within components
themselves, the framework automatically allocates data
buffers for each component in the framework’s buffer. So
the data cache of components described in Figure 7 is
depicted by dotted line. Each component can only access

Shown as the Figure 8, the scheduling algorithm
of simulation engine is actually based on the method of
BL[7] protocol which first defines the unique
Lookahead for every simulation model components to
ensure the visibility of all those TSO [6]events in the
future. The safe execution time window, i.e. LBTSmin ,
can be computed by Lookahead. The simulation model
components inside the time window are permitted to
advance, based on the priority to determine the their
calling order. Thus in the scheduling algorithm of
simulation engine, if below condition is satisfied, then
the event x appearing before event y could be ensured:
1.y.pred = x or
2.x.ts + lookahead<y.tsor
3.[x.ts/LBTSmin] < [y.ts/LBTSmin]
Compared with BL method, the scheduling algorithm
of simulation engine considers the scheduling priority of
model components (line 3 in algorithm).Though it is
invalid for TSO events, but still affects the ranking order
of RO events in the event queue ELRO.
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D. The simulation service based on the bridge pattern
Simulation model components could call services
provided by the simulation system framework by
simulation events. In order to make the design of model
components not affected by simulation services, the details
of implementation between simulation events and
simulation services should be separated. The bridge pattern
[8]
of the design pattern provides an effective
implementation mechanism.
As shown in Figure 9, in the implementation structure
of simulation services, the left side service is the abstract
interface of simulation service, the right side is the service
implementation module of simulation service and the
middle one is the simulation adapter which bridges
simulation service abstract interface and simulation service
implementation.
The simulation service of simulation system
framework include two parts: simulation service abstract
interface and simulation service implementation. The
simulation service abstract interface is exposed to users
and offers necessary data for the simulation calls. While
simulation service implementation accomplishes calls from
simulation services on the base of data provided by
simulation service abstract interface.

V.

THE REALIZATION OF RUNTIME INFRASTRUCTURE
OF SIMULATION SYSTEM

A. Architecture of Runtime Infrastructure of Simulation
System

Client

IFSimEventPort

SendSimEvent

ListenToSimEvent

IFWService

Simulation Adapter
ServiceIF()

ServiceImp()

Figure 10. Modules of the Runtime Infrastructure of Simulation System
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As shown in Figure 10, component-based centralized
and distributed-integrative runtime infrastructure of
simulation system includes: simulation execution control
module, component management module, data distribution
module, simulation service module and network service
module.
1) Simulation Execution Control Module
This module is used to provide the human-computer
interaction interface, control the state of starting, pausing,
continuing and ending of simulation, and analyze the
configuration information of the system, controlling
commands of simulation. Moreover, through simulation
service module, it establishes data interaction table among
components, as well as the table between system and
external federate in the distributed running mode. The
simulation execution control module loads the data
distribution module and the component management
module, inputs the script data for data distribution module
and the component initial information of system
configuration for component management module
respectively.
2) Simulation Model Component Management
Module
The simulation model component management module
includes the component combination management unit, the
component scheduling management unit and the
component event management unit. The component
combination management unit obtains the system
configuration information parsed by the execution control
module, checks the completeness of component resources
of simulation models, and loads components composed to
build the simulation system. The component scheduling



Figure 9. Implementation Structure of Simulation Services Based on
the Bridge Pattern
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infrastructure and specified version of RTI are separated
by network service module, different network service
modules could be replaced with corresponding version of
RTI without changing other modules of the runtime
infrastructure of the simulation system. So that building
the simulation system based on this instance, established
by runtime infrastructure can run under different version of
RTI and improve the reusability and transplantation of the
system.

management unit stores the component instances created
by the combination management unit through the
scheduling manager and manages the scheduling states of
components during the simulation running. The
component event management unit manages the simulation
events generated in the process of scheduling management
unit and calls the simulation service module to realize data
interaction among model components.
3) Data Distribution Module
This module is used to parse the input simulation script
data file under the centralized running model, obtain the
information of simulation entities and their corresponding
components. In the process of simulation running
according to the time of its advancement, this module
outputs temporal system configuration files, sends
corresponding script data and calls the service module to
distribute script data to model components by simulation
events.
4) Simulation Service Module
This module is used to provide model components with
simulation service set, accomplish data publishing and
subscribing among components. Moreover it establishes
data interaction table among components as well as table
between system and external federates in the distributed
running mode, maintains the registration and remove of
model entities within system and coordinates time
advancement of the runtime simulation system.
5) Network Service Module
The network service module is used for the
transformation among the RTI serves and the framework
simulation services under the distributed running mode. It
can segregate model components and RTI, which ensures
the data interaction between system’s runtime
infrastructure and external federates.

C. CentralizedApplication Model

Figure 12. Centralized Running Mode

As shown in Figure 12, under the centralized running
mode, the Runtime Infrastructure of Simulation System
reads a simulation script data file through human-machine
interaction unit provided by simulation execution control
module. Firstly, data files are converted into system
configuration files by data parse unit of simulation data
module and analyzed through configuration parser unit of
simulation execution control module. Then the script data
is embedded into the system configuration file as an
independent information node. Just as the distributed
running mode, component management module loads
components required by the construction of simulation
system according to the system configuration information.
While different from distributed running mode, the
infrastructure would not need the network service module
anymore but as an independent-running simulation system.

B. Distributed Application Mode

VI.

SUMMARY

The distributed and centralized-integrative Runtime
Infrastructure of Simulation System proposed in this paper
could load component-based models according to specific
requirements of simulation application system. Through
composing model components, it not only improves the
developing efficiency of simulation system, but also
enhances the reusability of models, thus realizing
flexibility of structure and customization of functions for
simulation system. Besides, the separation between models
and implementation details of specific runtime
infrastructure of simulation system helps models to be
applied in large-scale distributed simulation system as well
as small-scale centralized system, which enhance the
adaptability of models.
By using the component technology and data
publishing and subscribing mechanism, the coupling
degree between models has been reduced, which improves
the parallelism [9] of simulation models. Achieving
parallelism of model calculation and simulation scheduling
is one of the research hotspots in simulation application
area, which is also the further work of this paper.

Figure 11. Distribution Running Mode

As shown in Figure 11, the Runtime Infrastructure of
Simulation System reads the specified configuration files
of system through human-machine interaction unit
provided by Simulation Execution Module in the
distributed running mode. And those files are parsed by the
configuration analysis unit. The result of the parse
information is used as the input of the component
management module. According to the information,
component management module loads simulation model
components (SCMs) in specified locations to construct of
simulation system. Through invoking the RTI services,
successfully established system would be added to the
HLA distributed simulation system as a federate in
compliance with HLA specification and realizes
interoperability with other federates. Because the runtime
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Abstract—With the vigorous development of Digital
Broadcasting, the Internet of Things and Cloud Computing,
there are more and more multicast applications in the
network, leading to network traffic increases exponentially.
Although optical network improves the network
transmission capacity enormously, the growing network
traffic still poses a challenge for the transport mechanism.
Therefore, how to transport the communication request as
much as possible at the cost of the minimizing energy
consumption has become one of the primary problems in the
future Internet. With considering network energy
consumption, triggering grooming from low granularity
channel to high granularity channel and Quality of Service
(QoS) demands of the traffic request, this paper proposes a
multi-granularity grooming scheme for one-to-many
multicast traffic and designs a corresponding traffic
grooming algorithm. Simulation results show that the
grooming scheme proposed in this paper has better effects in
the blocking probability and the energy saving.

While dynamic traffic grooming is to converge the traffic
to reduce the blocking probability under the condition of
stochastic dynamic arrival of the traffic. Most early
researches about traffic grooming focus on unicast request
of ring net or mesh network. Nowadays, as a large number
of network applications tend to multicast, multicast traffic
grooming has been given much attention.
Multicast traffic can be divided into two types: one-tomany and many-to-many. There is only one source node
and a number of destination nodes in one-to-many
applications, while in many-to-many applications, each
group member is not only the source node but also the
destination node.
In the aspect of one-to-many static multicast traffic
grooming, in [1], a Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) optimization problem was formulated for multicast
traffic grooming to design a light-tree based logical
topology with an end-to-end delay bound, incorporating
the constraint that the light-trees are given a priori. This
reduces the complexity of the problem but may not lead to
optimal results. The authors in [2] proposed the problem of
grooming of given non-uniform multicast traffic demands
on a unidirectional SONET/WDM ring is NP hard, and the
goal was to try to minimize the network cost as given by
the number of wavelengths required per fiber and the
number of electronic Add-Drop Multiplexers (ADMs)
required on the ring. The problem with cost function by the
number of wavelengths required per fiber could be
modelled as a standard circular-arc graph coloring problem.
For cost function by the number of electronic ADMs
required on the ringˈ a graph based heuristic algorithm
was presented. In [3] a heuristic algorithm was presented
to maximize the product of bandwidth-number of
destinations according to partial multicast service
discipline. In [4], an Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
formulation was proposed for optimal assignments of hop
constrained light-trees for multicast connections to
maximize network throughput. The proposed heuristic
algorithm with a polynomial complexity, called Dividable
Light-Tree Grooming (DLTG) algorithm, achieves
network throughputs which were very close to the ILP
formulation results, but with far lower running times. The
authors in [5] investigated delay constrained multicast
routing for supporting QoS guaranteed point to multi-point
communications in IP over WDM networks. The lightpath
scheme was adopted to support multicast streams on
IP/WDM networks, and hop count constraint was
introduced to deal with and queue delay from traffic
grooming. However, it is not enough only considering hop
count constraint to support QoS guaranteed. The authors in
[6] applied the quantum-based Immune Algorithm to
minimize the network cost utilization rate and to maximize
the QoS degree of the users.

Keywords-multi-granularity; multicast; traffic grooming

I.

INTRODUCTION

The emergence of Dense Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (DWDM) technology reduces effectively the
pressure of network bandwidth that comes from the
exponential growth of Internet traffic. At the same time,
optical network develops fast and becomes the main way
of the Internet backbone network. The fiber can make
wavelength division multiplexing with 160 wavelengths,
while the transmission rate of the wavelength can reach
100Gbit/s. There is a huge gap between the bandwidth
requirements of the business request and the wavelength
capacity, which makes the serious waste of bandwidth
resources. In order to allocate network resources
reasonably and improve resource utilization, the multigranularity technology is needed for traffic grooming.
With the improvement of the network bandwidth and
transmission ability, multicast applications which have
strict QoS requirements for network such as IPTV, video
conferencing, telemedicine and online multiplayer gaming
have becoming more and more popular. Therefore, it is a
significant and urgent issue to construct a multi-granularity
grooming scheme for multicast traffic.
II.

RELATED WORK

At present, it is a research direction to groom a lot of
low-speed traffic requests to fewer high-speed traffic
channels.
According to whether traffic demands are known in
advance or not, traffic grooming can be divided into static
traffic grooming and dynamic traffic grooming. Static
traffic grooming is to transmit the traffic that is known in
advance among various switching nodes in the network
with consuming the least amount of network resources.
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.46
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optical cross connection can not only support multicast
traffic, but also can support multi-granularity switching of
the wavelength, the waveband and the fiber and the
different granularity information can be managed layered
so as to reduce the amount of used port to achieve energy
saving.
2) Link model
Adjacent nodes are connected by the fiber. In order to
prevent the attenuation in the process of optical signal
transmission, optical pre-amplifiers, optical inlineamplifiers and optical post-amplifiers are deployed on
fiber links. The optical pre-amplifier can improve the
transmission power of light; the optical inline-amplifier is
used to compensate for loss of energy during the
transmission; the optical post-amplifier is used to convert
the optical signal into the signal that the optical receiver
can accept.

From the above related works, we can see that few
studies have investigated the power consumption in static
multicast traffic grooming. With considering QoS
parameters of the bandwidth, the delay, the jitter, and the
error radio, the paper introduces multi-granularity
bandwidth traffic such as wavelength, waveband and
designs multicast traffic grooming policies and multigranularity grooming strategies and proposes a multigranularity grooming scheme for multicast traffic.
III.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Network Model
1) Node model
Node model in multi-granularity network has been a
hot topic discussed by researchers. To design a node with
high efficient and low energy cost has become a new
challenge. The node model in this paper consists of the
multicast-capable multi-granular optical cross-connects
(MCMG-OXC) in optical layer, optical-electronic-optical
(OEO) converters between the layers and the core routing
module in IP layer which can support multicast, as Fig.1.

B. The description of multicast traffic
The description of multicast traffic in multi-granularity
transport network is the user’s demands for network
resources and QoS parameters. In this paper, 18 types of
requests in ITU-T G.1010 documents are considered as
request types of multicast traffic in multi-granularity
transport network. Each request type appi (1 < i < 18) in
request set App = {app1 , app 2 , …… app18 } corresponds to
a set of QoS parameters. In this paper, 4 kinds of QoS
parameters are considered and they are respectively the
bandwidth, the delay, the jitter, and the error radio. So,
each request type is related to the corresponding the
demand of QoS parameters: QoSi =(b i ,dli ,jt i ,li ) , where bi
denotes bandwidth of the request, dli denotes the delay of
the request, jti denotes the jitter of the request, and li
denotes the error radio of the request.
In this paper, the heterogeneous QoS of destination
members in multicast requests are considered, i.e., the QoS
parameters of each request node are different, which
augments the complex of grooming, but it is closing to the
real situation [7]. An One-to-many multicast traffic request
is defined as r otm (s, D, App t ) ˈ where s ∈ V denotes the
source
node
of
the
request,
D = {(d1 ; b1 , dl 1 , jt1 , l1 ) …(d n ; b n , d l n , jt n , l n )} denotes the
set of multicast destination members, n denotes the
number of multicast members, d i ∈ V denotes the
destination member and di ≠ s ˈ bi , dli , jti , li respectively
denotes the needed bandwidth, the delay, the jitter, and the
error radio of the destination member di of the request.
Appt denotes the application type of the request of one-tomany multicast traffic, where t ∈ [1,18] and the step length
is oneˊ

C. Multicast traffic Grooming Policy
This paper proposes four policies and employs for the
convergence of multicast requests according to the
condition of multicast, as follows:
Scheme 1 is called single-tree grooming. The multicast
request is groomed by an existing light-tree which can
overlay source nodes and destination nodes of the
multicast request.

Figure 1. Node Model in Multi-Granularity Transport Network

In the node model of this paperˈ the core routing
module of IP layer adopts modular structure which not
only makes the router configuration flexible but also the
related devices can be adjusted according to traffic needs
to reduce energy consumption. The multi-granularity
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Scheme 2 is called multi-tree grooming. The multicast
request is groomed by several existing light-trees which
can overlay source nodes and destination nodes of the
multicast request.
Scheme 3 is called newly-founded tree grooming.
Establish the connection for a multicast request on a newly
founded light-tree with free wavelength links. This scheme
will consume new transceivers at source node and all
destination nodes of the newly-founded light-tree.
Scheme 4 is called hybrid-tree grooming. Some
destination nodes of the multicast request are groomed by
existing light-trees, the others are groomed by newlyfounded light-trees. Since it considers Scheme 1, Scheme
2, and Scheme 3 jointly, it is called the hybrid Scheme.

channel can meet the demand for bandwidth of the traffic
request. If satisfied, the remaining bandwidth will be
assigned to the traffic request; otherwise, the new
waveband channel will be established.
2) The fiber grooming strategy
The condition of triggering fiber grooming:
a) The physical path from requesting of the source
node S to the destination node di is more than one hop.
b) There are needed multiple waveband links, which
use the same path, from requesting of the source node S
to the destination node di to transport.
When the condition of triggering fiber grooming is
met, it is needed to deal with according to the following
two ways:
a) If there is not a fiber channel in the path, it is
needed to establish a new fiber channel.
b) There is at least a fiber channel in the path, the
next is to judge whether the remaining fiber channel can
meet the demand for the bandwidth of the traffic request.
If satisfied, the remaining bandwidth will be assigned to
the traffic request; otherwise, the new fiber channel will
be established.

D. Analysis of energy consumption
Energy consumption of the network is divided into two
parts: energy consumption of the node and energy
consumption of the link. Energy consumption has the
following formula (1).
Ptotal =
( Pnw + Pnb + Pnf ) + ( Pl w + Pl b + Pl f )
(1)

¦
n∈N

¦
l∈L

Where, N is the set of nodes, L is set of links, Pnw , Pnb ,
Pnf respectively denotes the energy consumption of any

node in wavelength level, waveband level, fiber level. Pl w ,

IV.

Pl b , Pl f respectively denotes the energy consumption of
any link in wavelength level, waveband level, fiber level.

THE DESIGN OF GROOMING SCHEME

A. The grooming thinking
What is crucial for one-to-many multicast traffic type
is to find an existing multicast tree or construct a new tree
to meet the demand of the traffic. Firstly, it is needed to
merge the similar multicast request together under the
constraints of QoS. The similarity refers to: for example,
two or more multicast requests have the same source nodes
and destination nodes, two or more multicast requests have
the same source nodes and part of the same destination
nodes, two or more multicast requests have different
source nodes and the same destination nodes, two or more
multicast requests have different source node and part of
the same destination nodes, and so on.
The proposed grooming scheme has two rounds of
screening process. First of all, a set of multicast request is
divided into three categories according to the destination
members. Videlicet, the destination members are totally
the same, destination members are part of the same, and
destination members are totally different.
Secondly, for one kind of multicast request, because
the same destination of different multicast requests have
different QoS demands, it is necessary to screen the second
round. The member in the same destination member with
the demand of QoS that varies within a certain range will
be reserved; otherwise, it will be removed. The Specific
solution: R1 ( r1 , r2 ,..., rm ) is the set of the number of m
requests after the first round of screening. vQoS is the set of

E. Construction of the auxiliary graph
The auxiliary graph can be used to analyze multicast
traffic grooming. In [8] the authors proposed the related
design of the auxiliary graph, which is used by the paper
and is expanded to the fiber grooming.
F. Multi-granularity grooming strategies
Each node in multi-granularity transport network is
MCMG-OXC and supports multi-granularity switching
that not only can improve utilization efficiency of network
resources but also provide a differentiated QoS guarantee.
In this paper, the multi-granularity means the wavelength,
the waveband, and the fiber and different granularity has
the different carrying capacity. Multi-granularity grooming
scheme is upward integrated, that the wavelength
(including sub-wavelength) is groomed to the waveband,
the waveband is groomed to the fiber. Therefore, grooming
strategy can be divided into the following two:
1) The waveband grooming strategy
The condition of triggering waveband grooming:
a) The physical path from requesting of the source
node S to the destination node di is more than one hop.
b) There are needed multiple wavelength links,
which use the same path, from requesting of the source
node S to the destination node di to transport.
When the condition of triggering waveband grooming
is met, it is needed to deal with according to the following
two ways:
a) If there is not a waveband channel in the path, it
is needed to establish a new waveband channel.
b) There is at least a waveband channel in the path,
the next is to judge whether the remaining waveband

QoS parameters of the node vi who has the same
destination in each different multicast request,
vQos = {r1vi (b1vi , dl1vi , jt1vi , l1vi )...rmvi (bmvi , dlmvi , jtmvi , lmvi )}
,and
bmvi , dlmvi , jtmvi , lmvi respectively denotes the bandwidth, the
delay, the jitter and the error radio of the node vi of the
destination member of the request m . The different QoS
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parameters of the node vi in different requests can be
calculated by formula (2). If the results meet the
conditions, the destination members of the request are
reserved, otherwise, vi will be removed.

computationally prohibitive, so the heuristic algorithm is
used to solve the problem efficiently. The Static Multicast
Traffic Grooming is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The Static Multicast Traffic Grooming
Input: A set of multicast traffic request
Output: Muticast-trees
1: Join all multicast traffic request into R
2: // R is the set of the resource on the link
3: Arrange these requests in descending order
4: while the first element value of R not is 0, do
5: if the first element value of R is 0, then
6:
end Algorithm
7: else
8:
while the elements of intersection got is K, do
9:
// K is the number of destination nodes of R1
10:
Join the request into R1 and remove it from R
11:
K= K-1
12:
if K not is 0, then
13:
Handle these sets: R1, R2,……, Rn
14:
else
15:
break
16:
end if
17:
end while
18:
Construct new light-tree for the request of set R
19: end if
20: end while

¦


dlivi
°∂ < dlivi −
<β
i ∈ (1, 2...m)
m
°
°
jtivi
°
v
(2)
<ε
i ∈ (1, 2...m)
®η < jti i −
m
°
°
livi
°
vi
<
−
<θ
δ
l
i ∈ (1, 2...m)
i
°
m
¯
Where, ( α , β ) denotes the fluctuation range of the
delay, ( η ,ε ) denotes the fluctuation range of the jitter,
(δ , θ ) denotes the fluctuation range of the error radio.
There the bandwidth is unlimited, because the sum of each
request bandwidth can be processed by the corresponding
multi-granularity scheme.
The requests that are screened two rounds later can be
seen as one request, but the update of related QoS needs to
be processed. R 2 (r1 , r2 ,..., ri ) denotes the set of the request
by two rounds of selection, i is the number.
R 2 (r1 , r2 ,..., ri ) can be merged to one request, and QoS
parameters of the node of the same destination member in
different requests are updated, we can get
R new ( S ,[d1 (b1update , dl1update , jt1update , l1update )...d nupdate (bnupdate ,

¦

¦

V.

dlnupdate , jtnupdate , lnupdate )] , where S is the set of the request
source nodes, i.e., all the request source nodes in the set
R 2 are added to the set S ; d1 is the first node of the

In this paper, the multi-granularity grooming scheme
for multicast traffic is implemented by the Java language,
running environment is Microsoft Windows 7 SP1 system,
and the development tool is MyEclipse 10.

destination member, and b1update , dl1update , jt1update , l1update
respectively denotes the bandwidth, the delay, the jitter and
the error radio of the node d1 of updated destination
member. The QoS parameters of the destination members
are updated according to the formula (3). For the
destination member d1 , the updated bandwidth is the sum
of bandwidth of d1 in different multicast request, the
updated delay is the minimum delay of d1 in different
multicast request, the updated jitter is the minimum jitter
of d1 in different multicast request, and the updated error
radio is the minimum error radio of d1 in different
multicast request. According to the update rules above,
other destination members are updated in turn.

B1 =

¦b

DL1 = min dl

A. The benchmark algorithm
In order to evaluate the performance of the multigranularity grooming scheme for multicast traffic designed
by this paper more objectively and effectively, QoS
demands and static traffic grooming are joined in LTDANCG algorithm proposed by literature [9] for comparison
and analysis.
B. The indexes of performance evaluation
The main purpose of the multi-granularity grooming
scheme for multicast traffic is to solve the problem of
network block which caused by too much traffic in
network and the problem of large energy consumption
which caused by wasting of network resources. Therefore,
the evaluation indexes of the algorithm in this paper are the
blocking probability of traffic and the energy consumption
of the network. The energy consumption of network is
compared by the different traffic intensity. Traffic intensity
is the product of the number of the arrival traffic request in
a unit time δ and the average duration time of the traffic
request 1 μ , and its unit is Erlang. When it is
implemented, request arrival rate of the traffic request in
the network is Poisson process.

, j ∈ (1,2...i)

1
j
1
j

, j ∈ (1,2...i)

JT1 = min jt1j

, j ∈ (1,2...i)

L1 = min l1j

, j ∈ (1,2...i)

SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

(3)

B. The grooming algorithm
For static multicast traffic requests, generally the
integer linear programming is adopted to optimize.
Because the static multicast traffic grooming is NP
problem, solving the ILP problem may become

C. The performance evaluation of the grooming
algorithm
We have studied the performance of One-to-many
Static Multicast Traffic Grooming (OTMSTG) algorithm
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communication request increases, the idle network
resources will reduce, which leads to the blocking
probability rise. Since the multicast tree founded by
OTMSTG algorithm can cover more destination members
of the multicast request, the blocking probability of
OTMSTG algorithm is lower than LTD-ANCG algorithm.

and TD-ANCG algorithm in the tested network topology,
EON that has 28 nodes and 61 links. We compute the
energy consumption and the blocking probability of
OTMSTG and TD-ANCG when the number of traffic
request is 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, and the results are
as shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3.

VI.
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Simulation results show that the grooming scheme
proposed by this paper can reduce the blocking probability
and the energy consumption under the condition of
meeting user's QoS demands, so it is feasible and effective.
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Fig.2 The comparison of energy consumption of multicast grooming
algorithms

Fig.2 shows the energy consumption of OTMSTG
algorithm is obviously lower than TD-ANCG algorithm,
because the multicast light-tree of OTMSTG algorithm can
cover more destination nodes of the multicast request. But
the light-trees founded by TD-ANCG algorithm are
divided into several small child light-trees which are too
small to cover multicast requests. So it is needed to
establish the new light-tree to groom the multicast request
in TD-ANCG algorithm and the energy consumption
increases. As the number of communication is increasing,
the energy consumption gap between the two algorithms is
becoming more obviously. Thanks to the sharing
probability of light-tree established by OTMSTG will
improve with the increase of the number of
communication, the energy consumption will reduce.
However, with the increase of the number of
communication, more light-tree are needed to establish to
meet the multicast request in LTD-ANCG algorithm,
which leads to increase the number of optical transmitter,
optical receiver, routing ports and so on, so the energy
consumption will continue to rise.
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Abstract—Intelligent ship TSCE(Total Ship Computing
Environment) is a new generation of shipboard integrated
system being developed for current and future combat
mission, which leads to changes in design and integration
mode of warship system. SOA (Service-Oriented
Architecture) is the technology foundation of implementing
system integration and the emergence of CPS (CyberPhysical Systems) provides a new technical idea for TSCE
construction. Based on analyses of integration demands for
intelligent warship, this paper uses SOA and CPS to design
architecture for TSCE from three aspects, which are system
view, function view and technology view. And this paper
performs comparison and analysis with existing
architecture. The result shows that the presented
architecture is more comprehensive and advanced, which
lays a solid foundation for TSCE research in our country.

A. Adapting to Varied Task Environments and Anticorruption
Integrated system should support all kinds of
computing tasks of warship. Warship task is changeful,
therefore, all the compute resources, inner or outer, should
be integrated in the state of "plug and play" state, system
configuration should be able to adjust with the operational
mission changes, in order to guarantee the normal
operations to meet the Qos (Quality of Service)
requirements. In the case of some computing resources are
damaged and fail to work, the implementation of critical
tasks should be ensured with resources sharing function of
TSCE.
B. Improving Technology Adaptability
Modern computers and related technologies are
developing rapidly. In contrast, the developing cycle of the
warship system is relatively long. So TSCE integrate
architecture should have futures of reusability and ability
to upgrade of warship hardware and software, to tap into
the fullest potentials of the existing warships, and to
prolong their service lives.

Keywords- TSCE; SOA; CPS; architecture

I.

INTRODUCTION

High degree of integration and automation is an
irresistible trend of the intelligent ship development. The
latest progress of intelligence ship integration issues is
TSCE (Total Ship Computing Environment) proposed by
US navy. Using network communication and computer
control technologies, TSCE integrates all equipments of
network, calculation, storage, display and internal
communication, to “Sustain all warship system with one
public computation and demonstration environment” [1].
From the first proposal of TSCE so far, limited
information can be got. The first complete achievement of
the TSCE is destroyer DDG-1000 that is still under
construction, whose TSCE architecture is also restricted by
technological level at the beginning of its design. Domestic
related research is still in its infancy. So it is necessary to
study on TSCE, so as to improve the integration degree of
our country’s warship and to meet the requirement of our
national defense. In this paper, the real-time SOA (ServiceOriented Architecture) and CPS (Cyber-Physical Systems)
technologies will be applied to the design of TSCE, to
fulfill the future demand for system integration of
intelligent warship, and a new type of architecture for
TSCE are proposed from three views, which are system,
function and technology.
II.

C. Support Higher Automatic Level
Intelligent warship requests a higher and higher
automatic level, in order to reduce ship staffing. Therefore,
TSCE should have features of multi-system linkage and
integration, to eliminate the crystallized pattern that
weapons and sensors must be strictly matched in pairs, to
cooperate make all kinds of automation systems distributed
in different locations of the warship, and to instantly make
the optimal decisions according to the whole ship
conditions.
III.

A. TSCE Core Idea
TSCE, composed by meshing computers, is a highperformance distributed real-time computing environment,
which solves the integration problems of poor
interoperability among warship systems and failed sharing
of resources. According to the analyses of integration
demands for intelligent warship, TSCE should offer a
platform for shipboard systems, which is configurable,
scalable, self-organized and high leveled of system
integration and automation. The OA (Open Architecture)
is the core idea of TSCE, therefore, COTS (commercial off
the shelf) products are often put to use in the software and

ANALYSES OF INTEGRATION DEMANDS FOR
INTELLIGENT WARSHIP
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hardware system, when middleware and services are used
to integrate distributed software system.
DDG-1000 TSCE is using a real-time CORBA
middleware technology as the core integration technology.
This traditional SOA technology relies on the ORB
environment, so it is not easy to expand the system; In
addition, CORBA-based application is complicated to
develop. Combined with the SOA technology development,
improvement of the software integration framework
becomes an inevitable tendency of TSCE. Furthermore, the
development of CPS technology provides a new idea for
shipboard network system integration.

resources and physical resources, namely to realize
seamless integration of sensors, network, calculation and
control units all over the warship. In addition, CPS
communication protocol can be used as reference for realtime reconstruction on SOA [6].
IV.

TSCE ARCHITECTURE BASED ON THREE VIEW

A.

TSCE structure of software view
Guided by the principle of open architecture, combined
with the development of SOA technology and CPS
technology, improved on the basis of DDG-1000 TSCE
architecture, the proposed TSCE architecture of software
view is proposed shown in Figure 1. The architecture is
divided into five layers from bottom to top.

B. Using SOA to Achieve Seamless Integration of
Software Systems
The SOA architecture is an effective mechanism to
deal with the problems of interaction, integration and reuse
of subsystems. Based on open standards, SOA achieves its
system integration with a rapid assembly and reintegration
of the loose coupling and coarse-grained services. On the
basis of SOA, virtual resource management architecture
controls and schedules resources independently, so as to
realize on-demand service. This integrated mode makes it
easier to realize interoperability and resource-sharing
among different nodes in TSCE, each of which can realize
the control of warship's various systems.
The TSCE services have the general characteristics the
same as Web services, such as reusable and loosely
coupled, but difference is that, TSCE services have the
attribute of safe and reliable, real-time and efficient etc.
The warship system has distinct domain features and
applications, while SOA can be achieved on different
underlying technologies. Future trend of TSCE software
integration is coexistence of various standards SOA, so as
to meet the various levels of shipboard system
requirements. For example, detection and weapon system
with high real-time requirements can use traditional realtime CORBA technology, and the command control
system and other non-real time applications can use Web
services based on J2EE. It is necessary to integrate and
improve traditional SOA and SOA based on web services
according to their characteristics, such as to perform realtime transformation for Web services, or to encapsulate
CORBA operation with Web services.

Figure 1. TSCE structure of software view

(1) System support layer. With the application of CPS
technology, intelligent processor chips will embed in more
shipboard systems. These chips communicate with other
computing devices and sensor device to realize perception,
execution control and data report. More communication
modes are used to satisfy complex network environment of
warship.
(2) Core of SOA. Middleware and component &
service layer isolates applications from infrastructure.
Component library is established on middleware platform,
when components and business processes will be packaged
as appropriate services and will provide access interfaces.
These components can have multiple service interfaces
contained in different services. Some embedded
components are packaged as web services, for the remote
terminal to use. When a change of the system mission
happens, TSCE will make application dynamic
configuration, to implement discovery, management and
assembly of services dynamically, and to deal with the
change by Self -reconfiguration.

C. Using CPS Technology to Realize Seamless
Integration of Sensor ǃ Information and Control
Platform
CPS is a new research field related to interaction and
fusion of information systems and physical system. CPS
emphasizes the integration of computing, communication,
control and physical systems. CPS can adapt to
environmental uncertainty changes. It can carry out
dynamic self-organizing reconstruction and can implement
integration control based on distributed real time network.
It also can make the physical system with the computing,
communication, control, remote collaborative and
autonomous function [3-4].
The basic characteristics of CPS are real-time,
distributed, high reliability, strong security, diversity,
autonomy [5], which coincided with TSCE demand very
well, therefore, it is feasible to use CPS technology to
realize organic and depth integration of ship computational

(3) Resource management layer. The TSCE resource
manager can monitor network, middleware and component
service resources in a distributed system environment, so
that it will realize the function of fault recovery, dynamic
resource allocation etc., so as to ensure that the desired
QoS can be achieved.
B.

TSCE architecture of functional view
TSCE is a distributed, real-time and embedded large
system. Based on the understanding for working principle
of CPS and functional requirements of TSCE, TSCE
architecture of functional view is proposed in Figure
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processing ability and autonomy directly determine the
degree of automation of warship systems.
(2) Network communication technology. As the ship
environment is dynamical, solely to enhance the capacity
of communication system cannot solve the problem, to
which the key solution is to integrate the different
communication resources, thus the network fusion
technology is important.
(3) Information processing technology. Warship systems
have huge amounts of information and complex processing
requirements, which requires the cooperation of various
levels of technology. Virtualization and cloud computing
technologies can solute the problems of resource sharing
and information distribution. How to accomplish the task
more reliable while saving more energy is a problem
should be solved in embedded technology. Information
fusion, data mining and huge data processing technology
are all the key factors effecting the real time and reliability
of system.
(4) Intelligent control technology. Warship system is
highly intelligent, while traditional control method is
difficult to solve the control problem in TSCE. We will
continue to explore new intelligent techniques
characterized by self-organize, self-adaptive, self- learning.
(5) System management technology. Dynamic resource
management technology on various types of hardware and
software resources is the core guarantee for TSCE to
maintain efficient operation. Adaptive real-time
distribution mechanism as well as information cognition
and content based delivery can be referenced to meet the
needs of data distribution technology. Service management
technology is the problem that SOA architecture must
consider.

2.Layers are divided clearly, and the relationship between
boundaries is clear, as TSCE parts are classified accurately
according to their functions.

Figure 2. TSCE structure of function view

Sensor layer achieves functions of equipment
monitoring, data acquisition, environmental perception,
and intelligent data preprocessing. The preprocessed data
will be transmitted to control layer and computing cloud
layer for global fusion. Execution layer implements
interaction with warship physical device according to
instructions receive from controller layer.
Controller layer includes IPC (Industrial Personal
Computer), PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) and
single board computer. Controller layer receives strategy
from computing cloud layer and translates it into
instructions which will be send to control actuator unit to
act appropriately. Computing cloud layer is the data fusion
and information processing center of warship systems.
Resources in cloud will be allocated dynamically in run
time. Devices in these two layers can be placed in any
appropriate position of ship.
User interface layer submits various command
personnel decisions and combat tasks to computing cloud
layer. Separating display and application can flexibly
allocate the functions and tasks of operators or stations.
Network layer provides low latency, high bandwidth and
fast fault recovery capability, as well as reliable, secure
network service.
Sufficient devices redundancy is required to guarantee
system reliability.
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Figure 3. TSCE structure of technology view

C.

TSCE architecture of technology view
There are a series of key techniques to break through
when developing TSCE. From the technical point of view,
TSCE architecture of technology view is proposed to
analyze technical problems which need to be solved in
development of TSCE.
(1) Perception recognition technology. Diversified forms
of technologies will be used in warship such as intelligent
sensor, WSANs, mobile sensor networks because they can
get data more flexibly and accurately, and their intelligent

V.

ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON

TSCE system structure based on three views in this
paper is compared with the TSCE architecture design in
literature [7][8], the results as shown in table 1.
Relative to the literature [7][8], the three views
presented in this paper restrict and connect each other,
which completely describes the architecture of TSCE.
Relative to the literature [7][8], the three views this paper
put forward restrict and connect each other, which
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[5]

described a complete architecture of TSCE. Real-time
SOA and CPS technologies further strengthen seamless
integration of the overall sensor, network, calculation and
control unit in warship. Services definition in document
[7][8] is not clear. Referring to the concept of military
information service, this paper clarifies the difference
between TSCE services and web services; this services
definition is more suitable for the description and design of
marine systems. According to CPS and technology of the
Internet of things, this paper proposes the application of
real-time distribution mechanism, and improvement of
non-real-time protocol, making the system more intelligent
and more real-time. Therefore, the TSCE architecture
proposed in this paper is advanced, which lay the
foundation for the further study of TSCE.

[6]

[7]

[8]

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF SEVERAL KINDS OF TSCE
ARCHITECTURE
Architecture
Standard

frame
content
design
technology
Services
definition

DDG-1000[7]

Document [8]

This paper

technical level,
function level,
physical level

technical
architectureǃ
integration
framework

software view,
function view,
technical view

SOA

SOAǃCPS

common services
ǃfield service

TSCE services

CORBA
middleware
common
servicesǃfield
service

data
distribution

DDS/J2EE

DDS/ESB

real-time

Considered

Considered

technology
adaptability

CTOS

CTOS

VI.

DDS/ Adaptive
real-time
distribution
mechanism
Consider the
improvement
of the non-real
time protocol
CTOSǃ
virtualization
etc.

CONCLUSIONS

TSCE is a milepost of warship integrated method,
which represents the advanced level of warship integration
technology. TSCE has been receiving more and more
attention of researchers at home and abroad, but few
research results are achieved at present. This paper designs
architecture for TSCE from three views. SOA, CPS, cloud
computing, virtualization and other new technologies can
be applied in TSCE to satisfy the demand such as antidamage, real-time, seamless integration of future warship.
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Research on the Cross-System Collaboration Model of E-Government in China:
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Abstract—in former researches, the constructions of crosssystem collaboration model of e-government are mostly
limited to some specific technical architecture. To resolve
this problem, we constructed a general conceptual model of
cross-system collaboration from the perspective of the egovernment system elements. Accordingly, the decomposed
sub models are discussed, including the resource sharing
model, the technology fusion model and the service
collaboration model. Each of these sub models are
constructed based on the conclusion of general characteristic
of former models.
Keywords- E-government;
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collaboration

I.

collaboration, information cooperation and work-flow
fusion [5]; Lei Yinzhi proposed an integration schema
composed of the information sharing, the process
integration and the system integration [6]. These
researches have all constructed the e-government
collaboration model based on the decomposition of system
elements. Accordingly, we will construct a new
collaboration model based on its elements by abstracting
the e-government system as a general information system.
As a kind of information system, every e-government
system, no matter what the function of it and where it has
been applied, contains the elements of resource,
technology, service and management. So the cross-system
collaboration of e-government can be decomposed into
resource sharing, technology fusion, service cooperation
and management coordination. The relationship between
the same elements from different systems should be
clarified in the cross-system collaboration model.
Considering the above we can propose a concept model
which is briefer and more general than before, as shown in
Figure 1.

cross-system; collaboration
technology fusion; service

INTRODUCTION

The e-government construction has been developed
rapidly in China in recent years. It is generally believed
that the construction phase of e-government includes the
information release platform construction, the online
interactive office and the cross-system collaboration of egovernment [1]. In the early phase of e-government
construction in China, most local governments has built
their office systems independently, leading to
heterogeneity of data source and incompatible of
technology, which has now become the main challenge in
e-government construction in China. A main focus of the
Chinese e-government construction in the future is to push
the cross-system collaboration [2]. Therefore, the crosssystem collaboration model of e-government is becoming a
new research hotspot. In this paper, we will construct the
model from a perspective of system elements of egovernment, which is quite a different way comparing with
the former researches.
II.

Figure 1. The concept model based on the collaboration of system
elements

THE CONCEPT MODEL FOR CROSS-SYSTEM
COLLABORATION OF E-GOVERNMENT

III.

THE RESOURCE SHARING MODEL FOR CROSSSYSTEM COLLABORATION OF E-GOVERNMENT

The collaboration of e-government systems is a
complex project, so it’s necessary to construct the model
of it using the top-down approach. Instead of be confined
to the information resources sharing, the content of crosssystem collaboration focus on the integration of many
elements, including its resources, insiders, technologies,
infrastructure and so on[3]. Li Manbo believed that the
collaboration of e-government contains the personnel
collaboration, the resource sharing, the work-flow fusion
and the application integration [4]; Zhang Jian divided the
collaboration model of e-government into personnel
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.49

Information resource is the most basic element in
information systems. All administrative activities in egovernment are carried out based on the massive amount
of distributed information resource. The resource sharing
model aims to build a safe and effective architecture of
data exchange among various heterogeneous systems.
There are three common requirements of the data sharing
model. Firstly, the public information (such as the social
insurance information, the education information, the
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B. The data integration mode
The ETL (Extract, Transform and Load) is utilized to
physically integrate distributed data in the form of Data
Warehouse. It is distinct from the data federation mode in
that data are preprocessed and then restored in a
centralized location. The ETL process is the key point of
the whole model for there is a huge of ETL mapping rules
to be designed and implemented. The mapping rules
should be decided by the business logic and the user
requirements, which may make up more than a half of
workload in the data integration of e-government. Notice
that, the data in Data Warehouse are not simply extracted
from the original data source, they are processed subject
oriented. For example, some important subjects in the egovernment include the government departments, the
districts and the industries. All data related to different
government departments in different systems are extracted
and linked based on the department numbers. So the data
requirement related to a specific government department
can be responded by the Data Warehouse intensively.

employment information and so on) should be integrated
either logically or physically. Secondly, a peer-exchange
mechanism of data exchange should be built based on
uniformed data standard. Thirdly, the data acquisition
channels should be developed business-oriented [7].
Considering the differences among e-government services
in reality, we can generalize two modes of resource
sharing in e-government: the data federation mode and the
data integration mode. The detail of them can be shown as
Fig.2. These two modes of resource sharing can be used in
combination to meet the requirements of complexity,
variety and flexibility in e-government transaction
processing.
A. The data federation mode
The data federation server provides a real-time and
integrated view of data, which can translate the distributed
heterogeneous data into a logical unit. Data stored in the
system databases and other kinds of structured or
unstructured data records from different systems are
standardized by the data standardized interface. After the
universal description, these heterogeneous data will be
registered in the resource catalog, so that they can be
matched and accessed in real time. In the federation data
view, the registered data have been grouped around the
same business entity, or been combined within a business
processes. So that it can map different data sources into the
common virtual data source. In reality, various data
requirement are generated from business steps in every egovernment affairs, as well as from the webpage,
applications or portlets in the e-government portal. The
formats of those data requests are quite different, so the
unique query interface will translate those requests into
queries in the uniform format, which then can be identified
by the federation data view. To response those queries, the
federation data view will match the queries within the
resource catalog and locate the data source, the required
data then can be obtained through the generic data access
interface. Data requirements in the same business steps
will be processed in parallel and the data are responded in
real-time. So the data federation mode is applicable to
those flexible and real-time e-government affairs.

Figure 3. The resource sharing model based on data integration

IV. THE MULTI-TECHNOLOGY FUSION MODEL FOR
CROSS-SYSTEM COLLABORATION OF E-GOVERNMENT
Information technology is an essential supportive element
in e-government. As there is sharp distinction in the
construction model among different areas or departments,
the underlying hardware and the software systems are
various and the technical compatibility tend to be difficult
to manage[8]. So the major difficulty in cross-system
collaboration of e-government is the multi-technology
fusion, based on which we can take the existing
technology into a whole consideration, so the cross-system
collaboration system can effectively adapt to the changing
business forms of e-government.
The multi-technology fusion of e-government has
become a hotspot both in research and in practice. The
existing models of it mostly rely on specific technical
architecture, for example, the SOA, the Grid and the Cloud
Computing. Wang Hongxia proposed an integration model
of e-government systems based on the middleware [8]; Ju
Figure 2. The resource sharing model based on data federation
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and data integration, so that data in different system can be
accessed effectively. The implementation of these
functionalities should be achieved from the perspective of
data schema and semantic [14]. Some typical standards in
the data layer include the DC (Dublin Core Element Set),
the Z39.50, the OAI (Open Archives Initiative Protocol for
Metadata Harvesting), the EDI (Electronic Data
Interchange). The DC is utilized as a standard of crossdomain information resource description; the Z39.50 is
utilized to establish universal mapping of user view across
different database systems; the OAI is an interoperation
protocol utilized to improve the capability of resource
sharing as well as to expand the coverage of it; the EDI is
utilized to transform data of administrative affairs into a
universal format, so as to support the data exchange and
the automatic transaction processing between egovernment systems.
The functional layer is constructed for the business
logical of e-government. The function in it is decided by
the business relations and the resource relations between
different e-government systems, aiming to solve the
problem of user oriented service. Some typical standards in
the functional layer include the EJB (Enterprise JavaBean),
the CORBA (Common Object Request Broker
Architecture), the COM+ (Extended Component Object
Model), and the DCOM (Distributed Component Object
Model).
The process layer is a medium layer between the
functional layer and the presentation layer. It organizes the
logical entity in administrative affairs based on the workflow. The multi-technology fusion in the process layer
aims to utilize the underlying protocols and related
integration technologies comprehensively so as to achieve
the combination of service flow. Some typical
technologies in the process layer include the BPM
(Business Process Management), the WFMS (Workflow
Management System), the BPEL (Business Process
Execution Language) and Web Service.
The presentation layer aims to provide a common user
interface of service, from which the user can make use of
application functions from different e-government system.
Therefore, the user interface has to be compatible with
multiple applications. Some typical technologies and
standards in the presentation layer include the Portlet, the
JSR168 (Java Specification Request), the WSRP (Web
Service for Remote Portlets), the OLE (Object Linking and
Embedding) and so on.

Chunhua proposed a collaboration model of e-government
technology based on the multi-agent [9]; Lei yinzhi [6] and
Xiong shuchu [10] constructed a technology integration
model based on the combination of Web Service and
work-flow; Lin yinxian depicted the cross-system
collaboration model of e-government based on the Cloud
Computing architecture [11]. A defect common to all these
models is that their universality is not very good. So we
hope to conclude some general characteristic of them and
focus on a more important question in the multitechnology fusion of e-government, that is, the universal
standard for the multi-technology fusion.
The usual way of dealing with a complex system is to
decompose it hierarchically into logical layers. In the same
way, we can decompose the multi-technology fusion
model based on the basis of the function view. The
hierarchy of the multi-technology fusion consists of the
transport layer, the data layer, the functional layer, the
process layer and the presentation layer [4] [12]. The most
important work in multi-technology fusion of egovernment systems is to establish a uniformly standard.
In practice, those commonly accepted technology
standards with good scalability should be adopted, so that
the heterogeneous e-government systems can be connected
and their specific technology advantages can be integrated
into the work-flow of e-government [13]. Based on above
discussion and analysis, we summed up those technology
standards which correlate separately with the 5 different
layers of the multi-technology fusion model, as shown in
table 1.
TABLE 1 THE MULTI-TECHNOLOGY FUSION LAYERS OF E-GOVERNMENT
AND RELATED TECHNOLOGY STANDARDS

Layers

Function

Technology
standards

the
presentati
on layer
the
process
layer
the
functional
layer
the data
layer

To encapsulate the user interface
and embed the service functions

PORTLET, JSR,
WSRP, OLE,
etc.
BPM, WFMS,
BPEL, WEB
SERVICE, etc.
EJB, CORBA,
DCOM, COM+,
JAVA, RMI, etc.
DC, Z39.50,
OAI, EDI, etc.

the
transport
layer

To combine the service
functions based on the workflow of administrative affairs
To support the business logic
sharing of e-government systems
To provide the cross-system data
access mechanism, including the
function of data transformation
and data exchange.
To build the network connection
and the transport channel for
data transfer

HTTP, SOAP,
TCP/IP, FTP,
RPC, etc.

The transport layer lies in the lowest sub layer in the
model. The function of it is to ensure that those
heterogeneous e-government systems can exchange their
information resource and service functions. Technology
standards in this layer stipulate the way of remote access
and resource invocation. Some typical standards in the
transport layer include the HTTP, TCP/IP, FTP, SOAP
(Simple Object Access Protocol), RPC (Remote Procedure
Call Protocol), RMI (Remote Method Invocation). The
general method in practice is to call API functions of those
protocols to realize interconnection between different
systems [12].
The data layer focus mainly on fundamental
functionalities such as data transformation, data exchange

V.

THE SERVICE COOPERATION MODEL FOR CROSSSYSTEM COLLABORATION OF E-GOVERNMENT

An important task currently in practice is to improve the
interactive service capability of the e-government systems.
Therefore, it is necessary to combine the services in
different system and optimize them into new service based
on the user requirement and the business logic [15]. In
practice, some new service such as “online parallel
approval of administrative”, “One-stop service” are
supported by the cross-system service cooperation [16].
Some researcher believed that the dynamic cooperation of
service is the key point of e-government collaboration at
the present stage [15]; because the administrative affairs
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are usually consist of different subunits provided by
different departments. These sub units can be combined as
a “service chain” after the service decomposition and the
sub service matching. On the other hand, the service
corporation should be flexible and reconfigurable, for the
administrative affairs are variety and dynamic.
Accordingly, the model should consider the free
configuration of the business requirement [17]. A general
model of service cooperation in the cross-system
collaboration of e-government can be shown as Figure 4.

service from the decided service provider and then
delivered those meta-services to the service assembly
module, in which the meta-services will be integrated
based on their constraint relationships in business logic.
The basic constraint relationships of meta-services contain
the sequential, conditional, parallel relationship. The
sequential meta-services will be responded in series, while
the parallel meta-services will be responded in parallel, so
as to enhance the speed of response of collaboration
service in e-government [16].
VI.

CONCLUSION

From a perspective of system elements, we can propose
a more generalized concept model of cross-system
collaboration of e-government, and then decompose the
concept model into resource sharing model, technology
fusion model, service cooperation model and management
coordination model. In this paper, we have constructed the
resource sharing model, technology fusion model and
service cooperation model based on the inductive
generalizations of former researches.
Because of limited space, we have not yet touched on
the management coordination model, which is also very
important in the cross-system collaboration of egovernment. One interesting reference is the management
coordination model given by W. Moen [18], in which the
model is build based on the homogeneity and
heterogeneity of organizations. Another model we can
reference is the collaboration management model in the
practice of e-government in the United Kingdom [19],
which consists of 6 layers including the management
objectives, the management principles, the policies and
regulations, the technical and practical specifications and
the development and management of system. In further
researches, we will focus on the construction of
collaboration model combining the management factor and
other factors.

Figure 4. The process-oriented service cooperation model for crosssystem collaboration of e-government

The model in Figure 4 consists of four layers
including the service resource layer, the meta-service
organization layer, the business layer and the service layer.
In the service resource layer, the service functions
provided by those collaboration systems will be
decomposed into independent and fine-grained services,
which can be called as “meta-service”. In the meta-service
organization layer, the meta-service will be described
according to a unified standard; the basic information of
the description includes its function, constraint condition,
input and output parameters. The description will be
registered in the meta-service catalog so that the metaservice can be retrieved and accessed.
On the other hand, the demanders submit their
configurations throw clients or the e-government portal,
and then the system will analyze their requirement of
service with reference of the predetermined business logic.
In most cases, the requirements will be decomposed into
business flow, which contains a sequence of mutually
constrained subtasks. Then the subtasks will be matched
on the description in the meta-service catalog. The service
providers will be chosen after a synthetic evaluation
through a combination of factors including the quality, the
service capability, the resource, the duty and the response
time of them. The security interface will call the meta-
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Abstract—From the perspectives of the operational objectives
of the green supply chain management and in consideration of
its economic efficiency, social and environmental impact as
well as its unique characteristics, this paper examines the
pricing issues of the green supply chain for home appliances
industry by using game theory. Considering the influences of
the effective recycle behavior of the used home appliances on
the whole supply chain, the paper proposes three game models
for the portfolio pricing for the wholesale, retail and recycle
price under three different collection methods respectively.
The three collection methods are 1) manufacturer collection
(Model M), 2) retailer collection (Model R) and 3) third-party
collection (Model 3P). Then the paper analyzes how the
wholesale price, the retail price for green home appliances, the
recycle price for the used home appliances, and the total
channel profits are affected by the choice of the collection
methods. The pricing models presented in this paper provide a
practical and theoretical guidance for home appliances
enterprises in making pricing decisions.

effective recycling behavior of the used home appliances on
the whole supply chain.

Keywords-green supply chain; green supply
management; portfolio pricing decision-making;
appliances industry; game model

I.

II.

chain
home

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the urgency and importance of integrating
home appliances industry with the green supply chain
management has gained more attention all over the world,
due to the fact that discarded used or recycled home
appliances become hazardous substances and are harmful to
the environment if disposing them directly. Most countries
are facing a huge pressure of recycling used home appliances,
but for China, the problem is even worse. How to deal with
these used home appliances and, increasingly, electronic
waste is not only an issue of environmental impact but also
an issue of improving the healthy development and growth
of the green home appliances industry of China. One of ways
to influence the behaviors of the consumers is to apply
innovative pricing strategies. However, pricing strategies of
the green supply chain for home appliances industry are
considered to be more complicated due to the intertwined
factors among its operational objectives, its economic
efficiency, social and environmental impact as well as its
unique characteristics. Meanwhile, there are many
difficulties about how to make pricing decisions in home
appliances industry when considering the influences of the
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LITERATURE REVIEW

There are a growing number of research papers on green
supply chain management that use game theory to model
pricing decisions. The present research results include some
studies about the pricing problems for the green supply chain
management itself and some studies about the pricing
problems for the closed-loop supply chain with product
remanufacturing focusing on the effective utilization of
resources, with the latter as a majority.
Savaskan et al [1] use game theory to present the optimal
closed-loop supply chain structures and to study the pricing
and recycle strategies based on three reverse channel formats.
Ray et al [2] were interested in looking for the optimal
pricing and trade-in strategies for durable, recyclable
products by focusing on the replacement customers who are
only interested in trade-ins. In another study, Gu et al [3]-[5]
analyzed the price decision process for reverse supply chain
based on game theory. Wang et al [6][7] conducted several
studies to systematically examine the pricing strategies of the
closed-loop supply chain management and came up with a
set of models based on game theory. Ge et al [8], Guo et al
[9], Qiu and Huang[10], Sun and Da [11][12], Shi and Chen
[13] have studied the pricing and coordination problems of
the closed-loop supply chain management base on game
theory too. Huang et al [14] and Chen et al [15] have studied
the coordination issues about the close-loop supply chain
based on third party collection.
Some scholars studied price-making decision and the
coordination mechanism in the green supply chain, such as
Jiao et al [16], Li [17], Liu and Ma [18], Zhu and Dou [19],
etc. Xu and Zhou [20] proposed a portfolio pricing model for
the Green Supply Chain of home appliances industry based
on retailer collection. Xu and Gao [21] proposed a portfolio
pricing model for the Green Supply Chain of home
appliances industry based on manufacturer collection. Xu
and Zhou [22] proposed a game model and designed a
contract for the pricing of recycling used home appliances in
accordance with the manufacturer’s collecting method.
So far researches about the pricing models of the green
supply chain for home appliances industry are still very limit.
Therefore, compared with the existing research results, the
paper will emphasize the influences of the effective recycle
behavior of the used home appliances to the whole supply
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chain and create a new demand function to consider the
derivative demand from the recycling quantity. Then the
paper will make the price for recycling used home appliances
as a variable in the decision-making process and propose
game models for the portfolio pricing based on different
recycling methods.
III.

fraction 1-r will be put into other places, e.g., raw materials
regeneration, i.e. 0r1. We assume that the unit residual
value of used home appliances is S˄S˅.
From Assumptions (5) and (6), the average unit revenue
from recycling can be written as '=r+(1ˉr)S.
(6) We assume that the recycling quantity A is only
dependent on the recycle price for used home appliances,
i.e., A(Pc)=g+hPc, where g and h are parameters and both of
them are greater than zero. Parameter g reflects the
consumers’ awareness of environmental protection and h
indicates the level of sensitivity of the consumers to Pc.
(7) We assume that part of recycling quantity will
translate into new demand for the green home appliances
particularly when taking some means and measures, such as
cash incentives from government for older home appliances
that are traded in for new green ones. We characterize the
conversion rate by , i.e., D'(Pc)=(g+hPc) and 01. The
conversion rate  can be influenced by appropriate subsidy
from the governments to the consumers in practice. D'(Pc) is
a derivative demand from the recycle of the used home
appliances.
(8) We consider dedicated cost of recycling used home
appliances is function of recycling quantity, i.e., C
(Pc)=LA2(Pc) and L>0, where L is a parameter of recycling
cost.
(9) We assume the basic demand function is D(P)=¢-£
P, with¢and £ being positive parameters.
Here we assume a downward sloping linear demand
function.
From Assumptions (7) and (9), the total demand for
green home appliances are composed of the basic demand
and the derivative demand from the recycle of the used
home appliances: D( P) + D '( Pc ) = α − β P + τ ( g + hPc ) .

MODEL NOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

A. Notations
We use the following notations throughout the paper:
Cm will denote the unit cost of manufacturing a new green
home appliance, Cr will denote the unit cost of
remanufacturing a returned home appliance into a new one,
and Cs will denote the unit cost of selling a new home
appliance for the retailer. P is the retail price of the green
home appliance and W is the unit wholesale price. Pc will
denote the unit recycle price for the used home appliances
from the consumer to the collector, and Pr will denote the
unit transfer price for the used home appliances from the
retailer to the manufacturer. Sb will denote the unit subsidy
or penalty that manufacturer obtained from governments.
D(P) is the basic demand for the new green home appliance
in the market as a function of retail price, and D’(Pc) is the
derivative demand for the new green home appliance
created by recycling used home appliance as a function of
recycle price. ∏ij will denote the profits function for
channel member i in supply chain model j and ∏*i j will
denote the optimal profit correspondingly. The subscript i
will take M, R, 3P and vacancy, which will denote the
manufacturer, the retailer, the third-party collector and the
centralized manufacturer, respectively. Superscript j will
take values M, R, 3P and C, which will denote the Model
M, Model R, Model 3P and centrally coordinated model,
respectively. P*j, W*j, Pc*j will denote the optimal retail,
optimal wholesale price and optimal recycle prices,
respectively. Pr*R and Pt*3P will denote the optimal recycle
price from the retailer and third-party collector.

IV.

PORTFOLIO PRICING MODELS UNDER DIFFERENT
COLLECTION MODELS

In this section, we will present three portfolio pricing
models of the green supply chain for home appliances
industry under three different collection methods, i.e.,
Model M, Model R and Model 3P. As a benchmark case,
the Centrally Coordinated Model is analyzed to highlight
inefficiencies resulting from decentralization of decision
making.

B. Assumptions
We consider the following scenario and make the
following modeling assumptions.
We assume that the home appliances produced by using
used products are the same as a new one by using raw
materials in terms of quality and functions, and will be sold
at the same wholesale price.
(1) We consider a two-echelon green supply chain and
model a bilateral monopoly between a single manufacturer
and a single retailer.
(2) While optimizing their objective functions, all
supply chain members have access to the same information.
(3) The pricing decisions are considered in a singleperiod setting.
(4) Producing a new green home appliance by using a
used product is less costly than manufacturing a new one,
and the cost saving is denoted by , i.e., =Cm-Cr.
(5) r denotes the fraction of the recycled used home
appliance that will be put into remanufacturing and the other

A. Centrally Coordinated Model (Model C)
The centrally coordinated model provides a benchmark
scenario to compare the decentralized models with respect
to the supply chain profits.
∏ C = [ D ( P ) + D '( Pc )] ⋅ ( P − C m − C s + Sb ) + A( Pc ) ⋅ ( Δ '− Pc ) − C
(1)
= [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc )]( P − Cm − C s + S b )
+ ( g + hPc )( Δ '− Pc ) − L ( g + hPc ) 2

The simultaneous solution of the first-order conditions
results and the profits are listed in TABLE ĉ. The optimal
portfolio pricing strategies here is (P*C, Pc*C).
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TABLE I.

C. Decentralized pricing model based on retailer
collection (Model R)
In this model, the retailer also engages in the promotion
and collection of used home appliances in addition to
distributing new green home appliances. The manufacturer
pays a transfer price Pr per unit returned to her from the
retailer. In this model, the retailer decides the retail price P
and the recycle price Pc for used home appliances. The
manufacturer decides the wholesale W and transfer price Pr.
The profits of the retailer, manufacturer and the total
supply chain are given by following equations, respectively.
(5)
∏ RR = [ D ( P ) + D '( Pc )] ⋅ ( P − W − Cs ) + A( Pc ) ⋅ ( Pr − Pc ) − C
2
= [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc ) ] ( P − W − Cs ) + ( g + hPc )( Pr − Pc ) − L ( g + hPc )
∏MR = [ D( P) + D '( Pc )](W − Cm + Sb ) + A( Pc )(Δ '− Pr )
(6)

EQUILIBRIUM RESULTS OF PORTFOLIO PRICING GAME
MODELS UNDER MODEL C
Model C

P* j
Pc* j

A
D
∏

α + β (C m + C s − S b ) + τ A
2β
2 β ( hΔ '− g − 2 Lgh ) + τ h[α − β (C m + C s − S b ) + τ g ]
4 β h (1 + Lh ) − τ 2 h 2

2β ( hΔ '+ g ) + τ h[α − β (Cm + C s − Sb )]
4 β (1 + Lh) − τ 2 h
α − β (C m + C s − S b ) + τ A

*

B = α − β (Cm + Cs − Sb )

2
A(hΔ '+ g ) B 2 + τ AB
+
2h
4β

B. Decentralized Pricing Model Based on Manufacturer
Collection (Model M)
In this model, the manufacturer is responsible for the
promotion and collection of used home appliances. The
retailer decides the retail price P and the manufacturer
decides the whole sale W for the new green home appliances
and the recycle price Pc for the used home appliances.
The profits of the retailer, manufacturer and the total
supply chain are given by following equations, respectively.
(2)
∏ MR = [ D ( P ) + D '( Pc )]( P − W − Cs ) = [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc ) ] ( P − W − Cs )
(3)
∏ MM = [ D ( P ) + D '( Pc )] ⋅ (W − Cm + Sb ) + A( Pc ) ⋅ (Δ '− Pc ) − C
= [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc ) ] (W − Cm + Sb ) + ( g + hPc )( Δ '− Pc ) − L( g + hPc ) 2

= [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc )] (W − Cm + Sb ) + ( g + hPc )(Δ '− Pr )

∏ R = ∏ RR + ∏ MR = [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc )]( P − Cm − Cs + Sb ) + ( g + hPc )(Δ '− Pc )

Because the objective function is jointly concave in P and
Pc, the best responses can be determined from the first-order
conditions. And then Given PиR and PcиR, the manufacturer
will optimize the optimal value of her profits function. The
results are shown in Table ċ. The optimal portfolio pricing
strategies is (W*R, Pr*R, P*R, Pc*R).
TABLE III.

∏M = ∏MR + ∏MM = [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc )]( P − Cm − Cs + Sb )

(4)
Because the objective function is concave in P, the best
responses can be determined from the first-order conditions.
And then given PиR, the manufacturer will optimize her
profits function. The best responses will be determined and
the results are shown in Table Ċ. The optimal portfolio
pricing strategies is (W*M, P*M, Pc*M).

W *j

P* j
Pc* j

Pr *
AR

EQUILIBRIUM RESULTS OF PORTFOLIO PRICING GAME
MODELS UNDER MODEL M

D
Model M
W*j

P* j
Pc* j

AM
D
∏*M

∏*R

∏*

EQUILIBRIUM RESULTS OF PORTFOLIO PRICING GAME
MODELS UNDER MODEL R
Model R

+ ( g + hPc )(Δ '− Pc ) − L( g + hPc ) 2

TABLE II.

(7)

− L( g + hPc )2

∏

α + β (Cm − Cs − Sb ) + τ AM
2β
3α + β (Cm + Cs − Sb ) + 3τ AM
4β
4 β ( hΔ '− g − 2 Lgh ) + τ h[α − β (Cm + Cs − Sb ) + τ g ]
8β h (1 + Lh ) − τ 2 h 2
4β (hΔ '+ g ) + τ h[α − β (Cm + Cs − Sb )]
8β (1 + Lh) − τ 2 h
α − β (Cm + Cs − Sb ) + τ AM
4
AM (hΔ '+ g ) B 2 + τ AM B
+
2h
8β
( B + τ AM ) 2
16β
AM (hΔ '+ g ) 3B 2 + 4τ AM B + τ 2 AM2
+
2h
16 β

*
M

∏*R

∏*

α + β (Cm − Cs − Sb )
2β

3α + β (Cm + Cs − Sb ) + 2τ AR
4β
2β (hΔ '− 3g − 4Lgh) + τ h[α − β (Cm + Cs − Sb ) + 2τ g ]
8β h(1 + Lh) − 2τ 2 h2
hΔ '− g
2h

2β ( hΔ '+ g ) + τ h[α − β (Cm + Cs − Sb )]
8β (1 + Lh) − 2τ 2 h
α − β (Cm + Cs − Sb ) + 2τ AR
4

AR (hΔ '+ g ) B 2 + 2τ AR B
+
2h
8β
AR (hΔ '+ g ) B 2 + 2τ AR B
+
4h
16 β
3 AR ( hΔ '+ g ) 3B 2 + 6τ AR B
+
4h
16 β

D. Decentralized pricing model based on third-party
collection (Model 3P)
In this model, it is the third-party collector who is
responsible for collecting the used home appliances. The
manufacturer pays a transfer price Pt per unit returned to her
from the third-party collector. In this model, the retailer
decides the retail price P and the third-party collector
decides the recycle price Pc for used home appliances. The
manufacturer decides the wholesale W and transfer price Pt.
The profits of the retailer, manufacturer, third-party
collector and the total supply chain are given by following
equations, respectively.
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∏3RP = [ D( P) + D '( Pc )] ⋅ ( P − W − Cs ) = [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc )] ( P − W − Cs )

∏

3P
3P

= A( Pc ) ⋅ ( Pt − Pc ) − C = ( g + hPc )( Pt − Pc ) − L( g + hPc )

B. Comparison of the optimal recycle price
The optimal recycle prices under different collection
models are related as follows: Pc*C>Pc*M>Pc*3P and
Pc*C>Pc*R>Pc*3P. Consequently, A>AM>A3p and A>AR>A3p .
From these relationships, it can be seen that the recycle
price in the Model 3P is the lowest, which will affect the
consumer’s decision to replace his or her used home
appliance. While the recycle price, both in Model M and
Model R, are higher and thereby can motive consumers to
return their used home appliances and recycle quantities will
increase. The relationship between the recycle price in
Model M and Model R will depend on the specific
parameters and no definite relationship. It can be proved
that if the expression (12) tenable, expression (13) will be
workable, otherwise expression (14) will be workable.
(12)
2 β (hΔ '+ g )[8β (1 + Lh) − 3τ 2 h] − τ 3 h 2 [α − β (Cm + Cs )] > 0

(8)

2

(9)

∏ 3MP = [ D ( P ) + D '( Pc )] ⋅ (W − Cm + Sb ) + A( Pc ) ⋅ (Δ '− Pt )

= [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc ) ] (W − Cm + Sb ) + ( g + hPc )( Δ '− Pt )

∏

3P

= ∏3RP + ∏33 PP + ∏3MP = [α − β P + τ ( g + hPc )]( P − Cm − Cs + Sb )

(10)

+ ( g + hPc )(Δ '− Pc ) − L( g + hPc )2

(11)
Because the objective function is concave in P and Pc, the
best responses can be determined from the first-order
conditions. And then Given Pи3P and Pcи3P, the manufacturer
will optimize the optimal value of her profits function.The
results are shown in Table Č. The optimal portfolio pricing
strategies is (W*3P, Pt*3P, P*3P, Pc*3P).
TABLE IV.

EQUILIBRIUM RESULTS OF PORTFOLIO PRICING GAME
MODELS UNDER MODEL 3P

M

α + β (C m − C s − Sb ) + τ A3 P
2β

W*j

P* j
Pc* j

Pr *
AR
D
∏*M

∏*R
∏ *3P

∏*

V.

R

Pc > Pc
AM > AR
Then:
(13)
M
R
P
≤
P
AM ≤ AR
c
c
Otherwise:
(14)
It should be noted that the optimal recycle prices in the
three collection methods are all lower than the one in the
centrally coordinated model. This means the supply chain
members can gain the highest recycle price in the centrally
coordinated model and thereby gain best recycle quantities.
As a result, there will be more fraction of recycling quantity
of the used home appliances to the new market demand.
From the perspective of consumer and social welfare,
consumers care more about the recycle price of the used
home appliances and will be more willing to return their
used home appliances to the collector at a higher recycle
price than a lower one. The more the recycle quantity of
used home appliances is, the more the society will benefit
from the recycle of used home appliances. Therefore higher
recycle price of the used home appliances will be beneficial
for consumers and the whole society.

Model 3P

3α + β (Cm + Cs − Sb ) + 3τ A3P
4β
4 β (hΔ '− 3 g − 4 Lgh) + τ h[α − β (Cm + Cs − Sb ) + τ g ]
16 β h(1 + Lh) − τ 2 h 2
8β (1 + Lh)(hΔ '− g ) + 2τ h(1 + Lh)[α − β (Cm + Cs − Sb )] + τ 2 gh
16β h(1 + Lh) −τ 2 h2
4 β (hΔ '+ g ) + τ h[α − β (Cm + Cs − Sb )]
16 β (1 + Lh) − τ 2 h
α − β (Cm + C s − S b ) + τ A3 P
4
A3 P (hΔ '+ g ) B 2 + τ A3 P B
+
2h
8β
( B + τ A3 P ) 2
16 β
A3 P (hΔ '+ g ) τ A3 P B + τ 2 A32P
+
4h
16 β
3 A3 P ( hΔ '+ g ) 3B 2 + 5τ A3 P B + 2τ 2 A32P
+
4h
16β

C. Comparison of the profits
The pricing will affect the profits definitely. Enterprises
hope to gain best profits from the portfolio pricing decision.
From the comparison, we can see that the total profits of
different collection methods are related as: ∏*C > ∏*R > ∏*3 P
and ∏*C > ∏*M > ∏*3P . This shows that the total profits of the
whole supply chain, both in Model R and Model M, are
larger than the one in Model 3P. While the relationship
between the total profits in Model M and Model R will be
dependent on the specific parameters and no definite
relationship. It can be proved that the following relationship
is workable.
(15)
i f 2 AM > 3AR
t hen ∏ * M > ∏ * R

COMPARISON OF THE THREE PRICING MODELS

Based on the results summarized in the above tables,
some interesting observations can be made on the
performance of decentralized portfolio pricing models.
A. Comparison of the optimal quantity of sale
In this paper, the market demand is determined by retail
price, recycling quantity and conversion rate since we have
assumed that part of recycling quantity will translate into
new demand for the green home appliances. It can be seen
from Table 1-4 that the optimal quantities of sale are related
as D(P,Pc)*C>D(P,Pc)*R>D(P,Pc)*M>D(P,Pc)*3P. This shows
that the quantity of sale in the Model R is the largest among
the three collection methods and the quantity of sale in
Model M is larger than the one in Model 3P. It should be
noted that the quantities of sale in the three collection
methods are all less than the one in the centrally coordinated
model. The reason for it is that the supply chain members
are closely coordinated with each other and the decisions are
fully coordinated in the centrally coordinated model.

i f AR >

13
AM
18

t hen ∏ * R > ∏ * M

It should be pointed out that the total profits in the three
collection methods are all less than the one in the centrally
coordinated model, which shows that there are inefficiencies
resulting from decentralization of decision making due to
double marginalization in the channel. Therefore, the profits
of the total supply chain can be further improved by some
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approaches, such as designing appropriate contract to
improve the pricing game effects.
It can be also found that the manufacturer’s profits in
Model 3P are the lowest. In some certain conditions, e.g.,
AR>AM, the manufacturer’s profits in Model R are the
largest.
VI.

[5]

[6]

CONCLUSIONS

[7]

In consideration of the impact of the recycle quantity of
the used home appliances on the demand for the green home
appliances, a new demand function is created. Portfolio
pricing models of the green supply chain for home
appliances industry are presented under three collection
methods, i.e., manufacturer collection (Model M), retailer
collection (Model R) and third-party collection (Model 3P),
which are mainly about the decision-making of the portfolio
pricing for the wholesale, retail price of the green home
appliances and recycle price for used home appliances. As a
benchmark case, the Centrally Coordinated Model is also
analyzed to highlight the inefficiencies resulting from
decentralization. The analysis shows that there exist double
marginalization and different collection methods will affect
the pricing decisions, the profits of supply chain members
and the total profits of the whole supply chain. The portfolio
pricing models should be further improved by designing
some supply chain contracts and make the total profits of
the supply chain reach the level of centralized system. This
could become the tasks of the future research.
Connecting the recycling of the used home appliances
with the sale of the green home appliances and making
portfolio pricing strategies from the perspective of the
whole supply chain, will be helpful to recycle the used home
appliances effectively. At the same time, this can induce
consumers to choose green home appliances when they
return their used home appliances back, and reduce the bad
influences of the home appliances to the environments
during the usage to improve the environmental benefits.
This paper proposes alternative models to solve the
pricing problems of the complicated supply chain
operations, especially the green supply chain management.
The pricing models presented in this paper for the green
supply chain of home appliances industry provides a
practical and theoretical guidance for home appliances
enterprises in making pricing decisions. It is also of
significance in improving the effectiveness and efficiency of
the whole supply chain.
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Abstract—Aiming at the long response time, inaccurate

response time and inaccurate recommendation. And the
new user will be classified into a category with users that
have same status. The resources category will be divide to
cluster in this scope to provide suitable resources for new
user.

recommendation and cold-start problems that faced by
present recommendation algorithm, this paper, taking movie
recommendation system as an example ,proposes a
collaborative filtering recommendation model based on
user’s credibility clustering. This model divides
recommendation process into offline and online phases.
Offline, it uses the result of user’s credibility for clustering
and then writes the clustered information into a table in
database.Online,finds the cluster that target user belongs to
and then gives recommendation. As a whole, the model
reduces the response time, improves the accuracy of the
recommendation rate, and solves the new user’s cold-start
problem.
Keywords- Collaborative Filtering; User’s Credibility;
Dynamic Clustering

I.

II.

2.1 Description of traditional collaborative filtering
algorithm
The detailed description of traditional collaborative
filtering algorithm are as follows:
Input: given user set U={u1,u2,……,um}
Resource set={m1,m2,……,mn}
Rating matrix Rm*n={Rui,Mj},
Rui, Mj are the score given by user ui to resource
Mj.
Output: Predict value Pui of resource Mx given by target
user Ua
Calculate each user’s (ui) similarity (sim ua,ui) of ua
and U according to formula (1)(Adjusted cosine
similarity).

INTRODUCTION

With the fast development of information processing
and storage technology, the digital resources that user can
visit becomes more and more abundant. More and users
are confused in finding the most satisfied ones in the vast
resources.
Collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm is
to recommend according to the relativity between target
user and other users. When the system finds one or a
group users has/have the same consumption preferences
with the target user, it will predict the target user’
consumption behavior based on these user’s consumption
behavior. This paper, tasking movie recommendation
system as an example, predicts and provides the suitable
information for target users based on the movie rating
record and audience’s needs.
Collaborative filtering recommendation technology
is the most successful personalization recommendation
technology which is applied in many fields. Its
outstanding advantage is that the decision is made on the
basis of “users”, not “the analysis of content”. It can filter
any form of content and process very complex and
>@
difficult concepts to give a surprising conclusion . While
the time is so long that the user’s satisfaction degree
decreases greatly. And there is no historical record for
new user’s initial login to create any recommendation.
This paper, taking move recommendation system as
an example, proposes a collaborative filtering
recommendation model based on user’s credibility
clustering. This model divides recommendation process
into offline and online phase to solve the problems of long
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.51

COLLABORATIVE FILTERING TECHNOLOGY

㺌(Rua, j- Rj)(Rui, j - Rj)

sim(ua, ui) =

(1)

j㺃M

㺌(Rua, j - Rj) 㺌(Rui, j - Rj)
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j㺃M

P ua , mx = Rua +

2

j㺃M

㺌 sim (ua , n ) (Rn , j - Rn )
㺌 sim (ua , n )

þ
n㺃U

(2)

n㺃U '

In the formula,sim(ua,ui) shows the similarity
between user ua and user ui; M is the resource
number;Rua,j are the values given by user ua to resource
j; Rj shows the average values given by all users to
resource j; j is the common resource evaluated by user ua
and user ui.
Calculate user ua prediction value(Pua,mx)for
resource j,the first n nearest neighbors that has the top
similarity should be chosen to calculate.U’ shows the
nearest neighbor user set of user ua according to
formula(2).
2.2 Shortage of traditional algorithm
>@

The traditional collaborative filtering algorithm uses
user-resource rating matrix to recommend resource for
users, The premise for the effectiveness of this algorithm is
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that all the users are trustworthy and all the rating values in
the matrix are reliable, which often do not exist For this or
that reasons, for example, low user scores, or malicious
scores(too mean or great disparity in scores),certain noise
data in the rating matrix will reduce the accuracy of
>@
and impact the function of the
prediction greatly
recommendation system.
As the resource numbers that users have scored are
far less than the total amount of resources, there is data
>@
sparsity , at the same time, the total number of users is
too large which leads to the time of online scanning for
target user’s nearest neighbor is so long that affects user’s
effect when the target user is newly registered who does
not have any rating records, in turn, couldn’t produce
recommendation purely by collaborative filtering
algorithm ,which presents the cold start problem.
This paper proposes a collaborative filtering
recommendation model based on user’s credibility
clustering, considering the above three problems. By
measuring the user’s rating credibility to guarantee that the
ratings in the prediction are trustworthy; By dividing
recommendation process into offline and online and online
phases, reduce the online recommendation time greatly;
By using clustering algorithm, reduce the target user’s
neighbor number; By classifying user and resource
according to category to solve the cold-start problem of
new users.

into offline and online phases. offline, it calculates users
credibility first and takes the few users that has high
credibility as the clustering center to cluster other users
and records the clustered information. Online, the system
finds the cluster that target users belong to, get the
clustering information and then gives recommendation.
The user clustering numbers are far less than the user
number offline, so only the similarity between target user
and few clustering centers needs to be calculated online.
Prediction value formula of credibility is used that the
accuracy of recommendation will be increased greatly,
time needed will be reduced .Basic structure is shown in
figure1.

III. COLLABORATIVE FILTERING RECOMMENDATION
MODEL BASED ON USER’S CREDIBILITY CLUSTERING

Count(x) is the accumulated number of rating
resources.
Definition 2üUser’s watching rate : refers to the
proportion of the movie resources users have watched out
of the movie resources users have evaluated. The higher
the user’s watching rate, the more effective the rating
because that means the rating was given rationally by the
user after watching movie. User’s watching rate is shown
by Wat(u), the formula is as follows:
Count ( y)
Wat (u ) =
(4)
Count ( x )
Count(x) is the resource number that users(u) have
rated, Count(y) is the resource number that users(u) have
watched.
Definition 3 ü User’s Impartiality: refers to the
impartiality of user’s rating to resources. The impartiality
of rating data is reducing because of the malicious rating,
the accuracy of target user’s prediction will be reduced
finally. This paper adopts the method of calculating user’s
resources mean square deviation to evaluate the
impartiality of users. The smaller of the mean square
deviation value, the more impartial of users(single and
malicious rating will be reduces ).User’s impartiality is
shown as Imp(u), the formula is as follows:

3.2 Definition
This paper introduces user’s credibility to evaluate
user’s rating which will obtained by user’s counting on the
evaluated resource set. Taking movie recommendation
system as an example, user’s activity, watching rate, rating
impartiality are considered mainly.
Definition 1üUser’s activity: refers to user’s activity
of resource rating. The more resources user rates, the more
contribution they make, the more active. This paper uses
user’s resource rating numbers as an indicator for
evaluating user’s activity, which is shown by Act(u), the
formula is as follows:
Act(u)=Count(x) (3)

3.1 Basic Structure of Collaborative Filtering
Recommendation Model

Online
Target User
Login

Calculate User’s
Credibility

Recommend by
Modified
Prediction
Formula

Calculate
modified
Similarity and
fond the Closed
Neighbor User

Find the
Category of
Target user
Draw Clustering
Information in
Database

Offline
Original Data

Renew Cluster
Information
Regularly

Calculate User’s
Credibility

Cluster Based
on Credibility

Data Base Server

Write Clustering
Information to
Data Base

㺌(Ruj ˉ Rj)

2

Im p (u ) =
Figure 1 Basic Structure of Movie Recommendation System

j㺃 M

Count ( x )

(5)

Count(x) is the resource number that user(u) have rated,
This paper proposes a collaborative filtering
recommendation model based on user’s credibility
clustering .This model divides recommendation process

RJ shows the average value given by all users to resource.
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proposes the idea of offline user’s clustering, and store the
clustering information in the data base.
The specific measures are as follows: set up clustering
information table(Cluster-table, including five fields:
Similar,User1,User2.Cluster and Credit to show similarity
value, user 1, user 2, cluster and user’s credibility value.
This table is used for store the clustering information of
user.
>@
The K-mean clustering method
combined with
calculation of user’s credibility are adopted to cluster all
users in this paper, the detailed calculation is as follows:
Input: user rating matrix and clustering quantity k
Output: k clustering
(1) Each user’s credibility is calculated according to
formula(7) to find out k users with the best credibility
as the center of clustering, marked as{W1,W2,……,
Wk };
(2) Other user and each clustering center’s similarity is
calculated according to similarity formula(1) to
distribute to the cluster with the closest similarity;
(3) Write the clustering information into the data base;
(4) Ranking the user’s credibility regularly, re-clustering,
renew the data base information, keep the accuracy of
the data.

Corresponding treatment will be given to the three
above values for the sake of data accuracy and unity. The
dimensionless methods include the following three ways:
extremum regularization method, standardization method,
equalization method. This paper will use extremum
regularization method to make thee indexes being
>@
dimensionless after comparison , the data is mapping
between[0,1], the rules are as follows:
X㶅
= (XˉX min ) /(X maxˉX min ) (6)
Xmax is the maximum data in the original data; while
X min is the minimum one of the original data.
Three indexes get from regularization according to
formula(6): Act’(u), Wat’(u) and Imp’(u).Definition 4
User’s credibility is the credibility of single user’s rating
composed of user’s activity, watching rate and impartiality
of user’s rating. Credibility is shown as Cre(u), the formula
is as follows:
Cre(u) = a * Act’(u) + b * Wat’(u) + c * Imp’(u) (7)
a , b, and c are the weight value of three indexes. The
improved Delphi method will be adopted in this paper to
give weight value for . Matrix Cm*3 is the rating matrix
(a+b+c=1) for three weight values by m experts. Vector R
= R1,R2……,Rm} T is the self-evaluation for selfauthorization by m experts. Taking movie recommendation
system as an example, detailed analysis will be given to
specific questions in this paper. Thereinto, Ri=Hi/Hiǃ
Hi= d+e+f+g+h (defgh is shown in the table 1).So,

3.4 Online recommendation
Based on the result of offline data, recommend online
which will reduce waiting time for users greatly, at the
same time increases the accuracy of recommendation
through the user’s credibility clustering method. The user’s
satisfaction will be enhanced all-round. The detailed steps
are as follows:
(1) Calculate the similarity of target user ua with each
cluster center Wk according to similarity
formula(1),distribute the target user to the cluster
with the closest similarity;
(2) Take all user’s information from the cluster ua
belongs to in data base;
(3) Calculate the modified similarity sim ‘(ua,ui) of
target user ua with each user in this cluster according
to formula(9), choose the the N neighbors that have
the closest modifying similarity as the closest
neighbor set U’;
(4) Calculate the Prediction rating P’ua,mx given by
target user us to all projects that haven’t been rated
according to formula(10), choose the few resources
that have the highest rating as recommendation.

[a,b,c]=RT * C (8)
Correspondingly, the formula to modify similarity
sim’(ua,ui) and prediction value P’ua, mx are as follows:
Sim’(ua,ui)=sim(ua,ui) * Cre(ui) (9)

㺌sim(ua, n) Cre(n) (Rn, jˉRn)
P'ua, mx = Rua+

þ
n㺃U

㺌sim(ua, n) Cre(n)

(10)

n㺃U'

TABLE 1 EXPERT AUTHORITATIVE SELF-EVALUATION STANDARD
Index
d

Occupation

e

Judgement
Basis

f

Confidence
Degree for
Rating
Enthusiam
for Movie

g

h

Rating
Frequency

Rating Standards
Professional Movie Review,
Movie Related,
Movie Unrelated
Real Experience,
Reference,
Subjective
Very Confident,
Confident,
Common
Quite Enthusiastic,
Enthusiastic,
Common
Frequent, Often, Few

Corresponding
Value
10,
8,
6
10,
8,
6
10,
8,
6
10,
8,
6
10,8,6

3.5 Solve the problem of new user’s cold start
When the newly register users log in, recommendation
will not be given since no rating record exists, which is the
cold start problem. Through observation, it is easy to find
out that the favored resources will be close for users that
have similar interests. This paper holds that new users can
be classified into users that have the same attributes like
interests, sex, age, etc. Resources can be classified
correspondingly too to form the correspondence of user
and resource. Cluster and give recommendation in this
range. It is more pertinent to give recommendation to new
users in the range of specific user’s cluster and resource
cluster. It is shown as figure 2 (Favored movie types is the
classifying attribute in this paper):

3.3 Offline User’s Credibility Clustering
The calculation for user’s credibility online is so much
that impact the speed of real-time recommendation
seriously and will delay user’s waiting time. The
satisfaction of user toward the recommendation result will
be reduced and result in the lost of client. So this paper
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is 40 as an example to compare the MAE value of model
and traditional algorithm. The testing result is shown is
figure 3.
The traditional algorithm
The average absolute deviation

Figure 2 User –Resource model

This paper adopts online method to solve the problem
of cold start, the detailed steps are as follows:
(1) Classify users that have the same category according
to new users’ favorite movie types to form user’s
cluster; At the same time, divides corresponding
resource category Ms according to this category;
(2) Calculate each user’s credibility in Us according to
formula(7) to find out k users that have the most
credibility as the clustering center;
(3) Calculate the similarity of each other user with each
clustering center in Us according to similarity
formula(1) and distribute to the cluster that has the
closest similarity;
(4) Calculate the modified similarity sim’ (ua,ui) of
clustering center with each user in each clustering
center according to formula(9) and choose N
neighbor users that have the closest modifying
similarity to be the closest neighbor set U’;
(5) Calculate the predict rating given by each clustering
center for all resources in Ms and choose N
recommendations in each clustering center as final
resource to be recommended to new users.





















Traditional
Improvement























Cluster number

Figure 4 Comparison of Responding Time

The closest neighbor number increases from 10 to
80,the interval is 10.From figure 3, when the clustering
number is 40,no matter how man the closest neighbor are,
the model proposed by this paper has the least MAE value.
Then, we can conclude that the model proposed by this
paper can improve the recommendation accuracy greatly.
To test the algorithm real-time, this paper compares
offline algorithm with traditional online algorithm, the
responding time is shown in figure 4.
The lateral axis shows the number of clustering , the
vertical axis shows the responding time. When credibility
clustering is offline and stores related clustering
information, the original data will be drawn for
recommendation. Since the clustering number is far less
than the user’s number, the recommendation time needed
is clearly less than the recommendation time by traditional
online method, which is shown in figure 4. There is almost
one time difference in effectiveness of this two methods
especially when the clustering number. The neighbors that
need to calculate similarity online will be reduced greatly,
the time difference to calculate online or offline is not
large , but the effectiveness of the model proposed by this
paper is superior than that of the former one before
improvement.

N

i =1





The model will be tested by the data set provided by
Movielens station in this paper. Movielens is a research
recommendation system developed by Grouplens project
group based on web. Movielens is used to receive the use’s
rating for movie and provides corresponding movie
recommendation list. Its data set consists 100000 rating
data for 1682 movies given by 943 users, among which
each user rates at least 20 movies. This paper divides the
data into training set and test set in a proportion of 4 to 1.
This paper adopts mean absolute error MAE, which is
easy to understand and calculate in statistical accuracy
measurement methods, as the standard of recommendation
accuracy. The recommendation quality is measured by
calculating the predict and real user’s rating deviation. The
smaller the MAE, the more accurate the recommendation
is. Set the prediction rating set of target user as
{p1,p2,…… pn}, corresponding real rating set
as{q1,q2,……qn}, the MAE is:
MAE =



Figure 3 Comparison of Mean Absolute Error

CASE ANALYSES

㺌



The number of nearest neighbors

Response time /s

IV.

This algorithm



piˉqi

V.

(11)

N
In the experiment, assume there are 5 rating experts,
the vector of rating matrix and expert’s authoritative
self-evaluation
omitted,
then
conclude:[a,
b,
c]=[0.4509,0.3123,0.2368]
In the test, comparison was made on different
clustering numbers. This paper takes the clustering number

CONCLUSION

With the widen of e-commerce application fields,
recommendation technology is applied broadly which will
draw people’s more and more attention to the problems of
cold start, recommendation accuracy and responding time
that exist in collaborative filtering algorithm. This paper
proposes a collaborative filtering recommendation model
based on user’s credibility clustering. This model divides
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[4]

recommendation process into offline phases. The result of
experiment proves that this model can solve the above
mentioned problems to recommend suitable resources for
users.

[5]
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Abstract—The paper builds the influential factor model of
virtual community knowledge sharing behavior from the
four dimensions.By using structural equation model, the
paper makes an empirical research on the key factors of
promoting the college students’ knowledge sharing behavior
in the virtual community and the impact of knowledge
sharing behavior of virtual community members on the
community loyalty.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Virtual community is the important platform of
information and knowledge exchange, virtual community
bring together like-minded people to form a network for
knowledge exchange and sharing. Knowledge sharing is
Knowledge sharing is the behavior of the organization
members will spread the knowledge they have acquired to
other members of the organization[1], it’s the key way to
meet the information demand of virtual communityÿs
members. The biggest challenge in virtual community is
the supply of knowledge from members. It’s important for
us to know why virtual community’s members choose to
share their knowledge when they do a choice and the
influence to community loyalty.We makes an empirical
research, data collected from 226 members of professional
virtual community,and the respondents are college
students.
II.


Figure 1. Research model.

A. Contextual factors
Based on social cognitive theory, we may reasonably
assume that norm of reciprocity and trust should have
influence on individual’s behavior. The norm of
reciprocity refers to knowledge exchange and sharing by
the virtual community members as obligatory and fair.
Recently, research shows that the norm of reciprocity do
significant influence on members’ knowledge sharing
behavior[4-5]. Trust treated to be a key element of
contextual factor that is crucial to influence on members’
knowledge sharing behavior[6-7].
In virtual community,members based on norm of
reciprocity to establish trust [8]. And studies have shown
that trust can significantly affect self-efficacy [910].Thus,the following hypothesis is proposed:
H1:The norm of reciprocity is positive related to the
knowledge sharing behavior of members in VC.
H2:The trust is positive related to the knowledge
sharing behavior of members in VC.
H3:The norm of reciprocity is positive related to the
trust in VC.
H4::The trust is positive related to the knowledge
sharing self-self-efficacy of members in VC.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESIS

To explore the knowledge sharing behavior in virtual
community,we draw on the social cognitive theory[1-3] to
conceptualize an integrated model of this study (see Fig.
1). In social cognitive theory Individual factor, Contextual
factors and Members behavior act as interacting
determinants.We developed an integrated model of virtual
community knowledge sharing behavior from the four
dimensions, individual factors (self-efficacy, outcome
expectations), contextual factors (reciprocal norms, trust),
knowledge factors (knowledge quality, knowledge
growth), members’ behavior (knowledge sharing
behavior, community loyalty).
978-1-4799-4169-8 2014
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B. Individual factors
Knowledge sharing define as a process of participants
involving the provision and acquisition of knowledge.
outcome expectations is the expected consequence of
one’s own behavior,outcome expectations can be divided
into two dimension: personal outcome expectations and
community-related outcome expectations. Researchers
have found various factors that affect individual’s willing
to knowledge sharing.The knowledge sharing selfefficacy, outcome expectations are treated as two major
Individual factors to influencing individual’s knowledge
sharing behavior[11-13]. According to [14], outcome
expectations impact of knowledge quality in virtual
community. Thus,the following hypothesis is proposed:
H5:The knowledge sharing self-efficacy is positive
related to the knowledge sharing behavior of members in
VC.
H6:The community-related outcome expectations is
positive related to the personal outcome expectations of
members in VC.
H7:The personal outcome expectations is positive
related to the knowledge sharing behavior of members in
VC.
H8:The personal outcome expectations is positive
related to the knowledge quality in VC.
H9:The community-related outcome expectations is
positive related to the knowledge quality in VC.

sharing activities in VC,the more they likely to positively
promote VC.Thus,the following hypothesis is proposed:
H13:The knowledge sharing behavior is positive
related to community loyalty of members in VC.
III.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Respondents and procedure
The web-based survey has some advantages than
traditional paper-based survey including lower costs,faster
responses, higher responses rate.And traditional paperbased survey has shown that respondents provide
clearer,more patiently responses. So Web-based and
traditional paper-based survey were conducted by this
study. By the survey time closed, 226 visitors participate
in the survey, of which 173 complete and valid
questionnaires were analyzed.The study centered on
college students members of several professional virtual
community, included pinggu.org, emuch.net/bbs, CSDN,
tianya.cn, DXY.CN, zhidao.baidu.com. Table 1 presents
the sample demographics.
TABLE I. SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHICS OF THIS STUDY
Number

Percentage
(%)

Female

84

48.55%

Male

89

51.44%

15-20 years old

29

16.76%

21-25 years old

118

68.20%

26-30 years old

20

11.56%

31-40years old

6

3.46%

College and below

19

10.98%

Bachelor

126

72.83%

Master

11

6.35%

Doctor

17

9.82%

3 months below

39

22.54%

4-12 months

17

9.82%

1-2 years

36

20.80%

2-3 years

35

20.23%

Over 3 years

46

26.58%

Sample demographics

Gender

C. Knowledge factors
This article refer to the knowledge quality is the
knowledge quality that internal circulation of virtual
community. The higher the virtual community of
knowledge sharing knowledge quality, the more a
member of his own tendency to acquire knowledge to help
solve the problem becomes. According to [15], idea of
knowledge growth,knowledge of quality learning in a
virtual community, enabling members of their own
knowledge growth. Learning objectives are associated
with motives of the growth of knowledge[16-17].
Thus,the following hypothesis is proposed:
H10:The knowledge quality is positive related to the
knowledge sharing behavior of members in VC.
H11:The knowledge growth is positive related to the
knowledge sharing behavior of members in VC.
H12:The knowledge quality is positive related to
knowledge growth of members in VC.

Age

Education

Community
history

D. Members’ behavior
The template is used to format your paper and style
the text. All margins, column widths, line spaces, and text
fonts are prescribed; please do not alter them. You may
note peculiarities. For example, the head margin in this
template measures proportionately more than is customary.
This measurement and others are deliberate, using
specifications that anticipate your paper as one part of the
entire proceedings, and not as an independent document.
Please do not revise any of the current designations.
Virtual community of knowledge sharing is the main
source of knowledge of the virtual community, members
involved are free to obtain such knowledge. Butler (2001)
indicated that extensive knowledge postings/viewings or
frequent on-line interactions all have the potential to
support[18]. The more members take part in knowledge

B. Data analysis and results
We should assess the reliability and validity of
measures before their use in the model. In order to ensure
the validity of the evaluation model fit, reliability test
must be carried out first. As shown in Table 2, it can be
seen that the relationship expected between measured
items and their respective constructs were highly
consistent. The composite reliability of constructs range
from 0.7020 to 0.8808. The average variance extracted
range from 0.5250 to 0.6964. The cronbach α range from
0.733 to 0.895. Hence, all conditions for convergent
validity were meet.
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TABLE II.
Construct and
indicators

NR
TR
KSSE
CROE
POE
KG
KQ
KSB
CL

RELIABILITY OF MEASURES

Item
s

Composite
reliability
(CR)

3
3
3
3
3
3
2
4
4

0.9013
0.7677
0.8209
0.8172
0.7746
0.7779
0.7020
0.8208
0.8808

Average
variance
extracted
(AVE)

CP2
CP3
CP4

Cronbach

α

0.6964
0.5250
0.6052
0.5987
0.5348
0.5394
0.5415
0.5347
0.6493

0.895
0.733
0.802
0.818
0.791
0.779
0.877
0.820
0.881

NR1
NR2
NR3
TR1
TR2
TR3
KSSE1
KSSE2
KSSE3
KSB1
KSB2
KSB3
KSB4
KG1
KG2
KG3
KQ1
KQ2
CROE1
CROE2
CROE3
POE1
POE2
POE3
CP1

1
-.047
-.019
.013
.182
.176
.019
.021
.195
.159
.175
.224
.244
.318
.072
.223
.317
.642
.653
.140
.166
.106
.125
.085
.205
.772

2
.212
.161
.135
.188
.156
.123
.131
.177
.116
.155
.210
.238
.126
.769
.709
.610
.176
.150
.665
.675
.633
.165
.230
.126
.108

.052
.094
.176

IV.

-.004
-.022
.025

.283
.215
.090

.053
.239
-.024

.062
.198
.001

.041
-.097
-.010

MEASUREMENT MODEL

A. Test of the structural equation model
The hypotheses,the paths between the items and the
latent construct are examined with the structural model.
Most of the model-fit indicates of the structural model
exceeded their respective common acceptance levers:·嘒
=435.813,CMIN/DF=1.329,GFI=0.837,IFI=0.952,CFI=0.9
43, TLI=0.951, RMSEA=0.047. As shown in Fig. 2.,the
norm of reciprocity, knowledge sharing self-efficacy,
personal outcome expectations, knowledge growth,
knowledge quality are strong positively related to
knowledge sharing behavior.

The second step we should test validity of the measure,
including the content validity and convergent validity.
Content validity of the measurements mainly from
subjective judgments, the author of the scale, the
reference target to improve binding studies abroad on the
basis of the relative maturity of the scale, high content
validity. Convergent validity through factor analysis to
verify the author, first observed KMO and Bartlett test.
Common criteria KMO factor analysis is to be at least 0.6
or more, KMO is 0.871 here in, suitable for factor analysis.
Then, check the rotation factor loading table. The un
rotated factor loadings are generally not explicitly
represent the true meaning of each factor, hence the need
for factor rotation. The author uses orthogonal rotation
varimax, get rotated factor loadings table, factor KQ3 load
factor of less than 0.5 are deleted. As shown in table 4:
The other factor loading volume greater than 0.5. The
greater the absolute value of the load factor, the greater
role in interpreting the factor matrix, the general and
words, it has utility greater than 0.5. Visible,
questionnaire set more reasonable, does not require
adjustment.
TABLE III.

.806
.734
.829

(+ p<0.1, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001)
Figure 2. Results of structural equation model analysis

ROTATED FACTOR TABLE

3
.839
.848
.859
.280
.240
.101
.009
.038
.169
.295
.229
.146
-.076
.213
.238
.035
-.033
-.020
.134
.034
.176
-.023
.231
.217
.076

Factor
4
.164
.177
.038
-.102
.002
.238
.301
.084
.054
.624
.719
.718
.712
.172
.017
.183
.143
-.016
.200
.174
.206
.227
.065
-.023
.246

B. Empirical Analysis
5
.050
.092
.090
.185
.371
.162
.737
.714
.805
.363
.139
.088
.015
.198
.257
.051
.189
.035
-.067
.117
.063
.112
.142
.220
.099

6
.103
.121
.156
.215
.092
.070
.243
.216
.054
.019
.046
.097
.153
-.008
.069
.083
.090
.112
.245
.254
.404
.764
.764
.730
.087

1)
Contextual factors
As for college students, norms of reciprocity (=0.243,
P<0.05) is significant factors that influence their
knowledge sharing behavior in virtual community.
Surprisingly ,the trust (=-0.156) did not show a
significant influence on college students’ knowledge
sharing behavior in virtual community. This may be due to
their risk perception for the network, rights protection, they
do not fully trust this virtual community for knowledge
sharing platform. Norms of reciprocity can actually
enhance interpersonal trust (=0.531, P<0.001), trust is
positively and significantly related to knowledge sharing
self-efficacy (=0.708, P<0.001), thereby indirectly
affecting college students' knowledge sharing behavior in
virtual community.
2)
Individual factors
Knowledge sharing self-efficacy (=0.236, P<0.1) and
personal outcome expectations (=0.245, P<0.05) plays a
vital role the knowledge sharing behavior. The Results of
structural equation model analysis show that the
community-related outcome expectations (=-0.092) did
not show a significant influence. This may be due to the
knowledge of the virtual community management
deficiencies, the need to strengthen construct the articles of

7
.173
.164
.102
.666
.619
.749
.185
.171
.156
.142
.066
.056
.014
.076
-.065
.294
.151
.253
.384
.173
.010
.199
.054
.090
.075

241
252
254
242
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Abstract—
— With the continuous development of the

preference.Tang Lijuan[10] extracted and clustered the tags
in various types of blog text by considering four aspects
include tag generation,tag clustering,tag behavior analysis
and tag semantic studying.
In summary, the most of researches above from
domestic and abroad references,related to the user
classification and the transfer of user’s interest in tag
application system,but rarely pay attention to subject
timeliness and process of Chinese tags.So this paper
employs the reviews with timeliness from Douban Website
as the data source to develop the study on user
classification.

Internet technology, nowadays personalized service and
recommendation technology have been paid more
attentions. The paper aims at accurate user classification for
tag application systems and proposes the feasible solution
which can mine users’ intention in reviews and extend the
tag semantics by open knowledge platform. Experiments
validate the proposed solution. The research can not only
be used as the basis of the users’ interests and preference
research, but also can be employed in non-Tag application.

Keywords
Tags Extraction,Semantic Extension,Tags Clustering,User

Classification

III. User Classification Based on Users’
Reviews

I. INTRODUCTION

The lack participation of users in practical application
of tag system results in that systems often collect few
meaningful tags. On the other hand, the user reviews are
relatively easy to collect and reveal the users’ truly
preference. If these implicit information can be
excavated ,the users can be more accurately classified.In
this paper,we use the method above,select user reviews
with timeliness as research subject to achieve user
classification.Specific process as shown in Figure 1:

With the development of Web2.0 ,it has brought a
novelty idea about personalization and free information for
the Internet users[1],opened the new Internet era that is
User-centered.Therefore,the personalized service and
recommendation technology has developed rapidly. As a
result, there have been more and more new sharing
community websites where tagging technique [2-3]has
been widely used to help users annotate resources. The
research on user tags can achieve the user classification ,
explore users’ interests and preference so as to enhance the
quality of services.

II. Related work
In recent years,the related research for user
classification and tagging technique is paid attentions.
Nancy Montanez[4] did a quantitative analysis for
blog search engine Technorita and drew the conclusion that
tag can help user classification.SuYang[5] proposed a
method of building a ring of synonym by the relation of
tags ,which can be the basis of user classification.Wang
Cuiying[6] proposed a model about the relationship
between tags and user preference,including single-interest
user and multiple-interest user ,suggested to consider the
timeliness of subject in the user preference research.Shi
Hao’s[7]paper quantitatively solved the problem of user
classification by judging whether users use the same
tags.Zhang Yantao[8] proposed a model of user’s interests
that based on the degree of annotation consistency.Zhan
Yunzhong[9] applied FCA theory to tag classification,
mining user preference and analyzing the transfer of user
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.53
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Internet catchwords. After the deep study,this paper selects
an open knowledge platform as a way to extend tag
semantic.Considering the subject of study are Chinese tags,
Baidu Encyclopedia is used to achieve tags semantic
extension.
Baidu Encyclopedia is an open-content, web free
encyclopedia ,which is an outstanding fruit embodying the
intention of the Baidu Encyclopedia users.For each word
there are tags at the bottom of Baidu Encyclopedia web
page which are tagged by the users.All the tags generally
have relevant information with the word which is very
suitable for tag semantic extension.For example,the word
"dynamic programming" is a branch of operations
research,"dynamic programming" is relevant with the tags
such as "algorithm", "computer terminology","computer
technology" which are shown at the bottom of the web
page. Apparently these semantic extension tags can’t be
achieved in the normal synonym dictionary.Therefore,this
paper using the open knowledge platform to extract
extension tags is much more feasible and effective.

Extract users’reviews

Chinese words
segmentation
system

Chinese synonym
dictionary

Segmentation results
Feature extraction
High frequency tag set
Semantic extension

2.Tag-based Semantic Clustering Algorithm

High frequency tag
extension set

After tags semantic extension,this paper puts forward
a semantic clustering algorithm based on tags.The
algorithm based on classical clustering algorithm KMeans,and avoiding the limitation of difficult to determine
the effective K value. First, we compare the similarity
between two extended tag set to determine whether two
tags are similar . Second,based on the similarity of each tag
to determine the similarity among the reviews, we achieve
the purpose of clustering.The basic idea of tag-based
semantic clustering algorithm as follows:
Step1, Preprocess the data set. The Chinese lexical
analysis system and tfid f algorithm are used to extract 10
tags for each review.
Step2, Let the 10 tags of first review act as the cluster
center of first category.
Step3, Extract next review r in order, compute the
similarity between the review r and each existing cluster
centers by the following cosine similarity formula:

Clustering algorithm
Reviews clustering

User classification
Figure 1. The flow chart of user classification based on
reviews

Our solution selects users’ long reviews as research
subject. Chinese words segmentation techniques is used to
process these reviews, we employ content-based method
T F  I D F to extract high frequency tags. The solution
extends high frequency tags by using semantic tags
extension based on open knowledge platform.The main
idea about semantic tags extension is described in detail in
section Tag Semantic Extension Based on Open Knowledge
Platform. Clustering algorithm uses tag-based semantic
algorithm, specific algorithm described in section Tagbased Semantic Clustering Algorithm .

cos(a , b ) 

a i  b j  s im ( a i , bi )



a i2 

i

(1  i  1 0, 1  j  1 0 )



b 2j

j

(1)

where : a is a vector consist of 10 tags belong to
review r; b is a vector consist of 10 tags belong to each
existing cluster centers; a i is the ith t f i d f value of a ; b j
is the jth t f i d f value of b ; s i m ( a i , b j ) represent the degree
of similarity between the semantic extension tag set a and
b ,this paper argues that if the semantic extension tag set of

1.Tag Semantic Extension Based on Open
Knowledge Platform
The popular method of words semantic extension is
using synonym dictionary.However,the synonym dictionary
is not suitable to process these kinds of words, such as
names,professional terms,buzz words and other emerging

tag a i have four or more tags consistent with the semantic
extension tag set of tag b j , s i m ( a i , b j )  1 ; otherwise,
s im ( a i , b j )  0
.
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Step4,Build an array of similarity values which consist
by review r comparing with all existing cluster centers.
The array is M  [ m1 , m 2 ..., m k ] (mi is the cosine

Qiejie Pavillion,article,essay,
philosophy,concession,harbor,Ism
...
5

similarity calculated from formula(1) ) . If all the value less
than 0.01 from m1 to mk , set review r as the (k+1)

Drucker,nature,staff,policy,leader,
management,liberalism...

category,skip to step 6,otherwise,go to step 5.
Step5,Select the maximum value in array
M  [m1, m2 ..., mk ] ,merge review r to the cluster center

6

7

8

9

Otherwise, directly add the 10 tags of review r to the
original cluster center,order the 20 tags by tfid f value and
select the the 10 largest tfid f value as the new cluster
center. Append the user which the review r belong to the
category user list.
Step6,If all the reviews have been similarity
determination,output clustering results.
The above steps get the classification results of all the
reviews,that means,we can get the user classification results.

10

11

IV. VALIDATION

Nihilism,colony,outline...
2

12

3

System,speculate,forecast,market,
shock,plan,casino,psychological,
idea,Lost Wulin...

4

Lu Xun,Rou Shi,Bannong Liu,

cold755(9)
Ciyunw(9,
10)

Ciyunw(1,6)

Ciyunw(2)

Rose,Chinese rose, rosebush,
plant,bush,The Name of the Rose,
Sinojackia,Austen,flowers and
plants,lily...

Ciyunw(3)

science fiction, moonflower,
winter,poetry of the Tang
Dynasty,poetry of the Song
Dynasty,three character primer,the
Classic of Mountains and Rivers,
novel,mute,literal...

Ciyunw(4)
fionapan(10)
etone(2)

Wilde,Bilbo,The Lord of the
Rings,information,Hobbits,

Alev,friend,Melua,love,travel,
Corn poppy, lovers, coffee,
classmate,virgin...

13

Chiang Mai,market,Yamamoto
Fumio,museum,marriage,fish,
Slight Cold,travel,history,Life...

14

15

User list
cold755(1,5)
etone(3)

16

Ciyunw(5,8)

cold755(2,7)

17

18

Li Juan,Aletai,Corner of Aletai,
Winter pasture, bookmark,four
seasons,capacity,back cover,
winter,designer...

ycll0009(6)

Copycat,case,family,couples,
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ycll0009(7,
10)

Father,Edward,smile,curiosity,

Kindaichi,The Inugamis,
inference,chrysanthemum,uncle,
cute,model,Japan,pine nut,

cold755(6)

ycll0009(1,2
,3,4)

ycll0009(5)

virtue,life,girl,magic,joke,fairy
tale...
cold755(3,4)

Ciyunw(7)
fionapan(3,8
,9)

Murakami Haruki,lonely,pain,
rhythm, puberty,feelings,soul,
write,proposition ...

Ogitani Miko,Miyabe Miyuki,
machine,surrender,Dementia,soul.
..

Social Sciences,Natural Sciences,
influence,truth,pursue,Soros,
psychological, Psychoanalysis,
aspect,emotion...

10)

Rubert...

Table 1. Tag-based clustering results

Cluster center

cold755(8,

Li Bai,poetry,Dachun Zhang,
Great Tang Dynasty,poet,poetry,
poetic genius,music,article...

Maybell,Frodo,drama,marriage,

In this paper,data source is obtaining from users of
Douban website,we crawl 50 reviews (totally 51966 words)
from 5 users by Douban API.After the preprocessing,the
500 tags extracted from 50 reviews are regarded as the
experiment data set.
Experiment 1: the tag-based clustering algorithm
without tag semantic extension. “semantic extension” step
in Figure 1 is not performed,so the parameter
s im ( a i , b j )
in formula (1) is always equals 1.The results
are shown in Table 1,which shows in the user list are users
name,the following number in brackets are review number
belong to the user.

National,examination,knowledge,
country,culture,examine,history,

Nursery rhyme, Rowling, Harry,
Holmes,witness,adults,detective,
Humanity,The Casual Vacancy,
Hogg Watts...

center, tfidf j is the t f i d f value of review r.

1

Botton,religion,Judd,future,
salmon,Jones,God,May all your
wish come true,doctrine,expect...

which is the maximum value mi belong .The principle is to
merge the 10 tags of review r and 10 tags of original cluster
center,if they have the same tag, recalculated the
tfid f value of this tag as
0 .8  ( tfid f i  tfid f j )
where, tfid f i is the tfidf value of original cluster

Category

Theory,confidence,concept,

etone(1,4)

ycll0009(8)

ycll0009(9)

bamboo...
19

Boss,basement,assistant,writing,
Beijing,bookstore,DouBan,tower
of ivory,Psychic Consultant,
goddess...

20

Ginkgo,prescription,vessel,calf,
blood,heart,acne,traditional
Chinese physician,Korea,body...

21

Monnai,painter,Jawei Zhang,
Paris,garden,Picasso,
Impressionism,Raphael,Chardin,
Michelangelo...

22

23

24

Ang Lee,National,Eileen Chang,
Wei Tang,woman,Zhenni Lu,
Shuying Shang,Sicheng Liang,
Jiazhi Wang,film...
Bamboo rice,delicacy,bean curd,
Taro dumplings, bamboo,
Beancurd balls, wushu, food,
lard,pork...
Algorithm,Theory of
Computation, Concrete
mathematics,computer science,
compute,mathematics,structure,
Automata,computation
complexity, combinatorial
mathematics...

Fionapan(1)

5

Fionapan(2,
6)

6

7

Fionapan(4)

8

Fionapan(5)
etone(7)
9

Fionapan(7)

10

etone(5,6,8,
9,10)

Table 2.Results of Tag-based semantic clustering algorithm

Cluster center

1

Algorithm,Theory of Computation,Concrete mathematics,National,
computer science,compute,Social
Sciences,Natural Sciences,examin
-ation,mathematics...
System,speculate,forecast,Copyca
-t,family,philosophy,couples,
market,shock,plan...

2

3

Father,Lu Xun,Murakami Haruki,
Li Bai,Rou Shi,Botton,Bamboo rice,Ang Lee,delicacy,religion...

4

Rose,Chinese rose,rosebush,plant,

Ciyunw
(4,5)
fionapan
(10)
etone(2)

Chiang Mai,market,Li Juan,Aletai,Alev,Corner of Aletai,Yamamoto Fumio,friend,National,travel...

ycll0009(1,2
,3,4,6)
fionapan(3,5
,8,9)

Kindaichi,The Inugamis,inference,chrysanthemum,uncle,cute,mode
-l,Japan,pine nut,bamboo...
Ginkgo,prescription,vessel,calf,
blood,heart,acne,traditional Chine
-se physician,Korea,body...
Monnai,painter,Jawei Zhang,
Paris,garden,Picasso,Impressionis
-m,Raphael,Chardin,Michelangelo...

Ciyunw(7,8)
fionapan(1)

ycll0009(9)
fionapan(2,6
)

fionapan(4)

The results of Tag-based semantic clustering
algorithm clustered the 50 reviews into 10 categories, three
categories only include one member,the size of others are
similar. The result avoids the case of data too discrete in
table 1,also take ycll0009 as example,ycll0009 only be
divided into three categories. Observed clustering center of
each category,which can be inferred about the user’s
classification and preferences ,we can concluded that the
clustering effect is good.In a word the proper classification
purposes is achieved.
In short, similarity matrix in Experiment 1 is too
sparse,the clustering result is not satisfied,user
classification effect not good; The method of Experiment 2
improves clustering effect by semantic extension,achieved
better user classification results.

Experiment 1 clustered 50 reviews to 24 categories,
the clustering effect is not satisfied ,because each category
is too small to meet the reality. For example, the 10 reviews
from user ycll0009 have been divided into six categories,
not reach an effective classification purposes.
Experiment 2: the tag-based clustering algorithm with
tag semantic extension .Using the method of which is
mentioned in the section Tag-based Semantic Clustering
Algorithm.The clustering results are shown in Table 2.
Category

bush,The Name of the Rose,Sinojackia,Austen,flowers and plants,
lily...
science fiction,Bilbo,moonflower,
winter,The Lord of the Rings,
information,Hobbits,poetry of the
Tang Dynasty,poetry of the Song
Dynasty,three character primer...
Wilde,Melua,corn poppy,boss,Ma
-ybell,basement,assistant,writing,
Beijing,drama...

User list

CONCLUSION

cold755(1,2,
7,8)
etone(3,5,6,
8,9,10)

This paper selects users’ reviews as research subject
rather than users’ tags in order to acquire the users’
intention and timeliness. By making use of lexical analysis
system and tfid f algorithm ,the paper extracts the tags for
each review.The proposed Tag-based semantic extension
clustering algorithm is to achieve the accurate user
classification. This paper chooses Douban Website as
empirical research,bringing in open knowledge platform as
a way to tag semantic extension and the experimental
results demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the
algorithm.
The proposed solution can also be applied to carry out
dynamic user classification in non-tag application systems
by analyzing the users’ behavior with timeliness which can
indicate users’ interests and preference. The users’ behavior

cold755(3,4,
5,6)
ycll0009(10)
cold755(9,
10)
Ciyunw(1,2,
6,9,10)
ycll0009(5,7
,8)
fionapan(7)
etone(1,4,7)
Ciyunw (3)
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can be analyzed by users’ reviews,blog posts,etc.The output
of the proposed solution is the basis of research which
indicates user’s interests and preference transferring.
The above research done in this paper is only a
preliminary study,the further work includes :(1)Obtaining
high quality corpus and tags. It plays an important role in
the accuracy of users’ classification.(2) Creating a powerful
semantic extension of dictionary is a direction of the future
research.(3) Improving and optimizing the tag clustering
algorithm.
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Abstract—Information service mashup is essential to the
industrial knowledge innovation cluster, since it can integrate the
distributed innovation resources and web services. Under the
social network environments, for advancing the collaboration
and innovation resources sharing among the innovators in
industrial knowledge innovation cluster, the cross-system
information service mashup should choose appropriate mashup
modes. After illustrating the three typically used modes, which
are information mashup, process mashup and website mashup,
this paper proposes a mixture mashup mode and explains the
architecture when utilized in industrial knowledge innovation
cluster. The pipeline framework is also constructed to show how
the resources extracted from enterprises, scientific research
institutions and universities, intermediary service institutions and
governments processed and integrated to provide functional
widgets on customized portal for innovators in industrial
knowledge innovation cluster.

distributed innovation resources still lack of effective
integrating and organizing in industrial cluster.
Information service mashup is a lightweight platform
architecture, which supports rapid development, easy
deployment and personalized settings. In addition, as a type of
integration, information service mashup could access open
APIs and data sources to produce results beyond the
predictions of the data owners. It could integrate the resources
and services of the innovators, and enhance their cross-system
collaborations. Hence, the innovators of industrial knowledge
innovation cluster should follow the idea of collaborative
innovation development, co-construct and share innovation
resources, and utilize cross-system information mashup to
fully invoke the innovation resources in cluster. Carrying out
cross-system information service mashup for collaborative
innovation in cluster is not only an urgent requirement for
advancing innovation efficiency, but also an inevitable choice
for realizing regional innovation as well as the strategy of
innovation-oriented country.

Keywords-information service mashup; industrial knowledge
innovation cluster; widget; social network

I.

This study aims to firstly discuss the different information
service mashup modes based on cross-system collaboration
under the social network environment. Then, this study points
out the appropriate one to integrate the information service
resources of innovators in industrial knowledge innovation
cluster and other web services. Finally, this study explains the
structure of the pipeline framework, and constructs the
architecture of cross-system information service mashup in
industrial knowledge innovation cluster.

INTRODUCTION

As an important part of national innovation system, the
innovation of cluster is the key to promote the capability of
regional innovation and the level of economic development.
Under the Social network environment, since the national
development pattern transforms from the closed innovation,
which is implemented by independent organization to the open
innovation, which is leaded by the collaboration among
industries, universities and research institutes [1], the
knowledge innovation oriented industrial cluster gradually
formed. In general, this industrial knowledge innovation
cluster includes regional multi-innovators, which are not only
libraries and scientific research institutions, but also
enterprises, universities, intermediary service institutions and
governments. They join up to share innovation resources and
innovation abilities, and coordinated work for related
industrial innovation objects. Hence, information service for
industrial knowledge innovation cluster should meet the
increasingly complex innovation needs, avoid the duplication
of innovation resources, reduce the work of access distributed
innovation resources, and advance the development of crosssystem collaborative innovation. However, as a matter of fact,
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II.

INFORMATION SERVICE MASHUP MODES BASED ON
CROSS-SYSTEM COLLABORATION

According to the selected mashup elements which are
organized for the innovators of industrial knowledge
innovation cluster, information service mashup modes can be
classified into information mashup, process mashup, website
mashup and mixture mashup from the perspective of mashup
development based on cross-system collaboration [2].
A. Information mashup
Social network environment advances the big data trend.
In this case, the user’s demand of information reveals the
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novelty retrieval to provide the statistic data and analysis
report.

characteristics of dynamic and comprehensive, which means
the single data source cannot adapt to the user’s complex
demand for information acquisition in general [3]. Information
mashup focuses on the processing of data and information,
and work for retrieval and obtain related data from two or
more open data sources, which are in local or on the web.
After combining the retrieval data into new data object, it
would be posted by feeds or other widgets. The representative
development environment of information mashup is Microsoft
Popfly. It can be regarded as a visual dataflow language,
which supports connect various data sources through wiring
the 3D blocks. All the data blocks are reusable, and they also
can be configured flexibly according to the mashup
requirements. Information mashup can be further divided into
simple combination and analysis aggregation according to the
data process ways [4].

B. Process mashup
The mashup mode, which is oriented by information,
would not consume processing resources if it’s not used by
client browser. However, the mashup mode, which is oriented
by process, is instantiated conduct even without the client
control [7]. Hence, the process-oriented mashup application
should provide control flow, which is independent of client
browser. Rather than information mashup, process mashup
have much more control in data, behavior and other status
information about process, such as time, location and way, etc.
It emphasizes on the automatic mashup by coordinating and
organizing of services, forms and other resources in work flow.
When user needs to perform a task, the automatic
manipulation, which include information obtaining,
aggregation, filtering and assembly, would be loop execution
until the process is ended. Serena Business Mashups is one of
the process mashup environments. It advances the creation of
collaborative business application, which is used for realizing
office automation. The most important part of Serena Business
Mashups is the definition of workflow. It includes an editor
for workflow definition, and a graphic interface similar with
the one that integrated development environment provides.
Textual languages with domain specific extensions are
provided to realize the reasonable implementation of work
flow logic.

1) Simple combination: Simple combination is used for
reorganizing the data resources according to simple attributes,
such as subject, location, time, etc. For instance, iSpecies.org,
which is a species information search engine, repectively
queries the genome sequence from the GenBank database of
the national center for biotechnology information (NCBI), the
distribution information from the global biodiversity
information agency (GBIF), the image resources from Yahoo
image search engine, and the related researches from Google
Scholar at the same time. Then the search results would be
simply combined as a comprehensive output [5]. In industrial
knowledge innovation cluster, simple combination could be
used to combine the industrial dynamic information, which
means the diverse and dynamic innovation resources of
innovators could be combined and showed together. User
could use one platform to follow the news of partners and the
development of industry.

In order to keep the agility of mashup service, process
mashup needs to accelerate the construction of system, and to
shorten the development period at the same time. It requires to
choose specific implement functions from the various web
services, and to organize them according to workflow. Take
the workflow of weather forecasting service Weather Bonk as
an example. Firstly, the user’s location would be obtained by
retrieving the IP address on HostIP.info. Then, the adjacent
city’s information would be showed by utilizing Google Map.
Thirdly, the city’s information would be used to query for
weather information on the weather forecast web site
Weather.com, and for real-time weather images on the
visualized weather application, respectively. Finally, all these
information would be labeled on Google Map. In this case,
user could visualize weather search based on map [8]. Process
mashup could be organized for industrial knowledge
innovation cluster according to the innovation activity phases.
The innovation procedural order of knowledge innovation,
technology innovation, innovation diffusion and innovation
application, which is the structure of the innovation value
chain, would be implemented with the mashups of existing
innovation service functions and the third party software
functions based on the phased innovation objectives and
requirements.

2) Analysis aggregation: Different from simple
combination, analysis aggregation not only obtains various
resources, but also extracts needed information from the
obtained resources by using specific technology, and creates
new objects based on the analysis and processing. For
example, HealthMap.org, which is a disease monitoring and
early warning platform, utilize the informal web resources to
realize real-time monitoring outbreak situation and emerging
threat of public health. It helps in providing a wide range of
emerging infectious diseases information for the government,
the local health department, the library, the international
travelers, etc. It mixed the various information sources such as
news aggregator, expert discussion, eyewitness reports and
official verification report. It also uses Google Map for
multiple views and unified global infectious disease status
display. Through the systematic and automatic processes of
monitoring, organizing, integrating and filtering, the disease
status could be analyzed and displayed according to disease
onset time and region, disease category and other attributes.
Then the results would be translated into nine languages with
the automatic translation techniques, which would help the
world users timely tracking global public health threat [6]. In
industrial knowledge innovation cluster, analysis aggregation
could be used to realize the comprehensive cousluting of
innovative technology and its application market. The experts’
viewpoints would be aggregated with the results of sci-tech

C. Website mashup
Website mashup is the direct way to improve website
services by changing the interface of website, adding extra
functional unit, or simplify other function elements. It is the
most simple mashup mode, since it provides one-stop service
by means of choosing view objects and assembling them
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diverse innovation needs of the innovators in cluster. For
example, enterprises focus on the competitive intelligence
service. They not only need to obtain market status, but also
need to promote the ability of technology innovation and the
transformation of innovative achievements. Scientific research
institutions and universities concentrate on knowledge
innovation. Hence, they have higher requirements on the scitech novelty retrieval and literature analysis. Meanwhile, they
need convenient ways for knowledge sharing and
dissemination. For intermediary service institutions aim to
support innovation and innovation interaction, they need to
gather market information about the specific industry. While
governments’ responsibility is to supervise and advance the
industry development, so they need to know the industry
development and innovative technology level by taking
market analysis. Therefore, the mashup data sources cover
widespread web sources besides the self-construct database,
which are from the official websites or portals of the
innovators, and the third-party socialized websites.

together. For instance, Inter MashMaker allows user taking
programming instance methods for extracting data from
website, cleaning the tables and trees of the data, and pulling
them into webpage through additional widgets.
The objects of website mashup are all presentation layer
components. They are usually HTML code snippets, which
could be reused by pasting them into third-party HTML
webpage without compiling. The mashup process only needs
to define the display attributes of the browser components, and
the input and output attributes of the contents. The former is
emphasis on the settings of the interface layout, while the
latter can be further divided into data type and operation type.
The data source assigned by data type components could be
RSS feeds, binary data files, or REST request which can
return structure data, etc. Meanwhile, this kind of component
also needs to define display modes which are adapting to
different output component types, such as data grid and map,
statistical graph and timeline component. However, operation
type component generally connects interfaces by adopting
embedded scripting language. It needs to define web service
call interface, operation methods, etc. Representation layer
component can also be defined into XML object. Through
registering on the third-party mashup application server, the
component can be embedded on the website for implementing
website mashup.
Netvibes is a typical website mashup application, which
references to the portal and portal block ideas. It divides the
portal into several portal blocks which customized by user.
Each portal block is an individual functional component.
Users can choose the needed functional blocks and design the
layout according to their own preferences. Moreover, in order
to integrate library resources, National science library of
Chinese academy of science adopts website mashup to
construct iLibrary. It realizes the service access and
management based on repository, and displays the
comprehensive service by portal. It adapts the requirements of
retrieval and utilizing variety of literature resources [9]. For
the industrial knowledge innovation cluster users, website
mashup can help in providing existing customized components
such as market news, real-time supply and demand
information from the innovators or the extensive websites, and
simply combining them together in one portal to rich user
experience.
D. Mixture mashup
Mixture mashup aims to take advantage of information
mashup, process mashup and website mashup, and realize the
comprehensive service mashup from information to procedure.
Then multi-functional widgets are encapsulated on customized
platform for individual layout and display by using website
mashup. In industrial knowledge innovation cluster, mixture
mashup can better meet the industrial cluster innovation and
development requirements of diversity, complexity and phaseordering of the service, which is based on innovators resources
and web resources. The architecture of mixture mashup is
shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The architecture of mixture mashup for industrial cluster.

Based on the diverse resources, information mashup could
implement with simple combination or analysis aggregation.
For example, the mashup of industrial governmental
information can divided into national macro policy, regional
development policy, incentive policy and other security
mechanisms. The information can be obtained from the
national, provincial and regional levels of government portals.
After labeling the information referred to the target area of the
content, they are simple combined according to the labels and
provided for supporting comprehensive policy information.
However, for the bid information of the industrial knowledge
innovation cluster, it not only needs gathering the information

From the perspective of data sources, the mashup service
for industrial knowledge innovation cluster aims to meet
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from intermediary service institutions, but also needs fully
obtaining the supply and demand information of the
innovators in the cluster. These bid information could be
further refined after filtering and ordering. Considering the
supply and demand information released ways are different,
processes such as extracting and filtering are also required to
accurately locate related information and aggregate them to
prepare for publish. Furthermore, the supply and demand
information can be sorted according to urgency degree.

decomposed into sub-pipeline, which includes a data loader,
several data filter, and a format converter (as shown in Fig. 2.).
Among them, data loader is used for loading data, data filter is
used to delete irrelevant data or duplication ones, while format
converter is used for transforming the data format into
standard one.

Since the information sources have been preliminary
treatment, it would be guaranteed in the phase of process
mashup. According to the daily operation procedure and the
innovation workflow of innovators, the process mashup could
provide a full range of information service support based on
workflow. Because the process mashup usually utilize module
structure for implementation, the functional work modules
could be created and configure related mashup information.
For instance, sci-tech novelty retrieval is the key step for
confirming innovation trends and innovation objects of cluster.
When designing the sci-tech novelty retrieval module, it needs
the comprehensive knowledge resources which focus on the
innovation direction for support, and provides the quantitative
results, which discovered after statistical analysis, for the latter
innovation phases.

Fig. 2. The pipeline framework of filter componet.

Another component that contains sub-pipeline is generator
which is corresponding to the filter. According to the data
presentation goals, it transforms data into several expression
forms and scales. For example, the sub-component of
generator could be data loader which loads the formatted data
transferred from filter component, graphic converter which
visually process data into several types, space converter which
further realizes the point, area and 3D space display (as shown
in Fig. 3.).

All the functional modules that created in process mashup
would be assembled in an easy to use form, and be provided
on the portal for user choosing through the website mashup.
Since innovators’ innovation tasks are generally different, the
procedures of them are also distinguished from each other.
Innovators could choose the useful ones according to their
actual innovation needs. In this case, the individual portal
would be created for innovators in the industrial knowledge
innovation cluster.
III.

Fig. 3. The pipeline framework of generator componet.

Information service mashup based on pipeline framework
is the orderly integrating of functional services. It uses
Representational State Transfer (REST) protocol, which is a
simpler alternative to Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
and Web Services Description Language (WSDL) based Web
services, to access resources and transfer data. It uses HTTP
methods explicitly, abstracts all things on network to be
resources with, and gives them unique resource identification.
The operation on resources through the universal connector
interface is stateless [12]. According to the information service
mashup goals, the pipeline framework could be divided into
several data process pipes to realize the service function
reorganizing. Each data process pipes contains variety of
adapters which is used for functional process of data, such as
content aggregation, data format converting, resources
filtering, resources sorting, etc. Each data process pipe could
be assembly into individual widgets which are provided to
users [13]. Widget is a small and independent application
which can run on user client desktops (e.g. Yahoo Widgets) as
well as be personalized organized on browsers (e.g. iGoogle).
The structure of widget is metadata-driven and open-standard
which meet the needs of reuse and extensibility. User could
choose and manipulate them according to their preference
through the visual interface. Meanwhile, among the different
widgets, data could be transferred by connecting them. Hence,
cross-system data resources extract from enterprises, scientific
research institutions and universities, intermediary service
institutions, governments, and other extensive third-party web
resources could be transferred, processed, integrated and

THE PIPELINE FRAMEWORK OF INFORMATION SERVICE
MASHUP IN INDUSTRIAL CLUSTER

Based on the mixture mashup mode, the information
service mashup for industrial knowledge innovation cluster
should be implemented under the pipeline framework, which
is typically used for mashup, to keep the mashup working
automatically and seamlessly. The pipeline framework is
composed by a series of functional components. Each
component executes specific operation such as access data,
filtering data and combing data. The output of each step would
be the next step’s input [10].
Pipeline framework usually contains the extracting,
filtering and processing component to provide input data.
After obtaining the input data, other functional components in
the pipeline framework would implement their missions, and
the process procedure would execute along the pipeline. The
outstanding characteristic is the convenient construction of
pipeline framework [11]. The procedure of mixture mahsup is
data-driven, and every pipe in it is made a clear definition.
Data resources could be processed for creating new mashup
applications. Moreover, pipeline framework is conductive to
maintaining, which means the functional components could be
updated according to the variations of user’s needs. Filter is
the core component of pipeline framework. It can be further
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should be further enhanced. For example, the information
mashup for industrial knowledge innovation cluster could put
the time and location attributes into the mashup process, and
provide the extend services with the visual timeline and map.
Meanwhile, the mashup also could be further classified by
industrial technology, and providing more specific theme
related mashup resources.

shown in different visual forms on client browsers, as shown
in Fig. 4.
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turning to the source of infection (DS) link communication
mode.
As showed in Fig. 1, host A, B, C and D formed a link
communication mode, link communication is A->B->C>D.

Abstract—This paper proposes a novel anomaly detection
method of network worms. The algorithm detects unknown
worms by multidimensional worm abnormal detection
technology, extracts its feature string via analyzing worm
data with leap-style and creates new rules to detect the
corresponding worm in case that the unknown worm attacks
again. The paper has realized the automatic detection of
unknown worms. Experiment data has showed that the
method has high success detection rate and low false alarm
rate.

B. Worm propagation topology
The transport layer communication among network
hosts can be represented by a weighted directed graph.
Because the worm flow is mixed with normal network
flow, this paper uses topology graph to get the substantive
characteristics of worm propagation. It can avoid
considering each worm infection event isolated and
integrate the large scale and each worm infection event
which seems like independent together according to the
internal relations.

Keywords-Network worms; Automatic detection of worms;
Anomaly detection; Feature extraction

I.

INTRODUCTION

There are many existing worm detection methods [1-3].
The [4] uses honey pot with low speed to detect worms,
but when they found the worms, worms had broken out.
The [5] uses the anomaly of host connection request. The
[6-7] detect worms by collecting ICMP Type-3
(destination unreachable) message from remote or a
threshold which is difficult to choose. The [8] uses
multiple routers to monitor the network, but it cannot be
used in local area networks and the requirements of
detection environment are high. The [9] uses traffic selfsimilarity whereas its calculations are too big to be applied
to real-time network. The [10] compares worm behavior of
two operating systems such as the system call sequence
similarity, but it can only be applied to a single host and
cannot detect worms in the whole network.
This paper proposes a detection method based on both
feature detection and abnormal detection. It fuses the two
detection methods by a distributed and centralized control
detection system which can convert unknown worms to
known worms successfully. In this model, the feature
detection module detects known worms and the abnormal
detection module discovers unknown worms and sends
them to the worm features extraction module. The feature
extraction module creates new rules for later feature
detection.
II.

A

C

D

Figure 1. The traffic mode of worm propagation

Fig. 2 shows the worm propagation topology graph.
In the graph (Fig. 2), nodes represent hosts of network
and the lines represent communication between hosts and
the dotted rectangle represents source of the infection and
its infection conduct. Properties of communication are
mapped as the line of graph. The directed graph weighed
is network communication topology.
III. RESEARCH ON MULTI-DIMENSIONAL WORM
ANOMALY DETECTION ALGORITHM AND SKIPPING MULTIFEATURE EXTRACTION ALGORITHM
A. Multi-dimensional worm anomaly detection
algorithm
Feature extraction in this paper is the key to realize the
automation of worm detection. In this paper, the extraction
algorithm possesses the faculty of extracting substrings
and counting substrings.
1) Algorithm description
s: It represents the application layer data of currently
being handled packet
p: It represents the start position of substring being
processed in s

ANALYSIS ON WORM DETECTION TECHNOLOGY

A. analysis on worms’ traffic characteristic
Network worm is generally a standalone program
which runs without any user intervention. When a host
gets infected, it turns to be a source of infection and infects
other hosts. The paper calls the progress of target host
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q: It represents the end position of substring being
processed in s
s <p, q>: represents a substring from the p to q in s
Y: It is used to store a collection of characters in
substring extracted from the class of unknown worms
ML: The lower limit of extracted string length
2) Jump more feature extraction algorithm string
The algorithm extracts substrings from the detected
unknown worm data. Each substring has the max depth
location information and max frequency information.
When it encounters a new substring, it does not forward

Figure 2. Worm propagation topology
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Figure 3. The system structure of unknown worm automatic detection system

Step by step, but jumps forward to improve efficiency.
Jump multi-feature string extraction algorithm is as
follows:
a) Take a pending data packet s of unknown worm.

n) Generate feature detection rules for unknown
worm, update feature database, and the algorithm ends.
The features of network worm can be extracted and
put into the feature set whether they are in a continuous
fragment or distributed in several fragments at different
locations. When a new feature string is generated, the
algorithm will skip forward. The skipping distance is
related to the sum of ML and the length of new feature.
The sum is greater, the distance is longer, and the
processing speed is faster. The sum is less, the distance is
shorter, and the processing speed is slower. Each feature
generated by extraction algorithm can give max depth
information and can be utilized to improve the efficiency
of feature detection.

b) If the length of s is less than ML, then switch to a,
otherwise go to c.
c) p= 1, q = ML-1.
d) q = q +1.
e) If s <p, q>exists in Y already, and q is less than or
equal to the length of s, then switch to d, otherwise go to f.
f) If the value of q is greater than s, then switch to k,
otherwise switch to g.
g) Join s <p, q> to Y, set the occurrence frequency of
s <p, q> as 1, set depth to q.

IV.

DESIGN OF THE AUTOMATIC DETECTION SYSTEM OF
UNKNOWN WORM

h) Determine whether the length of the substring s
<p, q-1> is less than ML, if so, then switch to j, otherwise
switch to i.

A. Structure of unknown worm automatic detection
systesm
The system’s structure is concluded as follows. This
system is compose of two parts-Server and Client. The
server is the center of the entire distributed system. It logs
each clients’ work state and manages all alarms of the
system. Also, it matains and keeps the lasted version of
the feature database. The console detects data packets and
alarm by feature detection based on content and abnormal
detection based on worms flow. Also, it extracts features
for abnormal data, update local rules database with the
newly created features and send the new rules to every
client.

i) s<p, q-1> frequency pluses 1, if the depth of s<p,
q-1> is less than q-1, update it as q-1.
j) j= q-ML +2, go to d.
k) If the length of the substring s<p, q-1> is less than
ML, then switch to n, else go to m.
l) s<p,q-1> frequency pluses 1. If the depth of s<p,
q-1> is less than q-1, update it as q-1.
m) If this is the last packet of the unknown worm,
then go to r, otherwise go to a.
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It is displayed as in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3,FD: Feature
detection; FE: Feature extraction; AD: Anomaly detection.

Feature database is the most important part of the
feature detection method. The qualities of the feature
database have a direct impact on the feature detection
system’s accuracy and effectiveness. Qualities of the
created rules represent qualities of the feature database.
The paper creates feature detection rules according to
following rule.
Action protocol source IP source port ->destination IP
destination port(msg:content:; depth:; classtype:; sid:;
rev:;)

B. The realization of the feature detection and rules
creation methods
1) Sift feature codes
The process of sifting mainly aimed at character string
set created by feature extraction module. Because every
worm data packet contains worm feature in the process of
propagation, the corresponding character string appears
more frequently than other character strings in the process
of feature extraction. In that case, sift feature strings based
on the ratio of frequency of the substring’s appearance
and the total flow.
If ((substring. length - the smallest feature string.
length)/total flow >= feature sift threshold value)
{
This substring is the worm feature string;
}
Judging every substring of character string set
extracted by feature extraction module, one or more
feature strings which represent the worm could be got.
2) The creation of the detection rules
TABLE I.

V.

THE ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS

A. Experiment data
In the procedure, real-time detection function is used to
analyze and log real time network traffic. The hosts A, B,
C and D of LANs are running normal internet applications.
Homemade sending packets programs are running on host
C and host A. They send UDP packets whose destination
ports are 1434 to any other IP addresses. At last, the
Slammer worm data are combined with homemade
program data and the traffic of normal network
applications.

ADJUSTMENT EFFECTS OF SEVERAL THRESHOLDS (˖DETECT ONE WORMˈ×˖DO NOT DETECT WORM)
N

MLN

WORMCONF

Slammer

Witty

Normal application

10s

30

3

1







10s

30

3

2



×

×

20s

30

3

2





×

30s

30

3

2





×

30s

30

4

3





×

To Witty data set, this article writes a part of data to
snort log database and updates records in table recording
application layer data by programming. In the updating
procedure, there is one record without Witty feature in
every ten packets. The generation procedure of Witty
packets is to generate worm packets with suitable size.

threshold values according to the above, Slammer and
Witty worms are successfully detected. False alarms are
avoided which caused by homemade program, port
scanning and P2P applications. The result of local
detection is shown as Fig. 4. The adjustment of the
thresholds has significant influence to the system, as
showed in Table 1.
Experiments show that the system proposed in this
paper can discover worms in the early time. When Ƹt is
between 20s and 30s, N equals 30, and MLN is 3,
WORMCONF is 2, it can discover worms effectively with
low false alarm rate. If the value is too big, although the
system can discover unknown worms, the time delay is
extreme and cannot make real-time detection.

B. Analysis of unknown worm detection results
1) Set the initial value of thresholds related to
anomaly detection
Ƹt: Ƹt is a period of time in which the network traffic
is handled. It is set to 5s.
N: N represents the out-degree lower limit of
bouquet-type node. It is set to 5.
MLN: Lower limit of communication chain length,
namely, a communication chain includes at least MLN
nodes, it is set to 2.
WORMCONF: It represents the lower limit of worm
recognized degree.
2) Analysis of experiment results
This article processes worm traffic by anomaly
detection method after setting the initial value of relevant
thresholds. The infected hosts’ out-degree and ratio of outdegree are larger and communication link comes into
being.
Table1 shows that with the growth of Ƹt, there is more
and more information in network flow. By adjusting the

Figure 4. Local side detects two unknown worms
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C. Analysis of results of worm feature extraction and
rule generation worms

Although there are noise data in Slammer and Witty
network flow, the system can extract the two worms’
feature correctly via adjusting the value of DP. It
represents that system has a certain capacity processing
noise.
The paper sets the smallest value of character strings
between 5 and 10.
In order to compare the efficiency of self-growth
Chinese character feature extraction, the paper used 25s’s
Slammer data. Both of the methods had extracted the
same feature strings, but there is no position information
of feature strings from system A. The paper gives all the
resource consumption as following in Table 2.
As showed in Table 3, the speed of system based on
multi-feature extraction algorithm has improved
comparing to the system based on self-growth achieving
Chinese character combination model. The resource
consumption reduces.
a) Use the rules generated above to do feature
detection
The local detection side can detect Slammer worms
and Witty worms, which are alarmed and are sent the
alarms to the console, as showed in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. In
this procedure, there has been no false positive.

a) Setting related threshold
ML: It is the lower limit of extracted string length,
which is set to 5
DP: It is the lower limit which is the selected character
substrings with the total flow in the proportion when
substring is filtered, be set to 0.55.
TABLE III.

COMPARISON OF RESOURCE CONSUMPTION

Items

A system[20]

Multi-feature extraction
algorithm

Time consumption

50S

40S

Memory
consumption

27M

25M

D. Experiment results
Extract features of Slammer and Witty after they are
discovered. And then sift the character strings in order to
create detection rules for feature detection and update
local feature database. At the same time, send rules to the
console and the console will update other clients’ feature
database. The clients will create worm rules themselves as
showed in Fig. 5. Console receives rules as showed in Fig.
5.
TABLE IV.

PERFORMANCE TEST

Types of

Data

Alert

Detectio

Omissio

Witty

k t
48600

b
41056

t
84.5%

15.5%

Slammer

49400

48521

98.2%

11.8%

Ramen

50000

42953

85.9%

14.1%

Total

148000

132530

89.5%

10.5%



Compare the rules created in our system with rules of
Snort as showed in Table 2. The rules extracted by the
system are more refined than automatically created rules.
According to realization method of the feature extraction
module, the rule generated automatically is longer. They
are marked in Table 2 with bold ("Sock" corresponding:
"73 6F 63 6B" and "send" corresponding: "73 65 6E 64.")
In this paper, the Witty worms’ packets which are
different with each other expect worm features of random
position are constructed. The system can extract worm
features correctly and create feature detection rules. Those
rules are the same with Snort’s except feature position.
The biggest position is 238.

Figure 6. Alarm information of local detection side

The experiment results show that the automation of
worm detection is realized. The skipping multi-feature
extraction algorithm can extract worm feature set
effectively for unknown worm traffic, and the system
generates feature detection rules seccessfully after
filtering the feature set.


Figure 7. Console receives alarm information of worms from detection
side
Figure 5. Console receives unknown worm detection rules from
detection

b) The analysis of experiment results
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low false alarm rate, low omission rate and high detection
rate.

See Table 4, the performance analysis of experiment
results. Experiments show that this system can detect
worm event on the large-scale network monitoring, has
TABLE II.
worm

rules

systemgenerated

Slammer

rules

Snort

generated

Witty

THE COMPARISON OF SYSTEM-GENERATED RULES AND SNORT RULES

rules
Snort

VI.

Detection rules
alert UDP any any -> any 1434 (msg:"We detect one unknown worm!"; content:"|04 01 01 01 01 01
01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01
01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01
01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 DC C9 B0 42
EB 0E 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 70 AE 42 01 70 AE 42 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 68 DC C9 B0 42 B8 01
01 01 01 31 C9 B1 18 50 E2 FD 35 01 01 01 05 50 89 E5 51 68 2E 64 6C 6C 68 65 6C 33 32 68 6B
65 72 6E 51 68 6F 75 6E 74 68 69 63 6B 43 68 47 65 74 54 66 B9 6C 6C 51 68 33 32 2E 64 68 77
73 32 5F 66 B9 65 74 51 68 73 6F 63 6B 66 B9 74 6F 51 68 73 65 6E 64 BE 18 10 AE 42 8D 45 D4
50 FF 16 50 8D 45 E0 50 8D 45 F0 50 FF 16 50 BE 10 10 AE 42 8B 1E 8B 03 3D 55 8B EC 51 74
05 BE 1C 10 AE 42 FF 16 FF D0 31 C9 51 51 50 81 F1 03 01 04 9B 81 F1 01 01 01 01 51 8D 45
CC 50 8B 45 C0 50 FF 16 6A 11 6A 02 6A 02 FF D0 50 8D 45 C4 50 8B 45 C0 50 FF 16 89 C6 09
DB 81 F3 3C 61 D9 FF 8B 45 B4 8D 0C 40 8D 14 88 C1 E2 04 01 C2 C1 E2 08 29 C2 8D 04 90 01
D8 89 45 B4 6A 10 8D 45 B0 50 31 C9 51 66 81 F1 78 01 51 8D 45 03 50 8B 45 AC 50 FF D6
EB|"; depth:376; class type: bad-unknown; sid:1000001; rev:5;)
alert UDP $HOME_NET any -> $EXTERNAL_NET 1434 (msg:"MS-SQL Worm propagation
attempt OUTBOUND"; content:"|04|"; content:"|81 F1 03 01 04 9B 81 F1|"; content: "sock"; content:
"send"; class type: misc-attack; sid:2004; rev:7;)
alert UDP any 4000 -> any any (msg:"We detect one unknown worm!"; content:"|65 74 51 68 73 6F
63 6B 54 53|"; depth:238; class type: bad-unknown; sid:1000003; rev:5;)
alert UDP any 4000 -> any any (msg: "ISSPAM/Witty Worm Shellcode"; content:"|65 74 51 68 73
6f 63 6b 54 53|"; depth:246; class type: misc-attack; sid:1000078; rev:1;)
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The existing worm detection technology could not
distinguish worms from normal network applications. In
order to solve this problem, automatic detection
technology for unknown worms is proposed in this paper.
It uses anomaly detection technology to discover
unknown worms, get the feature string sets and create
new rules to detect worm feature. The experiments have
proved that the detection method can discover new
worms and has the ability to detect unknown worms
automatically. Furthermore, the algorithm has the low
rate of false alarm and gains a high detection rate.
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Abstract—In order to solve the application security
problems in the business operation system in a intensive,
uniform and regular manner, a public
fundamental
platform model based on PKI technology is proposed, and
some advanced design concepts like SCA, BPEL, etc. are
introduced for enhancing the reconstructing and reusing of
the system. According to the characteristics of PKI system
structure, it is expanded as the foundation and realizes the
support for WPKI technology. The technical realization of
unified user management, unified authority management
and unified application security management, as well as the
approaches of integrating the peripheral business system are
given by analyzing the requirements of general security
management of the informatization system. Furthermore,
we also proposed methods to further maintain the security
and stability of platform operation with technologies like
queues, connection pool, etc. Those methods provide a much
more uniform solution to the application security problems.
The feasibility and effectiveness of the platform in
improving the application security problems have been
discussed by the illustrations and analysis of the core
transaction processing flows of this platform.

functions increase the informatization cost. To manage
these information systems in a much more effectively and
safely way, an integrated, unified and public foundation
platform is required, for strengthening the centralized
management and administration.
II. PUBLIC SECURITY PLATFORM MODEL
DESIGN BASED ON PKI
A.

PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) technology is a
well-recognized system structure for solving the internet
security problems, which is widely applied in
e-commerce [1]. Such security platform is mainly built on
the PKI technology and integrates the WPKI (wireless
Public Key Infrastructure) technology to unify user
management and application security. The PKI-based
public security platform shall integrate the sub-systems of
business to unify management of users, authority and
application security. The integration of platform and
business system shall not only guarantee the instantaneity,
reliability and security, but also be characterized by
perfect openness, expandability and flexibility.
Meanwhile, since the business systems are distinct in the
hardware platform, operating system and application
platform, it may be distributed in different geographic
locations. Consequently, the PKI-based public security
platform requires an appropriate integration framework as
the support.
SCA (Service Component Architecture) is a brand
new programming model proposed by the OpenSOA
organization, as well as a set of service system
construction framework agreement proposed by targeting
at the SOA. It does not only integrate the IOC (Inversion
of Control) thought, but also improves the target-oriented
reuse to business-module reuse from the code reuse.
Meanwhile, it realizes the deployment for service
interface, which is completely separated from the calls,
and it is assembled and bonded in flexible configuration
mode. Therefore, the application of SCA normative
design realizes a simple and systematic integration plan
that is completely in accordance with the SOA thought,
and it can better fulfill the system integration
requirements.

Keywords-PKI; WPKI; LDAP; user management; authority
management; application security

I. INTRODUCTION
With the constant development of enterprise
informatization construction, the informatization level, as
well as people’s understanding about the informatization
has been improved steadily. To satisfy the requirements of
expanding informatization management, enterprises have
constructed various types of information systems. At the
same time, after years of informatization construction, the
accumulated informatization assets, such as business data,
business flows, etc. become be more and more significant
for the development of enterprise. Prior to the
increasingly urgent of security management requirements,
problem of how to manage the normal operation of the
information system uniformly, safely and effectively, to
satisfy the demands of legal visit, and to reduce the
system maintenance cost, is a realistic problem facing the
enterprise administrator.
However, at present, the business system of enterprise
adopts decentralized management, and it is also
developed and implemented by different manufacturers.
The generality management, including the user account
management, user authority management and application
security management of each system is scattered in
individual business systems, which is independent from
each other. On the other hand, they are still sharing the
same contents, flows, methods and concepts of
management. The repeated construction of these
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.56

Introduction to the public foundation platform

B.

Design of public foundation platform model

The design of OKI-based public security platform
model is shown in Fig.1. The platform is deployed behind
the firewall of the enterprise, between the user terminal
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and enterprise application system. It mainly performs the
unified account management and unified authority
management, and provides unified application security
guarantee measured between the user and application
system. PKI-based public security platform consists of
the secure connection service, task queue, service
registration center, system platform, service construction
layer, service bus layer, flow service layer and system
application layer.
PKI-based public security platform will be the
integrated management pivot of the enterprise, and it may
confront substantial access requests. In order to ensure the
stability, security and effectiveness of these requests in
the platform processing, the platform employs secure
connection service, task queue and task handling
mechanism of the thread pool, which provide the ability
to deal with substantial concurrent accesses. The secure
connection service establishes SSL-based (Secure Sockets
Layer) secure communication between the client and
server. Meanwhile, it manages the access request
connection to guarantee that the connecting request will
not lose. In the task queue technology, the platform
monitors the access request from the clients through the
secure connection service. After receiving the access
request, instead of dealing with it directly, the platform
places it in the task queue. Tasks in the task queue will be
processed according to different business operations by
the back-stage processors. By applying these technologies,
it can alleviate the pressure of concurrent accesses,
improve the system resource utilization rate and
guarantee reliable processing of substantial accesses,
eventually reaching 100% success rate. Furthermore, it
will not lose tasks during to the substantial accesses of
users.

recombines and arranges the service modules in the
platform, so as to realize the modeling and
implementation of business flows of the platform. The
system application layer is the human-machine
interaction interface, which provides the operation and
system management for the platform.
III. CORE FUNCTION DESIGN OF THE PLATFORM
A.

Unified user center design

The design of unified user center is shown in Fig.2,
and it aims to establish standard, unique and complete
user information resource center for the enterprise, which
provides data sharing and service for all business
systems.

Fig.2 design of unified user center

Unified user center, as a composite, consists of several
components, including service, reference, wire and
property. Unified user center mainly provides services,
such as the user registration initiated by the clients, user
log-in service, user information data sharing service, etc.
Meanwhile, it shall also quote the services provided by
other systems to accomplish its own functions. For
instance, user identification verification service provided
by the HR system, application for approval service
provided by OA system, digital certificate generating
service provided by unified application security platform,
etc.
In order to accomplish a series of operations, such as
the registration/verification of user information and
issuance of digital certificate, the unified user center shall
support several specific business processes. To achieving
the reconstruction and reuse of unified user center in the
process flow, BPEL and BPMN standards is introduced
into the design of platform. The development or
management personnel of the platform shall model the
business flows with the BPEL/BPMN visualization
modeling tool. Such elements involved in the flows as the
service component and business targets are represented
by visual modeling symbols for selection and application.
The configured and defined flow template shall be
instantiated by the BPEL workflow engines for realizing
the systematic function. BPEL provides advanced
conceptual mechanism, such as the abnormity, business
and compensation, and applies the partner links for
abstracting the services as the process nodes. The specific
binding agreement and service terminal are generated at
the bottom BPEL container during the deployment.
The unified user center will process the inquiry and
verification of user information frequently. For the
purpose of improving the user experience and system

Fig. 1 design of PKI-based public security platform

The system platform mainly consists of the
fundamental application software required by the
operation of platforms, such as the user database,
authority database, certificate database, key database, etc.
The service building layer is designed according to the
functions of PKI-based public security platform. The
functions of the platform consist of many service
components of fine granularity, and it is packaged into a
series of coarse-grained service by SCA standards,
namely Composite. These services are independent from
each other, self-contained and can be reused. PKI-based
public security platform includes three service modules:
the unified user center ˈunified authority center and
unified application security platform. The service bus
layer and service registration center will accomplish the
calls of service modules in the platform, as well as the
integration between the platform and external system.
With combining the BPFL (Business Process Execution
Language) and BPMN (Business Process Model and
Notation) standard, the flow service layer mainly
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independent from each other, and makes it convenient for
integrated management.

operation efficiency, it will select an appropriate storage
way for storing the user data. LDAP (Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol) can carry out special
optimization for intensive operation, and it will be an
order of magnitudes faster than the OLTP (On-Line
Transaction Processing) in reading data from the relative
database. Meanwhile, it is also a good choice to stores
user information in the LDAP server due to its
cross-platform, low cost and simple operation.
B.

Design of unified authority center

Unified authority center takes the RBAC model as the
basic design of the authority management. RBAC model
introduces the concept of roles, and realizes the
separation of user from the authority with roles, as well as
the authority management with user-role and
role-authority assignment [4]. In the authority
management system based on RBAC model, the
application system administer endows the user with roles,
while the user takes the role assigned and obtains the
corresponding permissions of their roles. Then the user is
allowed to carry out corresponding operations. Such
access control prevents the direct connection between the
user and authority, further separates the authorization
process and specific application, finally decreases the
complexity of the authority management and improves
the flexibility of authority management.
The unified authority center is in charge of the
authority management based on RBAC model by taking
LDAP as the technology of information organization and
storage. Since LDAP is characterized by high query
efficiency, dendroid information management model,
distributed deployment frame, as well as flexible and fine
access control, it is widely applied in the fundamental and
critical information management [5]. The design of
directory tree for unified authority center is shown in
Fig.3. There are three types of sub-items in the directory
tree of LDAP, including the digital certificate item, user
item and application system item [6]. The digital
certificate in the LDAP catalogue is applied for storing
the PKI-based digital certificate (regular digital certificate)
and WPKI-based digital certificate (wireless application
certificate). The user information item is applied for
storing the unified user log-in account information. The
application system item is applied for storing the roles,
authority and operating information specially set for
specific enterprise application system. In the enterprise,
each application system only has sub-directory trees
representing the application system in LDAP tree in the
PKI-based public security platform [7]. As shown in Fig.
3, in the sub-directory tree of user information, the DN
(distinguished name) of the role is appointed in the role
property of the user, which directly stores the binding
information of role and user into the corresponding
property of the user item. In the sub-directory tree of the
role, the role item makes the roles and authority [8]. The
binding of role/authority is mainly realized by directly
storing the authority in the role node, in which the
authority is mainly realized by appointing resource DN
and carry out DN based on such resource [9]. Such design
of directory tree is explicit in function, which makes the
user, role, resource and operating information

Fig.3 Design of directory tree structure of unified authority center

In the authority management center, the existing
application system of the enterprise can issue authority to
the authority management center through Web service, as
well as corresponding operating service information. The
newly constructed application system can construct
authority management model in the authority
management center directly, and keep a close relation
with each business system. In this way, each business
system will form a star-shaped intersecting structure
logically by surrounding the authority management
center.
C.

Design of unified application security platform

The PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) is corresponding
to the construction of infrastructures, such as the identity
authentication, data encryption, digital signature, etc. with
the public key theory and technology on the basis of
unified security standards and authentication standards.
by combining the symmetric cryptography and abstract
algorithms based on the public key cryptographic
algorithm, the PKI guarantees the confidentiality,
completeness, non-repudiation and identity authentication
of the data transmission with technologies like the digital
signature, digital certificate, etc. [10]. WPKI is a set of
key and certificate management system that introduces
the PKI technology into wireless network with PKI
successful experience as its foundation. It manages the
secret key and digital certificate applied in the wireless
network environment, and establishes a secure and
reliable wireless network environment. WPKI simplifies
and optimizes the traditional PKI in certificate format,
secret key, decipherment algorithm, etc. for adapting to
the finiteness of computer resources of mobile terminal
device.
The design of unified secure platform follows the
technology and management mechanism of ‘double
certificates’ and ‘double centers’ employed in the digital
certificate authentication system. The platform mainly
consists of secret key management center (KMC), digital
certificate authentication center (CA), audit registration
center (RA), OCSP service, certificate issuing service, as
well as application system interface. The design of
unified application secure platform is shown in Fig. 4.
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achieved authority information. The above mentioned
procedures make it convenient for access control.
C.

Security management process

The identity authentication process: when the user
logs in the business application system, the system will
load digital certificate or remind the user to insert in the
USB-form digital certificate, and the identity
authentication request will submit the client digital
certificate to the OCSP SERVER of the unified
application security platform with the application support
center. OCSP SERVER will send feedbacks about the
effective information of user identity. Then the identity
authentication is accomplished.
Digital signature process: the business application
system client will carry out the digital signature for the
submitted business data by calling the digital signature
component or API of unified application security platform.
After reaching the digital signature of the application
system server, the digital signature information will be
submitted to the unified application security platform
verify the signature information. After confirmation of the
digital signature and verifying the digital signature
feedbacks, the application system server will continue the
follow-u business processing. The work flow of identity
verification and digital signature is shown in Fig.5.

Fig.4 design of unified applied security platform

Combining the requirements of current mobile
application security, KMC SERVER supports the Elliptic
Curves Cryptography in design for satisfying the secure
demands of wireless mobile application. CA SERVER
supports the X.509 digital certificate of PKI technology
and the X.509 digital certificate of WPKI. The unified
user center is the registration center of the unified
application security platform in design.
IV. MAIN OPERATION SERVICE PROCESS OF
THE PLATFORM
A.

User and digital certificate management process

Each business application system realizes the close
integration with platform by taking advantage of the
service provided by the public security platform. The user
can realize the registration of new user in the unified user
center of the platform when logs in the business
application system for the first time. The system account
information registered by the user will be valid in each
business application system. The unified user center will
undertake the RA function of the unified application
secure platform, and submit the user information required
by the generation of digital certificate to CA SERVER.
The unified application security platform will generate
digital certificate to realize the generation and issuance of
digital certificate. Such certificate can be sent to the client
terminal through API interface, or generate USB-form
digital certificate.
B.

Fig.5 Work flow chart of authentication and digital signature

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a PKI-based public foundation platform
model is proposed by studying the unified user
management, authority management and application
security management. Such proposal will satisfy the
current business application system, as well as the
requirements of user account authority and security
management in wireless application. It also satisfies the
management requirements of the application system on
user account, authority and security. In order to
strengthen the integrated control strength of the system
and enforce the standardized control, a new realization
thought and method is provided. Meanwhile, it can also
decrease the development difficulty of each business
application system, reduce the investment cost, and
enhance the system maintenance efficiency.

Authority management process

System administrator accomplishes the assignment in
the unified authority center according to the log-in
authority management center, as well as the authority
demand information acquired, and authority assignment
information. The authority assignment information will
be stored in the LDAP server. When the user logs in the
application system, the access request inquires the
authority assignment information stored in the LDAP
server. The local client may set or store the authority
information according to the initialization system of the
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Abstract—Focus on this question of high verification
overhead of hash tree memory protection scheme, this paper
proposed a hash tree optimize method called AH-Tree.
Utilizing the locality character of memory accessing, the
memory is divided into two parts and an asymmetric hash
tree (AH-Tree) is constructed. The advantage of AH-Tree is
low average operation overhead. The analysis and
experiment results proved that the proposed scheme has
shorter average verification path and better verify efficiency
than hash tree scheme. AH-Tree is a feasible memory
integrity protection scheme.

associated with prior counter-mode memory encryption
and Merkle tree integrity verification schemes. TEC-Tree
and BMT both need to maintain a hash tree. Although
many security architectures have been proposed, these
schemes either have inadequate security protection or
have high performance overheads.
Focus on the problem of hash tree, this paper proposes
a hash tree optimized scheme. It can take more efficient
integrity verification. The security model was presented in
Section 2. The architecture of the scheme was described in
Section 3. The overhead and performance analysis were
discussed in section 4. The scheme was evaluated on the
simulator in section 5 and the paper was concluded in
Section 6.

Keywords—memory; integrity; replay attacks; hash tree

I.

INTRODUCTION

II.

Recently, the attacks focus on computer storage
system are emerging everywhere. The attacks of storage
system are divided into software attack and hardware
attack. Software attack is to attack the system by software
means such as malicious software and virus. Hardware
attack is break security measures using customized
spoofing hardware or device to destroy or replay the data
got from the bus [1].
Software attack can be protected by regular safety
technology such as antivirus software, but most software
or even light weight hardware based protections cannot
resist this kind of hardware attacks [2]. Data integrity and
confidentiality can prevent this kind of attack. Integrity is
to prevent data illegally tampered with or tampered data
can be detected. Confidentiality is to limit the sensitive
data access. The attacker can’t understand the meaning
even get the data. This paper emphasis is data integrity
protection.
For data integrity protection, many work presented
new schemes for uniprocessor [3][4][5] and Multi-processors
platform[6][7][8]. This paper focused on the integrity
protection scheme of uniprocessor. Authentication in
XOM (eXecute Only Memory) cannot detect replay
attacks [1]. The Merkle tree scheme used in Gassend et al.
[9]
causes severe performance degradation on runtime. The
CHTree scheme [9] improves runtime performance at the
cost of cache space. M-TREE [10] reduced to 32-bit MAC
length by 256 bit and the computational overhead, but
safety remains to be proven. The Authenticated
Speculative Execution proposed by Shi et al.[11] employs
timely
authentication,
but
requires
extensive
modifications to the memory controller and on-chip
caches. The TEC-Tree [12] reduces computational
overhead, the Bonsai Merkle Tree (BMT) [13] is a novel
Merkle tree-based memory integrity verification technique,
to eliminate these system and performance issues
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.57

HARDWARE ATTACKS AND SECURE COMPUTING
MODEL

Broadly, attacks can be classified into software and
physical (hardware) attack, and physical attacks can be
classified into two main categories: passive attacks and
active attacks [14]. Passive attacks are the ones the
adversary simply observes the data going to and from the
processor chip in a non-intrusive way. Active attacks are
the ones where the adversary corrupts the data residing in
memory or transiting over the bus. The most common
active attacks are discussed below:
1) Spoofing attacks: the attacker tries to change the
data value at a memory location and tries to pass it off as
valid data.
2) Splicing attacks:involve taking valid data values
and duplicating them or replacing them with values at
other locations.
3) Replay attacks:the attacker records old values of
data blocks and replays them at a later point of time.
Secure Computing Model of this paper is considered
built around a single processor with external memory and
peripherals. It can resist active attacks. The model
comprises a tamper-resistant processor (TCB [1], trusted
computing base), external memory and peripherals. The
TCB consists of the processor core, on-chip cache,
encryption and integrity verification mechanism.
The trusted components of security model is the
processor's core, which means that the processor is
invulnerable to physical attacks and its internal state can’t
be tampered or observed. The untrusted components are
off-chip memory, the system bus and peripheral devices.
Their states can be observed and tampered by an
adversary. The target of an adversary is to tamper with the
contents of external memory in such a way that the system
produces an incorrect result while looks correct to the
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same as the hash tree, and they both can prevent hardware
and software attack behaviors including replay attack.

system user. Once a program executes some special
instructions to enter the security executing environment,
TCB is responsible for the protection of the program. The
TCB or the processor needs to detect that whether memory
operations are normally executed or not.
To make it simple, the untrusted memory in this paper
only means the RAM, although in fact, the scheme
presented here can be applied to other data storage devices
such as hard disks only with a little change.
III.

B. The Regulations and algorithms of AH-Tree
To make AH-Tree work efficient, we define some
operations and algorithms. For the convenience to
description, we use the concept of access window.
Smaller access area in Hot area called HotWin, which
made of by some memory blocks. In figure 1, h1 and h2
made of a HotWin in a certain period of time.
The root1 is the root of HotWin of hash tree. A Hot
area has one or more HotWin. Smaller access area in cold
area called ColdWin, h3 and h4 made of a ColdWin. A
Hot area also has one or more ColdWin. The HotWin is
same size as ColdWin, its size is smaller than the whole
memory. For the convenience to description, HotWin and
ColdWin both called access window.
For the size of access window, suitable width should
be set. When access window is smaller, for a bit of and
discrete distribute memory access, the cover of access
area is more reasonable and performance is better. When
access window is bigger, for massive and continuous
memory access, less access windows are needed. There
are less Hot area movements and performance is better.
How to specific confirm the windows size depend on
simulation or mathematical calculations.
1) AH-Tree regulations: Specific rules of AH-Tree
are as follows:
• The access window width is fixed, and the whole
memory space to be protected is the integral
multiple of window width.
• Access window can move with access area at
horizontal direction according to windows width
• There are multiple access window, they can
continuous distribution to cover a bigger access
cluster area. They can also discrete distribution
corresponding many discontinuity access cluster
area.
• Memory block size of access window is same.
2) The Process of AH-Tree:Under the condition that
conforms to the above rules, we define processes as
followed:
a) Split Hot Area:Use counter method to calculate
hot area and cold area, and then hot area and cold area are
divided into many equal access window.

PRINCIPLE OF INTEGRITY PROTECTION APPROACH

A. The Principle of AH-Tree
By the principle of locality, each area of the memory
within a time period isn’t visited equal probability to
access. It has different access frequent. We can set lower
access overhead for frequent access area and set higher
access overhead for infrequent access area. From this, the
asymmetric hash tree is put forward. It basic idea is the
protect memory area is divided into hot area and cold area.
The area with high access frequent is hot area, its
proportion is small (10%-20%), and the area with low
access frequent is cold area, its proportion is big (80%90%).
Take memory block as leaf node, hash trees are
constructed for hot area and cold area respectively. The
tree build by Hot area is lower and build by cold area is
higher, and then two hash trees are connected to build an
asymmetric hash tree. The root node of hash tree is saved
in TCB.
Compared with hash tree, the advantage of AH-Tree is
lower average operation overhead. The reason is the
verification path of Hot area is shorter; the operation
overhead is lower, and number of operations is higher,
while the verification path of cold area is longer; the
operation overhead is higher, and number of operations is
lower. In general, the average operation overhead is lower.

b) Initialize Hash Tree:For convenience of
description, Hot area and cold area are collectively known
as access area, the detail steps are followed:
• Calculate the hash value of each block in access
area to get leaf nodes.
• Connect the two adjacent leaf node values of
access area and commutate it hash value.
• And so on, until hash sub-tree root node of access
area.
• Build higher level rest hash tree based all hash
sub-tree nodes.
• The Root node of hash tree is stored in trusted
storage.
c) Verify a Node of Access Window.
• Read the node and its sibling node.

Figure 1. AH-Tree structure

AH-Tree is binary tree. Its structure is shown in figure
1. The area in the left dotted line is Hot area, the area in
the right dotted line is cold area (Only to state the question,
Hot area and cold area may be not only one). The root
node of hash tree is saved in cache, can’t tampered with.
About security, AH-Tree is the improvement of hash
tree, so its verification pattern is the same as hash tree.
They both verified from leaf node to root node of security
area. Therefore, the data integrity protection ability is also
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•

If only consider the latency of node access, (1), (2)
substitute into (5) we can get Eh ' = T ( s + 2i × d h ) , it can be
expressed:
(6)
Cost h = s + 2i × d h
In similar way, one time operation overhead of cold
area can be expressed:
(7)
Cost c = s + 2i × d c

Connecting their data and proceed hash
computation.
• The result is compared with parent node to check
match or not.
• If two node match, continue verify until root node.
d) Update Access window node
• Update memory data as new data.
• Connect the node and sibling node data and
compute hash value.
• Update parent node with the hash result
• Repeat the process until the root node of hash tree.
e) The Translation of Hot area.
• Hot area translates to other position according to
integral multiple of access window.
• Execute the process Split Hot Area
• Execute Initialize Hash Tree.

e) The average operation overhead: It associated
with access frequency (probability). We set the
probability of access hot area is p, the probability of
access cold area is 1-p. Then the expectation of one time
operation overhead are:
(8)
E = p × Eh '+(1 − p ) × Ec '
Equation (6), (7) substitute into (8). We can get
minimum cost of memory block size when parameters are
confirmed (include α , k, i ). The average operation
overhead is:
(9)
Cost = p × Costh + (1 − p ) × Costc

C. Overhead and Performance Analysis of AH-Tree
In this part the overhead and performance of AH-Tree
is analyzed, the comparison object is hash tree. For
convenient to describe, tree structure is binary tree.
1) The operation overhead of AH-Tree: To calculate
the operation overhead of AH-Tree, we need calculate leaf
node overhead, internal nodes overhead and average
operation overhead of hot area and cold area.
a) The leaf node operation overhead: The overhead
is shown in (1), α is byte access time, s is memory
block size, k is the time required for each hash
computation and T is overhead function.

2) The operation overhead of Hash-Tree: We set A is
the memory space need protected, s is memory block
size. Then the verify depth of hash tree is:
(10)
d = log2 ( A / s)
We set hash tree and AH-Tree based on same hash
function. Then one time operation overhead of a data
block is E ' = E + Ei × d , (1) and (2) substitute into it, the
overhead can be expressed:
(11)
Cost = s + 2i × d
3) Performance gain
The AH-Tree performance gain compared with hash
tree is:

(1)
E = T (α × s + k × s )
Equation (1) can be measured Cost = s(α + k ) . For α
and k are constant value, then the operation overhead of
leaf nodes is proportional to the block size.
b) Operation overhead of access internal node: Each
internal node involves two child nodes, and the internal
node size depends on the hash function used. And then the
operation overhead of access internal node is shown in (2).
(2)
Ei = T (2α × i + k × i )
An algorithm (MD5 or SHA-1.etc) is chosen as hash
function, therefore, the operation overhead of hot area and
cold area are the same.
c) The relationship between verify depth and block
size. Hash verify depth of hot area is d h , and cold area is

k = (Cost − Cost ) / Cost

(12)

Equation (9), (11) substitute into (12) and simplify.
The memory space to be protected is 1GB. Inner node size
is 512B and s is 1KB. The Hot area (hot) proportion is
set 10%, 20%, 30% respectively. Then we obtained
performance gain of AH-Tree compared with hash tree,
the results are shown in Figure 2. The horizontal
coordinate p is the access probability of Hot area, and the
vertical coordinate k is the performance gain rate.

d c . The hot area size is H and the cold area size is C. The
relationship between verify depth and block size of hot
area and cold area is show in (3) and (4):
(3)
d h = log 2 ( H / s)
(4)
d c = log 2 (C / s)
d) One time verify overhead: One time verify
overhead include leaf node overhead and verify path
overhead. The latter is the product of verify overhead of
each node with verify deep. One time operation overhead
of hot area is show in (5):
(5)
E h ' = E + Ei × d h

Figure 2. AH-Tree gain rate compared with hash tree

As shown in Figure 2, when p is in the range of 0.10.9, gain rate is 2%-12%. Access probability of Hot area
is proportional to the gain rate. The reason is the access
overhead of Hot area is lower, therefore, the higher the
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operation overhead is higher, and operation number is
lower.

Hot area visits, the lower the average cost. When access
probability is fixed, the greater proportion, the slower of
performance promote. The reason is the higher Hot area
proportion, the taller hash tree of Hot area, the higher
average overhead, the smaller performance advantage.
IV.

C.

Cache Miss-rate Evaluation
Cache miss rate is another important index of system
performance. We evaluate the L2 cache miss-rate of AHTree. The miss-rate is shown in Figure 4. When cache is
256KB, miss rate is high. The reason is AH-Tree node
contend with programs run on the processor. The L2
cache is too small to enough space to load most data.

EXPERIMENT AND SIMULATION

A. Simulation Framework
The simulation work is evaluated by SimpleScalar
[15]
tool set , it runs binary instructions set. We evaluated
AH-Tree and hash tree. We modified sim-outorder
simulator to supports AH-Tree and hash tree. The
simulation benchmark is ‘‘Base’’. The term ‘‘Base’’ refers
to a standard processor without integrity verification or
encryption.
The main architectural parameters of simulator is: L1
cache is 64KB (2-way, 128B line), L2 cache is 1MB (4way, 128B line), memory latency is 80 cycles, hash
latency is 160 cycles, hash length is 128bits and hash
throughput is 3.2GB/s. We set the memory space needs
protected is 1GB, memory block size is 1K and the ratio
of Hot area is 10%.
For all the simulations in this section, eight SPEC2000
benchmarks [16] are used as representative applications are
vortex, vpr, art, parser, gzip, mcf, equake and mesa. To
capture the characteristics in the middle of computation,
each benchmark is simulated for 100 million instructions
after skipping the first 1.5 billion instructions.

Figure 4. AH-Tree L2-missrate comparision with different cache size

Therefore, the processor often read data from the
memory, which causes high L2-cache miss rate and
decrease the system performance. With the L2 cache size
increase, the miss rate decrease quickly. When cache size
increases to 4MB, the miss rate is decrease to a low range.
The reason is with the L2 cache increase, the number of
processor read data from the memory is reduces gradually.
The cache contention problem also relieve gradually.
When cache size increases to certain degree, most data
that needed can be load. Therefore, the number of cache
miss rate is less.
It should be pointed out that many factors such as tree
architecture parameters, test sample and select index will
affect the experimental results. The result isn’t very
accurate, but combined with above analysis, can prove the
scheme we propose is a effective method of storage
integrity checking.

B. IPC Performance Evaluation
We first investigate the IPC Performance of AH-Tree
and hash tree (HashTree). IPC is an important index of
evaluate system performance. Its results is shown in
Figure 3, all IPC values are normalized with Base. As
shown in the Figure, AH-Tree or HashTree has some
impacts on performance, but the degree of performance
degradation is different.

V.

CONCLUSION

This paper proposed an improvement method of hash
tree verification. It can detect most hardware attack
behaviors. The performance analysis and simulation results
have proved that the scheme we proposed has better
efficiency (2%-12% improvement) than hash tree.
Ongoing work is further improve the scheme the security
and performance, and how to apply to cloud storage
system.
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For AH-Tree performance decline degree, minimum is
6% (mesa), maximum is 79% (art) and average is 34%.
For HashTree performance decline, minimum is 7%
(mesa), maximum is 82% (art) and average is 39%.
Compared with HashTree, AH-Tree has 5% performance
improvement in average.
The reason is for hot area of AH-Tree, tree height and
once operation overhead is lower, and operation number is
higher. For cold area of AH-Tree, tree height and once
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Abstract—Concerning the phenomenon that common
parking service could not satisfy the increasing demand of
the private vehicle owners, an intelligent parking guidance
system based on ZigBee network and geomagnetic sensors
was designed. Real-time vehicle position and related traffic
information were collected by geomagnetic sensors around
parking lots and updated to center server via ZigBee
network. On the other hand, out-door Liquid Crystal
Display screens controlled by center server can display
information of available parking places. In this paper,
guidance strategy was divided into four levels, which could
provide clear and effective information to drivers. The
experimental results prove that the distance detection
accuracy of geomagnetic sensors was within 0.4m, and the
lowest package loss rate of the wireless network in the range
of 150m is 0%. This system can provide solution for better
parking service in intelligent cities.

based on ZigBee network and geomagnetic sensors is
designed[5]. It has combined GPRS, infrared detection and
RFID technology, the advantages of this combined
program are as follows:
• Flexible networking(It can support star, tree, mesh
and topology).
• It can carry a large amount of data and is easy to
large-scale deployment.
• Geomagnetic sensor has stronger anti-interference
ability than infrared detector.
The system based on these advantages will achieve
transparent system operation and precise parking
information. It can enhance the signal immunity and solve
the questions of network coverage range, high system
scalability and non-automotive etc. Building intelligent
parking information network platform can improve the
efficiency of car park, reduce vehicle detour distance,
allow drivers to find car parking spaces quickly and
establish good urban traffic environment, so development
of parking guidance system which is integrated of a variety
of advanced technologies has a very important practical
significance.

Keywords- ZigBee; Internet of Things(IoT); geomagnetic
sensor technology; intelligent parking

I.

INTRODUCTION

Car ownership in China is more than 120 million at the
end of 2013 and increases 63.92 million over the end of
2008, it also continued to speed growth. Sharp increase in
car ownership has caused urban traffic congestion and
parking difficulties, these serious impact on people's life
quality and restrict the development of urban
transportation, automotive industry and economy[1-4].
With the acceleration of transportation construction pace,
intelligence transportation has become the development
direction of urban traffic management, it is an important
way to ease traffic congestion and improve the efficiency
of transportation and management. Current road traffic
information collection technologies mainly include that
GPRS wireless communication technology, infrared
detection technology and radio frequency identification
(RFID) technology. GPRS communication technology
must pay extra fee for network using to operators and will
easily lead to communication delay when the network is
busy; infrared detection communication distance is shorter
and will be affected by car's thermal radiation; although
passive RFID technology can achieve accurate vehicles'
position and anti-jamming performance is ideal, it only
supports star network, the amount of transferred data and
communication distance will be very limited, so it is not
easy to mass deployment and difficult to promote.
In order to solve the questions of parking difficulties
and poor urban parking information, and improve urban
traffic intelligence, an intelligent parking guidance system

978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
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II.

OVERALL PROGRAM DESIGN

Parking guidance system has consisted of two modules
that are called parking information collection and parking
information distribution[6-7]. The first module can detect
in & out vehicles' status by using geomagnetic sensor
which is installed on the city parking spaces in real time,
and access parking information for each car park, finally
collect and upload the data. The second module will
transport the collected information through ad hoc network
built by Zigbee, ZigBee coordinator can receive parking
information for each car park nodes and release it through
a variety of terminal ways, such as website inquiries,
phone inquiries, traffic guidance screen etc. The overall
structure of system is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Overall structure of parking guidance system.
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III.

SYSTEM FEATURES MODULAR DESIGN

A. Hardware Design
1) Parking Information Collection System Design
Geomagnetic sensor HMC5883 has collected parking
information, then send the data to ZigBee processor
CC2530 for appropriate treatment by standard InterIntegrated Circuit (I2C) bus protocol, finally transmit
processing results to the traffic monitoring PC by serial
communication interface RS232, and send them to ZigBee
router nodes by ZigBee wirelss communication, processing
result will be displayed on the liquid crystal display(LCD).
The overall structure of system hardware design is shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 4. Geomagnetic sensor detection process.

2) Parking Information Distribution System Design
The main roads of city can be divided into three kinds:
roads, secondary roads and branch roads, parking areas are
distributed in cities randomly. The system uses four-level
guidance system for parking vehicles and realizes
intelligent parking guidance. The overall block diagram of
four-level parking guidance is shown in Figure 5. We can
achieve urban intelligent parking through four-level
guidance: First-level display screen is set on the urban
roads and used to publish name, location, prediction of
parking status for multiple car parks. Second-level display
screen is also set on the urban roads and used to publish
name, driving directions, and prediction of parking status
information for car park. Third-level display screen is set
near the parking lot entrance and used to release name,
actual parking status, and other requirement information
for car park. Forth-level display screen is set in the parking
inside and used to publish the distribution of parking
spaces, empty or full status for car park, this can help
drivers to find parking quickly and park accurately.

Figure 2. Overall system hardware structure design.

Serial physical interface communication protocol that
the system chosen is RS232 standard, which developed by
U.S. EIA(Electronics Industry Association) and BELL
companies and announced in 1969. It is suitable for the
communication that data transfer rate range is between 0 to
20kb/s. The level conversion chip of serial interface unit
chip the system adopted is single power level converter
chip MAX232 and its single power supply is +5v. The
chip can satisfy all technical standards of all the RS-232C,
and is integrated of two RS-232C drivers in its internal,
and has typically low supply current of 5mA. The serial
communication interface unit circuit of RS232 is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Serial communication interface unit circuit of RS232.

When a vehicle passes, disturbances will be generated
on the earth's magnetic field around it, then
magnetoresistive sensor HM5883 can detect the presence
of vehicles and analyze the state of vehicles that is passing
or parking[8]. Geomagnetic sensor HMC5883 and ZigBee
terminal CC2530 communicate by I2C communication
protocol, and standard mode of data transfer rate is
100kb/s or 400kb/s. Geomagnetic sensor detection process
is shown in Figure 4. If geomagnetic sensor detects a
vehicle entering, number of vacant spaces subtracts one.
And when a vehicle has exited, number of vacant spaces
adds one.

Figure 5. Overall block diagram of four-level parking guidance.

B. System Software Design
1) Overall Design of Information Distribution System
The block diagram of system's overall software design
consists of two parts: software design for sensor nodes and
PC, both of which communicate by common computer
serial port RS232. In the software design of sensor node,
chip CC2530 based on ZigBee protocol initializes and sets
up ZigBee network firstly, then finds router nods and
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Serial port receiver can get real-time parking
information data of car park, and then upload it. Parking
information services system has updated and displayed
data of each car park, realized immediate releasing for
parking number and parking spaces. Users can choose
effective terminal to access free parking spaces' number
and location information of car park by logging system,
then quickly select and park, shorten parking time,
improve parking efficiency and reduce traffic congestion.

terminal nodes by a certain networking communication
protocol for ZigBee, adds them to the existing network and
forms a specific network topology. At the same time,
geomagnetic sensor HMC5883 begins to collect traffic
data after system initialization task is completed, then
delivers the information to chip CC2530 for data analysis
and processing via I2C communication protocol. Processor
CC2530 can store the post-processing results or sent them
to ZigBee's central monitoring node. Information
distribution system is shown in Figure 6.

IV.

SYSTEM EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS

A. Geomagnetic Sensor Test
Testing change of magnetic field strength while
distance between sensor and vehicle is in the range of
[0.2,1.4], From the experimental data it can be seen the
relationship of magnetic field strength and sensor distance,
and the curve is shown in Figure 9.

Information distribution system design diagram.
2) Realization of Parking Information Query Interface
Development platform of parking information query
interface is Visual Studio 2010 and SQL Server 2008.
Serial receiving procedures is done on the platform of
Visual Studio 2010, and the establishment of a database is
completed based on SQL Server 2008. Serial program is a
winform program by using C# language, it uses serialport
control to read data in the cache by asynchronous thread
and delegate, then separates data by split function, finally
updates the database by processed data. Data receiving
port interface is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8. Curve of magnetic field strength.

Fitting experimental data by using Matlab, curve
equation obtained is: G = 57.96d-2.593 + 22.43, R2 = 0.9987.
Where G is sensor output value(unit is mG), d presents the
distance between sensor and vehicle(unit is m). Test results
show that geomagnetic sensor HMC5883 can effectively
detect vehicles approaching by magnetic field changes in
the range of 0.4m.
B. ZigBee Network Testing
Package loss rate of wireless transmission has reflected
communication performance of ZigBee network. System
testing has carried out data collection and analysis of
system package loss rate, the purpose is to review work
and practical application performance of system.
The experiment is conducted without routing node
firstly, and can obtain a calculated value of package loss
rate by point detection method. Then moving node,
judging whether the correct information is received by the
data on the LCD screen, finally under conditions of
increasing routers, obtaining test data of package loss rate
by point detection method and experimental data of
package loss rate under no router nodes. Test number is 50
times and results are shown in Table1.

Figure 6. Data receiving port interface.

The software platform can receive data packets from
ZigBee coordinator by serial port when working properly,
then analyze them and display the relevant information to
the service platform. The flow chart of system program is
shown in Figure 8.

TABLE I.

SUBSTITUTION RATE OF NO ROUTING NODE

Coordinator

Terminal

Distance /m

Package loss rate /%

A1

A2

80

0

B1

B2

>80

1.5

The experimental data of substitution rate by increasing
router nodes is shown in Table2.

Figure 7. Parking information services platform process.
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TABLE II.

SUBSTITUTION RATE OF INCREASING ROUTING NODE

Coordinator

Router

Terminal

Distance
/m

Package loss
rate /%

A1

A2

A3

150

0

B1

B2

B3

>150

5

Experimental results show that effective transmission
range between ZigBee coordinator and terminal is
10~100m, the transmission distance and network range can
be extended by relaying between routers and nodes. The
ZigBee ad hoc network built in this paper can implement
normal information collection work of each urban parking
area and be applied to ordinary city.
V.

•

guidance system. It integrates of traffic test and
wireless
communication
technology
from
hardware and software, and uses four-level
guidance LCD to realize intelligent parking
guidance. Thus providing an effective solution for
the realization of a modern intelligent transport
system.
Construction of online information service
platform, drivers can check traffic condition
through logging into this platform by using
computers and mobile phones. Realizing real-time
convenient, fast and smooth information sharing in
the Internet era.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

CONCLUSION

The system uses ZigBee wireless RF processor
CC2530 to build hardware platform of sensor node,
completes the design of ZigBee wireless RF unit and
HMC5883 magnetic sensor unit, and applies software
engineering concepts to the entire design and
implementation of system software, completes ZigBee
protocol stack and geomagnetic sensor module.
System features are as follows:
• Traditional induction coil is replaced by new
geomagnetic sensor, vehicle detectors will have
more advantages such as small size, high
sensitivity, small construction volume, long life,
small damage on the road, etc.
• Adopting
embedded
ZigBee
wireless
communication technology which includes
hardware of printed circuit board and embedded
software, it will have some features such as ad hoc
networks, automatic-restoration, automatic search
for best route, etc.
• Realizing integration of wireless traffic monitoring
system according to the concept of IoT integration,
it includes that integration of hardware's chips,
design of embedded software, development of
monitoring center, and then we can upgrade
existing intelligent transport system from network,
intelligence and integration all-round.
• Design four-level information release strategy in
this traffic guidance system, propose design
concept and development plan of wireless traffic
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datum, receiving the commannds and etc.) exchange, and
the data (command) is based onn the SCPI.

Abstract—Internet of things (IOT) has become
b
one of the
most promising technology of the 21th
h century. In this
paper, we combine the WIFI and global system for mobile
communication (GSM) and build a disstributing monitor
system supporting standard commands for
f programmable
instruments (SCPI), in which the WIFI is used
u
to construct a
local communicating network; the GSM
M is used for long
distance communication, and the comman
nd of the system is
based on the SCPI. The presented systeem can be widely
used, such as in domain of smart home and environment
monitor. It also provides a reference for reelative design.
Keywords- internet of things; state mon
nitor; WIFI; GSM;

A. SYSTEM AR
RCHITECTURE
The system is comprised of several blocks, as shown
in figure 1. It contains four bloocks: block 0, block 1, block
2 and block n. However, it may not include just four
b
can be changed as
blocks, the number of the blocks
needed. There are two control platforms connected to the
system. Each of the twoo control platforms can
communicate with the system. The number of the control
platforms is not two only. Onlyy platform supporting GSM
and SCPI, such as mobile phhone, a personal computer
(PC) is possible.

SCPI

I. INTRODUCTION
N
Are you still worried about the safeety of your house
when you go out for a visit? Do you stilll frequently go to
your newly decorated house to test the tooxic air pollution?
Now, we provide a solution to liberate you
y from them. In
the paper, we combine the WIFI technoloogy, GSM and the
SCPI, designing a distributing monitoriing system, which
can be used to monitor, alarm and etc. For
F example, is the
windows being opened, is there a movving object in the
room. If one of these happens, the systeem can send you a
message as an alarm. When the indexx of air pollution
decreases to a predefined level, the system may also give
you a cozy tip: dear, you may move intoo your new house
now.
II.

SYSTEM DESIG
GN

WIFI [1] is a wireless connection technology
t
which
can easily construct a fare free networrk in a relatively
small area. Based on GSM [2, 3], the global system for
mobile communication, we can eassily set up the
communication in a long distance. SCPI
S
[4 ˈ 5], the
standard commands for programmable instruments, is a
set of standard commands based on thhe IEEE488.1 and
IEEE488.2, has been widely used with the characteristics
of simple rules, easily to be remembered and used etc. The
presented system is based on the three technologies. The
basic designing idea of the system goes as
a follows.
The system is constituted of somee blocks. In each
block, a build-in processor is the center of the mini
system, and its IOs are used for generral programmable
inputs and outputs (GPIOs). Analog-too-digital converter
(ADC) is used for sampling the anaalog voltages, the
output of the sensors. WIFI is used to build a local
network, connecting the blocks. The GSM
M is used for data
(sending the state of the system, sendding the sampling
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.59

Figure 1.

Architecture of the distributing
d
monitor system.

The blocks are connected via the WIFI, and all the
sampled datum are sent to the block 0 based on the WIFI.
The block 0 receives the coommands from the control
platform via GSM and decodess the commands (SCPI), and
then send the data to the outsidde. If the designed rules are
satisfied, a message can also be
b sent automatically to the
platforms via the GSM. The GSM data transmission is
based on the message. The sysstem can be controlled by a
mobile phone, a PC or somethhing else, as long as it can
support the GSM message and strings satisfying the SCPI.
S
B. BLOCK STRUCTURE
The structure of the blockk is shown as figure 2. The
block’s core is a processor, whhich may be a digital signal
processor (DSP), a single chipp microprocessor or a field
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programmable gate array (FPGA). An ADC is used for
data sampling. The processor’s IOs are used
u
as GPIO. The
input of ADC and GPIO is combined, forming
fo
the sensor
interfaces, which is used to connect the sensors. We have
to declare that we don’t specifically deefine the sensors’
interface, so it can be defined by users, as needed. Each
block contains a WIFI sub-block, used foor connecting with
other blocks and data exchange. A GSM
M sub-block may
also be included if needed, used for messsage receiving and
sending. A UART is designed for eachh block, used for
block debugging and data transmission to a local
computer. The SCPI command is decoded in the
processor. Generally, each block, to meet
m
the minimum
need, LEDs, keyboard and switches are usually
u
required.

Figure 2.

Structure of a blocck.

C. SOFTWARE ARCHIT
TURE
The main function of the embeddeed software is to
sample the signals, which are the outpuut of sensors. And
then, transmit the data to the processorr to compute and
analyze. Eventually it will display the data
d on screen and
send a message to control platforms to notify or alert the
users. The structure of the embedded sofftware is shown as
figure 3.
In operation, all of first, the interruptts will be disabled
and the system will be initialized, including
i
all the
registers, RAMs, timer, setting of the innterrupt etc. After
the initialization, the processor is waitingg the digital signal
which is from sensors and digitalized byy ADC. And then,
the processor will compute and analyzee the data. Finally
the system will notify or alert the users of
o the value of the
measured quantity.

Figure 3.

III.

Architecture of the embedded system software

EXPERIMEN
NT AND RESULTS

Based on the system archiitecture, software and block
structure, we construct a test system as figure 4. In the
system, there are two blocks annd two sensors. One block is
in the areas B2 and B3. It connnects a sensor in area C3. It
also connects a GSM sub-block at the lower-left corner of
the area B2. A SIM card is
i inserted into the GSM
sub-block. The WIFI sub-bblock is located at the
upper-right corner of area B2. The other block is in the
area B1, and it connects a sensoor on area C1.
Actually, the circuits off each block are nearly
identical. Hence, we utilize onne of the blocks, known as
the master block, to develop thhe wireless network (WIFI),
and other blocks, known as thee slaves, are required to join
the WIFI network developed byy the master block.
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message can’t be sent out until the delay counter decreases
progressively to zero, to avoid the wrong operation.
Surely, the delay time can be changed as needed.
When certain measured value exceed the threshold, the
system will automatically send you an alert message in
form of “V1 is too high, the AD value V1=1.234V”. If we
send a SCPI based message “read i” to GSM sub-block,
we can also receive a message like “AD value Vi=0.02V”.
Also, you can send a message “reset” to the GSM
sub-block to reset the system.
Several tests are executed. We find, in ideal condition,
the valid range of WIFI network net is about 50m.
The experiment results show that the system can fulfill
our predefined function, so the scheme of our distributing
monitor system based on WIFI and GSM supporting SCPI
is feasible.
IV.
Figure 4.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a distributing monitor
system which can be controlled by a message and auto
report the alarm. The system is also based on the
international standard SCPI which owns good
compatibility and interchangeability. Thus, the system can
be used in not only the smart home, but also the detections
of landslide and bridge safety and etc. which shows
promising application prospect.

The designed experiment system.

Before the operation, we define the keys as key1,
key2…key8 from left to right, respectively. The following
is the function of each key. (You can redefine the function
as needed). And we set the AD value from 0 to 5V.
Key1: reset the system
Key2: GSM power bottom (generally, it is on)
Key3: WIFI sync signal (manual data sync)
Key4: delay counter reset
Key5: send a message to users instantly
Key6: change the display form on screen
Key7: display the value of the AD value on screen
Key8: undefined
When you turn on the system, it will experience a
self-checking period (about 5 seconds), during which time,
we can see “8.8.8.8” is displayed on the screen. And under
the screen are LEDs, which are flashing periodically, from
1 to 8 in form of the binary code. After that, all the
settings are initialized. Hence all the datum will be
transmitted automatically.
In operation, if a key is pressed, the number of the key
will be displayed on screen for just a few seconds, and a
corresponding function will be achieved. If the number
don’t disappear, which means there is something wrong
with it, press Key1 to reset the system.
If there is a number in form of “1xxx”, it denotes an
alert message has been sent out just now and the new alert
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Abstract—As the mature GPS positioning
technology cannot work well in indoor environment,
there is no mature indoor navigation system for civil
use. Besides indoor maps and indoor positioning
technology, indoor routing algorithm is an important
part of indoor navigation technology. This paper
first discusses the problem of cross-storey in
buildings and gives a solution. Unlike outdoor
routing, shortest path is usually not the best path
indoors, a personalized path considering user
preference and interest can be better. To achieve
personalized routing, this paper comes up with a
way to model and acquire user preference. On this
basis, this paper improves traditional A* algorithm
by considering user preference and then gives an
example to show the advantage of the personalized
A* algorithm. The results show that the improved
algorithm can find a better path by considering path
length and user preference synthetically.
Keywords—indoor navigation; routing algorithm;
user preference; personalized.

algorithms can be well used in the outdoor routing.
However, these algorithms cannot be directly used
in the indoor routing because there are so many
storeys in the building [6].
a. First of all, we should consider the circumstance
that we compose all the needed graphs to make a
big connected graph and at that time the topological
structure of the graph need to keep changing. By
doing this will spend much more time in changing
the topological structure which will make the
operational efficiency become low and the coding
will be very difficult, too.
b. We can connect all the storeys through the stairs
to make a bigger connected graph. In this connected
graph we can inquire any shortest path between two
points without changing topological structure of the
graph. However, when using the blind search
algorithms such as the Dijkstra algorithm, the
execution times of the algorithm will be greatly
increased.
c. When considering the stairs as one side of the
connected graph, the weight will not be well
determined. When the weight is too small, while the
heuristic algorithms such as the A* algorithm are
searching paths, they will take the first path it finds
as the path without considering other paths which is
obviously unreasonable. On the other hand, when
the weight is too big, the algorithms will not to
choose the stairs, which will make it finding no
paths.
We’ve considered that when users are going to
different floors, they will usually use the same stair,
especially when users are using shuttle elevators.
Therefore, this is our solution to the cross-storey
problem.
(a) To find the path between the position of the user
and one of the stair in the building.
(b) To find the path between the corresponding stair
in the target floor and the target position of the user.
(c) Take the paths (a) and (b) have found as a
feasible path.
(d) Repeat (a) to (c) and find the feasible paths for
every stair.
(e) Compared all the feasible paths, which have
been found before and then choose the best one.
Therefore, the cross-storey problems have become
the routing problems between two points. After
getting all the paths when users choose every stair,
we can get a best path by comparing these.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of the society, increasingly,
there are more and more buildings with large scale
and complex internal structure and the demands for
the indoor navigation service are also increasingly
urgent. Although in the past few years, electronic
maps and navigation software had made great
processes, the research on indoor navigation still
progressed at a slow pace. The mature GPS
positioning navigation system can not work indoors
because it can not receive signals. Because there are
bottlenecks in the indoor positioning technology,
most studies on indoor navigation are focusing on
the robotic navigation and there are no mature civil
indoor navigation products by far[1-5]. Meanwhile, in
the era of network, information and digital things,
personalized technologies have been used in various
fields. Because there are bottlenecks in the indoor
positioning technology, this technology has not been
well used in the indoor navigation field. However, it
will be meaningful to use personalized indoor
navigation according to users’ interests in today’s
high-paced life. Personalized indoor navigation
service should not only be based on the technologies
of indoor maps and indoor navigation, but also be
supported by the personalized indoor routing
algorithm. This is also the focus of this paper.

III. PERSONALIZED ROUTING ALGORITHM

II. CROSS-STOREY PROBLEM

Traditional routing algorithm is used to find the
shortest path between two points and it is fully
applicable for the outdoor navigation routing, which
can arrive at the destination as quickly as it can. For
some indoor places such as the airports, the train
stations, the traditional shortest routing can be also
very effectual. However, for the more common

The problem that the routing algorithm needs to
solve is to find the path between the two points in
the graph and this path is usually the shortest path
between these two points. The common algorithms
are Dijkstra algorithm, Floyd algorithm, BellmanFord algorithm, A* algorithm and so on. These
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scenarios in people’s daily life, the shortest path
doesn’t mean the best path. For example, when
users are in a big shopping mall, if there are much
more places that the users interested in on one path,
he can pass through these places when he choose
this path, sometimes he can even find other more
places that he interests in. This will not only save
users’ time in another way but also enhance the user
experience of the indoor navigation. Even though
this path is not the shortest one, it is a better one[7].
Therefore, it will be meaningful to use personalized
indoor navigation to find a best path for users
according to users’ interests.

the present position information are not so big. We
can suppose that the destinations are l1, l2 ..., ln,the
times that take the places as destinations are t1, t2 ...,
tn, we can get users’ preference vector by using the
weighted sum of the destination vector. If
T=t1+t2+...+tn, then the calculation formula of
users’ preference is as follow:
n
t 

(2)
m
 n ln 

i 1  T
When users use the system at the first time, they
cannot get the preference vector because they don’t
take any places as the destination. At this moment
users can get the preference vector by answering the
multiple-choice questions that offered by the system.
For example, if the choices of one-subject terms are
hate, fair, like, enjoy, we can ensure that the weight
of this subject term is 0, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 according to
users’ choices. Users will get a preliminary user
preference vector s after answering every question.
As users’ behaviors come into being, that is to say,
to navigate by taking some positions as destinations,
we can get a preference vector m’ by the using the
ways explained before according to these positions.
Then we can get the present preference vector by
using the weighted sum of the two vectors, which is
m=w1s+w2m’. Weight w1 and w2 will be determined
by the specific circumstances. Because the
preliminary user preference vector s can not reflect
the users’ preference and interests well, when the
times of navigation reach some scale, we can totally
use m’ to determine the user preference and at this
time m=m’.



A. Preference modeling
Preference modeling is the process that generalizes
the measurable modeling from the information
about users’ preference and behaviors. The accurate
descriptions about users’ preference cannot be
modeling. Preference modeling is not the common
description about users, but a kind of users’
formalized description, which faces to algorithms
and have specific data structure [8].
In this paper, we choose to use the notation, which
is based on the vector space model. It is a way,
which uses the vector in the key word vector space
to express the user models, and it depends on the
particular cases. The main basis is to be determined
by the places in the building that the users are
interested in. if users are in a shopping mall, the
subject terms of their interests may be determined as
entertainment, food, sport and so on. So users’
interests can be expressed as a vector of subject
terms: U={k1, k2, k3,...kn}, kn means the weight of
the nth subject term. The weight will choose a
number between 0 and 1 according to users’
preference. On the other hand, the contents on each
position are expressed by an n-dimensional vector to
express the content features of the position. By
calculating the similarities of these two vectors, we
can know the preference of users. The calculation
formula of the similarity is as follow, among them,
m expresses the preference feature vector of users
and n expresses the content feature vector of the
position:
 
mn
(1)
sim   
mn

C. The personalized A* algorithm
This paper uses the improved A* algorithm to
solve the routing problems between two points. The
A* algorithm has defined the evaluation function
F=G+H in order to find the shortest path. Among
which G expresses the consumptions which have
been produced between the start point and the right
now point, and H expresses the forecast
consumption which will be produced between the
right now point to the final point [9]. H is a forecast
value and has many ways to be defined. This paper
chooses to calculate the distance from the present
coordinate (x, y) to the target location coordinate
(x1,y1). The calculation formula is as follow:
H  (x

B. Preference acquisition
The acquisition of users’ preference is based on the
communication between system and users. There
are two kinds of personalized feedbacks: the
implicit feedback and the explicit feedback. The
explicit feedback needs users to take part in it
directly which means that users should provide his
information by themselves and give evaluations to
the present program and system in order to get the
preference. The implicit feedback doesn’t require
users to provide their information and all the tracks
are done automatically by the system. Implicit
feedback can be got by tracking users’ browsing
histories and checking the users’ behavior log.
This paper uses the notation of the vector space
model to express users’ preference. We use user
action logs to inspect the positions that users used to
take as the destinations because the influences on

x1 ) 2

(y

y1 ) 2

(3)

In order to find a personalized routing, this paper
has improved the evaluation function. The value of
G has changed from the consumptions which have
been produced between the start point and the right
now point to the consumptions which is related to
users’ preference value, that is :
(4)
G
(1 simi ) Di



Di expresses the consumption weight of this path
while simi expresses the cosine similarity between
the content feature vectors of this path’s destination
and users’ preference features vector. When the
destination of this path is just at the target position,
sim is 0, which means that there’s no need to
consider the similarity between destination and
users’ preference. To begin the algorithm, two
arrays should be built. The CLOSED array saves the
nodes, which have been inspected; The OPEN array
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saves the nodes, which have not been inspected. The
pseudo code of the algorithm is as follows:

finds. Therefore, the path found by the personalized
A* algorithm is considered as a more coincident
path to users’ preference.
This kind of algorithm has considered both path
length and users’ preference. The algorithm will
search the target position because the H in the
estimating function is the distance between the
user’s position and the target position. We need to
consider two extremes. When their cosine
similarities are similar to each other, the algorithm
will choose the same path which the traditional A*
algorithm will choose. If the differences of the
consumption value were little and the differences of
the sim value were big, the algorithm will choose
the path, which is more suitable for users’
preference. For other situations, the algorithm will
consider both the path length and the preference in
order to choose the best path.

Algorithm 1 Personalized A* algorithm
while(OPEN!=NULL)
//when OPEN is empty,the path to target place
doesn’t exist
{
n=node which has the lowest F in OPEN;
if(n==TargetNode)//find the path to the target place
break;
for(each adjacent node x of n){
if(x is in OPEN){
compute F’ and G’ of x //compute new G and F of
node x
if(G’ < G){//this path is better
parent node of x=n;//set n to the parent node of x
G=G’;F=F’;//refresh values of G and F for node x
}//end if
}//end if
if(x is in CLOSED)
continue;
if(x is not in both){
parent node of x=n;//set n to the parent node of x
compute G and F of x;
Insert x into OPEN;
}//end if
}//end for
remove n from OPEN;
insert n into CLOSED;
}//end while

IV. Conclusion
This paper has studied the personalized indoor
routing algorithm. First of all, the paper puts
forward the cross-storey problem in the indoor
routing and provides the solution to the problem. By
doing this, the paper has turned the cross-storey
problems into routing problems between two points.
Second, the paper models the users’ preference and
uses space vector to express users’ preference and
position’s content. On this basis, the paper improves
the A* algorithm in order to make the routing more
personalized and finally reach the aim of using
personalized indoor routing.

D. Evaluation of the algorithm
In the connected graph showed as Fig 1, we can
assume that the estimate value H between
Li(i=0,1...,6) and the end point is respectively 7 、
6 、 5 、 4 、 3 、 2 、 1 and the similarity
simi(i=1,2...,6) between destination and users’
preference is respectively 0.6 、 0.4 、 0.4 、 0.7 、
0.4 、 0.5. The weight of the path length has been
marked on the figure.
g
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Fig. 1. Connected Graph
When using the traditional A* algorithm, the path
we can find is L0->L2->L5->L7, this path is the
shortest path and the sum of the length weight is 11.
While using the personalized A* algorithm, the sum
of the length weight is 12 which is greater than the
shortest path. However, because during the way
users will pass through the L1 and L4 which have
high similarities to user preference, if considering
the path length with weights of user preference we
can get the sum as 5.9 which is less than 7.4, the
sum of the path which traditional A* algorithm
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Abstract—The 3D virtual sand table is a kind of relatively
complicated technology with the very important point that the map
datum should generate rapidly. Based on DEM datum , This
article is devoted to come up with a systematic method to
structure a 3D virtual sand table and identify its feasibility : a
grayscale-map generates by means of linear interpolation in a short
time and a vivid 3D-topographic map is constructed
in
Unity3D;the feasibility of the method is proved by a
experimental way .

Figure 1, Unity3D examples of virtual reality development
II.

Keywords- Unity 3D; virtual sand; GIS

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. The analysis on Unity3D terrain data forma
Three-dimensional surface model is a true threedimensional simulation of the actual situation of the surface,
truly reflecting undulating surface and so on, and also
known as data set of three-dimensional surface or threedimensional topography [5]. Open Unity3D, use brush pen
tool to create the mountain [6], shown in Figure 2, and save
the topographic maps.

With the prominent specialty in virtually displaying 3D
spatial structure ˈZHANG Dian ˉ huaˈCHEN Yi ˉ min
[1] , Zhu Huijuan [2] has applied Unity3d to the virtual
campus areas and made a detailed study. Zhanggao Wei,
Wang Tingting, Zhang Fuqiang [3] have built threedimensional GIS model based on Unity3D environment,
focusing on the attribute data and spatial data organization
and management, virtual sand-table is widely applied in
estate, military field, water conservancy and
transportation, Compared with the traditional sand table ˈ
virtual sand table has the advantage in manipuility
maintainability and it’s also easy to be produced. With the
development of the technologies in the virtual reality virtual
sand table is going to be applied in more and more fields.
Unity3D is a game engine developed by the Unity
Company of Denmark, which is more prominent in the
three-dimensional rendering capabilities, detail and strong
performance (see Figure 1), supports 3DMAX, MAYA,
Sketcheup, CAD, and other three-dimensional model, and
integrates audio, network, physical processing module.
Based on the scripting language of C # and Java, Unity 3D
can create executable program facing on Windows
Andriod, Web, Flash, IOS and so on [4]. Due to its
powerful graphics processing, scalability and ease of
development, etc., is widely used in the development of
games and virtual reality.
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.61

OBJECT RECOGNITION METHOD BASED ON FUSING
MULTI-FEATURE

Figure 2, Constructing the mountain inUnity3D
(Redlining the ridge direction)
This topographic elevation data is stored in an image file,
the filename extension is RAW [7]. Open the RAW file in
Photoshop, Figure 3, comparatively analyze the width and
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n

single point range; The sixth line is no-data-value-spot
defined as -9999 . Treat this definition above as terrain gist.
the seventh line to the last indicate the altitude date.

height, definite the format by 2 +1pixels. Analyze the gray
value of the file in Photoshop , The maximum limit number
of independent model triangle ,which Unity3D software can
carry, is 65535. [8] The surface of the mountain was white,
the whiter, and the higher.

C. Implementing a virtual sand table instances by writting
C# language codes
Write codes in C # program , read the ASC file and
generate 16-bit grayscale RAW format files of the width and
n

height of 2 +1.
1)
To read the file
The main code is as follows:
string filename;//filename is asc file name to open.
openFileDialog1.Filter=”asc|*.asc”;
if (openFileDialog1.ShowDialog()==DilalogResult.OK)
{filename= openFileDialog1.FileName;
}// Read the file into ASC file.
Figure 3, The grayscale identified in Photoshop
(Redlining the ridge)

Streamreader ascfile=new streamreader(filename);

B. The analysis on Elevation raster data
"Three-dimensional spatial data" is the human visual
geometric description of the objective world, the virtual
expression of objective world: spatial distribution, location,
and geometry. It reflects real-world phenomena and changes,
as well as describes the space properties and time properties
on various entities and phenomena on the earth [9]. The
virtual sand-table technology uses the geographical area
elevation data as the underlying data of a three-dimensional
map . The Analysis is mainly used in Global Mapper as the
representative of the terrain format. Since Unity3D just
accepts the RAW date ˈwe firstly need format the format
of common date to RAW .The following is the example of
Global Mappper for exporting the ASC-format elevation
grid graphics.

string line;//Read the entire row of data.
line=ascfile.readline();
//Decompose an entire row of data into a single string.
string[] ascstring=line.Split ˄ new char[
,stringSplitOptiongs.RemoveEmptyEntries˅;

]

{}

2)
The calculation of the interpolation data
In Unity3D ,1 unit indicates 1 m. Remove the single data
element individually, and calculate the gray value of all the
n

points in the 2 +1 square by method of interpolation .
The expression of the formula for gray value is

n=

Open the ASC in text format, and analyze its file data
structure shown in Figure 4

t
× 65535 , n is a gray value, t is the height value
m

extracted, m is the height value of the highest point
(maximum elevation value in the figure or the maximum
altitude value 8848 of surface of the earth can be taken as
m), 65535 is the maximum unsigned 16-bit representing
value , so the altitude value can be translated into
hexadecimal grayscale in 0-65535.
n

Calculate the gray values of all points in 2 +1 square by
methods of interpolation . The linear interpolation formula
is:
Figure 4, ASC opened in text format file
The first line “ncols” is the number of data of rows; the
second row “nrows” is the number of data of columns. The
third and fourth lines are the latitude and longitude of the
data points of upper left corner , the fifth line indicates a

p( x) = f ( x0 ) +
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f ( x1 ) − f ( x0 ) ٛ
䯴 x − x0䯵
x1 − x0

(1)

About the calculation of the linear interpolation
error ,SONG Shi-cang ,CHEN Shao-chun , SUN Hui-xia
[10] have made a thorough study. According to the error

Calculate the interpolation in the original two
corresponding point . Suppose interpolation point you want
is x, it corresponds to the original position x′ which should

range of Rolle’s Theorem |R r | ≤

be between

(x1 − x0 ) max | f ′′(x ) |
x ≤ x ≤ x1
8

x0 and x1 .

0

x′ = ( x/ resolution ) × w

,then the greater the curvature between two close points of
the mountain body ,the greater the error of the interpolation
between the two points.

.

x0 = x′

Rounded,

x1 = x0 + 1 . Then substituted into the interpolation
formula

The below is the Gray value algorithm code :

p( x) = f ( x0 ) +

int nrows, ncoles ;/ / define the the number of data of
rows and columns.

p( x ) that is

coles = Convert.ToInt32 (lines [0,1]);

f ( x1 ) − f ( x0 ) ٛ
䯴 x − x0䯵 calculated
x1 − x0

f ( x′ ). The main code is as follows:

/ / the length is Ā resolution ā ˈ do the extended
interpolation along the x-axis direction.

nrows = Convert.ToInt32 (lines [1,1]) ;/ / the ASC file
number of rows and columns is taken out as a cycle
measurement.

int x0, x1;

ArrayList grey = new ArrayList () ;/ / generic grey is
used to store the gray values.

UInt16 [] p = new UInt16 [resolution];
for (int i = 0; i <resolution; i + +)

for (int i = 0; i <nrows)

{ x0 = (int) (i / resolution * w);

{for (int j = 0; j <ncoles; j + +)

x1 = x0 +1; / / f [] array is the value the original
grayscale stored (one-way).

{double t ;/ / define the altitude value stored.
int n ;/ / define the gray value corresponding to t .

p [i] = Convert.ToUInt16 (f [x0] + (f [x1]-f [x0]) *
(i / resolution * w-x0));

/ / altitudestring is the altitude strings stored.

}

t = Convert.ToDouble (altitudestring [i, j]);

/ / Do Āresolutionācycle interpolations along the x-axis
direction ˈ then the needed gray values of the matrix
diagram can be generated .

n = (UInt16) ((t / m) * 65535);
grey.add (n);
}

3)
Generating grayscale
Store the gray values calculated of all interpolation points
into a file,save it as RAW format file. The main code is as
follows:

}
Extends the grayscale with the width w and the length h
n

to the 2 +1 square matrix figure, the value for n should

n

int resolution ;/ / the value of “resolution” is 2 +1
which can be understood as the resolution value.

satisfy w ≤ 2 +1<2hw, and h 2 +1 <2 × h. Firstly define
n

n

the interpolation points. The 2 +1 code is:

int resolutionsquare = Math.Pow (resolution, 2);

int resolution = 2;

FileStream rawfile = new FileStream ("D: \ \ test.raw" ,
FileMode.Creat, FileAccess.Write);

while ((resolution <w) | | (resolution <h))

BinaryWriter writer = new BinaryWriter (rawfile);

{resolution = resolution * 2;

byte [] b = new byte [resolutionsquare * 2] / /
gray value by two bytes.

}
resolution + = 1;
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store a

III.

for (int i = 0; i <resolutionsquare; i + +)

CONCLUSION

Unity3D engine promotion in our country is very fast.
With its easy to use, multi-platform and rich physics
rendering, it has won many programmers’ love. From a
technical point of view the development of such a virtualreality system, the methods of using geographic raster data
conversion in this paper will greatly improve the efficiency
of development. With the advances in computer technology
and virtual-reality technology, the establishment of a realitybased virtual sand table will come true, and it’s not in a long
time that the sand table would finally be remotely available
by network computing and Internet technologies ultimately.

{/ / store the gray value in the array grey [i] .
byte [] bs = ToByte (grey [i], sizeof (ushot));
/ / operate by bytes , the storage order can be checked
whether normal or not in debugging .
b [i * 2] = bs [0];
b [i * 2 +1] = bs [1];
}
writer.Write (b, 0, b.length);
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Open the resulting grayscale in Photoshop to check
whether it is normal or not, shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4, Using Photoshop to check the Generated
grayscale whether correct or not
4)
Importing the map
Import the generated RAW terrain-map into Unity3D,
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5, To import RAW format map in Unity3D
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Abstract—It is very necessary to develop a monitoring system
on oceanographic research vessel with the rapid development
of marine resource exploitation. While problems on how to
realize data communication in far sea, save large amount of
coordinates, extract data and display real-timely and so on are
the keys to construct such a system successfully. A novel
solution which employs Beidou SMS as the data
communication components and utilizes China Digital Ocean
Framework System to save or visualize data real-timely
proposed in this paper. The success of the deployment of the
Real Time Monitoring System of Oceanographic Surveying,
developed by the State Ocean Administration, shows that the
solution discussed in this paper is feasible.

For reaching these management targets, SOA puts
forward a program to build a Real Time Monitoring System
on all their Oceanographic Research Vessels to realize the
efficiency, accuracy and security of oceanographic
investigation. While, the key to construct such a monitoring
system is how to solve the problems such as data
communication link, saving of large amount of coordinates,
data extracting and visually display and so on. Several
technical solutions in related fields, using the Automatic
Identification System (AIS), have been put forward at
present. Torkild Eriksen proposed a solution to monitor
Maritime traffic using a space-based AIS receiver (Torkild,
2006). Detsis also proposed a solution to solve the problem
of combating illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing by
constructing a vessel monitoring system (Detsis, 2012)(
Knoska, 2008). However, the lack of Wireless Internet
Service such as Global System for Mobile Communication
Systems (GSM) make it is impossible to construct a monitor
system in the Distant-Water like near the shore. Factors, such
as expensive costs charged by AIS and fears over safety,
make the scientific research institution that conducted the
oceanographic survey would not adopt AIS as data link to
implement data exchange between command center and
vessels.
Optionally, the development and policy of Chinese
GNSS System, which is known as BeiDou (or COMPASS)
similar in principle to GPS, make it is possible to construct a
monitoring system by a novel manner (Chengzhi, 2013)( Yu
Longyang, 2012). At the end of 2012, the Beidou navigation
satellite system consisted of 14 satellites, including five
geostationary Earth orbit (GEO) satellites, five inclined
geosynchronous orbit (IGSO) satellites (two in-orbit spares)
and four medium Earth orbit (MEO) satellites. The current
service covers China and part of the Asia-Pacific region with
positioning accuracy of better than 10 m, velocity accuracy
of better than 0.2 m/s and timing accuracy of 50 ns. The
Beidou navigation satellite system with global coverage will
be completely established by 2020, which will be a
constellation of 35 satellites, including five GEO satellites
and 30 MEO satellites. The main function of Beidou is the
positioning, velocity measurement, one-way and two-way
timing and short message communications (SMS) (Jin S,

Keywords-Beidou; SMS; Digital Ocean; Monitoring System;

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the land resources depletion resulting from human’s
devastating exploitation to nature, people look to the sea
which amounts to 3/7 of the earth surface and development
of marine resources have become one of the important
subject of modern science and technology. While, to exploit
marine resources, marine survey must be carried out firstly.
The main oceanic countries all over the world, such as
America, Japan, Britain etc., pay more and more attention to
marine oceanographic investigation. Times of special or
normalized investigation, carried out by State Oceanic
Administration of China (SOA), show an overall upward
trend year after year. At the same time, the scope of the
surveying activities has been expanded from the near sea to
the far ocean. More and more research ships sail to the center
of the Pacific, the Atlantic, even the Pole where it is far from
the shore and it is very insecurity because of special
environment of ocean and bad climate. In order to strengthen
the regulation and monitoring on Oceanographic research
vessel, it is very necessary to construct a vessel monitoring
system based on the technology of Geographic Information
System (GIS) which can tell the regulator where the vessel is
located in time and make the regulator and shipmen keep in
touch whenever necessary (Berzins, 1989). Furthermore, real
time data, obtained by the surveying, can be transmitted to
the command center by this system without expensive
communication cost.
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.62
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2013). The specific characters of global coverage and SMS
make it possible to build a data link real-timely.
At the same time, China Digital Ocean Framework
System (CDOFS), also called China Digital Ocean Prototype
System (CDOPS), has been constructed successfully just at
last year. This system consists of three distinct layers, from
the bottom up, these include the data, function, and
application layers respectively (Zhang X, 2011). Through
this system, ship’s real time coordinates can be saved, extract
and display in a virtual globe. Based on Beidou and CDOFS,
a novel solution has been proposed in this paper.
II.

Oglu, 1963). In order to realize the efficiency, accuracy and
security, several latest devices and technology have been
applied to the construction of monitoring system on
Oceanographic Research Vessel. From physical point of
view, just as depicted by Figure 1, this monitor system can
be composed by three sections.

2FHDQ

REQUIREMENTS

&RDVW&RPPDQG&HQWHU

Oceanographic surveying Ships

Command Application Coordination Base Data
Machine
Data Server server
server
Ethernet

Data Center

The requirements for an effective vessel monitoring
system that would benefit Oceanographic surveying
activities would need to have the characteristics described in
Table 1. Firstly, continuous, global coverage is necessary
and will become absolutely essential in the future in
Oceanographic surveying monitoring because of the trends
that the position of investigation is farther and farther from
the command center which is located in the shore.
Secondly, it is very valuable to the regulators of the
investigation to implement textual data transmission realtimely no matter where the vessel is located in the globe
(CHENG, F. L., 2009). On the one hand, Command Center
can receive the status data of vessel such as position, speed,
course etc. or even parts of investigation data real-timely.
The vessel which is operation in the sea can be draw in the
screen by the monitor system and varies data about the vessel
can be queried by the regulators freely. On the other hand,
people who worked on the vessel can also receive or send
instant message conveniently. Specific location-related
service information can be provided by the Command Center
to effectively guarantee the safety of the investigation.
Moreover, the security of data transmission is also
important. The investigation is confidential in most cases.
Information such as the worked scope, course, and contents
of received or sent message etc. must be encrypted before
sent by the system.
The last but not the least, the cost of data transmission
must be very cheap. Extra expenses should not be charged by
the communication service provider.
TABLE I.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Display
terminal
Wifi Hot Point

SmartPhone

III.

Tablet
PDA

Figure 1.

Large screen
User 1
displayer

User 2

User 3 Leader

Command Center

System components and interrelations

The first section is data communication link (DCL)
which connects vessels surveying in the ocean and Coast
Command Center (CCC) together. Real time data, such as
position coordinates, speed, course which were told by GPS
or COPASS satellite to the vessel, was transmitted to the
CCC by the DCL right now. At the same time, textual data
coming from CCC can be transferred to the vessel through
DCL. Consideration of the characteristics of SMS for civil
which include unreliable channel, service with 60 seconds
interval and limitation of 106 bytes one time, a data
transmission protocol, which can implement data
transmission securely, efficiency and creditably, must be
developed and installed into DCL.
The second section is ship borne software system which
hosted in an embedded device named Display terminal. The
software system is an Embedded Geographic Information
System. Electronic chart, which contains high precision of
basic geographic features like disputed sea area, baseline of
territorial sea, island etc., can be displayed in the terminal.
Functions such as vessel location, course querying, receiving
or sending instant short message from or to CCC have been
integrated into this system.
The last section, Monitoring software system hosted in
CCC which consists two main parts of data center and
command center, is the most important part in this monitor
system. More than 100 vessels’ real time data can be
received or sent out through a critical component which is
called by Command Machine. Also, application server,
coordination data server and base data server are
indispensable parts of data center. After processed by the
software hosts in the application server, real time data
coming from command machine can be saved in the real
time data server. In the command center, varies users can
look through any information about every ship surveying on
the ocean through a large screen displayer or send service
information to any ships.

REQUIREMENTS FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC SURVEYING
MONITOR SYSTEM

Requirement
Continuous,
global coverage
Real time data
transition
Secure data
transition
Low cost of data
transition

Network
Switch

Signal transceiver

Purpose
Effective monitoring of Distant-Water and
Polar regions
Sending or receiving varies information by
the regulators or shipmen
Encrypted data can only be used by users of
command center and authorized shipman
Deployed without any other capital
investment

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

As early as 1960’s, the latest achievements of science
and technology were applied to marine investigation (Olchi-
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A. Data Communication Link˄DCL˅
DCL is composed by five core components, Beidou
Satellite, Signal transceiver, WIFI hot point on ship,
Command machine and Digital Ocean private network. The
ability of positioning, velocity measurement, one-way and
two-way timing and short message communications of
Beidou is critical to DCL. Data can be exchanged through
Short Message Service (SMS) provided by Beidou between
CCC and vessels.
Signal transceiver is a device that can receive position,
velocity and course coming from Beidou. It is fixed on the
ship and connected to display terminal through a cable.
Formatted, encrypted, compressed text data processed by the
terminal return to signal transceiver. Then, it sent this data to
CCC by BeiDou’ SMS.
WiFi is a popular technology that allows an electronic
device to exchange data or connect to the
internet wirelessly using radio waves. A WiFi device has
been installed into the display terminal. Varies mobile
devices, such as smart phone, PDA, tablet etc. used by
shipman, connect to the terminal. Link channel between
shipman and CCC is established.
Command machine is deployed in the CCC and
connected to the digital ocean private network. It can receive
text data coming from amount to 100 surveying ships at the
same time through Beidou’ SMS. It can send point to point
message or broadcast service message to the ships that are
managed by it.
Digital Ocean private network is one of the major
elements of Digital Ocean Project undertaken by SOA of
china. This network connected the coastal provinces’
Information Center, Institute of Marine Science, SOA of
china and other government departments together. Almost all
ocean workers can access this network which makes the
most monitors directly apply their requirements through this
network in the procedure of Oceanographic surveying.
The data flow in Data Communication Link can be
depicted by Figure 2.
Vessel Borne
Software System

Monitoring
Software System

Sending/Receiving

Sending Receiving
Data
Data

Send Data

Data encryption/
decryption

Figure 3. Logical architecture of SBSS

C. Monitoring software system in CCC
Monitoring software system is constructed based on
DOFS which include data layer, function layer and
application layer respectively from the bottom to up (Zhang
X, 2011). Function modules which made up of the
monitoring software system had been developed and insert
into corresponding layer as an add-in.
The data service bus, constructed in DOFS, had
implemented the movement of data between applications and
the transformation of data from specific source application
format to the common canonical model format and to the
format of the target systems. The data service bus supports
the interaction patterns of “publish and subscribe” and
“request and reply”. Using this data service bus, a local
utility is developed to handle data movement coming from
SBSS. Functions like reading text message from Command

Data Compression/
Decompression

Sending/Receiving

Push Queue

Data buffer

Receive
Data

Data encryption/
decryption

Sending/Receiving

Data Compression/
Decompression

Logically, SBSS can be divided into four layers: data layer,
components layer and functions layer.
Firstly, Signal transceiver, WiFi hot point and base data
which is composed by map file data and ocean floor
elevation data, make up of data layer. Data coming from
Beidou can be read and write through computer serial port
communications. Data which is relative to crew was
accessed by a WiFi enabled interface. Similarly, base data
can be accessed by a common data interface.
Secondly, two core components, named message
manager and map render, make up of components layer.
Functions such as data encryption, decryption, compression,
decompression etc. are realized in the component of message
manager. A sending queue which charges of sending task
scheduler is created and maintained by massage manager.
With regard to the map render, textual coordinate data can be
rendered in the screen which makes it very easy to locate
ship’s position and display ship’s course.
Lastly, two kinds of module, map and message relative
functions were developed in functions layer. The map
module includes functions such as map browsing, vessel
positioning, course tracing and so on. The message module
includes functions such as message receiving, message
sending, sending interval setting and message sending and
receiving logging etc. Users on the ship can use these
functions directly through a graphical user interface.
The logical architecture can be depicted by Figure 3.

Push Queue
Receive
Data

Data Buffer

Receive
data

Send
Data

Signal transceiver

Data transmit
Data transmit
Position/speed/etc.

Beidou
SMS

Data transmit
Data transmit

Command
Machine

Figure 2. Data Flow Diagram

B. Ship Borne Software System (SBSS)
SBSS host in the display terminal which connects to the
signal transceiver through a cable and connects to many
mobile devices hold by ship crew through WiFi hot point.
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Machine, encryption message, decryption message,
compressing message, decompressing message and writing
message to database are developed in this module.
Functions like ship positioning, course tracing etc. were
added to the function layer of DOFS. On the one hand, the
public service modules in this layer had been extended which
make it is possible to access data coming from SBSS through
data layer. On the other hand, application function module in
this layer had been extended also. Functions like sending or
receiving short message, ship positioning, course tracing etc.
had been added to this module.
As for application layer, driven by users’ requirements,
factors like easy to use, fast to access, accuracy to analyze
are concerned. Take advantage of custom development
ability of DOFS, functions like ship positioning, course
tracing etc. had integrated into application layer. Users can
fetch varies real-time information about surveying ship in
Distant-Water include ship’s position, course, speed etc. and
send or receive short message to or from surveying ship.
Figure 4 depicts the relation between monitoring
software system in CCC and DOFS.

achieved the aim to monitoring the ships in China Marine
Reach Vessels real-timely. Figure 5 and Figure 6 are the
screen shot of RTMSOS.

Figure 5. The ship’s real-time location

Figure 6. The ship course tracing

V.
ship positioning, course tracing API

Figure 4. monitoring software system based DOFS

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The solution discussed in this paper can realize real-time
monitoring on Oceanographic Research Vessels with low
cost and rich functions. Beidou’s SMS, used in the solution
and developed by China, make it possible to transmit varies
data between Command Center and vessels conveniently.
Through the application of compression algorithm and
encryption algorithm, relatively more data can be transmitted
in one interval and the security of information transmitted in
the channel can be protected effectively. In addition,
functions of monitoring system can be implemented easily
by the form of extending the API provided by DOFS. The
successful construction of RTMSOS indicated that the
solution provide a new way to solve the problems of the
development of varies monitoring system.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTS AND EVALUATION

A Real Time Monitoring System of Oceanographic
Surveying (RTMSOS) has been developed based on the
solution designed in this paper by State Oceanic
Administration of China (SOA). Functions such as real-time
ship’s location and course tracing, depicted in Figure 4, are
implemented. Ship’s status information such as coordinates,
speed, course etc. is sent to the command center in real time
via BeiDou’s SMS. Instant messaging between seaman and
the command center is also implemented without expensive
communication cost charged by INMARST-B satellite
communication system.
Through the encryption algorithm used in this system,
data can be transmitted safely via by Beidou’s SMS and
through the data compression algorithm, more data can be
sent in one interval time. This system has been deployed not
only to the command unit of SOA, but to the units, the ships’
owner, which can get ship’s real-time position conveniently
and remain contact at any time. At present, system has
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each row into a starboard-side group and a port-side group
and then boarding the half-rows one by one [1]. Liu Shan
et al. adopted Buffering Dual- Stack Pattern (BDSP) to
model and analyze the boarding process, using airport
channel as the temporary buffer and arranging two groups
to board at a time. Comparison of the results with current
excellent project shows a 34.76% degree of result in
boarding time reduction [2]. Zhang Yuxiang et al.
analyzed and simulated an airplane boarding model with
”block” as a basic object to found that the boarding time
can be shortest when the block size equal to 1 at the Backto- Front with Window-to-Aisle method and ReversePyramid method [3]. Tang Tieqiao et al. proposed a new
aircraft boarding model with consideration of passengers’
individual properties. The model was applied to explore
the dynamic properties of passengers’ motions under three
different aircraft boarding strategies including the random
boarding strategy, the boarding strategy based on
passenger’s seat serial number and individual properties.
The numerical results illustrate that this boarding strategy
is more effective than the other two boarding strategies
[4]. Soolaki Majid et al. examined the different kinds of
passenger boarding strategies and boarding interferences
in a single aisle aircraft, and offered a new integer linear
programming approach to reduce the passenger boarding
time. A genetic algorithm was used to solve this problem
[5]. Iyigunlu. Serter et al. implemented six different
boarding strategies (Wilma, Steffen, Reverse Pyramid,
Random, Blocks and By letter) for Boeing 777 and Airbus
380 aircrafts by using Agent-based modelling approach.
Results from the simulation demonstrates Reverse
Pyramid method is the best boarding method for Boeing
777 and Steffen method is the best boarding method for
Airbus 380 [6].

Abstract—In this paper, we proposed a simulated boarding
process for narrow-body passenger aircraft with
consideration of passengers’ individual boarding time. The
individual boarding time, consisting of walking time in aisle,
time to store luggage and seating time, were analyzed at
first. With characteristics of seat layout in narrow-body
aircraft, a simulation model of boarding process for narrowbody aircraft was established by Monte Carlo stochastic
modeling method. Then the model was applied to three
typical aircrafts under five different aircraft boarding
strategies including Back to Front, Random, Reverse
Pyramid, Wilma Outside in and Wilma Block boarding
strategies. Our numerical results of the total passenger
boarding time were presented in three distributing graph
forms. Finally, the results indicated that Reverse Pyramid
and Wilma Block are more effective than the other three
boarding strategies. The model parameters and boarding
sequences also can be adjusted to adapt to different narrowbody aircrafts and various boarding patterns.
Keywords- Boarding process;Individual boarding time;
Narrow-body Aircraft;Computerized simulation; Monte Carlo

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, airlines have paid a great deal of attention to
boarding time because they believe it affects the overall
success of an airline. The standard practice is to allow first
and business class passengers, passengers needing special
assistance, as well as members of airlines’ frequent flyer
programs to board first. For the remaining passengers,
random boarding strategy is the most commonly adopted
boarding style. Block boarding strategy is usually adopted
in some American airlines. In this way passengers board
in groups from back to front, or from the outside in, that
is, window seats first, middle seats second, and aisle seats
last, or combine the two together. In some airlines in Hong
Kong, Australia and Japan, the way to get people on an
airplane would be to board them individually from back to
front, or the outside in by calling each one of the
passengers individually to board the aircraft. Some other
airlines would arrange boarding order according to the
passengers’ conditions, such as passengers without
baggage board preferentially (e.g. U.S. Frontier airlines)
or the first comer, the first board (e.g. U.S. Southwest
Airlines) and so on.
Many experts and scholars, both at home and abroad
have been carrying out different researches on the subject
from 1960s. Van Landeghem and Beuselinck conducted a
simulation-based study on airplane boarding which
showed that one pattern that seemed practical and efficient
was boarding passengers by half-row, that is, by splitting
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.63

II.

RULES

A. In this model, we focus on narrow-body passenger
airplanes, such as the Airbus A320 and the Boeing
737, which have a central aisle and rows of three seats
on both sides of the aisle.
B. We only explore the aircraft boarding in the economy
class and don’t take special passengers into
consideration.
C. With 100% seat occupancy, the aircraft door is frontcabin door.
D. Each passenger’s carried luggage has the same
attributions (e.g., the size and weight of the carried
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t

luggage, the portability of the carried luggage, etc.).
Every passenger stows their carried luggage in
overhead bins before he is seated.

B. Time to store luggage a
According to the rule that each passenger’s carried
luggage has the same attributions (e.g., the size and
weight of the carried luggage, the portability of the
carried luggage, etc.), every passenger stows their carried

E. The physical condition and action ability of every
passenger is the same.

luggage in overhead bins before he is seated. Let t a be

F. There is no unexpected case during boarding such as
being late, taking wrong seat, swapping seats and etc..

the time to store luggage represented by the basic time
as the following expression.

G. Passengers enter the plane one by one.
H. When a passenger blocking another passenger’s
access who is in the same row to his seat, he must get
up to the aisle of the aircraft. The aisle space in a row
is able to hold only one people.

where
luggage.

is a coefficient of average time to store

t

BASIC TIMES

The seat layout of a narrow-body passenger aircraft are
presented in Fig. 1. The interior configuration is divided
into cells along the aisle and each cell's length or width is
the distance between two adjacent seats. The number
shown in Fig. 1 represents the seat layout: 0 represents
aisle, 1 represents aisle seats, 2 represents middle seats
and 3 represents window seats.

Figure 1.

ta = δ ⋅t0

C. Seating time c
Seating time starts when a passenger begins to walk
from his row and ends when he installs themselves in
their assigned seats, consisting of walking time and seat
interference time.
Seat interferences occur when passengers seated close
to the aisle block other passengers seated in the same row.
Consider, for example, an aircraft with rows
progressively numbered from front to back and seats of
each side labeled 1 to 3 from middle to window as shown
in Fig. 1. A passenger sitting in seat 71 (the aisle seat in
row 7) could block the passenger seeking seat 73 (the
window seat) and will have to stand in the aisle for the
passenger in 73 to be seated. The interference is even
worse when passenger 71 arrives and passengers 72 and
73 are seated.
Seating time t c is represented by three variables as
the following expression.

I. The behavior of one passenger can only influence the
followed one’s boarding and have no subsequent
impact on other passengers[2].
III.

δ

t0

tc = t1 +t2 +t3

The seat layout of a narrow-body passenger aircraft

Where t1 t2 t3 are respectively the time for outsideseat passenger to exit from seat into aisle, the time for
inside-seat passenger install in seat and the time for
outside-seat passenger return to his seat.
We indicate the types of seat interferences by the
boarding order of the passengers as shown in table 1. As
seen in the table, boarding window seats before middle
seats and middle seats before aisle seats reduces the
number of expected seating time significantly.

The boarding process is a typical service operation in
which the customer participates. This means that any
procedure to improve the system will also have to pay
attention to customer comfort and determine the total
airplane turnaround time [7].
The boarding time of we modeled starts when the first
passenger enters the plane and ends when the last
passenger is seated in his assigned seat. The boarding time
consists of the time for passengers to find his seat, store
their luggage and be seated. The three basic times are
listed in the following section.

TABLE I.

t

A. Walking time in aisle b
Walking time in aisle means the time a passenger
walking without blocking from the front door to his row
ˈ which relates to passenger’s row number and walking
speed. Due to the rule that every passenger’s physical

t

condition and action ability is the same, let 0 be a basic
time variable represents passenger passing one cell, so
walking time in aisle is as the following expression.

ta = x ⋅t0
where x is row number of a passenger.
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t
SEAT INTERFERENCES AND SEATING TIME˄UNIT: 0
˅
Seat interferences

T1

T2

T3

T

1

[1]

0

1

0

1

2

[2]

0

2

0

2

3

[3]

0

3

0

3

4

[1][2]

1

2

1

4

5

[1][3]

1

3

1

5

6

[2][3]

2

3

2

7

7

[3][1]

0

1

0

1

8

[3][2]

0

2

0

2

9

[2][1]

0

1

0

1

10

[2] [3][1]

0

1

0

1

11

[1] [3][2]

1

2

1

4

12

[1] [2][3]

3

3

3

9

individual boarding time is shown as the following
expression.
T= δ
3

¦y Jb ayc
y

Individual boarding time is determined by walking
time in aisle, time to store luggage and seating time,
which can be obtained by using (1).

x ⋅t + δ ⋅t + t

α J ayc = 1

0
0
c
T=
˄1˅
We established simulation model of passenger
boarding process for individual boarding time, and then
the total boarding time can be obtained.

αJ

T=

αJ

A. Simulation model of passenger boarding process
Different boarding process which is related to
boarding strategy and seat layout of aircrafts results in
different values of boarding time.
After determining the algorithm of individual
boarding time, we established a simulation model of
passenger boarding process, which simulates each
boarding strategy. Then we judged each boarding strategy
and proposed the optimal one for narrow-body aircrafts
by the simulation-based studies and comparative analysis
of the results. The process of simulation analysis is shown
in the following section.
1)
Seat number
Seats are progressively numbered by row from front
to back, labeled 1 to 3 from middle to window in each
side and labeled 0 to 1 from left-side to right-side. Let a
three-dimensional coordinates(x,y,z) be the seat in row x,
column y and side z (mapped from 0-1, 0 represents leftside seat and 1 represents right-side). Every seat number
is unique.
2)
Initializing the variables of seat occupancy
A passenger is considered as an independent object,
who is randomly assigned to the single seat according to

δ ⋅t 0 + a ⋅t 0 + b ⋅t 0

=1

T=

δ ⋅ t 0 + a ⋅ t 0 + ( 2Y + b ) ⋅ t 0
3

¦ J ayc

= 2

y = 1, y ≠ b

c) If
, then there is two seats
occupied in the same row and side, which belong to the
case 10-12 in table 1.
Then we analyzed whether there is seat interference
on the occupied seat. Suppose in row a side c, the column
numbers of the occupied seat (a,y,c) are

α J1 ayc = 1 , α J2ayc = 1 . We compared them with b in the
following section.

α J1

=1

α J2

=1

ayc
ayc
>b,
>b ˈ there is no seat
a) If
interference, which belong to the case 10 in table 1. The
individual boarding time is shown as the following
expression.

T=

J

b) If

J xyz =1.

δ ⋅t 0 + a ⋅t 0 + b ⋅t 0˗

α J1 ayc = 1

>b ,

α J2ayc = 1

<b or

α J1 ayc = 1

<b ,

α J ayc = 1
2

passenger, then
3)
Total boarding time
We can conclude the boarding time by analyzing the
various orders in which people enter the airplane. In a
boarding process, each passenger regard as an individual
object gets to his seat one by one. So we analyzed
respectively every passenger’s individual boarding time
and obtained the following results.
Check seat occupancy in the same row and side
firstly. For example, if x=a, y=b, z=c, there are two

>bˈwhich belong to the case 11 in table 1, then
there is one seat interference. The individual boarding
time is shown as the following expressions.

T = δ ⋅ t 0 + a ⋅ t 0 + ( 2Y2 + b ) ⋅ t 0
or

T = δ ⋅ t 0 + a ⋅ t 0 + ( 2Y1 + b ) ⋅ t 0
α J1

=1

α J2

=1

ayc
<b , ayc <bˈwhich belong to the
c) If
case 12 in table 1, then there is two seat interferences.
The individual boarding time is shown as the following
expressions.

(yę1-3 but yb) in the following

¦y Jb ayc
y

=1

ayc
If
<b, the individual boarding time is shon as
the following expression.

some boarding strategy. Let xyz be seat occupancy and
its initial value is 0. If a seat (x,y,z) is distributed to a

3

αJ

=1

ayc
ayc
. Compared
with b value, if
>b,
there is no seat interference. So the individual boarding
time can be obtained by using the following expression.

IV. SIMULATION MODEL ESTABLISHMENT

J ayc

= 1

b) If =1, ≠
, there is one seat occupied in
the same row and side, which belong to the case 4 in
table 1.Then we analyzed whether there is seat
interference on the occupied seat. Suppose in row a side
c, the column number of the occupied seat (a,y,c) is

D. Individual boarding time T

conditions on
section.

⋅t 0 + a ⋅t a + b ⋅t 0

= 0

T=

= 1, ≠
, there is no seat
a) If
interference, which belong to the case 1-3 in table 1. The
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δ ⋅ t 0 + a ⋅ t 0 + ( 2Y1 + 2Y2 + b ) ⋅ t 0

4)

TABLE II.

If seat number (a,b,c) was occupied, then

THE NUMBER OF SEATS OF SEVERAL TYPICAL
AIRCRAFTS

J abc = 1 .
5)
At late, all the passenger’s individual boarding
time should be added to the total boarding time.
B. Monte Carlo stochastic model
In fact, no matter what boarding strategies are,
boarding is a random process, which is reflected in the
boarding sequences. On the other hand, it is also reflected
in the randomness and uncertainty of each passenger’s
behavior due to individual difference. According to the
rule that each passenger arrives at a constant rate and costs
a constant time, In this case, the only thing needed to be
simulated is the boarding sequences.
In our model passengers are randomly assigned, so a
random boarding sequence based on Monte Carlo
stochastic modeling method will be generated by
computer. After that, the passenger boarding process will
be simulated by using the simulation model, and then a
total boarding time is obtained, as shown in Fig. 2. We can
respectively computerize simulate every boarding strategy
a certain number of times on a typical aircraft, and obtain
mathematical expectation of the total boarding time of
every strategy on a given aircraft.

Types

Number of seats in the economy cabin

B737-300

136

A320

144

B757

184

B. Boarding patterns
The five boarding patterns including Back to Front,
Random, Reverse Pyramid, Wilma Outside in and Wilma
Block boarding patterns are presented in Fig. 3. Each
schematic shows the seat layout of a narrow-body
airplane. The colors shown on each seat are the boarding
sequences in which the seats are assigned. The lighter the
color is, the earlier passengers enter the airplane.

Determination of the seat
b
Generating boarding sequences
Figure 3.

Five boarding patterns

,nitializing the variables of seat occupancy
C. Simulation process
The values of the parameters in expression (1) turn to

Calculating the individual boarding time

t

Updating the variables of seat occupancy
Adding all the individual boarding
time to the total boarding time

NO

End

= 1s

, δ = 8 [8]. The model
various results, Let 0
can also adjust related parameters to adapt to the different
boarding situations. The model parameters can be adjusted
to adapt to different aircrafts and various boarding
situations.
Using the simulation model, we respectively simulated
each of the boarding strategies 30 times on the three
typical aircrafts. Then, we obtained enough data for all the
strategies in the form of distributing graph, as shown in
Fig. 4-6.
1) Simulation of Airbus A320
Back to Front

Reverse Pyramid

Wilma Block

Wilma Outside in

Random

YES
2100
2000
1900
1800
1700
1600
1500
1400
1300

Exit
Figure 2. Boarding process based on Monte Carlo stochastic modeling
method

V.

CALCULATION

1

A. The aircraft types to be simulated
Our research focus on Boeing 737-300, Airbus A320
and Boeing 757, which reflected typical cabin
arrangements as shown in table 2.

3
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13

15

17

19

21

23

Figure 4. Simulation of Airbus A320

2) Simulation of Airbus Boeing 737-300
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25

27

29

Back to Front

Reverse Pyramid

Wilma Block

Wilma Outside in

same. Besides, one of the assumption is passenger getting
into cabin one by one in the boarding process so that if one
passenger haven’t been seated, the next one would not
enter the plane. Therefore, the total time obtained is longer
than actual situation, especially for the strategy “back to
front”.

Random

2200
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1700
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1400
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Abstract—This paper proposes a new Double Coding Local
Binary Pattern algorithm (d-LBP) to improve the weakness
of traditional LBP algorithm, such as, incompletely features
extraction, too much sample points, low computational
efficiency and so forth. Firstly, it defines two thresholds: the
amplitude threshold and the difference threshold, which
succeed in taking full consideration of the relationship
among pixel gray values and reducing sampling points.
Secondly, the paper uses the d-LBP algorithm to extract
statistical characteristics in each small block of the original
face image. Finally, it fulfills the face recognition by using K
Nearest Neighbor algorithm.

of 0. Then, it is concluded that the binary numbers which
are strung together according to clockwise as a new center
pixel values. Finally, the local b inary pattern of center
pixel is calculated by converting binary numbers to
decimal number.
The basic LBP operator is defined in a 3 * 3
neighborhood. In the 3 * 3 neighborhood, the center pixel
grey value compared with the other 8 pixels grey values
which are in the 3 * 3 neighborhood. If the 8 pixels grey
values are larger, then the corresponding binary code is
marked as 1, otherwise 0. So you can get an 8 bit b inary
numbers and convert the 8 bit binary nu mbers to a decimal
integer. That is the value of the neighborhood of LBP. As
shown in figure 1.

Keywords—face recognition, LBP, d-LBP, recognition rate,
histogram Introduction

I.

INT RODUCT ION

Face recognition is a computer technology for identity
authentication by comparing the information of hu man
visual features [1]. Currently ˈit is a hot topic in pattern
recognition and artificial intelligence, and widely used in
the identification, video surveillance and other aspects.
The process of recognition mainly contains the image
capture, the face positioning, the image preprocessing, and
the face recognition [2]. And the face recognition is the
most important stage in the process of recognition. Among
various kinds of face recognition algorithm, Local binary
pattern (LBP) face recognition algorithm has been widely
concerned.
LBP is used to describe the texture informat ion and
advanced by Ojala as early as 1996 [3]. The characteristics
of LBP are very simple and effective to describe the
texture. In 2002, Ojala proposed the uniform mode of local
binary pattern to improve the LBP [4]. The imp roved LBP
can make the texture information of local neighborhood in
the gray image to adapt to the different rotation and
illu mination. In 2006, Based on block image of local
binary pattern had been proposed by Ahonen etc [5]. This
algorithm is more effective to collect the texture
information of face image and effective to improve the
recognition rate. Now LBP algorith m has been very good
use in image retrieval, texture segmentation and
classification, face recognition and other fields..

T he binary number of LBP = 11000011,
T he decimal number of LBP=128+64+0+0+0+0+2+1= 195.
Figure 1 basic LBP operator

In order to extract and adapt to the texture feature of
different scales, and achieve the objectives of the rotation
invariant and gray level unchanged, Pietikainen improved
the basic LBP operator to expand the original 3 * 3
neighborhood to any neighborhood with a circular field
instead of the original square neighborhood. The improved
LBP was allo wed to have any sampling points in the
circular neighborhood with radius R [7]. As shown in figure
2, the basic LBP operator is defined as shown in formula [4]
(1).

II. BASIC LBP
LBP operator is derived fro m a local neighbor texture
definition and is a kind of texture measure within the scope
of gray level. The core idea is to get the binary code of
neighborhood pixels by comparing the center pixel values
with neighborhood pixel values [6]. First, if the
neighborhood pixel value is greater than the center pixel
value, then the corresponding binary code is 1, else instead
978-1-4799-4169-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DCABES.2014.64

Where: is the gray value of center pixel in the local
area; shows the p-th grey value of sampling point in the
center pixel neighborhood area; p is the sampling point,
the radius of circle is R.
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in the center pixel neighborhood area; p is the number of
sampling points.
Finally, in order to describe the facial texture
information in detail, the basic LBP operator with one
binary coding is replaced by the improved LBP operator
with two binary encoding. The first binary code is related
with the difference between the neighborhood pixels gray
values and the center pixel gray value. Co mpared with
difference threshold ( ), if it is larger, the binary code is 1,
on the other hand, is marked as 0. The second binary code
is related with amplitude between neighborhood pixels
gray values and the center pixel gray value. Co mpared
with amplitude threshold ( ), if it is larger, the binary code
is marked as 1, otherwise 0. As shown in formula (4).

Figure 2 several different LBP operator .

III.

DOUBLE CODING LBP OPERAT OR

Although the basic LBP algorithm has ability to
describe the texture information itself, further research can
find that in a certain local area, basic LBP operator only
considers the differences of gray values between center
pixel and neighborhood pixels, but the amplitude
relationship between center pixel gray value and the
neighborhood pixel gray values are ignored. Because every
pixel gray value cannot be made full use of, it could lead to
a drop in the final recognition rate when the face texture
features are extracted.
Moreover, too much sampling points will make the
algorithm mo re comp licated, which may result in the
decrease of the rate of recognition. Due to the above
problems, this paper presents a double coding local binary
pattern (d-LBP).
Firstly, reducing the complexity of the algorithm, the
sampling points of d-LBP operator is reduced to 4 fro m 8
of the basic LBP operator. As shown in figure 3.

Where:

is difference threshold;

is the gray

value of the center pixel in the local area;
shows the
k-th sampling point grey value in the center pixel
neighborhood area; p is the number of sampling points.
As shown in figure 4.

©=1/4(0+37+2+18) = 22;
¦=1/4(8+75+40+20) -38 = -2;
d-LBP = 01111000 = 120

Figure 3 simplify the sampling points

Then, making full use of the relationship among the
gray values of each pixel within a certain local area. So
is defined as the amplitude threshold and is defined as
the difference threshold. As shown in formula (2), (3).

Figure 4 d-LBP operator .

IV.

LBP FEAT URE EXT RACT ION AND MAT CHING

In order to fully improve the effectiveness of the dLBP operator and make better use of d-LBP to describe
face image, this paper proposes three steps new algorithm
to fulfill it. First of all, the d-LBP map of face image
should be blocked; then, the images of each block are
calculated to get the histogram of d-LBP respectively;
finally, each partit ioned histograms is connected according
to a certain order to get a composite feature vector, that is,
the d-LBP histogram of overall face image. The process of
d-LBP feature extraction is shown in figure 5.

Where:
is the gray value of the center pixel in the
local area; shows the k-th grey value of sampling point
in the center pixel neighborhood area; p is the number of
sampling points.

Where:
local area;

is amplitude threshold;

is the gray value of the center pixel in the
shows the k-th grey value of sampling point
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The experimental results show that: The more nu mbers
of training samples, the better conducive classified
information will be learn, thus the higher recognition rate
will be acquired; d-LBP operator extracting facial features
has better efficiency of identification than basic LBP
operator, and improves a certain recognition rate; d-LBP
operator has less sampling points, reduces the algorithm
complexity effectively and speeds up the training speed, so
as to improve the recognition speed.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Double coding local b inary pattern (d-LBP) algorith m
of face recognition is developed based on the basic LBP
algorithm. Because of the shortcomings of the basic LBP
algorithm, the d-LBP algorith m fully considers the
relationship between the center pixel gray value and
neighborhood pixels grey values, and reduces the number
of sampling points. Experimental data shows that the dLBP algorithm can be more co mprehensive to extract the
partial features of the face image, and more efficient,
accurate and quick to get the local texture feature
information. In addition, higher training speed and
recognition rate have achieved on the ORL face database. .

Figure 5 d-LBP feature extraction

Nonparametric statistical method is used to determine
the histogram similarity between samples after getting a dLBP histogram. As shown in formula (5).
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V. EXPERIMENT AL RESULT S AND ANALYSIS
The experiment selects the ORL face database to verify
and analysis the validity of the d-LBP algorith m. ORL face
database with different illu mination, facial exp ression and
hairstyle was made by Olivetti research laboratory of the
University of Cambridge, and has a certain number of
rotation angles. The experiment of face recognition would
to be done by selecting different training samples in ORL
face database. Image One, Image three and Image five
fro m each sample are selected as training samples, and the
rest are as the test samples. The face image would be
blocked into 4*4 blocks to get the d-LBP histogram.
Recognition rate is shown in table 1, the average training
time of each images is shown in table 2.
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proposed machine vision system can improve flexibility of
detection and automation degree, and make rapid,
objective and stable detection of nameplate defect and
character identification, greatly improving efficiency and
accuracy
of
detection
and
recognize
characters of nameplate[2,3]

Abstract--Aiming at a lot of weaknesses in manual inspection
for defects inspection and characters recognition of nameplate,
the paper proposed an application about inspecting and
recognition of nameplate based on machine vision. This article
firstly utilizes seed algorithm to process image, and remove
incomplete nameplate image caused by shooting in order to
retain nameplate’s integrity. Secondly, it uses BLOB analysis
algorithm to achieve precise detection for printing defect.
Lastly, it adopts character recognize algorithm to divide region
of character and count the ratio of white pixel to black pixel,
accordingly attaining effective recognition of characters.
Experiments show that the method of machine vision in defects
inspection and character recognition of nameplate surface has
faster inspection speed and higher precise, also commendably
meets the requests of actual production.

II.

The
proposed
nameplate
defect
detection
and character recognition system consists of image
acquisition, image processing software and motion
control devices[4-5]. The designed light source system of
image acquisition, which can be supply of inadequate
ambient light, transfers capturing image into
industrial computer's memory and store, collaborating with
an industrial camera which captures nameplate image.
Image processing software extracts computer memory’s
data for defect detection and character recognition,
and saves the processing result to the report, then transmits
corresponding signal to the motion control device[6]. The
results show that the machine vision system is superior to
the manual inspection. Figure 1 is a nameplate defect
detection and character recognition system based on
machine vision.

Keywords--Machine vision; Defects inspection; Character
recognition; Image processing

I.

INSPECTING SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

Nameplate is a print which fixed on production,
provides manufacturers of brand recognition, products
parameters and avoids damaging device. The detection
of nameplate defect can ensure accurate information, and
the recognition of nameplate character is propitious to
information query.
At
present,
the
method
for
defect
detection and character recognition nameplate mainly
depends on manual inspection, Manual inspection relies on
experience and subjective judgment of personnel, who are
easily influenced by subjective and objective factors, such
as susceptible mood and environment[1], resulting in
some hidden risks to the detection and identification
of product, and lower detection efficiency. Therefore, this
paper imports the machine vision system into defect
detection
and
character
recognition.
Machine
vision system is through machine vision products (that is
image capture devices, including CMOS and CCD),
converting target into image signal, and sending it to a
dedicated image processing software; then according to
image feature, converting it into a digital signal; finally
image system diversely makes operations on these
signals to extract features of target, and determines control
the equipment movement by the outcome result. The

Figure 1. Machine vision system

III.

INSPECTIN PROCESS

Image processing software which researches and
develops in the VC++6.0 developing environment, has

The National Natural Science Foundation of China (coal joint fund) (No.U126114); Shan xi Province scientific research and development program of
China (No. 2012JM8029); the Provincial Department of education science research project of Shan xi (No. 12JK0929)
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abilities of intelligent analysis and character
recognition, the detection process
is shown in figure 2:
p

Algorithm1 Image Processing
Input: gray Image
Turn into binary image
Read edge pixel and signed flag
Get next pixel, pixel = flag?
If not, pixel = seed pixel
If is, end this algorithm
seed pixel = true?
If is, seed pixel = false,
Queue num = num+1
If not, read next pixel
Queue is Empty?
If is, four neibourhood pixel process,
If not, read next pixel
Output: Preprocess Image

Figure 2. Image detection flow chart

Because of the industrial camera view is larger, and
the label intervals relatively compact, acquired image gets
part of upper and last. Therefore, this paper adopts seed
algorithm to process the image, maintaining the
integrity of nameplate image. Then, employ the BLOB
analysis to obtain large connected regions of image, then
judge if there has character beyond silver bar. If not,
the silver bar code region form nameplate for identifying
the characters need to be segmented, then estimate whether
there is bias print defects of the recognized character. If
there is not, judge whether the recognized character is
reverse. If it is reverse, reversal operation is carried on the
segmentation region; if it is not reverse, the character
recognition algorithm would recognize printed characters.

Figure 3. Flow chart of image preprocess algorithm

A.

Image preprocessing algorithm
The function of image preprocessing algorithm is to
remove the incomplete nameplate image. Seed algorithm
can effectively remove the part of nameplate from the
nameplate image.
1) Convert the image into binary image. In this way,
the image pixel value has forms of 0 and 1. Sign the
start position of edge pixel named mark pixel, and
establish a data structure queue that is empty.
2) Get next pixel and judge whether is coincident with
the mark pixel. If not, put it as seed pixel; if is, end this
algorithm.
3) Judge whether seed pixel is true or not. If false, go
to step (2); if true, made its value into zero and put it
into queue.
4) Judge whether the queue is empty or not. If empty,
go to step (2); otherwise, obtain the four
neighborhood pixels of head pixel of the queue
successively. If the four neighborhood pixel values
are true, made them false and put them into the queue;
if not, ignore it.

Seed algorithm has advantages and disadvantages. The
seed algorithm is complex, and has longer running time,
also robust. This algorithm is almost suitable for complex
image.
B.

Across boundary detection algorithm for defect
The main defect of image is that whether
print character is out of bar bounds. Adopt BLOB analysis
technique for detection. The theory is as follows: firstly,
make the image into binary image, and then conduct
BLOB analysis operation on binary image, getting the
number of larger connected region. If the number of
connected regions is less than a specified proportion, it is
showed that printing character in the silver bar
code has defects; otherwise, there is not.
Algorithm2 Across boundary detection
Input: gray Image
Turn into binary image
BLOB analysis
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Remove smaller region
Output: retain larger region

Sort character which is recognized;
Read file data and BLOB template character;
Template character divided 7*5
Calculate black and white pixels scale of
each partition

C.

Image segmentation algorithm
Recognize the character which is print in the silver bar
code and reduce the interference to the character
recognition, make the operation of segmentation
on nameplate image’s silver bar code region, the theory of
algorithm is as below: firstly, preprocessing image to
binary image and BLOB, eliminate smaller connected
region and retain the larger. The function cvBoundingRect
can easily get four coordinates of larger connected region
and extract the reference image region.

Dist 

Calculate the distance by formula and get
Min one, then think it is character
Output: Character recognition
For this algorithm, it mainly depends on how many the
region is divided. Divided region is less, run time is shorter,
but the recognition of precision is lower; with regions
numbers increasing, run time is longer, accuracy is greatly
improved. When the division region is up to a certain
extent, speed will be slow and accuracy will not be
improved. Therefore, thinking about precision and time of
recognition, the final choice is dividing Blob character into
7*5 region.

Algorithm3 Image segmentation
Input: gray Image
Turn into binary image
BLOB analysis
Remove smaller region
retain larger region
cvBoundingRect get four coordinates
extract the image region
Output: segmentation image

IV.

Character recognition algorithm
For image without defects, the main steps of
recognizing the printed character are as follows:
1) The template character is made manual separated,
and BLOB analysis for each template character. The
template character region is divided partition by7*5.
Calculate the black and white pixels scale of
each partition, and save them to the file.
2) Judge printed characters whether it is reversed. If
not, go to steps (3); if is, reverse image.
3) Access the file data, make the segmentation gray
level image into binary, and make BLOB analysis, then
extract regional characteristics in specified size, and
remove smaller connected regions[7-8].
4) Get the characters position of BLOB characters[9],
and sort, ensuring the order of BLOB character
sequence and actual.
5) Successively divide characters into 7*5 region,
calculate the black and white pixels scale of
each partition, and compute Euclidean distance for
template character as shown in formula (1),
obtaining the minimum distance value. In this way,
consider that the recognized character is consistent
with the template character, then make end
for the character recognition.
( x1  x 2 ) 2  ( y 1  y 2 ) 2

THE RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT

A. Image Preprocess
This paper adopts seed algorithm to retain a complete
nameplate, removing the incomplete nameplate which
place in up and bottom.
Figure 4 is the original image gathered by industrial
camera which on the up is not complete and
includes printed characters. There are some interferences
for process. At the same time, retain the integrity of
the nameplate and eliminate unnecessary interference
factors, what’s more, reduce the image processing region,
and greatly improve the image processing speed. The
experimental results of seed algorithm is shown in figure 5:
the algorithm's time complexity is O(m*n), the running
time is1.90s.

D.

Dist 

( x1  x 2 ) 2  ( y 1  y 2 ) 2

Figure 4.

Nameplate image acquisition and image

Figure 5.

Seed algorithm

B. Character boundary detection
The
accurate
detection
of
image
preprocessing algorithm adopts BLOB analysis technology
which can judge the printed character whether across
boundary or not. As shown in Figure 6, the printed
character is cross-border, such as the elliptical section
shown in this picture, the printed character is beyond the
silver bar region. By the BLOB analysis technology, this
paper employs a rectangular to enclose connected image
region, suggesting that the silver code is a connected
region, then deduces that printed the characters have
already cross-border, which is considered as unqualified
products, makes direct alarm or removes it. Figure 7 is

(1)

Algorithm4 Character recognition
Input: gray Image
Turn into binary image
Manual separate template character;
BLOB template character
Template character divided 7*5
Calculate black and white pixels scale of
each partition and save it to file
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vision.
This
method
employs
image
processing technology to the nameplate and judges printed
character whether beyond the silver bar code; and then
separates the specific region, and utilizes the character
recognition algorithm to identify character; finally, the
image processing software saves the results to the report
file, so that the quality inspection personnel can quickly
search report information, conveniently search results, also
pass it to the motion control part for the unqualified
products
processing.
Experiments
show
that:
the nameplate defect detection and character recognition
system based on machine vision, can be highly efficient,
and has higher quality detection and character
recognition for the nameplate defects.

shown that the printed character is not cross-border.
Printed character is full displayed in silver bar code.
After
the
BLOB
analysis,
two
rectangles
enclose gray image region, showing that there is not
defect between printed character and silver bar code, it is
qualified
products
and
next
following
character identification pprocedures can be done.

Figure 6. Characters printed cross-border effect chart
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